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PREFACE 

OUR increasing knowledge of Arabic paleography, the availability of new sources, and 
I progress in the publication of the Concordance of Tradition open up new avenues of 

approach to the study of Qm°anic Commentary and of Tradition. The latter, despite 
the early recognition of its basic relevance to Islamic history and culture, has been compara
tively neglected in our day. The present study is intended as an introduction to a fresh ap
proach to our understanding of Islamic early attitudes toward Qur'anic Commentary and 
toward the evolution and recording of Tradition, as to both categories of content and methods 
of transmission. 

Information relative to the sources of the Oriental Institute papyri herein presented and to 
those under study for the forthcoming Volume III, entitled Language and Literature, is al
ready available in the Preface to Volume I. 

There remains the grateful acknowledgment of the courtesy of the Director of the Oster-
reichische Nationalbibliothek in Vienna, who supplied photostats of Document 2, and to the 
Director of the University of Michigan Library for the opportunity to examine its collection 
of Arabic papyri and for permission to publish Documents 13 and 14. Thanks are also due 
to Director Robert M. Adams of the Oriental Institute for his encouragement and support, 
to Miss Nanette Rauba for her careful typing of the final manuscript, and to our Editorial 
Secretary, Mrs. Elizabeth B. Hauser, for painstaking and efficient editing of a difficult manu
script with a thousand and one names. 

NABIA ABBOTT 

T H E ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 

CHICAGO, 1964 
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INTRODUCTION: THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PAPYRI 

A MOST significant feature of our fourteen papyri is their early date. The papyrus from the 
/ \ tafslr works of Muqatil ibn Sulaiman (d. 150/767) is evidence of formal and written 

-*• •*- tafslr in his day. The research that it entailed revealed the following significant factors 
in the rapid development of tafslr literature: Written tafslr existed from the time of Ibn c Abbas 
onward. Early tafslr manuscripts were used and new ones produced by each succeeding genera
tion of leading tafslr scholars. Differentiation as to type of tafslr began with the Companions 
of Muhammad. All types were generally acceptable except those that involved speculation on 
the difficult and ambiguous passages in the Qur'an. Muqatil ibn Sulaiman emerges as a leading 
and prolific Quranic commentator whose works, however, soon became controversial because 
he was suspected of heresy. 

Very important are the clues provided by the thirteen hadlth documents, in their isndd's as 
in their content {main), for tracing the origin and early evolution of Tradition and especially 
for determining the basis of selection of traditions for the standard collections of the second and 
third centuries. By contrast, the texts of both the tafslr piece and the hadlth documents contain 
very little, beyond some rather minor textual variants, that was not already available to us 
in the rich heritage of tafslr and hadlth literature. There are, however, some textual character
istics common to the hadlth documents, in addition to those mentioned in connection with the 
scripts as detailed on pages 87-91, which may be noted here. 

The language of these documents is more colloquial than literary, even for the Prophet's 
hadlth. Literal transmission and transmission according to sense were practiced concurrently, 
but the former was usually more closely associated with the Prophet's hadlth. The isndd's vary 
from predominantly complete ones for the sayings of Muhammad to broken or abbreviated 
ones that cover the sayings or practices of the Companions" and their Successors (see pp. 
77 f.). Broken isndd's, however, were used for hadlth al-Nabl in connection with certain 
extralegal, non-obligatory but edifying religious practices such as private prayers of adulation 
and other devotional exercises (e.g. Document 3). Family isndd's emerged at the very begin
ning and were much in evidence thereafter for some of the most prominent traditionists as well 
as for some less well known and even quite obscure families. The documents give evidence of 
an editorial hand that went beyond routine manuscript corrections to explanatory comments, 
corroborative traditions, and critical evaluative judgment (see pp. 76 f.). 

The distribution of the documents among the three major types of early hadlth collections is 
quite representative. The earliest type was the small private collection, mixed as to both source 
and content, made by many of the Companions. There was no call for emphasis on source until 
the First Civil War, which occurred in the fourth decade of Islam, and until the Successors 
were brought into the chain of transmission. The culama? or fuqaha?—terms applied inter
changeably at first to all religious scholars—used and added to such collections until increasing 
volume and practical needs called for more systematic organization of the materials. At the 
same time the scholars were forming groups that were interested in one or more of the related 
yet differently oriented religious disciplines, such as the various branches of Quranic studies, 
of hadlth proper, and of law. Tradition, which was indispensable for the other disciplines, re
ceived a different literary treatment at the hands of members of the legal profession (fuqaha0) 
than it did at the hands of the traditionists proper (muhaddithun), both groups having leaders 

1 
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2 INTRODUCTION 

in the front ranks of the culama?. The traditionists, concerned primarily with the authenticity 
and acceptability of the isnad's, arranged their materials in the familiar form of the musnad, 
which consisted of a number of individual collections each of which traced back to a given 
Companion or Successor. They paid little attention to thematic organization, though occa
sionally clusters of thematically related traditions appear in some of the individual musnad's 
as preserved in the multiple-m^snad works of Tayalisi and Ibn Hanbal, the earliest such works 
extant. On the other hand, the members of the legal profession, which included many leading 
traditionists, needed readily usable materials for their arguments relative to a given practical 
situation or hypothetical legal question. Lawyers, judges, and jurists soon reshuffled the avail
able hadith collections and recast the contents under legal headings, in a sense following the 
practice of Muhammad himself and of the first four caliphs, who found it necessary to issue 
oral and written instructions on such matters as general taxation, alms, inheritance, and the 
conduct of war. As the legal profession soon split into two factions—the ahl al-hadith, or those 
who stressed Tradition, and the ahl al-ra°y, or those who stressed also private opinion and 
judgment—and as the nascent religio-political parties of the end of the first century cited 
traditions in their controversies and rivalries, the traditionists proper, caught in these develop
ments, found the thematic arrangement convenient and adopted it alongside the earlier 
musnad form and thus gave rise to large hadith collections arranged by legal headings (hadith 
mubawwab cald abwab al~fiqh). On the whole, the traditionists, especially the pious ones who 
refused to serve the government as judges, paid greater attention to the isnad's than did the 
rank and file of the legal profession and the rank and file of the historians. 

Our hadith papyri reflect the developments outlined above as they crystallized during the 
second century under the leadership of Abu Hanlfah of cIraq and Malik ibn Anas of Medina.1 

Of the thirteen hadith documents, six (Nos. 5, 8-11, 14) represent the earliest type, the unor
ganized hadith collection, which was most widely used among the rank and file of traditionists. 
Five of the documents (Nos. 2-4, 12, 13) represent collections organized by subject matter. 
The remaining two (Nos. 6-7) represent the musnad type that traces back to a given Successor 
and, significantly enough, are from the musnad's of the judge and traditionist Ibn Shihab 
Muhammad ibn Muslim al-Zuhrl (d. 124/741) and the contemporary judge and jurist Yahya 
ibn SacId al-Ansari (see pp. 193-97), I suspect that the absence of a document representing 
the musnad of a Companion is accidental, owing in part to the hazards of survival and the small 
size of this collection of papyri. For the earliest literary works, several of which—such as the 
Tabaqdt of Ibn Sacd, the Ta^rlkh of Bukhari, and the Musnad of Ibn Hanbal—are contem
porary with these very documents, and some that are only slightly later—such as the Jarh wa 
al-tacdll of Abu Hatim al-RazI and his son cAbd al-Rahman—confirm the early currency of the 
collections of such prolific Companions as Abu Hurairah, Ibn c Abbas, cAbd Allah ibn cUmar 
ibn al-Khattab, and cAbd Allah ibn cAmr ibn al-cAs from the second half of the first century 
onward. 

Analysis of the content and the chains of transmission of the traditions of the documents and 
of their available parallels in the standard collections, supplemented by the results of an exten
sive study of the sources on the sciences of Tradition, ulum al-hadlth, lead me to conclude 
that oral and written transmission went hand in hand almost from the start, that the tradi
tions of Muhammad as transmitted by his Companions and their Successors were, as a rule, 
scrupulously scrutinized at each step of the transmission, and that the so-called phenomenal 
growth of Tradition in the second and third centuries of Islam was not primarily growth of 
content, so far as the hadith of Muhammad and the hadith of the Companions are concerned, 
but represents largely the progressive increase of parallel and multiple chains of transmission. 

1Manaqib, pp. 23-25; Suyuti, Tabyii al-^ahlfah . . . (Haidarabad, 1334/1915) p. 36. 
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EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF WRITTEN TRADITION 

I 

THE present writer has for some time accepted the possibility that Arabic scripts were 
used in literary works in pre-Islamic times, especially among the Christian Arabs of 
cIraq and Syria and among the Arabic-speaking Christian and Jewish colonists in Arabia 

itself.1 Furthermore, the possibility that even the pagan Arabs had some sacred or wisdom 
literature in circulation on the eve of Islam cannot be altogether excluded.2 

Regardless of whether there was or was not a pre-Islamic translation of large portions of the 
Bible, there is considerable evidence of the penetration of biblical ideas into the ranks of the 
pre-Islamic poets, pagan or otherwise.3 The case of Muhammad's opponent the poet and would-
be prophet Umayyah ibn Abi al-Salt, who was credited with "the study of books" and who had 
some knowledge of biblical angels, comes to mind.4 Another opponent of Muhammad, the 
Quraishite Nadr ibn al-Harith, who fell at Badr, was a man who sought religious information 
from Jews and Christians and was given credit for insight into the books of the Persians.5 As 
for prose, there is reason to believe that some wisdom literature had taken form around the 
name of Luqman the Sage6 and that some of it was in circulation in Muhammad's day. For 
not only does Luqman receive considerable attention in the Qur^an in a Surah titled after him 
(31:12-19),7 but early Islamic literature has a number of specific references to manuscripts 
containing some of his wisdom (hikmah). The most intriguing of these references centers around 
Suwaid ibn Samit of the tribe of the Aws, who was known as a kdmil or perfect one, that is, one 
whose talents included a knowledge of writing.8 Muhammad, while he was still in Mecca in the 
early years of his mission, invited Suwaid to embrace Islam. The latter refused and informed 
Muhammad that he had in his possession the Majallat Luqman* that is, a manuscript of the 
wisdom of Luqman, whereupon Muhammad asked him to read it out to him. Suwaid did so 
and was told by Muhammad that he had something more precious, namely the Qm°an.10 The 
Majallat Luqman continued to circulate throughout the first century, for the well known scholar 

1 See Vol. I 40 f., 46-50; 01P L 5-7. See also p. 141 Loqmdn berbere avec quatre glossaires et une etude sur la 
below. legende de Loqmdn (Paris, 1890) esp. pp. xli-liv. See also 

2 See Vol. I 27, 56. GAL H 6 2 f- a n d GAL S H 65* 
3 Cf. W. Montgomery Watt, Muhammad at Mecca (Ox- 7 For other Quranic references to the inspired wisdom 

ford, 1953) p. 27; Henri Lammens, VArable occidenlale of pious men and prophets see e.g. Surahs 12:22, 21:74, 
avant VMgire (Beyrouth, 1928) pp. 51-99, esp. p. 68; 26:20, 28:13, 45:15-16; see also Geo Widengren, Muham-
Charles Cutler Torrey, The Jewish Foundation of Islam madf the Apostle of God and His Ascension (Uppsala, 1955) 
(New York, 1933) p. 13. pp. 129 f., 139. 

4 Jahiz, Al-hayawan, ed. cAbd al-Salam Harun, I (Cairo, s S e e e.g. Ibn Sa<d III 91; Futilh al-buldan, p. 474, which 
1356/1938) 320. See also p. 141 below and GAL S I 55 f. a d d s a s e c o n d kamU (Hudhair); Aghani VI 165. 

5 See e.g. Slrah I 191 f., 235 f., 458; Ansab I 139 f.: g rp, t tl . . „ , . .4 . . 
*t I , . .•. -<r" * l # * - I l I * K " e c u r r e n c y ° ' the term majallan and its plural 

^^J Lflr® *-™ t^ J^J **-*{*^~* <—»=>-w> JL; (majall) for manuscript scrolls or books in pre-Islamic and 
. ^ - J | ^ ^jUajJl early Islamic times is discussed in Vol. I 48. See also 

RT^ i U . , , T _ , . r ", , • e Khat lb VII I 259; Taqyld al-Hlm, pp. 95 f. 
6 For the legend of Luqman and the several phases of 

its development see Bernard Heller in EI III (1936) 35-37; I0 Slrah I 283-85; Tabarl I 1208; Tafslr VII 78; Tafsir 
for samples of the fables attributed to him see Jose Benoliel, (1903) XXI 39-50; IstVab II 578; Usd III 378; Isabah II 
Fabulas de Loqmdn (Lisboa, 1898), and Rene Basset, 306. 
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6 THE EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF ISLAMIC TRADITION 

Wahb ibn Munabbih reported that he had read numerous chapters or parts of it.11 The 
legendary Luqman shares honors with the historical Aktham ibn Saifi, known as the "Sage of 
the Arabs'' (hakim al-cArab). Though no specific reference to a pre-Islamic manuscript collec
tion of his wisdom has been noted so far, aphorisms attributed to him are numerous,12 and the 
eleventh-century Turtushi refers to several compositions covering his wisdom.13 Incidental 
references by some of the Companions14 to unidentified wisdom manuscripts (kitab and sahlfah) 
could apply as well to Aktham as to Luqman. 

The small group of Arab monotheists, either set apart as hanifs or claimed by Jews or 
Christians, are generally associated with some sort of Hebrew, Syriac, or Arabic manuscript.15 

That Muhammad considered the hanifs and their claimed source of inspiration, Abraham, as 
good Muslims is too well known to detain us here,16 as is also the fact that he learned something 
of the "people of the Book" and their Scriptures from Waraqah ibn Naufal, "a reader of 
books."17 And one should not completely overlook the Sabians and their books and the defini
tion of sdbl as "one who reads or writes books" and the fact that Muhammad himself was at 
first called a sdbl.ls I do not intend here to enter into the controversy of whether or not Muham
mad was literate. I am persuaded that he, like cADishah and Hafsah, could read and that he 
probably could write also, at least at the time of his mission in Medina (see p. 257).19 

I t would seem therefore, even from the foregoing brief survey, that sacred prose literature 
written in Arabic was in no way strange to the Arabs on the eve of Islam.20 Furthermore, the 
familiar argument that the paucity of literate Arabs and the peculiarities of the Arabic script 

11 Macarif, p . 27. Numerous and varied lists of wisdom 
attributed to Luqman are to be found in early Islamic lit
erature and are relayed by later authors; see e.g. Bukhari 
I I 364 f.; J ami' I 106 f.; Abu Nucaim I I 283, I I I 337, VI 
320, VIII 17, IX 55; Nawawi, p . 526; Ibn al-cArabi, Fusus 
al-hikam, ed. Abu al-cAla3 cAfifi (Cairo, 1365/1946) I 187-
91 and I I 276-83. See also n. 6 above. 

12 Abu Hatim al-Sijistanl, Kitab al-mucammarin (Ignaz 
Goldziher, Abhandlungen zur arabischen Philologie I I 
[Leiden, 1899]) pp. 9-18, covers some of Aktham's legend
ary activities as leader and sage before Islam and credits 
him with literary correspondence with the Arab kings of 
Hira and Syria. See also Macarif, pp . 37, 153, 274; Ibn 
Qutaibah, Ttfwll mushkil al-Qur^an, ed. Ahmad Saqr (Cairo, 
1373/19>54) p. 62; J ami" I I 160; Usd I 112 f. Surah 4:100 
is supposed to refer to Aktham and to others who, like him, 
were overtaken by death while they were on their way to 
Muhammad (see Ansab I 265 and Tafsir IV 112-22). "Iqd 
1301 refers to a Sa^ib ibn Saifi whom Muhammad addressed 
as "my partner in the jahillyah." 

13 Turtushi, Siraj al-muliik . . . (Cairo, 1306/1888) p. 
157. For samples of Aktham's sayings see e.g. Suyuti, 
Al-muzhirfi culum al-lughah (Cairo, 1364/1945) I 501 f. A 
descendant of Aktham, Yahya ibn Aktham (d. 242/856), 
distinguished himself in the service of Ma^mun, who 
appointed him judge of Basrah, but he later lost favor with 
this caliph. Yahya collected hadith and wrote on fiqh; see 
Mas^udi VII 48 f.; Ibn KhaUikan I I 287 f. ( = trans. I l l 
33-51); # / I I (1927) 104. 

14 E.g. cImran ibn Husain (d. 52/672) and Bushair ibn 
Ka cb (n.d.); see Ibn Sa<d VII 1, p . 162; Bukhari IV 139; 
Bukhari, T&rikh I 2, p . 132, and I I I 2, p . 308; J ami" I 55, 
388. In addition to these better known cases and the vari
ous lists of Muhammad's scribes and of the few women 

Companions who were literate, there are occasional refer
ences to other men and women of the same period who did 
write; see e.g. Ansab I 137, according to which Shumailah's 
love messages, written in the sand, led to her immediate 
divorce and her subsequent marriage to Ibn cAbbas. 

15 See e.g. Nubala? I 86 and pp. 40 f. below. 
16 See e.g. Surahs 2:130, 6:79 and 161, 16:120-23; 

Sirah I 821 f. See also Concordance I 522. For a fresh treat
ment of this complex theme see Youakim Moubarac, 
Abraham dans le Coran et le naissance de VIslam (Paris, 
1958). 

17 See e.g. Slrah I 121, 143, 149, 153, 205; Ibn Hanbal 
VI 223, 233; Bukhari I 5, I I 352, I I I 380, IV 347; Macarif, 
p . 29. See also Concordance 1124 A-^J i\j \)\&\'} ^ubairl , 
p . 207. 

18 See HamdanI, Al-iklil, ed. Oscar Lbfgren ("Biblio-
theca Ekmania" LVIII [Uppsala, 1954]) p . 17, and Edward 
William Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon (London and 
Edinburgh, 1866-93) *U*>. See also R. Paret, "Umml," 
in EI IV (1934); Torrey, The Jewish Foundation of Islam, 
pp. 3 f. and 130 and references there cited. 

19 The few Muslim scholars, medieval and modern, who 
believed that Muhammad was literate have been severely 
criticized by fellow Muslims (see e.g. DhahabI I I 277; Ibn 
cAsakir VI 248-50; Kat tani I I 250). In the 2d century 
the word ummi was applied to those who could neither 
read nor write and also to those who could read but not 
write (cf. p . 61 below). 

20 See Vol. I 27, 56. I t is gratifying to find tha t Muslim 
scholars are taking some interest in such matters (see e.g. 
cAbd Allah cAbd al-Jabbar and Muhammad cAbd al-
Muncim Khafaja, Qissat al-adab f% al-Hijaz [Cairo, 1377/ 
1958] pp. 252-55). 
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EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF WRITTEN TRADITION 7 

deterred the rapid development of written Tradition is no more applicable to Tradition than 
it is to the Qur^an, which was standardized in less than a quarter of a century after Muham
mad's death. In fact, the reasons for the comparative delay in the development of a body of 
more or less standardized traditions were, in part at least, quite the opposite. Traditions were 
already being written down by quite a few even in Muhammad's day. I t was the rapid growth 
of both oral and written hadlth following Muhammad's death and not any lack of literate Arabs 
equal to the task of recording hadlth that alarmed cUmar I and a few other Companions.21 

No doubt among the reasons for their fears was the possible confusion of Tradition with the 
Quranic text, especially because the latter was as yet neither too familiar in the newly con
quered provinces nor standardized in its homeland. Valid as this reason seems, it was not the 
decisive one. For confusion of texts could have been prevented or eliminated by the simul
taneous standardization of both hadlth and Qm°an. cUmar, who was responsible for the first 
"edition" of the Qm°an, did indeed consider the parallel recording of sunnah, which Tradition 
necessarily overlapped, but rejected the idea after a month's deliberation.22 What cUmar feared 
most was not ignorant or innocent confusion of texts but the potentially dangerous, even if not 
deliberately contrived, popular competition that the Prophet's hadlth and sunnah, both oral 
and written, could pose for the Qur3an. This fear is clearly indicated in the instructions that 
cUmar gave his emissaries to Kufah, warning them against letting their prestige as Com
panions tempt them to relate too many of the Prophet's traditions to the distraction of people 
zealously preoccupied with the recitation of the Qm°an.23 Zuhri, among others, reported on the 
authority of Abu Hurairah that so long as cUmar was alive the people dared not say "the 
apostle of Allah said" for fear that cUmar would have them flogged, imprisoned, or otherwise 
punished.24 By denying Tradition the authority that went with sacred records cUmar meant to 
forestall the danger of competition between hadlth and the QurDan.25 cUmar's own perceptive 
mind may have alerted him to this danger. Nevertheless he was undoubtedly strongly influ
enced by his general knowledge of the role of extrabiblical sacred literature among the "people 
of the Book," particularly the Jews. For cUmar, it seems, was more familiar with local Jewish 
ritual and literature than has been hitherto recognized. We know from the Qur3an that Mu
hammad at first discoursed freely with Christians and Jews about their Scriptures (Surahs 
10:94, 17:101). And his early eagerness and credulity did not escape his not always sincere 

21 See e.g. Ibn Sacd V 139-43; Jdmi< I 71, II 120. 
22 See e.g. Ibn Sa<d III 1, p. 206; Jami< I 64. cUmar did 

not limit his own opinions and actions to conform with 
those of Muhammad and Abu Bakr but rather consistently 
exercised his own judgment as the situation demanded. In 
one of his later speeches he claimed the merit of having 
clearly established the faraH4 and the sunan; cf. Ibn Sacd 
III 1, p. 242: J^JI J S J C - ^ - J ^ 1 ^ ) 1 «& £~J>J> 

23 Ibn Sa^d VI 2; Ibn Majah I 9; Jami^ II 120 f.; 
Kifayah, pp. 8-12. 

24 Mustadrak 1110 f.; Nubalfr II 433 f. See also Dhahabl 
I 7 f.; Concordance I 435 f.; Ansab I 183; J ami* II 130. 

25 Cf. Ibn Sacd III 1, p. 207. cUmar's fear of such compe
tition could have involved what has come to be known as 
hadlth qudsi, particularly the traditions that start with 
"God said" or "God says" whether their substance (but 
not their form) was derived from the "book of Allah," in
cluding the Old and New Testaments (see e.g. Bukharl II 
315, 309; Muslim XVII 165 f.; Ibn Hanbal II 313; Con

cordance I 47 J^i and II 48 Ja>-), or from new revelation 
and inspiration received by Muhammad in addition to the 
Qur^an (see e.g. Bukharl IV 231; Muslim XV 116-18; Ibn 
Hanbal I 162; Concordance I 1 8 3 ^ 1 J Ul Ljl , IV 86 J*^, 
and I 9-11 L1~J) [in several places]). Muhammad's com
ments on and explanation of Qur'anic texts, considered as 
hadlth or tafsir, have some relevance in this connection 
(see e.g. Itqdn II 174, 176, 184) as does his insistence on 
the authority of his sunnah (see p. 23, n. 179). Divine 
inspiration was likewise credited to a few of the Com
panions, such as cUmar himself (see e.g. Muslim XV 166; 
A. J. Wensinck, A Handbook of Early Muhammadan Tra
dition [Leiden, 1927] p. 234, col. 2) and the poet Hassan 
ibn Thabit (see e.g. Mustadrak II 487). Such material 
could have presented a challenge of the first magnitude to 
the as yet unstandardized Qur3an, but at present little is 
known of its early development and role (see e.g. Ignaz 
Goldziher, "Kampfe um die Stellung des Hadlt im Islam," 
ZDMG LXI [1907] 863-65). Completion of the Concordance 
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8 THE EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF ISLAMIC TRADITION 

informants (Surah 9:6126). That his disciples likewise discoursed with Christians and Jews is 
implied in the later repeated injunctions against engaging in arguments or debates with the 
"people of the Book/'27 which meant, for the most part, with the members of the large and 
aggressive Jewish community in Medina. Furthermore, it is specifically stated that Muham
mad, Abu Bakr, and cUmar personally visited the Jewish Midrash in Medina.28 cUmar formed 
the habit of dropping in at the Midrash, since it was on the way to his property in the upper 
part of the city.29 All three of them, among others, had serious discussions elsewhere with Jews 
and Jewish converts,30 while both Muhammad and cUmar were on more than one occasion in 
possession of Jewish manuscripts.31 Certainly cUmar must have assumed that at least a few 
prominent Companions had some knowledge of the role of the Mishna in Judaism when he 
cited that very role in justification of his negative decision on the recording of Tradition.32 

And his fears in this respect proved not to have been exaggerated. 
Biblical and extrabiblical literature was aggressively publicized even in the first century by 

such literate Jewish converts as Kacb al-Ahbar, who was patronized by cUmar,33 his stepson 
Nauf al-Bakali,34 and Wahb ibn Munabbih. Because of the Companions' interest in such men35 

and their manuscripts, which were eagerly sought and appropriated by contemporary leading 
traditionists, Islamic Tradition did indeed come to resemble the Mishna more than any other 
sacred literature of the "people of the Book."36 Among prominent Companions known to have 
shown considerable interest in Jewish books and ideas may be mentioned cAli,37 Salman al-
FarisI,38 Abu Dharr,39 and Zaid ibn Thabit, who is said to have learned Hebrew in a Jewish 
midrash and later became the editor-in-chief of the cUthmanic edition of the QurDan.40 But 
Abu Hurairah, Ibn c Abbas, and cAbd Allah ibn cAmr ibn al-cAs must be placed in the front 

may lead to some as yet untapped early materials. A late 
but important collection of hadith qudsl is Ibn al-cArabi's 
Mishqat al-anwar (Cairo, 1369/1950). Still later collections 
have been presented in part by S. M. Zwemer in "The 
so-called Hadith qudsi," Muslim World XII (1922) 263-75, 
and "Das sogenannte Hadft qudsl,'* Der Islam XIII 
(1923) 53-65. The Islamic view of the various methods of 
divine revelation and inspiration is to be found in Ibn 
Khaldun's Muqaddimah (Bulaq, 1274/1857) pp. 172, 200, 
229 (see also The Muqaddimah: An Introduction to History, 
translated by Franz Rosenthal [New York, 1958] I 192 f. 
and 223, III 88 and 98). 

26 See also Blrah I 356 f., 925 f.; W. Montgomery Watt, 
Muhammad at Medina (Oxford, 1956) chap, vi and pp. 
315-20. 

27 See e.g. Surah 29:45; see also any Quranic concord
ance under JJl>-. Caliph cAlI ibn Abi falib is said to 
have held a religious discussion in Kufah with a delegation 
of 40 Jews (Abu Nucaim I 72). 

**Sirah I 383, 388, 394; Ibn Hanbal II 451; Bukharl II 
294; Tafsir II 384, VII 441 f. and 455 f., X 339. 

29 Tafsir II 384; Jam* I I 101. 
30 See e.g. Sirah I 351 f., 383-85, 394 f.; Ibn Ilanbal IV 

286 and also Concordance IV 320 *-UJLP; Tafsir III 109-13; 
Akhbar al-quiat I 55, 278. 

31 See e.g. Dariml I 115; Jamfr I I 40 f., 42 f.; Abu 
Nucaim V 135 f. 

32 Ibn Sacd V 140; Darimi 1123 f.; cf. Jami< I 65, where 

Ibn c Abbas (lines 21-22) and Muhammad Ibn Sirln (lines 
6-7) refer to non-canonical works leading the Jews astray. 

33 MuwaUtf 1108-10; Ibn Hanbal II275; Ibn Sacd III 1, 
pp. 240 and 262; Ma^arif, p. 219; Abu Nucaim V 364-VI 48 
(esp. Vol. V 365, 368 f., 387 f., 391 and Vol. VI 6, 25 for 
Kacb's relationship to cUmar); Jarh III 2, p. 161; Bukharl, 
Ta?rlkh IV 1, pp. 223 f.; Ibn Hibban, No. 911. See also pp. 
257 f. below. 

34 Ibn Sacd VII2, p. 160; Bukharl, Ta?rlkh IV 2, p. 126; 
Tafsir II 257-59, III 442, IV 232, VI 281 f. and 522, XIII 
161-63; Jarh IV 1, p. 505; Ibn Hibban, No. 947; Abu 
Nucaim VI 48-54. 

3* See Vol. I 36, 47, 51; GAL I 64 and GAL S I 101. The 
Yemen produced several other such men, e.g. Shucaib 
al-Jaba^i al-Yamanl, who used the books of the ahl al-kitab 
(see Tafsir I 344; Jarh II 1, p. 353; Bukharl, Ta'rlkh II 2, 
p. 219; Lisan III 150). 

36 See J. van der Ploeg, "Le role de la Tradition orale 
dans la transmission du texte de PAncien Testament," 
Revue biblique LIV (1947) 5-41, for some parallels particu
larly for the psychological and social aspects of recitation 
of sacred texts among the Semites. 

37 See e.g. Abu Nucaim I 72. Cf. also Ibn Ilanbal I 282, 
which reports that heretical books were burned by cAli to 
the disapproval of Ibn cAbbas. 

38 See e.g. Ibn Sacd VII 2, pp. 64 f.; Abu Nucaim I 187, 
IV 123. 

39 See e.g. Abu Nucaim I 169. See Ibn Sacd IV 1, pp. 
161-75, for Abu Dharr's activities. 

<° See pp. 257 f. and Vol. I 28. 
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ranks of early traditionists and Qm°anic commentators—the latter leaned heavily on Tradi
tion—who through their persistent exploration of the practices, the ideas, and, in the case of 
the last two named, the books of the scriptuarians, influenced the tone, part of the content, and 
the literary form of Islamic Tradition. Kacb al-Ahbar bore testimony to the illiterate Abu 
Hurairah's surprisingly extensive knowledge of the Torah.41 Ibn cAbbas, known as the father 
of all tafsir works, was an assiduous collector of hadith and akhbdr not only from the Ansar 
but also from Jews and Christian Arabs.42 cAbd Allah ibn ^Amr ibn al-cAs is reported as reading 
Syriac43 and as given to intensive study of the books of the scriptuarians44 and to doctrinal 
discussions with converted Jews such as Kacb al-Ahbar and Nauf al-Bakal!.45 His knowledge 
of the Mishna and of its association with Islamic Tradition is attested by Tabarl46 and in the 
writings of Ibn cAtiyah (d. 542/1147).47 

Moving close to the end of the first century we find others who carried on this interest in 
non-Islamic sacred books. There was, for instance, Abu al-Jald of Basrah, who alternated be
tween recitation of the Qui°an and the Torah, using manuscripts of the latter,48 and read 
other, similar, books that were in his possession.49 Ibn c Abbas is known to have written to him 
for information50 and to have transmitted hadith from cAbd Allah ibn cAmr ibn al-cAs and 
many others.51 There was also the stationer and Qui°an copyist Malik ibn Dinar (d. 130/748),52 

who read the Bible and whose literary Arabic citations from both the Old and the New Testa
ment reveal a remarkable degree of textual accuracy and of familiarity particularly with the 
Psalms, the Proverbs, and the first three Gospels.53 

The early Muslims' preoccupation with non-Islamic thought and literature was reflected in 
the subsequent negative approach to such questions as whether it was permissible for Muslims 
to read such books54 and to transmit akhbdr and hadith from the "people of the Book"55 and, 

41 See e.g. Ibn Hanbal II 275; DhahabI I 34. 
42 See Vol. I 47 f. and p. 99 below. 

« Ibn Sacd IV 2, p. 11, and VII 2, p. 189; Mustadrak III 
421. 

44 Ibn Hanbal II 183, 209, 219, 222; Ibn IJanbal, Al-
musnad, ed. Ahmad Muhammad Shakir, IX (Cairo, 1370/ 
1951) 233 f.; Dariml 11*212; Tafsir XII 252 f., 267; Abu 
Nucaim I 187, 288. See also Nubala? III 57. 

« Tafsir XIII 164; Abu Nucaim VI 52, 54. 

« See e.g. Tafsir XII 267. 
47 Cf. Arthur Jeffery (ed.), Two Muqaddimas to the 

Quranic Sciences (Cairo, 1954) p. 260; cf. also Ploeg in 
Revue biblique LIV 5-41. 

48 Ibn Sacd VII1 , p. 161; Tafsir XIII 72 (Surah 13:13); 
Goldziher, Richtungen, pp. 66 f. 

49Jarh I 1, p. 547. 
fi0 Tafsir I 340, 344, 517. 

«Ibn Sa<d VII 1, p. 161; Bukhari, TcPrikh I 2, p. 250, 
and III 1, p. 5. See also Kattani II 428. 

« See Vol. I 49 and 01P L 29. 
63 Abu Nucaim (Vol. II 357-89) covers much of Malik's 

professional and literary activity and provides some two 
dozen citations from the Bible. A spot check of a dozen 
references yielded Prov. 1:7, 9:10, and 11:22 (pp. 387, 
358, and 377), Ps. 34:12-13 (p. 359), and at least five 

Gospel citations: Matt. 10:8 and 15:7-8 (pp. 220 and 
362), Mark 11:15 (p. 383), Luke 7:32 and 19:45 (pp. 358 
and 383). It should be noted that Abti Nucaim's work, like 
that of the earlier Ibn Qutaibah, is unusually rich in biblical 
citations (e.g. Abu Nucaim VIII 140-61, with some dozen 
references) and should not be overlooked by those par
ticularly interested in the early history of the Arabic Bible 
(see our Vol. I 30 f., 48 f.). Among the more interesting 
recent articles on this subject may be mentioned W. Mont
gomery Watt, "The early development of the Muslim 
attitude to the Bible," The Glasgow University Oriental 
Society, Transactions XVI (1955-56) 50-62, and Gerard 
Lecomte, "Les citations de l'Ancien et du Nouveau Testa
ment dans Pceuvre d'Ibn Qutayba," Arabica V (1958) 
34-46; see also EI I (1960) "<=Arabiyya" (p. 564), which 
bears on this subject as well as on other aspects of the 
early Muslims' interest in non-Islamic sacred books, and 
n. 25 above with references there cited. Ibn Qutaibah's 
familiarity with biblical texts is fairly well known. Biblical 
citations are to be found in most of his works. Some of these 
are introduced with statements that indicate his personal 
study of the written texts (see e.g. Ta?wil, pp. 171 and 183). 
For recent and instructive treatment of the general subject 
by Muslim scholars see Ahmad Amin, I)uha al~Islam I 
(Cairo, 1351/1933) 327 f., 343 f.; Kattani II 428-32. 

64 See e.g. Bukhari IV 495; Jam* II 40-43, 48; Kifayah, 
pp. 75 f. See also Tafsir II 270-74; Kattani II 428 f. 

55 See Kifayah, pp. 76 f.; Taqyid al-Hlm, pp. 146 f.; Abu 
Nucaim V 52. 
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10 THE EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF ISLAMIC TRADITION 

conversely and logically enough, whether Islamic literature, particularly the Qur^an, should be 
taught or even exposed to the "people of the Book."56 The comparatively tolerant attitude that 
characterized the first century yielded—for all but the very few liberals—first to caution, then 
to avoidance, and finally, by about the middle of the second century, to all but complete pro
hibition of all three practices. Then such cIraqT leaders as Acmash (d. 148/765) and Sufyan 
al-Thauri (d. 161/778) were credited with socio-political discrimination and religious bigotry 
in their relations with the "people of the Book."57 This development was tacitly frowned on by 
the cosmopolitan Shacbi (d. no later than 110/728)58 among others and publicly repudiated 
by the more tolerant and humane AwzacI of Syria (d. 157/773).59 

It thus seems clear that it was not illiteracy nor: failure nor even general reluctance on the 
part of the Companions to write down hadith that forestalled the early standardization of 
Islamic Tradition. It was rather cUmar's fear of a development in Islam, parallel to that in 
Judaism and Christianity, but particularly in the latter, of a body of sacred literature that 
could compete with, if not distort or challenge, the QurDan. Such literature was in fact begin
ning to take shape even in cUmar's day and under aggressive literary leadership' by the "people 
of the Book." This leadership the early Muslims at first acknowledged and admired but soon 
came to resent and challenge. The challenge, however, had not sufficient force to overcome the 
trends already set in motion, trends that had deep roots in a common Semitic cultural heritage 
reinforced by long sustained contact and association. 

cUmar's decision against the recording of Tradition was backed by a very small minority of 
his contemporaries, though, after he burned or otherwise destroyed such hadith manuscripts as 
he could uncover, many Companions refrained from arousing his wrath by avoiding public 
enthusiasm for either oral or written Tradition.60 Actually, only a few Companions opposed 
written hadith from strong personal convictions, giving as their chief reasons Muhammad's 
occasional disapproval and the desire not to accord hadith the same treatment as the Qur°an.61 

The Companions most frequently mentioned as holding to their convictions against written 
hadith to the very end are cAbd Allah ibn Mascud,62 Zaid ibn Thabit,63 and Abu Sacid al-
Khudrl,64 whose death dates range from 32/653 to 74/693. Ironically enough, Omar 's son 
cAbd Allah, who approved of his father's decision and abided by it for the most part, is re
ported to have weakened at the end and tacitly permitted or actually instructed his pupils to 
write down Tradition.65 There were, on the other hand, some Companions who at first ignored 
cUmar's decision but eventually, on the approach of death, decided to destroy their manu
scripts for fear that they might be misused. Among these were Abu al-DardaD (d. 32 or 34/ 

66 See e.g. Bukharl II 232 and cf. Ahmad Fu^ad al-
Ahwarri, Al-tarblyah fl al-Isldm (Cairo, 1374/1955) pp. 40, 
64, 179-81 and references there cited. 

57 See e.g. Taqyld al-Hlm, pp. 146 f.; Abu Nucaim V 52, 
VI 369 and 379. There were some who preferred association 
with Jews and Christians or concern with their views to 
association with those in power or preoccupation with 
some Islamic heterodoxy (see e.g. Ibn Hanbal, Kitdb al-
wartf [Cairo, 1340/1921] p. 59; Tabari III 2520). 

58 See e.g. Abu Nucaim IV 314, 322. 
5* See e.g. Jarh, Taqdimah, pp. 200 f. and 210 f. 
60 See p. 7 above; see also Jamic I 64 f. and Taqyld 

al-Hlm, pp. 49-53. 
61 The arguments for and against written hadith have 

received extensive treatment in the hadith literature, espe

cially by Khatib in his Taqyld al-Hlm. This work has been 
ably edited by Yusuf al-cAshsh, whose lengthy introduction 
does considerable justice to the subject and its ramifica
tions. For the arguments of the opposition see Taqyld 
al-cilm, pp. 28-64; Jamic I 63-70. 

62 See e.g. Jamic I 65; Taqyld al-Hlm, pp. 38 f. and 53; 
but see also Jdmic I 72, where cAbd Allah's son claims he 
has a manuscript of his father's. 

63 See e.g. Taqyld al-Hlm, p. 35. See also pp. 249 f. and 
256 f. below. 

64 See p. 202 below. For others who were opposed to 
written hadith see e.g. Taqyld al-Hlm, pp. 45 ff. 

65 See e.g. Taqyld al-Hlm, pp. 43 ir,Jamic I 66. See also 
pp. 157 and 244 below. cUmar himself approved the record
ing of Him, including hadith, at first (see Musladrak I 106; 
Taqyld al-Hlm, p. 88). 
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EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF WRITTEN TRADITION 11 

652 or 654) in Syria66 and cAbidah ibn Qais (d. 72/691-92) in Kufah.67 But for the most part the 
Companions who at first refrained from writing, either for some personal reason or out of defer
ence to cUmar, eventually took to recording hadith. Among these were Ibn c Abbas, whose 
tajslr and hadith materials were written down by several of his pupils,68 and Abu Hurairah, 
who though himself illiterate and at first opposed to the writing-down of his hadith did in the 
end have others write it down.69 A great many of the Companions resolved the controversy 
for themselves by considering their manuscripts as aids to memory.70 Some, possessing only a 
few traditions, made temporary notes which they destroyed once they had memorized the 
content. Others, fewer in number but more ambitious for sizable collections, made records that 
were meant to last for their own lifetime, but some of these records actually survived their first 
owners. Besides, even if the original manuscripts were destroyed, copies made from dictation 
were not necessarily destroyed at the same time or later. There were even instances of pupils 
or relatives of aid-to-memory writers who somehow managed to save the manuscripts of a 
teacher, as did Sacid ibn Jubair for Ibn cUmar,71 or of a parent, as did the son of cAbd Allah ibn 
Mascud.72 

Nevertheless it was not the partially accidental survivals that were to supply the main 
foundation for the first deliberate attempts at comprehensive recording of Tradition. That 
basis was supplied by the comparatively few Companions who proved to be determined and 
insatiable collectors, recorders, and transmitters of the hadith and sunnah not only of Muham
mad but also, though to a lesser extent, of some of their fellow Companions, especially those 
known to have been close, in any capacity whatsoever, to Muhammad and to the members of 
his family. Foremost among these were Anas ibn Malik, cAbd Allah ibn cAmr ibn al-cAs, Ibn 
cAbbas, and Abu Hurairah.73 But the list can be readily doubled by addition of the names of 
determined collectors and writers of hadith who were not so insatiable as these four. Among 
this group was cAmr ibn Hazm al-Ansarl (d. 51 or 53/671 or 673), who started his collection of 
the sunnah and hadith with the written instructions on alms, blood money, inheritance, and 
other topics that he received from Muhammad at the time of his appointment in the year 
10/631 to Najran to instruct the people and collect the alms tax.74 There was also Abu al-Yasar 
Kacb ibn cAmr (d. 55/675), whose servant accompanied him carrying his manuscripts (see 
p. 188) and whose materials were written down by others. Again, there was the judge and tradi-
tionist Masrtiq ibn al-Ajdac (d. 63/682), who is said to have been adopted by cADishah and who 
traveled widely in search of Him, which he wrote down.75 One may mention, finally, the 
Yemenite cAmr ibn Maimtin al-Awdl (d. 74/693), who, though he was converted during 
Muhammad's lifetime, did not actually meet Muhammad but made numerous pilgrimages and 
transmitted from cUmar, cAli, cAbd Allah ibn Mascud, and others. He settled in Kufah and 

66 See e.g. Taqyld al-Hlm, pp. 117 f. 
67 See e.g. Ibn Sacd VI 62 f.; Taqyld al-Hlm, pp. 45 and 

61;/dm* I 67. See also pp. 12, 58, and 111, n. 139, below. 
68 See e.g. Taqyld al-Hlm, pp. 42 f.; Jamic I 65; p. 157 

below. 
69 Taqyld al-Hlm, pp. 33-55 and 41 f.; JSmic I 66, 70, 

72, 74. See also pp. 61, 87, and 140 below. 
70 See e.g. A. Sprenger in Journal of the Asiatic Society 

of Bengal XXV (1856) 303-29 and 375-81. This article, as 
any other on the subject, shows that those in favor of 
writing down hadith, either as an aid to memory or for 

later use, greatly outnumbered those who objected to 
written tradition. 

71 See e.g. J ami* I 66; Taqyld al-Hlm, pp. 43 f. and 102 f.; 
Abu Nu<aim IV 276. 

72 See e.g. J ami" I 72; Taqyld al-Hlm, p. 39. 
73 See Bukhari I 40 f.; Abu Da'ud III 313 f.; J ami" I 

70-73; Taqyld al-Hlm, pp. 65-74, 74-84, and 91-97. 
74 See Jami" I 71; Taqyld al-Hlm, p. 72; IstVab II 437; 

Isdbah II 532. See also p. 24 below. 
75 See J ami" I 66, 94; Taqyld al-Hlm, pp. 39 f. and 58 f.; 

ShirazI, Tabaqat al-fuqaha> (Baghdad, 1356/1937) pp. 10, 
12 f., 15, 17, 59. See also p. 187 below. 
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12 THE EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF ISLAMIC TRADITION 

wrote on historical subjects, and Ibn Ishaq of Sirah fame drew freely from his works.76 More 
names could be mentioned, as can readily be discovered from the pertinent sections of Jamic 

and Taqyld al-Hlm, particularly the latter, which is so aptly titled.77 Enough have been pre
sented here, however, to correct the widely held notion that only a few prominent Com
panions were engaged in serious literary activities. 

As a result of the events leading into the second half of the first century two major obstacles 
to increased interest in both oral and written Tradition were overcome. The dreaded cUmar was 
dead, and the cUthmanic edition of the Qur^an had been completed and thus some of the fear of 
confusion between hadith and the Qm°an had been eliminated. In the meantime a number of 
political, social, and cultural trends involving the rapid development of administrative, educa
tional, and literary institutions had been set in motion. In every one of these fields the hadith 
and sunnah of Muhammad and of a few of his closest and most prominent associates came to 
be considered second only to the Qm°an in importance. But Quranic priority held only when 
the Qur'an itself was explicit on a given subject or situation; otherwise the Prophet's Tradition 
was supreme, though not for long. For the legalist, faced with new problems and challenges, 
soon introduced well considered personal opinion (ra?y), consensus (ijmdc), and analogy (qiyas) 
to supplement both the QurDan and Tradition. 

The initial and necessary interaction of law and Tradition, organic though it had to be, was 
by no means the only major stimulus to the early development and growth of the science of 
Tradition. For a simultaneous and parallel interaction developed between Tradition and the 
various early Quranic sciences, particularly Qui°anic readings (qir&at)1* and commentary 
(tafsir; see Document 1). Furthermore, the image of Muhammad gained in stature in direct 
proportion to the astonishing early successes of Islam as a creed and a state. Consequently, an 
increasing number of his enthusiastic followers of the second and third generations sought and 
used the hadith and sunnah of the Prophet. Among these were pious men who sought traditions 
for personal edification, religious leaders who used them for public instruction and exhortation, 
hard-headed men of practical affairs who used them to further their personal ambitions or to 
improve their social standing. As a result of the combined activities of these variously moti
vated groups religious education and learning, covering at least some knowledge of the Qm°an 
and of Tradition, became a sine qua non for the average Muslim layman in good cultural and 
social standing. The popular view—still held, particularly among Western scholars interested 
in Islamic law—that interest in Tradition was first stimulated by members of the legal pro
fession distorts the picture of this first and basic phase of Islamic cultural development in the 
religious sciences. 

With the foregoing outline as a background we may fill in some details for the field of Tradi
tion proper, particularly for the period of Zuhrl's pivotal activities and the first comprehensive 
record of Tradition. Though Omar 's attempt to prevent Tradition from competing with the 
Qur'an failed, his official stand against the recording of Tradition nevertheless cast a shadow 
on his successors, who let matters take their course without official interference. Hence the 
collecting and recording of Tradition became a matter of private concern and scholarship. 
Several of the Umayyad rulers came to play a private role in this development, though there 
was an official attempt on the part of cUmar II (see pp. 18-31). 

76 See Ibn Sacd VI 80; Bukhari, TcPrikh III 2, p. 367; quently cast in the imperative, with only one real variant, 
Abu Nucaim IV 148-54; DhahabI I 61. See also our Vol. I iashblk U al'kutuh <see TaWld al~cilm> P- 82>* 
25 98. 78 See e.g. Ibn Qutaibah's list of readers (Macarif, pp. 

262-64), which largely duplicates his list of traditionists 
77 The phrase appears in the work dozens of times, fre- (ibid. pp. 251-64). 
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EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF WRITTEN TRADITION 13 

Of the small group of Successors who objected to written hadith only a few conservatives are 
said to have held out to the end. The two best known are the Basran Muhammad ibn Sirln79 

and the Medinan Qasim ibn Muhammad ibn Abi Bakr.80 But story has it that Qasim and his 
fellow Medinan Salim ibn cAbd Allah ibn cUmar ibn al-Khattab were shamed into dictating a 
large portion of their knowledge (Him) to the resourceful Tunisian visitor Khalid ibn Abi 
cImran (d. 125 or 127/743 or 745), who threatened to return home and publicize the refusal of 
these scholars of the city of the Prophet to make their knowledge available for the benefit of 
his countrymen (see p. 214). Other leading objectors weakened in the end, permitting and in 
some cases even urging their students to write down their materials. The most prominent of 
these were Salim ibn cAbd Allah ibn cUmar ibn al-Khattab (see pp. I l l , 157, 180, 198), the 
Medinan Sacid ibn al-Musayyib (see pp. 202 f.),81 son-in-law of Abu Hurairah, and the Kufan 
NakhacI82—all three of whom appear frequently in our documents largely because, despite 
their initial personal stand, the bulk of their materials came to be written down by their less 
conservative younger contemporaries. 

The Mosque of the Prophet at Medina, like the synagogue and the church for the "people 
of the Book," became Islam's first center of religious education for young and old83 alike, and 
this education was free. For, while Muhammad expounded his mission, conducted public wor
ship, and dictated the QurDan, schoolmasters took the young in hand and zealous Companions 
instructed the adult "guests of Islam," as the poor (ahl al-suffah) were called,84 in the new 
faith and taught those who wished to read and write as well. The mosque, as the leading insti
tution of religious and cultural life, became the center of each new Islamic community within 
and without Arabia. As military camps were augmented by civilian settlements which pres
ently gave rise to metropolitan centers, old mosques were enlarged and new ones were built. 
Thus, while the young continued to be taught in neighborhood mosques, the cathedral mosques 
of cities such as Mecca, Medina, Damascus, Hims, Basrah, Kufah, Jerusalem, and Fustat 
became centers of public communication and of secondary education, courts of justice, and 
meeting places for visiting scholars, pilgrims, and tradesmen.85 Yet, though the mosque was 
an institution, it had no monopoly on any of its functions except as the place of public con
gregational worship and the accompanying speech of caliph or governor. Scholars and judges 
held sessions at home; legal opinions were given and even sentences passed in the market 
place.86 Evening sessions for religious discussions87 soon supplemented those of pagan times 
when battle days and poetry stirred memories and stimulated the imagination.88 

The earliest references to men of religious learning and understanding (culama? and fuqaho?), 
apart from the leaders in Mecca and Medina, involve groups of emissaries who were sent by 

79Jdmic I 67; Taqyld al-cilm, pp. 45 f. and 60 f. See also 
pp. 257 f. below. 

*°Jdmic I 67; Taqyld al-cilm, pp. 46 and 52. See also 
pp. I l l and 191 below. 

*lJdmi< I 73; Taqyld al-Hlm, p. 94. 

S2Jami< I 69 f.; Taqyld al-Hlm, pp. 47 f.} 58 f., 108 f. See 
also pp. 149 f., 157, and 276 below. It is interesting to note 
that most of the conservatives among the Companions and 
Successors mentioned in this section as being opposed to 
the writing-down of Tradition were likewise opposed to 
the introduction of orthographic signs, Surah captions and 
endings, and punctuation devices in Quranic copies. Again 
many of them finally compromised, and these practices 
became widely accepted (see cUthman ibn Sa îd al-Dani; 

Al-muhkam fi al-naqt al-ma§dhif> ed. cIzzat Hasan [Damas
cus, 1379/1960] pp. 3 f., 10-17, 42, 196. 

83 See e.g. Vol. I 28 and Bukharl I 30. 
84 See Vol. I 78. 
86 See e.g. Bukharl I 47, IV 430. 
86 Akhbdr al-qu(j,dt} for example, gives numerous in

stances of judicial activities in a variety of places; see e.g. 
Vols. 1145, 275, 296, 339, 341, II 412, and III 306 f., which 
cover the mosque, the space outside the mosque, the market 
place, and the home. 

87 See e.g. Bukharl I 41, 158; Ibn Hanbal I 389, 410. See 
also Concordance II 535 y ^ and our Vol. I 10. 

88 See Jdmiz 1105 and Nuwairl, Nihdyat al-arabjl funun 
al-adab XV (Cairo, 1369/1947) 338; see also Akhbdr al-
quidt III 19. 
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Muhammad89 or by the caliph to military camps on the borders and to newly conquered or 
founded cities to instruct the people in the faith and its religious laws.90 Many of these emis
saries had, besides their more-or-less propagandistic mission of teaching and preaching, some 
other official function such as collector of the alms tax or judge. Because of the public character 
of their duties, references to their activities, which took place usually but not always in the 
mosque in the earliest times, are more numerous than references to the activities of teachers in 
elementary schools in or adjoining the neighborhood mosques or to those of private citizens 
seeking or imparting knowledge {Him) on their own initiative. The Him of the earliest period 
was integral but composite. It drew on the QurDan, hadith and sunnah, and law and custom 
without any clear differentiation between Him al-Qur^an and Him al-hadlth and Him al-fiqh, 
each of which was later to develop into various branches. Many of the early emissaries went 
armed with oral and written instructions which formed part of the basis of their Him.91 Among 
these were cAmr ibn Hazm, active in the Yemen (see p. II),92 and Mucadh ibn Jabal (d. 18/ 
640), active in the Yemen and later in Syria, where he discoursed with groups, consisting at 
times of some thirty adults, in the mosques of Damascus and Hims.93 The religious lecture and 
the seminar {majlis), with their rather select audience and circle (halaqah), soon became insti
tutions in their own right as popular means for both public and private instruction. The 
numerous sessions of Abu Hurairah,94 Ibn cAbbas,95 cAbd Allah ibn Jabir,96 and Sacid ibn 
al-Musayyib97 in Medina and those of Ibn cAbbas, cAbd Allah ibn cAmr ibn al-cAs,98 and 
Mujahid ibn Jabr (see p. 98) in Mecca, though exceptionally important, were by no means the 
only sessions held in these cities, particularly in Medina, by the Companions and Successors.99 

Among other official or prominent educators were cUbadah ibn al-Samit (d. 34/655-56), who 
taught the QurDan and writing to the ahl al-suffah in the Mosque of the Prophet at Medina and 
later held hadith sessions in the mosque of Hims,100 cAbd Allah ibn Mascud in Kufah,101 and 
cImran ibn Husain (see p. 211) in Basrah. 

It is not likely that the earliest schoolteachers took an active enough interest in hadith to teach 
it to their young charges even though some of them may have written down what they them
selves had heard from Muhammad and their fellow Companions. But, as the second half of 
the first century progressed, teachers who not only eagerly collected hadith but taught some 
traditions to their pupils are mentioned in increasing numbers. Other early groups of religious 
significance were the preachers and storytellers, who in a sense took Muhammad for their 
model and renewed their inspiration from the stories in the Qur^an and other books of Allah. 
While the preacher (waci%) concentrated on moral exhortation and the dreaded Day of Judg
ment, the storyteller (qass), with much the same object in mind, fashioned tales with a moral 

89 He initiated the practice when he sent Muscab ibn 
cUmair to instruct the Ansar before he himself migrated 
to Medina, as he later sent a missionary expedition that 
met with foul play at Bî r Macunah (see Vol. I, Docu
ment 5). 

90 See e.g. Ibn Sacd III 1, pp. 201 and 258; Yacqubi II 
72 f., 75, 242-44; Dhahabi I 48. See pp. 108f. below for 
cUmar's concern with the possibility of unorthodox ideas 
gaining currency in military camps. 

91 See e.g. Yacqubl II 114-28. 
92 See Sirah I 961; Futuh al-buldan, p. 70. 
93 See e.g. Sirah I 957; Muwatttf II 953 f.; Abu Nucaim 

V 121, 130; Dhahabi I 19. See also p. 259 below and refer
ences there cited in n. 21. 

94 After cUmar I's death Abu Hurairah concentrated on 
hadith (see e.g. Ibn Hanbal II 275; Isticab II 6.97; Musta-
drak I 108, III 512; Dhahabi I 31-35; Nubalfr II 433 f., 
436, 440, 443 f.; Yafiq I 276). 

95 See e.g. Khatib I 175. Cf. also Bukhari, Ttfrikh III 1, 
pp. 3-5. 

96 See e.g. Hum al-muhd4arah I 107 f. 
97 See e.g. Ibn Sa^d V 96, 98. 
98 See e.g. Ibn Sacd IV 2, p. 12. 

"See e.g. Kifdyah, p. 385. See also pp. 48f. below. 
100 See Ibn Sacd III 2, pp. 93 f.; Ibn PJanbal V 315, 328. 

See also pp. 187 f. below. 
101 See Ibn Sacd III 1, p. 110. 
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around biblical and Qur'anic stories and legends, in which the stories of the prophets loomed 
large, supplemented by other legends from ancient story and folklore.102 Such storytellers, both 
Arabs and mawali, appeared on the scene spontaneously and informally103 and were readily 
accepted by the community. Before long the best of them functioned also as preachers, and a 
few combined with their earlier duties those of judge.104 Mucawiyah ibn Abi Sufyan while he 
was governor of Syria, is credited with formalizing their position/05 and the caliph cAbd al-
Malik ibn Marwan (65-86/685-705) is credited with confirming their official position and 
further regulating the activities of the officially appointed qussds in the mosque services, 
though not without being accused of religious innovation (bidcah).106 

The activities of these early and reputable preachers and storytellers are of significance to 
us for two reasons. They accelerated the popularization of the emotion-laden theme of reward 
and punishment (targhib wa tarhib) in the here and the hereafter. Much of the material on this 
theme was soon incorporated into the as yet quite fluid body of Tradition. Again, though as 
a group the storytellers wrote down their tales,107 these tales for obvious reasons were not cast 
in the form of content and source {main wa isndd) currently coming into use among tradi-
tionists. Later, as we shall see, some qussds who aspired to being traditionists also compiled 
regular hadith collections that were not necessarily limited in content to the themes of the 
professional storyteller. This type of material, however, though it too came to be cast in the 
form of traditions, seldom if ever had acceptable isndd's. This fact was soon recognized by 
isndd critics of the second century who, on considering the nature of the content and the 
salutary purpose such material was intended to serve, overlooked for the most part the de
ficiencies of the zsnacTs.108 

All in all, therefore, the developments during the middle decades of the first century were 
such as to increase the demand for traditions for a variety of religious purposes, both private 
and public, and to lessen the opposition to written Tradition at the same time that literacy 
was increasing. By the end of the century, added factors had strengthened and accelerated 
these trends. The rapid increase in the Islamic population, by birth and by conversion, widened 
the base of public demand for traditions. In turn, there was an even greater rate of increase in 
the number of serious students and scholars, from whose ranks came the first leaders and rough 
molders of the various religious disciplines for which Tradition was becoming for the most part 
indispensable. Lending an even greater urgency to these religious and cultural developments 
was the acute sense of Arab racial and political pride already beginning to be challenged by 
the resentful yet ambitious non-Arab Muslim clients (mawali). Smarting under political and 
social discrimination the mawali, along with members of non-Islamic groups subject to dis-

102 See e.g. Surahs 7:176, 12:111; Ibn Sa<d IV 1, pp. 
30 f., and V 341; Mtfarif, p. 276; DarimI II 219; Abu 
Da>ud III 323 f.; Ibn Majah II 214; Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 
144. See also DhahabI I 121 f. and Ibn Khaldun, Muqad-
dirnah, p. 242 (= Rosenthal's trans. I l l 156). 

103 See e.g. Mustadrak I 128. For a list of early and 
quite remarkable qu$sas see Jahi?, Kitab al-baydn wa al~ 
tabyln, ed. Hasan al-Sandubl (Cairo, 1366/1947) I 345-47, 
and Ibn al-JauzI, Talbis iblis (Cairo, 1347/1928) pp. 123-
25. 

104 Goldziher's inadequate treatment in several of his 
works of the earliest phase of the role and character of the 
qu§§a§ in contrast to their later degeneration (see e.g. Ibn 
Qutaibah, Ttfwil mukhtalif al-hadith, pp. 356-62) has been 

remedied in more recent years (see our Vol. I 53 f. and 
references there cited). 

105 See Kindl, pp. 313 f.; Futiih, pp. 235 and 239. 
106 See Abu Shamah, Al-b&ith cala inkar al-bidac wa 

al-hawadith, ed. Muhammad Fu^ad (Cairo, 1374/1955) p. 
66; cf. Ibn al-Hajj, Mudkhal ild tanmiyat al-amal (Cairo, 
1348/1929) II 144 f. 

107 See e.g. Ibn Sacd VI 92; Tabarl II 881-86; Johannes 
Pedersen, "The Islamic preacher," Ignace Goldziher Me
morial Volume, Part I, ed. Samuel L6 winger and Joseph 
Somogyi (Budapest, 1948) p. 239. See also p. 76, n. 17, 
below. 

108 See pp. 75f., I l l , and 144f. for other instances of 
leniency in the matter of the isndd's of this and related 
types of subject matter. 
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crimination, entered into open economic and cultural competition with the Muslim Arab over
lords. For aggressive clients, intellectual and non-intellectual alike, no field more readily 
offered richly rewarding opportunities, particularly on the social level, than did the field of the 
emerging religious sciences (culum al-din) in a society that had already come to look on its 
religious scholars, the culama?, as heirs of the prophets109 in this and the next world as a result 
of the initial emphasis that Muhammad himself and most of his leading Companions had 
placed on sacred scriptures, prophecy, and literacy.110 

Under the influence of opinion that was thus so oriented toward acquisition of knowledge 
and toward race consciousness the second half of the first century saw more and more of the 
teachers, preachers, judges, and jurists join the ranks of the traditionists, already penetrated 
by the mawall. More and more of the able, serious, and professionally minded among these 
groups took to writing down their materials for initial study and future reference. Among the 
teachers who wrote down and taught traditions may be mentioned Abu Salamah cAbd Allah 
ibn cAbd al-Rahman, one of the "seven fuqahd0" of Medina, who had even the schoolboys 
write down hadith from his dictation.111 Among other teachers were Dahhak ibn Muzahim of 
Kufah112 and 'Ata3 ibn Abl Ribah of Mecca,113 both of tafslr fame. There was also Qais ibn 
Sacd of Mecca, whose hadith manuscripts were in circulation (see p. 161). And the more dis
tinguished teachers who were employed as private tutors at court and in the homes of the rich 
and prominent should not be overlooked. For it was one of these, Qabisah ibn DhtPaib, who 
served the caliph cAbd al-Malik in several capacities and who was instrumental in bring
ing about Zuhri's entry to his court.114 Among the better known preachers with special 
interest in Tradition were Raja3 ibn Haiwah (see p. 205), who brought about the succession of 
cUmar ibn cAbd al-cAzTz to the caliphate (see p. 23), Thabit al-Bunanl, who was associated with 
Anas ibn Malik for some forty years and had a collection of two hundred and fifty traditions 
(see p. 161), the Khurasanian Abu Raja3 Matr ibn Tahman (see p. 229), who settled in Basrah 
and became a qdss and a warrdq or stationer, copyist, and bookseller and who had access to the 
manuscript collection of Abu Qilabah, and Abu al-Samh Darraj ibn Samacan of Egypt, whose 
traditions were accepted only when they were actually corroborated by others (see p. 239) ,115 

Significant as was the interest of the teachers in Tradition, it was largely the avowed tradi
tionists themselves and to a lesser extent the group with the closest relationship to them—the 
jurists—who established Tradition as a separate professional discipline and one that was of 
prime importance to the theory and practice of law. For in this early period, the jurists as a 
group were still largely counted among the ahl al-hadith in contradistinction to a rising segment 
of jurists soon to be known as the ahl al-ra^y, the "people of reasoned opinion'* (see p. 35).116 

The latter, however, had not yet won wide public recognition even in cIraq, where their future 
leader, the Persian client Abu Hanifah (80-150/699-767), was still a youthful scholar in search 

109 See Bukharl I 28 f.; DarimT I 94-102, esp. p. 98; p. 2 2 8 ; J W I I 4 2 2 ; Dhahabi 1103. See also pp. 20f. below. 
Abu Da°ud III 317 ff.; Ibn Majah I 50 f.; Jam* I 36 f.; For more on the public role of the early teachers and 
M award!, Adah al-dunyd wa al-dln (Cairo, 1342/1925) p. tutors see e.g. our Vol. I 29 and references there cited. See 
24; Jeffery (ed.), Two Muqaddimas, p. 259; Ibn al-Hajj, Dhahabi I 173 f. for the Egyptian scholar and tutor cAmr 
Mudkhal ild tanmiyat al-amal I 87, 97. ibn al-Harith (94-148/712-65), who held public discourses 

110 See e.g. Surahs 3:18, 29:9, 35:29, 85:11; Bukharl on the Qm°an, hadith, fiqh, poetry, Arabic, and accounting. 
IV 437; NasM I 126; Jam* II 43-49. See also n. 109 above. U l F o r t h e e a H y r o l e o f t h e wanSq s e e V o l j 2 4 ; for t h e 

111 See Khatlb I 218 and pp. 250 f. below. r o l e of preachers and their influence on religious legends 
112 See Vol. I 52 and pp. 97 i. and 112 below. see Vol. I 53 f. and pp. 13-15 above. 
113 See Ma<arif, p. 227; Bukharl, Ttfrikh III 2, p. 464; n« Conscious resistance to personal opinion began with 

pp. 112 and 149 below. s u c h Companions as Abu al-Darda^ Ibn cUmar, and Ibn 
»4 See Ibn Sacd II 2, p. 135, and VII 2, p. 157; Mcfiarif, cAbbas. 
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of a congenial profession among the already differentiated literary and religious disciplines. 
These included schoolteaching, language and poetry, Qm°anic studies, Tradition, and law.117 

In Mecca and Medina, as in the leading cities of the provinces, the Companions and Successors 
who were either from the start eager to preserve the Prophet's Tradition in writing or were 
later convinced of the desirability of so doing introduced simultaneously the private written 
collection of hadlth and the family isndd (see pp. 28-29 and 36-39) and instituted the circle of 
devoted Arab and non-Arab students. One need only mention the activities set in motion by 
Ibn c Abbas and Abu Hurairah, by Ibn cUmar and cAbd Allah ibn cAmr ibn al-cAs, by SacId ibn 
al-Musayyib and cUrwah ibn al-Zubair to begin to appreciate the tremendous forces that were 
at work shaping the sciences of tafsir, hadlth, fiqh, and ta°rlkh. I t mattered little that some of 
these men, such as Abu Hurairah, were illiterate or that others, such as Sacid ibn al-Musayyib, 
were opposed at first to written hadlth or even, like Ibn cUmar, probably remained opposed to 
the end, since the great majority of their followers were not only literate but favored written 
Tradition. Abu Hurairah had cAbd al-Rahman ibn Hurmuz al-Acraj (see p. 138) and Bashir 
ibn Nahik118 as pupils, Ibn cUmar had his client Nafic, and Sacld was to have his Zuhrl. These, 
along with many of their fellow students, preserved most of their teachers' vast and funda
mental collections in writing, though for the most part without systematically integrating their 
copies, and thus joined the ranks of the ahl al-kutub, that is, those who preferred to intrust 
their laboriously collected knowledge to writing rather than to memory. There were, oddly 
enough, occasional inconsistencies in the outlook of teacher and pupil. We find, for instance, 
that Muhammad ibn Sinn, the mawla of Anas ibn Malik, one of the staunchest advocates 
of hadlth-writmg, held out against written transmission of hadlth. His traditionist brothers, 
however, did not, and it was one of them who preserved and passed on to his family a written 
collection from Abu Hurairah's hadlth (see p. 87). On the other hand, Zaid ibn Thabit, a 
determined opposer of written Tradition, had as his client the young Hasan al-Basrl,119 whose 
father and mother were schoolteachers,120 who was to use hadlth manuscripts freely,121 and 
whose own manuscripts were to be among the best known.122 

The very prominence of these traditionists and the great emphasis placed by scholars, early 
and late, on the size and significance of their contribution have cast suspicion, particularly 
among Western scholars, on the reliability of some of the earliest reports concerning them and 
their literary activities. Before embarking on these exhaustive studies, I shared more or less 
the same view but am now convinced that much of the suspicion is in fact unjustified. For not 
only was there a remarkable degree of unanimity among the admiring students and followers 
of these men and among like-minded traditionists concerning their over-all literary activity, 
but reluctant and at times censorious testimony by the opposition bears witness to this literary 
activity. Furthermore, as anyone who reads through the present volume will soon discover, 
there were literally dozens of their contemporaries scattered across the vast empire who were 
engaged in similar activities but who for one reason or another never received marked public 
attention even though they hold no mean place in Islamic biographical dictionaries of scholars. 
Perhaps reference to a dozen or more of these less prominent men, who died during the last 
quarter of the first century or early in the second, will give a detailed enough picture of the 
literary activities of this group as a whole, a few of whom were also Qm°anic commentators, 

120 Akhbar al-qu4at II 5. 
121 See Tabari III 2488-93, esp. p. 2489. 
122 See Ibn Sacd VII 1, pp. 115 f. See also our Vol. I 16, 

with n. 7, and pp. 161 and 256 below. 

117 See Khatlb XIII 331 f. 
118 See e.g. Jdmic I 72. 
119 Nawawl, pp. 209 f. 
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judges, or jurists. In any such list Medina will usually yield the most names. I t produced Jabir 
ibn cAbd Allah (see pp. 98, 215 f.), Abu Salamah cAbd Allah ibn cAbd al-Rahman (see p. 
250), Salim ibn cAbd Allah ibn cUmar (see pp. I l l , 142, 198), Abu Bakr ibn cAbd al-Rahman 
ibn al-Harith (see pp. 136, 169), Sulaiman ibn Yasar (see pp. 108 f.), and Mucawiyah ibn Qur-
rah.123 Mecca had Qais ibn Sacd (see p. 161). Kufah, a close second to Medina, produced 
Ibrahim ibn Yazld al-TaimT,124 Abu Burdah ibn Abi Musa al-AshcarI,125 and Hakam ibn 
cUtaibah.126 Basrah had its Wathilah ibn al-Asqac127 and Abu Qilabah (see pp. 230 f.), both 
of whom later went to Syria. Syria itself had Khalid ibn Macdan/2S Kathir ibn Marrah (see 
p. 20), Walid ibn cUbadah (see p. 188), and Makhul al-Shaml (see pp. 241, 244 f.). The Yemen, 
Egypt, and the Jazirah had fewer and slightly younger traditionists, such as TaDus ibn Kaisan 
(see pp. 149, 161), Yazld ibn Abi Hablb,129 and Maimun ibn Mihran (see pp. 161 f.) respec
tively.130 About fifty percent of these less prominent traditionists were non-Arab clients. All 
were known as reliable men who collected and transmitted many traditions. The great majority 
of them attended and held private and public lectures.131 All but two are known to have written 
down or dictated their materials. Sizable manuscripts of at least nine of them—Jabir ibn 
cAbd Allah, TaDus ibn Kaisan, Abu Qilabah, Khalid ibn Macdan, Kathir ibn Marrah, 
Makhul al-Shami, Qais ibn Sacd, Hakam ibn cUtaibah, and Yazld ibn Abi Habib—were al
ready in production in their, own time or even in circulation along with the manuscripts of the 
better known scholars of their day, such as Shacbl and Hasan al-Basri, and of the preceding 
generation, such as Ibn c Abbas, cAbd Allah ibn cAmr ibn al-cAs, and Abu Hurairah.132 

II 

Despite reluctance on the part of many to credit the Umayyads with personal piety one can 
hardly deny the political sagacity of their numerous outstanding leaders. If natural inclination 
attracted them to secular cultural activities, prudence demanded that they keep abreast of 
developments in the nascent religious sciences as well, and for these sciences reliable traditions 
were fast becoming indispensable. An estimate of the remarkable cultural achievements of the 
Umayyads, beginning with the story of the Akhbdr cUbaid and Mucawiyah's sustained interest 
in poetry and history has already been presented.133 What follows here is a discussion in 
some detail of the activities of a number of leading Umayyads in the field of Tradition, again 
beginning with Mucawiyah. 

Mucawiyah's idea of a liberal education that befitted a noble Quraishite included some 
knowledge of hadith in addition to history, genealogy, and poetry.134 The extent of his own 
interest in hadith is in a measure indicated by his relatively small collection as preserved in the 
Musnad of Ibn Hanbal135 and said to number some one hundred and sixty traditions. This 
figure, however, is deceptive, for it includes a great many traditions that are related through 

123 See e.g. Jamiz I 74; Taqyld al-Hlm, p. 109. 
124 Khatib XIV 115 f.; Taqyid aUilm, p. 56; DhahabI I 

68 f. 
125 Jami< I 65. 
126 Taqyid al-Hlm, p. 111. 
ulJdmi<-1 78-90; Adah al-imW, p. 13. 
128 See Vol. I 22 and p. 224 below. 
129 See Sirah I 972; DhahabI I 121 f. See also p. 218 

below. 
130 The list could be easily doubled to include other 

orthodox transmitters and some of the early Shlcites such 

as Muhammad ibn al-Hanaflyah and his son IJasan (see 
e.g. Ibn cAsakir IV 245-47) and Qatadah ibn Dicamah 
(see our Vol. I 52 f. and pp. 101 and 198 below). For other 
early ShMtes and some of their manuscripts see e.g. "Corpus 
iuris" di Zaid ibn cAli (VIII sec. cr.)t ed. Eugenio Griffini 
(Milano, 1919) pp. exciv f. 

131 See e.g. Ibn Sacd V 96 and 355, VII1 , pp. 88 and 123; 
Adah al-imldD

f p. 13; Nawawi, pp. 389 f.; DhahabI I 124 f. 
132 See also Vol. I 23 and pp. 11 and 17 above. 
133 Vol. I 9-19 and 56; see also p. 99 below. 
134 See Vol. I 14 f. 
135 Ibn Hanbal IV 91-102; see also Jam' II 489 f. 
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numerous channels (turq). The tradition that was said to be Mucawiyah's favorite is cited at 
least fifteen times through eight different channels: "Allah endows with religious understand
ing him for whom He wishes the best."136 Mucawiyah apparently did not write down hadlth 
during Muhammad's lifetime, even though he served as one of Muhammad's numerous secre
taries. He is known, however, to have begun to do so before he became caliph, though he re
spected the scruples of Zaid ibn Thabit against recording his hadlth.137 Mucawiyah considered 
himself well informed in the hadlth and sunnah of Muhammad for the period during which he 
served Muhammad.138 Yet he did ask others, particularly those in his political camp, for 
Muhammad's sayings, perhaps with reference to the period preceding his own comparatively 
late conversion.139 For we find him writing to his governor of Kufah, Mughlrah ibn Shucbah, 
to send him such traditions as he himself had heard directly from Muhammad. Mughirah 
dictated to his client and secretary Warrad what seem to have been originally four such tradi
tions. Two of these concerned prayer and its ritual, one dealt with some specific prohibitions such 
as female infanticide, and one involved three prohibitions of a general nature—wasting one's 
means, raising many questions, and gossiping.140 These four items or traditions seem to have 
been split up into at least seven entries in Ibn Hanbal's musnad for Mughirah,141 through six 
different channels including ones that start with cAbd al-Malik ibn Marwan and Shucbah ibn 
al-Hajjaj as direct transmitters.142 The Concordance, it should be noted, gives references under 
the four separate themes to several other parallels coming through these and other channels.143 

It is not surprising, then, to find Mucawiyah listed among the Syrian traditionists with a 
respectable list of transmitters.144 His appreciation of the practical uses of hadlth is indicated 
by his personal choice and direct appointment of storytellers and judges for the provinces (see 
pp. 14 f. and 123), as also by his frequent use of Muhammad's sayings in his speech (khutbah) 
at the Friday service, when he was governor and when he was caliph (41-60/661-80), and in 
his court gatherings (majalis), as one can readily infer from reading his short musnad. 

Like Mucawiyah, Marwan ibn al-Hakam took some interest in hadlth-writing long before he 
finally secured the caliphate for himself and his branch of the Umayyads. He, too, had to meet 
Zaid ibn Thabit's opposition to written hadlth and m3?/.145 He even resorted to trickery in order 
to have written down for him some of the hadlth of Zaid and of Abu Hurairah. He placed his 

136 Ibn Hanbal IV 93, 95-101. When the new edition, 
sponsored by the Sacudians, of Ibn Hanbal 's Musnad 
(begun by the late Ahmad Muhammad Shakir; Cairo, 
1365/1946 ) is finished it will make available more 
complete and reliable statistics. Among Mucawiyah's other 
well known traditions are those tha t assign the caliphate 
to the Quraish (e.g. Ibn Ilanbal IV 94), but these are coun
terbalanced somewhat by traditions emphasizing love for 
the Ansar (Ibn Hanbal IV 96, 100; see also p . 260 below). 
Interesting too is the practical administrator's impatience 
with the theorist's hairsplitting discussions (Ibn Hanbal 
IV 98). 

137 Ibn Hanbal V182; Jamic 163. I t seems that whenever 
Mucawiyah heard some bit of poetry, wit, or wisdom that 
pleased him he had it written down (cIqd I I 144). 

138 See Adah al-imla?, pp . 57 f., which reports that Abu 
Hurairah held a long evening hadlth session in one of 
Mucawiyah's rooms. 

139 See Vol. I 82, verso 1-2, and comment on p . 85. 
140 Ibn Hanbal IV 245 ff., 254 f.; Bukharl IV 256, 423. 

Warrad reports that when he visited Mucawiyah later he 

heard him give orders that the prayer ritual reported by 
Mughlrah should be followed. Mughirah transmitted the 
Prophet 's Tradition during the caliphate of Abu Bakr, who 
asked for and received confirmation from a second Com
panion (see Mazrifah, p . 15). 

141 Ibn Hanbal IV 244-55. For biographical references 
see e.g. Ibn Sacd IV 2, pp. 24-26, and VI 12; Bukharl, 
TcPrikh IV 1, pp. 316 f.; Ma^arif, pp. 150 f.; Jarh IV 1, p . 
224; Isfcdb I 250 f.; Khatlb I 207-10; Nawawl, pp. 572 f.; 
Jam" I I 499; Usd IV 406 f.; I§dbah I I I 927-30. 

142 Ibn Hanbal IV 245, 248, 249, 250, 251 (twice), 254 f. 
Bukharl IV 256 and 423 covers all four items, but on p . 
423 they are combined into one tradition. 

143 See Concordance 1 225 O ' U J , I I 384 J l ^ - , I I I 526 

144 See e.g. Ibn Sacd VII 2, p . 128; Tabarl IV 1, pp . 
326-28; Jarh IV 1, p . 377; Mcfiarif, pp. 177 f.; Nawawl, pp . 
564-66; Jam" I I 489 f.; Isti'ab I 253 f.; Usd IV 385-88; 
Isabah I I I 885-89. 

145 See Jam* I 65 and cf. J ami" I I 143 f. 
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secretary Abu al-Zaczacah146 behind a curtain and then requested Abu Hurairah to relate tradi
tions. The latter drew on his rich store, for the secretary reports that he wrote down that day 
many traditions,147 on which he tested Abu Hurairah a year later and found his memory per
fect.148 The episode, perhaps too flattering to Abu Hurairah's memory, must have taken place 
early in Marwan's career. It may even have occurred during the reign of cUmar I, when Abu 
Hurairah's reluctance to dictate traditions openly could have been due to either fear of or 
deference to that caliph, for we know that Abu Hurairah later dictated his hadlth and kept a 
copy in his possession for reference, a fact which indicates some loss of his once reliable if not 
perfect memory. 

Two of Marwan's sons, cAbd al-cAziz, who became governor of Egypt (65-85/685-704), and 
cAbd al-Malik, who became caliph (65-86/685-705), took an active interest in religious litera
ture. The political rivalry between the two brothers is reflected in their competitive zeal in such 
matters. This is well illustrated by cAbd al-cAziz's wrathful reaction against his brother's ma
jor-domo, Hajjaj ibn Yusuf, who had dared to send to Egypt and the other provinces copies 
of the cUthmanic edition of the Qur>an. cAbd al-cAziz thereupon commissioned a new copy of 
the Qm°an for use in the congregational mosque.149 cAbd al-cAziz's interest in hadlth was so 
direct and personal that he is regularly listed as a traditionist. He transmitted especially from 
his father and from Abu Hurairah, cUrwah ibn al-Zubair, and cUqbah ibn cAmir and to his son 
cUmar and to Zuhrl.150 He could, therefore, have been interested in Marwan's collection of the 
hadlth of Abu Hurairah and could have supplemented it from Abu Hurairah himself. As his 
interest in recorded Tradition grew, he commissioned a well known Syrian traditionist, Kathir 
ibn Marrah, reported to have met a great many Companions, to record their traditions, except
ing only those of Abu Hurairah, which he said he already had.151 There is no record that this 
commission was or was not carried out. The probability is that it was not, perhaps because of 
cAbd al-cAziz's death. Certainly its execution could hardly have escaped the attention of his 
son cUmar, the future cUmar II, or that of his brother cAbd al-Malik, who was then caliph in 
the imperial province of Syria. For both son and brother had an active interest in recording 
hadlth and sunnah, an interest that grew and lasted a lifetime for this uncle and nephew who 
were also father- and son-in-law and whose relationship was further strengthened when cAbd 
al-Malik appointed the young cUmar as governor of the important provinces of Mecca and 
Medina (86-93/705-12). 

cAbd al-Malik's talents for political administration and the advancement of cultural pursuits 
developed early. At the age of sixteen he was appointed by Mucawiyah as chief of the adminis
trative bureau, an office previously held by Zaid ibn Thabit.152 cAbd al-Malik applied himself 
so assiduously to the study of the QurDan, hadith, and fiqh that he came to be ranked—along 
with Nafic the client of Ibn cUmar, Shacbl, and Abu al-Zinad—with such leading Medinan 
scholars as cUrwah ibn al-Zubair, Sacid ibn al-Musayyib, and Qabisah ibn DhtPaib.153 I t was 
Qablsah ibn DhtPaib who brought cAbd al-Malik and Zuhrl together and who, like Zuhrl and 

146 There is confusion about the name, some of which 
seems to have arisen from the peculiarities of the unpointed 
Arabic letters (see Daulabi I 183 f.). 

147 L ^ " ^i^5*" C~lS" J&- L^S'I \J\J (seereferences 
in n. 148). 

148 Bukharl, TcPrikh V 33, No. 289; Mustadrak III 510; 
I$abah IV 388; Nubalfr II 431 f. See also pp. 52f. below. 

149 See Kindl, p. 315, n. 1. 
150 Ibn Sa<d V 175; Bukharl, T&rihh III 2, pp. 8 L;Jarh 

II 2, p. 393; Ibn Hibban, p. 89; Mlzan II 129; Nawawi, 
p. 393; Husn al-muhdiarah I 145. 

151 Ibn Sa<d VII 2, p. 157. For Kathir see Bukharl, 
TcPrikh IV 1, p. 209; Jarh III 2, p. 157; Nawawi, p. 520; 
Dhahabi I 49. See also our Vol. I 18 f. 

162 Mtfdrif, p. 180; Nawawl, pp. 396 f. 
153 See e.g. Khatlb XI 172; Adab aUimla^ p. 143; Ibn 

Kathir, Al-bidayah wa al-nihdyah (14 vols.; Cairo, 1351-
58/1932-39) IX 62 f. 
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Shacbi7 served at one time as tutor in the royal palace, where maghdzi and hadith books were 
available for the princes' use.154 cAbd al-Malik's patronage of cUrwah ibn al-Zubair and his use 
of cUrwah's store of knowledge, quite frequently by correspondence, are well known.155 cAbd 
al-Malik's genuine appreciation of true scholarship led him on more than one occasion, but 
unfortunately not always, to rescue from the dreaded and at times murderous wrath of Hajjaj 
ibn Yusuf a scholar who had had the misfortune to clash with him on some administrative or 
political issue. Ibn cUmar, Hasan al-Basri, and Anas ibn Malik were among those so pro
tected.156 SacId ibn Jubair and Ibrahim ibn Yazid al-Taimi, on the other hand, were among 
those not so fortunate. Ibrahim died in prison, and Sacid, despite the fact that his Tafsir was 
commissioned by cAbd al-Malik, fell in the end a victim to Hajjaj, but his Tafsir survived in 
the court library of cAbd al-Malik.157 

cAbd al-Malik's personal participation in the transmission of hadith seems not to have been 
so extensive as that of his brother cAbd al-cAziz since unlike the latter he is not regularly listed 
among the traditionists, though he is known to have heard Abu Hurairah, Sacid al-Khudrl, and 
Jabir ibn cAbd Allah.158 Ibn Sacd, who recorded cAbd al-Malik's patronage of scholars and his 
frequent sessions with them, noted that he transmitted few traditions (kana qalil al-hadith) ,159 

Ibn Sacd also recorded cAbd al-Malik's concern because of the appearance of unfamiliar or 
unknown traditions stemming from the eastern provinces—a concern that led him to warn the 
people against such traditions in a speech delivered during the pilgrimage of the year 75/695, 
when he instructed them further to hold fast to the Qm°an and the faraHd and reminded them 
that both of these had been established by Zaid ibn Thabit under the initiative and patronage 
of the caliph cUthman.160 

cAbd al-Malik's personal interest in scholars and in the religious sciences has been over
shadowed by the fact that he was Zuhri's patron. The problem posed by Yacqubi's reference161 

to the youthful Zuhri's visit to Damascus toward the end of the counter-caliphate of cAbd 
Allah ibn al-Zubair to reinforce cAbd al-Malik's policy for the pilgrimage to the Dome of the 
Rock in Jerusalem has been much discussed. Covering the grounds independently, I find myself 
in general agreement with Horovitz's conclusions, namely that the event has been overempha
sized if it did take place but that it seems improbable because of Zuhri's youth at the time and 
because Zuhrl was not the only one to transmit the tradition that refers to this mosque.162 

Apart from this problem, there has also been some uncertainty as to a later date at which 
Zuhrl did leave Medina for Damascus and gain an introduction to cAbd al-Malik, who then 
established their relationship of scholar and royal patron. It is possible now to establish that 
date as the year 82/701, since Zuhrl himself states that his visit took place during the rebellion 

154 See pp. 16, 181, 227, 228; Vol. I 16 f. cAbd al-Malik 
took a personal interest in both the secular and the religious 
education of the princes (see also e.g. cIqd I 272). cIgd II 
310 f. gives an obviously touched-up version of Zuhri's 
meeting with cAbd al-Malik. 

156 See Vol. I 16 f. and 36. See also Tabarl I 1180 f.; 
Tafsir XIII 539-42. It is to be hoped that the work of the 
late Ahmad Muhammad Shakir on Tabari's Tafsir will be 
carried on and that a fresh study will be made of cUrwah's 
scholarly correspondence with cAbd al-Malik. 

156 See e.g. Ibn Sacd IV 1, p. 135, and V 170 ff.; Dhahabl 
I 35-37; p. 148 below and further references there cited. 
See e.g. pp. 172, 228, and 249 for other clashes and some 
rescues. 

157 See Jahiz, Kitab al-baydn wa al-tabyin (1366/1947) I 
362; Mascudl I 393 f. See also pp. 97 and 98 f. below and 
Ibn Sacd VI 178-87. 

158 See Ibn Sacd V 174; Mascudi I 266; see also Bukhari, 
Ttfrikh III 1, pp. 429 f. 

169 Ibn Sacd V 167. 
160 Ibn Sacd V 173. See p. 34 below for a similar view 

held by Zuhrl. 
161 Yacqubl II 311. 
162 See Joseph Horovitz, "The earliest biographies of the 

Prophet and their authors," Islamic Culture II (1928) 35-
38; cf. also S. D. Goitein, "Historical background of the 
erection of the Dome of the Rock," JAOS LXX (1950) 
104-8. 
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of Ibn al-Ashcath, which is placed in 81-82 A.H., and since it is also known that the visit took 
place during Hisham ibn IsmaciPs governorship of Medina, which began in the year 82/701.163 

This date is further supported by the fact that among the causes which sent the extravagant 
Zuhrl from Medina to Damascus was the economic distress caused by the widespread plague of 
the year 80 A.H.164 There are very few specific details concerning Zuhrf s actual court activities 
during the last four years of cAbd al-Malik's reign beyond his possible tutoring of the princes 
and his availability for consultation on legal matters, when he discouraged the raising of 
hypothetical questions.165 Zuhri bore witness to cAbd al-Malik's urging of the public, in a speech 
from the pulpit for the Festival of the Breaking of the Fast, to spread such religious knowledge 
(Him) as any of them had before its impending loss through the death of the aged or aging 
Companions who were his contemporaries.166 This was precisely what Zuhri himself was doing 
and was to continue to do for more than forty years of service under Umayyad patronage.167 

The policies of Walid I (86-96/705-15) varied little from those established by his father, 
cAbd al-Malik.168 Some scholars, such as SacId ibn al-Musayyib, refused to be drawn into his 
circle.169 Others, such as Zuhri, cUrwah ibn al-Zubair, and Ibn cUlaiyah, accepted his patronage 
and offered advice.170 He seems to have been particularly concerned with education and 
schools for his family as well as for the public. One of his sons, Bishr, won the reputation of 
being the scholar of the Umayyads,171 though apparently not as a traditionist. Walid's claim to 
attention here is his association with cUmar ibn cAbd al-cAziz, whom he retained as governor 
of Mecca and Medina.172 

Sulaiman (96-99/715-17) as caliph seems at first to have followed the same pattern in 
relation to scholars as did Walid I and cAbd al-Malik. His interest in Tradition was steady to 
the extent that he, too, is listed among the traditionists.173 Several unconnected reports associ
ate him with well known scholars such as the Yemenite TaDus ibn Kaisan,174 Abu Hazim al-
Acraj175 of Medina, as well as Zuhri and cUmar ibn cAbd al-cAziz.176 But the theologian-tradi-
tionist who influenced Sulaiman most toward the end of his reign was RajaD ibn Haiwah (see 
p. 205), who, when the circumstances seemed so favorable, induced him to appoint cUmar ibn 
cAbd al-cAziz as his heir. I t was Zuhri who, having first lauded RajiP, Makhul al-Shaml, and 
other ^ulama?, read out to the people the deed of succession.177 

If it was political sagacity more than personal piety that motivated most of these Umayyads, 
the role was reversed by cUmar ibn cAbd al-cAz!z, who, like his father, is listed among the 
traditionists.178 His interest in the hadlth and sunnah started early and apparently remained a 

163 For accounts of the meeting of cAbd al-Malik and 
Zuhri, varying in some details but not in significance, see 
Ibn Sa<d VII 2, p . 157, and Tabarl I I 1085, 1182. See also 
E. de Zambaur, Manuel de genialogie et de chronologie pour 
Vhistoire de VIslam (Hanovre, 1927) p . 24; Horovitz, op. 
cit. pp. 36 f. and references there cited. 

164JVEascud! I 384; Abu Nucaim I I I 367-69; Dhahabi I 
103. 

u&Jamic I I 143; Hamadham, Kitab al-bulddn} ed. M. J. 
de Goeje (BGA V [1885]) p . 91. 

^Jami'I 123. 

™Jam* I 124; Abu Nucaim I I I 366. 

™ See Vol. I 17 f. 
169 Yacqubl I I 340; Zubalri, p . 371; Abu Nucaim I I I 366. 
170 Tafsir X I I I 542; Abu Nucaim V 243 f.; Ibn Kathir, 

Al-biddyah wa al-nihdyah IX 341 f. 

171 See Matdrif, p . 183, and Mascudi V 361, but the field 
of knowledge is not stated. We have already met (our Vol. 
I 12 and 16) Asad al-Sunnah ( = Asad ibn Musa), another 
scholar who was a descendant of Walid; see also pp. 243 f. 
below. 

172 Macdrif, p . 182; cf. Zambaur, op. cit. pp. 19 and 24. 

™Jarh I I 1, pp. 130 f.; Bukhari, TcPffkh I I 2, p . 26; 
Dhahabi I 83. 

174 Abu Nucaim IV 15 f. 
175 Mascudl I 406 f. 

™Jarh I I 1, pp. 130 f.; Abu Nucaim IV 15 f.; Mascudl 
I 412; Ibn Kathir, Al-biddyah wa al-nihayah I X 341 f. 

177 MascUdl I 417 f. 
178 Ibn Sacd V 242-302; Bukhari I 34-37; Bukhari, 

TcMkh I I I 2, pp. 174 f.; Abu Nucaim V 359-64; Jarh I I I 1, 
p . 122; Jam" I 339 f.; Dhahabi 1112-14; Nawawi, pp. 463-
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fairly private matter until Walld I appointed him governor of Mecca and Medina (86-93/705-
12). In the year 91/710 he ordered some repairs in the Mosque of the Prophet at Medina and 
added an inscription on the authority of Walld in which, in addition to several Quranic texts, 
the general call to the "Book" and to the sunnah of the Prophet is twice repeated and is further 
reinforced by specific reference to the just distribution of the state charitable funds to needy 
kin, orphans, and the poor.179 He had ample opportunity during his governorship to become 
acquainted with scholars from the various provinces as they made pilgrimages to the holy 
cities. cUmar himself led four pilgrimages, in the years 87, 89, 90, and 92 A.H. His associates in 
Medina included most of the famed "seven" and "ten" scholars i^ulama? or juqaha?) of his 
generation.180 In the first years of his governorship he called together "ten" of the scholars of 
Medina, asked them to keep him informed of any oppression, and promised to consult them.181 

He appointed Abu Bakr ibn Muhammad ibn cAmr ibn Hazm al-Ansan to the judgeship of 
Medina, an office that Abu Bakr held throughout and beyond the governorship of cUmar.182 

When Walld, at the instigation of Hajjaj ibn Yusuf, of whom cUmar was severely critical,183 

recalled cUmar from the governorship, Abu Bakr was left as acting governor until Omar 's 
successor arrived in Medina.184 cUmar's long association with Abu Bakr and the experience 
and knowledge he gained from his sessions with scholars, both during his governorship and 
later when he was recalled to Damascus, not only led to his succession as caliph but laid the 
foundation for the more dedicated and ambitious attempt that he made during his caliphate 
(99-101/717-19) to restore and record the hadlth and sunnah. For it was the religious scholars 
led by Raja? ibn Haiwah, Zuhrl, Makhul al-Shaml, and others who influenced Sulaiman to 
appoint cUmar as his heir,185 and it was to Abu Bakr and Zuhrl, among others, that cUmar as 
caliph turned for the execution of his plans to record the hadlth and sunnah. 

In the meantime the stature of both Zuhrl and Abu Bakr had grown during the caliphate of 
Sulaiman (96-99/715-17), at whose court in Damascus Zuhrl was well established. Zuhrl and 
cUmar may have had something to do with Sulaiman's appointment of Abu Bakr as governor 
of Medina (96-101/715-20), an appointment that cUmar confirmed for the whole of his short 

72; Husn al-muhddarah I 145. cUmar's personal collection 
(musnad), which draws on some four dozen traditionists, 
was edited two centuries after his t ime; see A. H. Harley, 
"The Musnad of cUmar b . cAbdi'l-cAzIz," Journal & Pro
ceedings of the Astatic Society of Bengal, New Series X X 
(1924) 391-488 (Arabic text on pp. 415-48). 

179 See Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Fasi, Shifa? al-ghardm 

bi akhbar al-balad al-hardm (Mecca, 1375/1956) I I 373 for 

full text of inscription and cf. p . 375. Emphasis on the 

Qm°an and Muhammad's hadlth and sunnah (see p . 7 

above), it should be recalled, traces back to Muhammad 

himself; see Sir ah I 969; Muwatta? I I 899, Tradition 3; Ibn 

Majah I I 134; but see Concordance I 270 C-5 j JS ^\J 

. . . Î JUk7 ^ U A ^ - i for references in which the Qur^an 

alone is mentioned. 
180 The several lists of the "seven" and the " t e n " are 

remarkably stable, except for one or two of the names, 
when one considers they reflect no more than the freely 
expressed personal opinions of scholars about fellow schol
ars. For lists of the "seven" see e.g. Ibn Sacd I I 2. pp. 128-
32; <Iqd I I 206; Mascudi V 376; Aghanl VI I I 96 f.; Ma'ri-
fah, pp . 26, 43 f., and 48; Ibn cAsakir VI 51 ; Ibn Khallikan 
I 571 f. ( = trans. I 582); Dhahabi I 228. The "seven" are 
occasionally sifted down to "four" (see e.g. Khat ib X I 172 

and Nawawl, p . 509) or expanded to the " t en" (see e.g. 
Khatib X 242 f. and Nawawl, p. 126). O m a r ' s personal 
appreciation of scholars as a group and his concern for their 
social and economic welfare is reflected in Ibn cAbd al-
Hakam, Sirat zUmar ibn cAbd al~cAzlz, ed. Ahmad cUbaid 
(Cairo, 1345/1927) pp. 137, 167, 179, and in Ibn al-Jauzi, 
Mandqib cUmar ibn cAbd al-cAzlz, ed. C. H. Becker (Leip
zig, 1899) pp. 9-14, 23, 59-61, 68. 

181 Tabarl I I1182 f. names the ten scholars; see Ibn Sacd 
V 245 f. and Abu Nucaim V 355 f. for actual consultation. 

182 Ibn Sacd V 244; Tabarl I 1191, 1255; Akhbar ol-quidt 
I 135. 

183 Ibn cAbd al-Hakam, Sirat zUmar ibn zAbd al-zAzlzf 

pp. 139, 142 f.; Tafslr X 270-73; Akhbar al-qu4dt I I I 229; 
Abu Nucaim V 299-302, 306, 309, 345; see also Nabia 
Abbott, The Kurrah Papyri from Aphrodito in the Oriental 
Institute ("Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilization," No. 
15 [Chicago, 1938]) p . 63. 

»• Tabarl I 1254 f. 
185 Ibn Sa<d V 247 f.; Tabarl I I 1341-45; Mascudi V 

417 f.; Ibn cAbd al-rjakam, Sirat cUmar cAbd al-cAzlz, pp. 
29-32 and 143 f.; Fragmenta historicorum Arabicorum, ed. 
M. J. de Goeje and P. de Jong, I (Lugduni Batavorum, 
1869) 38-40. 
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caliphate.186 This was a precedent-breaking appointment because Abu Bakr was of the Ansar, 
who were traditionally limited to judgeships while governorships and supreme rule were re
served for the Quraish (see pp. 219, 259). The Ansar (see p. 188) came early to be looked upon 
as a rich source of information on the hadlth and sunnah of Muhammad because of their long 
and close association with him in Medina. Abu Bakr's grandfather cAmr ibn Hazm al-Ansarl 
(d. 51 or 53/671 or 673) laid the foundation for a family of at least four generations of scholars 
when, in the year 10/631, Muhammad appointed him to Najran as instructor-propagandist 
and collector of the alms tax, with written instructions for dealing with this tax and with blood 
money, inheritance, and other sunnah,187 cAmr's son Muhammad transmitted hadlth from his 
father to his son, the Abu Bakr under consideration (d. 120/738), who in turn transmitted to 
his two sons, Muhammad (d. 132/750) and cAbd Allah (d. 130 or 135/747 or 752), who became 
judge and traditionist-historian respectively. 

A close analysis of the sources indicates that cUmar II was deeply concerned with restoring 
a just administration that would deal impartially with all, a goal which he considered his mis
sion in life. To do this he felt a great need to avoid innovation (bidcah) and a greater need to 
revive and enforce the practices of Muhammad and the rightly guided caliphs, especially Abu 
Bakr and cUmar I188—practices that many members of the royal family and their proteges and 
officers had disregarded in order to gain wealth and power.189 He began his reign with almost 
feverish activity both at his own court and by correspondence with his officers in the various 
provinces in order to accomplish his objective, which involved obtaining the original letters of 
instructions issued by Muhammad and the first caliphs and supplementation of these manu
scripts by the collection and recording of the hadlth and sunnah before death should overtake 
the last surviving Companions and the older generation of the Successors.190 The same urgency 
is reflected on the one hand by his encouragement of the older scholars to spread such religious 
knowledge as they possessed191 and on the other hand by his financial provision for the younger 
scholars so that they could devote their time to religious study, particularly of the QurDan and 
hadlth.192 For cUmar considered the role of the religious scholar in the Muslim state second in 
importance only to that of the Qur^an and the sunnah, a conviction that was implied by his 
meeting with the scholars during his governorship of Mecca and Medina, when he promised 
to consult them (see p. 23), and explicitly stated in his correspondence with cUrwah ibn al-
Zubair in answer to the latter's question as to the bases of jurisprudence.193 If cUmar as caliph 
found it so natural to consult with the culama? it was because his close association and identifi-

186 Ibn Sa<d V 251; Tabari I 1305, 1346; Akhbar al-qtufat 
I 135, 141 f. 

187 Cr^^J U^^J ^ J l J I j ^IS-Wail- See Sirah I 
961; Futuh al-buldan, p. 70; Jdmtc I 71; Adab al-Shdfi% 
pp. 338 f.; cUmar ibn cAli al-JacdI, Tabaqdt al-fuqaha^ al-
Yaman, ed. FiPad Sayyid (Cairo, 1376/1957) pp. 22 f. For 
biographical entries on cAmr ibn IJazm, most of which 
report these facts, see e.g. Ibn Sacd, Index; Istfrab II437 f.; 
Usd IV 98 f.; I?abah II 532; Nawawl, pp. 474 f. 

188 See e.g. Ibn Sacd V 252 f., 277 f.; Ibn <Abd al-Hakam, 
Stmt cUmar ibn zAbd al~cAziz} pp. 37, 63, and 125. See 
also Mascudi V 421 f.; Abu Nucaim V 282 f., 297, 338; pp. 
27 f. and 73 below. 

189 This theme is much elaborated in Ibn cAbd al-
Hakam's Sirat cXJmar ibn cAbd al-cAziz and Abu Nucaim 
V 253-353. cUmar began by confiscating some of his own 
property and then confiscated that of other Umayyads 
(see e.g. Ibn cAbd al-Hakam, op. cit. pp. 56-58, 62 f.; Abu 

Nucaim V 261 f., 275 f.), an act which brought him enmity 
strong enough to arouse suspicions that his death was 
caused by poisoning (see e.g. Yacqubi II262, 370; Ibn cAbd 
al-Hakam, op. cit. pp. 118 f.; Dhahabi I 114). 

190 Shaibam, p. 389; ZurqanI I 10 (for Zurqani see GAL 
II 318, GAL S II 439); Darimi I 126; Jam* I 123 and 124, 
where this motive is credited to both cAbd al-Mahk and 
cUmar II. This theme is repeatedly encountered in cUmar's 
biography as found in Ibn Sacd V 242-302, which is rich 
in references to and citations from his extensive corre
spondence (e.g. pp. 252-57, 263, 277 f., 280 f.). See also 
Ibn cAbd al-Hakam, op. cit. pp. 69, 79, 125; Abu Nucaim 
V 292 f. 

191 Jam* I 124; Adab al-imla?, p. 44. 
192 Jam* I 186; Ibn cAbd al-Hakam, op. cit. pp. 80, 167; 

Ibn al-JauzI, Ttfrikh zUmar ibn al-Khattab (Cairo, 1342/ 
1924) pp. 60 f. 

193 Jdmic II 24; Fragmenta historicorum Arabicorum I 63. 
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cation with them had already been established as a result of practical experience during his 
governorship and of more leisurely study of the hadith and sunnah in the intervening years 
before his caliphate.194 Yet at no time did the consultations between cUmar and the scholars 
become a one-way affair with prince and ruler passively accepting the ideas, let alone the dic
tates, of the scholars.195 Most of the leading traditionists—including cUrwah, ZuhrT, and Abu 
Bakr ibn Muhammad ibn cAmr ibn Hazm—from whom cUmar transmitted hadith did in turn 
transmit from him.196 Other scholars whom cUmar held in high esteem or reckoned among his 
congenial companions testify to this mutual exchange of knowledge. For instance, cUmar is 
said to have prized above everything a session with cUbaid Allah ibn cAbd Allah ibn Mascud, yet 
cUbaid Allah considered the scholars of the day as pupils of cUmar.197 Maimun ibn Mihran (see 
pp. 161 f.)—he and RajaD ibn Haiwah and Riyah ibn cUbaidah being cUmar?s three favorite com
panions—is reported as saying: "We thought he needed us when in fact we are but his pupils." 
This sentiment was expressed also by Mujahid ibn Jabr, of Tafslr fame.198 cUmar's relationship 
with Abu Qilabah is described below (p. 230). Another prominent scholar who found favor 
with cUmar, Abu Bakr ibn cAbd al-Rahman ibn al-Harith,199 could think of only two men, 
cUrwah and cUmar, who put knowledge to use in order to achieve all three of the purposes for 
which it was generally sought—to gain honor, to strengthen one's faith, to win favor with the 
ruler and serve him.200 

I l l 
With the foregoing analysis of the level of religious learning under the early Umayyads, of 

the part they played in the recording of hadith and sunnah, and of cUmar II's own deep interest 
in religious study as background we may turn to the specific problems of cUmar's commissions 
to Abu Bakr ibn Muhammad ibn cAmr ibn Hazm and Zuhrl for the recording of the hadith 
and sunnah. 

The first question to be considered is the time of the commissions. Though cUmar could per
haps have set Abu Bakr to this task during his own governorship of Mecca and Medina, there 
is evidence that he did not do so. For all references to his commission to Abu Bakr begin with 
"cUmar wrote (kataba) to Abu Bakr/ ' and it would not have been necessary for cUmar to write 
to his judge (see p. 23) if both were in Medina. On the other hand, all references to his com
mission to Zuhrl begin with "cUmar ordered (amara) Zuhrl" and thus imply an oral command 
at a time when both cUmar and Zuhrl were in Damascus. Since it is highly improbable that 
cUmar would or could have issued a general commission of such significance to either Abu 
Bakr or Zuhrl when he himself, at the instigation of Hajjaj ibn Yusuf, had been abruptly re
moved by Walid I from high office (see p. 23) and had remained out of such office throughout 
the caliphate of Sulaiman, there remains only the period of his own caliphate when he would 
have been in position to commission Abu Bakr by writing and Zuhrl by oral command.201 

The next question to be considered is that of the special qualifications of these two men for 
the project. By the time cUmar came to the caliphate, both men had long been recognized as 

194See e.g. Dhahabi I 112f.; Abu Nu^aim V 331 f., in 
which Muzahim, cUmar's trusted client, secretary, and 
adviser, relates the steps in cUmar,s development from a 
worldly prince to a mature and pious scholar. 

195 See e.g. Jami< II 106 f. 
196 See e.g. Ibn Sacd V 284; Jam< I 339 f. See also Harley 

in Journal & Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 
New Series XX 407 f., 431, and under separate names in 
Index (pp. 449-57). 

197BukharI, Ta?rtizh III 1, pp. 385 f.; Abu Nu^aim V 
340; Ibn Khallikan I 341 (= trans. II 75 £.). 

198 Ibn Sa<d V 271 f., 280, 292; Abu Nu^aim V 340; 
Dhahabi I 112-14. 

199 c ] j m a r transmitted from this Abu Bakr, for whom 
see p. 169; see also Harley, op. cit, pp. 424-31. 

ZQ0Jami^ I 186. 
201 As confirmed in the case of Abu Bakr by cUmar's 

own musnad; see Harley, op. cit. p. 441. See also Jarh, 
Taqdimah, p. 21. 
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leaders in religious scholarship, particularly in the related fields of hadith, sunnah, and fiqh. 
But, whereas Zuhri was in a sense an academic scholar engaged in collecting, sorting, and 
transmitting the hadith and sunnah, Abu Bakr was a man of high public office, who as judge 
and then governor of Mecca and Medina was perforce concerned less with the theory than with 
the practical application of the hadith and sunnah. cUmar, as we have seen, was interested in 
the hadith and sunnah from both practical and literary points of view. He was interested in 
them, first, as means of religious guidance and edification for himself and his fellow Muslims 
and, second, as one of the historical bases of religious law as practiced from the very beginning 
of Islam. I t is, therefore, as much in the careers of Abu Bakr and Zuhri as in cUmar's objective 
that one must look for the justification of the two concurrent yet closely related projects. My 
attention was thus centered on the specific wording, so far as it can be discovered, of cUmar's 
instructions. The earliest and perhaps the best known report of his commission to Abu Bakr 
is that found in Shaibam's recension of Malik's Muwatta?, which reads: 

Malik informed us (saying) Yahya ibn Sacid al-Ansarl informed us that cUmar ibn cAbd al-cAz!z wrote 
to Abu Bakr ibn cAmr ibn Hazm: "Look for what there is of the hadith of the apostle and of his sunnah 
or of hadith cUmar or something similar to this [last phrase obviously an editorial comment] and write 
it down for me for I fear the dissipation of (religious) knowledge and the passing-away of the scholars."202 

Some doubts have been cast on the authenticity of this statement because it is found only 
in the ShaibanI version of the M uwatttf.™ This fact does invite suspicion but actually provides 
no argument if one recalls that there are omissions and additions in all versions of the Muwatia? 
and that this particular report is technically a khabar (see pp. 138, 240, and esp. 145) and not 
a hadith. Furthermore, research has revealed that Malik himself was fully aware of Muham
mad's written instructions to cAmr ibn Hazm, the grandfather of Abu Bakr,204 and that Malik 
transmitted in the vulgate version itself related materials from the two sons of Abu Bakr, cAbd 
Allah and Muhammad.205 I t should be noted also that Malik's knowledge of cUmar's order to 
Abu Bakr is confirmed, though indirectly, by Bukhari and Tirmidhl.206 Again, Tirmidhl's com
mentator, Ibn al-cArabi al-Macafiri, in explaining the lack of a clear-cut statement by Malik 
about cUmar's order to Zuhri, gives a clue as to the reason for the vulgate's silence also on his 
order to Abu Bakr, namely that Malik was using only manuscripts for the materials involved 
in Omar ' s order, which he reproduced in the vulgate, and this fact in turn explains why these 
materials are for the most part introduced by Malik without any isndd's207 and also why they 
are not repeated with an isnad that includes Malik by either Muslim or Bukhari.208 

Returning to the isnad of Shaibam's text we note that he uses the term akhbarand for his 
transmission from Malik and also for Malik's transmission from Yahya ibn SacId al-Ansari, 
with whom the isnad stops. Thus it was necessary to discover Yahya's source or sources and 
Malik's fellow pupil or pupils transmitting from Yahya, as the plural akhbarand demands. 
Yahya's immediate source was a client of Ibn cUmar, namely cAbd Allah ibn Dinar (d. 127/ 
745; see pp. 148 and 152), from whom Malik at times transmitted directly. cAbd Allah ibn 
Dinar is the initial source for the correspondence between cUmar and Abu Bakr as reported 
by Ibn Sacd209 and Darimi,210 whose parallel statements reveal two cotransmitters from Yahya, 

202 ShaibanI, p. 389. 
203 See Goldziher, Studien II 210 f.; Alfred Guillaume, 

The Traditions of Islam (Oxford, 1924) pp. 18 f. 

^Muwatta^ I 199, 277 f. (No. 39). 
205 Muwatla? I 235 and 277, II 516 and 517; see p. 24 

above for the sons. 

206 Bukhari I 37; Tirmidhl III 101. 
207 See e.g. Muwatta? I 257-59. Much of Malik's material 

on the §adaqah and related subjects is without isnad's. 
208 Tirmidhl III 105-10, text and commentary. 
209 Ibn Sa<d II 2, p. 134, and VIII 353; cf. Taqyld 

al-Hlm, p. 105. 
210 Darimi I 126; cf. Taqytd al-Hlm, p. 106. 
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namely Anas ibn cIyad (d. 200/814)211 and YazTd ibn Hartin (118-206/736-821),212 and even a 
source parallel to Yahya himself, namely cAbd al-cAziz ibn Muslim (d. 167/783-84),213 who, 
like Yahya, transmitted his report from cAbd Allah ibn Dinar. Furthermore, there is still 
another independent source, Usamah ibn Zaid ibn Aslam, who reports cUmar's order directly 
on the authority of Abu Bakr (see p. 30). There is thus no reason to question Shaibam's report, 
the substance of which was so well known and accepted by early traditionists, by claiming lack 
of supporting evidence. There is, however, reason to question the interpretation that Muslim 
and non-Muslim scholars have given to the Shaibam passage. Taken at its face value and in 
isolation from significantly related materials, it has been interpreted to mean that cUmar II 
commissioned Abu Bakr to record the entire body of the hadith and sunnah, with emphasis on 
those of Muhammad—an enormous project that would have called for much if not, indeed, all 
the time and energy of Abu Bakr, who at the time was over sixty (d. 120/738 at the age of 84) 
and held the exacting office of governor of Medina.214 This interpretation215 is no doubt respon
sible, at least in part, for the skepticism accorded Shaibam's report by most Western scholars. 
That such an interpretation is untenable becomes apparent when the Shaibam report is in
tegrated with the large quantity of source material that bears significantly on cUmar's objec
tive of reviving the sunnah and recording religious knowledge (taqyld al-Hlm) for the benefit of 
his own and succeeding generations of Muslims (see p. 24) and on the steps which he took to 
accomplish this objective. Examination of a great deal of this source material has led me to the 
following conclusions. (1) The term sunnah, which frequently alternates with the plural sunan, 
is not limited to the example or conduct of Muhammad but applies also to at least the caliphs 
Abu Bakr and cUmar I and to a number of outstanding men who held high office under these 
three heads of state. (2) The sunan in question refer not to general activities in any phase of 
life whatsoever but to specific fields of administrative and legal practices. (3) Official docu
ments instituting these sunan in the newly conquered provinces were generally provided for the 
guidance of the administrative officers. (4) We must look to these documents and to reports 
of them for a clue as to the true nature and extent of cUmar IFs commission to Abu Bakr ibn 
Muhammad ibn cAmr ibn Hazm. Fortunately Ibn Ishaq, the earliest source available, in his 
account of the written instructions given by Muhammad to cAmr ibn Hazm, the grandfather 
of Abu Bakr, specifies the fields of zakat, sadaqah, diyat, faraHd, and sunnah (see p. 24, esp. n. 
187). In later reports the term zakat alternates with or supplements sadaqdt, the two terms not 
being at first sharply defined. A reading of the twenty-four "books" listed under these five 
headings in the eight major hadith collections indexed by Muhammad FuDad cAbd al-Baqi216 

revealed the following trends and facts. (1) Traditions that trace back to the Companions and 
even more so those that trace back to the Successors and contemporaries of cUmar II, Abu 
Bakr, Yahya ibn Sacid, and Zuhri are in evidence especially at the beginning of most of these 
books, urging the need and the duty to be informed about the particular theme treated and to 
be guided by the practices relating to it. (2) Each of the four specific themes has a special point 
of emphasis within the general category treated: the sadaqdt and zakat concern primarily the 
Islamic community, as do also the faraHd) under which, however, intercommunity inheritance 
practices are also stressed to some extent; the diyat, on the other hand, are more generally con-

211 Darimi I 126 (cf. Taqyld al-Hlm, pp. 105 f.); DhahabI 215 Which, prior to my research in connection with the 
I 297. present study, I had little reason to question and therefore 

212 Ibn Sacd VIII 353. followed in Vol. I 18. 
213 Darimi I 126. ™ Taisir al-manftfah (8 vols.; Cairo and Leyden, 
214 Tabarl I 1346; see also p. 23 above. 1935-39). 
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cerned with the practices applicable to the "people of the Book/' particularly the Jews, than 
with those applicable to the Muslims. (3) The sunnah, if we judge by the account of Abu 
DaDud, who alone devotes a "book" to it,217 had by the time of cUmar II come to stand against 
all forms of innovation (bidcah) as opposed to the orthodox practices of departed leaders and 
of the acknowledged leaders of the day, al-sunnat al-madlyah and al-sunnat al-qdHmah. There 
was particular concern over unorthodox doctrine and new sects, special attention being given 
to the Khawarij, the ahl al-qadr, and the Jahmiyah.218 cUmar II's concern over the Khawarij 
is well known, and we find, for instance, that he penned a long letter on qadr or free will;219 

elsewhere in these studies we have encountered his writing on the Jahmiyah.220 The general 
impression one gains from reading all this material in the hadith collections is that differences 
in practice and opinion had already developed to a considerable degree, particularly in the 
provinces, in respect to these themes, but more so in the overlapping sadaqat and zakat fields 
than in the others, and that cUmar II, though aware of the salutary role of legitimate differ
ences of opinion among jurists (ikhtilaf al-fuqaha?),221 wished to restore a greater degree of 
uniformity of practice in the provinces and hoped to do so with the aid of original documents 
from the time of Muhammad and the caliphs Abu Bakr and cUmar I. 

Following cUmar II's steps at closer range, we find that his order to Abu Bakr ibn Hazm 
was but one of several orders sent out to those who were in position to help recover these basic 
documents, which apparently were not deposited in any state archive but had remained in the 
families of the original recipients. The families most frequently mentioned are those of the 
caliphs Abu Bakr222 and particularly cUmar I, for there seems to be general agreement that 
Muhammad died before his written instructions on the sadaqah were publicized, that the manu
script was kept and used by Abu Bakr, and that it passed on Abu Bakr's death to cUmar I, 
who likewise used it in his administration, after which it remained in cUmar's family.223 Refer
ences in this connection to the families of cAli ibn Abi Talib224 and cAbd Allah ibn cAmr ibn 
al-cAs are almost as frequent because both of these men had manuscripts (sahlfah and kitab) 
that were written down from Muhammad's dictation225 and contained materials relevant to 
some of the themes listed above, particularly the sadaqat, and these manuscripts remained in 
the possession of their families. The family of Anas ibn Malik in cIraq comes into this picture 

217 Book 39 of his sunan{^ Vol. IV 197-245 in the edi
tion here used). 

218 See e.g. Abu Da>ud IV 198 f., 223 f., 231, 241; see 
also DarimI II 341 and p. 24 above and p. 73 below. 

219 Abu Da5ud IV 202-4. cUmar's dedicated concern for 
justice in his administration and his association with the 
Qadirites Ghailan ibn Muslim al-Dimishqi and Hasan 
al-Basrl led the Muctazilfyah to claim him as they came to 
claim several other early caliphs and many of the leading 
scholars of the day; see e.g. Ibn al-Murtada, Tahaqdt 
al-MuHazilah, ed. Susanna Diwald-Wilzer ("Bibliotheca 
Islamica" XXI [Beirut, 1961]) pp. 25 and 120-40, esp. pp. 
120 f. and 136. 

220 See Vol. I 18 and 19. My earlier position that cUmar 
probably issued an order that Tradition be recorded and 
that the project was probably begun but shelved after 
cUmar's death has now been expanded and clarified in the 
light of further research, so that "sunnah" must be sub
stituted for "Tradition." 

^Darimi I 151: £JL* £ j aL>- tf> Oj jU £ j Jbjji 

**^>-l LJ pS JS" ^JLS jUa^Vt J l j\ JUV| 

222 See e.g. Bukhari I 365-69; Abu Da^ud II 96 f., 98 f. 
223 See Abu Da^ud II 98 f., Nos. 1568 and 1570; 

Muwalta? I 257-59; Bukhari I 374, 377, 379 and II 276; 
DarimI I 381; Ibn Majah I 282 f., 284. See also Concordance 
III 289 f. A?JUtf? (in several places). 

224 Bukhari II 277, IV 289 and 324; Tirmidh! VI 181. 
Ibn Hanbal, Al-musnad II (1366/1947) 278, lists 14 
references to cAHJs kitab or sahlfah through a number of 
turq and with some differences in main in addition to the 
§adaqdt, all of which points to a sizable manuscript. 

225 Ibn tlanbal II 162 f.; Tirmidh! VI 181 f., where the 
commentator deduces that Muhammad ordered the writ
ing-down of the sunnah as he did that of the Qup>an. See 
also n. 226 below. 
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because of the written instructions that Anas had received from the caliph Abu Bakr when he 
appointed Anas to administer the sadaqdt; this manuscript came to be in the possession of 
Anas' grandson Thumamah.226 

Knowledge of the possession of such manuscripts by these families led many jurists and 
traditionists of succeeding generations to seek them out for such materials. These they cast 
sometimes as a supplementary khabar, which needed no isndd in the early decades of Islam, 
and more frequently as a formalized hadith, transmitted as a rule with a family isndd.227 Some 
of these family isndd's continued unbroken for two or three generations beyond the reign of 
cUmar II, by which time the hadith and sunnah had been combed and sifted as well as or
ganized and reorganized. The latter process involved dividing lengthy original documents into 
separate items or sections of various lengths depending on the use to which a particular jurist 
or traditionist wished to put them under a given circumstance. If not fully comprehended this 
process would give the impression of a sudden huge increase in the number of traditions stem
ming from the pivotal member of each family at the time of the activities of cUmar II and 
Zuhrl.228 

Viewed in this light, cUmar IPs correspondence with Abu Bakr229 represented no more than a 
fraction of his correspondence with members of the families mentioned above, all aimed at 
securing authentic copies of the original documents in their possession, if not the documents 
themselves, together with other sunnah and hadith associated with these families. Thus we see 
why some of his letters are said to have been addressed now to a specific individual, such as the 
well known Salim ibn cAbd Allah ibn cUmar ibn al-Khattab or Abu Bakr himself, now to a 
particular city, especially Medina, and again simply to a province.230 cUmar's request of Abu 
Bakr for the hadith of cAmrah bint cAbd al-Rahman, Abu Bakr's paternal aunt, is part of this 
picture along with his request for the sadaqah document that belonged originally to Abu 
Bakr's grandfather. cAmrah (d. 98/715 or 106/724) and an older sister lived for some time 
in ^ i s h a h ' s home, but cAmrah was more painstaking with hadith than her sister, especially 
with the hadith of both cADishah and Umm Salamah. She transmitted to her nephew Abu Bakr 
and his son cAbd Allah,231 to Yahya ibn Sacid al-Ansari and two of his sons, to Zuhrl and others 
and acquired a reputation for knowledge of hadith2*2 But if cUmar II sought only family docu
ments and hadith from Abu Bakr, how does one explain his request for the hadith of cUmar (I) 
as stated in the Shaibam text (see p. 26) ?233 Ibn Sacd provides the answer, for his text reads 
not uhadith cUmar" but uhadith cAmrah7"

234 which in the light of the foregoing considerations 

226 See Bukharl I 368, II276 and 289; Abu Da^ud II96 f. ; 
Nasa3! I 336-38, 340. See also Taqyid al-Hlm, p. 87. For a 
long list of men appointed by Muhammad to collect the 
sadaqat, some of whom served also under the caliphs Abu 
Bakr and cUmar I, see Ansab I 529-31. 

227 For the family of Ibn cUmar see e.g. Bukharl II 280, 
284, 288, 290 and IV 319. For the family of cAbd Allah ibn 
cArar ibn al^As see Abu Da^ud IV 178, 184, 189, 190, 195; 
DarimI II 194 f., 392; Tirmidhi III 137, VI 163; Ibn Majah 
I 85. For the family of cAli ibn Abi Talib see Bukharl II 
270, 275, 276; Abu *Da>ud III 125, 128, 129. 

228 See p. 19 for an example involving the splitting-up of 
four traditions into seven. 

229 His father, Muhammad ibn cAmr ibn IJazm, was 
known to have had a Kitab fl al-cuqul, which was probably 
part of a sunan manuscript just as a similar kitab was said 

to form part of the manuscripts in the possession of cAli 
ibn Abi Talib (cf. Ibn Hanbal, Al-musnad II [1366/1947] 
599; Bukhari IV 289, 324). 

230 See e.g. DarimI I 381; Abu Da^ud II 98; Amwal, pp. 
358 ff. cUmar II wrote Salim for more information about 
the dispatches of cUmar I and about Salim's personal con
duct (see Abu Nu<aim II 194, V 284-86). 

231 See e.g. Slrah I 38, 54, 698, 731 (= trans, pp. 28, 
37 f., 468, 494); Tabarl I 1020, 1837. 

232 Yor cAmrah's biographical entries see Ibn Sacd II 2, 
p. 134, and VIII 353; Jarh IV 2, p. 337; Adah al-Shafi% p. 
289, n. 3; Jamc II 610. See also Horovitz in Islamic Culture 
II 24; Guillaume, The Traditions of Islam, pp. 18 f., and 
his translation of Slrah, p. xvi. 

233 Cf. DarimI I 126. 
234 Ibn Sacd II 2, p. 134, and VIII 353. 
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must be correct. This is confirmed by Abu Hatim al-RazI235 and by the text of the pertinent 
tradition in Baghandi's (d. 283/896) later version of the musnad of cUmar II,236 which explains 
further that what cUmar requested from Abu Bakr was a particular hadith that cUmar had 
heard Abu Bakr relate from cAmrah, namely ^ i s h a h ' s reference to Surah 6:139.237 This 
particular tradition comes through Usamah ibn Zaid ibn Aslam, a client of the family of cUmar 
I, who reported it directly from Abu Bakr. It is a composite tradition with the three elements 
requested by cUmar I I : a copy of the sadaqah of the Companions, a copy (list) of the sadaqah 
administrators with their genealogies,238 and the hadith of cAmrah. The fact that the second 
item is not found in the earlier versions could imply that cUmar was asking Abu Bakr for a list 
of the names of those Companions who, like Abu Bakr's own grandfather, had administered 
the sadaqah in the new territories, usually with the aid of such sadaqah documents. 

There is still another point to explain: cUmar's request of Abu Bakr for the hadith of Qasim 
ibn Muhammad239 the grandson of the caliph Abu Bakr. But even this request is not difficult to 
fit into the picture when one recalls that Qasim was one of the very few scholars who con
sistently agreed with cUmar I in his stand against the recording of Tradition. It would take an 
order from the caliph, cUmar II, executed by Abu Bakr ibn Muhammad ibn cAmr ibn Hazm 
as governor of Medina to persuade Qasim to oblige by at least dictating his hadith, which as a 
rule he transmitted sparingly (see p. 13). However, there seems to be no record that Abu Bakr 
actually approached Qasim nor any evidence, direct or indirect, that cUmar II received any 
hadith of Qasim as a result of his request. Nevertheless, the request itself should not be lightly 
dismissed, since Qasim was highly reputed for his knowledge of the sunnah and cUmar I I held 
him in such esteem that, had he been free to do so, he would have nominated him as his suc
cessor to the caliphate.240 

One more question remains: If cUmar's request of Abu Bakr was only one of several similar 
requests of others, why has his name, more than that of others, been associated with cUmar's 
project? The answer is that much of the emphasis on Abu Bakr's role is comparatively recent 
and largely accidental owing to lack of early sources and in part to inadequate research in such 
sources as have been available. Nevertheless, apart from Abu Bakr's long personal association 
with cUmar, his role does have a measure of prior claim on one's attention. For, while he and 
his family were not the only source of the sunnah materials sought by cUmar, Abu Bakr alone, 
as a member of one of the families possessing such materials, was the governor of a province, 
and that province was Medina itself, still basking in the proud claim of being the home of the 
sunnah and hadith of the Prophet. 

There is evidence that cUmar received copies of the materials he sought241 and that his next 
step was to assign Zuhrl the task of co-ordinating this particular sunnah material so that it 

235 See Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 21, and Jarh IV 2, p. 337. Muhammad's freeborn servants and his mawali. cUmar 
zse s e e Harley in Journal & Proceedings of the Asiatic corresponded steadily with his governors and judges (see 

Society of Bengal, New Series XX 391-488 (Arabic text on e.g. Muwatti? I 243, 270, 277 f. and especially cUmar's 
pp. 415-48); for Baghandl and the family isnad see pp. e n t l T i n I b n Sacd V 242-302, esp. pp. 252-57, 268, 270, 
408 f. GAL S I 259 and 947 credits the son, Ibn al-Baghandl 277 f.). Abu Nucaim V 253 ff. also makes numerous refer-
(d. 311/923), with the work. ences to Omar's correspondence. 

237 See Harley, op. cit. p. 441, and cf. Tafsir XII 146-51. 239 g e e j a r ^ j y 2j p. 337, where this request is linked 
238 The text may be corrupt. cUmar II also wrote Abu with that for the hadith of cAmrah. 

Bakr to send him a list of Muhammad's servants (see Ibn 240 I f an gaCd y m B u k h a r I Ta,rlkh w ± 1 5 7 

Sacd I 2, pp. 179 f.); See Tabari III 1778-82, Safadi, ' ' '* 
Al-wafi fi al-wafaijat, ed. Hellmut Ritter (Wiesbaden, 241 See Amwal, pp. 358-61;-Abu Da>ud II 98 f. Copies 
1931) I 187 f., and Nuwairi, Nihayat al-arab fi funun of at least some of these manuscripts were available to 
al-adab XVIII (Cairo, 1374/1955) 223-35 for lists of others in Medina (see e.g. Amwdl, pp. 386 f. and 392 f.). 
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could be publicized in the provinces. This, rather than the tremendous task of recording all the 
sunnah and hadlth, must have been the commission given by cUmar II to Zuhri. Zuhri's parallel 
interests and activities, his previous service with the Umayyads, his presence at the Damascus 
court, and cUmar's personal knowledge of his dedicated competence made him the obvious 
choice for the task. cUmar, as one might expect, gave Zuhrl all the official and moral support 
at his command in order to further all of his scholarly activities. He ranked Zuhrl first among 
the sunnah and hadlth scholars and urged all to heed Zuhri and to aid him in the execution of 
his task.242 That Zuhrl did co-ordinate the manuscripts received by cUmar, having first himself 
checked some of the original documents, particularly those possessed by the family of cUmar 
I, which seem to receive more specific mention than do the others, is indicated by the great 
quantity of material in the chapters devoted to the sunan themes concerned as they are pre
served in the standard hadlth collections and in Abu cUbaicFs Kitdb al-amwdl^ which treats 
these very themes in great detail. Though Zuhrfs sources for these materials were not limited 
to the members of the families said to possess the manuscripts sought by cUmar II, by far the 
greater part of his material does trace back to one or another of these families, particularly 
lengthy texts copied in their entirety (cala al-wajh) from those manuscripts. Without attempting 
to exhaust the available references, we may mention some of the members of these families 
from whom Zuhri transmitted such materials. He transmitted directly from Thumamah the 
grandson of the caliph Abu Bakr,244 from Salim and cAbd Allah the sons of Ibn cUmar,245 from 
cAlT ibn Husain ibn cAll ibn Abi Talib,246 from Abu Bakr ibn Muhammad ibn cAmr ibn Hazm247 

and his two sons, cAbd Allah and Muhammad.248 ZuhrT also transmitted a great deal of such 
material without indicating his sources,249 and he had, of course, no monopoly on the use of it, 
not even of the manuscripts that figured so prominently in the sadaqdt, which, as pointed out 
above, were available to others because copies of the originals were in circulation.250 cUmar II 
apparently did not leave the process of editing, co-ordinating, and explaining251 entirely to 
ZuhrT, for there is considerable evidence of co-operation between the two,252 and Zuhrl was 
aware of the practices that led to cUmar's steady stream of correspondence with his governors 
and judges in all the provinces.253 

The paper work involved in Zuhrfs task and the size of the final product must have been 
considerable, if we judge by the amount of material available, only a small part of which is 
indicated in the references here given. ZuhrT himself reported the completion of the task to his 
close associate Sacd ibn Ibrahim and to his pupil cUqail ibn Khalid,254 when copies of the 
finished product, each constituting a daftar, were sent to the various provinces.255 I have not 

242 See Jarh I 1, p . 18; DhahabI I 102; Ibn Kathir, 
Al-biddijah wa al-nihayah I X 342; Ibn Khallikan I 571 
( = trans. I I 582). 

243 Amwdl, pp . 349-613, esp. pp. 364, 366, 372, and 382. 
244 Bukharl I 368 f., I I 276; Abu Da>ud I I 96 f., No. 

1567. See Nasa^i I 336-38 and Amwdl, pp . 365, 371, 376, 
and 388, for the family manuscripts. 

245 Bukharl I 374, 377, 379 and I I 284; Abu Da'Qd I I 
98 f.; DarimI I 382 f.; Ibn Majah I 282 f., 284; Amwal, pp . 
3601., 363, 387, 393. 

246 Muwatia? I I 519; Bukharl I I 270, 275 f. and IV 290; 
Abu Da>Qd i l l 125, 128 f.; DarimI I I 370 f., 388; Tirmidhi 
VIII 257. The caliph cAli and the ShMtes in general con
sidered Zuhri a major opponent; see e.g. Ibn Shucbah, 
Tnhaf al-cuqul can al-rasul, ed. cAlI Akbar al-Ghaffarl 
(Tehran, 1376/1957) pp. 274-77. 

247 DarimI I 381, 383, 385 and I I 188 f.3 192 i., 194 f. 
248 See Bukharl I 358, 355 f., 367. See also p. 24 above. 
249 See e.g. DarimI I I 359, 378, 386, 388, 390, 393, 395; 

Tirmidhi VII I 257 f. 
250 See e.g. Amwal, pp. 361, 387 f., 392 i., 408 f. 
251 See e.g. ibid. pp. 382, 537. 
252 See e.g. ibid. pp. 379, 384 f., 393, 355. 
253 See e.g. ibid. pp. 347, 405, 416 f., 421, 423, 425, 476, 

494, 527, 534, 537, 538. 
254 For Sacd and his family of scholars see pp. 180 f. 

and for cUquail see Document 6, esp. pp. 168 and 172. 
255 Amwdl, pp. 578-80; Jdmfc I 76: -LP- ^ j+& \ty\ 
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yet been able to discover any specific reference to the reception accorded these manuscripts in 
the provinces. One can speculate that they might not have been particularly welcome in 
cIraq, which was always more or less independent in following established local practices or in 
initiating new ones. There certainly was some excuse for variant practices, even as early as the 
time of the caliphs Abu Bakr and cUmar I, as a result of local administrators' efforts to inter
pret and execute the original instructions, which apparently were neither explicit nor inclusive 
enough. One suspects, from the lack of comment about their reception, that the untimely 
death of cUmar II and the indifference of his successor, Yazid II (101-5/720-24), to adminis
trative problems induced the administrators of the provinces to bypass the new regulations. 
In any case an opportunity to introduce more or less uniform practices in relation to these 
particular sunan throughout the empire was lost, and the chances for another such opportunity 
were slipping away rapidly. For the jurists' agreement, tacit at first, to disagree among them
selves within certain orthodox limits, which had become evident before cUmar IPs time, was 
sanctioned and encouraged by cUmar himself and by Qasim ibn Muhammad as a mercy from 
Allah,256 and took firmer hold in the succeeding decades as the legal schools of Abu Hanifah 
and Sufyan al-Thauri in cIraq, Awzaci in Syria, Malik ibn Anas in the Hijaz, and Laith ibn 
Sacd in Egypt became established. But, if the administrators bypassed the new regulations, the 
academic jurists and traditionists did not do so. All of Zuhrl's leading pupils (see pp. 176 ff.) 
and their leading contemporaries were familiar with the content of the new regulations if we 
judge by their transmission of these Zuhrl materials that appear in the standard hadlth col
lections.257 Jurists and productive scholars—beginning with those of Zuhrfs own generation— 
studied, dissected, and analyzed Zuhrl's position, accepting some of his points and rejecting 
others, as is well illustrated in the works of ShaficI and particularly in Abu cUbaid's Kitdb 
al-amwdl. Almost half of the Amwdl is devoted to the practical and theoretical aspects of the 
sadaqdt, which, as we have seen (p. 30), loomed so large in the cUmar-ZuhrI project of recording 
and codifying the sunnah. 

To recapitulate, cUmar II issued no commission for the recording of the entire body of the 
sunnahj let alone the entire body of the sunnah and hadlth. On the other hand, his aim went 
beyond mere recording to recovering and codifying the large part of the sunnah that dealt with 
the fundamentals of much of the economic life of the people: taxes, blood money, inheritance, 
and especially the collection and disbursement of those peculiarly Islamic taxes the sadaqdt 
and the zakdt. The successful completion of this project was due to the co-operation of many 
of his governors, judges, and tax administrators, with whom he had a great deal of correspond
ence, to the grandsons of the caliph Abu Bakr, cUmar I, Anas ibn Malik, and cAmr ibn Hazm, 
who collectively provided the needed documentary materials, and to the dedicated industry and 
talents of Zuhrl. That cUmar II himself did not live to see the enforcement of the resulting 
regulations was one of the many ironies of his life. 

256 See Ibn Sa<d V 140; Jam* II 35, 78-92 (esp. pp. 78-
80, where cUmar IPs position is detailed), and 167 f. The 
full legalistic development of the principle, one might al
most say dogma, was left for Shafiq (150-204/767-820); 
see Concordance II 67 f. i^jh>- and Shaft's Kitab 
ikhtilaf al-hadlth (on margins of Kitab al-umm VII) pp. 1 ff.; 
Goldziher, Studien II 37-83; A. J. Wensinck, The Muslim 
Creed (Cambridge, 1932) pp. 110-13; James Robson, "The 
material of Tradition/' Muslim World XLI (1951) 169 f. 

Concordance I 329 <*>-j stresses unity: <U^> 4 P U J > J I 
<—*>IUP tijjulj. This principle was applied also to the 
differences between transmission by sense and literal trans
mission (seeJarh, Taqdimah, p. 253). 

257 See e.g. Bukhari II 270-88 (13 times), IV 282-92 
(12 times) and 314-25 (6 times); Muslim XI 51-61 (5 
times); Abu Dacud III 121, 125, 130 (4 times); Tirmidhi 
VIII 240-63 (10 times); Dariml II 348-95 (12 times). 
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CONTINUOUS WRITTEN TRANSMISSION 

I 

ZUHRI lived and carried on his literary activities for almost a quarter of a century after 
the death of cUmar II. Did his patron's death alter his outlook enough to give a different 
bent to these activities?1 There is reason to believe that Zuhri realized the futility of any 

effort to impose uniform regulations on all the provinces, particularly Medina, for he advised 
Yazid IFs newly appointed governor of that province to follow the consensus of his people 
since "they reject everything contrary to their practice/72 Zuhri's new patrons, first Yazid II 
(101-5/720-24) and then Hisham (105-25/724-42), made special demands on his time and 
knowledge. Yazid appointed him judge3 and Hisham intrusted him with the education of the 
princes and consulted him on legal questions and historical events.4 Zuhri's versatility led 
others, including Khalid al-Qasrl, Hisham's governor of cIraq (106-20/724-38),5 to demand or re
quest genealogical and historical works from him.6 On the whole, however, he seems to have been 
allowed to follow his own scholarly inclinations. The latter, as we have seen, included an abid
ing interest in the hadith and sunnah—an interest that was reinforced by Hisham's marked 
concern for the preservation of this fundamental body of knowledge.7 For it is now well estab
lished that it was neither cAbd al-Malik nor cUmar II but Hisham who finally induced Zuhri 
to commit the hadith and sunnah to writing, for the benefit of the young princes and several 
enterprising court secretaries who made copies for themselves as well as for the enrichment of 
Hisham's library.8 Zuhri's accomplishment did not escape the envy nor the admiration of the 
scholars of his own generation, including his friend Sacd ibn Ibrahim (see p. 31),9 his fellow 
courtier Abu al-Zinad,10 and his fellow searcher after knowledge Salih ibn Kaisan, who had 
served for a while as tutor to the sons of cUmar II.11 I t would nevertheless be erroneous to 
conclude that royal pressure alone led Zuhri step by step from the dwindling number of those 
who were opposed to the recording of Tradition to writing rough notes which he memorized 
and then destroyed, to making permanent records for himself and his royal patrons, to urging 
his own students to record his materials,12 and finally to encouraging the general public to 
acquire through both the oral and the written method an adequate knowledge of the hadith and 

1 Horovitz in Islamic Culture II 38-50 gives for this 
period of Zuhri's life an account that is especially useful 
for its reproduction of Arabic texts from the sources. 

2 Tabari II 1452. 
3 Macarif, p. 239 see also Horovitz, op. cit. p. 38. 
4 See Dhahabi I 103 and references in nn. 5-6 below. 
5 Mtfarif, pp. 185 and 203; Aghanl XIX 59. 
6 See Vol. I 17-20, 23, 74-76 and cf. Horovitz, op. cit. 

pp. 49 f. and references there cited. 
7 See Taqyld al-cilm, pp. 107 f. and reference there cited. 

Bukhari, TcPrikh III 2, p. 195, merely lists Hisham among 
the traditionists, while others give him no entry at all. 
Hisham seems to have been especially interested in tradi
tions bearing on the cAli vs. cUthman polemics; see Ibn 
al--Imad, Shadharat al-dhahab I (Cairo, 1350/1931) 221. 

8 See e.g. Jdmic I 76 f.; Abu Nucaim III 361. See also our 
Vol. I 24 f. and p. 177 below. In Taqyld al-Hlm, p. 107 and 
the editor's n. 224, the many references to the royal pres
sure exerted on Zuhri are brought together. The hasty 
assumption by Sprenger and Muir, followed by Guillaume 
(The Traditions of Islam, pp. 40-50) and others, that 
Umayyad pressure forced Zuhri to large-scale forgery of 
hadith should be definitely and finally abandoned. 

9 Dhahabi I 103 f. cites laudatory contemporary opin
ions of Zuhri; cf. Horovitz, op. cit. p. 45. 

"Jam* I 73, 76. 
11 See e.g. Ibn Sacd II 2, p. 135; J ami* I 76; Taqyld 

al-cilm, pp. 106 f. 
12 See e.g. Abu Nucaim III 366: *% (JA>^J\ JJJL>-

(J3 4i*-~J. Zuhri required his students to bring their ink
wells too (see Adah al-iml&, p. 155). 
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sunnah. An equally decisive factor in this progression was the growing strength, as seen above, 
of variant practices in the provinces, whence came, particularly from the eastern provinces, 
unfamiliar and, to Zuhri at least, unacceptable traditions. "Were it not for this," he is reported 
as saying, "I would not write Tradition nor permit its writing."13 Another contributory factor 
was Zuhrfs realization that even the best memory was inadequate for the full preservation of 
a people's cultural and historical heritage, and the versatile Zuhri had a keen and proud sense 
of history. Again, Zuhri as an Arab of the Arabs,14 like many of his time, became increasingly 
alarmed at the growing participation of the non-Arab Muslims, particularly the Persian 
mawdli from the eastern provinces, in the cultural life of Islam. Many of the mawdli developed 
a determined avidity for the learned professions, both secular and religious, as a sort of open 
sesame to social recognition and a counterbalance to the racial discrimination to which they 
were subjected despite the theoretical equality of all Muslims.15 I t is not necessary to go into 
the details of the early phases of the racial tension between Arab and non-Arab Muslims that 
presently came to be known under the name of the shucubiyah and was incited largely by the 
Persians, who aimed first for equality with the Arabs but later boldly proclaimed racial and 
cultural superiority over their resented conquerors.16 I t is enough to note that some tension 
existed from the beginning, that one of its earliest victims was cUmar I, and that Mucawiyah 
at one time considered taking drastic measures against non-Arabs and even against people of 
mixed blood.17 Nor is it necessary to dwell on the growing list of successful mawdli scholars in 
the various provinces with whom Zuhri did not come into personal contact18 but many of 
whom are represented in the isnad's of our hadlth documents (see e.g. pp. 211, 229). Zuhri in 
his younger days recognized the mawdWs scholarly achievements and the accompanying privi
leges, even though the situation disturbed cAbd al-Malik as he questioned Zuhri about the 
leading scholars of the day.19 Though Zuhri did transmit hadlth from such mawdli scholars as 
Acraj, Nafic the client of Ibn cUmar, and Makhul al-Shami (see p. 241), he was accused of 
transmitting only from Arab scholars,20 a charge which he answered by explaining that he did 
transmit from the mawdli but only when he could not find the materials with either the 
Quraish or the Ansar.21 He later found himself in professional and personal rivalry with two 
leading Medinan scholars, Abu al-Zinad (see pp. 139, 178) and Rabicah al-Ra^I (see pp. 122, 
125), both of whom were mawdli who rose to power, the first along with Zuhri himself at the 

13 See Taqytd al-Hlm, pp. 107 f. and references there 
cited. See p. 21 above for similar concern on the part of 
cAbd al-Malik. 

14 He was so conscious of being a Quraishite that he 
would not transmit traditions even from the Ansar until 
cAbd al-Malik pointed out his error. He then sought the 
Ansar and testified to their possession of Him; see cAbd 
Allah ibn Zabr al-RabacI (d. 379/989), Al-muntaqa min 
akhbar al-Asma% ed. cIzz al-Dln al-Tanukhi ("Publica
tions de PAcademie arabe de Damas," No. 7 [Damascus, 
1355/1936]) p. 19. 

15 See e.g. Ibn Sacd II 1, p. 103, and V 232; DarimI II 
443. For the racial origins and the legal categories of the 
mawali of the period, see W. Montgomery Watt, aShIcism 
under the Umayyads," Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 
1960, pp. 158-72, esp. pp. 163 f. and 172. 

16 The basic study of this movement is still that of Gold-
ziher in Studien I 147-76; but see also Sir Hamilton Gibb, 

"The social significance of the shucubiya," Studia orientalia 
Ioanni Pedersen septuagenario (Hauniae, 1953) pp. 105-14. 
For a recent general account from an Arab point of view 
of the far-reaching influence of the movement see cAbd 
al-cAz!z al-Durl, Al-judhur al-taDrtkhiyah li al-shucubiyah 
(Beirut, 1382/1962). 

17 See e.g. <Iqd II 270, 334. 
18 See e.g. Futuh al-buldan, pp. 246 f.; Macrifah, pp. 

196-202; Manaqib, p. 502. See also our Vol. I 28 f. 
19 See Ma'rifah, pp. 196-202, esp. pp. 198 f., for a long 

list oimawali and the role they played. For the relationship 
of Zuhri and cAbd al-Malik see pp. 21 f. above. cUrwah is 
said to have pointed out that the Israelites did not go 
astray until the sons of foreign captives who grew up 
among them expressed their own opinions (Jarh, Taqdimah, 
p. 254). 

20 BhahabI I 94. 
21 Ibn Sa<d II 2, p. 135. 
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court of Hisham22 and the second at the court of the cAbbasids.23 The Persian and other 
mawdli who, unlike the Arabs, had as a group no inordinate pride or faith in memory, took to 
recording their hadlth and fiqh materials. They profited from the labors of the early Arab 
scholars and became in time the proud and almost sole possessors of unique and rare copies of 
the collections and works of many an Arab traditionist and scholar encountered in these 
pages.24 Furthermore, it was largely this group that produced the leaders of the people of 
reasoned opinion (ahl al-ra?y)—witness the roles of Rabicah al-Ra'I and Hammad ibn Abi 
Sulaiman, the teacher of Abu Hanifah25—as against the supporters of Tradition {ahl al-hadith). 
This situation no doubt irked Zuhri and played a part in his decision to record the hadlth and 
sunnah, as a safeguard against such intellectual and literary competition. When Zuhri finally 
retired from the court he preferred not to settle in Medina. Taken to task for thus leaving 
"the scholars of Medina orphaned," he replied that Medina and its people had changed and 
that the city had been spoiled for him, in particular by Abu al-Zinad and Rablcah.26 Once 
convinced of the need to record the hadlth and sunnah, Zuhri concentrated all his energies on 
the task and put writing and manuscripts to their fullest use (see e.g. Document 6). Though 
not the originator of the card method of transmission, whereby the student read back his manu
script (written from dictation or copied from an authenticated manuscript) to the teacher, nor 
the mukatabah method, whereby manuscripts were received by correspondence, nor the 
mundwalah method, whereby manuscripts exchanged hands with no accompanying oral read
ing, nor the ijdzah method, whereby the teacher certified that a given student was permitted 
to transmit the teacher's materials (usually specified) regardless of the methods by means of 
which the student acquired copies of them, Zuhri adopted all these practices without reserva
tion. Yet he seems to have dispensed with some form of oral transmission only after a scholar 
or student had demonstrated his competence and trustworthiness. Despite some criticism27 

from the conservatives, Zuhri and his pupils established these practices so firmly that they 
became known as "people with books" (ashdb al-kutub).28 Very soon thereafter those who in
sisted on the priority of oral transmission became such a small minority that by the third 
decade of the second century, which saw the transition from the Umayyad to the cAbbasid 
caliphate, the Zuhri period came to be generally recognized as the age of the manuscript in all 
branches of the religious and related sciences.29 Confirmation of this development is repeatedly 
evidenced by the practices of the great majority of the leading scholars, representing most of 
the provinces, whose names appear in the isndd's of our papyri. Adequately represented are 
most of the best known men such as Anas ibn Malik, Abu Hurairah, and Ibn c Abbas as well 

22 See e.g. Aghanl VI 106. 
^ J ami" 11 144 f. 
24 See e.g. Macrifah, pp. 164 f., for a list of early Arab 

scholars whose works were mostly in the possession of Per
sians. 

25KhatIb XIII 323 f.; Mtfarif, p. 240; Abu Yusuf, 
Kitdb al-alhar, ed. Abu al-Wafa? al-Afgham (Haidarabad, 
1355/1936) p. 3 of Intro, and references there cited. Ham-
mad did not hesitate to belittle the scholars of the Hijaz 
(J ami" II 152 f.) any more than Zuhri hesitated to belittle 
those of cIraq (cf. p. 140 below). See Ma"drif, pp. 248-51, 
and Jdmic II 133-50 for the people of reasoned opinion and 
the role of opinion in law. Zuhri himself permitted limited 
use of opinion (see e.g. J ami" II 10 f.). Racial rivalry ex
pressed in verse at Hisham's court led Hisham to exile the 
offending poet (Aghanl IV 125). 

2&Jdmi" II152 f., 200. Resentment of the mawall's inva
sion of the learned professions persisted well into cAbbasid 
times, and instances of it are known from the reigns of 
Mansur, Mahdi, and Harun al-Rashid (see e.g. "Iqd II 
90 ff.). J ami" I 161 and Abu Nucaim VI 369 report Sufyan 
al-Thaurl's strong aversion to the entry of non-Arabs and 
the lower classes into the learned fields. AwzacI's often 
quoted regrets that writing had replaced oral transmission 
must not be divorced from the rest of his statement, namely 
that writing made hadith available to those who would be 
apt to misuse it (see e.g. Ibn Sacd II 2, p. 135; DarimI I 
121; Taqyld al-Hlm, p. 64; J ami" I 68). 

27 See e.g. Dhahabi I 104. 
28 See Document 6 (esp. pp. 181, 182, 184) and Ibn 

cAsakir VI 379. 
29 Dhahabi I 149-51. 
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as the many prominent transmitters from Ibn cXJmar and cAbd Allah ibn cAmr ibn al-cAs and 
others among Zuhrfs teachers such as Makhul al-Shami and Acraj along with their contem
poraries such as Abu Qilabah of Document 10. There are also Zuhri's own contemporaries such 
as Yahya ibn SacId al-Ansarl of Document 7 and Abu al-Zinad. Finally, dozens of the less 
famous scholars and many more comparatively obscure men appear in the thousand or so 
links of the isnad's of our thirteen hadlth papyri and the isnad's of parallel traditions. 

Three inescapable conclusions result from the study of these practices. The first is that the 
family isndd emerged earlier and persisted on a much larger scale than has hitherto been recog
nized (see pp. 17, 28-29). The "family" in this connection includes both blood members and 
intimate mawdll such as Nafic the client of Ibn cUmar and Muhammad ibn Sinn the client of 
Anas ibn Malik. Family isnad's that start with famous Companions and continue for three 
generations, usually with the formula "so-and-so on the authority of his father on the authority 
of his grandfather/' are most frequent.30 Sometimes a family isndd skipped a generation, when 
an older traditionist found a grandson eager to follow in his footsteps or crossed over to a col
lateral branch when a nephew proved to be an apt pupil. Such relationships are usually indi
cated in the isndd. But with clients the relationship, as a rule, has to be discovered inde
pendently of the wording of the isndd itself. A number of family isnad's that traced back to 
prominent Companions such as Anas ibn Malik, Zaid ibn Thabit, Ibn cUmar, cAbd Allah ibn 
cAmr ibn al-cAs, Ibn c Abbas, and cUrwah ibn al-Zubair very early became greatly respected 
and remained so through the centuries in the Muslim world, where traditions with authentic 
and reliable family isnad's came to be listed among the five most acceptable categories.31 

However, the family isndd as such has come under suspicion as a result of Western scholarship. 
Some suspicion may be justifiable in specific instances, but to cast suspicion on a large part of 
the materials transmitted through such isnad's seems unwarranted. The comparatively large 
number of traditions transmitted through these families should not be dissociated from the 
fact that written transmission (see below) was advocated from the start by all of the above-
mentioned Companions except Zaid ibn Thabit and Ibn cUmar, and even these two lived to 
see their sons and clients take to recording Tradition, including the materials they had at first 
received orally from them. And it is not surprising to find that, though some half-dozen of Ibn 
cUmar's sons were respected traditionists, his clients, especially Nafic and Salim, were actually 
more devoted to the profession. Thus they and a few others, such as cIkrimah the client of 
Ibn c Abbas, were setting the pattern whereby the mawdll could climb the ladder of learning 
toward economic and social equality with the Arabs, particularly in the emerging religious 
disciplines (see pp. 16 and 34). Viewed against this background the doubts that Schacht,32 

among a few others, has cast on the institution of the family isndd in general and on isnad's in 
which Nafic and Salim are central figures in particular do not seem as categorically justifiable 
as he seeks to make them. Family isnad's stemming from other Companions were numerous, 
as illustrated by the dozen or more encountered in our few fragmentary papyri.33 They meet 
the eye frequently in the voluminous works of Ibn Sacd and Bukharl and subsequent bio
graphical literature and appear again and again in the standard hadlth collections. 

The second inescapable conclusion is that there was early and direct relationship between 

30 See e.g. Jdmic II 178, 185, 195-97 and references in 
n. 31 below. 

31 See Madkhal, pp. 17-20 (= trans, pp. 20-22), where 
other family isnad's are added. See also Tadrib, pp. 220-23. 

32 See e.g. "A Revaluation of Islamic Tradition," Jour
nal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1949, pp. 143-54, esp. p. 
147, and The Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence (Ox
ford, 1950) pp. 170, 176-78. 

33 See e.g. pp. 116, 164, 180f., 182, 207, 218. 
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the family isndd and continuous written transmission of hadith through several generations* 
Keeping an eye on the transmitting families that most frequently came to my attention, I dis
covered first that the over-all success of such families, as measured by the number of successive 
generations of transmitters and as roughly gauged by the relative volume of the materials they 
transmitted, depended on whether or not they were hadith-writing families that preserved their 
manuscripts and passed them from one generation to the next. I t is no accident that the fam
ilies of Anas ibn Malik and cAbd Allah ibn cAmr ibn al-cAs practically head the list, though 
exact ranking is difficult. Anas' family had several direct and collateral generations of writers 
who cherished the documents that had been received by Anas, at least one of which was in 
the possession of his grandson Thumamah (see p. 29) when cUmar II was seeking original docu
ments preliminary to the codifying of the sunnah by ZuhrL There was also Anas' hadith as he 
himself wrote it, and he encouraged his family to write down hadith also.34 Again, the sources are 
unanimously emphatic that cAbd Allah ibn cAmr ibn al-cAs (see p. 28) from the start recorded 
hadith and sunnah. His family isndd covered four generations of writers,35 and there is 
some evidence of manuscripts being found (wijddah) after the death of the author, beginning 
with cAbd Allah's original sahifahj which was among the family possessions and copies of 
which were sent to cUmar II for Zuhrl's use. The illiterate Abu Hurairah established no genuine 
family isndd, but several of his immediate transmitters who recorded his hadith did so. Among 
these is Marwan ibn al-Hakam, whose family isndd extended to his son cAbd al-cAziz to the 
latter's son cUmar (see pp. 19-20). The isndd of the family of cUbadah ibn al-Samit al-Ansari 
represents three generations of writers (see pp. 187 f.). 

As we move into the second generation of Muslims, both Arabs and mawdli, we find an 
even greater number of traditionists who established the first link of family isndd1 s that usually 
continued for three generations. So far as I have been able to discover, the sources are some
times silent on some of these family isndd's, but those that were better known and most fre
quently used seem to represent almost without exception literate families. Attention is here 
drawn to instances that I encountered in the course of editing our documents, such as the 
families of Sacd ibn Ibrahim,36 Ta^us ibn Kaisan the Yemenite commentator and traditionist,37 

Bukair ibn cAbd Allah ibn al-Ashajj, Abu cAqil Zuhrah ibn Macbad (see pp. 201 f., 207), and 
Humaid al-Tawil (see p. 159). Family isndd's of several generations of literate traditionists 
imply continuous written transmission, an implication that is reinforced by the large number 
of traditions accredited to the members of such families and by the appearance of clusters of 
such traditions in the standard collections. These traditions are best illustrated in the musnad's 
of the founders of such family isndd's as are recorded by Ibn Hanbal, who himself was grateful 
that his predecessors had recorded Tradition. He wrote down all his materials, which as a rule 
he transmitted only from his manuscripts. He urged his sons and pupils, to whom he left his 
manuscripts, to follow the same practices and thus established a family isndd of three very 
active generations of traditionists.38 Ibn Hanbal knew whereof he spoke when he described his 
own Musnad as "the exemplar" (al-imdm) for the guidance of future generations. Though what 
he had in mind was only the substance of isndd and main, Ibn Hanbal actually "builded better 
than he knew" because of the wealth of information, both implicit and explicit, that he scat-

34 See e.g. Vol. I 48 and p. 249 below. 37 See cUmar ibncAlial-JacdI, Tabaqatfuqaha?al-Yaman, 
p. 55. See Bukhari, Ta?rikh III 1, pp. 123 f., for the son of 

36 See e.g. TayalisI, pp. 287 f.; TirmidhI III 137. See Ta^us. 
also Jami^ I 70 f., 76; Taqyld aUilm, pp. 74 ff. ^ His methods were followed by later Hanbalites as 

well (see e.g. Jamic I 75; Adah al-imld7*, pp. 47 and 167; 
36 See pp. 180f. and cf. TirmidhI IV 39. Abu Nu^aim IX 164 f.). 
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tered through his Musnad about the methods of transmission of individual and family-group 
traditionists. For many of the families listed above there is the added evidence of father 
dictating to son and of family manuscripts exchanging hands or being willed to some member 
of the family (waslyah) or just being found (wijddah) in the effects of the author soon after his 
death or among the family possessions at some later time.39 

However, the literate families of several generations had no monopoly on continuous written 
transmission. Zuhri, for example, established only a short family isndd through his nephew, 
but his non-family transmitters established in turn their own family isndd's and thus pre
served in writing the great bulk of the master's original materials. The literary activities of 
Zuhri's leading pupils are fully detailed in the discussion of Document 6 and elsewhere in these 
pages to illustrate the point under discussion and need not detain us here. Attention should 
be drawn, however, to the fact that what Zuhri and his immediate group were doing in the 
way of continuous written transmission was, except for the amount of material involved, no 
different from what many of their contemporaries were doing. Good examples of such con
tinuous written transmission are that from Abu Hurairah to Acraj and from the latter to 
Zuhri, Abu al-Zinad, and Malik ibn Anas40 and that from Zuhri to Macmar ibn Rashid to 
cAbd al-Razzaq ibn Hammam and from cAbd al-Razzaq to Sufyan ibn cUyainah, Ibn Hanbal, 
Bukhari, and others (see e.g. pp. 43 f., 180). Family isndd's continued to be established in 
the post-Zuhri period, when written transmission may be taken for granted. For thereafter 
controversy centered around the methods of written transmission (see p. 35)—mukatabah, 
munawalah, ijdzah, and wijddah, the last two having yet to be accepted. 

Widespread and acceptable as the family isndd and written transmission had become, indi
vidual family isndd's were scrutinized by second- and third-century critics who acted on the 
principle that an isndd was no stronger than its weakest link and accordingly disregarded a 
family isndd once they were convinced that it contained a weak link, as is illustrated in the 
case of the family isndd of Rishdln ibn Sacd of Document 8, which was characterized as the 
worst isndd to come out of Egypt (see pp. 201, 206 f.). The family isndd of Ibn Ishaq was 
severely criticized by some,41 and in Zuhri's own case his nephew and his clients hover dimly 
in the background while his leading pupils loom large in any sizable individual musnad or 
standard collection of hadlth, as demonstrated in Document 6 (see esp. pp. 176 ff.). The 
hadlth critic cAli ibn al-Madim (see p. 80) listed some very prominent men, beginning with 
the Companions, whose traditions, though not to be rejected completely, were not to be used 
as conclusive evidence. Hakim al-Nlsaburl picked up the idea and listed the sons and grand
sons of several prominent traditionists of the first and second generations to whom he applied 
this reservation not because they were untrustworthy but because they were too preoccupied 
with affairs other than hadlth.42 Instances of continuous written transmission through several 
generations of scholars, with or without the benefit of a family isndd, occur repeatedly in all of 
our thirteen hadlth documents.43 Pride in the profession of one's family was encouraged in all 
fields of scholarship.44 Families which aspired to successive generations of traditionists or other 
professional scholars had first to win their reputation and thereafter beware of resting on their 

39 See e.g. references cited in nn. 36-37 and cross-refer
ences given above for these families. 

40 See pp. 124 f., 139 f., 178. Several of our papyri illus
trate non-family continuous written transmission from 
Laith ibn Sa<d (see pp. 172f., 176f., 235). 

41 DhahabI I 163. 

42 Macrifah, pp. 254-56. 

43 See e.g. pp. 137, 155-57, 164 (example of a woman 
traditionist who used her father's manuscripts), 197 f., 
236, 244 f., 256, 268, 276 f. 

44 See e.g. Mtfdrif, pp. 287 f. 
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laurels. Inclination and sustained effort usually gave out by the third or fourth generation, by 
which time the original family manuscripts very likely would be worn out or subject to neglect 
and possible destruction. 

The development of the family isndd and continuous written transmission lead to the third 
inescapable conclusion (see pp. 36 f.), namely that the bulk of the hadith and sunnah as they 
had developed by about the end of the first century was already written down by someone 
somewhere, even though comparatively small numbers of memorized traditions were being 
recited orally. The writing was done on various scales and in various forms. There were at first 
the sheets, pamphlets, rolls, and books of the pious traditionist, which had little or no intended 
organization. Very soon, however, the musnad of an individual traditionist took form against 
a background of collections that were heterogenous as to both content and source. A third 
form, parallel to the musnad's, was the hadith mubawwab or the hadith musannaf, which devel
oped largely as a result of the activities and needs of the early QurDanic commentators, jurists, 
and historians, who depended so heavily on hadith that not only the fiqh but the tafslr, the 
ttfrikh, and particularly the maghdzl can be described as the fruits of Tradition (see pp. 2f., 
11 f., 16 f.), as is so well illustrated by the activities of ZuhrT himself as traditionist, jurist, and 
historian. The next step—the forming of a collection of individual musnad's or the sorting and 
reorganizing of the contents according to an individual scholar's purpose and needs—was 
taken by the post-Zuhrl scholars of the second century: commentators such as Muqatil ibn 
Sulaiman of Document 1, historians such as Ibn Ishaq, and jurists such as Abu Hanifah and 
Sufyan al-Thaurl in cIraq, AwzacT in Syria, Malik ibn Anas in Medina, and Laith ibn Sacd in 
Egypt, who represented local practices and founded their own schools. All of these scholars and 
many others have repeatedly come to my attention in the texts and isndd's of our documents 
or in the research that they entailed. The contributions of the succeeding generations of tradi-
tionists and jurists—beginning with Tayalisi, Shafi% and Ibn Hanbal, who were followed by 
Muslim, Bukharl, and their contemporaries and successors who have left us the familiar stand
ard collections of hadith—consisted not so much of discovery and first recording as of elimina
tion and reorganization. Ibn Hanbal's voluminous Musnad was the imam (see p. 37) not for 
the discovery of new materials but for the recovery of old materials of varying degrees of 
acceptability, all of which he brought together for ready availability and reference. He was 
hampered not by lack of materials but by an overabundance which involved the arduous task 
of accepting and rejecting and of determining priority. His younger contemporaries Muslim 
and Bukharl, faced with the same problems, narrowed the choices further, each according to 
his own set of rules as to what was adequately representative of sound Tradition as against an 
exhaustive collection. Their $ahlhain therefore had much in common yet left opportunities for 
their successors to make in part duplicate and in part new collections. 
, The fact that parallel oral and written transmission continued to be demanded and prac
ticed by some scholars should not be construed to mean that the content of the great body of 
the hadith and sunnah was still generally fluid. Parallel oral and written transmission served, 
as checks one upon the other, to fix the meaning as against the literal wording (maQnd vs. harf) 
of a given tradition, and both served as checks on deliberate, meaningful, and purposeful inter
polations or forgeries of content. No theologian or scholar of the crucial second century was 
blind to the fact that in the fields of politics, new dogma, eschatology, and hell-fire preaching 
there was still room for such interpolations and forgeries. This awareness and the counter-
activities of opposed groups made it extremely difficult for forged content, apart from forged 
isndd's, to win general acceptance. On the other hand, once a forged tradition did for one 
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reason or another gain acceptance, it was absorbed into the main body of Tradition, though 
it was never to be quite free of suspicion, as the subsequent literature in the fields of hadlth 
criticism and history of dogma shows. The early fixity of the content of Tradition which 
culminated in Zuhrl's literary activities was essential to and largely responsible for this later 
development. So convinced am I of the basic role of recorded Tradition in the age of Zuhrl and 
continuously thereafter—as detailed elsewhere in the present study for the schools of Ibn 
Ishaq, Abu Hanifah, Malik ibn Anas, Laith ibn Sacd, and others among their contemporaries— 
that it seems superfluous to follow in detail the recording activities of the major traditionists 
from Ibn Hanbal (see pp. 37, 39) to NasaDI (d. 303/915), by whose time the existence of 
permanent records cannot be questioned. Furthermore, M. Fuad Sezgin of Ankara Uni
versity has published a painstaking and effective piece of research on Bukharfs written 
sources.45 On the other hand, all supplementary evidence of the great quantity and widespread 
use of manuscripts during the period ending with Zuhrl still needs to be noted and analyzed. 

II 

The institution of the journey in search of knowledge, the rihlah, paradoxical as it may 
sound, actually contributed to the recording of Tradition. The rihlah receives considerable 
attention in the sources46 as well as at the hands of modern scholars.47 Yet, overstress of its 
later development and neglect of practices closely associated with it from the start have served 
to distort its role in the recording of hadlth. Modern, particularly Western, accounts of this 
institution dwell more on its floruit, from about the middle of the second century until the end 
of the fourth, than on its origin and earlier development. These accounts and earlier studies 
all but axiomatically equate the rihlah with oral transmission. It is not necessary for our present 
purpose to retrace in full the history of this institution, for famous journeys of the second and 
third centuries that hold clues to the identification and transportation of a number of our 
papyri are mentioned in connection with the documents concerned (see e.g. pp. 143 f., 163 f.). 
It is necessary, however, to focus attention on the hitherto neglected factors that clarify the 
role of the rihlah in the recording of hadlth. The first of these factors is the pre-Islamic origin 
of the rihlah. At least half a dozen individuals in the hanlf group are said to have "roamed the 
earth in search of knowledge among the 'people of the Book' and other religious denomina
tions."48 Some combined business with their search. However, the classic stories of Salman 
al-Farisfs extensive journeys in search of the right faith and Muhammad's own journeys in 
search of such knowledge, even though we concede the probability that they were touched up 
later, do nevertheless reflect a practice rooted in the cultural and spiritual stirring among the 
Arabs on the eve of Islam. Muhammad not only encouraged the search for knowledge but 
practically instituted the rihlah in Surah 9; 122, which urges representatives from each com
munity to go forth in search of religious knowledge and to return and teach their respective 
communities what they had learned.49 This, it should be noted, is in fact a description of what 
happened when representatives of the various tribes came to Muhammad, learned from him, 

45 BuhdrVnin. 47 Goldziher, Studien II 175-78; Robson, "Tradition: 
investigation and classification/' Muslim World XLI 99 f., 

46 The chapters devoted to Him in the standard hadlth - j ^ 
collections usually have a section on the rihlah. See also . %>u . . * i t i 
Concordance II506 r - > , «_J»i, > j , <iiU and IV8-11, " NvbaUp l 86= U ^ 1 J ^Jt-iJ W". L * ^ 
JUJl ^Jl>; Ibn Qutaibah, Tvwil mmhkil al-Qur>an, U* J M > i£j^>)) ^fcH fr «-»l£)l^ J » l O j~~L 
p. 88; Jam* I 32-39, 92-95; Madkhal, p. 42; Ma'-rifah, .AJCS^\ O^ikj 
pp. 7-9 and 27. " Ma^rifah, pp. 7 f. and 27. 
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and returned to teach their respective peoples. And even at this early stage some of these 
travelers wrote down what Muhammad had taught them, the hadlth al-nabl.b0 To acquire some 
of the Him or opinion of cUmar I was the purpose of the rihlah of many of the Companions, 
within and without Arabia; and, though cUmar was extremely cautious with hadlth al-nabi, 
he related his own experience and expressed his own opinion to the point of laying down the 
law. Older Companions such as cAlI ibn Abl Talib, Ibn c Abbas, Mucadh ibn Jabal, and Abu 
al-Darda' were likewise sought out for their knowledge.51 The Ansar, both those remaining 
in Medina and those who settled in the provinces, very early were visited by scholars who were 
eager to transmit from them directly.52 Some of the younger Companions undertook journeys 
or were themselves sought out. Ibn cUmar traced in person Muhammad's movements in order 
to gather all available information concerning the events of Muhammad's life that were associ
ated with various localities.53 Masruq ibn al-Ajdac, freedman of cA'ishah, traveled back and 
forth among the provinces in search of knowledge.54 SacId ibn al-Musayyib, Zuhrfs revered 
teacher, reports that he traveled nights and days in search of a single tradition.55 Jabir ibn 
cAbd Allah traveled for a month, likewise in search of a single tradition.56 Curious or serious 
Basrans were on the move in search of knowledge almost from the time their city was founded, 
as the case of Sabigh ibn cIsl clearly shows (see pp. 107-9). Other Basrans journeyed to Mecca 
to hear cAbd Allah ibn cAmr ibn al-cAs.57 Abu al-cAliyah speaks of Basrans who, not content 
with the versions of hadlth heard from the Companions who had settled in Basrah, journeyed 
to Medina to hear the same traditions.58 Acraj, QurDan copyist and famed teacher of most 
/iad#/i-writers from the time of Zuhrt to that of Malik ibn Anas, traveled from Medina to 
Syria to Egypt. He settled finally, in his old age, in Alexandria. Wherever he went his materials 
were written down through one method or another (see pp. 124, 139). In the case of cIkrimah, 
client of Ibn c Abbas, whose rihlah was undertaken for the purpose of spreading rather than 
acquiring knowledge, we find that younger scholars such as Ayyub al-Sikhtiyani were willing 
to trail him from province to province.59 Makhul al-Shami describes his rihlah as covering the 
whole earth.60 Zuhrfs repeated trips to Medina and neighboring towns were also made in search 
of knowledge, as was the rihlah of Ibn Ishaq to Yazld ibn Abl Hablb in Egypt in the year 
115/733 (see p. 218). The list can readily be increased by anyone who cares to go through the 
references already cited and follow the activities of the Khawarij, among whose journeys the 
rihlah of the poet-traditionist cImran ibn Hittan (d. 84/703)61 is about as well known as those 
of cIkrimah and Makhtil. 

The rihlah was at first a more or less personal affair, with one scholar seeking another usually 
for a specific piece of information, but by the end of the first century a second practice evolved, 
whereby the traveling scholars were sought by or presented to the learned community in the 
cities which they visited. cUmar II presented Abu Qilabah,62 who was himself seeking knowl-

50 See e.g. Taqyld al-cilm, pp. 64 f. 
61 See e.g. Ibn Hanbal V 196; Abu Da>Qd III 317; Tir-

midhl X 154 f. Cf. Jam* 132-38, 94; Akhbdr al-quiat I 306. 
52 Muslim XVIII 134; DarimI I 135-39; J ami" I 32-38, 

92-95. See also pp. 188 and 259 below. 
63 Khatib I 171 f. See Sirah I 564 for an instance of such 

a search in Mu^wiyah's time. 

"Jam* I 94; Abu Nu<aim II 95; DhahabI I 46f. See 
also p. 11 above. 

bbJam* I 94; Macrifah} pp. 5-8. 

« DhahabI I 408; Bukharl I 31; Jam* I 93. 

67 See e.g. Ibn Sacd IV 2, p. 12. 
58 Ibn Sa<d VII 1, p. 84. Cf. Abu Nu^aim II 217-24 and 

Nawawl, pp. 738 f. 
69 Ibn Sacd V 213. 

«°Jarh IV 1, p. 407; Nawawl, pp. 283 f. See also p. 241 
below. 

61 See e.g. Ibn Sa<d VII 1, p. 113; Bukharl, Ta?rikh III 
2, p. 413; Jarh III 1, p. 296; Jam' I 389; Mizan II 276. 
See also our Vol. I 20, n. 3. See p. 18, n. 130, above for 
Shlcite traditionists. 

62 See Ibn Sacd VII 1, pp. 134 f., and p. 230 below. 
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edge and who usually wrote down his traditions. The Syrian cAbd al-Rahman ibn cAidh visited 
cIraq during Hisham's reign, when both Basrans and Kufans wrote down his hadiih™ The 
prevalence and general acceptance of the rihlah by the close of the first century is reflected in 
several statements of Shacbi, who was himself a veteran traveler.64 While relating a tradition 
in cIraq on the authority of Abu Burdah on the authority of Muhammad, he pointed out his 
own generosity in giving the tradition freely when a man had traveled to Medina in search of 
a less important tradition.65 Again, he is reported as saying that a journey from northern Syria 
to the southern Yemen in search of a word of wisdom was not a lost effort.66 These limits rep
resented the extent of the empire from north to south at the time that it extended also from 
North Africa to China. The famous tradition, attributed to Muhammad, to "seek knowledge 
even into China" may well have originated in the same period.67 

It has been pointed out that the institution of the rihlah played a significant role in unifying 
Islamic culture,68 though the third and fourth centuries have been stressed more than the 
second century, let alone the first. Actually, this significant role began with Muhammad, and 
part of its effectiveness was due to the fact that traveling scholars usually wrote down for 
safekeeping and future reference that which they sought while at the same time their hosts 
wrote down, likewise for safekeeping and future reference, such knowledge as the visitors 
could impart. Oral transmission may have sufficed for a person-to-person exchange of a specific 
item or a small number of traditions, but oral transmission alone would have defeated the very 
purpose of a scholar who sought a large body of traditions—whether it was the musnad of a 
given Companion or a comprehensive collection of traditions bearing on one theme or a group 
of related themes—to transmit or to recast as his own collection. These aspects of the rihlah 
were already evident in the last half of the first century and accelerated rapidly during the 
first half of the second century. We do not, of course, have to depend on deductive reasoning 
alone for this conclusion because various tangible illustrations confirm it. The transporting of 
manuscripts in quantities large enough to require containers began at least as early as the time 
of cUmar ibn al-Khattab, when there was brought to him a sackful of Jewish manuscripts for 
his inspection.69 Hafsah's copy of the QurDan, called simply a sahlfah, was returned to her by 
Ibn cUmar in a huzmah.70 Abu al-Yasar Kacb ibn cAmr carried his manuscripts (suhuf) in a 
dimmamah (see p. 188). Abu Hurairah may not literally have kept his manuscripts in a sack 
(his), but when chided about the proverbial his Abl Hurairah71 he retorted that he had enough 
materials to fill five bags.72 His boast seems justifiable, even allowing for some exaggeration, 
when one considers the size of his surviving musnad.73 Manuscript copies of sizable portions of 

63 Ibn Hibban (1959) p. 113, No. 867; Bukhari, T&nkh 
I I I 1, pp . 324 f. 

64 DhahabI I 76. 

65 Bukhari I I 250. See also Abu Nucaim I I 95, where 
Shacbl cites Masruq's rihlah from cIraq to Syria. 

"Jam* I 95; Abu Nucaim IV 313. 

67 The tradition is suspect and is not indexed in the 

Concordance under either v_*AL> or *JlP* 

68 See e.g. Goldziher, Studien I I 178. 

69 Abu Nucaim V 135 f.; Taqyid al-Hlm, pp. 51 f. 

70 Abu Nucaim I I 51. See Ibn Hajar al-Asqalanl, Fath 
al-barl bi skarh Sahih . . . al-Bukhdri IX (Cairo, 1325/1907) 
9-19 for the history and date of the manuscript. 

nJamiz I I 58 explains that when Abu Hurairah ex
pressed his own opinion in answer to questions he would 
add "this is from my his," using the term figuratively for 
his store of knowledge other than the hadith of Muhammad. 
The figure of speech boomeranged when some of his con
temporaries gave it a different twist, whether deliberately 
or not is hard to tell. See also Goldziher, "Neue Materialien 
zur Literatur des Ueberlieferungswesens bei den Muham-
medanern," ZDMG L (1896) 488, 506. 

72 Abu Nucaim I 381. 
73 Ibn Hanbal II 228-541, which represents about one-

twelfth of Abu Hurairah's vast collection. This ratio of 
survival seems to be sustained in later comprehensive col
lections such as the Musnad of Yacqub ibn Shaibah; see 
DhahabI I I 141 and Yacqub ibn Shaibah, Musnad . . . 
cUmar ibn al-Khattab, ed. SamI Haddad (Beirut, 1359/ 
1940) pp. 12-19, esp. p . 14. 
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Abu Hurairah's traditions turned up in the possession of the family of Muhammad ibn Slrln 
in cIraq (see p. 87), while Macmar ibn RashicTs copy of Hammam ibn Munabbih's trans
mission from Abu Hurairah traveled with him to the Yemen.74 When Abu Qilabah left cIraq 
to settle in Syria he took his manuscripts with him, and after his death a saddlebag was re
quired to transport those willed to Ayyub al-Sikhtiyanl back to cIraq (see p. 231), perhaps in 
the company of another traveling scholar* We have seen (p. 13) that the Tunisian Khalid ibn 
Abl cImran (see p. 214) induced conservative Medinan scholars who were opposed to written 
Tradition to dictate hadith to him, and he took his manuscript back with him to North Africa. 
I t will be seen in the discussion of Document 1 that Muqatil ibn Sulaiman al-Balkhl and sev
eral of his younger contemporaries wrote down their materials and took their manuscripts 
with them on their travels and that some early tafslr manuscripts found their way to Spain (see 
pp. 102f.).75 This activity took place in pre-Zuhrl and Zuhrl times. Thereafter, with the 
rihlah fast becoming a sine qua non for all professional traditionists, references to manuscripts 
that were copied during a journey and taken back on the return trip were even more numerous, 
and rarely did a ranking scholar return from an extensive rihlah without manuscripts to show 
for it. The activities of the Basran Hammad ibn Salamah ibn Dinar (d. 167/784) were con
sidered typical for first-class scholars. The hadith critic Ibn Hibban describes them in this sig
nificant order: "He was among those who traveled and wrote and collected and composed and 
memorized and discoursed."76 When a traveler lost his manuscripts at sea, or in any one of sev
eral other ways, his reliability was questioned.77 The research entailed by our papyri revealed 
many instances of the association of the rihlah with the accumulation of manuscripts. These 
involve leading traveling scholars from all the provinces and from the time immediately fol
lowing Zuhrl to that of Bukhari and later.78 As in earlier times, a visiting scholar of repute was 
called upon to hold private or public sessions and to dictate his materials. For an Ibn Hanbal 
returning with a sackful of manuscripts from his visit to cAbd al-Razzaq ibn Hammam in the 
Yemen,79 we have an Ibn LahFah with his satchel for manuscripts hung around his neck 
seeking out visiting scholars and writing down their materials (see p. 219). As the age of the 
manuscript and the institution of the rihlah became firmly established, traveling scholars found 
it practical to use small scripts in order to reduce the bulk of their manuscripts (see pp. 89, 
234). Even the names of the containers used to transport or store the accumulated manuscripts 
at this time reflect the wide geographical extent and the colorful linguistic variations of the 
early cAbbasid Empire.80 

A factor indicating that sizable manuscripts were being produced was the development of 
the practice of making complete (cald al-wajh) copies of a given scholar's collection as against 

74 For the $ahifah or musnad of Hammam see Buhd-
ri'nin, pp. 30 and 67. 

76 For other early travelers to and from Spain see e.g. 
p. 47, n. 122, below; DhahabI II 107; Abu al-cArab ibn 
Tamlm al-Tammami, Tabaqdt cidam& Ifriqiyah, ed. Mo
hammed ben Cheneb (Publications de la Faculte des lettres 
d'Alger, "Bulletin de correspondance africaine" LI-LII 
[Paris, 1915-20]) I 34. 

76 Ibn Hibban, Sahih, ed Ahmad Muhammad Shakir, 
I (Cairo, 1371/1952) 114-17, esp. p. 114: J ^ ; J^ j l T 

^ f l i j Jai>^ c-i^»J ^TJ <sS~j- See pp. 160 f. below 
for Hammad. 

77 Madkhal, pp. 42-44 (= trans, pp. 41-43). See also 
p. 56 below. 

78 The list reads like a Who's Who of early Muslim 
scholars (seee.g.pp. 98f., 142L, 161, 163, 173, 176f., 179). 
See Abu Nu^aim VI 374, 377 f. and VII 4, 21, 25, 46 f., 80 
for the travels of Sufyan al-Thaurl. 

79 See Manaqib, pp. 28 f., and p. 180 below. 

80 The more than two dozen container terms that I 
encountered, some with their plurals, are here listed in 
alphabetical order: (j!]^>- ^—>!;>- LT*^ ^Jr* * J ~ ^ i 

4j*jj 4>tZ**2 *J&j>- -r j>~ *J*j>- /)^>m < -̂*>" 

JjJs» i a l w * 5;w» /VW? (JjjJJ^ J2JL* AJJ 

.JSSLOJ oj\j** tr"^ ^/-^J* j ^ i iLkS <uS JAP 
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the practices of writing down sections or writing down only a few traditions from it. All three 
practices were current by Zuhri's day, but it was Zuhri himself, with his avowed policy of 
recording everything within sight and hearing, who placed the making of complete copies on an 
equal footing with the other practices in so far as professional traditionists and jurists were 
concerned. The earliest production of sizable manuscripts representing a single source would 
have been by the isnmly-isnad group of hadlth-writers discussed above (pp. 36-39). There are 
some indications that others besides family members produced sizable unit collections of hadlth 
and akhbdr from one or more of these writers. These collections include such episodes as the 
assassination of cUmar I from the account of cAmr ibn Maimun al-Awdi (d. 74/693)81 and the 
story of the micraj from the account of Anas ibn Malik.82 Abu Qilabah's manuscript collection 
would seem to have contained copies of the manuscripts of cUmar ibn cAbd al-cAz!z (see p. 
230). A number of Zuhri's teachers and some of their contemporaries wrote down large collec
tions from a single source, for example Nafic on the authority of Ibn cUmar, Acraj on the au
thority of Abu Hurairah, and Hammam ibn Munabbih on the authority of Abu Hurairah. 
These collections kept their identity as units until the time of Khatib.83 Hisham ibn Yusuf 
(d. 197/813) wrote down cald al-wajh the traditions of Ibn Juraij of Mecca (d. 150/767) and 
Macmar ibn Rashid (d. 154/771) and then loaned his manuscripts to Mutarrif ibn Mazin.84 

Others of the same period, such as Hasan al-Basri85 and Hakam ibn cUtaibah,86 wrote down 
sizable collections, but from varied oral and written sources, that kept their identity as units87 

at least as long as the above-mentioned collections of Nafic etc., for copies of some of these 
works were to be found in Khatlb's library.88 Zuhri's activities and those of his pupils during 
and after the reign of Hisham are fully detailed in the discussion of Document 6 as are those 
of his contemporary Yahya ibn Sacid al-Ansarl in the discussion of Document 7. But for the 
unfortunate fate which befell Zuhri's library at the hands of the vengeful, sacrilegious, and 
shortsighted Walid II, there would have been more references to specific works of his. As it 
is, there were more references to specific "books" or unit hadlth collections of his several 
pupils before some of his materials were recovered and references to the "Zuhriyat" ap
peared. But, despite the misfortune, Zuhri's example was effective, for his fellow Medinan 
cAlaD ibn cAbd al-Rahman, who outlived him into the early years of Mansur's caliphate, 
refused to have any of his transmitters copy selected parts of his own manuscript (sahifah), 
saying: "You either copy all of it, or copy none of it at all."89 Certainly, in the post-Zuhri 
period there were more specific and implied references to the copying of a collection or work 
cald al-wajh. We read, for instance, that Zuhri, Yahya ibn SacId, and Ibn Juraij were the 
leading traditionists of the Hijaz because they presented the hadlth in its totality (cald 
wajhihi90), which could only mean totality of content (see pp. 193, 196). The practice of 

81 See Bukharl II 431-34 and our Vol. I, Doc. 7. See 
also pp. 11 f. above. 

82 See e.g. Sirah I 263-66; Bukharl II 306, III 30 f.; 
Muslim II 209-32. See also Wensinck, Handbook of Early 
Muhammadan Tradition, p. 25 ("Ascension"), and Con
cordance I 202 c3j^- For the remarkable literary consisten
cy of this legend from the time of Ibn Ishaq onward see 
Harris Birkeland, The Legend of the Opening of Muhammed's 
Breast ("Avhandlinger utgitt av det Norske Videnskap-
Akademi i Oslo" II, Hist.-filos. klasse, 1955, No. 3 [Oslo, 
1955]) pp. 7 and 12. 

83 Kifayah, pp. 214 f. 

84 Madkhal, p. 39. For Hisham ibn Yusuf see also Jarh 
IV 2, pp. 70 f.; Jam' II 548; DhahabI I 316. 

85 See pp. 46 and 58 and cf. Vol. I 16, 23, 25, 36, 52 f. 
86 Khatib VII 348; DhahabI I 110 f. 
87 See e.g. Tabari III 2488-93; Aba Nucaim VI 312-14. 
88 See Taqyid al-Hhn, pp. 93-112, for a catalog of books 

that Khatib took with him when he moved from Baghdad 
to Damascus and note esp. Nos. 5, 10, 33, 49, 50, 56, and 65. 

89 Ma'arif, p. 247. 
90 For the basic meaning of this phrase in connection 

with transmission of oral and written materials see Lane, 

An Arabic-English Lexicon, Ly^^ (p. 2526, col. 3). 
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collecting parallels, with variants of main or isnad, for a given tradition or group of tradi
tions was also current around the end of the first century, as specific instances in connection 
with Wathilah ibn al-Asqac (d. 83/702) and Abu Qilabah indicate.91 Complete recording 
and copying increased during the second and following centuries, even though the phrase 
cala al-wajh was not always used when complete copies of manuscripts were made. Shucbah 
ibn al-Hajjaj made a practice of acquiring such copies92 from outstanding traditionists, for 
example the four thousand traditions he wrote down from Talhah ibn cAmr (d. 152/769) 
which served his fellow pupils Macmar ibn Rashid, Sufyan al-Thauri, and Ibn Juraij. Shucbah's 
faithful transmitter Ghundir, in turn, made full and accurate copies of Shucbah's hadith which 
were later made available to Ibn Hanbal and his colleague Yahya ibn Macm (d. 233/848).93 

To these same two scholars ZakarIyaD ibn cAdI (d. 212/827) dictated cala al-wajh the book of 
cUbaid Allah ibn cAmr (101-80/719-96).94 The books of Sufyan al-Thauri were transmitted 
cald al-wajh by at least one traditionist,95 while those of Shaibam were copied in full by many.96 

Malik ibn Anas and Laith ibn Sacd both acquired complete collections and many of their 
pupils did the same, as did the numerous transmitters of Malik's Muwatta"* and the works of 
Abu Salih the secretary of Laith.97 A traveling Khurasanian scholar was able to buy complete 
copies of the hadith of Ismacil ibn cAyyash (see p. 178). Ibn Hibban made a special trip to 
Hims, where he sought out Baqiyah ibn al-Walld's hadith, already in writing, and made his 
own complete copies.98 There were many others who followed this practice (see e.g. pp. 51 f.).99 

As with the units mentioned above, their manuscripts did not all have the same opportunity 
for long survival. Nevertheless quite a few of these and others of the second and third centuries 
did survive as units into Khatib's time.100 

Closely related to the accelerated activity of producing and copying manuscripts was the 
finding (wijadah) of manuscripts and books after the author's death.101 The use of such manu
scripts on their own authority was frowned on completely at first. But as time went on and 
more and more books were produced, thus increasing the chances of books being found, a dis
tinction was made in favor of books that were found by members of the author's family or by 
his leading pupils. While all other such books continued to be frowned on, their use was not 
actually eliminated in the field of Tradition and related literary pursuits.102 Examples of the 
finding of early manuscripts in the family of the author have been given in connection with the 
discussion of the documents sought and used by cUmar II and Zuhrl (pp. 28-30) and in con
nection with the development of the family isndd (pp. 36-38).103 Instances of early manu-

91 See p. 18 and Bukharl IV 322 f. The expression for ** Mizan I 155: A^-J\ 1 P •^-.'jl U ^ . 
transmission through multiple turq is min wujuh; see * ^ v_ 
Khatib VI 94, where Ibrahim ibn SacId al-Jauhari (d. 249 " Quite obviously the practice was neither as late nor 
or 259/863 or 873) transmits the traditions of Abu Bakr as rare as Franz Rosenthal (A History of Muslim Historic 

/ m . \ ography [Leiden, 1952] p. 55) assumed, 
the caliph through a hundred ways" ^ 4,U frh 1 0 0 g e e ^ ^ ^ . ^ p p ^ ^ 

92 Abu Nucaim VII 153; Adah al-imlcP, pp. 14 and 58. 101 Kifdyah, pp. 353-55; Ma'rifah, pp. 108 and 110; 
See also Buh&rVnin, Isnads 105-6 and 108. Tadrib, pp. 149 f. See also Sprenger in Journal of the 

**Jarh, Taqdimah, pp. 271 and 344; Khatib VI 222; Asiatic Society of Bengal XXV 53-56. 
DhahabI I 276 f. 102 This seems to have been true especially in the case 

94 Dhahabi I 222 f 357 f °^ ^ e e a r u e s t taf^r works (see pp. 21, 98f.). For other 
fields see e.g. Ibn Abl Tahir Taifur, Balaghat al~nisd> 

95 Ibn Sa^d VII 2, p. 72. (Najaf, 1361/1942) pp. 25, 65; Abu al-Taiyib al-LughawI, 
96 Khatib II 176 f.; Ibn Khallikan I 574 f. (= trans. II Maratib al-nahwiyijin (Cairo, 1374/1955) pp. 30 f. See also 

590 f.). See also our Vol. 123; GAL I 171 f. and GAL S Edward E. Salisbury (quoting Jurjanl), ''Contributions 
I 288 f. from original sources to our knowledge of the science of 

97 See Documents 1, 2, 6, and 7 (esp. pp. 197 f.) and cf. Muslim Tradition," JAOS VII (1862) 76-78. 
Buhdri'nin, Isnads 232 and 271. 103 See also Abu Nucaim IV 179, VIII 212 and 215. 
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scripts being found in Zuhri's own day are also known.104 Noted below (see e.g. pp. 175, 221, 
235) are several instances of both family and non-family manuscripts being found in the post-
Zuhri period when the use of non-family documents was apparently on the increase.105 Abu 
Hanlfah and later Waqidi were well known for their free use of non-family manuscripts,106 

while Ibn HanbaPs family illustrates well the use of the more acceptable family documents.107 

The finding of non-family manuscripts was, naturally enough, closely associated with the 
warrdq or stationer-copyist, who soon developed into the bookseller. Two points need to be 
stressed in this connection. First, Muhammad knew of this trade among the "people of the 
Book"108 and Islam can be said to have adopted the profession with the issuance of the 
cUthmanic Qui°an, since the earliest known warrdqun were QurDanic copyists.109 Second, some 
Qui°an copyists expanded their activities to include the copying and selling, at least for a 
nominal fee, of other religious materials much earlier than has been hitherto recognized.110 In 
cAbbasid times the trade expanded and flourished, and some warrdqun apparently specialized 
in certain fields. All of the known first-century warrdqun were either traditionists or closely 
associated with traditionists. Anas ibn Malik, who carried on the trade in Basrah,111 had 
teachers and secretaries among his transmitters112 and was the most outspoken of the early 
defenders of recorded hadlih. He may well have been among the first, if not indeed the first, 
traditionist-warrag. Zuhri's teacher Acraj was a Qur°an copyist.113 In literary Basrah there were 
groups of warrdq'$ who were active also in the field of hadlih at about the same time, such as 
the trio comprising Abu Raja? Matr ibn Tahman (see p. 229), client of Abu Qilabah, Malik 
ibn Dinar (see p. 9), and Macla ibn Maimun.114 Masawir al-Warraq moved in the circles of 
Hasan al-Basrl, Shacbl, and Abu Hanlfah.115 And one should not overlook the group of earlier 
Qui°an copyists that Hajjaj ibn Yusuf employed to make the exemplars he sent to the 
provinces (see p. 20). Several warrdqun of the post-Zuhrl period were associated with leading 
traditionists from whom they transmitted, though some, such as Abu cAbd Allah of Wasit 
(d. 159/755), are specified as weak.116 Yahya ibn Sacid al-Ansari transmitted to the Kufan 
warrdq Sacid ibn Muhammad, who in turn transmitted to Ibn Hanbal and others.117 This same 
warrdq transmitted through Thaur ibn Yazld (d. 153/770) the materials of Khalid ibn Macdan 

104 See Sirah I 972; Ibn Hanbal V 285; Jarh II 1, p. 136; 
Akhbar aUquoldt I 306, III 320; pp. 194 and 266 below. 
See our Vol. I 9-11 for the discovery of Akhbar cUbaid. 

105 See Mizdn II 286 f., No. 2274, for transmission from 
discarded manuscripts. 

106 See e.g. Kifayah, p. 231. 
107 Khatlb IX 375; Tabarl, Kitab ikhtildf al-fuqahfr, ed. 

Friedrich Kern (Cairo, 1320/1902) p. 9 and note. See Ibn 
IJanbal I 284 and V 285 for direct illustrations. 

108 Surah 3:77. See also our Vol. I 24 and references 
there cited. 

109 Portions of the Qur5an were of course written down 
from Muhammad's secretaries by several Companions for 
private or family use. In addition to rlafsah's Qur'an, 
copies were made for Umm Salamah and cA?ishah by clients 
in the family, one of whom, cAmr ibn Rafic, apparently be
came a professional copyist (see Bukhari, Ta?rikh III 2, p. 
330; Tafsir I 178, 205, 209 f.). Both <Umar I and <A1I ibn 
Abl Talib took an interest in Quranic copies and encour
aged the use of large formats for the books (Ibn Hanbal 
IV 266, V 216; Abu Nucaim IV 105 and 203, IX 35; OIP 
L 54). Malik ibn Anas is reported to have possessed a fami

ly Qw°an written, he said, at the time that the caliph 
cUthman standardized the text (cUthman ibn Said al-Dani, 
Al-muhkam fi al-naqt al-ma§dhif, p. 17). Qur^ans in codex 
form were available before the mid-1st century when a 
group in a particular location in Medina came to be known 
as ashdb al-ma?ahif (Ibn Sacd V 293; Ibn Hanbal I 415, 
434; Abu Nucaim I 67). Some specialists in Quranic read
ings kept a supply of Qur^ans on hand, as did cAbd al-
Rahman ibn Abl Laila, who was free with the use of ortho
graphic signs (cUthman ibn Sacid al-Dani, op. cit. p. 13). 

110 See e.g. Philip Hitti, History of the Arabs (2d ed.; 
London, 1940) p. 412, who places the origin of wirdqah 
("bookselling") in cAbbasid times! 

111 Ibn Abl Da^ud, Kitab al-masdhif, ed. Arthur JefTery 
(Leiden, 1937) p. 131. 

™Jarh III 1, p. 153; Tafsir III 136. 
113 See Dhahabl I 91 f. 

i" Abu Nucaim II 367, 382; Mizdn III 185. 
115 Amwal, p. 127; Tabarl III 2489; Khatlb XIII 408; 

Kifayah, p. 354; Abu Nucaim VII 289. 
116 Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 61. 
117 Mizdn I 390. 
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(d. 104/722)—a fact that indicates continuous written transmission since all three were 
recorders of hadlth,118 Abu al-cAtuf al-Jarrah ibn al-Minhal (see p. 162) transmitted to Abu 
al-Mundhir al-Warraq. Muhammad ibn Sablh ibn al-Sammak (d. 183/799) had two warraq's 
who are sources of information about him.119 Sufyan ibn cUyainah (107-98/725-814) trans
mitted to two warrdq's, Hilal and Sacld ibn Nusair.120 cAbd al-Rahman ibn MahdT (135-98/ 
752-814) transmitted to c Abbas ibn Ghalib al-Warraq.121 The musannaf of the Shlcite Waklc 

ibn al-Jarrah (129-97/746-812) of Kufah was transmitted by c Abbas al-Warraq.122 ShaibanI 
and ShaficI had their warrdq's who made copies of Shaibanl's works for ShaficL123 Ibn Hanbal, 
as a needy young student, earned his expenses by writing letters for the ladies and copying 
hadlth manuscripts for the men.124 Later, as a scholar, he exchanged hadlth with at least four 
warraq's™ who no doubt had a hand in copying some of the books in his large library.126 

Yacqub ibn Shaibah (182-262/798-876) kept forty copyists busy in his home to make the final 
fair copies of his exhaustive Musnad.127 Yacqub's contemporary Da?ud ibn cAli al-Zahirl, 
founder of the Zahinyah School, had his needed warrdq's too.128 Abu al-Qasim al-Baghawi 
al-Warraq claimed he made copies for sale of the materials of a thousand shaikhs which in
cluded, besides his father's and his grandfather's manuscripts, the Maghdzl of Yahya ibn 
Sacld al-Umawi129 on the authority of Ibn Ishaq and some of the materials of Ibn Hanbal, 
Yahya ibn Macm, and cAll ibn al-Madini.130 The foregoing list of traditionists from whom 
warrdqun transmitted is by no means exhaustive. The practice itself extended well into the 
fourth century for hadlth and other fields, as is illustrated by the cases of Khatib and the 
Egyptian traditionist-warrag Abu Ishaq al-Habbal, who kept multiple copies of his hadlth for 
the use of his pupils.131 But enough evidence has been given to show the close relationship that 
developed between the two professions once the age of the manuscript was in full flower, owing 
partly to Zuhrfs efforts. This development is reflected by Samcani's definition of a warraq as 
"one who writes QurDans and writes the hadlth and other (literature) and one who sells waraq, 
which is kdghid (i.e., paper)."132 The activities of the warraq's of the fourth century extended 
to the related fields of tafsir, ta^rlkh, and linguistics133 and even to poetry, which so frequently 
found its way into such works.134 

118 See Abu Nucaim V 214 and p. 225 below. 
119 Abu Nucaim VIII 204, 210. 

vojamfc I 158; Dhahabi II 58. 
121 Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 98. Jami< 1118 refers to an cAyyash 

ibn Ghulaib al-Warraq. 
122 Ibn Sa<d VII 2, p. 98. The books of Wakic were in 

circulation, and some of them were carried back to Cordova 
by the Spanish traveler Muhammad ibn cIsa in the year 
179/795 (Revista del Instituto egipcio de esludios islamicos 
en Madrid II (1954] 104 [Arabic section]). 

™ Abu Nucaim IX 81; Irshad VI 373. 
124 Manaqib, pp. 20, 226, and 230 ff. 
125 Ibid. pp. 33 f., 40, 415, 418, 439, 503. 
126 Ibid. pp. 60 f. Twelve and a half camel loads were re

quired to transport the library after Ibn Hanbal's death. 
127 Yacqub ibn Shaibah, Musnad . . . cUmar ibn al-

Khatlab, pp. 13 f. and 18; Khatib XIV 281-83. See also 
p. 71 below. 

128 Khatib VIII 370. See also Goldziher, Die Zdhiriten, 
ihr Lehrsystem und ihre Geschichte (Leipzig, 1884). 

129 See Vol. I 93 f. for Yahya's Maghazi, which was 
transmitted by his son Sacid. 

130 Khatib X 113 f.; Dhahabi II 274 f. 
131 Dhahabi III 361 f. mentions 20 copies of the same 

manuscript in use at one hadith session. For other instances 
see e.g. Khatib X 113 f., XIII 291; Mas^udl VII 236, 374; 
Fihrist, pp. 146 f. It was not long before some warrdqun 
became authors in their own right (see e.g. Fihrist, pp. 35, 
36, and 79; GAL III 955). 

132 Samcani, folio 5496. 
133 Among the scholars associated with warrdq's were 

Ibn Ishaq, Waqidi, Muhammad ibn al-Sa5ib al-Kalbi and 
his son Hisham, Kisa^I, Yahya ibn Ziyad al-Farra3, AsmacI, 
and Abu cUbaidah. See also Fihrist, pp. 35, 56, 79, 138, 
and 264; Khatib II 177, X 235 and 313, XIV 150; Irshad 
V 421, VII 276 f. Poets who frequented the bookshops in
cluded Abu Nawas, Abu al-cAtahlyah, Dicbil, and cAmr 
ibn cAbd al-Malik, who was himself a warraq; see e.g. Marzu-
banl, Mucjam al-shuzara? (Cairo, 1354/1935) p. 218; Yaqiit 
II 701; Aghanl XX 87-89. 

134 For example the Sirah and to a lesser extent the 
works of Ibn Qutaibah and Tabarl. See also our Vol. I 14 f. 
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Furthermore, the warrdqun, as also the general public, were not limited to direct personal 
association with famous scholars in order to produce and circulate copies of these scholars' 
works. In early Islam education, and particularly religious education, was free. The scholar's 
circle (halaqah) or session (majlis), held frequently in the court of the mosque but sometimes 
at his home or place of business, was open to all. In the time of the Companions and the senior 
Successors the attendance was still small enough to allow personal contact. The older men 
among the early scholars mentioned on page 18 held small sessions, but many of the 
younger ones had such large audiences that later personal contact was not possible.135 The 
more serious students usually took the initiative and attached themselves to the scholar of 
their choice to form his inner circle. As even the -inner circles grew with each generation of 
traditionists, the scholars themselves used various devices to weed out the less desirable mem
bers, though at the same time they were eager for large audiences at their public lectures. 
The estimated number of auditors progressed from the tens at first (see references in n. 135), 
to the hundreds in the time of Zuhrl,136 to the thousands and tens of thousands later in the 
second and in the third century.137 Master traditionists used as private secretaries their bright
est pupils, who acted also as teachers by dictating or hearing recitations or checking and cor
recting fellow pupils' manuscripts. A few of these remained long years in the service of out
standing scholars of the caliber of Malik ibn Anas and Laith ibn Sacd.138 But the popularity 
of the public lecture and the size of the attending crowds soon gave rise to a new profession, 
that of the dictation master (mustamli), to whose qualifications, duties, and actual practices 
Samcani devoted most of his Adah al-imla? wa al-istimld:>.139 One of the mustamli's qualifications 
was a good, strong voice with lasting and carrying power. But when an audience was too large 
to be reached by one human voice, no matter how powerful, successive relays of dictation 
masters were placed at regular intervals among the encircling multitude.140 One can imagine 
the bookseller-copyists seeking the best position within hearing of the first dictation master, 
since they had a reputation to guard as reliable copyists and, in fact, as "publishers." For 
"publishing" was one way of keeping their bookshelves well stocked with "originals" on the 
strength of which they solicited orders for individual private copies.141 Some may have been 
generous with their stock, since it is known that their shops became the rendezvous of all types 
of scholars, and may even have been moderate in their prices for religious works such as the 

i35 YOT sessions and lectures of some of these men see 
e.g. Ibn Sacd V 96 and VII1, pp. 88 and 123; Adab al-imla?, 
p. 13; Nawawl, pp. 389 f.; Dhahabl I 124 f. 

i36 Yox example, his contemporary Abu al-Zinad had an 
audience of 300 (YaficI I 273 f.), and cAsim ibn Qatadah 
had a sizable audience in the Damascus mosque for his 
sirah and hadith sessions (August Fischer, Biographien von 
Gewahrsmdnnern des Ibn Ishdq [Leiden, 1890] p. 22). 

137 See Adah al-imla?} pp. 15-24, pp. 18-23 being devoted 
to the cAbbasid caliphs (from Mansur to Mutawakkil) who 
patronized and participated in hadith sessions. 

138 Nearly every first-class traditionist had at least one 
katib, "secretary," and many of them needed the services 
of a professional dictation master (see e.g. Adab al-imla?, 
pp. 15 ff.). 

139 Ably edited by Max Weisweiler with a German 
abstract entitled Die Methodik des Diktatkollegs (Leiden, 
1952); see also Weisweiler's earlier study "Das Amt des 

Mustamli in der arabischen Wissenschaft," Oriens IV 
(1951) 27-57. 

140 Adab al-imla?, pp. 50 f., 88 f., and 96 f. See also 
Khatib XIV 24 f., where Abu Nucaim Fadl ibn Dukain 
(see our Document 14) advises Harun al-Mustamll to seek 
a less crowded and cheapened profession than the study of 
hadith. 

141 Since the rate of pay was usually by the folio or page, 
some copyists used large scripts to increase their fees; but 
when a fixed sum was stipulated for a copy, they were apt 
to use smaller scripts to save paper (see e.g. Ibn cAsakir IV 
352 and Dhahabl III 157; see also Nabia Abbott, "A ninth-
century fragment of the 'Thousand Nights,' " JNES VIII 
[1949] 147, and our Vol. I 4 and references there cited). 
Yet, it was not so much such tricks as the prostitution by 
the few of their literary and intellectual gifts that presently 
gave the profession a bad name (see e.g. Khatib XII 108; 
Irshad V 421; Raghib al-Isbahani, Muhadarat al-udabfr 
[Cairo, 1287/1870] I 63). 
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Qur^an and hadlth. Yet there were some who were not above attempting to corner the market, 
as was tried when Yahya ibn Ziyad al-FarraD (d. 207/822) dictated his Kitab al-macanl.U2 

The increased literary activity among scholars during Zuhrf s time and immediately there
after, together with the rapid increase in student population, led to the development of a 
thriving book market. The stationer-copyist—partly for profit and partly by scholarly inclina
tion—soon became a promoter and patron of learning, with his well stocked shelves of books 
available for browsing scholars and students who sooner or later bought the books in stock or 
ordered copies for their own libraries. The emergence and growth of court and private libraries 
under the Umayyads, from the time of Mucawiyah onward, has already been touched on,143 

The still more rapid growth of both types of libraries under the early cAbbasids is generally 
known144 and need not detain us here. But we do need to consider the size of the scholar's 
library and the purposes it served for his own research and for the scholarly community, with 
special emphasis on the libraries of scholars in religious fields from the time of Zuhri to that of 
Bukharl. 

The references available indicate that just before and during the early Zuhri period a tradi-
tionist's "library" was small enough to be stored or transported in a single bag, the terms most 
frequently used for the containers at this time being kls and jardb. In the later Zuhri period 
and just after, the libraries of such leading scholars as Abu Qilabah and Zuhri were large 
enough to be stored or transported in a number of boxes, cases, or camel loads, the terms most 
frequently used being the plurals of sanduq, qimatr, cidl, and html (see e.g. p. 43), and the 
number of containers needed increased progressively to judge by the data I have encountered 
so far. References to the full size of the libraries of Zuhrfs younger contemporaries who 
dominated the fields of hadlth and fiqh in the second quarter of the second century and who 
stabilized the methods of written transmission advocated and practiced by Zuhri (see e.g. 
pp. 196 f.) are comparatively rare. Nevertheless, there are other types of references which when 
co-ordinated yield a fair idea of the probable size of the libraries of these scholars. The first 
factor to be considered is that in their youth they had all traveled in search of knowledge and 
had in turn become the goal of similar journeys undertaken by their younger contemporaries. 
The second factor is that they wrote down or copied much of the material at the disposal of 
the scholars whom they sought during their travels, particularly material in their specialty, 
which was usually the musnad of a given first- or second-generation Muslim and preferably 
the musnad of a Companion transmitted in its entirety or in large sections by a given Successor. 
When we read, therefore, that Ibn Juraij of Mecca (d. 150/767) had a saddlebag (haqlbah) 
full of the hadlth of Nafic on the authority of Ibn cUmar and that Suf yan al-Thaurl of Kufah 
(d. 161/778) had a saddlebag (khurj) full of manuscripts on the authority of Ibn Juraij145 and 
that Suf yan's library was packed in nine book-cases (qimatr) piled one upon another and reach
ing up to a man's chest,146 we can gauge the cumulative results of several journeys that involved 
the writing-down or copying of at least some manuscripts in full (cald al-wajh; see pp. 43-45). 
Ibn Juraij (see pp. 98, 99, 112) had several such unit manuscripts, as did many of his con-

142 Khatib XIV 149 f.; Irshad VII 276 f. See also our 
Vol. I 22, n. 5. 

14a Vol. I 20, 23 f., 29. Also to be noted is Khalid ibn 
Yazid's statement that he strove to collect books and that 
although he was not a ranking scholar yet he was not an 
ignorant man (Jdmic I 132). 

144 See Ktirkls cAwwad, KhazaHn al-kutub al-qadimah j% 

aUIraq (Baghdad, 1367/1948) pp. 191 ff. 
145 Khatib X 404-6. Ibn Juraij's foremost pupil, Hajjaj 

ibn Muhammad (d. 206/821), had made direct copies of 
all Ibn Juraij's books except the Tafsir, which was writ
ten down from dictation (DhahabI I 315). 

u*Jarh} Taqdimah, p. 115; Khatib IX 161; Abu Nu^aim 
VII 64; cf. Ktirkls cAwwad, op. cit. pp. 191 f. 
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temporaries.147 Furthermore, his books were considered so trustworthy that his younger con
temporaries preferred copying them to hearing Ibn Juraij himself in oral transmission. Thus 
copies of his unit collections went to increase the collections of his contemporaries and suc
cessors.148 The Basran Shucbah ibn al-Hajjaj (d. 160/776), who likewise followed the practice 
of acquiring complete copies (see p. 45), had among his unit collections a sackful of rare 
cAlid traditions received from Hakam ibn cUtaibah (d. 117/735) on the authority of cAbd al-
Rahman ibn Abi Laila on the authority of cAli ibn Abl Talib on the authority of the Prophet.149 

When the Syrian AwzacI (d. 157/773), who had two secretaries,150 lost his books by fire follow
ing an earthquake, one of his pupils came forward with complete and corrected copies to re
place the loss.151 A third factor we may consider in gauging the size of leading scholars' libraries 
is the number of traditions they are said to have written down, not all of which they trans
mitted. The numbers began to multiply rapidly in the first half of the second century (see pp. 
66-68). This increase, in turn, helps to explain the larger libraries of scholars who flourished 
during the second half of the second century and thereafter. The central provinces—that is, 
the Hijaz, the Yemen, Syria, and Egypt—continued to produce outstanding scholars, but they 
were now outnumbered by scholars from cIraq and farther east. This shift in the literary bal
ance was brought about in part deliberately b}^ the cAbbasids, who enticed to their court such 
Medinan scholars as Yahya ibn SacId al-Ansarl, Abu al-Zinad, Rablcah al-Ra% and cAbd al-
cAziz ibn cAbd Allah al-Majishun152 and in part by the emergence of new centers of learning 
in cIraq and the Jazlrah to share, if even in a comparatively small way, the literary honors long 
enjoyed by Basrah and Kufah. Wasit in the south contributed the famous Hushaim al-Wasiti 
(see p. 163), and Harran in the north contributed the traveling Abu Salih cAbd al-Ghaffar ibn 
DaDud al-Harrani (see pp. 163 f.). From farther east the thriving centers of Islamic learn
ing—Rayy, Nisapur, Bukhara, and Balkh—and even less famous places of Khurasan sent an 
increasing stream of students and scholars who combined a pilgrimage with a rihlah and 
lingered in the imperial province of cIraq on the way out and on the way back. At this time the 
Hijaz in general and Medina in particular were, with Malik ibn Anas as their chief advocate, 
defending their position and reputation as the "home of Tradition."153 These developments 
account in part for the more readily available information on the probable size of the libraries 
of Malik and the Yemenite cAbd al-Razzaq ibn Hammam. For we can gauge that of Malik 
from the fact that he had seven boxes full of manuscripts of Zuhrl's materials which he had 
not transmitted and an unspecified number of boxes of the hadith of Ibn cUmar (see p. 126).154 

One of Malik's leading pupils, the Egyptian cAbd al-Rahman ibn al-Qasim, is credited with 
some three hundred "volumes" (jild) of Malik's materials relative to legal questions (see p. 
128, n. 60). Again, we can gauge the size of cAbd al-Razzaq's library from the fact that it in
cluded the collection of Macmar ibn Rashid—the main reason that Ibn Hanbal (see p. 180) 

147 See Mtfarif, p. 246, Akhbar al~qu$at III 253, and 
Khatib XIV 369, according to which Ibn Juraij and others 
received unit collections from Ibn Abi Sabrah (d. 162/779) 
by means of the munawalah method. 

148 Khatib X 405 f. 
wjarh II 1, p. 370; Khatib IX 259 f.; Abu Nucaim VII 

157; DhahabI I 110 f. Shucbah transmitted from cAbd al-
Rahman ibn Abi Laila, who passed his hadith to his son 
Muhammad (d. 148/765), who is credited with a work on 
mu$annaf (Ibn Sa<d VI 75, 249, 261 f.). Hakam ibn 
cUtaibah handed his written hadith to Hasan ibn cUmarah 
(d. 153/770); see Khatib VII 348 and p. 105 below. 

»*° DhahabI I 262; Mizan II 94; Lisan VI 628 f. 
1S1 Isfara^ini, Musnad (Haidarabad, 1362/1943) I 321; 

cf. Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 287. See our Vol. I 23 for part of 
Awzacl's library. 

162 See Jami^ I 97 and pp. 122, 139, 187 below. 
153 cIraq had challenged the flijaz earlier (Jamic II 

152 f.). 
154 Malik was very careful in selecting his hadith and 

frequently revised his transmission as his knowledge in
creased. He expressed regret for having transmitted even a 
few faulty traditions (see Mazrifah, p. 61). 
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and Yahya ibn Macm traveled to the Yemen to hear cAbd al-Razzaq, Ibn Hanbal returning 
home with a sackful of manuscripts (see p. 43). Furthermore, it is significant to note that of 
the few scholars who wrote down everything because they firmly believed it was necessary to 
have available all the information relating to a given position, scholar, or event,155 Ibn Hanbal 
had a library that filled twelve and a half camel loads (see p. 47, n. 126) and Yahya ibn 
Main 's filled a hundred and fourteen book-cases (qimatr) and four large jars (hibdb).156 The 
library of Bishr ibn al-Harith, their contemporary and colleague, filled eighteen book-cases 
(qimatr) and baskets (qausarah) .157 Again, though I have thus far come across no specific refer
ences to the full size of the libraries of the cIraqis Abu Hanlfah,158 Shaibam, and Abu Yusuf 
nor to that of Shafi% references to the quantity of S h a f t s manuscripts give some idea of the 
probable size of the libraries of these three closely associated scholars of cIraq. For Shafi% 
having exhausted what Malik and the Hijaz had to give, which was enough to crowd his house 
with pottery jars full of manuscripts,159 traveled to cIraq and copied a camel load of the manu
scripts of Shaibam, and he continued to add to his library during his final stay in Egypt.160 

Similarly, the size of the libraries of Ismacll ibn cAyyash (see p. 178), the leading scholar 
of Syria, and Ibn al-Mubarak (see pp. 54, 68), the leading scholar from Khurasan, can be 
gauged from the fact that both men devoted their lives to literary activities. The size 
of the libraries of the Egyptian Laith ibn Sacd, represented directly and indirectly in our 
papyri, and his friend and colleague Ibn Lahrah can be roughly gauged from the fact that 
when the latter's library was destroyed by fire Laith sent him the generous sum of three thou
sand dinars with which to buy papyrus for use in replacing it.161 The largest figure for the sec
ond century, six hundred large boxes, refers to Waqidi's library.162 Moving into the third 
century, we find that the libraries of Muslim, Bukhari, Ibn Sacd, Abu Hatim al-RazI, and 
Abu Zarcah grew with the demands of the times163 and are more than adequately reflected by 
their voluminous surviving works that are so usefully listed in Brockelmann's indispensable 
Geschichte der arabischen Litteratur. 

Scholars, beginning with the earliest, were more or less generous with their manuscripts, par
ticularly in loaning them out,164 as indicated in the present study in connection with such men 
as Ibn Juraij and Macmar ibn Rashid (see p. 44), Fazarl and Ibn al-Mubarak (see pp. 
231 ff.),165 Shaibam and ShaficI (see p. 47). In addition we read that Hafs ibn Sulaiman (d. 
131/748^49) borrowed the books of Shucbah ibn al-Hajjaj among others and copied them,166 

that cAbd al-Rahman ibn MahdT (d. 198/814) borrowed the books of Sufyan al-Thauri,167 and 

166 Ibn Hanbal, Al-musnad I (1365/1946) 56 f.; Khatib 
143; DhahabI II16 f., 65 i.;Jarh 11, p. 62, and I I 1 , p. 277. 
See also pp. 57-59 below. Ibn Hanbal, like several others, 
drew the line at writing only when in his opinion the trans
mitter was a professed heretic (see e.g. Tafslr VI 245, 
X 533; Jarh IV 1, p. 348). This more liberal approach 
became more and more acceptable in the 2d and 3d cen
turies as traditionists, jurists, and historians began to think 
of themselves less as compilers and more as authors whose 
duty it was to present all sides of a question (see Akhbar 
al-qudat III 188 f.; Mas^udi III 322), 

156 See e.g. Khatib XIV 183; Ibn Khallikan II 284 f.; 
Kurkls cAwwad, op. cit. pp. 196 f. 

167 Khatib VII 71; TaqyU al-Hlm, p. 63. 
158 See Abti Yusuf, Kitab al-athar, Intro, p. 3, for his 

houseful of hadlth manuscripts. 

169 Abu Nucaim IX 75. For other instances of roomfuls 
of books see e.g. Jahi?, Al-hayawdn I (1356/1938) 61 f., 
and our Vol. I 23. 

160 Adah al-Shafi% pp. 32 f., 70 f., 134; Khatib II 176. 
See also Khatib XIII 410. 

161 Khatib XIII 10. 
162 See e.g. Fihrist, p. 98; Kurkls fAwwad, op. cit. p. 193. 
163 As did the libraries of the other leading scholars men

tioned in this section, though not all to the same extent (see 
e.g. Jarh, Taqdimah, pp. 330, 333, and 337; see also Kurkls 
cAwwad, op. cit. pp. 191 ff.). 

164 See Vol. I for early illustrations; for additional early 
and for later instances see e.g. Ibn IJanbal II 162 f. 

166 See Jarh, Taqdimah, pp. 263 f., for Ibn al-Mubarak. 
166IbnSa<d VII 2, p. 21. 
167 Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 257. 
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that Ibn Hanbal regularly borrowed the books of Waqidi from Ibn Sacd168 and later loaned his 
own books to Abu Zarcah.169 Some of the loaned books were never returned, as in the case of 
some of Shucbah's books, while others were even stolen.170 In most such instances the "bor
rower" wished to make or own a complete copy of a given collection or work. On the other 
hand, most leading scholars made their manuscripts available to their leading pupils for copy
ing or collation.171 These widespread practices are fairly well known and need not detain us 
further.172 Other fairly widespread practices, which are not so well known, involve the uses 
that scholars made of their libraries in their own private study and teaching and in their 
direct personal relationships with fellow scholars. 

If the initial writing-down of small groups of traditions was justified as being temporary and 
merely an aid for memorizing the material, it was not long before the retention of the memo
randa for longer periods was justified on the basis of their serving to refresh the memory. The 
next step was the more permanent record that was intended to last for a lifetime.173 The more 
pious writers destroyed such records in their old age, while others left instructions that their 
manuscripts be destroyed after their death (see p. 62). But, in the meantime, those who had 
advocated permanent records from the beginning passed their manuscripts on to their pupils 
or to members of their families. The majority of these men were no longer so much concerned 
with refreshing their memories as with preserving the true hadith and sunnah to combat the 
encroachment of heresy and religious innovation (bidcah).lu This stage reached its climax 
during the reign of cUmar II (see pp. 25-32). Thereafter, owing to the practices of Zuhrl and 
his leading pupils, one can discern that the roles of oral and written transmission began to be 
reversed, though the two methods continued to be employed side by side. Accurate manu
scripts intended for permanent use were now openly acknowledged and sought after. Neverthe
less, students were urged to memorize their materials, and teachers—especially famed schol
ars—were expected to be able to recite from memory at any given time sizable portions of their 
collections. Apparently Shucbah and the young Sufyan ibn cUyainah,175 for instance, were able 
to do this, though recitals by Sufyan were preferred because he checked his recitals with his 
manuscripts.176 Pride in memory was still strong, and those who could actually demonstrate 
that they possessed outstanding, and particularly photographic, memories were held in high 
esteem. But men with such extraordinary memories were rare, and some of the most reputable 
of them were under constant pressure to demonstrate their gift or were even tricked with 
memory tests. In the first century we find cADishah testing the memory of cAbd Allah ibn cAmr 
ibn al-cAs,177 Marwan ibn al-Hakam testing that of Abu Hurairah (see p. 20), and SacId ibn 
al-Musayyib testing that of Qatadah ibn Dicamah.178 A little later we find Zuhri's memory 
(see p. 175) being tested in Hisham's court. Still later, Yazld ibn Harun (d. 206/821), Abu 
Nucaim Fadl ibn Dukain (d. 219/834), Ishaq ibn Rahawaih (d. 238/852), and even Bukhari 

168 Dhahabi II 12. 
HiJarhy Taqdimah, p. 330. Abu Zarcah borrowed other 

books during his rihlah and copied them cala al-wajh (ibid. 
p. 343). Books he in turn loaned to others were retained 
sometimes for as long as six months and returned with the 
borrower's supposed corrections, all of which he success
fully refuted (ibid. pp. 332 f.). 

170 See e.g. Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 140; Jarh IV 2, p. 129; 
cf. Khatlb VIII 165. 

171 See e.g. Adab at-imlfr, pp. 175 i.: <1*J JJ>JI 4S^J J J | 

172 See Taqyld al-Hlm, pp. 146-50, on the generous loan
ing of books. 

173 As in the case, for example, of Ibn c Abbas and Abu 
Qilabah (see Tirmidhi XIII 326 and p. 230 below). 

174 For Ibn HanbaFs view on this matter see Manaqib, 
pp. 183 and 185 f., also pp. 156 f., 176, 192, 194, and 356. 

176 See Khatlb IX 179, according to which Sufyan wrote 
down only what he had memorized; i.e., he wrote for future 
reference in case of loss of memory. See also p. 179 below. 

176 Abu Nucaim VI 360. 
177 Bukhari IV 429. 
178 See Abu Nucaim II 333 and p. 198 below. 
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(d. 256/870) were subjected to tricky tests,179 a device that seems to have been popular with 
the leading critic of the day, Yahya ibn Macm (see p. 277). 

The small number of traditionists with extraordinary memories could no doubt be matched 
with a list of those whose memories were exceptionally weak were it not for the fact that tradi
tionists as a group were slow to acknowledge this handicap. Nevertheless, there are a few cases 
on record, such as Za3idah ibn Qidamah (d. 161/778) and Jarir ibn cAbd al-Hamld (d. 188/ 
804).180 Rivals and critics, on the other hand, were not slow to detect nor reluctant to expose a 
weak memory and not always objectively, as is so copiously illustrated in the biographical 
works of Ibn Sacd, Bukharl, and Abu Hatim al-Razi.181 

On the whole, however, the picture that is reflected is that the average traditionist with an 
average memory developed his memory to the point where he could detect interpolations in 
his own collection or works and could cite specific traditions or passages on occasion but 
stopped short of total recall. There were comparatively few dishonest and unscrupulous men 
responsible for an occasional deception or forgery182 or, as is alleged particularly in the case of 
sectarians, for wholesale fabrications.183 The average traditionist recognized the limitations of 
his memory and therefore when transmitting a sizable collection orally either dictated from his 
manuscripts or had his pupils read out their previously prepared copies, which were either 
corrected during the reading or later collated with a copy approved by the teacher. This, of 
course, was the card method, which in the early days was probably mostly oral (card min al-
hafizah) but which soon gave way to reading back from a manuscript (card al-kitab) after the 
fashion, it is said, of Muhammad's scribes reading back their Qur3anic manuscripts to him. 
As will be seen below (e.g. pp. 139, 181, 197, 217), the card method was much used by Zuhri 
and his school as well as by others.184 

The comparatively few scholars with prodigious memories continued to display their powers, 
to the astonishment and the admiration of the many, though even they had constant recourse 
to their libraries. The case of TayalisI (d. 204/818) is quite instructive in this respect. While 
on a visit to Isfahan he recited one hundred thousand (sic) traditions from memory. On return
ing to Basrah he, presumably after checking his manuscripts, sent back to Isfahan, in writing, 
the corrections for the errors he discovered he had made in seventy of the traditions.185 

With the solid accomplishment of the school of Zuhri (see esp. pp. 175, 184) as a foundation, 
the reversal of the roles of oral and written transmission was accomplished within a few decades 
after Zuhrl's death. Among the leaders who helped in the process of reversal by precept or 
example—in addition to Zuhri's pupils such as Ibn Juraij, Shucbah ibn al-Hajjaj, Malik ibn 
Anas, and Sufyan ibn cUyainah—may be mentioned Sufyan al-Thauri, ShaibanT, and Ibn al-
Mubarak. Sufyan's manuscripts containing the traditions of Acmash were considered so trust-

179 See e.g. Khatlb VI 352 f., XII 353 f., XIV 340; Ibn 
Khallikan I 5161. (= trans. II 597). See Khatlb II 20 f. 
and Dhahabi II 123 for the manner in which the young 
Bukharl demonstrated his phenomenal memory to the envy 
and admiration of his fellow students. Among other schol
ars with remarkable memories were SacTd ibn Abl cArubah, 
Ibn al-Mubarak, cAbd al-Rahman ibn Mahdi, Marwan ibn 
Mucawiyah al-Fazarl, and TayalisI (see Dhahabi II 5 f., 
Khatlb X 165, Khatlb X 240 f., p. 267 below, and Mlzdn I 
413 respectively). The list could be extended for the 3d and 
4th centuries. 

180 J ami" I 117; Dhahabi I 200; p. 151 below. 
181 See also J ami" II 150-63 and Kifayah, pp. 107-9 and 

142, for lack of objectivity. 

182 See e.g. Madkhal, pp. 25-45, for classification of for
geries of both isnad and main; Macrifah} pp. 103 ff.; 
Kifayah, pp. 101-15; Mizan II 78, 186. 

183 For 2d-century examples see e.g. Kijayah, pp. 120-
25; Abu Nu'aim IX 39; Yaqut II 138 f.; Tadrib, pp. 130-
33 and 143 f.; Goldziher, Studien II 131-33, 160; Ahmad 
Amln Quha al-Islam I 150. See also p. 224 below. 

184 Adah al-imla*, pp. 77-79. 

^ Mizan I 413. Cf. Khatlb IX 26: ^ j b y\ ulS" 

ialiu d)l$\i b\j>- J i i b J l j Aki>- ^ Jl^Jbxj. Cf. also 

p. 56, n. 211, below and see Surah 22:38 for use of jl^>--
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worthy that even the hadlth critic Yahya ibn Sacid al-Qattan preferred using them to hearing 
the traditions directly from Acmash.186 Shaibam depended so heavily on manuscripts and writ
ten transmission that his fellow Hanifite Abu Yusuf al-Qadl took him to task for it, but 
Shaibam justified his practice by citing the example of those who had gone before. Abu Yusuf's 
practice was to memorize quickly some fifty to sixty traditions and then dictate them to the 
people.187 Nevertheless, he cherished his own manuscripts, from which he instructed his son, 
who finally inherited them.188 This same Abu Yusuf, who was so proud of his memory, once 
found his knowledge of history challenged by Yahya al-Barmakl, who wished to use this 
deficiency to exclude Abu Yusuf from the court. The latter stayed home for a month studying 
his history books and then returned to confound Yahya with his vast knowledge of history.189 

The direct use that Shafici made of Shaibanfs manuscripts, especially his fiqh materials from 
Abu Hanifah, is another instance of the free use of manuscripts. ShaficI's reference to studying 
the books of the followers of Abu Hanifah may have included Shaibanfs works.190 The 
Khurasanian scholar Ibn al-Mubarak, whose first rihlah to cIraq and beyond took place in the 
year 141/758, made copies of the materials of Abu Hanifah, who had impressed him very 
favorably. On hearing Awzacfs criticism of Abu Hanifah, Ibn al-Mubarak went home and 
studied for three days. Then he extracted from his copies of Abu Hanlfah's manuscripts a 
number of legal questions which he wrote down, starting each with "qala al-Nucman" instead 
of with "qala Abu Hanifah/' and returned with the manuscript to Awza% who fell into the 
trap and praised its contents.191 Ibn al-Mubarak found favor also with Ibn Juraij, who was 
willing to let him use his books.192 Moving on to Egypt, he sought and gained access to the 
originals in Ibn Lahicah's library (see p. 220). Not only did Ibn al-Mubarak's library grow 
steadily, but the quality of his collections and the accuracy of his manuscripts were such that 
Yahya ibn Adam (d. 203/818) looked for elucidation of finer points in Ibn ai-Mubarak's 
books, convinced that if they were not there they would not be anywhere.193 

The practice of using manuscripts was endorsed and followed by Ibn al-Mubarak's immedi
ate contemporaries and by the younger generation. Among the former were the hadlth critics 
Yahya ibn Sacid al-Qattan and cAbd al-Rahman ibn MahdT; among the latter may be included 
Ishaq ibn Rahawaih, Yahya ibn MacIn, perhaps the greatest and certainly the most quoted 
hadlth critic, and his colleague Ibn Hanbal. Yahya ibn Sacid al-Qattan followed the example of 
Shucbah and Sufyan al-Thaurl. Though he used both oral and written transmission, he used 
them selectively depending on his personal knowledge of the source or of the recipient.194 cAbd 
al-Rahman ibn MahdT for the most part preferred written transmission and reading back his 
manuscript to his source.195 His criticism of Shaibam once led the latter to delete several folios 

186 Abu Nucaim VI 359. See Ibn Sacd VI 239 and Khatib 
IX 10 f. for the excellent quality of Acmash,s collection, 
which pleased even Zuhri, who questioned whether cIraq 
could produce a good traditionist. 

187 Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 74; Akhbar al-qudat II 51, III 255. 
He was also known to alternate the recitation of ten tra
ditions with the recitation of ten opinions (Khatib XIV 
255). Abu Yusuf s knowledge of both hadlth and ra?y is 
stressed in Dhahabl I 269 f. 

188 Akhbar al-qujat III 255, 257. See also our Vol. I 92 f. 
189 Akhbar aUquial III 263. 
190 Khatib XIII 410. ShaficI examined a manuscript of 

some 130 folios and found 80 of them to be contrary to the 
Qur^an and the sunnah! 

191 Khatib XIII 338. The episode did not change 
Awzaci's general opposition to Abu Hanifah, and later Ibn 
al-Mubarak himself turned away from the latter (ibid. pp. 
403 f.) and came to prefer a single tradition from Zuhrl to 
all of Abu IJanifah's theories (ibid, p. 414). For Ibn al-
Mubarak's copies of other entire manuscripts see pp. 98 
and 100 below. 

192 Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 264. 
193 Khatib X 156. See also GAL 21192 and GAL S1308. 
194 See e.g. Khatib XIV 135-44; Kifayah, pp. 230 f.; 

Jarh, Taqdimah, pp. 232-51. See also pp. 112 and 250 
below. 

195 See e.g. Khatib X 240-48; Kifayah, p. 230; Jarh, 
Taqdimah, pp. 71 and 254 f. See also pp. 112 and 128 
below. 
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from one of his manuscripts.196 Ishaq ibn Rahawaih was such an assiduous collector of manu
scripts that he is said to have married a widow because her deceased husband's library con
tained the works of Shafici,197 and when he acquired these works he made them available to 
other scholars.198 So well did he himself use his library that he is said to have based his Jamic 

al-saghir on the works of ShafcI and his JamiQ al-kablr on those of Sufyan al-Thauri.199 His 
photographic memory and constant use of his library enabled him to cite a work from memory 
by page and line, which could be checked with the manuscript.200 Yahya ibn Macm and Ibn 
Hanbal will be encountered frequently below in the discussion of our documents (see pp. 112, 
159, 178, 275, 277), and their lifelong commitment to writing and to the accumulation of the 
manuscripts that built up their large libraries are mentioned in their many long and detailed 
biographies.201 Despite their common literary interests, their long-standing friendship202 cooled 
off as the result of Ibn Hanbal's trial on the question as to whether the Qui°an was created or 
uncreated.203 One of Yahya's teachers, Hisham ibn Yusuf (see p. 44), who tried him out 
for a month before he fully accepted him as a student, made his library available to him. The 
slave girl in charge of Hisham's books brought them out one at a time to Yahya, who studied 
them and copied all he needed.204 

Ibn Hanbal's use of his manuscripts and library involved also his use of the libraries of a 
number of his contemporaries and vice versa and thus serves to indicate the practices of his 
period, which overlapped that of Muslim and Bukhari. He began to collect manuscripts early 
in his career, and some of his fellow scholars, particularly cAffan ibn Muslim (see pp. 211 f. and 
217), demonstrated the value of accurate manuscripts. Ibn HanbaFs habit of writing down 
everything lasted throughout his life, for wherever he went his inkwell went with him and he 
seized every opportunity to correct his manuscripts.205 His practice was to provide a separate 
container for each of the individual musnad's he was collecting as the basis for his final musnad 
compilation. Abu Zarcah, who studied these separate musnad's later, states that they contained 
no identification of their immediate sources because Ibn Hanbal carried the biographical infor
mation in his head and could match each section with the correct transmitter.206 Ibn HanbaFs 
consistent practice of what he advocated, namely the permanent recording of Tradition as of 
other materials, led other scholars, including cAlI ibn al-Madini, to follow his example and to 
cite him as their model.207 When Muhammad ibn Muslim ibn Warah returned from Egypt 
without having made complete copies of ShaficI's books, Ibn HanbaFs reproach so shamed him 
that he returned to Egypt and came back with copies of these works, which, incidentally, con
tained many of Ibn HanbaFs materials and views though they were not always openly ac
knowledged.208 As old age approached, robbing Ibn Hanbal of some of the keenness of his 

196AbuNu<aimIXlO. 
197 Ibid. pp. 102 f. 
198 See e.g. Subki, Tabaqat al-Shaficiyah al-kubra II 

(Cairo, 1324/1906) 42 f.' 
199 Ibid. See GAL S I 257 for the works of Ishaq ibn 

Rahawaih. 
200 See e.g. Khatlb VI 345-55, esp. p. 353; DhahabI II 

20 f. The fiqh book involved in these references belonged 
to a fellow student who had received it from his grand
father. Either the original or a copy of it was available for 
use in the court of cAbd Allah ibn Tahir (d. 230/844-45), 
Ma^mun's governor of Khurasan. 

201 See GAL I 106 and GAL S I 166 and 259 for Yahya, 
GAL I 182 and GAL S I 309 for Ibn IJanbal. 

202 See e.g. Khatlb XIV 181-83. See Goldziher, Studien 
II 160, for an instance where a sharp qa$?a§ capitalized on 
the reputations of Yahya and Ibn IJanbal. 

203 See e.g. Mlzan III 304. 
20iJarh, Taqdimah, p. 316. For another instance of a 

girl secretary see Dhahabi II 89 and Khatlb VI 94. 
205 Manaqib, pp. 21, 190, 246, 266 f. 
i0*Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 296; Manaqib, pp. 60 f. Ibn Han

bal could detect interpolations in the manuscripts of others 
as well (Akhbar al-quiat III 314). 

wjarh, Taqdimah, p. 295; Manaqib, pp. 109 f. and 260. 
208 Abu Nucaim IX 97; Manaqib, pp. 499 f. and 502. 

For this Muhammad see e.g. Jarh IV 1, p. 79. 
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memory while at the same time his library was growing larger and larger, his earlier habit of 
not identifying each volume or container caused him some embarrassment. Once he asked his 
son cAbd Allah, the major transmitter of his Musnad, to bring him a certain book. When cAbd 
Allah had difficulty in finding it, Ibn Hanbal himself entered his library, but it took him a long 
time to locate the particular tradition he sought.209 I t was this same son who reported that his 
father, despite his excellent memory, related less than a hundred traditions from memory. The 
significance of this statement can be gauged when it is related to the statement that the tradi
tions in Ibn HanbaPs Musnad numbered, in round figures, thirty thousand and that the tradi
tions in his Tafsir were extracted from one hundred and twenty thousand.210 Finally, when Ibn 
Hanbal was restored to royal favor after his trial, the. caliph Mutawakkil, who strongly upheld 
the authority of Tradition, wished him to instruct the princes. Ibn Hanbal, always anxious to 
avoid involvement with royalty, was happy to be able to excuse himself by saying "I do not 
memorize and have not my books with me."211 

In view of the developments outlined above, it is now possible to trace the progress of the 
recording of Tradition. Before the reign of cUmar I no stand was taken in regard to the record
ing of hadith. cUmar I was the first to oppose it but could not impose his decision on the entire 
community (see p. 10). In the half-century following his death each side sought to universalize 
its position, but those who were opposed to the recording of hadith constantly lost ground not 
only because of their failure to gain young adherents but also because of the defection of some 
of their own older adherents. This period has yielded many reports of conservative teachers 
who washed out or destroyed their students' sheets or notebooks and urged them to memorize 
the hadith even as they themselves memorized it212 and of others who, nearing death, destroyed 
their own manuscripts by burying, burning, or drowning them (see p. 52).213 The last quarter 
of the first century saw at least a tacit victory for those who favored recorded Tradition as 
written collections of sizable individual musnad's or groups of musnad's or heterogeneous mate
rials began to appear. Thereafter, the continued socio-economic ambitions of the mawdli, the 
constant threat and fear of heresy and religious innovation (bidcah), the firm establishment of 
the family isndd of several generations, the increase in the student population, the progressive 
lengthening of the isndd,21i the expansion of the rihlah and of the profession of the warrdq all 
contributed steadily to the increased production and use of recorded Tradition.215 I t was at this 
time that, though some conservatives were still inclined to destroy their manuscripts (see pp. 
62 f.), instances of transmission from memory alone or the loss of his manuscripts exposed 
the traditionist to the charge of inaccuracy and weakness despite his acknowledged honesty 
and sincerity.216 The recording of hadith was generally accepted before Malik, Shafi% and Ibn 
Hanbal by their precepts and example made the practice all but universal in the second half 
of the second century, which in turn accounts for the rapid increase in the number and size of 

209 Mandqib, pp. 189 f. 
210 Ibid, pp. 191, 260; cf. Adab al-imW, p. 47. 
211 Mandqib, p. 385. See also Adab al-imld0, pp. 46 f., 

which states that several of Ibn Hanbal's leading contem
poraries refused to dictate or recite except from their manu
scripts; b\j>- Jai^Jl j l i 4jfcT JA ^1 djJb>o Y Cf. 
p. 53, n. 185, above. 

212 See e.g. Ibn Sacd IV 1, p. 83; Jdmi< I 63-70; Taqyid 
al-Hlm, pp. 36-44. See also p. 231 below. 

213 See e.g. Ibn Sacd V 133, VI 63 and 86. 
214 See Adab al-imfo, p. 147, for a general statement, and 

Jarh IV 2, pp. 248 f., where careful attention to isnad's is 
definitely associated with writing in the case of Yunus ibn 
Yazid (d. 149/766), one of Zuhrl's leading pupils (see pp. 
176 f. below). 

216 See e.g. DarimI I 123. 
218 Ibn Sacd VI 255 f. For Shafici's views see e.g. Risalah, 

p. 53. See alsoJamfc II 169: 4Zx>- C^jji t_Jo QA and 

4SjJb- J*i" i ; Abu Nucaim VI 360; Khatib IX 26; 

Madkhal, pp. 42-44 (= trans, pp. 41-43). 
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the private libraries of traditionists and jurists alike. Oral transmission continued in the mean
time to be desirable. But instead of manuscripts being recommended as an aid to memory, 
memory itself was now recommended as a check on one's manuscripts and a safeguard against 
either innocent error217 or malicious interpolation, while at the same time every device was 
used to insure the accuracy of one's precious manuscripts218 in case of the ultimate failure of 
memory itself (see pp. 52 f.).219 

I l l 

I t seems necessary, in view of the developments delineated above, to look into some of the 
factors that have contributed to the general overemphasis placed on the role of oral transmission 
in early Islam, particularly with reference to the second century, in spite of the fact that the 
evidence of early and continuous written transmission is so well documented in the earliest 
literature on traditionists and the science of Tradition. 

As already indicated in Volume I, part of the trouble lies in semantics. The Arabs, in making 
their successful transition within a short time from a protoliterate to a fully literate society, 
borrowed many terms from their non-Arab neighbors. These terms are mostly substantives 
that indicate materials and tools rather than verbals that describe the process of acquiring, 
creating, and preserving a body of literature. Thus, while borrowing such terms as qalam, hibr, 
qirtas, daftar, and mushaf, to name but a few,220 they used the verbs samiQa, carada, kataba, 
amid, nawaldj etc. and their derivatives in reference to the actual processes of learning and 
of the production of manuscripts. Inevitably some of the borrowed words acquired new con
notations, which Western scholars have tended to ignore, and hence they have led to some 
degree of confusion that is not readily overcome. 

In the course of my research I noted the occurrences of several key terms, borrowed or other
wise, indicative of the size and permanency of manuscript collections in an effort to recapture 
their meaning in the contexts of their historical setting and literary usage and to establish, 
where possible, their interrelationships. The terms sahifah, suhuf, and mushaf, generally trans
lated "sheet (of writing material)/ ' "sheets," and "book/' particularly the Qm°an, respec
tively, will serve to illustrate one phase of the problem. To thus translate these terms con
sistently is one way of going astray and this way has been too frequently taken by Western 
scholars, beginning with Sprenger, particularly in connection with the recording of Tradition. 
For it can be shown that there are instances in the earliest Islamic literature in which the term 
sahifah implies something more than an ordinary single sheet, even a large one, of writing mate
rial. The sahifah, regardless of size, was frequently carried or stored in the form of a scroll 
(darj) which consisted more often than not of at least several sheets and sometimes of a large 
number.221 Some of these early rolls, to judge from information on the nature and extent of 
their literary contents, were quite sizable.222 There were, for instance, the sahifah of the caliph 
Abu Bakr which contained Surah 9 and covers twenty-five pages of the 1928 Cairo edition of 
the Qm°an and the sahifah of Fatimah, sister of cUmar I, which contained Surah 20 and covers 

217 See e.g. Kifdyah, pp. 226-37, and Macrifah, pp. 146- of manuscripts. The same phenomenon occurs in current 
52, for types of errors found in 2d- and 3d-century manu- inter cultural borrowings. 
scripts. 22i gee e.g. Muslim I 82 f. for a long scroll of cAlI ibn Abl 

Talib's legal sentences that was in the possession of Ibn 
18 Kifayah, pp. 237-44. <Abbas. The hadith $ahifah of Wahb ibn Munabbih con-

"•See ibid. pp. 66 and 108 for instructions for the pro- s i* t e d o f 2 7 f o l i o s ' a n d t h a t o f I b n L a h l C a h m e a s u r e d 

duction of accurate manuscripts. See also pp. 89 f. below. cm* 
222 See e.g. Futuh al-bulddn, pp. 464 f.; Taqyid al-Hlm, 

220 See p. 43, n. 80, for borrowed words for the containers pp. 89, 95, and 108. 
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fourteen pages of the same edition of the Qm°an.223 Again, there was the sahifah of Haf sah (see 
p. 42), wife of Muhammad and daughter of cUmar I, which must have contained the greater 
part of the Qur'an since it formed the basis of cUmar's "edition" of the Qm°an, which preceded 
the cUthmanic edition. This sahifah was based on an earlier collection of Quranic texts made 
for Abu Bakr by Zaid ibn Thabit, chief editor of the cUthmanic edition.224 Similarly, the several 
suhuf that contained the tax directives of Muhammad and the first four caliphs may have been 
written originally on fairly large single sheets or small scrolls, to judge both by the all but 
laconic brevity of most of the official correspondence of the period and by the probable size 
of these various documents as reconstructed, co-ordinated, and classified by Zuhri into a single 
dafiar or manuscript. 

In the second half of the first century we find the shadow of cUmar I retreating from the 
midst of the aging Companions and the younger generation of traditionists, who were aware 
of the need to "chain down" their traditions for the benefit of the members of their own im
mediate circles if not for posterity. Furthermore, they began to travel far and wide to ascertain 
the accuracy and authenticity of what they were so eager to chain down, and more and more 
of them began to swell their initial collections of a limited number of traditions by copying in 
full (cald al-wajh) the collections of others. I t seems therefore reasonable to assume that in this 
period, when the term sahifah was used to indicate a given traditionist's collection, it could 
have referred to a sizable and permanent manuscript instead of to a temporary memorandum 
sheet as hitherto generally supposed. In fact, this general supposition is not always necessary 
even for the first few decades of Islam, since the Qm°an itself speaks of the books (suhuf) of 
Abraham and Moses.225 The sahifah of cAbd Allah ibn cAmr ibn al-cAs (see p. 37), who wrote 
down everything he heard from Muhammad with the latter's permission despite the protest 
of some of the Companions,226 could hardly have been a single sheet or even a small roll, since 
it is said to have contained a thousand traditions.227 Again, the entire Tafsir of Sacid ibn 
Jubair, written for the caliph cAbd al-Malik and preserved for several generations, was also 
called a sahifah,228 as was a collection of three hundred traditions of Zuhri.229 In other words, 
these and the few other instances that have so far come to my notice of early suhuf whose 
approximate or probable sizes are indicated, such as those of the Syrian Khalid ibn Macdan, 
Khalid ibn Abl cImran al-Tunlsi (see p. 214), Hasan al-Basri, Wahb ibn Munabbih, Humaid 
al-Tawll, and Zuhri,230 instead of being considered rare exceptions could just as well be considered 
representative of the sahifah collections of their time, particularly in the growing community of 
hadith scholars who as a group advocated and practiced the recording of Tradition. It should 
be noted further that the sources seem to imply that the average size of a sahifah and of a 
dafiar was taken for granted, since in most of the instances mentioned above the size of the 
sahifah is incidental to the main report or anecdote. 

The idea of comparative permanency that was implied by the term sahifah when it was used 
to describe a scholar's collection of hadiih is brought out by contrast with the term luh (pi. 
alwah), translated "tablet," which referred to a comparatively bulky hard-surfaced material 
such as shoulder blades in earlier times and wooden tablets of varying sizes231 soon thereafter. 

223 Both of these are early Meccan Surahs except for a 
few verses (see Kifayah, p. 313, and Strah I 225 f. respec
tively). 

224 See Bukharl III 393; Tafsir I 59-61; Aba Nu<aim II 
50 f. See also Concordance II 260-63 L - A > W • 

226 Surah 87:18. 
226 Ibn Hanbal II 162 f.; Taqyid al-Hlm, pp. 79 and 84 f. 

227 Usd III 23d L 
™Jarh III 1, p. 332. 
22*> Khatib XIV 87; Taqyid al-Hlm, p. 108, n. 245. 
230 See Document 6 and our Vol. I 22; see also Nabia 

Abbott, "An Arabic papyrus in the Oriental Institute/' 
JNES V (1946) 169 f. 

2nJarh, Taqdimah, pp. 34 and 68. 
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Alwah were commonly used in elementary schools and by young traditionists. Even older 
traditionists used them in the initial process of note-taking and /lad^fe-collecting prior to com
mitting the material to a more permanent record in a special sahifah or daftar232 Such use is 
illustrated in the case of Zuhri, who, before his decision to record Tradition, went to his teachers 
without writing materials and relied on his good memory while his fellow pupils wrote down 
from dictation. However, when a lengthy tradition was involved while he was listening to 
Acraj—and some traditions are long indeed—Zuhri took a sheet (waraqah) from Acraj's supply 
of writing materials and wrote down the tradition, which he memorized and then he tore up 
the sheet.233 Later, when he was anxious to record everything he heard, he is described as mak
ing the rounds of hadith scholars carrying with him alwah and suhuf, the former for on-the-spot 
note-taking and temporary use, the latter no doubt for recording lengthier materials for future 
use.234 As we move farther into the second century we find that the term sahifah (pi. suhuf) was 
used less and less in connection with note-taking while luh and alwah continued to be so used235 

but were increasingly supplemented by the terms waraqah and riqcah2U a sheet and a small 
piece of writing material respectively. On the other hand, sahifah and suhuf continued to be 
used in connection with larger and more permanent manuscripts237 but were supplemented by 
the terms daftar (pi. dafatir) and kurrdsah (pi. kardris) to such an extent that some lexicogra
phers sensed that the terms kitab, sahifah, kurrdsah, and daftar were similar if not identical in 
meaning.238 The term daftar has already been discussed at some length,239 but a few more in
stances of its use in the fields of Tradition and law have since been encountered and should be 
noted.240 The most interesting of these instances are those that indicate comparative per
manency. We read, for instance, that Abu cUbaidah had in Kaisan an incompetent dictation 
master and secretary who erred in four different ways: "He (Kaisan) understands something 
other than what he (actually) hears, writes in the alwah something other than what he under
stands, transfers from the alwah to the daftar something other than what he wrote, and then 
reads from the daftar something other than what is in it."241 There is still another indication of 
the prestige and permanency of the daftar. We are familiar with instances of young, especially 
poverty-stricken, pupils who collected or bought discarded documents or papers with largely 
blank versos on which they wrote their traditions and also with instances of the use of the 
blank reverse of a letter for the same purpose (as in Document 9)242 or to rebuke or even insult 
the letter-writer.243 Hence, anything said to be written Qald zahr al-qirtds or Qald zahr al-kitab 
came to indicate something of little permanent value. In direct contrast, we read that only the 
very best is written on the back of a daftar.u* 

232 Ibid. 
233 Taqyid al-Hlm, p . 59. 
234 Dhahabi I 103. 
235 See e.g. Ibn Hanbal I I 162 f.; Jarh, Taqdimah, pp . 

34 f., 144, and 285. Jamic I 63-70 is headed 4 ^ 1 ^ c^U 

*OL>t*2jl , i djJc^j J i l l 4JIIS" 

236 See e.g. Khatib X I I 353 f.; Kifdyah, p . 329. See also 

pp. 277 and 194 below. 
237 See e.g. references in n. 235 and Kifdyah, pp . 318-23, 

with many examples from Zuhri's time. 
238 See Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon, pp. 1654 f. 

{AJL&T^P). Note the use of the diminutive dufaitar, which 

I have not so far come across in the hadith literature, ibid. 

pp. 889 f. (j&})-
239 Vol. 1 2 1 - 2 5 , 2 9 , 4 8 . 

240 Sahnun ibn Sacid al-Tanukhi, Al-mudawwanah al-
kubra (Cairo, 1324/1906) I I I 396 f. (Malik ibn Anas); 
Jarh, Taqdimah, pp. 330 (Ibn Planbal) and 337 (Abu 
Zarcah); Aghanl X 106 (Abu Tammam). 

241 Adab al-imlfr, p . 92. This source does not say whether 
Kaisan was dismissed or not! See Khatib X I I 37 f. for a 
later instance, in which materials were copied from indi
vidual riqar- to ajzaP to constitute Daraqutni 's cIlal al~ 
hadith. 

242 Khatib IV 340. 
2 4 3Nawawi, Bustan aUarijln (Cairo, 1348/1929) pp. 

32 f. 
244 Taqyid al-Hlm, pp . 134 and 141. Comparable is the 

still widespread practice of placing the most appropriate 
quotations a t the heads of chapters or books. 

I t is interesting to note that early in the reign of Mansfir, 
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The kurrdsah, like the daftar, implied prestige and permanency, having become early associ
ated with the sections or quires which were used for the copies of the Qur'an (kardrls al~ 
masdhif). It seems that those who advocated the recording of Tradition soon began to use 
kardrls for hadlth manuscripts and drew thereby a protest from Nakhaci (see pp. 149 f.), who 
had reluctantly taken to writing down hadlth as he grew older. He belonged to the group that 
opposed written Tradition out of zeal for the unique authority of the Qm°an,245 a sentiment 
which likewise affected /md^/i-writers, such as Dahhak ibn Muzahim, who disliked having a 
hadlth manuscript placed on a reading stand (kursl) because the QurDan usually was so 
placed.246 Unfortunately, the size of the kardrls used in the first and second centuries is nowhere 
specified so far as I have been able to discover,247 and for later times the number of folios or 
pages to a kurrdsah varies from eight to twenty-four.248 To judge by the range of the number 
of traditions to a folio, as illustrated in our documents, such kardrls could well have contained 
early collections varying from the two hundred to the five hundred traditions so frequently 
referred to in the sources. 

The initial fear (rahbah) of the Prophet's hadlth, best expressed by the attitude of Abu 
Bakr and cUmar I, who destroyed hadlth manuscripts, and cUthman, who avoided all but 
strictly literal hadlth™ had given way to reverential awe (haibah) and pious pomp and glorifi
cation (taQzlm al-hadlth) before the end of the first century (see pp. 90 f.). Such sentiments be
gan at the latest with SacTd ibn al-Musayyib and his younger contemporaries and were held 
by representatives of the succeeding generations such as Malik ibn Anas,250 Ibn Wahb,251 Ibn 
Hanbal,252 and some less prominent scholars.253 These sentiments were reflected in the attempt 
to treat hadlth manuscripts in a manner befitting the QurDan by the use of Qm°anic scripts and 
format and by the use of reading stands. 

Reverence for the Prophet's hadlth carried over eventually to the most outstanding tradi-
tionists,254 some of whom were not averse to being counted among the ashdb al-kardsl™ that 
is, among the high and mighty, partly after the fashion of religious leaders in other faiths and 
partly in imitation of secular leaders in Islamic society itself, in which a chair literally raised 
the occupant above his companions who were seated on mattresses and cushions or bare mats 
on the floor and figuratively clothed him with might and power.256 The desire for such prestige 

Khalid al-Barmaki introduced the daftar in codex form, as 
against the earlier rolls, for use in the administrative 
bureaus: J j l i 4>-jX* U>w9 (jij])^ ij y l i j J I C J o 

(see Thacalibi, LatdHf al~macdriff ed. Ibrahim al-Abyari 
and Hasan Kamil al-Sairafi [Cairo, 1379/1960] p. 20). 

245 See Jdmic I 67; Taqyld al-cilm, pp. 47 f. See also p. 
13 above. 

246 Ibn Abi Da'ud, Kitdb al-masahif, pp. 134 f.; Itqdn II 
172. The Qur:an of cUmar ibn cAbd al-cAziz was also 
carried in a wooden box (Ibn Sacd V 270). The general 
association of the QurDan with the kursl as a mark of awe 
and honor is reflected in an incident reported of the Bar-
makid wazir Yahya. He so admired the RasaHl of the ad
ministrative secretary and literary stylist cAbd al-Hamld 
al-Katib (d. 132/750; see GAL S I 165 and our Vol. I 29, 
n. 5) that he placed the work, written in a large volume 
(daftar kabir), on a kursl, much to the surprise and pleasure 
of the secretary's son, who assumed the volume to be a 
Qur3an (cf. Abu al-Qasim cAbd Allah al-Baghdadi, Kitdb 
al-kuttdbt ed. Dominique Sourdel, in Bulletin d'etudes 
orientates XIV [1952-54] 149), 

247 Cf. Nawawl's commentary on Muslim I 95. 
248 In paper-making terms a kurrdsah is a quire or one-

twentieth of a ream of 480 or 500 sheets of paper laid flat 
or folded once. 

249 See Ibn Sa<d III 1, pp. 39 and 210. For other early 
instances of this attitude see e.g. Ibn Sacd III 1, p. 110, 
and IV 1, p. 106. 

"o Ibn cAsakir IV 351 f. 
251 Ibn al-Hajj, Mudkhal ild tanmiyat al-amal I 135. 
252 Mandqib, pp. 180 and 203 f. 
™*Jdmi< II 198 f.; Dhahabi II 84 f.; Ibn al-Hajj, 

Mudkhal ild tanmiyat al-amal I 135 f. See also Goldziher, 
"Kampfe urn die Stellung des JJadit im Islam," ZDMG LXI 
860-62. 

254 See e.g. Adab al-imld?, pp. 27-38, for early and later 
practices. 

2fifi See e.g. Tirmidhi X 16. 
256 The well known Quranic "Verse of the Throne," 

ayat al-kursi (Surah 2:255), which refers to the "Throne 
of God," and its commentators give both the literal and 
the figurative sense of the phrase a§hdb al-karasl. Harun 
al-Rashid sat on a golden throne (kursl min dhahab) yet 
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was frequently accompanied by pride in memory, which helps to explain the overemphasis 
that has been given to the role of oral transmission. 

Admirers who reported that they never saw a book in the hands of a given leading tradi-
tionist who is known to have had large written collections at home referred only to his reci
tations; yet the phrase JaS LbS" dJU ^J £*Aj U257 has come to be interpreted, too frequently, 
as implying opposition to written Tradition.258 Scholars who were not likely to be seen writing 
down traditions nor with a book in hand would have been the illiterate or semiliterate and 
the blind or nearly blind.259 The illiterate Abu Hurairah was in a class by himself because of 
his long association with Muhammad and the large volume of his musnad. A few other 
illiterates who made a virtue of their deficiency and exercised their memories are not asso
ciated with large numbers of traditions; these include such men as Abu Musa al-AshcarI, 
who learned the rudiments of writing at a mature age,260 Jacfar ibn Barqan, who transmitted 
from Zuhri, and Hammad ibn Khalid, who sat at Malik's gate.261 On the other hand, Abu 
cAwanah al-Waddah ibn Khalid (d. 170 or 176/786 or 792), who could read but not write, 
sought help with his manuscripts, which were carefully pointed and voweled so that he 
would be able to read them easily and correctly. He was considered acceptable only when he 
was transmitting from such reliable manuscripts.262 As for the blind or nearly blind, of whom 
there were apparently quite a few,263 the case of Acmash, whose very name emphasizes his 
misfortune, is illustrative. He started by opposing recorded Tradition but in the end dictated 
his collection to others. 

Another deceptive phrase is o*& -UP 6* î <^$CJ N, which has been frequently, though er
roneously, taken to mean that no writing was permitted by the teacher nor practiced by the 
pupils. I t is used, for instance, in connection with Yahya ibn SacId al-Ansarl as teacher and 
Acmash and Hammad ibn Salamah ibn Dinar as pupils in contexts that do not permit any 
confusion between Qan (\p) and Hnd (OIP). For the students concentrated on memory work 
in the teacher's presence (Hnd), then usually had a memory drill among themselves, and finally 
rushed home to write down the day's quota of traditions preparatory to later collation.264 

Still another phrase that is subject to misreading and misinterpretation is <& Jb- t_j£o ^, which 

could be voweled to read "he does not write his hadith" or "his hadith is not to be written 
down," both of which could imply oral transmission. However, works on hadith criticism such 
as the Jarh wa al-taQdil of Abu Hatim al-Razi and his son cAbd al-Rahman, who cite as authori
ties the critics Yahya ibn Sacld al-Qattan, cAbd al-Rahman ibn Mahdl, Ibn Hanbal (who 
frequently relied on Yahya and Ibn Mahdl), and the severest critic of them all, Yahya ibn 
MacIn (see pp. 53, 54), show an early turning point when the phrase began to emphasize the 
role of written transmission as against oral. Read in the active voice, the phrase implies a 

had one unfulfilled ambition, namely to function as a lead
ing traditionist sitting on a kursi (Khatib XI 197, 199). 

267 See e.g. Khatib VI 224 for IsmacIl ibn cAyyash; 
Khatib VII 70 f. for Sulaiman ibn Harb; Khatib XIII 
475 f. for Hammad ibn Zaid ibn Dirham, Sufyan ibn 
cUyainah, Sufyan al-Thaurl, and Shucbah ibn IJajjaj; 
Khatib XIV 140 for cAbd al-Rahman ibn Mahdi and 338-
41 for Yazid ibn Harun. 

258 Despite the fact that dictation was the method many 
famous scholars chose for publishing their works, not a few 
of which were titled simply Amali or Imla?. See e.g. GAL 

S III, Index pp. 801 f. and 915 f., for such works from the 
2d century onward; see also pp. 48f. above. 

259 Kifayah, pp. 228 f. and 258 f. 
260 Ibn Sa<d IV 1, p. 83. See also our Vol. I 28. 
261 Tafslr IV 482 and Khatib VIII 150. 
™2JarhIV2, PP- 40 f. 
263 See e.g. DhahabI II 31 for Muhammad ibn al-Minhal 

(d. 231/846), blind teacher of both Muslim and Bukharl. 
264 Taqyld al-Hlm, pp. I l l f. See Kifayah, pp. 66-69, 

for arguments for and against this procedure, which was 
bound to discourage strictly literal transmission, especially 
if many traditions were involved at a time. 
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degree of unreliability. Read in the passive voice, it is a formula for outright rejection of a 
particular traditionist.265 It was frequently used to reject Abu Hanlfah as a weak traditionist, 
even though he was said to have written down a large number of traditions some of which 
were later used by his leading pupil, Abu Yusuf the chief justice for Harun al-Rashid.266 A less 
critical position is indicated by the phrase 4, ^>u ^ <&~b- k ^ C , "his hadith may be written 
down (for reference and comparison) but should not be adduced as proof."267 Finally, full 
approval is expressed by the phrase oJb- ^ . rC ! » - , "he is authoritative, his hadith may be 
(is to be) written down," which was used in reference to most recognized authorities. It is 
evident that, whichever way the phrase was used or read, it testifies to the universal demand 
for and acceptability of recorded Tradition in the professional circles of the second and third 
centuries. 

Another cause of the overemphasis on the role of oral transmission was the scholar's practice 
of destroying his manuscripts in his old age. Most of the early cases of such destruction 
stemmed from the motive that led Abu Bakr and cUmar I to destroy hadith manuscripts (see 
p. 60). The impression one gains at first is that most of the second-century instances were 
sincerely motivated. That some hadith manuscripts were either erased or destroyed is not to 
be questioned.268 But these acts took place for a variety of reasons, some of which were quite 
unrelated to the motive of cUmar I. Books were destroyed because they wore out, or because 
their owner had no trustworthy heir (see p. 10), or because of fear of the authorities, or because 
of anger or bitterness. Fiqh scholars, especially some of the ahl al-ra?y} suffered qualms of con
science toward the end of life and therefore sometimes destroyed their own works and more 
often their copies of works dealing with doctrines verging on heresy. All in all, hadith manu
scripts seem to have suffered no more, if as much, in this respect than any other legal or sec
tarian works. Some scholars who buried their books out of fear of the authorities recovered 
them when the danger had passed, as was the case with Sufyan al-Thauri and his books.269 

And, again, books that had been lost or buried for some time, by accident or otherwise, were 
discovered accidentally and rescued, as was the case even with Tabari's Ikhtildf al-juqahaP, 
which was found buried after his death.270 The loss of books, from the time of cUrwah ibn al-
Zubair onward, was belatedly regretted and always considered a calamity conducive to the 
unfortunate traditionists' sudden loss of authority and influence (see p. 56). During the 
second century most traditionists frowned on the practice of destroying manuscripts. Thus 
while the ascetic scholars Da^ud al-Ta>I (d. 165/781-82)271 and Bishr al-Hafl272 destroyed their 
books, Ibn LahPah, though suspect in some respects, was helped to replace his library, which 
had been destroyed by fire, and Ibn Hanbal expressed displeasure at the willful destruction 
of books.273 Furthermore, the destruction of a scholar's collection of hadith manuscripts and 

265 See e.g. Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 322, and Jarh I 2, p. 513, 
rejecting the weak traditionist Rishdin ibn Sacd of our 
Document 8; Lisan VI 232 f., rejecting Abu al-Bakhtarl of 
our Document 10. For other 2d-century instances see e.g. 
Jarh III 2, pp. 242 f.; Khatlb XIV 330; Kifayah, p. 22; 
Mlzan I 175. 

266 Ibn Sacd VI 256; Jamt II 145; Khatlb IX 11. For a 
fair treatment of Abu Hanlfah as a traditionist see Yusuf 
al-cAshsh, Al-Khatib aUBaghdadl (Damascus, 1346/1945) 
pp. 238-42. 

267 As in the case, for example, of Baqlyah ibn al-Walld 
and Yunus ibn Bukair {Jarh II 2, pp. 154 and 227, and 
IV 2, pp. 127 f.). 

usJarh, Taqdimah, p. 116; Taqyld al~cilm, pp. 60 and 
146 f. See Kurkis cAwvvad, KhazaPin aUkutub al-qadimah 
ft al-cIrdq, pp. 28-41, for such practices in later times, with 
references on pp. 34-36 to earlier burying of books. 

269 Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 115. Eventually he instructed his 
pupils to destroy his books, and they did so (ibid. p. 116). 

270 Tabarl, Kitab ikhtildf al-fuqahd^, ed. Friedrich Kern, 
p. 9. 

271 Ma^arif, p. 257; Irshad V 386-91. 
272 Khatlb VII 67; Ibn <Asakir III 231. 
273 Ibn Hanbal, Kitab al~warac, pp. 47 ff. 
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books late in his life seldom resulted in a total loss except in the physical sense. For the aged 
scholar had in all probability disseminated their contents in part or in whole to at least a few 
deserving and able transmitters who had already either absorbed these contents into their 
own hadlth collections or had preserved copies of some of the destroyed originals (see e.g. pp. 
49-52). 

Finally, the isndd terminology itself is misleading, developing as it did during a period when 
oral transmission was greatly emphasized. Not only do the basic verbs qdla and samica imply 
oral communication, but the rest of the isndd terms—cancanah, akhbara, anbcfa, ballagha, 
haddatha, dhakara, zacama—all connote primarily speech rather than written communication, 
though they as readily convey the latter sense in a society that has long been literate. The 
primarily oral connotations of these terms carried over into the succeeding periods even though 
oral transmission itself was fast losing ground, for early Islam made literacy and intellectual 
endeavor two of its chief characteristics. Since hadlth soon became basic to all religious studies, 
its methodology, as this evolved and became comparatively stable, was borrowed in principle 
though not to the same degree of precision and consistency for the related sciences, especially 
for Quranic commentary, law, and history (tafslr, fiqh, and ta°rikh).2U Some of the earlier 
terms, such as balagha, dhakara, and zacama, that soon lost favor with the traditionists, con
tinued in freer use in these other fields though not without some implied suspicion.275 The 
traditionists in the meantime strove for greater precision in the isndd terminology, so that the 
fleeting use of the passive voice of the verbs haddatha and akhbara21* gave way to the active 
transitive haddathani and akhbarani. The traditionists' real problem, however, was to evolve 
an isndd terminology precise enough to distinguish adequately between the two current and 
frequently concomitant methods of transmission—the oral and the written. How they went 
about this task and the limited degree to which they succeeded is detailed in connection with 
the discussion of Documents 6 and 7 and need not detain us here. But it should be noted that 
since Zuhrl and his followers insisted on the use of the isndd277 and at the same time encouraged 
written transmission278 the oral connotations of the isndd terms, which he and his students 
used and to a degree stabilized, more often than not camouflaged written transmission in the 
guise of oral transmission.279 

A question must be raised at this point. In view of the considerable amount of hadlth-
recording in the second half of the first century and the phenomenal acceleration of literary 
activity and development of literary forms in the time of Zuhrl and immediately thereafter, 
why do modern scholars still lean heavily toward the view that, until well into the third cen
tury, oral communication was the main channel for the transmission of Tradition? The answer 
lies partly in the history of Islamic studies, particularly in the West, in the nineteenth and 

274 See Documents 1, 6, 7; see also Vol. I 5-31. 
275 See Vol. 113,1G, 21 f. and pp. 121 f., 174 f., 196 below. 
276 Used by Ibn Juraij in his collection of the hadlth of 

Ibn cAbbas, which Ibn Juraij brought to Mansur's atten
tion in the hope of a reward that never materialized. 
Mansur heard the recitation of the collection (size not in
dicated) with appreciation but disapproved of the isnad 

padding: . ^ * J jJ ioJI IJj& V Ĵ lgl*«^l U j j ^ a l J I J l i 

£jj&-j (Jjh (see Khatlb X 400, 404). Khatib's entire 

entry (ibid. pp. 400-407) on Ibn Juraij reflects the latter's 

constant preoccupation with hadlth-writing and manu
scripts. 

277 See Adah al-iml&, pp. 5-8, where the role of the 
isnad is indicated by means of several picturesque figures of 
speech. 

278 See e.g. Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 117; J ami" I 73, II 
177 f.; Adah al-imla?, p. 155; Abu Nucaim III 3G6: JJJZ>-

279 See e.g. pp. 57, 126, 181, 193, 196-98, 236. See also 
Jarh, Taqdimah, pp. 161, 174, 205, 254 f., 316 f., and 349; 
Kifayah, pp. 305 f., 318 f., and 321 f. 
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twentieth centuries. Giants pioneering in the field—Noldeke, Wellhausen, Wiistenfeld, 
Caetani, De Slane, Muir, Sprenger, Wensinck, Goldziher—broke fresh ground in studies of 
the QurDan, the life of Muhammad, and the history of early Islam. Practically everything they 
touched brought them up against Tradition and the distracting problems it poses. Yet they 
stopped only long enough to clear a narrow path to their own particular goals, ignoring the 
wide field of Tradition itself, until Goldziher changed this pattern and plowed into the 
whole field of Tradition. That he was able to accomplish so much in his day, when a great deal 
of the source material was still unpublished and some important early sources were yet to be 
discovered, gives eloquent testimony to his great energy and broad vision. That even he over-
ooked certain phenomena and was misled by later Islamic interpretation of early Islamic cul

tural history is thus understandable. He, like most of his contemporaries, minimized the tan
gible cultural developments of the cUmayyad period and continued therefore to stress the role 
of oral transmission and to consider all early literary records as temporary aids to memory and 
thus fixed the pattern for the next generatidn of students of Tradition, most of whom seldom 
ventured beyond the paths already traced. A high plateau having been reached, most scholars 
were content to rest there until, first, Fuck, Horovitz, and Rudi Paret struck out on their own 
and, more recently, the veteran scholar James Robson devoted his mature years to a new ap
proach to the science of Tradition. While not one of these scholars undertook a thorough 
analysis of the methods and means of transmission of hadith, they all converged toward the 
general conclusion that the vast body of orthodox Tradition was more or less fixed by around 
the end of the first century. More recently, Islamic scholars, aware and appreciative for the 
most part of the West's pioneering in the study of Islamic culture, have begun to delve with 
increasing vigor and curiosity into the early cultural history of Islam and are discovering 
the speedy development of its first religious sciences and their close interrelationships. As a 
result, such scholars as Ahmad Amin, Kattani, Kurd cAll, and Jawad CA1T, whose research 
covers a wide scope of cultural history, as well as those who like Yusuf al-cAshsh280 and 
Sezgin (see e.g. p. 46) concentrate more on Tradition and law, are more walling to concede 
a higher cultural level not only to the pre-cAbbasid period but also to the pre-Islamic Arabs. 
By according to both a greater degree of literacy than that permitted by the popular tradi
tional picture of the cUmayyads and of the jahiliyah, they help to counteract the overworked 
argument for complete or exclusive orality in Tradition. 

It would, of course, be absurd to equate oral transmission with excessive fluidity of either 
form or content, with the usually accompanying implication of conscious or unconscious fabri
cation, and it would be equally absurd to equate literary record with complete fixity of form 
and content implying thereby the exclusion of the probability of fabrication. But it would 
likewise be absurd not to concede that oral transmission is indeed more conducive to fabrica
tion than is literary fixity. Therefore, the marked degree of early literary fixity indicated in the 
present study should to that degree clarify some of the issues in the great controversy over the 
authenticity of Islamic Tradition. 

280 See especially his introduction to Taqyid al-Hlm. 
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THE controversy over the authenticity of Islamic Tradition is intimately associated with 
the rapid growth of hadlth during the first two centuries of Islam, when as a result of 
the initial caution exercised by the Companions and older Successors relative to the 

isndd biographical science (Him al-rijdl) was formalized by such scholars as Ibn Juraij, Shucbah 
ibn al-Hajjaj, and Wuhaib ibn Khalid al-Basri and further refined under such critics as cAbd 
al-Rahman ibn Mahdl and Yahya ibn Sacid al-Qattan to become a sharp tool, the jarh 
wa al~tacdil, in the hands of such master hadlth critics as Yahya ibn MacIn and cAli ibn 
al-Madini.1 Major hadlth collectors who were active around the end of the second century, 
of the caliber of Ibn Hanbal, Bukhari, and Muslim, used fully this indispensable tool of all 
traditionists who were more than passive channels of transmission. Ibn Hanbal, who had the 
most inclusive collection, transmitted, like Sufyan ibn cUyainah before him,2 traditions of 
varying degrees of soundness along with some that were faulty and pointed out that were he 
to transmit only such traditions as he considered sound his musnad would shrink to a small 
part of its volume.3 Muslim and Bukhari, like Ibn Hanbal, had enormous hadlth collections 
with many sound but many more unsound traditions to draw on. Unlike Ibn Hanbal, however, 
they limited themselves, each according to his own set of rules, to traditions they considered 
sound (sahih) and proved Ibn Hanbal's point by the relatively small size of their $ahlhain, 
though it must be pointed out that neither of them claimed to have exhausted all the sound 
hadlth. Despite their different objectives and standards of selection, all three of these hadlth 
collectors emphasized the fact that their finished compositions constituted but a small frac
tion of the materials available to them, the greater part of which each judged to be unfit for 
use. To the uninitiated in the field of Islamic Tradition such an assertion seems not only alarm
ing but almost absurd, especially coming from Ibn Hanbal and others who confessed that 
they included unsound traditions in their selections. But it posed no problem for the critics 
who, like the collectors, took down everything in order to be familiar with the true as well 
as the false traditions and not to mistake one for the other.4 Hakim al-Nisaburi, for instance, 
estimated the number of traditions in his first category of sound traditions at less than ten 
thousand.5 Nevertheless, even the initiates in the field of Islamic Tradition, hypnotized by 
the great disproportion between the so-called sound and unsound traditions, are precondi
tioned to look upon Islamic Tradition as having been a vehicle of large-scale fabrication before 
the leading traditionists of the third century took it in hand to separate the few grains of wheat 
from the mounds of chaff.6 I t is therefore necessary to examine in detail so-called sound and 
unsound Tradition. 

1 For early hadlth critics and for surveys of the develop
ment of hadlth criticism see Tirmidhi XIII 304-39; Jarh, 
Taqdimah, pp. 1-11; Jarh IV 2, pp. 34 i.)Jami< II 150-63; 
Kifayah, pp. 101-20; Macrifah, pp. 52-58; Madkhal. For 
lists of works on hadlth criticism see e.g. Sakhawl, Al-iclan 
bi al-taublkh li man dhamma al-tawdrtkh (Damascus, 
1349/1930) pp. 109-18; Tadrlb, p. 261; Hajji Khalifah 
II590-92; GALS III 873. 

2 Jdmi< I 76. 
3 Ibn Hanbal, Al-musnad I (1365/1946) 56 f. See also pp. 

50 f. above* 

4 See Madkhal, pp. 8-10 (= trans, pp. 12-14) for this 
point of view and the many leaders who adopted it. 

6 Ibid. p. 11. This is the category to which the Sahihain 
of Muslim and Bukhari are assigned. Hakim al-Nisaburi 
(Madkhal, p. 24 [= trans, p. 26]) comments on the small 
ratio of doubtful (less than 2,000) and unsound (226) tra
ditions among some 40,000 listed in Bukharl's Ta^rlkh. 

6 See e.g. Guillaume, The Traditions of Islam, pp. 28 f.; 
Robson, "Tradition, the second foundation of Islam," 
Muslim World XLI 100 f. 
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The isndd, to which the Arabs lay proud claim, was bound to get out of hand as in each 
generation the number of traditionists and would-be-traditionists at least doubled, to estimate 
conservatively. Since a tradition, though consisting of two parts, the substance {main) and 
the chain of authorities (isndd), came to be identified primarily by its isndd, it could multiply 
without any basic change in substance into as many "traditions'' as the number of its progres
sive transmitters. The majority of the older Companions, it can be safely assumed, each 
transmitted but a few traditions from Muhammad.7 The younger Companions, once cUmar I 
was gone, made up for such restraint. The large collections of some of them, for example Abu 
Hurairah (5,374 traditions), Ibn cUmar (2,630), Anas ibn Malik (2,286), cA3ishah (2,210), 
and Ibn c Abbas (1,660),8 no doubt raised the average for the Companions as a group. The 
Successors proved even more eager to collect traditions of the Prophet, and it is entirely pos
sible that the desire, one might almost say the fashion, to acquire "forty traditions'' of 
Muhammad9 originated with this group and gained full momentum later. Still, this desire 
seems but a slim foundation, on first thought, for the hundreds of thousands of traditions that 
were emerging around the end of the second century. In an effort to gauge, even if only rough
ly, the rate of this growth, I made note of the references to the number of traditions that 
individual laymen and scholars were said to have collected or transmitted. The recording of 
specific numerical data, it should be noted, was largely incidental, especially for the earliest 
period, when the quantity of traditions in a collection was usually expressed in terms of "few 
traditions'' or "many traditions," qalil al-hadith or kathlr al-hadlth (see pp. 20, 21). At times 
when numbers are mentioned they are contradictory, though not so often as they seem to be. 
Nevertheless, analysis of such data as are available indicates certain trends that deserve at 
least some consideration. The average illiterate layman, even in the Hijaz and Syria, in Zuhri's 
day had 1-5 traditions, which whenever possible were "intrusted" to Zuhri lest they be for
gotten. Literate laymen of the first century had their suhuj, which, as noted above (pp. 57-
59), varied in size. Doubtless many of these suhuj consisted of no more than a single or a double 
sheet containing anywhere from a few to the familiar "forty traditions/' depending on the 
length of the traditions and the size of the sheet. A few of the better known scholars (zulama? 
or fuqaha?) of this early period are credited with 100-300 traditions, but for the most part 
their collections are described as "large." Ubayy ibn Kacb, who died late in the second decade 
of the first century, and Jabir ibn Samurah (d. 66/686) are both credited with 164 traditions 
of the Prophet, while Jabir ibn cAbd Allah (d. 78/697), who is counted among those who had 
large collections, is credited with 1,000 traditions,10 the number credited also to cAbd Allah ibn 
cAmr ibn al-cAs (see p. 58).n Qasim ibn Muhammad (see p. 13) is credited with 200 tradi
tions.12 

References to specific numbers increased during the first half of the second century, the period 
of intense activity for Zuhri and his pupils and for many of his contemporaries. At the same 
time the numbers themselves grew progressively larger, varying as a rule from a few hundred 
to a few thousand. Abu Salih Dhakwan (d. 101/719) transmitted 1,000 traditions to Acmash; 

7 See e.g. Jam* II 120 f.; Mustadrak 1110 f.; Dhahabi I and Ibn cAbd al-Barr, Al-intiqa? fl fa^aHl aUhalathah al-
7 f. fuqaha* (Cairo, 1350/1931) p. 18. 

8 The numbers are those of Tadrib, p. 205. .. XT m 1Ai , .OA , __ _ A1 . ,. 
10 Nawawi, pp. 141 and 184 f. Nawawi frequently mdi-

9 See e.g. Jam* I 43 f. and cf. Ibn al-JauzI, Kitab al- c a t e g h o w m a n y t r a d i t i o n s o f a g i v e n co l l ection have sur-
adhkiyfr (Cairo, 1306/1887) pp. 72 f. The Concordance v i y e d i n e i t h e r Bukharl or Muslim or both. The ratio of 
gives no tradition on this theme. Early Muslim scholars s u r v i v a l i s a s a r u l e v e r y s m a l l ( s e e eg ibid^ p p . 2 6 0 j 304> 

vigorously refuted the idea that 40 traditions made a QKQ O^Q ^Q Q§g\ 
scholar and won him rewards in heaven, as the references 
in Jam* I 43 f. make very clear. See also Khatib VI 322 » Usd III 233 f. 12 Dhahabi I 90 f. 
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who was credited with a collection of some 1,300.13 Zuhrl, we read, was once cornered into 
reciting "forty traditions.7'14 The manuscript of his pupil cUqail ibn Khalid (see p. 168) in
cluded some 200-300 traditions.15 Malik ibn Anas sent Yahya ibn SacId al-Ansarl 100 tradi
tions (see p. 193) from his own collection of Zuhri's hadith. The book that Zuhri dictated at 
Hisham's court for the use of the young princes (see pp. 33, 181) contained 400 traditions.16 

At another time it was estimated that Zuhrfs court collection included at least 1,700 tradi
tions.17 He is also said to have seen a collection of Acmash (see p. 140) which numbered 4,000 
traditions,18 but Acmash?s entire collection was later estimated at 70,000 (sic19) traditions. 
cAmr ibn Dinar (d. 126/744), usually reluctant to transmit many traditions, over a period of 
time related 100 traditions to Shucbah.20 On the other hand, Aban ibn Abi cAyyash (d. 128/ 
746) transmitted some 1,500 mostly unfounded traditions from Anas ibn Malik, and Aban's 
two sons each transmitted 500 traditions from Aban (see p. 226). Thabit al-Bunanl (d. 123 or 
128/741 or 746) recited 90 traditions at one of his sessions and transmitted to Hammad ibn 
Salamah ibn Dinar (see pp. 160 f.) a collection of 250.21 The collection of Ayyub al-Sikhtiyam 
was estimated at about 800 traditions.22 

The acceleration in numbers was even more marked as younger scholars who died during 
the fifth and sixth decades of the second century reached their peak, many of them becoming 
the outstanding traditionists or jurists of their day. Abu Hanifah had a large collection of 
hadith and though he was considered a weak traditionist is yet said to have rejected 400 
traditions on the basis of their substance (matn).2Z Miscar ibn Kidam (see p. 272) transmitted 
a collection of 1,000 traditions to one of his pupils.24 Ibn Juraij transmitted 1,000 traditions 
from Abu Bakr ibn Abi Sabrah, who himself eventually declared he had a full collection of 
70,000 dealing with the lawful and the unlawful.25 Shucbah, who was one of the few called 
amir al-mv?minln fi al-hadiih™ normally limited himself to relating 3-10 traditions a day. 
Yet he crammed six months' output into two when he exchanged traditions with the visiting 
Baqlyah ibn al-Walid from Syria (see pp. 232 f.). Some of Shucbah's other transmitters wrote 
down up to 10,000 of his traditions.27 Sufyan al-Thaun dictated 300 traditions in one session.28 

Tayalisi is said to have heard a total of 6,700 traditions from Shucbah.29 Sufyan al-Thaurl, 
who stated that he transmitted but one out of ten traditions in his enormous collection, had a 
student who wrote down 20,000 and another who wrote down 30,000 of his traditions.30 On 
the other hand, Abu Nucaim Fadl ibn Dukain (see Document 14), who presumably took the 
"one out of ten" that Sufyan spoke of, collected only 4,000 of the latter's traditions.31 cAbd 
al-Razzaq ibn Hammam's written collection from Macmar ibn Rashid (d. 154/771) consisted 
of 10,000 traditions.32 Hammad ibn Salamah ibn Dinar (d. 167/784) counted among his 

13 Ibid. pp . 83, 145 f. 26 Ibn Sacd VII 2, p . 38; Jam* I I 179; Kattani I I 319. 
14 Ibn al-Jauzi, Kiiab al-adhkiyfr, p . 8. S o m e o f t h e o t h e r scholars who were so called, sometimes 
« <3PP P ff Tbn Taffhribirdi I ^09 w i t h s l i g h t v a r i a t i o n s > a r e A b u al^Zinad (see p . 139 below), 

11 u * f Sufyan al-Thauri (Khatlb X I I 347 f., 353 f.), Sufyan ibn 
16 D h a h a b l l 1 0 3 f- cUyainah (Khatlb IX 180; see also p . 160 below), Ibn 
17 Ibn cAsakir VI 321. al-Mubarak (Nawawi, pp . 366 f., and p. 232 below), Abu 
1 8 I b n S a c d V I 2 3 9 ; Nawawl, p . 118. Walid al-TayalisI (Dhahabl I 346 f.), and Yahya ibn 
19 Khat lb I X 5. Should the number perhaps be 7,000? M a C i n (Kifayah, pp. 146, 217 f., 230 f., 362, 382). See Jarh, 

"Seventy" and its multiples arouse more suspicion than Taqdimah, pp. 118, 282, and 284, for the distinction be-
the other round numbers. tween leadership in the field of hadith and in the field of 

20 Abu Nu c im VII 147 sunnah, with Sufyan al-Thauri as imam in both. 

M 7 . , , 1 C - , , T 1 " AACk
 21Jarh 1 2 , pp. 140-42; Dhahabl I 183. 

21 Ibld- P - 1 5 5 ; Jar* J X- P ' 4 4 9 ' »Jarh, Tavdimah, p. 66. 
22 Abu N ^ a i m VII 313. 29 Mf£n ^ 
« Khat lb X I I I 90 f. 30 A b u Nucaim VI 368. 
2* Dhahabl I 145. « Khat lb X I I 348. 
26 Ibn Sacd V 361 f.; Akhbar al-qu4at I I I 253. 32 Dhahabl I 179. See also pp . 178-80 below. 
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pupils Yahya ibn Macin, who wrote down Hammad's entire Jamtf, some of it directly from 
Hammad and the rest from seventeen other traditionists; four other traditionists state that 
they wrote down about 10,000 of Hammad's traditions (see pp. 160 f.). 

In the second half of the second century, when the recording of Tradition had already be
come the general practice and when the numerous isnad's were still multiplying with each 
successive transmission, collections of traditions numbering in the thousands and presently in 
the tens of thousands became more or less the rule. Malik ibn Anas had a collection of some 
100,000 traditions, of which he used 10,000 at the most and incorporated only some 1,700 in 
his Muwatta? (see p. 125); in addition, individual transmitters had comparatively small col
lections from him, such as Shaibani's 700 traditions.33 Sufyan ibn cUyainah, who was at first 
reluctant to write down or dictate traditions, was once tricked into relating 100.34 His collec
tion at one time was reported at 7,000 traditions (see p. 179). Ibrahim ibn Sacd (see p. 180) 
transmitted 17,000 traditions from Ibn Ishaq in addition to the latter's Maghasfi.** Sharlk ibn 
cAbd Allah, judge of Kufah and tutor of MahdI's sons, dictated 3,000 and 5,000-9,000 tradi
tions to his various students.36 Hushaim al-Wasitfs collection is reported as consisting of 
some 20,000 traditions (see p. 163). cAbd al-Rahman ibn Mahdi is said to have transmitted 
2,000 traditions from his colleague Yahya ibn Sacid al-Qattan37 and to have dictated 20,000.38 

Rauh ibn cUbadah, Basran transmitter of Malik's Muwatta? (see p. 117), wrote down a collec
tion of 10,000 traditions which was copied by others.39 The Khurasanian Ibn al-Mubarak 
states that he wrote down traditions from 1,100 shaikhs,40 and the number of traditions which 
he in turn transmitted out of his vast collection is estimated by Yahya ibn Macin at 2,000.41 

The collection of the Syrian Ismaril ibn cAyyash (see p. 178) consisted at first of 10,000 tradi
tions and increased to 30,000.42 The Egyptian Ibn Wahb is credited with 100,000.43 

The first half of the third century saw the continuation of the increase in the number of 
traditions in the collections of leading scholars. Yazld ibn Harun and Abu Nucaim Fadl ibn 
Dukain are said to have written down "thousands of traditions."44 When figures are given 
for entire collections, they range from hundreds of thousands to an occasional million and a 
half. Yahya ibn Macin wrote down from Musa ibn Ismacil al-Basri al-Tabudhkl (d. 223/838) 
about 30,000 or 40,000 traditions and collected 50,000 traditions of Ibn Juraij.45 Inasmuch 
as Yahya, like other leading professionals, wrote down traditions from literally hundreds of 
traditionists, it is not surprising that his total collection is reported at a million traditions,46 

a figure that would seem to be in keeping with the reported size of his library (see p. 51). 
The number of traditions in the entire collection of a younger contemporary, Ahmad ibn 
al-Furat (d. 258/872), is given as a million and a half.47 Ishaq ibn Rahawaih, whose memory 
was photographic (see p. 55), is reported as dictating from memory at various times 11,000, 
70,000, and 100,000 traditions.48 During his rihlah in cIraq he along with Yahya ibn Macin 
and Ibn Hanbal and their circle spent a great deal of time recalling among themselves tradi-

33 Khatib II 172. 
34 Ibn al-Jauzi, Kitdb al-adhkiyaP, pp. 72 f. 
35 Tafsir X 14. 
36 Akhbar al-qu4at III 150 f., 161; Dhahabi I 214; 

Khatib VI 320. 
37 Khatib XIV 138. 
38 Abu Nucaim IX 3. 
39 Dhahabi I 319. 
40 Nawawl, p. 287. Ibn al-Mubarak is even credited with 

some verses urging Hammad ibn Zaid ibn Dirham to write 
down the hadlth (Abu Nucaim VI 258). 

41 Khatib X 164; Dhahabi I 254. 
42 Dhahabi I 234; Khatib IV 224. 
43 Husn al-muhdiarah I 165. 
44 See e.g. Khatib XIV 339 f.; Nawawi, pp. 636 f. 
"Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 315; Khatib VIII 227; Dhahabi 

1315. 
46 Dhahabi II 16 f. 
47 Yafiq II 199. 
48 Khatib VI352-54; Madkhal, p. 13; Dhahabi II19-21. 
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tions transmitted through one, two, or three channels (turq)i9 and not always from memory.50 

The size of Ishaq ibn Rahawaih's entire collection seems to be nowhere mentioned51 but can 
be judged on the basis of those of Yahya and Ibn Hanbal, his close associates and friendly 
competitors. The collections and libraries of a second pair of friendly scholars, Abu Zarcah 
and Abu Hatim al-Razi, tell the same story of tremendous growth in the number of traditions 
and in the diversified sciences of Tradition (culum al-hadlth), particularly the jarh wa al-tacdil. 
Abu Zarcah7s collection contained 10,000 traditions each from Hammad ibn Salamah ibn 
Dinar and Musa ibn Ismacll, 50,000 to 70,000 to 100,000 each from Ibrahim ibn Musa and 
cAbd Allah ibn Abi Shaibah, and 80,000 traditions of Ibn Wahb of Egypt.52 Though specific 
figures for Abu Hatim al-Razi seem not to be as readily available, it is known that his collec
tion of traditions, which he started in the year 209/824, grew steadily, that he wrote down 
some 14,000 from one shaikh, that he accumulated large quantities throughout his three long 
journeys and put them to good use in his critical works.53 

With the sizes of these collections in mind, we may conclude that the numbers of traditions, 
reflecting either partial or complete collections, credited to Ibn Hanbal, Muslim, and Bukhari 
were not exceptional but rather typical for their ranking contemporaries, especially when it 
is recalled that these three, honored as they were in their day, had not yet received the almost 
sacred halos with which they were later crowned.54 The totals credited to Ibn Hanbal vary 
from 750,000 to 1,200,000 traditions.55 Bukhari is said to have had a collection of 300,000 
traditions, of which he had memorized 100,000 of the best, but the figure 600,000, of which 
he had memorized 200,000, is also given.56 The number of traditions that formed the basis of 
the Sahih of Muslim, said to contain some 12,000 traditions,57 is given as 300,000; his total, 
to which I have so far found no reference, can be gauged from this figure. With so little agree
ment on the total number of traditions in the surviving Musnad of Ibn Hanbal and in the 
$ahihain of Muslim and Bukhari the impossibility of discovering the totals of all the tradi
tions of any of these three scholars and others is readily to be seen. 

What, then, do these sometimes contradictory numbers mean? First of all, they alert us to 
the fact that no adequate contemporary or nearly contemporary statistics were kept and that 
they are but approximations to the nearest hundred or thousand etc. Nevertheless, they not only 
clearly indicate the fact of the steady growth of Tradition but also give some idea of the rate 
of growth. The rate is reflected by the increasing number of traditions transmitted by one 
scholar to another and also by the increasing number of transmitters. A famed scholar's public 
lectures usually drew 10,000 scholars carrying inkwells,58 apart from the crowds of passive 
listeners. All of this indicates that the great majority of traditions in circulation were held, 
one might say, in common. The double acceleration is in turn reflected in the rate of growth 
of the number of traditions in the arsenal of such master traditionists as have come under 

49 Khatlb IV 419. 
50 See Jamic I 75, where Ibn Hanbal asks what indeed 

could have been accomplished without the records of earlier 
generations of traditionists: *' Ji» ^ | JU)| <L\£' *^J 

61 See GAL S I 257 for his Musnad. 
62 Jarh, Taqdimah, pp. 334 f.; Khatib X 327. Cf. Dhaha

bi II 124. 
63 See Jarh, Taqdimah, pp. 349-75 (Abu Hatim's biogra

phy by his son), esp. pp. 359 f. and 363; Dhahabi II132-34. 
See also GAL I 167 and GAL S I 278 f. 

54 As is significantly reflected by the short notices ac
corded to them in Jarh III 2, p. 191, and IV 1, pp. 182 f., 
in contrast to the longer entries on Ibn Hanbal in Jarh, 
Taqdimah, pp. 292-313, and Jarh I 1, pp. 68-70. 

65 See e.g. Khatlb IX 375 and Manaqib, pp. 28, 32, 59 f., 
and 191. 

66 Nawawi, pp. 87 and 95 respectively. See also p. 65 
above. 

57 Dhahabi II 151. 
68 Ibid. p. 101. For the early and continued association 

of a$hab al-hadlth with inkwells as a mark of their profession 
see e.g. Risdlah, p. 64, Macrifah, p. 3, and especiallyAdab 
al-imla>, pp. 17-19, 22, 96, 119, 147-49, and 152-57. 
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review above. The earlier ones were the vanguard of an army of traditionists, the ahl al-hadlth, 
who were bracing themselves to meet the onslaughts of legal innovation and doctrinal heresy 
in their own orthodox Sunnite ranks, not to mention the heterodoxies of growing sects that 
were producing their own traditions, some in quite large numbers. The latter were to be found 
mostly among the Shrites,59 the Qadirites,60 and especially the Kharijites, in whose ranks 
were several self-confessed forgers61 such as cAbd al-Karlm ibn Abl cAwja al-Waddac (d. 155/ 
772), who claimed he had forged 4,000 traditions.62 The need to make exhaustive collections, 
to sort the sound from the unsound traditions, and to organize some of the materials into 
manageable form and size pressed heavily on the orthodox Sunnite traditionists from the 
second half of the second century onward. 

Inasmuch as the isndd was the main basis for judging the soundness or unsoundness of a 
tradition, a feverish search for the best and next best isndd* s of the various traditions was set 
in motion early and was reflected in the objective of many a rihlah. Hence, the practice of 
writing down traditions with the same basic content but with variant isnad's soon became an 
important factor in the rapid growth of Tradition. Again, in the course of successive transmis
sion, written or oral, though more often in the case of oral, the original content was frequently 
changed in structure or occasionally acquired a different nuance of meaning63 or suffered some 
addition or subtraction. Such alterations occurred more frequently when transmission was 
according to the sense of the content (macnaw%) than when it was strictly literal (harfi).64 

Hence, the search for parallel but variant isnad's was supplemented by the search for parallel ver
sions of the same content, so that there was an increase in the total number of so-called versions, 
based on either isndd or content or both, of a given tradition. Because of aversion to traditions 
based ultimately on only one authority (hadlth al-ahdd)65 the search for a second, independent, 
isndd became the general practice and was extended to apply to each step of successive trans
mission, so that each generation of traditionists was urged to relate every tradition from at 
least two shaikhs.66 This practice explains why there are so many duplicate traditions in the 
individual standard collections and why the great majority of these collections repeat a given 
tradition only once, as is also the case in a number of our documents. However, master tradi
tionists did not limit themselves to this minimum, as a sampling of the pages of the Concord
ance soon reveals. The Concordance reveals also that Ibn Hanbal's ratio of multiple repetitions 
is greater by far than that of the other master traditionists whose works are there indexed. Hence 
his Musnad was the most useful for tracking down parallels to many of the traditions in our 
papyri (see e.g. Document 3). 

59 Mtfrijah, pp. 135-50. Madkhal, p. 13, reports a 
Shlcite collection of 300,000 traditions, while Muslim (Vol. 
I 84 and 102) refers to a collection of 50,000-70,000 tradi
tions of the Shtcite Imam Muhammad al-Baqir (d. 113/ 
731). See p. 50 above for Shucbah's traditions that traced 
back to CA1I ibn Abl Talib and p. 229 below for the Shlcite 
Imam Jacfar ibn Muhammad al-!$adiq (d. 148/765) as a 
traditionist. For other Shlcite traditionists see pp. 18, n. 
130, and 47 above and Mtfarif, pp. 295 and 301. The de
velopment of early Shlcite traditions, including those of the 
Zaidites (see Fihrist, p. 178), needs re-examination in a 
separate monograph. Many Shlcites were early looked up 
to as men of knowledge (see e.g. ShirazI, Tabaqdt al-
fuqaha* [Baghdad, 1356/1937] p. 11). 

60 For example, Ibrahim ibn Muhammad al-Aslami (d. 
184/800), who was a faqih and a muhaddith and who is 
credited with a Muwatta^ twice the size of that of Malik 
(see Dhahabi I 227 and Goldziher, Studien II 220). 

61 See e.g. Madkhal, p. 27; Kifayah, p. 123; Abu Nucaim 
IX 39. For the intellectualism of the early Kharijites see 
e.g. Jahi?, Kitdb al-baydn wa al-tabyin (1366/1947) I 321 f. 
and II 226-28 (see also our Vol. I 7, 29). 

Other sects, as they emerged, produced their own tradi
tions as to both isndd and matn. The preoccupation of the 
orthodox with the detection and refutation of these tradi
tions is reflected e.g. in Ta^wil, pp. 88-104; Tafsir VI 187-
89; Ibn Hibban, p. 129, No. 1355; Madkhal, pp. 25-45; 
Kifayah, pp. 120-25; Khatib I 43. 

62 Ibn cAsakir, Tabyln kadhib al-muftarl (Damascus, 
1347/1928) p. 12; Mlzdn II 144. 

63 See e.g. Macrifah, pp. 130-35. 
64 See e . g . « I 78-81; Kifayah, pp. 171 ff. and 198 ff. 

See also p. 256 below. 
65 See e.g. Ta^wil, p. 96. 
66 Even the mechanics of reporting multiple isnad's were 
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As with the references to numbers of traditions, I made note also of the references to num
bers of channels (turq) that I encountered. Here, too, the data are scattered and limited but 
not without significance as to trends and rate of increase. Muhammad ibn Sinn, who belonged 
to the group which permitted transmission according to basic meaning after the analogy of 
the seven huruf of the Qui°an,67 is reported as saying, "I used to hear a tradition from ten 
(transmitters) with the same meaning but different words (lafz)."m Sufyan al-Thaurl speaks 
of 7 turq for a given tradition transmitted according to sense. Ibn Hanbal made a practice of 
seeking at least 6 or 7 turq for a given tradition,69 as is certainly reflected in his Musnad. 
Yahya ibn MacIn put his figure at 30 according to one source and 50 according to another.70 

Ibrahim ibn SacId al-Jauhari (d. 249 or 259/863 or 873) set his figure at 100, so that the caliph 
Abu Bakr's original 50 or so traditions increased presumably to about 5,000 in Ibrahim's 
Musnad.71 Ibrahim's contemporary Yacqtib ibn Shaibah (182-262/798-876) would seem to 
have had a large number of turqy though I have so far discovered no specific figure, to judge 
by the stated size and nature of his Musnad (see p. 47), of which only part of the section 
devoted to the musnad of cUmar I is available.72 Hamzah ibn Muhammad al-Kinam (4th/10th 
century) is said to have put his figure at 200, which number of turq was eventually considered 
excessive.73 Tabari's numerous turq, so well illustrated in both his Ta^rlkh and his Tafslr, 
should cause little astonishment,74 since the use of numerous turq was a common practice 
among his older contemporaries to judge from the figures given above and from Ibn Qutaibah's 
references to 2, 3, 4, 8, 10, 12, 19, 20, and 70 turq, though Ibn Qutaibah himself75 felt that 
consistent search for 10 and 20 parallels was a waste of effort. 

The close interrelationship between a large number of traditions and a large number of 
turq is quite apparent even from such incomplete data. It is equally apparent that exhaustive 
collections could be made by only a small percentage of the extremely large number of tradi-
tionists, as was recognized by the Muslim scholars. Shacbi expressed it thus: "Knowledge is 
in three spans. He who attains the first span holds his head high thinking he has attained it 
all. He who attains the second span recognizes his personal limitations knowing that he has 
not attained it all. As for the third span, indeed no one attains it ever."76 When the Kufan 
Acmash (60-148/680-765) was praised for his great service to (religious) science (Him) because 
he attracted a large number of students, who would carry on in that field, he replied: "Do 
not be (too) impressed (by numbers). One-third will die before they finish (their studies), one-
third will attach themselves to those in power and these are worse than dead,77 and of 
the last third only a small number will succeed."78 One of his few students who did succeed 

at the numerous turq used by Tabarl. For instances of 
detailed (Kifayah, pp. 212-16; Madkhal, pp. 11 and 22 e x h austive collections of main and turq for the Zuhrlyat 
[= trans, pp. 14 f. and 24]; Adab aUmla\ p. 54). through the mid~4th century see pp. 183 f. below. 

67 For typical arguments for this usage in the Qur3an and 75 T&wil, pp. 78 f. and 96. 
hadtth see Tafslr I 21-67 and Jam* I 78-81; see also J. W. 76 Mawardl, Adab al-dunya wa al-din, p. 57. 
bweetman, Islam and Christian Theology II (London. 1955) 77 r . . T .__ „ . . . . _ „ , , «„ r t , , 
1 3 3 _ 3 6

 y* ' ' 77Jdmi< I 185. See ibid. pp. 163 f. and 178 f. for wide-
ea ' ~ . TTXT „ +„ T • T ~~ spread distaste among the conservative traditionists for 
68 Ibn Sacd VII 1, p. 141: Jamic I 79. . ^ , ?... . . , , , , 

. : ^ ' court service, l̂ ew traditionists were tempted or persuaded 
69 Abu Nu^aim VII 72. t o fabricate hadith to suit the rulers (Madkhal, pp. 28 f.). 
70 Manaqib, p. 58. Yahya reports one of Mucawiyah's Nevertheless, many good traditionists did enter the caliph's 

traditions at least 15 times (Ibn Hanbal IV 58, 93, 95-101). service (see e.g. J ami- I 185 f. for an incomplete list that 
71 Madkhal, p. 9; Khatib VI 93-95, esp. p. 94; Dhahabi includes many leading scholars of the 1st and 2d centuries). 

II 17 89 
' ' 78 Even the masters could not, in the nature of things, 

72 Yatqub ibn Shaibah, Musnad . . . <Umar ibn al- a t t a i n COmplete success. 'All ibn al-Madini boasted that he 
Khattab, ed. Sami Haddad (Beirut, 1359/1940). h a d a l l o f t h e c o i i e c t i o n o f Acmash, whereupon <Abd al-

73 See Jam* II 132, where doubt is expressed as to this Rahman ibn Mahdl dictated to <AlI 30 traditions of Acmash 
high figure. that were not known to CA1I (Khatib X 245; see also Surah 

74 Dhahabi (Vol. II 253) expresses his own astonishment 58:11). 
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was Sufyan ibn cUyainah (107-98/725-814), who in citing Acmash's prediction estimated the 
small number of successes at the liberal figure of ten per cent.79 The Khurasanian Ibn al-
Mubarak (118-81/736-97), speaking from experience, tells us that of the sixty youths who 
headed west in search of knowledge {Him) only he pursued the goal to the end,80 and he too 
was at one time a pupil of Acmash. 

How does one, it is time to ask, tie up all these data into a consistent and intelligent formula 
that would adequately fit the facts and give a reasonable reflection of the rapid increase in the 
number of traditions? Let us return to the Companions for a starting point. Assuming that 
the average Companion transmitted one tradition to two Successors and that each of these 
two transmitted the same tradition to two transmitters of the next generation (see p. 70) 
and assuming that this series was continued to the fourth and eighth terms—which would 
correspond to the fourth and eighth tabaqat of transmitters representing the generations of 
Zuhri and Ibn Hanbal respectively—we would have a geometric progression whose fourth and 
eighth terms are 16 and 256 respectively. In other words, the average Companion's original 
tradition could have been transmitted either literally or according to sense through 16 different 
isndd's or turq in Zuhrfs time and through 256 in Ibn Hanbal's time, if we assume that all 
the traditionists represented by the different links in these isnad's attained their objective as 
transmitters of hadith. This assumption, however, to judge by Sufyan's estimated rate of ten 
per cent for successful survival of traditionists, is highly improbable, for the rate of isnad sur
vival should be close to that for traditionists. If we extend our hypothetical series to the tenth 
term, or the tenth tabaqah, the probable number of isndd's in the time of Ibn Hanbal and the 
next two generations of transmitters would be ten per cent of 256, 512, and 1024, that is, 26, 
51, and 102 turq respectively. These figures are remarkably close to the 30 or 50 turq claimed 
by Yahya ibn MacIn and the 100 turq claimed by Ibrahim ibn Sacld al-Jauharl (see p. 71). 

We cannot countercheck the validity of these estimates by starting with the number of Com
panions and the average number of traditions originally transmitted by each because both 
figures are unknown and the available estimates vary so greatly81 that they are useless for any 
such purpose. However, using geometric progression, we find that one to two thousand Com
panions and senior Successors transmitting two to five traditions each would bring us well 
within the range of the total number of traditions credited to the exhaustive collections of 
the third century. Once it is realized that the isnad did, indeed, initiate a chain reaction that 
resulted in an explosive increase in the number of traditions, the huge numbers that are credited 
to Ibn Hanbal, Muslim, and Bukhari seem not so fantastic after all. Fortunately a plateau 
was reached during the third century owing largely to the exhaustive activities of these men 
and their immediate successors. 

79 Abu Nucaim VII 288. There seems to be some dis
turbance in the text, which gives not "thirds" but "threes" 
that make sense only when read "three out of ten will die, 
three out of ten will serve those in power, three out of ten 
will fail, leaving one to carry on." Among the 90% with 
varying degrees and kinds of failure was, at the bottom of 
the list, Sufyan's own nephew to whom Sufyan refused the 
hand of his daughter because he could not recite 10 verses 
of the Qur5an, nor 10 traditions, nor 10 verses of poetry 
(see Abu al-Laith al-Samarqandi, Bustan al-cdriftn, on mar
gins of his Tanblh al-ghdfilin [Cairo, 1319/1902] p. 129). 

80AbuNucaim VII 369. 
81 For various estimates and some attempted explana

tion of their differences see Madkhal, pp. 11-14 (— trans, 
pp. 15-17); Usd I 3 f., 11 f. See also Ibn al-JauzI, Talkih 
juhdm ahl ildtdr fi muh,ta§ar assiyar walahbdr nach der Ber
liner Handschrift untersucht von Carl Brockelmann (Leiden, 
1892) pp. 18-20, and GAL S I 915, No. 6. The range of the 
more conservative estimates of the number of actual trans
mitters from Muhammad varies from 1,500 to 4,000. Ex
tremists put the figure at over 100,000 (see e.g. Tadrib, pp. 
205 f.). 
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I 

WITH so much material available and so little of it usable or actually used, the problem 
of selection posed a number of questions at different professional levels. In the pre
liminary stage of collecting hadith the young scholar was largely guided by his seniors, 

among whom were the critics. Hadith critics began to appear around the end of the first 
century, when several trends reflected the need for a cautious approach to the materials in 
circulation. One of the major trends was the multiplying of sects, which in turn provided the 
first general basis for selectivity, the materials circulated by those outside one's own sect being 
rejected because it was argued that if these materials duplicated one's own materials they 
were superfluous and if not they were open to suspicion. This type of selectivity did not prove 
to be so exclusive as it might seem, especially in the case of the early Shrah, for many of the 
early traditionists were claimed by both the Sunnites and the Shicites and the materials of 
the latter, except those that bore at first directly on cAlI ibn Abl Talib's political claims and 
later on Shicite doctrinal developments, were generally in accord with the Sunnite views.1 But 
such rejections presently proved more effective against the Kharijites (see p. 70). A second 
major trend that called for a critical approach was the rapid increase in the number of non-
Arabs who were invading the ranks of the traditionists (see p. 18). These, apart from belonging 
to different sects, were suspect at first for language deficiency and presently for racial bias. 
Zuhrfs solution of bypassing the non-Arab mawali proved impractical even in his own day 
(see pp. 34 f.). 

Attention was at first centered on the qualifications of each individual traditionist within 
one's own particular religious sect and racial group. This was soon both intensified and ex
panded, for the critics of each generation had to scrutinize the mental and moral qualifications 
not only of the transmitters but also of their sources back to a Companion and the Prophet. 
That is, it was not only necessary for a critic to know each individual traditionist, but he had 
to know about each traditionist in a given isnad and thus supplement the Him al-rijal with 
knowledge of each isnad as a unit. Just as the traditionists were grouped in categories ranging 
from the least trustworthy, who were to be bypassed, to the completely trustworthy, who 
were the ranking authorities, so the isnad'$, considered no stronger than their weakest link, 
were classified from the totally unacceptable to the most authoritative.2 Classification of the 
isndd's provided a more or less practical tool for elimination of some of the materials. But, 
even with this sifting, master traditionists were faced with an enormous mass of hadith. Fur
thermore, even when these several bases of selection had won a measure of acceptance, their 

1 Ttfwil, pp. 102 f. The extremists looked on all innova
tion (bidcah) as an evil to be shunned. Others, while con
demning heresy, did nevertheless transmit the non-doctri
nal hadith of some of its adherents but usually concealed 
the name (dalas) of the heretic, as ShaficI is said to have 
done with the hadith of the Qadirite Ibrahim ibn Muham
mad al-Aslami (see p. 70, n. 60, above and Yacqubi II116, 
159). In time, however, bidcah was treated in five classes 
that ranged from the forbidden heresy to the required 
changes in educational programs (see Abu Shamah, Al-

baHth cala inkar al-bida^ wa al-hawadith; Abu Nucaim III 76 
and 189, VII 26 and 33, IX 103 and 113). For a brief survey 
of the fluctuations in the precepts regarding bidcah up to 
modern times, see Mohammed Talbi, "Les bidac

;" Studia 
I&lamica XII (1960) 43-77. 

2 For comparative evaluation of isndd's and some specific 
illustrations see e.g. Macrifah, pp. 10-12 and 52-58; 
Kifayah, pp. 397-404. See also Goldziher, Studien II 247 
and our Vol. I 47, 51 f. 
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application was largely subjective and defied general and widespread agreement. Thus, in the 
aggregate, the effectiveness of the isnad as the sole or even the prime criterion was nullified. 
Second- and third-century traditionists with large preliminary collections had to devise their 
own conditions of selection (shurut) for the traditions to be included in their final and organ
ized compositions. Some of these conditions depended on the individual traditionist's major 
objectives, as seen in the cases of Ibn Hanbal, Muslim, and Bukhari (p. 65). Yet even they 
were embarrassed by a wealth of materials that met their own conditions but had to be 
dropped because of sheer bulk. 

What, then, were the factors, expressed or tacit, that were involved in the final stage of the 
series of tests that determined the selection of traditions and therefore a high probability of 
survival? The answer to this important question is nowhere pinpointed in the numerous 
sources at my command and, to the best of my knowledge, has been overlooked by modern 
scholars. This is not so surprising when one considers the high degree of subjectivity that was 
involved in all attempts at the evaluation and selection of hadith. The early Muslims realized 
that in the final analysis all such judgments, despite the necessary groundwork to discover 
the biographical and in many instances the historical data, depended on ability acquired 
through long experience. The expert traditionist, they claimed, was like the experienced 
money-changer, who could as a rule readily detect the true from the false coin. To carry the 
comparison farther, the expert hadith critic was admiringly called the "money-changer of 
Tradition" (sairafi al-hadlth or naqid al-hadlth). This expression gained currency in the second 
half of the first century, for it was applied to the Kufan NakhacI (d. 95/714) by his admiring 
pupil and fellow traditionist Acmash, who made a practice of checking the traditions he heard 
from others with NakhacI.3 Use of the metaphor persisted into the third and fourth centuries 
with here and there another type of expert replacing the money-changer, such as the jeweler 
who could tell a real gem from a piece of glass or the physician who could distinguish between 
the sane and the insane.4 Such metaphors might be applied also to the diagnostic arts, which 
not only pinpoint the dividing line between the sound and the unsound but also indicate the 
varying degrees of soundness, for this was precisely the problem with which the ambitious 
and conscientious collector-composer of hadith works was faced in the final stages of his literary 
activities. Like any professional diagnostician, the master traditionist had to use his own judg
ment and preferences5 in the final acceptance or rejection of a given tradition for any of his 
organized permanent works. 

The knowledge-based judgment as to the final selection of a tradition was conditioned as 
frequently by the category of the main as by that of the isnad. There was, to begin with, a 
certain measure of oral agreement on the bases for value judgments and on nascent editorial 
practices. These soon came to be discussed in formal works on hadith criticism. However, the 
earliest writers in this field concentrated on the individual men of the isnad's, producing such 
biographical works as Bukharl's Ttfrikh, Ibn Sacd's Tabaqat, and the Jarh wa al-tacdll of Abu 

3 Abu Nucaim IV 219 f.; DhahabI I 69; Nawawi, p. 136. 
Nakhaci's younger contemporary Ayyiib al-Sikhtiyani of 
Basrah (see pp. 150, 230 below) was referred to as jahbadh 
al-rulama? (DhahabI I 123). 

AJarh, Taqdimah, pp. 349-51; Abu Nu^aim V 103; 
Khatib X 246 f.; Nawawi, pp. 391 f. Similar concepts are 
expressed for literary criticism, especially in connection 
with poetry; see e.g. Jumahi, Tabaqat al-shucar&, ed. 

Joseph Hell (Leiden, 1916) pp. 3 f., and Amldi, Kitdb al-
muwdzanah (Constantinople, 1287/1870) pp. 167 f. 

5 Cf. Macrifah, p. 113, where cAbd al-Rahman ibn 
Mahdl goes as far as to say that knowledge of the hadith is 
instinctive (or by inspiration): / » I ^ I ^ J J J H I Ziyi*- Later, 

Ibn Khaldun took into consideration the factor of proba
bility in the acceptance of individual traditions as coming 
from the Prophet (see Rosenthal's translation of Ibn 
Khaldiin's Muqaddimah II 449). 
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Hatim al-Razi and his son cAbd al-Rahman. In the meantime, compilers of the standard hadlth 
collections, from Ibn Hanbal to Nasa% put together their ideas on such subjects largely for 
their own personal use, though some of these works eventually went into circulation for the 
guidance of others. I t was considerably later that the more sophisticated and thematically 
arranged works on the various aspects of the sciences of hadlth came into being. These included, 
besides some treatment of the men of the isndd's, classification of the isndd's, consideration of 
the matn and the factors affecting it, and discussion of the various methods of transmission. 
Extant examples of the earlier of such expository and critical hadlth works are Hakim al-
Nisaburf s Macrifah and Madkhal, Khatlb's Kifdyah and Taqyld al-cilm, and Ibn cAbd al-Barr's 
Jdmic.G 

The role of the matn as the basis of acceptability has been generally represented as secondary 
to that of the isndd, but this view needs modification. To begin with, it was the matn alone 
that circulated among the Companions, who frequently compared and pooled their traditions, 
as is so well illustrated in the mosque session of cUbadah ibn al-Samit al-Ansari (d. 34/654).7 

The early emphasis on the matn is reflected in the tradition attributed to Muhammad which 
implies that the good and conscientious believers will readily distinguish his true sayings from 
those falsely attributed to him8 and in a tradition traced to cAll in which the role of the matn 
is placed ahead of that of the isndd.2 Again, what cUmar I objected to was not so much the 
"who" as the "what" of the increasing number of traditions circulating in his day. I t was not 
until after the First Civil War of Islam that the Companions began to be questioned as to 
corroborative sources and the accuracy of their traditions.10 Furthermore, it was not until the 
Second Civil War and the counter-caliphate of cAbd Allah ibn al-Zubair that the isndd became 
of primary importance.11 The change occurred for a number of reasons, all of which have been 
touched on elsewhere in these pages. Chief among them were the passing-away of most of the 
leading Companions, increased suspicion on the part of Zuhrl and the caliph cAbd al-Malik of 
both the isndd and the matn of traditions originating in the eastern provinces of the expanding 
Umayyad Empire, and the intensifying of political, religious, and racial strife. It is no wonder 
that the isndd, beginning with the younger Companions and the Successors, became part of 
the faith and, somewhat later, a source of pride for the entire Muslim learned community.12 

Furthermore, the degree of early emphasis on the isndd varied in the different provinces and 
among different individuals in the same province. With some the isndd literally took second 
place to the content, for which the word kaldm seems to have alternated with or perhaps even 
preceded the word matn.13 Sometimes the recitation of a tradition began and ended with the 
matn, and sometimes the isndd was supplied only on demand. Makhul al-Shami discovered 
from experience that the cIraqis were more strict than the Syrians in the use of the isndd.14 

6 Ibn Khaldun, Muqaddimah, pp. 215-17 (-Rosen
thal's trans. II 447-63), gives a brief summary of the zulum 
al-hadith. 

7 See e.g. Ibn Hanbal V 328; Ibn Majah I 7. Cf. Ibn 
Khaldun, Muqaddimah, p. 215. 

8 Ibn Sa<d I 2, p. 105; Ibn Hanbal III 497, V 425; Ibn 
Majah I 7 f. 

9 T^shkuprlzadah, Kitab miftdh al~sacadah I (Haidara-
bad, 1328/1910) 25: JU^Jb J J i C*/u V j ^ JII 

.A\A\ J*;*} J>JI (Js^pl 

10 See e.g. TirmidhI XIII 305, 307, 330; Kifdyah, p. 121; 
Adah al-iml(Py pp. 5 f.; Dhahabi I 10, 12. 

11 See Vol. I 8 f. and references there cited; Robson, 
"The isndd in Muslim Tradition," Transactions of the 
Glasgow University Oriental Society XV (1955) 15-26, esp. 
pp. 15 f. and 21 f. See also references cited in n. 12 below. 

12 See e.g. Jarh I 15 f.; Muslim I 10; Adab al-imkP, pp. 
6 f.; Macrifah, p. 6; Madkhal, pp. 3-6. 

13 Kifdyah, pp. 211 f. 
14 Ibn cAsakir, Ta^rikh madinat Dimashq, ed. §alah al-

Dln al-Munajjid, I (Damascus, 1371/1951) 347 f. 
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Zuhri found it necessary on several occasions to rebuke others because they omitted the isnad.15 

Despite the fact that large numbers of traditions were already in circulation for which acceptable 
isndd's were not readily available, the matn was not ignored to the degree generally believed. 
For the technical terms that later came to be associated with hadlth criticism include a number 
that apply as much to the matn as to the isnad (e.g. gharlb al-sand, gharlb al-matn, mauduc 

mvfallal) musahhaf) and quite a few that apply primarily to the matn (e.g. ijmali, shddhdh, 
mudraj, mudtarib, mukhtalif, mutdbac).u In selecting traditions, first the individual scholar and 
then the scholarly community not only heeded the isnad with its various degrees of refinement 
and acceptability but also evolved a series of rough dividing lines based primarily on the gen
eral nature of the content. Traditions that dealt with the lawful and the unlawful (al-haldl 
wa al-haram) but had no acceptable isnad were rejected. Traditions that dealt with personali
ties, partisan politics, and sectarian views, even when presented with acceptable isnad's, were 
characterized as suspicious materials needing careful scrutiny and independent supplementary 
validation. Much of what goes under the headings mandqib, fadaHl, and adab and under fitan 
and maldhim falls in this category. On the other hand, traditions that dealt with personal 
piety, private devotions, moral preachments, the Day of Judgment, and the world to come 
were frequently retained less through gullibility than through pious connivance and without 
much concern about the quality of the isnad (tasahul f% al-isndd) on the assumption that they 
were good for the religious and moral fiber of the community.17 I t must be obvious, then, that 
both the matn and the isnad of the first category of traditions were subjected at every step to 
stricter scrutiny and more workable controls than could have been devised for the other cate
gories. This factor, in turn, was responsible for a greater survival rate, in any highly selective 
collection of the second and third centuries, for traditions of the first category than for others. 
I t is thus necessary to de-emphasize the role of the isnad as the main basis of selection, and 
therefore of survival, and to give due consideration to the concomitant roles of the initial 
source of a given tradition and the nature of its content. 

Still other factors had some bearing on the selection of a tradition, namely the literary form 
of the content and the precision of the transmission terminology.18 During the second and 
third centuries the master collectors and organizers of Tradition and the composers of works 
based largely on Tradition had perforce to be literary editors of a sort. Of two isndd's with the 
same links, the one in which the names were spelled out in full or in which the verbal forms 
samaHu, akhbarani, or haddathanl were used would be preferred. Of two matn's that conveyed 
the same sense but were expressed in different words the editor-collector would select the 
wording that best expressed his understanding of the tradition unless he had supplementary 
evidence that the transmitters of one of the matnJs were better known for harfi, that is, literal 
transmission, or for the accuracy of their books—factors that were usually decisive in such 
matters of choice. Some organizers felt free to break up long traditions that covered several 
themes and append the original isnad to that part of the text which was pertinent for their 
immediate purpose, bypassing the rest perhaps for use later under other headings. Others 

15 Tirmidhi XIII 327 f.; Jarh, Taqdimah, pp. 6 and 20; 
Adab al-imlo?, pp. 5f.; Abu Nucaim III 365: <*Lol>-l 

16 See e.g. Macrifah, pp. 120 f. A few modern Muslim 
scholars in examining anew the sciences of hadlth have be
come aware of such points; see §ubhi al-Salih, cVlum al-
hadith wa mu§talahuhu (Damascus, 1389/1959) pp. 141 ff. 
and 300-320, and ibn al~cImad, Shadhamt al-dhahab I 221 f. 

17 See e.g. pp. 106 f., 110f., 144. See also Muslim 169, 107-
9, 123, 125 f.; Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 10; Kifayah, pp. 151-53; 
Musladrak I 490. Traditions on some of these themes 
were sanctioned on the ground that similar materials were 
allowed in the QurDan itself. Hamid ibn Zanjawaih (d. 251/ 
865) wrote a Kitdb al-targhib wa al-tarhib, a title that covers 
most of these themes (Dhahabi II 118 f.). 

18 See e.g. Kifayah, pp. 189-94. 
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preferred not to break up a tradition but to use it in full whenever a part of it was pertinent, 
a practice which accounts for a great many repetitions. Both practices, of course, affected the 
statistics relating to numbers of traditions. 

II 

The trends and developments discussed above lend a particular significance to our hadlth 
papyri, which stem from the period when the relatively simple biographical science (Him 
al-rijdl) was well advanced in comparison with the more sophisticated and complicated 
branches of the sciences of Tradition (culum al-hadlth), which were yet to be fully developed 
(see pp. 74 f.). For these documents present a cross section of the large preliminary collections 
that were being assembled approximately from 125/743 to 225/840 as well as specimens of 
final choices made by such leaders as Zuhri and Yahya ibn Sacid al-Ansarl and by Malik ibn 
Anas and Laith ibn Sacd (see Documents 2, 3, 6, 7). Furthermore, analysis of those traditions 
of the papyrus texts that have survived in the standard collections, frequently in identical 
parallels and through multiple channels, and those which have not survived affords a double 
test of the basis of selection in this crucial period of the standardization of Tradition. 

The most significant fact yielded by the extensive search for surviving parallels to the tradi
tions contained in the papyrus texts is the far higher ratio for the survival of the hadlth and 
sunnah of the Prophet than for the survival of the hadlth and sunnah of the Companions and 
Successors.19 Roughly three-fourths of the traditions contained in the thirteen papyri relate 
to the Companions and Successors (see n. 19). But, while only a few of these have verbatim 
or even any parallels at all, more than three-fourths of the traditions of Muhammad have 
either verbatim or almost verbatim parallels which as frequently as not come through multiple 
channels or turq. Also significant is the relatively inferior character of the isndd's of the tradi
tions that relate to the Companions and Successors in contrast to the superior isndd's that 
support the hadlth or report the sunnah of Muhammad. Again, even when the isndd's were 
equally acceptable priority of survival is repeatedly evidenced for the traditions of Muhammad. 
This priority holds even for a single but complex tradition in which the basic hadlth or sunnah 
of Muhammad was supplemented by a khabar tracing back to a Successor or even to a Com
panion, for the khabar was apt to be dropped while the basic tradition survived in the standard 
collections.20 

The high degree of consistency in the pattern of survival was so remarkable that after 
working on the texts of two or three papyri I was able to make a fair guess as to whether 
parallels to a given tradition would or would not be found in the indexed standard collections.21 

The isnad undoubtedly played a major role in the final stages of the selection of the traditions 
contained in these papyri, for the isndd's of the traditions that report the hadlth and sunnah 
of Muhammad are generally clearly superior to the isndd's of those that report the hadlth 
and sunnah of the Companions and Successors in the three factors essential to the evaluation 

19 The exact ratio cannot be stated since it is not always 
possible to determine the number of traditions contained in 
broken texts nor how many of them trace back to Muham
mad. Of the indicated total of 219 traditions in the papyri, 
57 are definitely hadlth and sunnah of the Prophet. Taken 
as a group, including the surviving parallels, complete and 
partial, literal and otherwise, the number of traditions 
analyzed runs to about 1,000. 

20 See e.g. Document 2, Tradition 3, esp. p. 118; Docu
ment 3, Tradition 29, esp. p. 138. See also p. 244. The 

khabar section thus discriminated against in formal hadlth 
collections was itself seldom lost since it found its way, as 
a rule, into related works on biography and history, espe
cially the akhbar and athar varieties. 

21 The Concordance was, of course, indispensable for this 
task, but, inasmuch as it is as yet incomplete, it was in 
numerous cases supplemented by material from chapters, 
particularly in the works of Muslim and Bukharl, devoted 
to the general field to which a given tradition belongs. 
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of an isnad: the trustworthiness of the individual transmitters, the degree of completeness of 
the isnad as a unit, and the precision of the transmission terminology. There are, to be sure, 
some traditions of Muhammad in which the isnad is incomplete and the terminology leaves 
something to be desired. These, however, are exceptions made in favor of trustworthy tradi-
tionists whose authority was all but universally accepted, as illustrated by the mardsil al~ 
Zuhrl (see p. 174) and Malik's use of the questionable term balagham (see p. 122). Inasmuch 
as attention is consistently drawn in the discussions of the individual documents to the priority 
of the Prophet's hadlth and sunnah and the high ratio of their survival, all that we need here 
in order to appraise the cumulative results is the following list of cross-references to document 
numbers and pages: 2:120, 3:141^3,4:147 and 155 f., 5:165, 6:173 f., 7:195 f., 8:207, 9:217, 
10:230 f., 11:244, 12:256, and 13:268. 

The papyri, supplemented by the parallels and closely related materials in the standard 
collections, amply illustrate all the editorial practices noted or discussed by the hadlth scholars 
and critics (see pp. 176 f.) as well as errors due to written transmission (see e.g. pp. 117,119,136) 
and confusion of names (see e.g. pp. 120, 252, 253). The papyri give evidence of transmission 
concurrently according to the letter and according to the sense, the latter on the analogy of 
the seven huruf of the Qm°an.22 This concurrency accounts for the irregular use of the tasliyah 
and other pious formulas (see pp. 88 f.), as for the interchanging of al-nabl and al-rasul in refer
ences to Muhammad (see e.g. pp. 117, 212). Transmission according to sense coupled with 
transmission through multiple channels accounts for the liberal use of synonyms and variant 
verb forms (see e.g. pp. 135, 140, 170, 201) and the change from direct to indirect speech or vice 
versa (see e.g. pp. 120, 248 f.). Attempts to group traditions thematically were largely respon
sible for the frequent breaking-up of long multiple-themed traditions and for the less frequent 
grouping-together of shorter related ones (see e.g. pp. 120, 161, 204, 24823). Again, the docu
ments give evidence that scholars were aware of at least two or three channels of transmission 
for the same materials (see e.g. pp. 148,154 f., 161) and of occasional expressions of doubt on 
the part of the transmitter-editor (see e.g. Documents 6, Tradition 5, and 7, Tradition l l2 4) . 
A few of the traditions, along with their parallels in the standard collections, give us such an 
insight into the patient, careful sorting and editing, particularly of the traditions of Muham
mad, during the second and early third centuries that we can follow the progressive steps of 
a given tradition toward its final literary forms (see e.g. pp. 120, 136-38, 145, 190, 250, 251). 
But most significant, perhaps, is the consistent lack of evidence of any deliberate attempt 
to tamper with a given tradition. I t is true that occasionally the meaning seems to have been 
affected by the addition or omission of a phrase, but few such cases are significant enough or 
even certain enough to cause surprise or demand explanation (see e.g. pp. 120, 172, 202). 
There are, in fact, only two traditions which probably indicate deliberate tampering with 
earlier texts, namely Tradition 13 of Document 9, dealing with the division of the spoils of 
victory (pp. 213-15), and Tradition 2 of Document 12, relating to Muhammad's supposed 
reasons for instructing Zaid ibn Thabit to learn the writing of the "people of the Book," espe
cially with reference to the Jews (pp. 256-58). 

The special attention to and extra care with Muhammad's hadlth and sunnah were stressed 
from the very beginning of the caliphate. Abu Bakr preferred to remain silent rather than 
relate on the authority of Muhammad a tradition about which he had the slightest doubt. 

22 See Kifayah, pp. 189-94. 

23 See also ibid, and p. 19 above. 

24 See also Ibn Hanbal IV 422; Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 314; 
Ibn Hibban, Sahih, pp, 115 f., Madkhal, pp. 6 f. et passim; 
Ibn Khaldun, Muqaddimah, p. 215. 
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cUmar I was strict not only with his own transmission of the Prophet's traditions but also 
with that of others. cUthman, though he considered it a personal duty to transmit the sayings 
of Muhammad, was no less careful25 and is reported as saying that it was not permissible for 
anyone to relate traditions of the Prophet that he had not already heard in the time of Abu 
Bakr and cUmar.26 The early emphasis on careful approach to hadith al-nabl was frequently 
dramatized with the censorious "I relate to you (a tradition) on the authority of the Prophet, 
and you proffer your own opinion !"27 Again, "I relate to you on the authority of the Messenger 
of Allah and you relate to me on the authority of Abu Bakr and cUmar," said by Ibn cAbbas 
to Jubair ibn Mutcim.28 Among other Companions and Successors involved in this sort of re
buke were Ibn cUmar and one of his sons29 and Abu al-DardaD and Mucawiyah.30 A similar 
phrase was later used by Ibn Abl Dtrib (d. 158/775) to rebuke Abu Hanifah.31 Such sentiments 
reflect the initial fear of hadith al-nabl and then the glorification, which was extended in the 
second half of the first century and thereafter to hadith manuscripts (see pp. 60-61). Our 
Documents 10 and 11 reflect the early practice of keeping the hadith al-nabl apart from other 
materials, as illustrated also by the practices of Zuhrl and his companions, who even resisted 
at first the writing-down of anything but the Prophet's Tradition, and by the dispute between 
the two sons of Abu Bakr ibn Muhammad ibn cAmr ibn Hazm in which the traditionist cAbd 
Allah rebuked the jurist Muhammad for his use of ijmdz

3 "consensus," to the neglect of the 
hadith al-nabl.32 Still later Malik ibn Anas, who championed the consensus of the Medinans 
(ijmdQ ahl al-Madlnah)sz but strove to base as much of it as possible on the hadith al-nabl} 

which he collected assiduously, kept apart from other traditions, and recited, as did others 
before and after him (see e.g. pp. 90 f.), with ceremonious dignity. 

I l l 

The foregoing section points once again to our evidence that from the very start successful 
efforts were made, at least by a few zealous and far-sighted Companions, to gather and pre
serve the Prophet's Tradition and that such efforts were sustained by members, again com
paratively few, of the succeeding generations. These significant few did not lose sight of the 
distinction between the hadith and sunnah of the Prophet and the "living sunnah" of the 
Companions and Successors, even when new emphasis was placed on the latter by Zuhri's 
insistence that it too be committed to writing. The Islamic community itself early recognized 
the important role of the few well trained and zealous scholars who labored in each generation 
to establish and sustain the religious sciences at the highest possible level, whether their initial 
inclination was toward Quranic readings and commentary or toward Tradition and law. 

26 See e.g. Ibn ganbal I 66, 67, 70 ( - Ibn Hanbal, AU 
musnad I [1365/1946] Nos. 469, 470, 477, 484, 507). Similar 
attitudes are reflected by the tradition that those who 
transmit falsified traditions of Muhammad will dwell in 
hell-fire (see Concordance I 229 [ ^ J i and I 236 C ~ J J ) . 

28 See Lewis Bevan Jones, The People of the Mosque 
(London, 1932), p. 76, quoting Waqidi, p. 168, without 
specification of title; the reference does not tally with any 
of Waqidi's works that are available to me. 

" J a m * II 195 f. " 
29 Ibid.; Muslim IV 162; Isfara'inI, Musnad II 57 f. 
Z0Jamic II 196; ShaficI, Kitdb ikhtilaf al-hadith (on 

margins of Kitdb al-umm VII) p. 23. 

slRisalah, p. 62. 

32 Tabari III 2505 f.; Akhbar al-qudat I 176. See also p. 
24 above, with nn. 188-89. 

33 See e.g. Jamic II 202; Akhbar al-qudat I 143 f., I l l 
259 f. Malik's position is fully substantiated by his own 
usage as illustrated in his Muwatta*, where his insistence 
on citing and following the practice of the Medinans is met 
repeatedly (e.g. Muwatta* I 271, 276, 280, 297, 299, 302, 
309, 311, and 313 f., II 463, 475, 493, 503, 506, 511, 514 f., 
517 f., and 521 f.). See Concordance IV 320 J * I b 
^SjLJU- ry\ i jwwl for the position claimed or held by 

Medinan scholars. 
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Masruq ibn al-Ajdac (d. 63/682), himself a seeker after religious knowledge (see p. 11), credited 
six of his contemporaries—cUmar, cAli, Ibn c Abbas, Mucadh ibn Jabal (alternates with Ubayy 
ibn Kacb), Abu al-Darda3 (alternates with Abu Musa al-Ashcari), and Zaid ibn Thabit—with 
acquiring the Him of all the Companions.34 

Contemporary opinions and classification of individuals or of groups of scholars became a 
common feature of Islamic literary criticism. This afforded the critics of each generation a 
series of earlier critical opinions to accept or dispute and to supplement with estimates of 
their own, a process which necessarily produced a variety of opinions, some of them quite 
contradictory, on the same individual or theme.35 Nowhere in the religious sciences is this 
phenomenon more in evidence than in the Him al-rijal, early conceived by the Muslims as 
basic to the sciences of Tradition. Hence a unanimous or even a nearly unanimous opinion 
calls for recognition. Such an opinion is that expressed by the Basran cAli ibn al-Madini (161— 
234/777-848), pupil of the hadith critic Yahya ibn SacId al-Qattan and teacher of Yahya ibn 
MacIn, Ibn Hanbal, and Bukharl and himself an outstanding traditionist and hadith critic even 
though he, like most others, did not escape some adverse criticism.36 His opinion covers three 
generations of scholars representing various provinces of the empire and beginning with the 
generation of Zuhri (which overlaps that of Masruq), who heads a list of six scholars. The other 
five are cAmr ibn Dinar of Medina, Qatadah ibn Dicamah and Yahya ibn Abi Kuthair of 
Basrah, Abu Ishaq al-SabicI and Acmash of Kufah. His second list consists of twelve organizers 
(ashab al-asnaf): Malik ibn Anas, Ibn Juraij, Ibn Ishaq, and Sufyan ibn cUyainah from the 
Hijaz; Shucbah ibn al-Hajjaj, Sacid ibn Abi cArtibah, Hammad ibn Salamah ibn Dinar, 
Macmar ibn Rashid, and Abu cAwanah al-Waddah ibn Khalid from Basrah; Sufyan al-Thauri 
of Kufah; AwzacI of Syria; Hushaim of Wasit. His third list, which covers his older contempo
raries, includes six names: the Basrans Yahya ibn Sacid al-Qattan and cAbd al-Rahman ibn 
Mahdi; the Kufans WakF ibn al-Jarrah, Yahya ibn Abi Za^idah, and Yahya ibn Adam; Ibn 
al-Mubarak of Khurasan.37 The significance of these three lists of men whose activities fully 
justify cAli ibn al-Madlnfs opinion is threefold. First is the element of continuity, which is 
especially stressed by this critic, who introduces the first list with "the isndd (var. Him) 
revolves about these six," the second list with "then the knowledge of these six passed to 
twelve," and the third list with "then the knowledge of these twelve passed to six." Second 
is the recognition that the leading scholars of the post-Zuhrl period were all writers, a conclu-

34 Shirazi, Tabaqdt al-fuqaha?, pp. 12 and 13; Dhahabi I 
24. For other contemporary expressions of appreciation of 
the role of leading Companions, with some overlap of 
names, see e.g. Ibn Sacd V 329 and Shirazi, op. cit. pp. 21 
and 25. It is interesting to note that the sixfuqahfr accept
ed by Abu Hanlfah and his school are listed in two groups 
of three each: cAbd Allah ibn Mascud, cUmar, Zaid ibn 
Thabit (see Abu Yusuf, Kitab al-athar, p. 212) and CA1I, 
Abu Musa al-Ashcan, Ubayy ibn Kacb (see Shirazi, op. cit. 
pp. 10 and 12). 

35 See e.g. Jamfc II 150-66 for a wide variety of legiti
mate and not so legitimate factors that yielded such divided 
and contradictory opinions. 

35 For biographical entries see e.g. Khatib XI 458-73; 
Jamc I 356; Nawawi, pp. 443 f.; Dhahabi II 15 f.; Mlzan 
II 229-31. See also pp. 100, n. 47, and 177 below and our 
Vol. I 53 and 92. 

37 Jarh, Taqdimah, cites the third list in full or in part 
no less than nine times: on pp. 17, 55, 59 f., 129, 187, 220, 
234 f., 252 f., and 264 f. See also J ami" II 167 f., where 
Israel is added as the 13th name of the second group; 
Khatib IX 9 f. and X 401 for partial citations; Dhahabi I 
328, which stresses cAli ibn al-Madinf s emphasis on the 
element of continuity. Khatib XIV 178 and Ibn Khallikan 
II 284 (= trans. IV 25) credit Yahya ibn SacId al-Qattan 
with the Him of all of those whose names precede his in the 
lists. Other, more inclusive, lists lack cAli ibn al-Madlnl's 
well placed emphasis on the element of continuity in the 
preservation of zilm; see e.g. Hamadham, Kitab al-bulddn, 
p. 34; Risdlah, pp. 62 i.\Jarh, Taqdimah, pp. 315 and 319; 
Ma'rifah, pp. 240-49; Khatib I 43 f.; Ibn cAsakir, Ta^rikh 
madlnat Dimashq I 315-17; Dhahabi II 72; Shirazi, op. cit., 
which is arranged by region and city. These lists are reflect
ed in the butddniyat literature with its more comprehensive 
view of the resources, history, and culture of a given city 
or region. 
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sion thoroughly substantiated by the present study. The third significant factor, especially 
when it is related to the earlier statement of Masruq (see above), is that cAlT ibn al-Madlnf s 
opinion mirrors the shift of scholarly leadership from the Hijaz in the earlier period to cIraq 
and points farther east in the later period, when Muslim and Bukhari were already at work 
on their §ahihain. 

Despite the ingenious legalistic arguments of more recent times to discount the role of 
Mecca and Medina as the home of Tradition (dar al-hadith), the first-century Muslims con
ceded their priority as a matter of fact.38 True, Medina had a few zealots and moralists who 
denounced the growing worldliness of the community and the neglect of learning,39 but no out
sider seriously questioned the religious leadership of Mecca and Medina until the Kufan 
Hammad ibn Abi Sulaiman (d. 120/738), pupil of Nakha^I and teacher of Abu Hanifah, chal
lenged it in favor of his own city and province.40 Nevertheless we find that Abu Hanifah him
self was anxious to acquire from a scholar returning from Medina a copy of the materials that 
he had received from Malik.41 Some Medinan scholars migrated, mostly to Syria and Egypt, 
around the end of the first century, since from the point of view of scholarship these provinces 
and the Yemen were in the orbit of the Hijaz. But a more significant exit of Medinan scholars 
took place after the fall of the cUmayyads because of inducements resulting from the shift of 
the capital from Syria to cIraq and from the policies of the cAbbasids Saffah (132-36/750-54) 
and, in particular, Mansur. These founders of the ''Blessed Dynasty" enticed and welcomed 
Medinan scholars into their courts and service.42 Mansur required the members of his family 
not only to attend hadlth sessions but to write down hadlth in his presence.43 Though Medina 
continued for a time to hold its ascendancy, especially under the leadership of the forceful 
Malik,44 it was nonetheless losing a slow race in which Egypt and particularly cIraq eventually 
proved to be the victors,45 though cIraq soon had to share its laurels with Persia and Khura
san.46 Yet in Egypt, where Malik was challenged on the role of Medina47 first by his friend 
Laith ibn Sacd and then by his pupil Shafici (d. 204/820), it was not until some time after 
Shaficfs death that Malik's followers found acceptance along with the long-established fol
lowers of ShaficL Furthermore, though by the time of Ibn Hanbal, Yahya ibn Mac!n, and cAll 
ibn al-Madlm scholarly leadership had already shifted to cIraq, these scholars and many others 
braved the hardships of long journeys to the Hijaz, the Yemen, and Egypt in order to secure, 
above all, the traditions of the early Medinans. Presently Bukhari was to follow in their foot-

38 See e.g. Slrah 11014 (= Tabarl 11817); Jam* II169; 
Macrifah, pp. 25 f.; ShirazI, op. cit. p. 10; Ibn Khaldun, 
Muqaddimah, pp. 215 and 217 (= Rosenthal's trans. II452 
and 461). See also p. 41 above. 

39 See e.g. Jam* II 200 f. But see also ShirazI, op. cit. p. 
10, where Masruq indicates that Medina's priority was 
accepted by CAH ibn Abi Talib and his contemporary fol
lowers. 

i0Jdm* II 152 f. For biographical entries on Hammad 
ibn Abi Sulaiman see Ibn Sacd VI 231 f. and VII 2, p. 2, 
lines 23 f.; Bukhari, Ttfrfkh I I 1 , p. 18; Jarh I I 1 , pp. 146 f.; 
Jam" I 104 f.; Mlzan I 279. 

41 Jarh, Taqdimah, pp. 3 f. 
42 See Jam* I 97 and pp. 50 above and 122, 126, 193 

below. For the early cAbbasids as patrons of hadlth scholars 
see e.g. Adah al-imla?, pp. 10-23; see also pp. 106 and 122-
24 below and our Vol. I 88-91. 

43 Khatib I 385-87. 
44 See Jam* II157 (and cf. ibid. pp. 40-43); Jarh, Taqdi-

mah, pp. 134 f.; Akhbar al-quiat III 259 f. 
45 The Kufan judge Ibn Shubrumah (d. 144/776), who 

spent 3 years in Mecca, found but little learning (Him) in 
Medina (see Akhbar al-qui&t III 96). 

46 Abu Jacfar al-Musnadi al-Bukhari (d. 229/844) col
lected all of the Companions' musnad's of the Transoxus 
(Jarh II 2, p. 162; Jam* I 266 f.; Khair al-Din al-Zarkalf, 
Al-a'lam [Cairo, 1345-47/1927-28] II 557). 

47 For the correspondence between Malik and Laith on 
ijmac ahl al-Madlnah see e.g. Muhammad Yusuf Musa, 
Muhaiarat ft ta^rlkh al-fiqh al-isldml II (Cairo, 1374/1955) 
78-86 and 115-17. For other and later opposition to 
Malik's point of view see ibid. pp. 86-88 and 104-18 and 
references cited throughout. 
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steps and was to give prominence to early Medinan traditionists and their traditions by citing 
them ahead of all others in his Sahih. 

The shift of the centers of religious learning from the Hijaz to cIraq and points farther east 
was accompanied by a growing contest, not strictly limited to these geographical regions, 
between the ahl al-hadlth, who looked to the Hijaz for their sources and inspiration, and the 
ahl al-ra?y, who stressed in varying degrees the role of personal endeavor, opinion, and reason 
and who looked to cIraq for leadership and support. This new challenge tempted some of the 
more sophisticated among the ahl al-hadlth to forge what they considered good constructive 
traditions in order to bolster their polemics and safeguard their position. Thus, in turn, an 
additional burden was put on the dedicated traditionists and jurists, who had to contend with 
these fabrications that had begun to circulate among their own followers. The task of the 
honest traditionists, difficult enough to begin with, now became arduous. This situation was 
reflected in Zuhrfs statement that Tradition was masculine and only masculine men desired 
it, while effeminate ones disliked it—an opinion that was approved and quoted by the cAbbasid 
Mansur and others.48 The ahl al-ro?y also were aware of the circulation of false traditions and 
deliberate forgeries, as was illustrated by Abu Hanlfah. Accused of being almost totally igno
rant of Tradition, he retaliated by proclaiming the falsity of some four hundred traditions as 
justification for his emphasis on mD?/.49 The circulation of false hadlih by various groups (see 
p. 70) continued in the second half of the second century but was not unchallenged among 
the critics. Yahya ibn Sacid al-Qattan accepted no traditionist on faith,50 while Harun al-
Rashld boasted that he had in his retinue two master traditionists, Ibn al-Mubarak and 
Fazarl (see p. 232), who could detect the cleverest forgeries.51 I t must be pointed out, however, 
that at this time, though there was detection of false or faulty content (matn), especially in 
traditions circulated by politico-religious sects, by far the greater number of detections con
cerned the isnad only, and one unsound link was enough to cause suspicion of an entire isnad 
and therefore of a tradition. 

The situation was no different for the master traditionists of the late second and early third 
centuries, for they had to sift and resift the mass of traditions that were in circulation in order 
to sort out the true from the false, with special emphasis on the Prophet's Tradition as the 
deduced evidence of our documents indicates. Their exacting task would have proved impos
sible, as Ibn Hanbal pointed out (see p. 69, n. 50), but for the availability of earlier records. 
A number of these records were begun in the time of Muhammad, and many others reached 
completion as a result of the literary activities of Zuhrl and his pupils and numerous other 
scholars of their time.52 Thereafter, these materials were preserved continuously in writing, 
with or without editorial touches, as revealed again and again in the present study. Oral trans
mission, therefore, can no longer be construed to imply uncontrolled fluidity and thus to 
justify general distrust of the entire body of formal Tradition. The sources repeatedly indicate 
that oral and written transmission were used concurrently to safeguard the letter and the 

"See e.g. Jabari III 404 f.; Ta?vnl, p. 70; Madkhal, 
p. 3 ( = trans, p. 9). 

49 See e.g. Khatlb XIII 390 f. 
50 See e.g. Kifayah, p. 158; TcPwll, pp. 88 f. 
51 Ibn cAsakir II254; DhahabI 1252. cAbbasid patronage 

of religious scholars began to decrease after the reign of 
Harun al-Rashld. The influence of religious and other 
scholars, particularly those of the "ivory-tower" type, on 

heads of state and their administrators likewise decreased 
progressively, but over a longer period. Ibn Khaldun took 
note of this situation and offered a rationale for it in his 
Muqaddimah, pp. 15 f., 192, and 279 f. (= Rosenthal's 
trans. I 60 f., II 334 f., and III 308-10). In contrast, a 
close relationship existed between ruler and scholar under 
cUmar II (see pp. 24 f. above). 

52 DhahabI I 97-101 and 150 f. and Ibn Taghribirdi I 
387 f. reflect in brief summaries this development. 
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essence of significant texts from generation to generation. The following conclusions are there
fore forced upon us. (1) Zuhrl and his contemporaries received from their predecessors a genu
ine core of the sayings and deeds of Muhammad together with a genuine core of the sayings 
and deeds of the Companions and Successors along with some accretions that through human 
fallibility had been absorbed into both categories. (2) The greater part of this material received 
a fixed literary form during the age of Zuhrl and the later cUmayyads. (3) Thereafter, deliber
ate tampering with either the content or the isndd's of the Prophet's Tradition, as distinct 
from the sayings and deeds of the Companions and Successors, may have passed undetected 
by ordinary transmitters but not by the aggregate of the ever-watchful, basically honest, and 
aggressively outspoken master traditionists and hadith critics. Shafici's insistence on the 
Prophet's traditions, therefore, does not argue for wholesale fabrication of this category in 
his day, as Schacht53 believes, but illustrates the high level of selectivity and priority for the 
Prophet's Tradition that had already been reached by that time. (4) These same master tra
ditionists and critics, surveying the entire field of Tradition, openly excepted from their vigi
lance a growing body of traditions in the field of private devotion and public exhortation, in 
eschatology and some types of Qm°anic commentary, and in partisan matters both personal 
and politico-religious. (5) To expect, finally, under all of the varied circumstances considered 
in the present study, a perfect record as to the authenticity of all the traditions selected at 
each step from the time of Muhammad to that of Muslim and Bukharl and thereafter is to 
expect the impossible—a consideration which, as seen above, was not lost on the Muslim 
hadith critics of each successive period. 

All in all, Islamic Tradition, in the controlled size and nature of its content, is comparable 
to the literatures of its sister faiths, Judaism and Christianity. I t surpasses them in the speed 
of its literary evolution. Like them it involves problems of interpolations and forgeries, incon
sistencies, and contradictions. Numerous Muslim scholars have in the past grappled with these 
problems and a few are doing so today, as many Jewish and Christian scholars have done and 
are doing for their own comparable literatures. However, while Muslim scholars by and large 
have avoided and still avoid involvement in the study of comparable non-Islamic literatures, 
Jews and Christians early found a certain fascination in the study of Islamic Tradition but 
until quite recently approached it, for complex reasons, with pronounced prejudice.54 While 
this generally biased approach has not been entirely eliminated, it is encouraging to note 
increasing objectivity on the part of Western scholars in their study of comparative religions 
and cultures. If continued, this new phase in the study of Islamic Tradition promises to be 
more fruitful than even Goldziher could have expected. 

53 The Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence, pp. 57, 
77 f., and passim (see references given in Index under 
"ShafM" and "Tradition"). 

54 Norman Daniel's recent work, Islam and the West: 
The Making of an Image (Edinburgh, 1960), presents in 

great detail the many complex factors that led Western 
scholars to create a false image of Islam and its religious 
sources. See the present writer's review of the work in 
JNES XXI (1962) 155-56. 
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SCRIBAL PRACTICES AND SCRIPTS 

THE orthographic signs and other devices used in these papyri are detailed in connection 
with the description of each document. They are for the most part no different from 
those used in the historical papyri described in Volume I of this series, to which the read

er is referred. Briefly, the following features are of particular interest in the present texts. 
Words are split at the ends of lines (Documents 8, 10).l Diacritical points are used in all of the 
documents but fewer in some (Documents 3, 4, 7, 13, 14) than in others (Documents 2, 6, 9, 
10). Of special interest is the careful pointing of proper names (Documents 6-8, 11, 13). Small 
letters are used under ha?, sin, and cai?i to distinguish them from their sister letters in Docu
ments 5, 6, and 12 only. Sin is further differentiated by the use of the muhmilah above it 
(Documents 6, 12) and by a row of three dots either above or below it (Documents 10 and 12 
respectively). Vowels are very rarely used but occur more often than not with proper names, 
the fathah being usually the most common (Documents 6, 11-13). The sukun is used only once 
(Document 13). The hamzah appears once, as a small circle (Document 2), and the shaddah 
is consistently lacking even in j 3 = .UJl (Document 13).2 The initial alijoi ibn is omitted, as 
in L-JL^. AJ, throughout Document 6 (see also Documents 3-5). 

The familiar ha? as an abbreviation of intaha, "finished," and the circle are used to mark 
off traditions or sections of the texts. One or the other is used in all but one (No. 10) of the 
documents, and sometimes both occur in the same document. Two or more circles are some
times used to mark off larger sections or themes (Document 1). Occasionally dashes are used 
to mark off headings (Document 3). Red dashes appear at some of the headings in Document 
11 and may indicate a particular source for a given tradition or group of traditions (see p. 
237) .3 

It has been generally assumed that the use of a dot within a circle in papyrus documents 
was a matter of choice with each scribe and therefore that the circle with or without a dot as 
well as certain related devices were punctuation marks.4 This assumption may be warranted 
for some non-literary documents for which duplicates or office copies were not required. How
ever, I suspect that the use of the ha? and the circle for text division in hadiih and related 
manuscripts reflects an earlier usage in Quranic manuscripts, whence they were adopted 
some time in the second half of the first century.5 In a copy of the hadlth of Abu Hurairah (d. 
ca. 58/678) which was in the possession of Muhammad ibn Sinn (d. 110/728) or his brother 
Yahya and in a manuscript of Abu al-Zinad (d. 131/748) the circle, in the first with dots 
around it, is used at the end of each tradition.6 Quranic manuscripts were collated from the 

1 See Vol. I 92 and references cited in n. 3. See also 
Tadrlb, p. 153, which cautions against splitting compound 
names containing the word "Allah" (" 'Le Taqrib de en-
Nawawi' traduit et annot£ par M. Marcais," Journal asia-
tique, 9th series, XVII [1901] 528). 

2 See Vol. I 96. 
3 See Tadrlb, p. 152. 
4 For a representative collection of such devices see 

Adolf Grohmann, From the World of Arabic Papyri (Cairo, 
1952) pp. 91 f. 

5 See OIP L 22, 55 f., 61. See also Jeffery (ed.), Two 

Muqaddimas tb the Quranic Sciences, pp. 274 and 276. For 
new evidence of the very early use of orthographic signs, 
captions, and punctuation devices in Quranic copies see 
cUthman ibn SacId al-Danl, Al-muhkam jl al-naqt al-
ma§ahif. See also p. 13, n. 82, above. 

6 Adab al-imlaP, p. 173; Tadrlb, p. 152. For Abu al-
Zinad's written materials see p. 139 below. Khatlb, we are 
told, preferred the circle with either a dot or a stroke inside 
it to indicate collation; see TirmidhI, Al-jdmi^ al-sahth, ed. 
Ahmad Muhammad Shakir, I (Cairo, 1356/1937) Intro, 
pp. 25 f. See ibid. pp. 28-30 for the great care generally 
needed for copying and collation. 
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start, beginning with Muhammad,7 and Hafsah's copy was used for this purpose during the 
reigns of cUmar I and cUthman.8 The collation of hadlth manuscripts, at least orally, that is, 
by their being read back to the teacher, is associated with most of the leading Companions 
and Successors. The need to indicate collation in the manuscripts themselves may have devel
oped among the latter, perhaps under the influence of Zuhri and his school at the time when 
written hadlth was fast becoming the rule.9 The practice of collating one's copy with an ap
proved manuscript soon followed. Extremely careful students and scholars combined oral 
and written collation.10 

These practices, as described in the sources, are reflected in literary papyri. Since the use 
of the circle, differentiated in one way or another, .to indicate collation has not hitherto been 
recognized, illustrative materials from the papyri of both Volume I and the present volume 
are noted here. The circle with a dot inside it is widely used (Vol. I, Documents 2 and 8; 
Documents 2, 5-7, 11, 12 below). A circle or a pear-shaped device with a line through it 
appears occasionally as an alternative (Vol. I, Document 4; Document 5 below).11 Another 
alternative seems to be a circle with a dot above or to the side of it (Vol. I, Document 6; 
Document 4 below), though I have found no example of this device in the sources. Two other 
devices, likewise not specified in the sources, call for some explanation. These consist of two 
concentric circles with a dot in the center (Document 3) and a single dotted circle with a 
stroke either tangential to it or intersecting its lower arc (Document 6). Such comparatively 
complex signs could hardly have been accidental when other signs were so carefully differen
tiated. I venture therefore to suggest that they indicate double collation, where the excep
tional student or scholar combined written and oral collation in order to have as accurate a 
copy as possible. I t is to be noted further that the two documents in which these devices 
appear are among the most carefully executed of the whole group, both in the calligraphy of 
the scripts and in the scribal practices and devices. Hadlth manuscripts from the seventh 
decade of the third century seem to indicate a distinctive use of the plain circle and the circle 
with a dot inside it. In the Jamic of Ibn Wahb (125-97/742-812), a papyrus codex, only the 
circle with a dot is used from page 85 onward. In the earliest extant manuscript copy of the 
vulgate version of the Muwatta^ of Malik ibn Anas, a paper codex in MaghribI script dated 
277/890 (see p. 114), no punctuation marks are used between traditions but each tradition 
begins with "qala Malik" or simply with "Malik" written in a heavier, larger script. On the 
last page, however, the circle with a dot is used, and a marginal note toward the end states 
that the text has been collated. 

Our papyri illustrate other practices of careful transcription and collation such as cancella
tion of erroneous text and interlinear marginal corrections and notations (see e.g. pp. 162, 191, 
211). 

The tasliyah, or formula of blessing, if not omitted, is generally used irregularly in the full 
and the short form in the same document. This irregularity reflects partly the early widespread 
flexibility, in speech12 as in manuscripts,13 in this matter and partly the transmitter's or copy
ist's literal faithfulness to the original text. 

7 See e.g. Adab al-imla?, p. 77. Muwalia? I 165 f.; Bukhari IV 230; Khatib XIII 404; Abu 
8 See pp. 46 and 58 and OIP L 49, 51. Nucaim V 388. The early storytellers (qusm) were negli-
a _ „ . , ,. r . r T « „ „ . __, gent in the use of the formula, which, however, they some-
• F o r Z ,U^8

f
pr

K
a<; t lCe S e e JamtC U 1 7 7 ' S e e a l 8 ° P P ' 3 3 f ' times used for the rulers. <Umar II is credited with correct-

above and 174 f. below. i n g t h i g g i t u a t i o n ( I b n a i_ J a u z i > Manaqib <Umar ibn <Abd 
10 See Vol. I 93. al-cAzlz, p. 136). For other examples of early practices see 
11 See e.g. Tadrib, pp. 152 f. Tirmidhi, Al-jami^ al-§ahih I, Intro, pp. 26-28. 
12 See Surah 33:56; Concordance II 509, III 349 and 370; 13 The papyrus codex of the J ami" of Ibn Wahb illus-
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The basmalah, or invocation of the name of Allah, is even less frequently used, occurring 
at the heads of sections in Documents 3 and 10. It is equally rare in the historical texts.14 The 
probability is that in both the groups of texts this formula headed large divisions that are not 
preserved in the fragments,15 if we judge by the great emphasis placed on its use in speech 
for numerous occasions, in Muhammad's treatises and correspondence,16 in the Qur°an, and 
later in a variety of literary17 and non-literary manuscripts, beginning with the earliest extant 
non-literary document.18 

Before considering the over-all significance of the scripts of these documents we should note 
the formats, which may have some bearing on the style and quality of the scripts. As in the 
case of the historical documents,19 they are not overly large and the square or nearly square 
format for book folios seems to have been preferred insofar as can be determined from frag
ments (Documents 1-4, 6, 13, 14). This format was widely used in Egypt,20 where most if 
not all of our documents originated or were transmitted. 

The classification of literary scripts has already been discussed,21 and there is little to add 
here. The common, nondescript mutlaq variety is represented in Documents 8-10 and 12, at 
least two of which are rough sheets (Nos. 9 and 12), and the cursive slanting or maHl script 
is used in Document 11. Otherwise, the book hand most frequently used, if we allow for local 
and personal tendencies, is the naskhl, with marked yet varying degrees of angularity (Docu
ments 1, 2,5,13) or cursiveness (Documents 3, 6, 7,14) and more schooled and better executed 
in some cases (Documents 1-3, 6, 13) than in others. The mudawwar al-saghir or jdmic script, 
specifically associated with literary manuscripts,22 is represented in Document 4. 

The large proportion of documents with nondescript and poorly executed scripts would 
seem to be representative of the work of average traditionists of the second and third centu
ries. Among the many reasons for the use of such scripts were the large number of young stu
dents whose handwriting was not yet stabilized, the need for hurried note-taking in the class
room and at crowded public lectures, the preparation of rough copies (musawwaddt) in which 
accuracy rather than the use of fine scripts was the prime objective. Frequently such rough 
copies were made during a rihlah or journey in search of traditions and traditionists. For the 
professionals, whose search involved months and sometimes years of travel through the major 
provinces of the empire with an ever increasing load of manuscripts (see pp. 40-43), economy 
in writing materials was called for and also in the size of scripts, as specifically stated for many 
of these travelers, such as Baqiyah ibn al-Walid (see p. 234) and Abu Hatim al-RazI,23 and 
generally permitted for the traveling fraternity as a whole.24 Finally, there were professional 
copyists (see pp. 46-48) who more often than not sacrificed beauty and at times even accuracy 
to speed.25 These facts help to explain the lack of margins or the narrow margins in several of 
our documents as well as the poor quality and small size of some of the scripts. On the other 

trates this flexibility (Khatib X 336; Adah al-imld^, pp. 63-
65; see also our Vol. I 92, esp. n. 4 and references there 
cited). In later times transmitters and copyists felt free to 
add the lasliyah as well as the tariiyah, the latter especially 
for cAli ibn cAbI Talib, and the tacdla and the cazza wa jalla 
for Allah (see *'Le taqrtb de en-Nawawi," Journal asiatique, 
9th series, XVII 528 f.; Tadrlb, p. 153). 

14 See Vol. I 2. 
"See e.g. Khatib XIII 279f. for manuscripts that 

started with this formula. 
16 See Concordance II 550; Tafsxr I 117 f. 

17 Ibn Sacd VII 1, p. 142; Ibn 'Asakir V 48; Adah al-
imUP, pp. 51 and 170 f.; Dhahabi I 193. 

18 Dated in the year 22/643 {01P L, PL IV). 
19 See Vol. I 2. 
20 See Thomas W. Arnold and Adolf Grohmann, The 

Islamic Book (Paris and New York, 1929) pp. 56 f. 
21 Vol. I 2-5. 
22 See Vol. I 4. 
™Jarh, Taqdimah, pp. 362 f. 
24 See e.g. Adah al-imW, pp. 115, 165 f., and 168 f. 
25 See Vol. I 4 and references there cited. 
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hand, a student's or scholar's final copy (mubaiyadah), made in comparative leisure and 
intended for lifetime use, as a rule had generous margins and carefully executed script (e.g. 
Documents 1-4, 6, 13 and the Jamic of Ibn Wahb). 

The hadith literature gives ample evidence that the professional scribes were more concerned 
with the accuracy of their manuscripts (sihhat kutub and sahih al-kitab)2* than with the style 
and beauty of their scripts, though they were by no means unappreciative of fine scripts, as 
illustrated by the manuscripts of Shucaib ibn Dinar which he wrote down from Zuhri by order 
of the caliph Hisham (see p. 177). 

Hadith and related works with stylized and beautifully executed scripts may have come from 
the hands of palace secretaries who were carrying out royal orders, such as the secretary of 
Marwan I who was ordered to write down the hadith of Abu Hurairah27 and the above-men
tioned Shucaib ibn Dinar, or from the hands of traditionists who were executing princely orders 
such as that of cAbd al-cAziz ibn Marwan to Kathlr ibn Marrah.28 Or they may have come 
from the hands of the private secretaries who served such leading traditionists as cUqbah 
ibn cAmir (see p. 202),29 Ibn Abi Dfrib,30 Muhammad ibn al-Walld al-Zubaidi (see p. 177), 
AwzacI (see p. 134),31 Malik ibn Anas (see pp. 125, 127), Laith ibn Sacd, IsmacTl ibn cAyyash 
(see p. 178), and others.32 

The use of QurDanic scripts for other religious and for secular works was frowned on from 
the start, though a number of instances of such use are known and a few specimens from both 
fields have even survived to our day.33 Pious and ascetic professional Qui°an copyists who 
were also traditionists, such as Acraj (d. 1]7/735),34 Abu Raja? Matr ibn Tahman al-Warraq 
(d. 119/737 or 125/743; see p. 229), and Malik ibn Dinar (d. 130/748),35 may have been in
clined to use QurDanic scripts for tafslr and hadlthf especially the smaller varieties which tended 
to be of the composite KuRc-naskhl styles. On the whole, though, the professional commercial 
copyists, who as a rule were paid by the page or the piece,36 were more interested in speed than 
in beauty of style. Furthermore, even within the learned community itself, except for the 
extremists among the ahl al-hadlth, there soon developed a reluctance to transfer to non-
Quranic fields any of the prestige-yielding practices and devices specifically associated with 
the dignity and sacredness of the Qm°an. These practices included, almost from the very 
beginning of Islam, the use of large calligraphic scripts,37 the use of bookstands for the Qui°ans, 
purification before touching or using the sacred book,38 solemn and dignified behavior at 
QurDanic sessions. As controversy developed over the role of Tradition relative to the Qui°an 
on the one hand and to human reason and opinion on the other hand, those disinclined to 
magnify Tradition early cautioned against hadith codices and the resting of such volumes on 

26 See e.g. p. 217, n. 4; Khatlb IX 168; Kifayah, p. 
223; Jarh IV 2, p. 41; Dhahabi I 277; Irshad V 326; Ibn 
Khallikan II 458. 

27 Mustadrak III 510; Nubalfr II 431 f.; Isdbah IV 388. 
28 Ibn Sa^d VII 2, p. 157; cf. our Vol. I 18. 
29 See Husn al-muhaiarah I 144. 
30 Husn al-muhadarah I 157 f. 
31 See Dhahabi I 262; Jam' II 557; Lisan VI 628 f. 
32 See e.g. Kifayah, p. 125. 
33 For an extract from Abu cUbaid's Gharlb aUhadlth in 

a copy dated 252/866 see Palaeographical Society, London, 
Facsimiles of Manuscripts and Inscriptions {Oriental Se
ries), ed. William Wright (London, 1875-83) PL VI, and 
compare the text with Bukharl III 441 f. For other ex
amples see Nabia Abbott, "Arabic paleography/' Ars Is-

lamica VIII (1949) 81 f. and references there cited, to 
which may be added a copy, dated ca. 200/815, of the 
Jamharat al-ansab of Hisham ibn Muhammad ibn al-Sa?ib 
al-Kalbi and Ibn al-Sikklt's copy, dated 243/858, of 
Ta^rlkh al-cArab (see Georges Vajda, Albumde paleographie 
arabe [Paris, 1958] Pis. 1 and 3, and in legend of PI. 3 read 
"857" for "957"). For attribution of this Ta^rlkh to Asmaci 
see Franz Rosenthal in JAOS LXIX (1949) 90 f. 

34 See Dhahabi I 91 f. and p. 124, n. 31, below. 
36 Vol. I 49. See also Abu Nucaim II 368 and III 88; Ibn 

Khallikan I 557 (= trans. II 549-51). 
36 See e.g. Khatlb XIV 150; Irshad VII 276 f. 
37 See e.g. Abu Nu<aim IV 105 and 230, IX 35; cf. 01P 

L54. 
38 Surahs 56, 77-79. 
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bookstands after the fashion of QurDan codices. Many of the ahl al-hadith, however, persisted 
in glorifying the Prophet's Tradition in these respects as also in the ceremony of purification 
preparatory to a hadlth session and in studied dignity during the session. Awesome respect 
for the hadlth al-nabl is reflected in the refusal of such pious scholars as Haiwah ibn Shuraih 
(d. 158/774 or 159/775) to use anything but the cleanest earth or sand for blotting freshly 
written manuscripts.39 

When one considers the large and widespread body of hadlth students at different stages of 
their religious education or scholarship and with primary interests that varied from hadlth 
proper to fiqh to akhbar and relates their objectives to the known scribal practices and the 
motives behind them, one begins to understand the absence in our documents of regular 
Kufic scripts, large or small, and of the correspondingly large or small saflnah format (i.e., 
with width tangibly greater than height), for these scripts and this format were specifically 
associated with early Qm°ans.40 One also realizes why in this small group of papyri of the 
second and early third centuries the best scripts and the largest format are for tafslr (Document 
1) and for hadlth (Documents 3, 6) and hadith-fiqh (Documents 2, 4) that are in some way 
associated with such outstanding hadlth scholars as Zuhri, Malik ibn Anas, and Laith ibn Sacd. 

Nothing is known of the provenience of the fourteen documents beyond the fact that they 
came from Egypt. No comments can be added, in this respect, on Document 2, which belongs 
to the Erzherzog Rainer collection in Vienna, nor on Documents 13 and 14, which belong to 
the University of Michigan collection (see p. 276). The remaining eleven documents were 
bought by the Oriental Institute, in 1947, as part of a collection of 331 Arabic papyri.41 It is 
possible that Abu Salih the secretary of Laith ibn Sacd could have acquired Documents 3 and 
9 (see pp. 144 and 221). Furthermore, strong circumstantial evidence points to Abu Salih as 
compiler or preserver of the nine remaining documents (see pp. 102-4, 156, 164, 173, 195, 
207, 234, 244, 256 f.). It is, therefore, probable that the eleven Oriental Institute papyri came 
originally from the hand or library of Laith ibn Sacd or his secretary Abu Salih. 

39 See p. 239 below and cf. Ibn Majah II 216. 41 See Preface of Vol. I. 
40 See Arnold and Grohmann, The Islamic Book, pp. 49 

and 57. 
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DOCUMENT 1 

The Wujuh wa al-nazaHroi Muqatil ibn Sulaiman (d. 150/767). Oriental Institute No. 17620. 
About mid-second/mid-eighth century. 

Fine dark brown papyrus, 31.5 X 17.5 cm. Much damaged upper halves of two joined 
folios (Pis. 1-2). The inner margins vary from 5.5 to 7 cm., and there are 11-13 lines to the 
broken page. To judge by the space required for the reconstruction of the text, the number 
of lines to the full page may have varied from a minimum of 17 to a maximum of 20. The full 
page would seem to have measured about 32 X 30 cm., the nearly square format which was 
often used in literary papyri.1 

Script.—Carefully executed semi-cursive book hand with well formed letters showing some 
resemblance to the script of the Oriental Institute Arabian Nights fragment (No. 17618) .2 

The horizontal strokes are slightly wavy, after the style of early Arabic Christian scripts. 
Diacritical points are used for ba? and its sister letters fa?, shin, nun, and ya?. The hamzah is 
either replaced by ya? or absent. One to three circles are used for punctuation. The handwrit
ing becomes a little smaller and the page a little more crowded as the work proceeds. 

TEXT 

PAGE 1 

[O 5« ĵ J U^JiJ iS^ J 1 j j J U l l f>5!l (SMi *$] <Nj ^J J 1 *j J f-V.1 1 

[Oj jJUiJ I mj$\ ^JL^, V AH\J JJS J l *!̂ >JI JI>*~J1 SJUPJ] A>J1 i l l * . j3«r l 4>* 2 

ld\j <JL*£ J dy dBii ĴUaL V JM (JJ^i V] O jL*\ ibllsll 4>J!I 4 

[ O y ^ l io jNl 4^1 OslijII J^p j J U V] j * j ^ U J I a / ^ V 4!l 5 

[O dUI l~J <J*i ^ y i l ^ <J*l/^l] ^ A)y dJilii liJ J*J» diJI UJLA 6 

[ ej>"j J ^ Ji£3l ^U 7 

[ l ^ j jal l 61 S^JI J *SJ d l i i i <d j l £ r t l A!]!I J L ^ ̂ S3l O J/yi A ^ I I 8 

[ O AUI Jlf>^ IjjiS" ^ i l i ^^JU dy*ym V (JA>XJ i *l j ^ i l l p^lp *]j*» 9 

[ O ^^JS" O^CJJ AJUI JLS^J JM b"lA> l^iSj Jj]yaS" JJJJI £>Jl ^ AJJ^TJ 10 

PAGE 2 

L^*i -/^* u ^ ^ ^ J ^r^i ^ ^ L^~i <j^ ^ ^^»l 61 6Ui] ^ i ^ j jSj l * 

cJUij *j^tiJI ^ ^ 5 ^ ^j*J [JJK'J O ^ ^ (J^ iM oli I**Jl] 2 

4JI fj^>-\j O\JJ j * * - fjM [ j i j i l ^ I I ^ vUlj cJUi jjdl dkUi] 3 

1 See Vol. I 2 and esp. Documents 4 and 6. 2 See ,W£5 VIII, Pis. XV-XVI. 

92 
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AJJU O^SoJI ij Ayg'j [ O p&A UJ^J j j u J ^ J 0 ^ 1 5 

hj*" {J u^) yy^J O L>r*i*J JP Lĵ >wa?u ^T^ ^JJU Q+0M *^wi*j j i > j J 6 

O OJ>-J J I P [ i i y j l ^ l ] 8 

I^JLPI^ *Ldl J 4J d i l i i © ^ A> JJUJ [^JiJI j j u 4ilb i l i pN l O J/y i 4>^l] 9 

JJO AJ i i ^ J L)l ^ N 4BI j l ^JjiTj [O 6jJ> 4J Î JJU; V JJo tUi 4J l ^ i ; Vj AJJI] 10 

A > J I -uU 4UI *^>- J i i O^P 4J JJJU ^ k u 4Mb i l ^ j ^ SoSUl ^ dyS'j O *js> <u JJI*J J J 11 

PAGE 3 

[ ^ J U p^V. j ^ * ^ ^JlT J l y ^ J J I ^ P JT ^ AJJS dJJlii JOP ^JJU J\J^ o J J ^ I ^ j " l 

[AJ^SSJ O J L J J J J J U J J J L J I *T^L *>• ^ dj&'j O * ^ L J J I^J JJ IP 2 

[tLu^ JJu J ^ O J\£\ A^J\j O j W J*J> tl^aJl *T^ J l UJLAl̂  ^ ^ 3 

Li lUi l l i T^l J J U M ^ l * O cJUil A>^!I O ] _>*>Ji J ^ j JL*. - ^ 1 * V J l o^kpli 5 

t*V* J * p^^' *W^' (j? 4 ^ ^ ^ u-ri ^ ' J^ jJ*d *\y J* ffc" *V^ J ^ l u? 4^ 6 

* 7 ^ ^>JI ij ^Jji d i ! i i *j^» Tp^i ^JJU t\ J-** O * j iy i 4^11 O j l y.1 JLP j j u 7 

[ j *LJI ^ 4^5Sj O *T^u Tp^i ĵb ^]AJI :>UIJ 4 ^ ^ ^ J U AJ o^UJ l 8 

L J 4J^5Sj O $\y* Uy i yi^SI ^ jUS^ll^ *dl O]JJJ5J ^ J U *T^I l ^ ^ d l^y^" L*^ 9 

[ u y l ^ ^ i *]j-» ^J * i ; l i ^ t i i i j j UJ • T ^ i j ^ J U J I ] ^^JU J^JUJJ c iCU L̂ 4 * i3 Ja - j j l 10 

[^sg-SlI J A^2S" i l i i i l-Uai] J J U *T^- O ^ ^ U J I 4 ^1 O ^ tp_^i 12 

PAGE 4 

^ j l \+PJA pis' j l [ j ^ j i - * ' J ^ j l ^ y fiZf J l *UJI ^ 4Jj5 dJJii A^I/>J1 J J U ^U^lJ l ] 1 

O O O UJ^JP ^J^J ̂ L J 

cT^ J^ J? 4^5 SJ O 21>^ ^ / ^ ' J t p ^J *liwall J ^ <j-J OJ^J ^ AJ^SJJ O f-W-J^l 3 

O «j[>-j JU- iLuill I_JL] 5 

j>ji\ j \JXJZ v ^ J J i j i , s/Ji [ j AJJ? dJiiii ^ . U J I JJM J L J I O j / y i A ^ I ] 6 

l4>-^»l JUJ ̂ J N I J l^x>i; Vj J»[\jey\ J dyfj O L5^UJL l^j Î JUi; V J * ] 7 

iU i l l j l i i l 45y!l O ^ UJ^JJ ^ U J L l^J I^Ui; V j j o ] 8 
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Aj&j O j j > cf^ J^i u*V o ^ 1 J k>JU-eJ J - V (i i ci ^ ^ £ i^ J ( «i~J 9 

dilJii oLJl cJ5j > J I Ja>j j j u bUiSl dJUll 4*rJ\ O j f c^j b&jJ] 11 

c/ L^*i J ^ L^ ^ y ^-^J _,kJl Ja>J [̂ Ĵu j*4\j ji\ J* ^LiJl * j j l ^ AĴ S] 12 

dJUii Jdll Jsu ^Li l l *^)i A>-^I O ^ apJj <JuJI> O j ^ l ] 13 

YJ^A JA I i ^ l yx5J j j ju ^ ^ ^ 1 ^j \JXJL} AAJ>J ^y jJul J$ly>Ni ^ 4jyl *4 

Comments—Page 1:1-6. Last section on hudd, corresponding to Constantinople (Istanbul) 
manuscript cUmumI 561 folios 7 recto to 8 verso (see PI. 3). The papyrus has but 14 subdivi
sions for this section as against 17 in cUmumi 561. Subdivisions 12, 13, and 14 of the papyrus 
correspond to subdivisions 12,15, and 17 of cUmumi 561. Note the form of the ordinal J £ P I iiiS 
in line 4, and presumably jte\ AMJ\ in line 5, which is sometimes found in early papyri (see 
Joseph Karabacek, "Kleine Mittheilungen/' Wiener Zeitschrift fitr die Kunde des Morgen-
landes VIII [1894] 293 f.; Grohmann, From the World of Arabic Papyri, p. 96). The QurDanic 
passages referred to or cited in lines 1-3 are, in the order of the text, Surahs 2:124, 9:19, 
and 62:5. 

Page 1: 7-10. See cUmumi 561 folios 8 verso 8 to 9 recto 6 (see PI. 3) and note that this 
manuscript and the papyrus text each have four subdivisions under the heading kufr. The 
QurDanic references are to Surahs 2:6 and 22:57. Reconstruction of the missing text of the 
papyrus would fill about 7 lines. 

Page 2:1-7. Continuation of section on kufr, corresponding to cUmtimi 561 folios 10 recto 
6(?) to 11 recto 1 (see PI. 4). The Quranic references in lines 1-2 of the papyrus are to Surahs 
31:12 and 26:18-19, those in lines 4-7 in the order of the text are to Surahs 60:3-4, 29:25, 
and 14:22. 

Page 2:8-11. The section on shurk has but three subdivisions and corresponds to cUmumi 
561 folios 11 recto 3 to 12 recto 6 (see PI. 4). Note the smaller script, the crowding of the lines, 
and the narrowing of all margins of the papyrus. With these features in mind, I found it pos
sible to fill the cUmumI text into 6 or 7 lines of the papyrus to make a page of 17 or 18 lines. 
The QurDanic references are to Surahs 4:36 and 48 and 5:72. 

Page 3. See cUmumI 561 folio 12 recto for the beginning of the section, which continues to 
folio 14 recto 2 (see Pis. 4-5). 

Page 3:1-3. Note the various names by which Surah 41 is cited. The Quranic references 
are to Surahs 3:64, 4:10, and 38:22. 

Page 3:3-5. The citation from Surat al-dukhan is missing in cUmumI 561. The Quranic 
references are to Surahs 37:55 and 44:47. 

Page 3:5-7. The Quranic references are to Surahs 8:58 and 21:109. 
Page 3:7-12. See cUmumi 561 folio 13 recto (see PI. 4). The Quranic references in the order 

of the text are to Surahs 22:25, 4:89, 30:28, and 16:71. Richard Bell {The Qur'dn, Translated 
with a Critical Re-arrangement of the Surahs I [Edinburgh, 1937] 255) seems to have had some 
difficulty with the meaning of the last two verses. 

Page 3:12-13. See Surah 28:22. The papyrus text ends at cUmtimI 561 folio 13 verso 5 
within the fifth subheading of the section. To crowd in the text of cUmumI 561 folios 13 verso 
5 to 14 verso 4 (see Pis. 4-5) calls for 9 lines in the missing lower section of the papyrus. This 
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would give a page of 13 + 9 = 22 lines, which does not seem probable since pages 1-3 each 
call for only 17 or 18 lines. Nor does the slightly closer spacing of the lines on page 3 justify 
its projection to such length that it would contain the added 9 lines needed for the cUmumi 
text. Seven additional lines at the most can be projected on this page. An effort was made to 
fit the missing text, in the style of the papyrus, into 7 lines. These lines would extend 
much farther into the outer margin than do the 13 preserved lines. Therefore I feel cer
tain that here, as on page 1, some of the cUmumi text was missing originally. It is, of course, 
impossible to know what part of the cUmumi text was not in the complete papyrus. It could 
have been the sixth subdivision of this section (cf. missing subdivisions in section on huda on 
page 1 of papyrus). Or it could have been some of the examples under any one of the sub
headings appearing on folios 13 verso 5 to 14 verso 4 of the cUmumI manuscript. This sort of 
discrepancy between the papyrus text and the cUmumi text appears at several points, as 
collation of the two texts readily reveals. 

Page 4' 1~4- See cUmumI 561 folios 13 verso 4 to 15 recto 5 (see Pis. 4-5). If line 1 of the 
papyrus is to be reconstructed exactly as in the repetitious cUmumi text, then it must be 
assumed that the U^« of the papyrus text is an error for U^>-. On the other hand, if the 

repetition is eliminated, which is entirely feasible, then the papyrus text is correct as it 
stands. The second alternative is preferable because of the absence of repetitive phrases in 
lines 3 and 4 of page 4 and in lines 1 and 2 of page 1. The Quranic references are to Surahs 
4:43, 2:184, 9:91, and 24:61 respectively. 

Page 4' 5-13. See cUmumi 561 folios 15 recto 5 to 16 recto 3 (see PI. 5), where the section 
on fasdd has six subdivisions. The Qm°anic references in lines 6-8 are to Surahs 2:11 and 7: 
56, in lines 9-11 to Surahs 17:4 and 21:22, in line 12 to Surah 30:41, in line 14 to Surah 7:127. 

IDENTIFICATION, DATE, AND SIGNIFICANCE 

That the papyrus text is an early commentary on the Qur'an was evident at first sight. As 
a result of a preliminary survey of the development of tafslr literature in the second century 
of Islam my attention was centered on such outstanding leaders in this field as Ismacll ibn 
cAbd al-Rahman al-Suddi (d. 127/744), Muhammad ibn al-SaDib al-Kalbl (d. 146/763), and 
Muqatil ibn Sulaiman al-Balkhl (d. 150/767). Each of the first two commentators seems to 
be credited with but a single tafslr work that included, presumably in addition to linguistic 
explanations, considerable historic and legendary material. Since the papyrus text is purely 
linguistic I eliminated these two scholars as possible authors in favor of Muqatil, who has 
several tafslr works to his credit.3 Brockelmann supplied the first tangible clue in specifying 
that cUmumi 561 is a copy of MuqatiFs Tafslr fl mutashahih al-Qur^an and that it deals with 
QurDanic homonyms such as huda and kufr—two of the terms treated in the papyrus text. I 
was fortunate in procuring a microfilm of cUmumI 561 through the kind efforts of my colleague 
Hans Giiterbock. 

On the title page of cUmumi 561 (see PI. 3) the initial entry was Csaj^ Q\J$\ y r j ^15". 
A later hand had deleted this and replaced it with jl^Jl ^Js i ^IkJl^ *j>-J>\ ^ l ^ " IJu* 

. . . AUI <UJ>-; O L J U ^ Jjlii fUV *JiJI. A third hand had tampered with the second 

entry to replace the word dj>̂ !l with oLi^l. This last change, uncritically accepted, misled 

3 See Fihrist, pp. 34, 36, 37, 179; Goldziher, Richhmgen, posed a book on tafsir" whereas Fihrist, p. 34, and all 
pp. 58 ff. See also GAL S I 332. Birkeland, Opposition, pp. earlier references are actually to Muqatil's Tafslr itself. 
26 f., was under the impression that Muqatil "even com-
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first Joseph Schacht4 and then Brockelmann to list this manuscript as Al-tafslrfl mutashdbih 

al-Qur^dn. The internal evidence, beyond that of the title page, definitely establishes it as a 

recension of MuqatiPs Al-wujuh wa al-nazdHr. The opening sentence (see PI. 3) reads 

r - ^ x J L*4 JU-JU- j j J7UU jp. jT^I u>f dj>j y j^6 y\ <JAJI U«. Furthermore, the word 

wajh and its plural (wujuh) and the word nazir, singular of nazdHr, are used throughout 

and are technical words that indicate both the nature and the method of the work. Finally, 

the manuscript ends (folio 287) with yikJI^ y ^ l *__; (see PL 5). 

The Fihrist of Muhammad ibn Ishaq al-Nadim credits Muqatil with no less than a dozen 
works, all of which fall under the general heading, of tafsir in its various branches. The four 
whose titles are listed below a^e of special interest because they are known or believed to be 
extant either in their entirety or in extracts quoted by later authors. 

1. Tafsir khamsmPat ayah min al-Qur^an as transmitted by Man§ur ibn cAbd al-Hamid al-Bawardl. 
British Museum Or. 6333 is a copy of this work and is dated 792/1390.5 

2. Al-wujuh wa al-nazdHr is represented by our papyrus and by the now correctly identified cUmumi 
561, which is an undated but comparatively late copy. 

3. Al-tafsir fi mutashdbih alrQufdn is believed to be extant in several manuscripts. However, more 
careful inspection of these manuscripts may prove all or some of them to be copies of No. 2, as in 
the case of cUmumi 561, or sections from No. 4. An extensive extract of this work is extant in the 
Kitdb al-tanblh wa aUradd of Malawi (d. 377/987).6 

4. Al-tafsir al-kabir. Malati gives extracts that are believed to be from this work or from No. 3 (see n. 6). 

Reconstruction of the papyrus text and its collation with the text of cUmumI 561 revealed 
that the latter tends to be slightly more verbose and that it has suffered an occasional omission 
though it is more apt to be expanded (see pp. 93 f.). The additional materials consist 
of either further examples under a given subheading or of further subdivisions and their 
examples. I t was perhaps in recognition of these features of the cUmumi 561 text that its 
editor-transmitter, Abu Nasr, used in his introductory sentence not the verb rawa, which 
emphasizes transmission of texts as such, but the verb allafa, which indicates original author
ship but may imply abridgment, expansion, and compilation. It should be noted further that 
the concluding clause of the introductory sentence, namely r-j>c^\ U^, which implies literary 

extraction or elucidation, can have either Muqatil or Abti Nasr for its grammatical as well 
as its logical subject, since the phrase is descriptive of the literary activities of both men. 

I t is quite evident that Abu Nasr's text is later than that of the papyrus and that it repre
sents an edited version or a recension of the Wujuh wa al-nazdHr. But it is impossible to know, 
from the evidence of the text alone, whether the papyrus represents MuqatiPs original text 
or an intermediate version or transmission. In order to make a considered choice between 
these two alternatives, I searched the literary sources first for the identification of Abu Nasr 
and second for more light on Muqatil's literary activities and practices. 

4 Einzelausgabe ans den Bibliotheken von Konstantinopel 

und Kairo I (Berlin, 1928) 58, No. 77. 
5 See GAL S I 332 and for "Or 8033" read "Or 6333." 

Goldziher, Richtungen, p. 58, n. 27, expresses some doubt as 
to the genuineness of this work without, however, stating 
a reason for his opinion (cf. Martin Plessner in EI III 
[1936] 711 f.). 

6 Edited by Sven Dedering ("Bibliotheca Islamica" IX 

[Istanbul, 1936]); see p. 10 of Intro, and pp. 43-63 of text. 
For Malati's extracts from unspecified to/sir works of 
Muqatil see Louis Massignon, Recueil de textes inidits con-
cernant de la mystique en pays d'Islam ("Collection de 
textes inSdits relatifs a la mystique musulmane" I [Paris, 
1929]) pp. 194-210, 218. The bringing-together, for re
examination and definite identification, of all the Muqatil 
manuscripts listed in GAL S I 332 should prove worthwhile 
for a young scholar. 
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Dhahabi seems to be the first to provide a specific biographical entry on the one known 
transmitter of some at least of Muqatil's tafsir works, namely Mansur ibn cAbd al-Hamid 
al-Bawardi, whose kunyah, however, Dhahabi gives as Abu Nusair.7 Ibn Hajar, who otherwise 
follows Dhahabi closely, gives the kunyah as Abu Nasr.8 Though neither of these authors 
gives Mansur's dates, their accounts nevertheless indicate that he was MuqatiPs contempo
rary. Khatlb's entry on Muqatil reports cAlI ibn al-Husain ibn Waqid (d. 211/826)9 as saying 
that he heard Abu Nasr (not Nusair) say that he was with Muqatil ibn Sulaiman for thirteen 
years and never in all that time did he once see him without a woolen undergarment (the 
mark of an ascetic).10 The biographical literature at hand yields no other Abu Nasr who was 
in any way personally associated with Muqatil or with the direct or indirect transmission of 
any of his works. Nor does this literature add anything to our knowledge of Mansur ibn cAbd 
al-Hamid al-Bawardi. I t thus takes little imagination to realize that the Abu Nusair of 
Dhahabi's text is but a scribal error for the Abu Nasr of Khatib's and Ibn Hajar's texts—a 
type of error made commonly enough in the copying of Arabic manuscripts—and that all these 
references to MuqatiFs companion and transmitter involve the man whose full name is Abu 
Nasr Mansur ibn cAbd al-Hamid al-Bawardi. He was, furthermore, Muqatil's pupil for thirteen 
years and the direct editor-transmitter of his works. The identification of the Abu Nasr of 
cUmumi 561 as a younger contemporary of Muqatil allows for no lapse of time during which 
an intermediate version of MuqatiFs Al-wujuh wa al-nazaHr could have developed and thus 
points to the first of the above-stated alternatives, that is, to the conclusion that the terser text 
of our early papyrus represents the original text of the Wujuh wa al-nazaHr. 

Still to be considered is the placing of the papyrus copy in its second-century setting. This 
calls for an examination of the scholarly practices of Muqatil and of his associates and con
temporaries who likewise had a major interest in the creation and transmission of tafsir 
literature. Muqatil cited as his authorities such leading Quranic commentators of the second 
half of the first century as the Meccan traditionist Mujahid ibn Jabr (d, 104/722)u and the 
Kufans SacId ibn Jubair (d. 95/714)12 and especially Dahhak ibn Muzahim (d. 105/723).13 

He was frequently challenged for using these men as authorities because they died either 
before his birth or during his childhood. His answers were evasive, leaving room for the argu
ment that direct personal contact with one's authorities was not necessary. When pressed to 
be more specific about Dahhak as his source he would say: "The door closed on us four 

7 Mizan III 197; see also GAL S I 332, where, however, 
no kunyah is given. For the town of Baward see Yaqut I 
485. 

8 Lisan VI 97. 
9 Jarh III 179; Tabarl III 2512; Mizan II 223; Ibn 

Taghrlbirdt I 618. The Waqid family was interested in 
tafsir literature. Ilasan (or Husain) ibn Waqid (d. 157/774) 
wrote a Tafsir (see Fihrist, p. 34; see also Yafici I 334 f., 
which gives Ilasan, and Ibn al-cImad, Shadharat al-dhahab 
I 241, which gives Husain). 

10 See Khatib XIII 160-69, esp. p. 162. 

11 Ibn Sa'd V 343 f.; Bukhari, Ta^rikh IV 1, pp. 411 f.; 
Jarh IV 1, p. 319; Fihrist, p. 33; Abu Nucaim III 279-310; 
Jam" I 510; Dhahabi I 86; Mizan III 9. See Jeffery (ed.), 
Two Muqaddimas to the Quranic Sciences, pp. 196 f. and 
263 f., for lists of leading commentators. See also p. 149 
below. 

12 Ibn Sa<d VI 178-89; Bukhari, Ta?rtkh II 1, p. 422; 
Jarh I I 1 , pp. 9 f.; Macdrif, p. 227; Akhbdral-qu<}dt II411 f.; 
Abu Nucaim IV 272-309; Maqdisi, Kitab al-bad^ wa al~ 
ta°rikht publie" et traduit . . . par CI. Huart ("Publications 
de Pficole des langues orientales vivantes," 4. ser. Vols. 
XVI-XVIII and XXI-XXIII [Paris, 1899-1919]) IV 35, 
38 f.; Dhahabi I 71-73. 

13 Ibn Sa<d VI210 f. and VII2, pp. 102 and 105; Bukha
ri, TcPrikh I 2, p. 256, and II 2, pp. 333 f.; Jarh II 1, pp. 
458 f.; Taqyld al-cilm, pp. 19, 47, and 100 and reference 
there cited; Mizan I 471. Irshad IV 272 f. states that 
Dahhak did not meet Ibn c Abbas in person but received the 
latter's Tafsir from Sacid ibn Jubair. For coverage of these 
men and their roles in the field of tafsir see Theodor Nol-
deke, Geschichte des Qordns (2. Aufl., bearb. von Friedrich 
Schwally) II (Leipzig, 1919) 167, III (1938) 165; Goldziher, 
Richtungen, pp. 59 f.; Heribert Horst, "Zur tfberlieferung 
im Korankommentar at-Tabarls," ZDMG CIII (1953) 
290-307, esp. pp. 295 and 303 f.; our Vol. I 4, 47, 52. 
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years." His critics saw in this reply a veiled reference to the fact that Muqatil was born four 
years after the death of Dahhak.14 A pertinent story is told of Muqatil's younger contempo
rary Ibn al-Mubarak (118-81 /736-97),15 a pioneer scholar in Khurasan and cIraq, who when 
asked with whom he had scholarly sessions in Khurasan replied: "I have sessions with Shucbah 
ibn al-Hajjaj [ca. 83-160/702-76] and Sufyan al-Thaurl [d. 161/778]." The narrator adds that 
this means "I study their books/'16 a needed explanation because these scholars were not of 
Khurasan but of cIraq, where Ibn al-Mubarak had sought them out in person.17 I t is tempting 
to suggest that Muqatil's cryptic answers mean that he had such "sessions" with the deceased 
Dahhak, that is, that he read and studied the latter's books for four years. This suggestion 
gains support from the discovery that not only did Dahhak, who was a famous schoolmaster 
of Kufah,18 write down his materials but that some of his manuscripts actually found their 
way to Muqatil, who in citing them in his own written works stated: "I read in the books of 
Dahhak after his death . . . ."lfl This bit of significant information comes from an Abu Hudhai-
fah who is not further identified by MaqdisI but who is most probably Abu Hudhaifah Musa 
ibn Mascud al-Nahdi al-Basri (d. 220/835), the stepson of Sufyan al-Thaurl. The latter is 
known to have questioned Muqatil on his materials from Dahhak, whose Tafsir Sufyan held 
in high esteem.20 

Mujahid ibn Jabr (see p. 97) is said to have used the written materials of Jabir ibn cAbd 
Allah al-Ansari (d. 78/697) even for the transmission of hadlth.21 Tabari reports that Ibn Abi 
Mulaikah (d. 117/735)22 was present when Mujahid put questions to Ibn c Abbas while a 
scribe wrote down the answers from the latter's dictation until the entire Tafsir of Ibn cAbbas 
was completed.23 Qasim ibn Abi Bazzah of Mecca (d. 124/742)24 is said to have been the only 
one who heard all the Tafsir from Mujahid and made a complete copy of it. His fellow pupil 
cAbd Allah ibn Abi Najih (d. 132/749-50) heard only part of it from Mujahid but copied the 
whole from Qasim's book. All other transmitters of Mujahid's Tafsir, according to Yahya ibn 
Sacid al-Qattan and Ibn Hibban, made copies from Qasim's manuscripts but omitted his name 
and transmitted on the authority of Mujahid. The list of such transmitters includes Laith 
ibn Abi SalTm (or Sulaim; d. 143/760) and the well known Ibn Juraij and Sufyan ibn 
cUyainah.25 

Sacid ibn Jubair was generally averse to writing down hadlth but nevertheless is known to 

"Khatib XIII 163, 165; Mlzdn III 197. 
15 GAL S I 256. See also pp. 51, 53 f., 68, 82 above 

and 176, n. 31, below. 
16 Abu Nu^aim VIII 164. See Khatib X 165 for Ibn al-

Mubarak's statement that he used written works of hadlth 
and DhahabI I 255 for evidence that he began collecting 
and studying and memorizing books as a youth! Ishaq ibn 
Rahawaih (161-238/777-852), who as a youth had recov
ered some traditions of Ibn al-Mubarak indirectly from the 
latter's son, used (in the year 184/800 or later) Ibn al-
Mubiirak's books directly and freely (see Ibn Hanbal, 
Kitab al-warac, p. 74; Khatib VI 347). Ishaq had a photo
graphic memory and could cite books that he had studied 
as a youth by page and line, a fact which indicates the cur
rency of authoritative and fixed manuscripts (see Khatib 
VI353; Dhahabi II20 f.; GAL 1157 and GAL S1257, 947). 

17 See e.g. Khatib X 152; DhahabI I 181 f., 190. 
18 See e.g. Ibn Sacd VI 210 f.; Ibn Rustah, Kitab al-a<ldq 

al-nafisa VII (in BGA VII [1892]) 216; Irshad IV 272 f. 

19 MaqdisI, Kitab al-bafr wa aUa^nkh IV 102, 104 
(*- trans, pp. 77, 99). 

20DaulabI I 149; Ibn Sa<d VII 2, p. 55; Bukhari, 
Ta?rlkh IV 1, p. 295; Khatib XIII 165; Itqan II 190. 
Tabari cites Dahhak 670 times according to Horst, op. cit. 
p. 304, Isnad 19. 

21 Ibn Sacd V 344. 
22 Ibn Sacd V 347 f.; Ma<arif, p. 240;Jarh II 2, pp. 99 f.; 

Dhahabi I 95 f.; Jam' I 255. 
23 Tafsir I 30; Jeffery (ed.), Two Muqaddimas, p. 193. 

For extracts from Mujahid's Tafsir see Abu Nucaim III 
280-300. Mujahid made his manuscripts available to others 
for copying (see Taqyid al-Hlm, p. 105). 

24 Ibn Sa^d V 352; Bukhari, Td>nkh IV 1, p. 164; Jarh 
III 2, p. 122; Jam' II 420. 

25 Ibn Hibban, pp. 110 f.; Jam< I 61 f., II 431; Mlzan II 
82 f., 360 f. 
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have written down tafslr and fiqh materials and to have dictated his own Tafslr, so that copies 
of it were in the hands of some of his pupils,26 no doubt including Dahhak, who is said to have 
taken (akhadh) the Tafslr from him.27 Furthermore, we read that Sacid's Tafslr was com
missioned by the caliph cAbd al-Malik, that the original was preserved in that caliph's dlwdn 
(see pp. 21, 58), and that it was seen there by the Egyptian cAtaD ibn Dinar (d. 126/744), 
who used the written text alone as the basis of his transmission.28 Similarly, Akhbar cUbaid 
was found and used by Asad ibn Musa (132-212/750-827; see p. 243), who transmitted it on 
the basis of the manuscript.29 

MuqatiPs three authorities—Dahhak, Mujahid, and Sacid ibn Jubair—are mentioned along 
with most of the QurDanic commentators of the first and second centuries and are invariably 
associated with Ibn c Abbas (d. 68/668), who is considered the father of all commentators.30 

Though there is, on the one hand, evidence that Ibn c Abbas left a large number of manu
scripts,31 there is, on the other hand, evidence to indicate that he left no finally fixed texts and 
that the tafslr works which now go under his name include materials added from time to time 
by pupils, editors, and transmitters, almost all of whom committed their materials to writing.32 

Among the Qin°anic commentators of MuqatiFs own day were some of the leading scholars 
who are known to have reached far and wide for their materials, utilized written texts, and 
committed their own works to writing with or without benefit of oral transmission. They in
clude Sudd! (d. 127/744^5),33 Muhammad ibn al-Sa^ib al-Kalbi (d. 146/763),34 and Ibn Ishaq 
of Slrah fame.35 The Meccan commentator Ibn Juraij (d. 150/767), acknowledged as a leader 
in many a scholarly activity and technique, was among those who used written hadlth materi
als without parallel oral transmission.36 The manuscripts of two outstanding scholars of cIraq 
who were Qm°anic commentators, Shucbah ibn al-Hajjaj37 and Sufyan al-Thaun,38 were in 
circulation even in Khurasan (see p. 98). 

26 See Ibn Sacd VI179, 186; Taqyld al-Hlm, pp. 102 f. and 
references there cited. For extracts from SacId's Tafslr see 
Abu Nu'aim IV 283-89. 

27 See Ibn Sacd VI 210 and Irshad IV 272 f., neither of 
which uses the noncommittal akhadh instead of the rawa 
generally used in oral transmission. 

28BukharI, Ta?rikh III 2, p. 473; Jarh III 1, p. 332; 
Tafslr I 145; Mlzan II 197; Husn al-muhatfarah I 149. 

29 See Vol. I 12-16. 
30 See(MLI 190andG^LSI331;Goldziher,/ezcton£/e7i, 

pp. 65-81; Charles Pellat, Le milieu basrien et la formation 
de Gahiz (Paris, 1953) pp. 82 f. 

31 Ibn Sacd V 216; see also Vol. I 23 and references there 
cited. 

32 See references cited in n. 30. Further investigation of 
the extent and nature of Ibn cAbbas' literary activity and 
of his influence on his successors in this field is not within 
the scope of the present study. The discovery of more 
tafslr papyri from the 1st and 2d centuries of Islam might 
well help in the solution of this controversial problem. 
More recent scholars tend to give a greater degree of 
credence than did earlier scholars to the idea that his lit
erary activities were extensive and organized; see Noldeke, 
op. cit. Vol. II 163-70; Goldziher, Richtungen, pp. 55-98; 
Eugen Mittwoch, "Die Berliner arabische Handschrift 
Ahlwardt, No. 683/' A Volume of Oriental Studies Presented 
to Edward G. Browne (Cambridge, 1922) pp. 339-44; Laura 

Veccia Vaglieri in EI I (1960) 40 f. For the role of Ibn 
cAbbas and his transmitters as reflected in Tabari's Tafslr 
see Horst, op. cit. pp. 293-95, 302 f. 

33 Fihrist, p. 33. See also our Vol. I 45 and references 
there cited. For Tabari's free use of Suddi's tafslr materials 
see Horst, op. cit. p. 302, and see Tafslr I 458-61 for 
examples. 

34 See GAL S 1190, 331; Itqan II 187-89; Hajji Khallfah 
II 333. See also our Vol. I 45-47. fabari was very cautious 
in his use of Kalbl materials (Tafslr I 66, 76, 216-19 and 
XI 187 f.; cf. Jarh I 1, p. 432), but others made free use of 
them (see e.g. Jeffery [ed.], Two Muqaddimas, p. 197). 

35 See GAL S I 205 f.; Hajji Khallfah II 332; Noldeke, 
op. cit. Vol. II 170. See also our Vol. I, references to Ibn 
Ishaq in Index, esp. under "historical method." For 
Tabari's frequent use' of Ibn Ishaq's materials see Horst, 
op. cit. pp. 294 f. 

UGAL S I 255; Ibn Sacd V 361 f.; Khatlb X 404f.; 
Dhahabi I 160-62; Mlzan III 348 f.; Itqan 11 189; Hajji 
Khalifah II 346. 

37 Ibn Sa<d VII 2, p. 39; Khatlb IX 255-66; Dhahabi I 
181-88; Nawawi, p. 315. Itqan II 189; Ilajji Khallfah II 
336, 368, 590 f. 

™GAL S I 225; Ibn Sa<d VI 259 and VII 2, p. 72; 
Fihrist, p. 225; Khatlb IX 160 f.; Hajji Khallfah II 357; 
Horst, op. cit. p. 296. Sufyan referred his questioners on the 
extraordinary to Muqatil (Abu Nucaim VII 37). 
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Like these and other contemporary scholars Muqatil committed his works to writing.39 

Sufyan ibn cUyainah (107-98/725-814), who began his scholarly career as a pupil of Muqatil,40 

possessed a copy of the latter's Tafsir, which he did not transmit yet "studied for guidance 
and aid,"41 no doubt in connection with his own Tafsir.*2 Ibn al-Mubarak (see p. 98) was 
likewise familiar with Mujahid's Tafsir, which he admired for its content but mistrusted for 
its authorities, since he insisted on oral transmission.43 The Kufan traditionist Wakic ibn al-
Jarrah (129-97/746-812),44 who likewise insisted on oral transmission, advised a questioner 
not to look into MuqatiFs Tafsir and to bury the copy in his possession.45 ShaficI (d. 204/820) 
too had access to MuqatiFs Tafsir, which he considered good (salih), and furthermore he 
acknowledged Muqatil without reservation as the leader in the field of tafsir literature.46 

Copies of MuqatiFs Tafsir continued to be in circulation in the third century and were cau
tiously studied by such prominent scholars as Ibrahim ibn Ishaq al-Harbl (198-285/813-99) 
and cAbd Allah ibn Ahmad ibn Hanbal (213-90/828-903), both of whom admired the content 
of the work but frowned on its author's neglect of oral transmission and of the isnddt

A7 

The instances noted above do not exhaust the literary references to MuqatiFs written tafsir 
sources, to the written Tafslr's of his contemporaries, and to copies of his own tafsir works. 
They are, nevertheless, sufficient to establish the facts that are of interest at this point, namely 
that tafsir books were available and used from the time of Ibn c Abbas onward and that copies 
of MuqatiFs several works were in circulation among his pupils and among trustworthy 
scholars of his day and of the succeeding generations. 

The sources as a rule do not specify which of MuqatiFs several commentaries is under dis
cussion. Though priority may be conceded tentatively to his chief work, the Tafsir al-kablr, 
the others, including the Wujuh wa al-nazaHr, should not be excluded. SuyutI and Hajjl 
Khalifah, citing Ibn al-Jauzi (510-97/1116-1200), give a concise summary of the nature and 
history of the Him al-wujuh wa al-nazaHr as a branch of the science of Qm°anic commentary.48 

As in all branches of tafsir, the original source and inspiration is said to have been Ibn c Abbas, 
whose pupil cIkrimah (d. 105/723 or 107/725) is generally credited with the first work on this 
subject. Better attested, however, are the Wujuh wa al-nazaHr of the Syrian cAlI ibn Abl Tal-
hah (d. 123/741 or 143/760),49 of Muqatil himself, and of cAbbas ibn al-Fadl al-Ansarl (d. 

39 He must have started his writing career early, for as 
a result of the controversy that he propagated with Jahm 
ibn §afwan (d. 128/745) over the doctrine of anthropo
morphism each wrote a work denouncing the other while 
Abu Hanifah denounced both as extremists (Ibn Sacd VII 
2, pp. 148 f.; Tabarl II 1918 f.; MaqdisI, Kitab al-bad> wa 
al-ta^rlkh V 141 [= trans, pp. 148 f.]; Khatlb XIII 164, 
167 f.; Dhahabi I 150 f., 165; Mlzan III 196). 

40 Khatlb XIII 167. 
41 Ibid. p. 162: (y^Ci^\j 4J J^U**I. Sufyan would not 

transmit any tradition with an abbreviated isnad until he 
made sure that all the omitted links were trustworthy (Ibn 
Hibban, Sahih I 122). 

42 Fihrist, pp. 34 and 226; Itqan II 190; Hajjl Khalifah 
II 349. 

43 Khatlb XIII 164; Mlzan III 196. Ibn al-Mubarak's 
comment is generally reported as y &j^Jb <>*>-l I* 

44 Ibn Sacd VI 275; Jarh IV 2, pp. 37-39; Bukhari, 
Ta^rlkh IV 2, p. 179; Nawawl, pp. 614-16. 

"JarhlV 1, p. 354. 
46 Khatlb XIII 161, 346; Mlzan III 197; Ibn Khallikan 

II 148 (= trans. I l l 409). 

47 Khatlb XIII161 f. (see p. 104, esp. nn. 73-74, below). 
Ibrahim had a large library and was himself a prolific writ
er. He had a trunkful of the traditions of cAli ibn al-Madin! 
(see p. 80 above) which he would not transmit (Khatlb 
VI 24-40, esp. pp. 28, 33, 37; Samcani, folio 162a; Dhahabi 
II 147 f.; Irshad I 37-46). His own works included a Gharlb 
al-hadlth in 5 volumes (Hajjl Khalifah IV 323; see also 
GAL I 124 and GAL S I 188). 

48 Itqan 1142 credits Muqatil with citing in the introduc
tion of his book a tradition from Abu al-Darda3 (d. 32/652 
or 34/654) to the effect that no man is fully versed in the
ology or law until he realizes that the Qur3an has many 
wujuh (see Ibn Sacd II 2, p. 114, where the terms fiqh and 
wujuh are both used in a wider sense than the technical 
meanings they later acquired). As the passage is not found 
in the introduction to cUmumI 561, SuyutI must be citing 
one of the several other tafsir works of Muqatil. Itqan I 
142 f. and Hajjl Khalifah VI 424 f. list some of the earlier 
works on al-wujuh wa al-nazaHr (see Goldziher, Richtungen, 
pp. 84 f. and 116 and references there cited). 

4aIbn Sacd VII 2, p. 164 (no date given); Bukhari, 
Ta?rlkh III 2, pp. 281 f. (no date given). Mlzan II 227 f. 
gives his death date as 123, while Hajjl Khalifah VI 425 
and II 333 give it as 143/760. The other sources available 
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186/802 at the age of 81) of Mosul and Basrah,50 all three of whom wrote down their materials. 
Because of the interest in and early production of this type of tafsir literature it is very likely 
that MuqatiPs own Al-wujuh wa al-nazaHr was known to scholars of the mid-second century 
who were interested in this type of commentary and aware of MuqatiPs reputation for exten
sive knowledge of the QurDan. In view of this general background it is not surprising that our 
papyrus is a fragment from MuqatiPs Al-wujuh wa al-nazdHr. And, inasmuch as the papyrus 
text is earlier than that of Abu Nasr, MuqatiPs pupil and transmitter (see p. 97), we 
are forced to conclude that we have here a document that could have come from MuqatiPs 
own hand. At any rate, the fine quality of the papyrus, the liberal margins, and the elegant 
script all point to a scholar's prized copy, whether that scholar was Muqatil himself or one of 
his contemporaries. Furthermore, since Egypt in the first half of the second century apparently 
produced no outstanding Quranic commentator and since the paleography of the papyrus 
shows no marked affinity to the paleography of second- or even third-century literary papyri 
that originated in Egypt, it is probable that our papyrus came originally from either cIraq 
or Syria. Though MuqatiPs scholarly career ran most of its course in cIraq, he is known to 
have traveled as far west as Beirut in Syria.51 

The early and subsequently widespread use of tafsir works, so copiously and specifically 
documented directly from some of the earliest representative literary sources, is reflected col
lectively and indirectly in Horst's painstaking and valuable analysis of the isndd's of Tabarl's 
Tafsir.52 There, along with literally thousands of isndd's that appear 1-47 times, there are 14 
that are repeated 52-86 times, 16 that are repeated 107-970 times, and 5 with about 1,000, 
1,080, 1,560, 1,800, and 3,060 repetitions respectively. The thousands of isndd's that occur 
less than 100 times no doubt reflect the activities of the average non-professional transmitters, 
whose numbers increased with each succeeding generation and who transmitted their bit of the 
"living tradition" orally with or without the aid of written memoranda. The 16 isndd's that 
are repeated approximately 100-1,000 times would, then, represent the activities of several 
grades of early tafsir scholars such as Sacid ibn Jubair (Horst's Isnad 17) and Dahhak (Isnad 
19) and of somewhat later scholars whose interest in Quranic commentary was secondary to 
their interest in other literary fields and who committed their materials to writing, for example 
Ibn Ishaq (Isnad 17)53 and Sufyan al-Thaurl (Isnad 18). Finally, the five most often repeated 
isndd's reflect the activities of the acknowledged experts in the field of tafsir—men whose 
works were transmitted, in part or in whole, by each succeeding generation of tafsir scholars. 
I t came as no surprise to this writer, long convinced of a greater degree of literary activity 
and progress under the Umayyads than most have been willing to concede, that these five 
isndd's trace back to Ibn cAbbas, Mujahid (Isnads 1, 2, 6-8, 19), Qatadah ibn Dicamah (Isnad 
14), Suddl (Isnads 15-16), and Macmar ibn Rashid (Isnads 12-13)—commentators whose 
death dates are 68, 104, 117 or 118, 127, and 154 A.H. respectively and whose production and 

mention no death date. However, most of the episodes that 
link cAli and his Tafsir on the one hand with Ibn cAbbas 
and on the other with c All's own main transmitter, Mucawi-
yah ibn §alih, who died in 158/775 at an advanced age, 
would seem to favor the earlier date (see p. 103 below). A 
source that is likely to throw more light on cAlI's life and 
activities is the still unpublished part of Ibn cAsakir's 
TaPrlkh madindt Dimashq. 

toMizdn II 19; Hajji Khallfah VI 425. 

*lJarh IV 1, pp. 354 f.; Nawawi, p. 574; Yaqtit I 785, 
II 631. 

62 "Zur tJberlieferung im Korankommentar at-Tabaris," 
ZDMG CIII 290-307. 

63 Tabari, in his Tafsir, frequently cites lengthy tradi
tions and composite passages from Ibn Ishaq, most of 
which are found also in his Ta^rikh and in his Sirah though 
not necessarily as units. See e.g. Tafsir XIII 91-96, 399-
401, 494-96; this volume covers Jewish history and legends 
and cites several quite lengthy accounts from Ibn cAbbas 
(No. 15019), <Ikrimah (No. 15272), Sa<id ibn Jubair (Nos. 
15014, 15026), Qatadah ibn Dicamah (Nos. 15017-18, 
15132), and Suddi (Nos. 15016, 15969). 
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use of written texts is copiously documented in the extant early literary sources.54 The main 
centers for the production of early tafslr studies were the Hijaz, cIraq, and Syria, where paper 
had not yet begun to replace papyrus for most purposes and where the soil was unkind to 
manuscripts. Loss was thus the usual fate of the original works themselves. Only those origi
nals or copies that found their way to or originated later in Egypt, where the sandy soil was 
much kinder to manuscripts, had some chance of preservation. Muqatil's Al-wujuh wa al-
nazaPir was one of these, for it is to the Egyptian soil that we owe the preservation of our 
papyrus folio. 

How, then, did the copy represented by our papyrus find its way to Egypt? There is, of 
course, the obvious possibility that it was taken west by traveling scholars and book col
lectors or traders. But from the Arabic literary sources with their multitude of detail can be 
pieced together some widely scattered items which suggest more specific agents of transporta
tion. For instance, the Syrian cAlT ibn Abi Talhah, regardless of which date is accepted for 
his death (see n. 49 above), could well have come into personal contact with Muqatil or his 
work during the latter's visit to Syria. Be that as it may, we are on surer ground with c All's 
direct transmitter Mucawiyah ibn Salih of Hims (d. 158/775),55 who transmitted c All's volumi
nous Tafslr with an isndd said to trace originally through Mujahid back to Ibn cAbbas though 
the Mujahid link was omitted by cAli.56 I t is significant that Tabari uses this particular isndd 
no less than 1,530 times.57 Mucawiyah traveled westward to Spain before the entry of the 
Umayyad cAbd al-Rahman I in the year 138/755 but joined that prince upon his arrival in 
Spain. Toward the end of his life Mucawiyah was sent back to Syria in the prince's service. 
He extended his trip to make the pilgrimage of the year 154/771. In both Medina and Mecca 
he gave public and private lectures that were attended by scholars from all the provinces. 
Among those who "wrote down much knowledge" from him at that time were some of the 
leading and most promising scholars of cIraq and Egypt. The Egyptians included Laith ibn 
Sacd (94-175/712-91) and his secretary and Ibn Wahb (125-97/742-812). Exchange of 
manuscripts between the aged Mucawiyah and any one of these Egyptian scholars could have 
taken place then or during one of Mucawiyah7s several passages through Egypt. On one of 
these occasions Laith and his secretary cAbd Allah ibn Salih, known also as Abu Salih (138-
223/755-838), had an oral session (simdc) with Mucawiyah, after which Laith instructed his 
secretary to seek the visitor again and take down the materials from his dictation. This the 
secretary did and then publicized the fact that he had heard these materials twice from 
Mucawiyah himself and then read them back to Laith.58 Early and independent confirmation 
of direct transmission by Abu Salih from Mucawiyah of both tafslr and hadlth materials is 
provided by Abu cUbaid (154-223/773-838),59 Bukharl (194-256/810-70),60 and Abu 
Hatim al-Razi (195-277/811-90),61 all three of whom traveled to Egypt in the second decade 

54 References for Suddi and Macmar may be found 
through the index of our Vol. I. For a general list of leading 
commentators see Jeffery (ed.), Two Muqaddimas, p. 196. 

55 Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 207; Bukharl, T&rikh IV 1, p. 335; 
Jarh III 1, p. 191, and IV 1, pp. 382 f.; Jam- I 259, II 
491 f.; Dhahabi I 166 f.; Mlzan III 179 f.; Khushani, 
Kitab al-qu4at bi Qurtubah, texto arabe y traduction por 
Julian Ribera (Madrid, 1914) pp. 30-38 (= trans, pp. 40-
47); HumaidI, Jadhwat al-muqtabis, ed. Muhammad ibn 
Tawit al-Tanji (Cairo, 1371/1952) pp. 318-21, where 
Muca\viyah's death date is given by some as 168 A.H. but 
rejected by Humaidi in favor of 158 A.H.; Ibn al-Faradi, 
Ta^rikh al-culama?1 ed. <Izzat cAttar al-Husaini (Cairo, 

1374/1954) II 137-39, gives both dates without resolving 
the discrepancy. 

^Mizdn II 227 f.; Itqan II 188. See Itqan I 115-21 
(chap. 36) for extracts from cAlI's Tafslr. 

67 See Horst, op. cit p. 293, Isnads 1 and 2. 
58 Ibn al-Faradl, loc. cit. 
59 Amwal, pp. 13, 116, and 127. See also GAL I 106; 

Dhahabi II 5 f. 
*°Ja7nc I 268 f. Bukharl was in Egypt in the year 217/ 

832 (Bukharl, Ta^rikh III 1, p. 121). 
61 Jarh, Taqdimah, pp. 357 and 359 f.; Jarh IV 1, p. 40S. 

See also GAL 116 f.; Dhahabi II132-34. Abu Hatim made 
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of the third century and transmitted materials directly from Abu Salih on the authority of 
Mucawiyah on the authority of cAli ibn Abl Talhah on the authority of Ibn c Abbas. That much 
of the material transmitted by Abu Salih from Mucawiyah consisted of tafslr traditions is con
firmed by Horst's study of the isndd's of Tabari's Tafslr^2 which reveals 1,530 traditions 
whose isndd's trace back to these four earliest links. Of these traditions, 970 were transmitted 
from Abu Salih to Tabarl by cAll ibn Da'ud al-Tamimi (d. 262/876 or 272/885) and 560 by 
Muthanna ibn Ibrahim al-AmulT, who was active in the first half of the third century.63 Such 
large numbers of traditions with identical early isndd's provide further evidence of the steady 
availability and use of written compilations of tafslr traditions. 

That Abu Salih did actually come to possess some, if not all, of the books of Mucawiyah is 
attested by Khatib,64 who, however, does not specify the time of acquisiton nor the titles. 
Nevertheless it is certain that at least one original manuscript that was in the possession of 
Mucawiyah, namely the Tafslr of his teacher cAli ibn Abl Talhah, did find its way into the 
hands of Abu Salih and that Ibn Hanbal thought it worthwhile for anyone to make a special 
trip to Egypt to acquire its contents.63 The Wujuh wa al-nazdHr of cAli ibn Abl Talhah as 
well as that of Muqatil could therefore likewise have come into the possession of Abu Salih. 
Be that as it may, the fact that Abu Salih possessed some of the books of Mucawiyah soon 
came to be widely known. He was sought out in Egypt early in the third century by the well 
known Syrian scholar cAbd al-Rahman ibn Ibrahim (170-245/786-859),66 who made copies 
of the books of Mucawiyah on the authority of Abu Salih.67 

In the year 274/887 the Spanish scholar Ibn Ayman traveled east to cIraq and was told 
by the Traqi scholar Muhammad ibn Abl Khaithmah (d. 297/910) of the importance of the 
originals (usul) in the collection of Mucawiyah's manuscripts. On his return to Spain Ibn Ayman 
searched in vain for such originals and credited their loss to neglect on the part of Mucawiyah's 
comparatively unlearned Spanish contemporaries.68 A better reason now would seem to be 
that they were not to be found in Spain simply because the author himself had taken them 
out of the country and disposed of them in Egypt, whether or not he himself returned finally 
to Spain and died there. If Mucawiyah actually died in Egypt, as Ibn Hibban reports,69 then 
Abu Salih in all probability acquired his collection of manuscripts at the time of Mucawiyah's 
death or soon thereafter. 

a second journey to Egypt in the year 255/869 and was 
accompanied this time by his youthful son cAbd al-
Rahman (240-327/854-938); for seven months they sought 
out leading traditionists by day and spent the nights copy
ing and collating manuscripts {Jarh, Taqdimah, pp. iv f. 
and 349-68; Dhahabi I I I 47). 

62 See Horst, op. cit. pp. 294 f. and 307. See also Birke
land, Opposition, pp . 18 f., and his The Legend of the Opening 
of Muhammed's Breast, p . 7. 

63 See Horst, op. cit. p . 293 and references there cited. For 
cAl! ibn Da=ud see also Jarh I I I 1, p . 185, and Mizan I I 224. 
Muthanna is still unidentified. Both men with this com
plete isnad are used sparingly by Tabarl (Ta^rikh I 40, 
44 f., 51, 53, 200). 

«4 Khatib 1X478, 480, 481. 

65 Itqan I I 188. See also Goldziher, Richtungen, p . 78, 
and Birkeland, Opposition, p . 18—both without references. 
There can, of course, be no question that throughout the 
3d century the importance of texts in literary transmis
sion was recognized and that they were used in all fields 

of intellectual endeavor, as attested for the religious sci
ences by such outstanding leaders as Waqidi and his secre
tary Ibn Sacd, Ibn Hisham, Ibn Hanbal, Bukhari, Tabarl, 
and many more. 

66 Bukhari, Ta=rlkh I I I 1, p. 256; Jarh I I 2, pp. 211 f.; 
Khatib X 265-67; Dhahabi I I 58 f. 

67 Khatib I X 481. The traveling Kufan traditionist Zaid 
ibn al-Habbab (d. 203/818) had earlier sought out Mucawi
yah either in Mecca, as surmised by Khatib, or more likely 
in Spain, as reported by Ibn Hanbal and the Spanish 
sources (Khatib VIII 442-44; Dhahabi I 319 f.; Ibn al-
Faradi, Ta?rlkh al-culama? I 185 f., I I 138; HumaidI, 
Jadhwat al-muqtabis, pp. 203 f.). 

68 Khatib I 304 f.; Khushani, op. cit. pp. 30 f.; Maqqarl, 
Nafh al-lib I (Leyde, 1271/1855) 492, 618. 

69 See Ibn Hibban, p . 144, No. 1530, as against Khusha
ni, op. cit. pp. 37 f., who says Mucawiyah died in Rabad, 
presumably in Cordova (Yaqut I I 750 f.) since Khushani 
adds that Prince Hisham attended the funeral. The rest of 
the sources do not mention the place of Mucawiyah's death, 
though the still unpublished part of Ibn cAsakir's TaDrlkh 
rnadindt Dimashq may do so. 
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There is a second circumstance through which Abu Salih could have acquired MuqatiPs 
work. In the year 161/778 he accompanied Laith ibn Sacd on a trip to the eastern provinces. 
While they were in cIraq they sought out several scholars and wrote down materials trans
mitted by them.70 MuqatiPs works were no doubt in circulation in cIraq at that time (see p. 
101), so that Laith, the leading Egyptian scholar, and his secretary Abu Salih might well have 
obtained or made copies of them to take back to Egypt. 

Again, our papyrus could have been taken to Egypt by Shafi% who was familiar with 
MuqatiPs work (see p. 100) and who settled in Egypt in the year 198/814.71 Abu Salih would 
have had an opportunity to acquire manuscripts from Shafici or his companions or perhaps 
from Shaficfs library after his death. 

Undoubtedly the original or a copy of MuqatiPs Al-wujuh wa al-nazaHr, represented by 
our papyrus folio, is to be linked with Laith and Abu Salih through one of the three means 
detailed above in the order of probability. Moreover, the small group of contemporary and 
nearly contemporary literary papyri here published includes other documents that represent 
the works and collections of Laith and Abu Salih (e.g. Documents 5 and 6). 

MuqatiPs general practice of using written sources on their own authority detracted from 
his reputation as a scholar among his contemporaries who insisted on the direct isndd and oral 
transmission with or without benefit of accompanying written texts. This critical attitude was 
adopted by scholars of the next generation and is expressed in a terse statement by cIsa ibn 
Yunus (d. 187/803; see p. 160), who, when asked for his opinion of Muqatil, swiftly replied 
"ibn diwwdn dawwan"12 which in its context can only mean that Muqatil used books as final 
authority in the production of his own manuscripts. Hudhail ibn Habib dictated an entire 
tafslr work of Muqatil in Baghdad in the year 190/806.73 Some decades later Ibn Hanbal was 
asked for his opinion of Muqatil and is reported to have answered: "He had books which he 
studied, but I see that he was learned in the Qur3an."74 Still later, Ibrahim ibn Ishaq al-Harbi, 
who studied MuqatiPs Tafslr (see p. 100) though he would not transmit it, summed up his 
objection to Muqatil as follows: "Muqatil collected the commentaries of the people and made 
his (own) commentary without oral transmission."75 This need not and does not mean that 
Muqatil consistently ignored the use of hadith as a basis of tafslr,™ since there is evidence of 
his use of traditions, acceptable or otherwise (see p. 204), and since he did cite Dahhak as an 
authority (see p. 97) and did claim transmission from Muhammad ibn al-Sa?ib al-Kalbi. 
What it does mean is that Muqatil copied materials, including traditions with or without 
isnad's, from books without any sort of oral session (simdc) involving the direct trans
mitter. In other words, he did not conform to the standards of oral transmission of hadith 
that were current in his day and thereafter. Yet this defect did not induce Ibrahim ibn Ishaq 
al-Harbi to condemn Muqatil outright. With an eye to his own professional reputation as an 
orthodox traditionist and a scholar, he refrained from transmitting MuqatiPs Tafslr. But he 
studied the work in private with so much profit that he was forced to conclude that the 
severity of the criticisms voiced against Muqatil stemmed from professional jealousy.77 

"Khatlb IX 478-81, XIII 3-5. ^ Khatib XIII 161: Vl Ifci J& ^ AJ CJ lT 

^GAL2l\m. . j T ^ l *ip <*J jlS" fjj\ J\ 

"Theunvoweled 0>> O ^ ^ i of Khatib XIII 165; 7 6 ^ ^ P - 162: <OP ^ij ^ U l l ^Ju J l l i * £*>-

see Butrus al-Bustani, Muhit al-muhxt I (Beirut, 1284/ . £-1^** j*i- *y* 
1867) 700, where diwwdn is equated with diwan. It was 7tiTr . , . ^ ... na » , T , . , u . 

' , ' A, /u , - -i TT • u u "Birkeland, Opposition, pp. 26 t.f tends to give this 
partly for the same reason that Sufyan ibn cUyainah would impression. 
not transmit Muqatil's Tafslr (see p. 100 above). "K h a t ib> XIII 162 f.: OJ^LJ ^ U U U +**[£$ CM 
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MuqatiPs relationship with Kalbl, the one contemporary scholar who could challenge his 
leadership in the field of tafslr, is also instructive. For, while Muqatil did not hesitate to use 
Kalbfs materials and to recommend them to his own pupils, Kalbl refrained from giving the 
same mark of approval to his equally talented but more generous rival.78 He once publicly chal
lenged MuqatiPs claim of having received traditions from him. Muqatil is reported to have 
answered: "Be silent, Abu al-Nadr [Kalbl], for the ornamentation of the hadlth consists, for 
us, in (citing) the men (as authorities).7'79 Kalbl must have considered silence at this point 
the better part of wisdom since he was open to the same type of criticism that was being 
hurled at Muqatil.80 Some of Kalbl's tafslr materials were so suspect that several of his pupils 
and contemporaries, including Ibn Ishaq and Sufyan al-Thauri, went to some length to dis
guise the fact of their transmission from KalbL81 Sufyan reports that Kalbl himself acknowl
edged the falsity of his transmission from Abu Salih on the authority of Ibn c Abbas.82 Yet, 
though the Tafsir's of KalbT and Muqatil were frequently compared and as often as not de
clared of equal worth,83 Kalbfs reputation among the orthodox was salvaged to a certain 
extent while that of Muqatil remained under a heavy cloud.84 

Bukhari declared Muqatil weak and worthless.86 Tabari made use in his Tafslr of the bio
graphical and historical materials of Kalbl and his son Hisham and of WaqidT, all three of 
whom were suspect as to isnad's and oral transmission of hadlth. Yet he consistently refused 
to use similar materials from MuqatiPs works86 and in his few references to him points out 
his untrustworthy practices.87 Ibn cAdI (d. 360/971 or 365/976), put his finger on the most 
significant factor that turned many fellow scholars against Muqatil and his works. In com
paring Muqatil and Kalbl he says: "No one has a Tafslr that is longer and fuller than KalbPs. 
After him (comes) Muqatil ibn Sulaiman. But Kalbl is preferred because of MuqatiPs unortho
dox doctrines."88 For Muqatil not only made free use of non-Islamic materials, especially from 
Christian and Jewish sources.89 but was, furthermore, a Zaidite with anthropomorphic leanings 
(see p. 100, n. 39).90 However, it should be noted that Ibn al-Mubarak, as orthodox a scholar 
as any and one even more opposed to the anthropomorphism of Jahm ibn Safwan than to 
Christian and Jewish theology, did not accuse Muqatil of this widely current heresy.91 

Because of his controversial techniques, his professional jealousy, and above all his religious 
bias Muqatil was consigned to the ranks of the untrustworthy. Yet, so strong was the impres
sion that the man and his works had made on his contemporaries and on succeeding genera
tions of scholars who used one or more of his several tafslr works that he was seldom men-

78 Khatib XIII 167 f. 
79 Ibid. pp. 163 f.: y> Lwl U cloO>JI ^j j j j l i 

80 Bukhari, Ttfrikh I 2, p. 144; Jarh I 1, pp. 431 f. 
81 Ibn Sacd VI 212 f.; Bukhari, Ta-rlkh IV 1, pp. 8f.; 

Jarh III 1, pp. 382 f. See also Tafslr I 220 (No. 305). 
Jahi?'s sweeping criticism of most Quranic commentators 
was based largely on the linguistic and historical inaccura" 
cies and the illogicality of their tafslr and txPwll materials 
(see e.g. Jahi?, Al-hayawan I [1356/1938] 343-45). 

*2Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 81. For this Abu §alih, client of 
Umm Hani, see our Vol. I 46, n. 3. 

83 Khatib XIII 163: J J I I# j^Ju Ji* ^-<&& jy^ 

8* Ibn Khallikan II 148 (= trans. I l l 408-12). 
" Bukhari, Ta>rlkh IV 2, p. 14; Khatib XIII 168. 

*«Irshad VI 441. Nasa?I (d. 303/915) likewise avoided 
using Muqatil's works (see Khatib XIII 168). 

87 Tafslr I 66, 76, 157, 216-19 and XI 187 f. The editors 
of Tafslr in their copious notes argue that some well known 
isnad's, e.g. Ibn Ishaq-Kalbl-Abu Salih-Ibn cAbbas, are 
suspect for the simple reason that Kalbl is one of the links 
(cf. Bukhari, TcPrtkh II 2, p. 85; Jarh I 1, pp. 431 f., and 
III 1, pp. 270 f.; cf. also Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 81). 

88 Quoted in Itqan II 189 and Haj jl Khalifah II 143. For 
Ibn cAdi see GAL I 167 and GAL S I 280. 

89 Fihrist, pp. 178 f. 
90 Mlzdn III 197. Cf. Louis Massignon, Essai sar les 

origines du lexique technique de la mystique musulmane 
("Etudes musulmanes" II [nouv. 6d.; Paris, 1954]) pp. 69 f. 

91 Tafslr III 252 f. For Ibn al-Mubarak's position see 
Darimi, Kitdb al-radd cald al-Jahmiyah, ed. Gosta Vitestam 
(Lund, 1960) pp. 6, 8, 102. 
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tioned throughout the centuries without reference to his vast knowledge of and preoccupation 
with the Qur'an and Qm°anic commentary. I t is true that such references are frequently ac
companied by mention of the general untrustworthiness of his traditions, though even some 
of these were considered acceptable enough to be written down from him for transmission.92 

That, under the circumstances, only a few of his traditions as such have survived93 is not 
surprising. Nor is it surprising that those of his Tafslr works which have survived (see p. 96)94 

are predominantly linguistic. 
In view of this threefold prejudice against Muqatil one must view with suspicion the inane 

anecdotes reported about him,95 as also the charge that he offered to fabricate traditions 
in favor of Mansur and the cAbbasids.96 Anecdotes that illustrate MuqatiPs personal trustwor
thiness and courage deserve, under the circumstances, more credence. In the year 128/745, 
when he was still a young man, he was sought as arbiter in an important politico-military 
dispute because of his reputation as a man who not only studied but "lived by the Book 
of God."97 Later, Mansur was being annoyed by flies and asked Muqatil if he knew 
why God created them; he received with silence the pointed answer "to humble the 
mighty."98 Prince Mahdi patronized Muqatil presumably for his knowledge of tafsir, though 
Mansur stressed the prince's studies with Hasan ibn cUmarah (d. 153/770) in fiqh and with 
Ibn Ishaq in maghazi." 

Following in the footsteps of conservative and orthodox Islamic critics, whose bases for 
al-jarh wa al-tacdll, "the impugnment and the vindication," were primarily oral transmission 
and the unbroken isnad, Western scholars, except Massignon,100 have been content for the 
most part to stress Muqatil's so-called weak points and to underestimate if not, indeed, to 
overlook his initiative and wide yet specialized coverage of his chosen field of study.101 The 
very existence of our papyrus and the study growing out of it offset the imbalance. For, Kalbi 
and his extensive Tafsir notwithstanding, Muqatil with his several and varied tafslr works 
emerges as not only the most prolific but also the leading Qur'anic commentator of his day. 
His knowledge and initiative were put to use in the development of the various specialized 
branches in that field, and his works came to be widely used but for the most part without 
formal or public acknowledgment, largely out of deference to the sentiments of powerful 
orthodox circles. 

THE EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF TAFSIR 
Birkeland102 contends that Goldziher has seriously misunderstood the sources which he 

cites in support of his conviction that there was tangible opposition to a certain type of tafslr 
in the first two centuries of Islam. BirkelancTs own position is as follows: (1) There was no 
opposition to any kind of tafsir until late in the first century. (2) Strong opposition to all 

92 The earlier sources have been cited repeatedly and are 
reflected in such later sources as DhahabI I 165, Nawawl, 
pp. 574 f., Ibn Khallikan II 147 f., and Yafi<I I 309. 

93 See Document 8, Traditions 10 and 12, and Vol. I 52. 
94 Ibn al-JauzI, who likewise wrote on al-wujuh wa al-

na?dHr (see Itqan I 142-46, II 189; Hajji Khalifah VI 424), 
may have had access to earlier works, including Muqatil's, 
on that subject (see Ibn al-Jauzi, Al-mudhish [Baghdad, 
1348/1929] pp. 2-22, esp. pp. 10-22). 

95 Khatib XIII 166 f.; Mlzan III 197. 
9° Khatib XIII 167. 

97TabarI II 1917 f., 1921, 1931, 1933; Ibn al-Athlr, AU 
kdmil fi al-ta?rikh, ed. C. J. Thornberg, V (Lugduni Bata-
vorum, 1870) 454. 

98 Khatib XIII 160; Yafiq I 309; Ibn Khallikan II 148. 
99 Akhbar al-quolat III 248; Khatib VII 345. See also our 

Vol. I 88-91. 
100 See his Recueil de textes inedits concernant de la mys

tique en pays d'Islam I 194-210, 219. 
101 See Noldeke, Geschichte des Qorans (2d ed.) II 163-71, 

esp. pp. 1701.; Goldziher, Richtungen, pp. 58-60; Plessner 
in EI III 7111.; Birkeland, Opposition, pp. 26 f, 

102 Opposition (1955) pp. 7f. 
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types of tafslr developed in the second century. (3) Thereafter, tafsir brought into line with 
orthodox doctrine and subjected to strict methods of transmission received general acceptance, 
but opposition to heterodox tafslr persisted.103 There is general agreement on the last point, 
which therefore need not be considered here. As for the other two points, Goldziher has indeed 
misunderstood some of the sources, but Birkeland too has been misled. We shall try to follow 
and enlarge on the salient points of this new controversy in order to indicate in bold outlines 
the history of the development of tafsir and its literature in the first two centuries of Islam. 

Goldziher104 cites as evidence of early opposition to tafsir the severe punishment that the 
caliph cUmar I inflicted on Sabigh ibn cIsl for his preoccupation with the interpretation of the 
ambiguous passages (mutashdbihdt) of the Qm°an. Birkeland105 questions the validity of this 
evidence (1) by casting doubt on the identity of Sabigh, whom he considers legendary, (2) by 
arguing that the harsh punishment was not in keeping with cUmar's known character, and 
(3) by pointing out that cUmar, who approved of Ibn c Abbas, the father of tafsir, could hardly 
be assumed to have been opposed to tafsir. Examination of these objections reveals that they 
were made without adequate research, and the collective evidence of the sources leads one in 
turn to question Birkeland's position on all three points. 

Birkeland questions Sablgh's historicity on the strength of the different names by which 
he is referred to in the different sources: Sabigh ibn cIsl and Sabigh ibn al-Mundhir. Ibn 
Duraid gives Sabigh's genealogy as Sabigh ibn Shank ibn al-Mundhir . . . ibn cIsl . . . al-
Yarbuci and mentions also his brother Rabicah ibn cIsl al-Yarbu% who appears in historical 
sources in military and civil capacities in the eastern provinces in the years 12-60 A.H.106 

That Sabigh is referred to now by one and now by another part of his full name reflects a 
practice so common in Islamic literature that it cannot be used to.question his historicity— 
a historicity that is confirmed by that of his brother, with whom he is at times associated 
in the literature. 

Again, Sabigh is sometimes referred to as cAbd Allah ibn Sabigh. So far as I have been able 
to discover, this form of his name occurs only in reports of his meeting with cUmar I, who 
asked Sabigh his name and received the reply: "I am cAbd Allah Sabigh." To this cUmar re
plied: "And I am cAbd Allah cUmar."107 The practice of prefixing "cAbd Allah" to the caliph's 
name is said to have started in the year 16/637 when Mughirah ibn Shucbah, cUmar's governor 
of Basrah, addressed cUmar as "cAbd Allah cUmar ibn al-Khattab, Commander of the 
Faithful,77 instead of the clumsy "cUmar ibn al-Khattab, Agent of the Agent of the Messenger 
of Allah.77108 cUmar approved the innovation, which soon became the general practice for offi
cial correspondence and administrative documents.109 I t is entirely possible that the form 
"cAbd Allah ibn Sabigh77 is a creation of some later narrator or copyist who felt the need to 
supply what he considered a missing "ibn77 in the original "cAbd Allah Sabigh.77 This inference 
is borne out by the fact that of the many entries on Sabigh, Suyuti's much abbreviated ac-

103 Ibid. pp. 7f., 42. See also Birkeland, The Lord 
Guideth (Oslo, 1956) pp. 6-13, 133-37. 

104 Richtungen, pp. 55 f. 

io5 Opposition, pp. 13 f. 
106 Ibn Duraid, Kitab al-ishtiqdqf ed. Ferdinand Wusten-

feld (Gottingen, 1854) pp. 139 f.; Jahi?, Kitab al-baydn wa 
al-tabyin (1366/1947) II 265; Baladhuri, Kitab ansab al~ 
ashrdf, translated by Olga Pinto and Giorgio Levi della 
Vida (Roma, 1938) p. 43; Tabari I 2058, 2923 and II 81, 
178, 209; cIqd II 227; Murtada al-Zabldl, Taj al-carus, ed. 
Sayyid cAli Jaudat (10 vols.; Cairo, 1306-7/1889-90) VI20. 

107 Darimi I 54; Ibn <Asakir VI 385. 

108 Sacid ibn al-Batriq (Eutychius), Na?m al-jauhar II, 
ed. L. Cheikho et aL ("Corpus scriptorum Christianorum 
orientalium: Scriptores Arabici," Ser. 3, Vol. VII [Beirut 
etc., 1909]) 20. 

109 See e.g. Grohmann, Allgemeine Einfiihrung in die 
arabischen Papyri ("Corpus Papyrorum Raineri Archiducis 
Austriae" III, "Series Arabica" I 1 [Wien, 1924]); George 
C. Miles, "Early Islamic inscriptions near Ta3if in the 
Hijaz," JNES VII (1948) 236 f. The practice continued 
well into cAbbasid times. 
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count110 of the story is the only primary source that uses the form "cAbd Allah ibn SabTgh." 
Goldziher111 at first used only the form "Sabigh ibn cIsl," following his sources, then adopted 
the form "cAbd Allah ibn Sabigh" and, finally, the form "Ibn Sabigh,"112 which is not to be 
found in any of the Arabic sources. This usage no doubt confused Birkeland. Nevertheless, it 
must be clear that to consider SabTgh legendary113 because of these several errors in his name 
or because of the use of alternative parts of the name is not justifiable. 

We turn next to the severity of the punishment inflicted by cUmar on SabTgh. Though the 
newly founded Basrah was the seat of his family, SabTgh is more frequently referred to as 
"the cIraqI," which could indicate that he moved about in the province of cIraq. At any rate, 
he was apparently a restless man on the move. Like his brother Rablcah he moved in military 
circles, though in what official capacity, if any, is nowhere stated. Late in the second and 
early in the third decade of Islam, religious information and instruction in the newly con
quered provinces of cIraq, Syria, and Egypt was to be had only in the large military camps 
and the newly established settlements, such as Basrah and Fustat, where many of the Com
panions of Muhammad, some of whom were eager to instruct the people, were to be found. 
SabTgh, according to the earliest cIraqT and Egyptian sources, sought out men in these provin
cial military camps and raised questions about the ambiguous (mutashabih) and difficult 
(mushkilat) passages of the Qur^an in a foolish and stubborn way.114 This sort of questioning 
led him into serious trouble in Egypt, where he and his activities were brought to the attention 
of cAmr ibn al-cAs, presumably during the latter's first governorship of that province (21-25 
A.H.). I t is known that cAmr was energetic and a man of decision who took provincial matters 
into his own hands (see p. 109). That he did not do so in Sablgh's case but instead found it 
necessary to send the offender to cUmar in Medina and that cUmar readied the instruments 
of punishment even before he interviewed SabTgh is indicative of the seriousness of the offense 
in the judgment of both cAmr and cUmar. 

There are two early Medinan versions of the interview with cUmar and of the punishment 
which followed (see references in n. 114). A brief version, which traces back to Sulaiman ibn 
Yasar (see pp. 213 f.), merely states that SabTgh asked cUmar questions about ambiguous 
Qm°anic passages, for which he was flogged. A longer version traces back to Nafic (d. 117/735). 
I t gives examples of Sablgh's questions, details the punishment of two hundred strokes actually 
administered and states that a third hundred was averted, mentions SabTgh's return in dis
grace to Basrah and Omar ' s written instructions to Abu Musa al-AshcarT, governor of that 
city, to have SabTgh ostracized, and finally describes SabTgh's repentance, pardon, and restora
tion to Muslim society. Later sources add details here and there from SacTd ibn al-Musayyib 
(d. 94/712), Ta>us ibn Kaisan (d. 106/724), Muhammad ibn Sinn (d. 110/728), and others, 
details which do not alter the basic elements of the story, though TaDus adds that cUmar tore 
up SabTgh's manuscripts.115 

The incident must have been widely publicized from the start, for Malik ibn Anas reports 
on the authority of ZuhrT on the authority of Qasim ibn Muhammad (d. 108/726 at age 70 or 
72) that once when a man annoyed Ibn c Abbas (d. 68/668) by asking him repeatedly about the 
distribution of war booty the latter exclaimed in anger: "This man is indeed like SabTgh whom 
cUmar flogged."116 Tabarl gives the same report almost verbatim, to which Tirmidhfs com-

110 Itqan II 4. 1U Futuh, p. 168; Darimi I 54 f.; Ibn Duraid, Kilab al-

^Studien II \W. UhHqOq,W.mi. 
115 See e.g. Malati, Kilab al-tanbih wa al-radd, pp. 138 f.; 

112 Goldziher, Richtungen, p. 55, n. 3. I b n cAsakir VI 384*f.; Isabah II 521. 
113 See Birkeland, Op-position, p. 14. m Muwatttf II 455. 
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mentator, Ibn al-cArabi al-Macafiri, adds that Sabigh was flogged "with the dirrah until his 
blood streamed down his limbs."117 From Ibn cAsakir's account we learn that the story of 
Sabigh was recorded in his leading sources—Abu Nucaim, Daraqutnl, and Khatlb.118 Daraqutnl 
questioned the version of Ibn Abl Sabrah (d. 162/779), where Sablgh's questions seem to have 
been harmless enough for even cUmar himself to answer. Ibn cAsakir adds: "Reason does not 
accept that cUmar should flog a man who asks for comments on Quranic verses other than 
the mutashdbihat and have him, furthermore, ostracized. Far be it from cUmar to reach this 
degree of severity, as is indeed confirmed by what follows." And what follows in Ibn cAsakir's 
account gives the earlier versions of Sulaiman ibn Yasar and Nafic, where the emphasis is pre
cisely on the mutashdbihat and where there is no comment on the severe punishment of two 
hundred strokes by any of its recorders. 

Before we pass judgment on cUmar's severity, it is fitting to consider not only the offense 
itself but also its probable consequences under the then existing religio-political situation. 
Sabigh's activity was not private or casual. Its extent and persistence presented a double 
threat. Theologically, it held the danger of spreading doubt, misbelief, and heresy.119 Political
ly, it could, by undermining the new faith, undermine also the allegiance of the military 
forces whose loyal support was so essential to the success and stability of the newly estab
lished religio-political community. Surah 3:7 expressly condemns preoccupation with mutasha-
bihat al-Qur^an for just such reasons. Sabigh's offense, then, seemed to his contemporaries and 
to the succeeding generations of Muslims far from the "innocent questions" that Birkeland120 

believed it to have been. Moreover, there were other instances in which cUmar's severity and 
zeal exceeded his sense of justice, when he spared neither man nor woman, including the 
members of his own family. 

Among the several stories told of cUmar's zealous persecution of early converts to Islam is 
one in which he thrashed a slave woman who refused to renounce Islam "until his own strength 
gave out."121 His own conversion did not mellow him. He ordered Muslim women beaten for 
infractions of the divorce regulations and himself indulged in mild wife-beating for minor 
insubordination.122 

Again, one of cUmar's sons, cAbd al-Rahman, took an intoxicant while he was in Egypt with 
cAmr ibn al-cAs, who punished him in private with the stipulated flogging. When cUmar heard 
of this he wrote cAmr and took him to task for not punishing the unfortunate culprit publicly 
as he would have punished any other man's son. He then ordered cAmr to send him the young 
man clothed in a single cloak and riding a pack-saddle in order to impress him with the enor
mity of his offense. When the son arrived in Medina his "just" father, cUmar, did not hesitate 
to have him punished a second time, and this time publicly, for the same offense. The cIraqis 
said that the son was so severely flogged that he died under the lash; the Medinans denied 
this but added that he died after a month.123 

117 See Tafsir XIII 364 and Ibn al-cArabi al-MacafirI's 
comment on TirmidhI XI 204. 

118 Ibn cAsakir VI 385. 
119 See Itqan II 6 f., where this danger is further de

tailed. 
120 Opposition, p. 13. 
ulSlrah I 206; Jahiz, Al^Uthmaniyah, ed. cAbd al-

Salam Harun (Cairo, 1374/1955) p. 34; Ansdb I 195 f. 
m See e.g. Surah 4:34 and Tafsir VIII 313-17; Muwatta* 

II 53 f.; Ibn Majah I 33. It is generally well known that he 

was ever protesting against Muhammad's leniency toward 
women (see e.g. Bukharl III 359 and p. 135 below). In 
justice to cUmar it should be noted that he was not above 
accepting correction from a Qur3an~quoting woman, as 
when he revised his decision on the limits to a woman's 
dowry (see e.g. Ibn Hanbal I 41 and cf. Ibn al-Jauzi, 
Ttfrikh cUmar ibn al-Khattdb, pp. 150 f.). 

™Isfcdb II 392; Usd III 312; I§abah II 992; Ibn al-
Jauzi, Ta?rikh cUmar ibn al-Khattdb, pp. 236-38. cUmar 
expected the conduct of the members of his family to be 
exemplary, since the eyes of the public were upon them, 
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I t should be pointed out that cUmar's election to the caliphate was opposed because of his 
extreme severity, but Abu Bakr felt that such severity was justified by the difficult nature of 
the task to be accomplished, namely the stabilizing of the newly founded faith and state. 
Considering, then, the nature of Sablgh's offense, the temper of the times, and the known char
acter of cUmar in matters of the faith and the state,124 the punishment he inflicted on Sabigh 
was calculated to fit the crime. There is, therefore, no reason to conclude, as Birkeland did,125 

that the cUmar of the Sabigh story "is not the historical cUmar." The justice of religio-political 
zealots is seldom tempered with mercy. 

I t is instructive to note a second instance in which cUmar took drastic action against pre
occupation with tafsir. He once saw a Qui°an with an accompanying verse-by-verse tafsir, 
whereupon he himself cut out the tafsir and left the sacred text only.126 Any sizable portion 
of the Qui°an will contain ambiguous passages, if only the so-called mysterious letters heading 
the Surahs,127 and cUmar may have eliminated commentaries on such passages.128 That his 
action did not stem from a categorical opposition to all types of tafsir is suggested by the fact 
that cUmar himself answered some of Sablgh's questions and by the fact that cUmar is known 
to have approved of Ibn c Abbas, the latter fact being cited in Birkeland's argument as stated 
above (p. 107). cUmar not only tacitly approved of Ibn c Abbas but actually encouraged that 
young man on various occasions to match his talents against those of several older Com
panions in their comments on the Qui°an and to question him, cUmar, about the Qm°an.129 

Furthermore, cUmar is quoted as answering questions on the Qui°an, mostly on the authority 
of Muhammad, on numerous other occasions. These questions and answers usually deal with 
variant readings, grammar, meanings, and the occasion for the revelation of a given Surah or 
passage, qiraPat, icrdb, macanl) and tanzil al-Qur^dn.130 

Our study so far points to the conclusion that cUmar was violently opposed to any com
mentary on the mutashabihdt al-Qur^dn but permitted and himself participated in other types 
of tafsir and whenever possible quoted and stressed Muhammad's comments (tafsir al-nabl). 

Our next question involves the extent to which cUmar's attitude toward tafsir represented 
that of the Companions and the Successors. Both Goldziher and Birkeland have attempted 
to reconcile the fact of widespread tafsir activity with statements that a number of prominent 
Companions and Successors either opposed or disapproved of tafsir and refused to participate 
in such activity. Goldziher believed the contradiction could be resolved by giving tafsir as 
opposed by these men a special meaning. He based his argument on a statement transmitted 
by Ibn Hanbal that "three (types of) books have no foundation—maghdzl, maldhim, and 

and warned them that should they disregard any of his 
prohibitions he would double their punishment (Khatib IV 
219). cUmar is said to have been the first ruler to use the 
whip. For another case in which cUmar is said to have pun
ished a culprit twice for the same offense, this time for 
forging the caliph's hand and seal for tax records, see 
Fuiuh al-bulddn, p. 463 (but cf. Isabah II 1085 f.). 

124 In justice to cUmar it should be pointed out that 
when the faith and the state were not endangered he was 
to be found on the side of the victim of persecution, as his 
rebuke of cAmr ibn al-cAs for abuse of a client illustrates 
(Futuh, pp. 167 f.)- For a sympathetic modern view of 
cUmar's generally acknowledged seventy together with his 
active concern for the weak and poor see Muhammad 
Husain Haikal, Al-Faruq cUmar (Cairo, 1364/1945). 

125 Opposition, p. 13. 
125 A. Mez, Die Renaissance des Isldms (Heidelberg, 

1922) pp. 187 f. (= trans, by Khudah Bakhsh and D. S. 
Margoliouth [Patna, 1937] p. 196) quoting Abu al-Laith al-
Samarqandi's Tafsir (unpublished) and his Bustan al-
carifin (on margins of his Tanblh al-ghafillri) pp. 74 f. 

127 See Itqan II 8-12, 180. 
128 The context does not indicate that cUmar opposed 

written tafsir as such as he did the writing-down of hadzth. 
129 See e.g. Ibn Hanbal 133; Bukharl III 359; Ya<qub ibn 

Shaibah, Musnad . . . zUmar ibn al-Khattab, pp. 86 f.; 
Khatib 1173 f.; Jeffery (ed.), Two Muqaddimas, pp. 52-58, 
193, and 196; Itqan II 188. 

130 See e.g. Ibn Hanbal I 17, 22, 33, 34, 42 f. (cf. Ibn 
Hanbal, Al-musnad I [1365/1946] Nos. 108, 158, 160, 222, 
232); Muslim IX 153; Tirmidhi XI 194 f., XII 33 f. and 
147 f.; Yacqub ibn Shaibah, Musnad . . . cUmar ibn al-
Khattdb, pp. 48-51, 54, 59, and 86 f.; Tabarl I 10 f.; Itqan 
I 180 and II 175, 193 f., 196, 198, 202. 
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tafslr.,mi Judging the tafsir of this passage by its context Goldziher concluded that it was a 
special type that dealt with historical legends and eschatology. His next step in the argument 
was to equate this type of tafsir, on the basis of its supposed content, with the type to which 
some prominent early Muslims took objection.132 Birkeland has shown effectively that Ibn 
Hanbal had in mind not the content (matn) but the unsoundness or absence of isndd's in such 
books, which were therefore suspect. Birkeland133 attempted to reconcile the above-stated 
contradiction by emphasizing disapproval of as against positive opposition to tafsir and at
tempted further to explain both attitudes on the basis of personal piety among a small group 
of ultraconservatives. 

Tabarl lists the names of the comparatively few scholars who objected to or refrained from 
tafsir activity.134 Both Goldziher and Birkeland drew on most of these men for their arguments. 
A check of early reports on the activities of the key men in this list revealed that all of them 
actually either expressed opinions on tafsir or transmitted tafsir traditions originating with 
Muhammad and the Companions. Those stated to have been positively opposed to tafsir are 
mentioned below with documentation for their tafsir activities as evidenced mainly from the 
materials provided by Shaibanfs version of Malik's Muwatta0 and by the chapters on tafsir 
in the hadith collections of Muslim, Bukhari, and Tirmidhi. While this evidence is not exhaus
tive, it is substantial and representative enough to indicate that these men did in fact par
ticipate in tafsir despite sundry statements to the contrary. These key men are Sacid ibn 
al-Musayyib (d. 94/712),135 Salim ibn cAbd Allah ibn cUmar ibn al-Khattab (d. 106/725),136 

Qasim ibn Muhammad ibn Abi Bakr (d. 108/726),137 and Shacbl (d. HO/728).138 The second 
significant fact to emerge from this evidence is that these men are invariably cited in connec
tion with the linguistic and historical branches of tafsir and that the akhbdr variety deals 
mostly with tanzil al-Qur°dn.m There are no comments by these men on legendary campaigns 
and eschatology (maghdzi and maldhim) nor on the ambiguous passages of the Qur°an, the 
mutashdbihdt. Furthermore, Qasim ibn Muhammad is repeatedly cited as the chief transmitter 
from cADishah of Muhammad's express warning to leave the mutashdbihdt alone.140 I t is 
therefore obvious that the tafsir activities and attitudes of these first-century key men, who 
figure in the arguments of both Goldziher and Birkeland, were basically the same as those of 
cUmar ibn al-Khattab. 

Our conclusions, then, as to the development of tafsir in the first century of Islam may be 
summarized as follows. Widespread tafsir activity was rapidly increasing. The hadith and 
personal opinions of second-generation Muslims far exceeded those of the Companions and 
the Prophet, especially tafsir al-nabl} as the bases of this activity.141 Formal isndd's for most 

131 Itqan I I 178 f. 
132 Goldziher, Richtungen, p . 57. 

133 Opposition, pp. 16-19. 
134 Tafsir I 84-86; see also Jeffery (ed.), Two Muqaddi-

mas, pp . 183 f. 
135ShaibanI, p . 5; Bukhari I I I 213, 217, 237, 255, 263, 

305, 330; Tirmidhi X I 253, 290. 
136 Bukhari I I I 217, 239, 310, 357. 
137ShaibanI, pp . 5f.; Bukhari I I 232 f., I l l 212; Tir

midhi X I 114-18. 
138 Muslim X V I I I 165; Bukhari I I I 203, 235; Tirmidhi 

X I 92, 154, 286 and X I I 76 f., 85, 87 f., 226; Tafsir VI 
110 f., VII 71. 

139 Some older contemporaries of these men were cau
tious rather than opposed in principle to lafsir, especially 
to the tanzil variety since those who knew the history of 
the tanzil had already died. Such seems to have been the 
case with cAbidah ibn Qais, who died in the year 72/691-92 
(see Ibn Sa^d VI 62-64; Birkeland, Opposition, pp. 11 f.). 

u*Sirah I 404 f.; Bukhari I I I 212; Darimi I 54 f.; Abu 
Da=ud IV 198; Tafsir VI 173 IT., 201 ff. and VIII 567 f. See 
also Baghawl, Ma'alim al-tanzil, ed. Muhammad Rash id 
al-Rida, I I (Cairo, 1343/1924) 95-104. 

141 Cf. Horst, op. cit. pp. 305 f. In later periods, collec
tions of tafsir al-nabi and tafsir al-sahabah engaged the a t 
tention of scholars (see e.g. Hajji Khallfah II 368, 380; 
Itqan II 179, 183 f., 191-206, the last cited pages represent
ing Suyutl's collection of these materials). 
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tafsir literature appeared late. Strong opposition to tafsir mutashdbihdt al-Qur^dn definitely 
existed among the pious orthodox. 

Tafsir literature increased steadily throughout the second century, acting on and being 
acted upon by the increasing interest in dialectical theology which resulted in "new ortho
doxies' ' and in a number of heresies whose originators claimed that their position was based 
on the Qur°an as they understood and interpreted it. Critical attention was first centered in 
the first half of this century on the tafsir literature already in circulation and culminated in 
the critical activities of Ibn Juraij (70 or 80-150/689 or 699-767), who based his own Tafsir 
on the works of Ibn c Abbas, Mujahid ibn Jabr, and cAtaD ibn Abi Ribah (d. 114/732) but 
ignored those of the doctrinally suspect Dahhak and cIkrimah.142 I t was also in the first half 
of the second century that there was emphasis on the classification of tafsir into four main 
categories: legalistic tafsir, from the knowledge of which no one is excused; linguistic tafsir, 
based on the speech of the Arabs; the formal tafsir of scholars; and the tafsir al-mutashabihdt, 
"which is known only to God."143 In the second half of the century, as earlier tafsir works 
became more readily available, the works of the leading early commentators began to be 
classified as "the best" and "the worst"144 and, by implication, "the good" or perhaps "the 
indifferent," the last being as a rule ignored* Among "the best" are listed the works of Ibn 
cAbbas,145 Mujahid, Sacid ibn Jubair, cAli ibn Abi Talhah, Ibn Ishaq,146 and cAbd al-Razzaq 
ibn Hammam. Among "the worst" are listed those of Dahhak, Abu Salih (client of Umm 
Hani), Suddi, and Muhammad ibn al-Sa^ib al-Kalbi.147 Prominent among the critics of the 
second century, for hadith and tafsir transmission, were Yahya ibn Sacid al-Qattan (120-98/ 
738-813) and cAbd al-Rahman ibn MahdT (135-98/752-814), whose opinions were more fre
quently than not accepted by Yahya ibn Macm, Ibn Hanbal, and their contemporaries and 
successors.148 

Preoccupation with the formal isndd in the larger and more inclusive field of hadith is reflect
ed by greater emphasis on the isndd in the field of tafsir. But it was not the quality of the 
isndd alone that determined the acceptability of tafsir. The content of each type of tafsir con
tinued to be taken into consideration. The commentaries of known heretics and the commen
taries on the mutashdbihdt that had bearing on the widely current controversy over the attri
butes of God and the question of anthropomorphism and eschatology, such as appear in 
Malatrs extracts from the Tafsir fi mutashdbih al-Qur^dn of Muqatil ibn Sulaiman (see p. 96), 

142 Cf. Horst, op. cit. pp. 294 f., esp. Isnads 4-6. Ibn 
Juraij seems also to have overlooked the tafsir works of his 
contemporaries Ibn Ishaq, Muhammad ibn al-Sa^ib al-
Kalbl, and Muqatil ibn Sulaiman, among others, but 
whether he did so deliberately is not yet clear. For refer
ences to Ibn Juraij see GAL S I 255. 

143 Tafsir I 68 f.; Itqan II 4. Hajjl Khallfah II 342 f. 
reflects this classification and introduces others. 

144 See Tafsir I 29 f., which is freely drawn on and sup
plemented in Itqan II 178 and Hajjt Khallfah II 333 f. 

145 The full extent of Ibn c Abbas' literary activities, espe
cially in the field of tafsir (see p. 99, esp. n. 32), is still 
uncertain despite all that has been written about them for 
over a century. Laura Veccia Vaglieri's article in EI I (1960) 
40 f. presents a fair summary of the nature of the problem. 

146 Ibn Ishaq's attention to tafsir is illustrated in the 
Sirah where he gives a running comment on the numerous 
verses with special attention to the occasions that called 

them forth or led to their abrogation. See e.g. Sirah I 24, 
30, 36 f., 53, 58, 129 f., 151 f., 155 f., 161, 171, 187, 191 f., 
194, 197, 235, 259, 356 f., 363, 399 f., 484. On pp. 404 f. 
special attention is given to the mutashabihat. Ibn Hisham 
frequently supplements Ibn Ishaq's comments. See Horst, 
op. cit. Isnad 17, for Tabari's use of Ibn Ishaq's tafsir 
materials. 

147 For most of these men and their tafsir works, a num
ber of which have survived though as yet unpublished, see 
GAL I 190, GAL 2 I 203 f., GAL S I 327 and 330-35 and 
references there cited (esp. Fihrist, pp. 33 f.; Itqan II 187-
90; Hajjt Khallfah II 334-37). Tabari, in his Tafsir, used 
materials from most of the men in both lists, as Horst's 
study proves. Baghawl, Macalim al-tanzil I (Cairo, 1343/ 
1924) 4-7, lists these leading commentators but without 
any attempt to classify them. 

148 See e.g. Mustadrak I 490; Nawawl, pp. 390-92 and 
626 f.; Mizan I 198, II 82 f. and 360 f.; Itqan II 178 f. 
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continued to be rejected by most of the orthodox.149 I t was not until the close of the second 
century that tafslr al-mutashdbihdt was permitted to fully qualified religious scholars, who had 
to scrutinize the isndd's of such tafslr and of related traditions before they could transmit 
these materials.150 Thus was opened the way to the next easy step, namely transmission 
on the basis of scholarly consensus, as specifically stated by ShaficI.151 As a corollary to this 
development came increasing opposition to any comment on the basis of opinion (tafslr bl 
al-ra^y). In this connection a word must be added concerning Asma% who is said to have 
refrained from tafslr activity out of piety—a motive accepted by many of the sources and by 
both Goldziher152 and Birkeland.153 There is, however, evidence to indicate that piety may not 
have been his prime motive and was certainly not his only motive. Abu cAli al-Farisi (d. 377/ 
987 at age of over 90), himself a commentator, states that Asmacfs main reason was his acute 
personal and literary rivalry with the suspected Kharijite Abu cUbaidah (d. 210/825), who 
stole a march on Asmaci when he composed his famous Majdz al-Qur^dn}hA AsmacI studied 
the work and condemned it as tafslr bl al-ra^y, whereupon Abu cUbaidah contrived to trap 
AsmacT into commenting on a simple Qm°anic phrase and in turn condemned Asmacfs com
ment as tafslr bl al-ra^y.lbb Fortunately the Majdz al-Qur^dn has survived. I t is a linguistic 
commentary centering on vocabulary and grammar, macdnl> gharlb, and icrdb al-Qur^an, and it 
is known that it was used by such orthodox commentators as Bukhari and TabarL156 Asmacl's 
case, therefore, since it was so strictly personal, cannot be used as an argument that there was 
strong orthodox opposition to all kinds of tafslr. 

During the third century, ways and means were devised by which the method and transmis
sion of orthodox tafslr were regulated. Also, there evolved a rationale for not only the permis
sibility but the desirability of cautious commentary on the mutashdbihdt al-Qur0an. Typical 
arguments for this stand are presented by Ibn Qutaibah, who devoted a chapter to this spe
cific theme in a work that deals entirely with the interpretation of the difficult passages of 
the QurDan.157 Western research in the subsequent history of tafslr points to less controversial 
conclusions as far as the orthodox position is concerned. 

149 See Sirah I 404 f., where Ibn Ishaq represents the 
orthodox view. 

160 See Itqdn II 6, which is based on the stand of such 
leading scholars from the various provinces as Malik ibn 
Anas, Sufyan al-Thauri, ShaibanI, Ibn al-Mubarak, WakP 
ibn al-Jarrah, and Sufyan ibn cUyainah. 

*" Ibid. p. 184. 
152 Richtungen, p. 57. 
163 Opposition^ pp. 15 f. and references there cited, to 

which should be added Abu al-Taiyib al-LughawI, Mardtib 
al-nahwiyyln, pp. 41 and 48. For Abu al-Taiyib see GAL S 
I 190. 

154 Irshad III 22. For other anecdotes in connection with 
the rivalry of AsmacI and Abu cUbaidah see e.g. Ibn Khal
likan I 362-65, II 138-42 ( - trans. II 123-27, III 388-98). 

16fi Khatib XIII 254 f.; Irshad VII 166-68; Yafiq II 45 f. 
See also Sirafi, Akhbar al-nahwiyyln al-Basriyyln, ed. F. 
Krenkow ("Bibliotheca Arabica" IX [Paris, 1936]) pp. 60 f. 
It should' be noted here that A§macI is credited with a 
Kitab lughat al-Qur^dn (Fihrist, p. 35; Ibn Khallikan II139 
[= trans. I l l 390]). 

156 See Abu cUbaidah, Majdz al-Qur^an, ed. M. Fuad 
Sezgin (Cairo, 1373/1954) Intro, pp. 16-19, for discussion 
of its nature, content, and wide use. For Bukhari's exten
sive use of this work see Buh&ri'nin, pp. xi and 124-55. 

167 Ibn Qutaibah, Ta^wll mushkil al~Qur^dn, pp. 62 ff., 
esp. pp. 72-75. See also Ibn al-cArabI al-Macafiri in Tirmidhi 
XI 48-51. Tabari in his Tafslr I 30 f. gives his own clas
sification and opinion. Fihrist, p. 36, lists works on the 
mutashdbihdt including the Tafslr fl mutashdbih al-Qur^dn 
of Muqatil. See also GAL S I 178, 342. 
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The Muwatla? of Malik ibn Anas. PERF> No. 731. Second half of second/eighth century. 
Papyrus fragment, 18 X 18.5 cm. (Pis. 6-7). The reconstructed text points to a book page 

of about 21 X 21 cm., including margins, with 14 or 15 lines to the page. The lower part of 
the papyrus is lost, and what is left is badly damaged. 

Script—Early book hand carefully executed, especially on the recto. Note the angularity 
of the letters and the use of very early forms for some of them, such as the nun in min of recto 
2, the final qdf with slight double loop of recto 5, the extended initial cain of verso 5 and 12, 
and the ha? with beam, which is characteristic also of its sister forms, as in recto 8 and 14 and 
verso 3. Diacritical points are used rather freely. The alif of prolongation is generally omitted. 
The vowels and hamzah are indicated only in ^U-^ of recto 9. A circle is used for punctuation; 
a dot within the circle indicates collation (see pp. 87 f.). 

TEXT 

RECTO 

Ir*^ UbJ\ <-̂  4 j l bij* UH' a* V.' <y ^ ui J ^ - ^ c5-j' *** 0* ^ ^ ^ 

0 SJUall J V i M ^h ° 

-uU 4)1 {J+P 411 <jj+»j o\ <~>L[>JI y\ jLo JJ JU-] J P JL*** J L J ^ J M dJll* (2 

Li? Nl 411 JJLI Vj t^J? [c-^S" y iiJll^aj (JJL̂ U J« J15 JL*[j 

4!I 0*P j i J>^ l J P dJil* (3) O Ju>Jt JDL* O^J J:]>- AJUai j [ l d l̂i 

(5jUaji ^ r i wi? j j i oir Ĵ SJ dJiU j> U~J\ *+*" AJI W [ I ? ^ I ^J 

i L i * ^ CJISJ iu-^i <JI 4i^i L-^-1 oiSj J>J j * Vu siLijuJi 

ĵ-Jl JU *_J* IgJ *U j * u ^ j IjJL̂ Jb 411 J ^ olSj Lk>fc~wJl 

J l 5>Jt j j l f IS bj*3 U I^Si; [ J J ^ - [Jl] I[̂ b7 J i ^ l oJL* [cJjJl U i 

U I^LLJ j ^ - jJI y UJ j [ J Ĵ 2J> JJU; 411 j l 411 JJ^J JUi 411 <JJ**J 

[ p i ; J lL* dHS p 411 J^> JUi [<1JJ* L - > 411 J ^ J L^wii 411 Xs> 

[4*>J j l (^jl ^J\J L§J c i i U C**-*-** JL? p i ; JU (iMi 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

VERSO 

[ JJ ]J 4Jjlil ^ i>tIU y\ l ^ ^ i b ] 411 J ^ i J*ii WW JJ! JUi J^^i^l ^ [ i l 1 

O ^ J P ^ 01, JJUI I ^P I J]tf 411 J ^ j j l jJLI j i Jbj J P dU^ (4) O 4^P 

114 
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obi <ukp| IgJJ S*^J ICJUi tJfl^j Ml lfrl-~{ ^ <j*Jj 4-L]jU? ^ j 4 

cJUii cJl i oM ALJZPI] cJULi] <UIP J J ^ ^ ^ ^1 a4*^ <^J^ 5 

jlS" U OLJI J\ [C~J J A ] I tJ (̂ JLal j > - L ^ l L i cJl i 6 

[^^wyJt *l ^ I ^ P U I J OV^LJI cJUi U - ^ S j Sli U ^ J ^ J 7 

[ L$LJ 01 A U I ] Ai\ diU (6) [O] dJb^y & ^ IJ^ J T cJUi 8 

IX^ i>- olUJ^ cJUi c-Jip lL$]-jJU J ^ J ur i^*" f' ^ i ^ rt^kual 9 

[<~>uj]l l t , U cJLSi L ^ L u j ^ > ^ c H cJ[V5] U[U *ukp]li 10 

[jJL.1 j j Jbj J P dli^ (7) O Sji JU*, ^ 2L.L*JI OJU ^ ^ y - i " 11 

[ U P 4HI J^> 4JUI JJ^J d\ CJlS l$Jl tf'jbj. J P <£JU*N I C ^ - ^ 1 ^ ^ Ui ^ U* 12 

O [ 1 ^ sli] 14 

Comments.—The papyrus text is that of the vulgate version of the Muwatta? as transmitted 
by Yahya ibn Yahya al-Laithl (d. 234/848). The earliest extant manuscript copy of this 
version is dated 277/890 but unfortunately does not include the section where our text would 
appear (see GAL S I 297). This section corresponds to Muwatta" II 994-97 (see Zurqani IV 
234-39 for commentary and TirmidhI III 163 f.). 

Shaibam's version of the Muwatta" (see GAL S I 298) does not include the papyrus text 
except for Tradition 7, which was received by Malik from Zaid ibn Aslam (see p. 119). The 
young Shaibanl (131-89/749-805) studied with Malik in Medina (Khatib II 172 f.). His 
version of the Muwatta" is therefore earlier than that of Yahya. Because Malik's revisions, 
aside from reorganization of the text, resulted ultimately in more deletions than additions 
(Ibn Farhun, pp. 25 f.), Shaibanfs version on the one hand includes passages that are not in 
the vulgate and on the other hand lacks some of the vulgate text. Most of Malik's additions 
were placed apparently either at the ends of chapters or sections or at the end of the entire 
work. The son of Zaid ibn Aslam noticed that Malik was placing some of his father's traditions 
in this fashion. He asked Malik for the reason and was told that these traditions elucidated 
materials already included (Ibn Farhun, p. 26: l̂ JLS UJ ^^JlS" l$Jl). Of the seventy-nine tra
ditions that Malik received from Zaid, nine appear in succession on a few pages toward the 
end of the work (Muwatta" II 986-1003), and these pages include the section covered by the 
papyrus text. Hence the discrepancies between the Shaibanl version on the one hand and the 
vulgate and the papyrus text on the other are readily understandable. 

Islam strongly emphasizes faith, hope, and charity in their widest sense (Surahs 2:177, 
58:12-13). Not strange to it is the teaching "freely you have received, freely give" nor the 
concept that "it is more blessed to give than to receive" nor that of not letting the left hand 
know what the right hand is doing in charitable giving nor yet that of giving the best (e.g. 
Muwatta" II 952 f.; Muslim VII 124 f.; Ibn Hanbal IV 137; Tafslr VI 16 ff.; Amwdl, pp. 349, 
561-63, 585-89). Malik, in adding sections on these themes at the end of the Muwatta0 though 
they had already been fully covered (e.g. under zakat in Vol. I 245 ff., esp. pp. 257-72, and II 
469; Shaibanl, pp. 174-76) was apparently reflecting this emphasis. For a brief treatment of 
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Islamic laws concerning charity see Robert Roberts, The Social Laws of the Qordn (London, 
1925) pp. 70-78. 

Tradition 1, The repetition of a word, as seen in lines 1 and 2 here and 6 and 7 below, is 

the main scribal error of the piece. The corrective deletions were made in the course of colla

tion, as indicated by the dot placed within the circle used initially for punctuation. I t is pos

sible that the alif of xi l is a scribal error and that the sense of the passage is that the fire is 

blacker than pitch, as in the printed text. 
Note the simple beginning of the isnad ( \P iiJU) throughout the papyrus. 

Malik, like many a traditionist, drew on the knowledge of various members of his family, 
particularly his uncle Abu Suhail Nafic ibn Malik. The isnad of this family is well established 
(see Bukharl, Tcftikh IV 1, pp. 310 f., and IV 2, p. 86; Jarh IV 1, pp. 204-6 and453; Tajrld, pp. 
184 f.; Samcanl, folio 40a). Malik himself became a link as his son and daughter transmitted 
the Muwatia? from him (see Ibn Farhun, p. 18; Zurqani I 5 f.). 

Abu Hurairah (d. ca. 58/678), a controversial figure as a prolific traditionist, appears re
peatedly in our documents (see pp. 42 and 133 for his role in connection with hadlth litera
ture). 

The main differs from that of the printed text, which reads A 6JLA pS'JtS' t\y&~ Ifcjyl 

CijJl JJ&\J jlill y jjj**l. Abu Hurairah credits Muhammad with a tradition whose burden 

is that hell-fire as it grows progressively hotter changes color at intervals of a thousand years 
from red to white to black (Tirmidhi X 59). 

Tradition 8. Yahya ibn Sacld al-Ansari (d. 143/760) was one of Malik's teachers and his 
direct source for many of the traditions that he incorporated in the Muwatta^. Famous as 
traditionist and jurist, Yahya served as judge of Medina under the Umayyads and later as 
judge of Kufah and Hashimiyah, and possibly Baghdad, under the cAbbasid caliphs Saffah 
and Mansur respectively (Akhbar al-qudat 1178 f., I l l 241-45; Tajrid, pp. 209-36 and 276-78; 
Bukhan, Ta?rlkh IV 2, pp. 254 f. and 275; Ma'arif, p. 242; Jarh IV 2, p. 147; Khatib XIV 
101-6; Nawawi, pp. 624 f.; DhahabI I 129-32; see also pp. 193 ff. below). 

SacId ibn Yasar (d. 117/735) was a traditionist of Medina who was considered trustworthy 
and who transmitted some of his materials from Abu Hurairah (see Ibn Sacd V 209; Bukharl, 
Ta?r%kh I 1, p . 476; Jarh I I 1, p. 72; DaulabI I 143). 

The content is identical with that of the printed text (Muwatta? II 955). Parallels are found 
in all the hadlth collections indexed in Concordance II 216 except that of Abu Da?ud. All trace 
back to Abu Hurairah and others, but some are transmitted through channels other than 
Malik (see Bukharl I 357). Though the macna or basic meaning of the tradition is clearly the 
same in all the parallels, the wording varies considerably. The variants are of familiar types 
and consist of changes in the order of words and phrases, additional explanatory words or 
short phrases, and here and there the degree of emphasis. Apart from the order of phrases, 
the most frequent variant is close to that of Muslim VII 98 f., which reads AL^J ,>>^5I UO>-I 

J*>JI ^y Jflpl bj*3 J^- {y+>-)\Og' ^Jjij* b* ^ ^ ^ (cit e-g ' T i r m i d h I HI 163 f.; Nasa'i 

I 349; Ibn Majah I 290; Ibn Hanbal II 381). In some of the variants Jb4 is substituted for 
L -̂ (Darimi I 395; Ibn Hanbal I I 404, which adds i»L2Jl-pji, and VI 251, which inserts 

UJJUIJ S^dl). In others the phrase S^J JJI*J (jj^s3 is found (Bukharl 1357; Ibn Hanbal I I 331). 

Tabarl in his commentary on Surah 2:276 (Tafslr VI 16 ff., 587-92) reports a number of 
these parallels and related traditions and comments on the objections raised to the statement 
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<j-+?-)\ <J£" <i . . . 4.u»Mj Cr**~)\ l***>-' relative to anthropomorphism (see also Amwdl, pp. 

349 and 561)". 
Tradition 5. The final alif of 1^1 in recto 13 is a scribal error. The reference in recto 11 is 

to Surah 3:92. For * U- ĵ of recto 9 and its many different vocalizations see Ibn Hanbal III 285, 
Bukhari I I 191, and especially Yaqut I 431 and 783 f. 

Ishaq ibn cAbd Allah (d. 134/751), a trustworthy Medinan traditionist, ranked high in 
Malik's opinion (Bukhari, Ttfrlkh I 1, pp. 393 f.; Jarh I 1, p. 226; Tajrid, pp. 14-20). For 
his grandfather Abu Talhah Zaid ibn Sahl (d. 34/654), with whom this tradition is concerned, 
see Ibn Sacd I I I 2, pp. 64-66; Bukhari, Ta?rlkh I 1, pp. 393 f.; Jarh I 1, p. 226; IstVab II 656 
f.; Isabah I I 52-54, where a variant is quoted. For commentary see Zurqani IV 235-37. 

The main is identical with that of the printed text (Muwaiia0 II 995 f.; see also Abu Nucaim 
VI 338) except for omission in the papyrus text of the tasliyah and the phrase ,JUJJ tijl3 

after AJJI ol of recto 12, where the available space does not allow for its inclusion. "Charity 
begins at home/' the burden of the tradition, is a familiar concept among Muslims. "Home," 
however, includes all the members of a clan and charity begins with responsibility for one's 
own needs, then extends to the immediate family and finally to the next of kin on both sides 
of the family (see e.g. Surahs 2:7 and 180, 16:92, 33:6; TayalisI, p. 177; Bukhari III 484 ff.; 
Muslim VII 83 ff.; Darimi I 289 and 397, according to which charity to relatives earns a 
double reward; Tafslr VI 587-92; Surah 17:29, which advocates moderation in all giving). 

Of the many parallels, the version that is almost identical with the papyrus text is that of 
Muslim's preferred transmitter of the Muwaiia?, Yahya ibn Yahya al-Nisaburl (d. 226/840), 
which is cited also by Bukhari. Its one variation from the papyrus text is the omission of 
J > J | \A after JU of recto 9. It should be noted that it too omits the phrase J U J J iJjLj (Muslim 

VII 84 f.; Bukhari I I 66; Zurqani I 6, 8; Jam' II 565 f.). 
This tradition is cited no less than six times by Bukhari. The versions next closest to our 

text are those of cAbd Allah ibn Yusuf (d. 227/842), an Egyptian whose transmission of the 
Muwaiia? was generally preferred by Bukhari (Bukhari I 371; cf. Zurqani I 6, 8), and cAbd 
Allah ibn Maslamah al-Qacnabl (d. 221/836), a leading—if not the leading—Medinan trans
mitter of the Muwaiia'* (Bukhari II 194, IV 34; cf. Zurqani I 6; DhahabI I 348 f.; see also 
p. 125 below). Quite similar to these versions are those of Malik's nephew IsmacIl ibn Abi 
Uwais, who died in the year 226/840 (see Bukhari III 216, where the U before Li I in line 16 
should be deleted), and the Basran transmitter of the Muwaiia*, Rauh ibn cUbadah, who died 
in 205/820 (Ibn Hanbal III 141; Zurqani I 6). For Muhammad's use of the Persian expressions 
iu and fc *j see Ibn Sacd IX 72 and Nawawl's comments in Muslim VII 85 f. For his use 

of these and other Persian expressions see Tafslr I I12 and Abu al-Laith al-Samarqandl, Busian 
al-cdrifln (on margins of his Tanbih al-ghafilin) pp. 39 f. 

The often repeated ^i\j for ^\j of recto 14 indicates written as against oral transmission, 

since the error stems from an unpointed text. 
There are such minor variants as the omission or inclusion of the iasliyah, the alternation of 

J l with 4III dy*j and of jUaJ^l^S"! with ^UaJ 1 ^ 1 , but the one significant variant in this 
group is the reading 4JI *}[>! C~>- for £j£ c~>- of recto 14 and the printed text. Darimfs 
(d. 255/869) version, heard from Hakam ibn al-Mubarak, who died in 213/828 (Bukhari, 
Tcfrikh I 2, pp. 341 f.; Mlzan I 271), would seem to belong in this group. It retains the phrase 
of recto 14 but omits the unessential and repetitious phrases of recto 11-13, deleted probably 
by "editor" Darimi, whose text (Vol. I 390) reads simply , . . A\y\ ^j^l 61 i * l t jjl Jli. 
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The sixth version cited by Bukharl is, again, one that was transmitted by Ismacil, though 
it was received not from Malik but from Malik's older fellow scholar cAbd al-cAziz ibn cAbd 
Allah al-Majishun (d. 164/780) on the authority of Ishaq ibn cAbd Allah (Bukharl I I 191). 
This version, which is obviously one of the earliest transmitted from Ishaq, is longer than the 
others because it gives the details of the occasion on which the incident occurred, reports the 
actual division of the property involved between Hassan ibn Thabit and Ubayy ibn Kacb, 
and concludes with an account of Hassan's subsequent sale of his share of the property, for a 
large sum, to Mucawiyah ibn Abi Sufyan. Thus we have here an account that consists of two 
kinds of historical reports or akhbdr—a khabar that is at the same time a hadith and a khabar 
that is news or history only. The composite account was in time split into its two components, 
quite obviously by Malik himself since the hadith element is very close to the MuwatkP text. 
Part of the historical element is reported by Ibn Ishaq (Sirah I 739). A second composite 
account of the incident, possibly the earliest transmitted by other than Malik from Ishaq ibn 
cAbd Allah, is shorter, and its hadith element lacks literary polish though the basic meaning 
is unmistakable (Ibn Hanbal I I I 256). A third composite account has an isnad that bypasses 
both Malik and Ishaq and a short text for both its khabar and its hadith element. The brief 
unadorned hadith element is again different yet adequately conveys the burden of the tradition 
(Ibn Hanbal I I I 285; Abu Da'ud II 131 f.). 

The revelation of a Qm°anic verse, Muhammad's comment on it, and a Companion's gener
ous impulse that ultimately involved several people and the transfer of real estate must have 
soon become common knowledge in Medina. The account, with its khabar and hadith elements, 
was kept alive by an alert and interested eyewitness, Anas ibn Malik al-Ansarl (d. 93/712), 
Muhammad's personal attendant (Ibn Sacd VII 1, pp. 10-16) and the original source of all 
the versions mentioned above. He was, furthermore, a relative of Abu Talhah Zaid ibn Sahl 
and seems to have been disappointed because he did not receive any of the distributed proper
ty, whose subsequent sale and further development he carefully reported (Ibn Hanbal I I I 
285; Bukharl I I 191, I I I 216). Anas was himself literate and, moreover, a bookseller or 
warrdq (see p. 46). He encouraged his sons to "chain down knowledge by writing" (Ibn 
Sacd I I I 1, pp. 12 and 14; cf. Jahiz, Kitab al-bayan wa al-tabyin [1366/1947] II 22). To insure 
accuracy he wrote down his own materials for the use of his sons and pupils (see our Vol. I 
48; see also Mustadrak I I I 573 f., where Hakim al-Nisaburl quotes as final authority one of 
these pupils, Macbad ibn Hilal, for whose trustworthiness see Bukharl, Ta?rlkh IV 1, p. 400, 
and Jarh IV 1, pp. 280 f.). It is therefore entirely possible that the detailed complex account 
was written down during Anas' lifetime. At any rate, it was kept alive in the related families 
of Anas and Abu Talhah until it passed from the latter's grandson Ishaq to Malik, who was 
much too young at the time of Anas' death for direct transmission. Having once received 
the account from Ishaq (d. 134/751), Malik as a traditionist separated the hadith element, 
gave it a literary polish, and included it in his Muwatta0. Thereafter all three units—the earlier 
full account, the history of the property, and the hadith proper—appeared in the sources, 
though in time the hadith gained much wider circulation than the other units. The property 
apparently kept its historic identity and remarkable productivity down through the centuries 
(see Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-FasI [d. 832/1428], Shifa0 al-gharam I I 340). 

Malik's numerous transmitters and the famous compilers who followed him took further 
editorial liberties with the text, substituting a synonym here and there, adding pious phrases, 
inserting or deleting a gloss, and eliminating redundant phrases. Yet, despite all this editorial 
activity for two or more centuries, we today cannot cast a suspicious eye even on the alterna-
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tion of the phrases c i i d~*>- and AIII ill;I £«>-. For from the beginning of Muhammad's 
mission until this day some of his followers have stressed his human character except in his 
role as revelator of the Qur3an, while others have assumed he was under the constant direction 
of Allah. Either of these two phrases, therefore, could have been the original one. In either 
case, history records that Muhammad had a direct hand in the distribution of the property 
involved (Slrah I 739), as it records another instance of property to be used or distributed 
by Muhammad "as God directs him" (see Slrah I 354, where the phrase used is U L î *Jv 
-Oil * l ; l ) . " " 

The conclusion is inescapable that we have here a family isndd for what proves to be ulti
mately a singleton tradition whose significant part has been transmitted with a remarkable 
degree of honesty and accuracy. 

Tradition 4- Zaid ibn Aslam (d. 136/754), as stated above (p. 115), transmitted many 
traditions to Malik (Tajrid, pp. 38-54; Bukharl, Ta?rlkh II 1, p. 354; Jarh I 2, p 555; Jamc 

I 144; Dhahabl I 124 f.). Among his traditions are a few more on the theme of almsgiving 
(see e.g. Muwatta0 I 269, 284). Zaid was a major transmitter of his father's traditions 
(Ma'arif, p. 95). 

The papyrus text, except for omission of the tasliyah, is identical with the printed text. Its 
substance is that it is preferable to give whenever possible to those who ask no matter how 
rich they are or seem to be, for even the rich occasionally find themselves in need (Amwal, 
p. 556). 

The practice of charitable giving to anyone who asks reflects the pre-Islamic ideal of gener
osity and the Islamic teaching that the giver receives due credit from God regardless of the 
need of the recipient. Nevertheless, those who make unnecessary requests are frowned on by 
their fellow Muslims and are said to be held to account in the hereafter (e.g. ShaibanT, pp, 
378 f.). See e.g. Zurqani IV 237 f. and TirmidhI III 148-56 for lengthy discussions on these 
points. 

Traditions 5-6. cADishah as a source of traditions either from and about Muhammad or 
about her own deeds appears frequently in our documents. These two traditions reflect her 
ever charitable inclination, even when she herself was poor (e.g. Bukharl I 358 f.; Zubairl, 
p. 295). See Nabia Abbott, Aishah, the Beloved of Muhammad (Chicago, 1942) pp. 97 f. and 
201-3, for cA3ishah's role as traditionist, and pp. 211 and 213, for her more outstanding charities 
when times were better. 

The order of Traditions 5-7 in the papyrus differs from that of the printed text, in which 
the order is 6, 7, 5. The printed text has the advantage of being arranged so that traditions 
that derive from the same source are grouped together. The two that were received from Zaid 
ibn Aslam are followed by the two that go back to cADishah. 

The comparatively long text of Tradition 5 in the papyrus is not quite identical with that 
of the printed text. The sentence bJ ^JUl ^ L~J Li of verso 6 reads U ^ j j* ! L ^ l Uli in 
the printed text. The l^iT of verso 7, which refers to the cooking-pot in which the cooked 
meat came, appears as VfJS', "food without salt/7 in the printed text. The latter is obviously 
an error made in early copying (cf. Tradition 3), since the two dots of the ta? are clear in our 
reproduction of the verso (PI. 7). The papyrus reading is, furthermore, confirmed in 
Zurqanf s commentary (Vol. IV 238), where the word is by implication taken to mean "its 
cooking-pot." The S*^JI cJUi of verso 7 is omitted in the printed text, which on the other 
hand adds a redundant iiolp (for which there is no space in the papyrus) and a second I JLA to 
read tiJb^y y jS- IJLA IJLA JIT-
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In Tradition 6 the one variant from the printed text is the addition in verso 10 of qdla 
before AJV*£-

Zurqam's commentary (Vol. IV 238 f.) makes no reference to parallels to either of these 
two traditions from cA3ishah, in contrast to Traditions 1^4, which refer to Muhammad and 
for which parallels are readily available in the standard collections (cf. pp. 77 f.). 

Tradition 7. For Zaid ibn Aslam see Tradition 4. There is some confusion about the name 
Mucadh ibn cAmr. The biographical sources and all but one of the several parallels, including 
the printed text (Muwatttf I I 931, 996), reverse the elements of the name and give cAmr ibn 
Mucadh. The one exception is Shaibam's version of the Muwatta? (pp. 388 f.), which continues 
with the genealogy of the transmitter and reads j l AJJL>- J ^ iU^ J P JL*̂ » J J jj*& CA ^ ^ 
Jli AUI J J ^ J and where SU4 j p x*** should be corrected to SU« ^ JU^- as in Muwaita? II 
931 and Zurqani IV 238. Zurqani, too, begins the isndd with cAmr ibn Mucadh. Sacd ibn 
Mucadh al-Ashhali is the well known leader of the Aws tribe in Medina (Sirah I 688 f.; Ibn 
Sacd I I I 2, pp. 2-13; IstPab, pp. 545 f.; Isabah II 173 f.; Bukharl, Ttfrikh I I I 2, p. 369). He 
and his family were among the earliest converts in Medina (Ibn Sacd III 2, p. 2). They sup
ported Muhammad staunchly in peace and war and were for that reason placed by cUmar I 
at the head of the Medinan pension list (Ibn Sacd III 1, p. 213). With the names Mucadh and 
cAmr alternating in Shaibanfs expanded isndd and with Sacd having both a brother and a 
son named cAmr (Ibn Sacd III 2, pp. 2 and 13 f., and VIII 243) it is easy to understand the 
confusion in names. But, since Sacd's brother cAmr died without descendants in the Battle 
of Uhud (Ibn Sacd III 2, p. 13), he cannot be linked in this isndd directly or indirectly with 
Zaid ibn Aslam, who died in the year 136/754. It would be possible in an abbreviated genealogy 
to refer to Sacd's son cAmr ibn Sacd ibn Mucadh (cf. Tajrid, p. 46) simply as cAmr ibn Mucadh 
and thus to identify him with the cAmr ibn Mucadh of the printed text and the several paral
lels. The other alternative is to assume that cAmr ibn Sacd had a son named Mucadh and to 
identify this Mucadh ibn cAmr with the man of our papyrus text, as supported by Shaibani's 
isndd. The biographical sources do not lead to a definite choice since they list no traditionist 
named cAmr ibn Mucadh ibn Sacd al-Ashhali nor one named Mucadh ibn cAmr ibn Sacd al-
Ashhall who is linked directly or indirectly with Zaid ibn Aslam. 

The "grandmother" is identified as HawwaD bint Yazld. She and other members of her 
family were the first women of Medina to take the oath of allegiance to Muhammad (Ibn 
Sacd VIII 6). There are but three traditions transmitted from her, all on the concept of 
charitable giving no matter how small the gift (Ibn Hanbal VI 434 f.). 

The content of the tradition as twice transmitted by Malik has several parallels. The papy
rus text is identical with Muwatta0 II 931, which is also that of Shaibani's version. The only 
difference between these and Muwatta0 II 996 is that the former read aAJI J ^ j 01 A7JU>- JP-

. \J Jli . . . while the latter reads . . b , . . AJ1\ J ^ J IS CJIS l̂ jl A7JU>- J P . 

Space in the papyrus does not allow for the inclusion of the phrase c J IS l^Jl. The text of 
Muwatta' II 966 was followed by Ibn Hanbal (Vols. IV 64, V 377, VI 434) and Darimi (Vol. I 
395), the latter substituting o U L J I for o L ^ J l . A more pronounced variant, coming through 
channels other than Malik, reads, with its early isndd links, ^ 1 \& <UJ1 \p (C ĴLJI JL*** AP 

oLi 0MJ JJ l^j^J h^r 0y*J V OLJL^JI *LJ L» J15 *JJU> Ljrd\ J P Ŝ -y* and has a further 

variant in the phraseology of the isndd: , . . J^ i ^Lp ^]\ jlS" JU ijj* y\. 

Sacid ibn Abl Sacid al-Maqburl (see p. 264) died in the year 123/741. Three of Malik's well 
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known contemporaries, Ibn Abi DhDib (d. 158/775), Abu Macshar Najih ibn cAbd al-Rahman 
(d. 170/787), and Laith ibn Sacd (d. 175/791), carried on the transmission from Sacid. Either 
they or their transmitters introduced at times a different word or an extra word of emphasis 
(Muslim VII 119; Ibn Hanbal II 264, 267, 432, 493). One of the variants combines the tradi
tion with a tradition that is related to it (Tirmidhi VIII 292), while still another variant 
combines it with an unrelated tradition (Ibn Hanbal II 506). 

These parallels fall into two distinct groups and seem to indicate that on at least two occa
sions Muhammad encouraged women in charitable giving no matter how small the gift. 

DATE AND SIGNIFICANCE 

Karabacek, who was able to identify only Tradition 3, with its close parallel in the Sahih 
of Bukhari (194-256/810-70), assumed that the papyrus is contemporary with the latter. 
He dated it, therefore, to the third/ninth century and claimed that it was the oldest original 
hadlth text extant.1 The fact that the fragment is actually from the Muvoatta? of Malik (93-
179/715-95) gives it the distinction of being the first and earliest hadlth-fiqh manuscript 
extant2 but does not automatically date it to Malik's own day. The evidence provided by the 
script, the textual variants, and the transmission terminology and method must be weighed 
and the results checked with and supplemented by the literary sources before a piece that is 
potentially so significant can be definitely dated. 

Attention has been drawn (p. 114) to characteristics of the script that indicate an early date. 
An early date is also indicated by the absence of glosses such as appear in later texts (see Tra
dition 1) and by the somewhat unsystematic order of the traditions (see p. 119). But the most 
significant internal evidence of an early date is the consistent use of the cancanah in the isnad's 
together with the absence of any initial transmission formula such as qdla, akhbarani, had-
dathani, etc. at the beginning of a new section. 

In the earliest stages of the development of the isnad, when frequently only the Companions 
and the older Successors—the first two generations of Islam—were involved, the use of can, 
"on the authority of," was generally accepted as equivalent to haddathani, "he related to me/ ' 
and akhbarani, "he informed me" (these two terms being used interchangeably at first), that 
is, as evidence of direct transmission.3 The next step was acceptance of hadlth mucancan from 
contemporary traditionists who were known to have had personal contact with one another 
unless such traditionists were proved unreliable. The hadith mucancan could be a hadith 
musalsal, that is, a tradition with a complete chain of authorities reaching back to Muham
mad, or a hadith mursal, that is, a tradition of Muhammad with no isnad or with an incomplete 
one,4 samples of each of which appear in the papyrus fragment. What is significant is that 
the extension of the practice of shortcutting by use of the cancanah was early and readily 
adopted by those who, like Malik, committed traditions to writing.5 

The only other transmission term used in the papyrus is balaghahu} "a report has reached 
him" (Traditions 5-6). The use of the first and second forms of this verb for transmission of 
news and other information was the general practice of Muhammad and his Companions as 

^SeePERF, No. 731. 
2 The distinction of priority in the hadith field proper 

would seem to belong to our Document 5. 
3 See e.g. Risdlah, pp. 52 f.; Muslim I 129 f. 
4 See Muslim I 127-44 for the views of Muslim and 

Bukhari on these developments; see also Madkhal, pp. 

18 f. (= trans, p. 21); Macrifah} pp. 34 f.; Kifdyah, pp. 
384 ff. 

6 See Kifdyah, p. 390 and also p. 330. It was later that 
a hadith mursal mucancan became generally suspect as 
opening the way for a hadith mvdallas, i.e., a tradition 
falsely ascribed to an early authority or one that con
cealed one or more of the isnad links. 
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is amply illustrated in the concordances to the Qui°an and Tradition. However, as the use of 
this verb unaccompanied by specification of the source gained wide currency, some early pro
fessional traditionists began to frown on its use for formalized hadlth transmission. Thereafter 
its acceptance rested on the reputation of the user, as in the case of Malik (see p. 78).6 Malik 
used it freely in the Muwaiia? (e.g. in Vol. II 984-1001) and almost exclusively in the Risalah 
fi al-sunan wa al-mawaHz? which was addressed to Harun al-Rashid. Malik's free use of the 
term apparently caused some comment among isndd critics, for Sufyan ibn cUyainah (107-98/ 
725-814), himself an unquestioned authority, felt the need to state that "when Malik says 
balaghanl it is equivalent to a strong imad."% 

The practice of transmitting individual traditions without an initial formula such as qdla, 
akhbarana, or haddathand before the name of the transmitter appears to have been current 
during most of the second century to judge not only by the document under discussion but 
also by Documents 4, 5, 8, and 9. 

The internal evidence, then, points to the conclusion that the papyrus text is in all proba
bility contemporary with Malik himself. However, before accepting this as definite or attempt
ing to assign the papyrus to any specific period of Malik's life, we must review the biographical 
and literary landmarks of his long and active career. 

Born in the year 93/712, Malik9 began at an early age to study Tradition, which he soon 
utilized as a basis of his legal activities as a mufti, that is, an expert in Islamic law.10 His inter
est in Tradition as such and in criticism of its transmitters11 grew progressively and in time 
won him wide recognition as an outstanding leader in the field (imdmfi al-hadith)}2 His criti
cisms soon aroused the antagonism of his older contemporary and fellow Medinan scholar Ibn 
Ishaq, who counterattacked with criticism of Malik's books which had been in circulation 
for some time before Ibn Ishaq left Medina in the year 132/749.13 Malik's fame spread so fast 
that by about the year 130/748 his name was coupled with that of Rablcah al-RaDI (d. 136/ 
753-54), and they were considered the two leading Medinan jurists after Yahya ibn Sacld 
al-Ansarl left Medina to serve as judge of Kufah under the cAbbasid caliph Saffah (132-36/ 
750-54).14 Malik's inspiration for the Muwatta^ came from his reading of the legal work of an 
older fellow jurist, cAbd al-cAziz ibn cAbd Allah al-Majishun (d. 164/780),15 with whom he 
shared leadership in Medina in the next decade according to the testimony of the foremost 
Egyptian direct transmitter of the Muwatta?, Ibn Wahb (125-97/742-812).16 Majishun had 
made no attempt to quote Tradition in support of his legal views. Malik admired the work but 
decided to improve on it by composing a similar work that would at the same time be based 
on authentic traditions, of which he already had a sizable collection, including much of the 
material of Ibn cUmar and ZuhrL17 There is no specific statement as to when Malik actually 

6 See e.g. Muwatttf II 902; Bukhari I 288; Darimi 1132. 
See also Kijayah, pp. 413 f. Ibn Ishaq used this verb freely 
in the Slrah. 

7 Published in Cairo in 1343/1924. Malik's authorship 
of this treatise is questioned, but the use of balaghanl in 
it conforms with his practice. 

8 Ibn Farhun, p. 22. See pp. 100, 104, n. 72, and 113, n. 
150, above for Sufyan's high standards of transmission. 

9 See GAL S I 297 for references to his numerous bio
graphical entries. 

10 See e.g. Jarh IV 1, p. 205; Fragmenta historicorum 
Arabicorum I 298; Ibn Farhun, pp. 20 f. 

11 See e.g. Jarh I 1, p. 22, and IV 1, pp. 204 f. 

12 Ibn Sacd V 324; Bukhari, TcPrikh IV 1, p. 310; Jarh 
IV 1, pp. 204-6; Abu Nucaim VI 332; DhahabI I 195; 
Zurqani I 4. 

13 Mascudl IV 116; Khatib 1223 f.;/omic II156; Dhaha
bI I 164; Irshad VI 400; Ibn Khallikan I 611 f. 

14 Akhbar al-qu4at III 242 f. 
16 Bukhari, Ta?rlkh III 2, p. 13; Jarh II 2, p. 386; Jam" 

I 309 f. 
16 See Khatib X 436-39, esp. p. 437; DhahabI I 197, 

206 f. See also GAL S I 255 f. Majishun later migrated to 
Baghdad in cAbbasid service (Jamic I 309). 

17 Jdmi< I 132, II 60 f.; Ibn Farhun, pp. 25 f.; Zurqani I 
8. See also p. 126 below. 
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began work on the Muwaiio?. But scattered bits of information, when fitted together, indicate 
that it was already in full progress in either 147/765 or 148/766, when the caliph Mansur 
while on a pilgrimage18 proposed to Malik that the Muwatta? should be the one standard legal 
work throughout the empire.19 Malik is said to have discouraged the idea, pointing out that 
the provinces had already evolved their own legal practices and that cIraq in particular would 
not be receptive to the theories and practices of the jurists of the Hijaz.20 That Malik had 
accurately estimated the provincial tempers in this respect was presently proved. For when 
Mahdi appointed Hanifite judges to Egypt and Basrah, which rivaled the Hanifite Kufah, 
he met with such sustained opposition that the judges were removed.21 

18 While the sources agree that Mansur led the pilgrim
age of the year 147/765, there is considerable doubt that 
it was he rather than Ja°far ibn Mansur who headed the 
pilgrimage of the year 148/766 (see Yacqubi II 469; Tabari 
III 353; Mascudi IX 63-65; Ibn Qutaibah [pseudo], Kitab 
al-imamah wa al-siyasah [Cairo, n.d.] II 115, 121). 

19 To what extent Mansur was actually influenced by 
the political views of the Persian scholar, convert, and ad
ministrative secretary cAbd Allah ibn al-MuqafiV (d. 142/ 
759), who advocated a centralized state of the type of the 
Persian Empire, is hard to tell. The latter outlined his 
theory of government in his Risdlahfi al-sahdbah (see Kurd 
cAlI [ed.], Ras&Hl al-bulagha^ [Cairo, 1331/1913] pp. 120-
31), where among other matters of policy he drew specific 
attention to the varied legal practices under the Umayyads 
and suggested a unified legal code (see ibid. esp. p. 126). 
For analysis of this important work by Ibn al-Muqaffac 

and the differing views of its modern interpreters, see S. D. 
Goitein, "A turning point in the history of the Muslim 
state," Islamic Culture XXIII (1949) 120-35, and Erwin 
Rosenthal, Political Thought in Medieval Islam [Cam
bridge, 1958] pp. 72 f. and references there cited; see also 
Dominique Sourdel, "La biographie d'Ibn al-MuqafiV 
d'apres les sources anciennes," Arabica I (1954) 307-23. 
If Mansur ever toyed with the idea of a fully centralized 
empire, it was only to reject it; perhaps he was influenced 
by the excesses of the Persians who were involved in the 
Rawandlyah movement of 136-37 or 141 A.H. and who 
sought to establish a centralized and absolutist empire with 
a deified Mansur at its head (see e.g. Tabari III 129 f.). 

It is not necessary to speculate, as does Goitein, whether 
Mansur was influenced by Ibn al-MuqaftV's views when 
he subsequently appointed imperial judges for the prov
inces, since the particularly relevant sources readily reveal 
that the practice was not initiated by Mansur as hitherto 
generally believed (see e.g. Zubairi, pp. 284 and 290; 
Akhbar al-qudat I 184; Khatib XIV 103). It was begun by 
cUmar I and followed by cUthman and CAH (Akhbar al-
qudat I 105-11, 270-74, 280 and II 188 f.} 227) and also 
intermittently by Mucawiyah and several other Umayyads 
(see e.g. Akhbar al-quidt I 110 f.; see also Kindi, pp. 301-3, 
305, 311, 333, 337, and 340, mostly for the years 98-114/ 
717-32). Furthermore, Mansur's first judge, Yahya ibn 
Sacid al-Ansarl, was appointed by Saffah and retained by 
Mansur (Akhbar al-quiat III 241-45). Mansur's own prac
tice varied. He sometimes accepted the governor's nomi
nee, and some of the judges he appointed were later re
moved from office by the governors (Akhbar al-qu4at II 56, 
80 f. and III 148-50, 153 f., 235 f.; Kindi, pp. 368 f.). There 
were also instances during the reigns of the next five cAbba-
sid caliphs when the governors took the initiative in mak

ing the appointments, which were either specifically con
firmed by the caliph or tacitly allowed to stand (see e.g. 
Akhbar al-qu4at I 228 f., II 139, 256, 157, and III 149, 175, 
177, 239, 313; Kindi, pp. 377, 385, 417). 

These variant practices in the appointment of judges 
during the pre-cAbbasid and early cAbbasid periods call 
for some explanation. On the basis of the foregoing brief 
survey it would seem that, as a rule, the caliph made the 
appointments if he was aggressive and exercised personal 
power in the administration or if a prospective judge al
ready held one or more other offices in the province, includ
ing even the governorship (see e.g. Akhbar al-qu4at I 270, 
273, 280, 312-16, II 56, 84, 88 f., 91, 117, 122, 154, 157 f., 
and III 191). On the other hand, it would seem that gen
erally the governor made the appointments if he was given 
great power by the caliph in times of trouble or if he was a 
powerful and trusted prince, as can be gathered from the 
references already given. The judgeships of Kiifah and 
Basrah consistently received more attention than those of 
the other provinces, as reflected by the fact that Tabari as 
a rule includes one or both of these judgeships in the list of 
appointments given for most years (e.g. Tabari I 2481, 
2647, II 67, 156 f., 188, 399, 537, 752, 854, 940, 1030, 1039, 
1085, 1191, 1266, 1348, 1358, and III 71 f., 75, 81, 84, 91, 
121, 124, 127, 129, 138, 353, 458, 469 f.). 

In view of these indications one wonders how these 
early authors were so misled as to assert that Mansur was 
the first caliph to appoint imperial judges for the provinces. 
The error would seem to be traceable to an initial confusion 
as to the meaning of iLUJ l Xi r** , J j ij^^ J j ' * 
If al-khallfah is given a generic meaning the passage can 
be read: "The first judge appointed by a caliph (to any 
one of the imperial provinces) was so and so." But if al-
khallfah is used specifically in reference to Mansur, as I 
believe it was, then the burden of the passage becomes: 
"The first judge appointed by the caliph (Mansur to such 
and such a province or city was so and so)." This meaning 
alone accords with the above-noted practices as followed 
before, during, and after the reign of Mansur, the judges 
being appointed sometimes by the provincial governors and 
sometimes by the caliphs. See pp. 218 f. below for Man
sur's appointment of Ibn Lahlcah as judge of Egypt. 

20 The earliest account of the episode traces back to 
WsLqidi, who is quoted in Tabari III 2519 f., and to 
Waqidi's secretary Ibn Sacd as quoted e.g. in Abu Nucaim 
VI 331 f. Cf. Jam* I 132; DhahabI I 195. 

21 Akhbar aUqu4dt II 131, III 236. Basran opposition 
occurred in the time of Harun al-Rashld also (ibid. Vol. II 
146 f.). See ibid. Vol. I l l 259 f. for Malik's continued em
phasis on the legal differences between Medina and cIraq. 
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There has been a tendency to discredit Mansur's proposal as wishful thinking on the part 
of Malik's followers because the sources credit the proposal concerning the Muwatta0 some
times to Mahdi and sometimes to Harun. It is entirely possible that Harun is erroneously 
credited, but the case for Mahdi seems to have considerable merit. For Mansur is said to have 
commissioned Malik and Mahdi to execute the proposal. Mansur made another pilgrimage in 
the year 152/769 and Mahdi led one in 153/770, and both considered plans to establish the 
Muvoatto? as the standard legal work.22 Malik may or may not have deliberately prolonged 
the completion of the work, which was still unfinished when Mansur died in the year 158/ 
775.23 Mahdfs personal interest in the work continued after Mansur's death, for he had a copy 
of the Muwaito? made for himself and his son HadL24 I t was certainly the post-Mansur period 
of Malik's life that began to yield the ever increasing references to the transmission of the 
entire Muwatto? in progressive versions, beginning with that of the youthful Shaibani25 in the 
fifth and early sixth decades of the second century, continuing with that of ShaficI,26 and ending 
with the vulgate of Yahya ibn Yahya al-Laithl in the last year of Malik's life. Such transmis
sion practices were responsible for the fifteen or more reported versions of the Muwatto" that 
emerged from the hands of author and transmitters over a period of some twenty years.27 

Malik is reported to have said that it took him forty years28 to complete the work. This figure 
seems reasonable, for it would place the inception of the work in about 140/758, which in turn 
allows for the completion of the various "books" or sections that were seen and examined by 
Mansur in the year 147/765 or 148/766 and those heard and transmitted by Shaibani in the 
next decade.29 Furthermore, the literary evidence indicates that, as with each passing decade 
Malik's fame continued to increase, copies of the Muwaita? became available not only to his 
immediate circle of students and admirers but also to visiting scholars from the major provinces 
of the empire.30 Of great interest to us at this point are the details of the actual steps taken in 
the production of the authentic texts. A great many of Malik's famous teachers—Nafic 

(d. 117/735) the client of Ibn cUmar, cAbd al-Rahman ibn Hurmuz al-Acraj (d. 117/735),31 

nJarh, Taqdimah, pp. 29 f.; Ibn Qutaibah (pseudo), 
Kitab al-imamah wa al-siyasah, pp. 119-21. The latter 
source is confused on the dates of Mansur's and MahdI's 
pilgrimages by a whole decade; see Yacqubl II 469 and 485 
for the pilgrimages led by either Mansur or Mahdi. 

23 Ibn Farhun, p. 25; ZurqanI I 8 f. 
24 Zurqani I 7; Muwalta* I, Intro, p. 7. 
25 See e.g. Khatib II 172; Nawawi, p. 104. 
26 Fragmenta historicorum Arabicorum I 359; Abu 

Nucaim IX 70 f.; Ibn cAsakir IV 352; Husn al-muhaiarah 
I 165 f.; Ibn Farhun, pp. 227 f. 

27 See Goldziher, Studien II 213 and 220-26 for the vari
ous versions of the MuwattaD. 

28 Ibn Farhun, p. 25. Malik is also reported as saying 
that he labored for 60 years on his lifework (Abu Nucaim 
VI 331; ZurqanI I 8). These approximations in round fig
ures, made no doubt at different periods of Malik's life, 
must refer to different stages of his literary activities, going 
back to the hadith source materials that he collected in his 
younger days—the books criticized by Ibn Ishaq (see p. 
122 above). 

29 Shaibani's various works were early sought after even 
by his elders (see Vol. I 23). Among his younger contempo
raries who studied his fiqh books were Ibn Hanbal, Shafici, 
and the hadith critic Yahya ibn MacIn (see e.g. Khatib II 
172, 174 f., 176 f., 180). ' 

30 For the long lists of students and scholars who came 
from the various provinces to study and acquire copies of 
the Muwatta0 see ZurqanI I 6-8 and Ibn Farhun, passim. 

31 The identity of the Ibn Hurmuz mentioned in later 
sources (see Ibn Rushd [d. 520/1126], Kitab al-muqadda-
mat [Cairo, 1325/1907] I 27; Ibn Farhun, pp. 16 and 20) 
as Malik's teacher for many years has been questioned 
because several of Malik's older contemporaries were so 
named. Muhammad Fu'ad cAbd al-Baqi speculates on this 
question. He overlooks cAbd al-Rahman ibn Hurmuz al-
cAcraj and suggests that this Ibn Hurmuz was perhaps a 
certain practically unknown Abu Bakr cAbd Allah ibn 
Yazid who died in the year 148/765 (see Muwatto? I, Intro, 
pp. 9 f.). A better guess would be that he was the client of 
Ibn cUmar, Nafic ibn Hurmuz, who figures in what Bukharl 
accepted as "the soundest of isnad'a" namely Malik-Nafic-
Ibn cUmar (Bukharl, Ta^rikh IV 2, pp. 84 f.; Nawawi, pp. 
589 f.). Fortunately, however, Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn 
al-Hasan al-Zubaidl (d. 379/989), Tabaqat al-nahwiyyin wa 
al-lughawiyyint ed. Muhammad Abu al-Fadl Ibrahim 
(Cairo, 1373/1954) pp. 19 f., definitely identifies Malik's 
shaikh as cAbd al-Rahman ibn Hurmuz al-Acraj of Medina 
(see p. 139 below). Their long association covered Malik's 
early youth, when he needed to be grounded in the funda
mentals of the language and the faith so that he could 
proceed to the study, collection, and transmission of 
hadith (see Ibn Farhun, p. 20). 
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Zuhri (d. 124/741),32 Abu al-Zinad (d. 131/748) ,33 and Rablcah al-Ra'I (d. 136/753),34 to 
mention but a few—were foremost among the scholars who wrote down their materials and 
encouraged their students to do likewise, frequently allowing the Qard and ijdzah methods of 
transmission to replace the samz method.35 

Malik himself began to write down hadlth at an early age and continued to do so for sev
eral decades. He is credited with having written down with his own hand some 100,000 tradi
tions, many of which he would not transmit and only 10,000 of which he considered at one 
time or another for possible inclusion in the Muwaita?y which finally contained some 1,720 
traditions.36 His standards led him to be selective as to the transmitters37 from whom he 
would write down traditions for use or transmission, and he limited himself to those generally 
accepted as fully qualified traditionists—men of the caliber of cUbaid Allah ibn cUmar (d. 147/ 
764) and Zuhri, that is, reliable scholars who persistently collected traditions and committed 
their materials to writing.38 

As Malik's hadlth and fiqh materials accumulated and as his fame increased, the demand 
for his services as teacher and public lecturer grew rapidly. He made use of some members of 
his family and his pupils and also employed professional assistants. The names of two of his 
secretary-copyists have come down to us. Marzuq is specifically associated with the trans
mission of the Muwatta0, and his son Habib (d. 218/833) functioned sometimes as secretary-
copyist and sometimes as mustamli or dictation master.39 The services of Habib were not 
always acceptable to Malik's serious pupils such as cAbd Allah ibn Maslamah al-Qacnabi, who 
insisted on reading back the Muwatttf to Malik himself.40 A second dictation master was 
Ismacil ibn cUlaiyah (d. 193/809), who later became a master traditionist.41 Talented pupil-
teachers functioned as recitation masters, who with master copy in hand listened attentively 
for fellow pupils' reading errors and acted at times as prompters when memory work was in 
progress. Malik's daughter Fatimah, who is listed among the many who transmitted the 
Muwatttf, assisted her father by performing such duties.42 Malik's "classroom" techniques 
indicate that he, like most scholars in the religious field in his day, advocated the development 
and constant use of memory. However, unlike some of his fellow scholars, he did not consider 
oral aids better than visual aids as a means to this end but gave each due credit.43 His position 
as detailed by one of his leading students and transmitters of the Muwatta^ Ashhab ibn cAbd 
al-cAziz (ca. 144-204/761-819),44 who later became leader of the Malikites in Egypt, indicates 

32 See e.g. Zurqani I 4. 
33 See e.g. ibid, and p. 139 below. 
34 Bukhari, Ta?rikh I 1, p. 262; Jarh I 1, p. 475; Khatlb 

VIII420-27; Jamfcl 135f.; DhahabI I 148 f.; Mucin I 336: 

Z5Mtfrifah, pp. 256 f.; Kifdyah, pp. 305 f., 309, 313 f., 
318, 326 f. See also p. 139 below. 

36 See e.g. Jami' II 74; Ibn Farhun, pp. 21 f. and 24 f.; 
Zurqani I 8. Cf. Goldziher, Studien II 218, n. 5. 

vjarh IV 1, p. 204: *+J*\j JU-JJ dllU al&l 
.4JUto 

38 Jarh I 1, p. 22; Abu Nucaim VI 323; JSmic I 74; Adah 
al-imla?, p. 94; Dhahabi I 151 f.; Zurqani I 4. 

39 Futuh, p. 282; Abu Nucaim VI 339; Ibn Farhun, pp. 
23 and 28. Habib later became a copyist and bookseller 
(warraq) in Medina and in Egypt, where he finally settled. 
He took liberties with the materials he transmitted or 

copied and hence acquired a bad reputation (see Khatlb 
XIII 396; Mlzan I 210; Ibn cAbd al-Barr, AUinliqa? fl 
fai&Hl al-thaldthah al-JuqahiP, p. 42). For Marzuq see 
Zurqani I 6. 

40 DhahabI I 347.; Ibn Farhun, pp. 131 f. For biographi
cal entries see Jarh II 2, p. 181; Jamc II 497 f. 

41 Fihrist, p. 227; Adah al-imla^ p. 89; Weisweiler, "Das 
Amt des Mustamli in der arabischen Wissenschaft," Oriens 
IV 52; Dhahabi I 296. 

42 Ibn Farhun, p. 18; Zurqani I 6. 
43 He was not alone in this view (see Kifdyah, pp. 220-

23, 326-30, and 352-55; see also our Vol. I 25). Evidently 
some scholars recognized the fact that some people learn 
more quickly through the ear and others do better through 
the eye. 

"Jarh I 1, p. 342; Adah al-Shdfi% p. 71 and references 
there cited; Husn al-muh&4arah I 166; Ibn Farhun, pp. 
98 f.; Zurqani I 6 f. 
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that while both the samc and card methods were acceptable to Malik,45 he came to favor the 
card method and encouraged students to read back to him from their copies. However, a 
Khurasanian who visited Medina in the third decade of the second century pointed out that 
Khurasanian scholars were not satisfied with the card method. After months of futile waiting 
to hear traditions directly from Malik, this visitor complained to the judge cAbd al-cAziz ibn 
al-Muttalib, who ordered Malik to relate traditions to the visitor personally, and Malik did 
so.46 But Malik encouraged his pupils to memorize their materials, regardless of the method 
by which they were originally acquired, as a safeguard against intentional or accidental inter
polation in the written text and as a guarantee of accurate transmission.47 This does not imply 
that the written materials were mere aids to memory consisting of rough notes or booklets 
which were neglected or destroyed once their contents had been memorized. 

As one follows closely Malik's "classroom" practices, it becomes clear that, though he was 
flexible in his methods, there were times when either because of personal inclination or at the 
insistence of his pupils he emphasized now the samQ method, now the card.48 At first he was 
apparently willing to heed a student's desire to hear the Muwatta? directly and sometimes 
repeatedly from him, as in the case of Yahya ibn cAbd Allah ibn Bukair. At the height of his 
career and fame his students preferred reading back to him to hearing from others.49 Some, 
such as cAbd al-Rahman ibn Mahdi, even preferred reading back to Malik to hearing him.50 

But when old age overtook him, his serious students, such as Yahya ibn Yahya al-Laithl, 
once more insisted that Malik himself read or dictate the Muwatta? to them.51 

It was probably during the last period of his life that Malik made free use of the munawalah 
and mukatabah methods, whereby he gave a pupil or scholar, in person and through corre
spondence respectively, a copy of his materials, along with the ijdzah method, whereby he 
permitted transmission of his materials with the use of the formula haddathanl or akhbaranl 
even though both the samc and the card procedure had been omitted.52 But whatever method of 
direct transmission was employed it was sooner or later accompanied by authenticated written 
texts. Malik himself preserved his fiqh compositions and hadlth collections, and when questions 
of either isndd or matn arose he usually settled them by reference to his books.53 He is said to 
have left a sizable library, including several boxes containing his collection of the traditions 
of Ibn cUmar and seven boxes containing his collection of the traditions of Zuhrl, even though 
comparatively few of these materials were used in his Muwatta* or even transmitted in his 
hadlth sessions.54 

45 See e.g. Bukhari I 24 f.; Kifdyah, pp. 227, 309, and 
323. 

46 Akhbar al-qu4at I 205. For the judge see also Bukhari, 
TaPrtkh I I I 2, p . 2 1 ; Tabarf I I I 159, 198; Jam* I 312 f. 

^Jarhl 1, pp. 27 and 32. 
48 See Zurqanl I 6-8 for specification of the method (s) 

by which the major transmitters of the Muwatta? received 
the text. 

**JarhIV 1, p . 205. 

so Abu Nucaim VI 330: C j f dJUU J ^ £>\J U 

A^A C-x^*« Lw« /<**•*> if- The reason for this prefer

ence may be surmised from an episode involving Shaibani. 

When asked by a fellow pilgrim to read par t of his fiqh work 

Shaibani replied tha t he did not feel equal to the reading 

(at the time), whereupon the man offered to read the sec

tion to Shaibani. Shaibani answered thus: ^Jfc>-I \AJ\ 

J\J oii J* diri/j i dUip JS\J J* I U P 
J V «JA>.I dLU J\J Jj V ( ^ U J D Jl! iLU 

AOJCL^I .-LP dJvijij ^ L J j tSi/^i U^ /U"*̂ **! LaJl 

,*~+^j iJ^^J (Sj^i ^i (DhahabI, Mandqib al-imdm 

Abl Hanlfah, ed. Muhammad Zahid al-Kautharl and Abu 

al-Wafa> al-Afghanl [Cairo, 1366/1947] p . 53). 
51 Adab al-imla?, p . 8. 
62 Bukhari I 27; Kifdyah, pp. 313 f. and 326 f.; Zurqanl 

I 7; Ibn Farhun, p . 133. 

™JarhI 1, p . 17. 
54 Ibn Farhun, p . 24. Obviously Malik did not hear all 

of these texts directly from Ibn cUmar or Zuhrl, though 
there is evidence that such texts were in circulation in 
Zuhri's time (see Kifdyah, pp . 305 f. and 318 f.; see also pp . 
181 f. below). 
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I t should now be clear that, so far as Malik and his own circle of leading teachers, scholars, 
and pupils were concerned, permanent manuscript texts of both hadlih and fiqh materials were 
the rule rather than the exception. Our papyrus folio of fine quality with its wide margins and 
schooled hand and with its comparative freedom from linguistic and scribal errors undoubtedly 
stems from a scholar's prized copy of the Muwatta0, comparable to the Wujuh wa al-nazdHr 
of Muqatil ibn Sulaiman (Document 1) and the Ta?rlkh al-khulafa^ of Ibn Ishaq.55 

Thus the paleography, the scribal practices, the text, the order of the traditions, and the 
isndd terminology of the papyrus show a remarkable degree of conformity with the scholarly 
practices of Malik and his contemporaries. On the strength of this internal evidence the papyrus 
folio can be safely assigned to Malik's own day. It could have been produced by any one of 
his secretary-copyists, dictation and reading masters, advanced pupils, or admiring fellow 
scholars. As already pointed out, the text is not in the Shaibanl recension but is essentially 
that of the vulgate as transmitted by the Spanish judge and jurist Yahya ibn Yahya al-Laithl 
(d. 234/848), who heard the Muwatta0 from Malik shortly before the latter's death in the 
year 179/795.56 The codex represented by our folio therefore originated sometime during the 
quarter-century or so that elapsed between the writing of the Shaibanl and the Laithi recen
sions and hence must represent one of the many lost recensions of that interval. Inasmuch 
as the papyrus text shows only minor variations from the printed text of the Laithi vulgate 
it is even possible that it represents the vulgate text as it was before it received, in the decades 
after Malik's death, editorial touches at the hands of either Yahya himself or his transmitters.57 

As papyrus was still in common use in the Hijaz, the papyrus codex represented by our 
folio could have belonged to the copy made by Malik's son Yahya and could have found its 
way to Egypt in the company of Yahya's son Muhammad, who settled there.58 Or it could 
have originated with any one of three other transmitters of the Muwatta0 who left the Hijaz 
and settled in Egypt, namely Malik's secretary-copyist Marzuq, Marzuq's copyist-bookseller 
son Habib (see p. 125), or Malik's most distinguished pupil, Shafici.59 Finally, and perhaps 

66 Vol. I, Document 6. 
66Maqqari, Nafh aUib I 465 L; Ibn Farhun, p. 350; 

Zurqanl I 12; Goldziher, Studien II 221 f.; GAL S I 297. 
Spanish sources credit Yahya with two visits to Malik in 
close succession. During the first visit he heard the Muwat-
taD directly from Malik, but he had previously heard it in 
Spain from Ziyad ibn cAbd al-Rahman (d. 204/819). On his 
way back to Spain he stopped in Egypt and, discovering 
that cAbd al-Rahman ibn al-Qasim had written down 
Malik's MasdHl, he returned to Malik to do likewise but 
found Malik ill and remained with him until his death. He 
then returned to Egypt and wrote down the MasdHl from 
cAbd al-Rahman (see Ibn al-Faradi, T&rikh al-culamd? II 
176-78; Humaidi, Jadhwat al-muqtabis, pp. 202 f. and 359-
61; Maqqari, Nafh al-lib I 490 f., 467). 

67 The Chester Beatty Collection of manuscripts con
tains an incomplete copy of the vulgate (A. J. Arberry [ed.], 
The Chester Beatty Library: A Handlist of the Arabic Manu
scripts I [Dublin, 1955] No. 3001), which covers the middle 
third of the Muwatta^ and was written in the year 277/890 
by Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn cAli for his personal 
use. It "is written on thick paper of good quality in a clear 
Maghrib! script," as the late J. V. S. Wilkinson, who had 
the manuscript microfilmed for me, kindly affirmed in a 
letter. The script is not only clear and easily legible but has 
a definite calligraphic quality. The text is fully voweled and 

pointed. Though as" a rule the individual traditions are not 
marked off with a punctuation device, some of the chapter 
or section headings have comparatively simple decorative 
devices (cf. p. 88). The order of the "books" or parts 
varies from that of the printed text. The isndd's, including 
those at the beginnings of sections, start, as in our papyrus 
(see p. 121), simply with O^fA /*& diJU in the greater 

part of the text and with £JJU J U in the rest. This would 
seem to indicate that the 3d-century scholar-copyist was 
faithful to the master copy at his disposal, which itself re
flected 2d-century usage for the most part. Laithi neverthe
less does step into the manuscript text, though only as a 
commentator, usually at the end of a tradition. He intro
duces himself with such statements as "Yahya said 'Malik 
was asked . . .' " and "Yahya said T heard Malik say. 
. . . ' " N o doubt the initial isndd, at the beginning of the 
complete codex, indicated direct transmission from Malik 
to Laithi. In any case, the marginal notations of the frag
ment frequently inform the reader that it is indeed Yahya 
ibn Yahya al-Laithl who is transmitting the text directly 
from Malik. 

58 Ibn Farhun, p. 18; Zurqanl I 5. 
59 For their pupil-master relationship see e.g. Jarh VI 1, 

pp. 205 f.; Abu Nu^aim IX 69; Khatib II 56; Ibn ^Asakir 
IV 351 f.; Irshdd VI 368-71; Husn al-muhd4arah I 165; 
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most likely, the codex could have originated with any one of several of Malik's devoted 
Egyptian students who transmitted the Muwaiio? and who gained wide recognition and be
came leaders in Malikite circles in Egypt, such as cAbd al-Rahman ibn al-Qasim (d. 191/806),60 

Ashhab ibn cAbd al-cAz!z (d. 204/819; see p. 125), or Ibn Wahb (d. 197/812),61 sections of 
whose Jamfc have survived in a papyrus codex dated 276/889.62 

That in the twentieth century we are able to identify and date a single folio of a hadith-fiqh 
work from the eighth century is in no small measure due to the care with which Islam's 
earliest scholars sought and recorded a wealth of historical and cultural details. To the initial 
thrill of discovery and identification is added the satisfaction of seeing widely scattered details 
fall one by one into place to give the fragment over-all significance for the elucidation of 
scholarly techniques and practices of the second century of Islam—practices in which the 
written text played, from the start of that century, a major, if not indeed the major, role in 
the preservation of Tradition. 

Ibn Farhun, p. 228; Zurqanl I 6, 9. Transmitters who re
mained in Medina or who lived in cIraq or farther east are 
less likely to have had a hand in our codex. The last direct 
transmitters of the Muwatttf, Abu Muscab (150-242/767-
856) of Medina and Abu Hudhafah (d. 259/873) of Bagh
dad, are said to have included about 100 traditions that 
are not found in other transmissions of the work (DhahabI 
II 60-62; Khatib IV 22-24). For other Muwatta? traditions 
that are not found in the vulgate see Tajrid, pp. 259-79. 

60 Jarh II 2, p. 279, credits him with some 300 volumes 
{jild) of Malik's fiqh materials. See also Jamz I 293; Ibn al-

Faradi, Ttfrikh al-culam& II 177 ( ^ 4&L*** QjS 

dUU); DhahabI I 324 f.; Ibn Farhun, pp. 146 f.; Ibn 
Khallikan I 366 f. 

61 Jarh II 2, pp. 189 f. Dhahabi I 279-81 quotes <Abd 

al-Rahman ibn al-Qasim as saying of Ibn Wahb: bjl U 

O J O J Jb-I JUJI. See also Ibn Farhun, pp. 132 f. 

62 See Le djamic d'Ibn Wahb I—II, edite et commente par 
J. David-Weill ("Publications de l'lnstitut frangais d'ar-
cheologie oriental: Textes arabes" III-IV [Cairo, 1939-
48]). See also p. 122 above. 
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Oriental Institute No. 17622. Late second/eighth century. 
Fine light brown papyrus, 26.5 X 25.8 cm., with 34 lines to the page (PL 8). The outer and 

lower margins measure 3.5 and 2 cm. respectively. The inner and upper margins are too broken 
for accurate measurement. The folio fragment is badly damaged with several large lacunae. 

Script—Small carefully executed book hand that is more cursive than angular. Diacritical 
points are for the most part sparingly used. Ftf has a dot below it (verso 8), and qdf has one 
above it (verso 7). The dot of initial ghain is within the open loop instead of above it (verso 
6, 11). The alif of prolongation is sometmes omitted as is the initial alif of ibn. The hamzah 
is not indicated and is frequently replaced by yd\ Punctuation and collation marks consist 
of two concentric circles with a dot at the center. Dashes are used to separate headings within 
a given section, and some sections are set apart by the space of a line (recto 27, verso 20 and 
24). The line canceling the heading in verso 34 indicates that the scribe decided to start the 
section on ablution on the next page. Note the use of the basmalah and the tasliyah. 

TEXT 

RECTO 

Ui] vi 

(jM\ ^ fc j l J i * j l Jl5 4jl J^u^ <jji JP jl lv- <^jl tf> [ (2) ] <^Jl^J 4J IJbM 2 

4l)l / l i ] ® AUI O^u 4 ^ / * J j i l jtJ ^ I d l J P [ JwUll JJb^i j*i V>UL J i w 3 

^ ^ 1 1 X* J P ^ ^ i ^ 1 J P b -UL ] (4) ® U P [ ] J^>^ i.1 ^ U l ^ 1 J l i JA (3) 4 

JU? AUI J ^ J 9cd J l i djjUJI J J 

O ^ l ^ ! l ^ LJJLP CJt^ C-.LJ5" jjJJI ^ J U t J l dJj& J l i j J ^ j la^j j jS^Jli *1*9 4JP A)J1 5 

J ^ j ^ w * VI Alii J^y JUi J [ | ^ V I L)]j i <>• JUut Ulil U&j lfc>J Ul ^ U l J lS l#UI . . . . 6 

* IP^ ® U U i VI 3>V| j LJJJI tfj?~ Vj [ i -U- ] AJ AIII l i ^ ji dUi J* i I3U [ym I^LPI U - * > - J l ] 7 

y « AJ ^ [ U ^ l 4J U b o L [ r ^ *IP]:> X J L P I VI U^ A J U ^ V J l i AUI J ^ J [ I UiL] (5) 8 

[ ] j i i AW j^t jb J L 

AJ ^Jill *IPOJI AUI J L J y JUi j ^ J ^ J l ^ t j [ l J L * A*3 *l i ^ j ^ - AUI J ^ JJi**li[ . . . 9 

[JSLPVI <+*AJ AUI J*J^ ^ l ^ u U l 

J> j ol luL (6) Jj>Ji ® di l l rL(MI ^ U j ^ k i J a ^ i j ] d l W CJl VI AUI V [^Ul] 10 

[ ^ ] l Jl [bl] 
129 
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L . . . U«Il» 4l!l oib l > 5 .̂ [ pJiJI 4!l VI sy Vlj J j ^ V J i ^ j ! l 4JU b\ A3 Jl i 11 

[ ] $j>m IJSA l^ijp l u - LjJli j « 4JM UJb [ cS^-^j A^^i <>J * l ^ ^ ^ 1% 

[ ] f U ^ J l i pJL-j AJIP 4l)l [ J U AIII J^-J ol biL] (7) [ 1 13 

J i lyl J*J AUI J * 5il>^ Ubli SJU JIP j<Jl J*J JJli j * [ ] 14 

Jb-I Sj* 

3^ urr* d AHI J ^ ; J i i i 4JII J^-j J\ J>-j Li j £ ^ T [ (8) ] iy \ji* 15 

® ^JUJ! j ^ vi J^I j p ju^ a^v ̂ J -ji ̂ [rs ] i6 

j ^ - - ^ di>-li t>L^ii ^ ^ j lS" l$J <7JL>-I SyJL 4*^~i J > j 4̂ 4 4_[jj]l J^-L; J \9) 17 

[ ] J l i pJL, 4ip 411 J ^ 4)1 JJ-J ol d ^ 0L*JI ^ 1 <j[l] U i U l (10) [ ] 18 

[ ] i>-Vl VI Î JL^JI j*>- 4JUI JJ^J LfrL^J JUM dju Jj^b i olT [ ] 19 

[ ] 4jyb *L»j U P 4j]l JL^ JUai ^LS^J A] U^>- fjA JLij i j <L 4_]JLJ (^-Jtl ] 20 

3>-l>. 4iU>[l j * ® ^^-U -J[l] 21 

J ^ j J P dBU j j ^ j l J P ^ [ l ^ dUU J P o^i JJ ô U b?o^ Jli 4j]l ^ j V I J P (ll) 22 

[J^ i 4>-l>- -OJL*I] J t Jl i 4JI *-UJ 4-JIP 4)1 JL^ 4)1 

j ^ l i 4J JuLT] j\ p i J f O l ^ ^ oU-U j ) l ^ l i l ] J j i j J>-j JP 411 J^^J *J - ^1 23 

[ ] . . . . ^ > - AJP 4)1 

«w—i>o V LLJ>- J » LIJJI 4 4)1 ?ed[j] 4Ji 4^- 4)[l *ij L-JS] 4-JP olS" olj <u>-[U>- 4!l ^ ^ i i j 24 

Lou>- j ^ J I J^Li 

J J J W I J T U L j j d ^ ^ - J l j W Idj *U!l IS IJJ ^ L s " ^ l l j J^UJI l i b dJ^U ^ V j ^ V l [ ^ ] 25 

CJi" ol 

U i^ IJLJU^ i l xp ^ y ^Ur>- <^b^JI 1̂ J * T^li c3jjl ^ JUs- \JJL* U ^ p liJL.Lp J l ] 26 

[ © dUJI 

( ^ *i J># a 4 ' 2 7 

* ^ i JjJ l i l J l i (JUj U P 4!l J ^ 4iil J ^ j 01 «-*lfi J j l JP J j V l JJU- J^ J ^ p J P (12) 28 

U l VI JI V \J\yi SJ l i j I ^ 

f j i l l^ Oj>Jl ® ( j ^ J ^ 1 VJ ^ ^ ^ ^ f ^ 1 L A * " ^ 4UI 4>V *\>*~M J » J ^ I j»J>cJl 29 

oJJj^ ^UJVI S ; J ^ if OjJ^- j\ pj i j l OJ^r AJU^I J J C-J^>* ^LO A * P AJIP j Lu *J AJVI OJJ* 30 

(wJ ĵ Vj ^ j V l oUJs ^ 2L>- Vj LJ-JUJ VI Ai j j j * \SJU» L^y^Jl^jJI ij U J U J J J A VI I^JUJ V 31 

L ^ [ ] £ J ® 4UI j i b l^ i -uUjLu -J i V l dJU (^SC- j ^ ^ ^ 15 " J VI ^ - J I J VJ 32 
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L5rw>- J i l i \JA\ 4*&\*J j\ JJl <y e>l>- j l L jS" 4J JjJ ^y J l i J / i l l Jbjj j j ^ ^ ^ P (l4) 33 

oUo j ^ J 411 * * * *L i J^ jJ l p*j\j ^ 

< J J P 4111 JU* 411 JJ^J J i d jdbJl ^ i ^ \ tf> (15) ^ - J L J J I ® U r 411 l; j ^ - J 34 

J l i 4j[l J U J 

VERSO 

di i i J l i b\j [ 1 AlP ObJb L>l$X 4J J T J A^J. Jj l J ^ > J l 4JI [ ] 1 

J ^ 411 JJ^J 01] **U ^ L J—P JP (16) ~Ji*!l 4JI o l>^ ® dUS Ji* 4) oir [ ] 2 

X*>JI [ -JiJl JJI] 4)b VI Sji Vj J ^ Vj fiJU^jj pJ*Jl 411 oW~* £^Ji J [Jli] 3 

u?V- (* ur^- or" W^ <>*J 

Sl^l Aiji-aj ^b l l J L ] P ^IkkSI £j ^ P ol Lib (l7) *LJl £jj£ ® £^J\ . . . [ ] 4 

SL;]jJlj l^ j^aj (jiiai v_*J3 ^̂ AO I ^ I ^ J J 

*^i j l X P j^gjjJi o|j JJlkj oU- oLli 411 &UI J j i j \4ijjuj*) J~-^Jl ^ 1 U]J!I . . . [ ] 5 

4il J J L J ol U^Qj] (18) iU>JI ® 411 d l ^ ^ > l JL2i J*3J^ ^ L [ J ^ J I j j l ] 6 

iAjl^ l$Jl o ^ J t i Sl^l o l ( U P ) 4JI JL^ 

^ JbM 4l [t£L (19) 411] J^y *IP:> ® ^UkkJ i j j b t^ - j j l i IJU Jo J . . . [ ] 7 

. . . liJLJI *^l)l J l i J Ai;>J ^ *u*\j 

[ ]*Li ol> JTI *U ojj ^ U k j j 411] J ^ j 61 biL (20) [ ] 8 

L ^ &>Jtj JUjJ 1^ . . . [ V-J l f i i ] Jjl J,P Ĵ AP J P (21) [ ] 9 

JLa IS *&A JU^J. V * iL [ ] J l i 411 J ^ j j l UtL (22) £^J[L l ^ L i j [ ] 10 

UiL L J ^ J l JLPJ [ ]!l [bJ]o>- (23) ® ^UpVb 4]JI J ^ , [ l ^ i ] 11 

® [ ]b SI . . . [ ] £[ii,% LU iJJ I l«J [ ] 12 

© [ ] i i U JT Jjij tAlj l^i j ^ l XP ^ 1 J_[P ] . . . (24) 13 

[ JdJUi O l U j l \#Jj\ U ^ j ^ 61S" U [ ] . . . (y>.\ A[>] f l i iNl> . . . 14 

[ l ^ i ] . . . . J^JI A^VI oJu j l ^ J Jl i A^j U P 411 J U 411 JJ^J ol L*L (25) 15 

. . . [ ] 411 JJ^J ol UiL (26) ^-UJI ® ic^JI p j j JJJLJJI J 16 

[ ] . . . [ 1 . . . . (27) ® r^all 4JX» J^ali i d^k . [;]>-UflJl JUJJ. ^UsJb J^ i 17 

t5-t' ^ L 5 ^ O^ ^ ^ L S ^ 1 f * ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ U^1 c>. ^ J* -&*- & (^"J1 ^ WjL>" ^ 1 8 

X>t^Jl J l £•[]; j l lOP J-4 J j i olS" jSC ^ 1 Ol jSC 

411 J ^ J JU]UOJ15" olS" o ^ - ^ ^JUI 41J J l ^ r j J 4JUJ j l l̂ >- JU^J aj.^i] X^J V 19 

U J L L P *>-J 
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ot>UJl J vtuJb- 20 

j j h*&> c****** JU 4jl 4-jl J P «iJQU JJ J ^ ^ 1 <UP J P u~3\ JJ LiLlJU J ^ I (29^ 2 1 

[ ^Jy i > * aL>J Jjbl j * 411 J^-J J l J>-J * U J^i 4JI X J P 

{%jy\ J P [ JL j AJL]-P AUI JU*> 411 J J ^ J^-ijA ISli to <j>- J^i U <uiJ % &^P [(jj* A]*** 22 

J J A JU OU^ j ^ -V , ^ U y 411 dj^j JU ĝ k? 01 VI V Jl i U^p JU. J A JU* SLplJ, ^ Jl] J 23 

4 / ' i j JU ^ U 01 VI V JU a^p J P 

V 411, [Jjid>bj] J ^ i l ^ l i JU [ £ ]> ; 01 VI V JLW U > JLP J A JUi 5/jJl 4)1 [ J ^ J 24 

[<C-]-̂  ( j ^ l Vj IJLft JLP JJJ\ 

J P ^[yi] ^ 1 J P dJJ* J^\j (30) ® c3-W> 01 ̂ lil j ^ j U P 41 J ^ 4111 J [ J L J J[U]J 25 

JU J15 Syjy*] ^ 1 J P JTJPVI 

0 ^ J > O J j l^Jlj 5^J!>UJ Jjplj S^J^U * ^ i [o l jJ lo A S O U I JL^ AJP 411 J^» 411 [ J ^ ] 26 

sbLU J 
~^S*y CJL^J J ^ J - ^J J I P I y>j ^ U J *^vJ (Oj^lj JJJJI AJI ^-yu *J ̂ a J l St>l^ L J i j j^ti!lJ 27 

^ [ U f ^ yu ^ U P 

^ J l ^ 1 J P ^ J l JJ dAU ^ ^ [ j (3l) S^Uli U>JA<0 ® OjUaj pAj j^ t l io^ «yUj j ^ j l 28 

411 Xjp JJJ^P fjy 

ISI cJa>- lit iHS £Jb U ĴS A^k>- J Jjij OlS" OUP JJ OLUP 01 ^ L [ P ^ - J I J> d\U J P ] 29 

lyUflJl̂  4 j ^u^U *UVI * IS 

J ^ a J l I ^ U S^UJl C~«U ISIj CwalJl £*U! U J i . JbJl j U * ^ J . (V) (̂ JUtl C^aUJJ 0U] 30 

dj^J^J L-i^aJI i j * * ^ H^3 ^ J ^J V^d c i ^ J ^ i ^ (*̂  ̂ ^ ^ ' <ĵ  f ^ ' J^i-UaJl JIJWUPI 0U 31 

o ^ l JL5 01 

411 J^y 01 j+* ji(l) J P ̂ U J P c^lp j_.l J P dJl« J ^ l (32) 3!>UJI £til ® t^Ci] 32 

*UOJ * i j S*>lvs3l ps i l ISI 015̂  

dwU>- j J 411 i t ^ i J l y diliS" U p i j g ^ J I Jp 4^-1; * i j ISÎ  g>S"JI ^ ^ ISIj ^ ^ i ^ [jJ^-1 33 

j ^ j l l ^ ^IjJb- j^>-JI j ^ - J I 411 jt-w ^ > — U l j j ] dASS J*ij. V [0lS"j JU=Jl] 34 

Comments.—Tradition 1. The sad of jUsu'Vl was first given the final instead of the medial 
form, but this scribal error was partially corrected by the joining of the sad to the following 
alif. 

The protective and saving power of this basic article of the Islamic creed, " there is no god 
but the God/' alone or in combination with "and Muhammad is his apostle/' is of course 
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constantly stressed in Tradition (e.g. Tayalisi, pp. 122, No. 899, 174, No. 1241, 316, No. 2403; 
Ibn Sacd VI 39; see also Concordance I 78 f.). It is, however, especially invoked in connection 
with birth, sickness, and death. Closely related traditions for use on these occasions, particu
larly the last, are numerous (see Ibn Sacd VI 39 and our Document 6, Tradition 12). 

Tradition 2. The partly lost isnad traces back to cAbd Allah ibn Mascud (d. 32/653). 
Daulabi lists nine traditionists and Ibn Hajar al-cAsqalanI lists six Companions named Abu 
Sinan. The only one who is linked to cAbd Allah ibn Mascud, and therefore most likely the 
one referred to in the papyrus text, is Abu Sinan al-AshjacI (see Tayalisi, p. 179; Daulabi I 
37 f.; IstVab I I 694; Isabah IV 175). 

Stinginess, particularly among the Muslims themselves, is generally deplored (Surahs 
3:179, 7:37, 47:38). To be stingy with one's greetings is considered the worst form of miserli
ness, but it is equally deplorable to forsake a fellow Muslim. There seems to be no parallel, 
but traditions that are closely related to both themes are numerous (e.g. Ibn Hanbal III 328, 
V 364; Bukharl IV 338; Concordance I 146 J i o and II 15 f. Jjbi). 

Tradition 3. This tradition is not found as such in the standard collections. However, a 
Muslim's responsibility to God for his own good conduct and for the welfare of the community 
is expressed in a number of related traditions, one of which reads -J^ l j 41 A>~^$\ AJJJI 

J ^ J L J I i*^j, and the commentators equate ~*2J with ^%^>[ (see Bukharl I 23; Tirmidhi 
VIII 111-14 and Ibn al-cArabi al-Macafirrs commentary). 

Tradition 4* Abu Shuraih cAbd al-Rahman ibn Shuraih (d. 167/783-84) was originally from 
Alexandria. He transmitted from the Egyptian cAbd al-Karim ibn al-Harith (n.d.; see Ibn 
Sacd VII 2, p. 203; Bukharl, Ta'rlkh III 2, p. 89; Jam' I 284, 325). Most of the latter's tradi
tions concern the First Civil War of Islam (Kindi, pp. 14, 22, 24, 28), when all the leaders, 
including cA?ishah, were concerned with the general welfare of the community, which is in 
part the burden of this section of the papyrus text. 

This comparatively long tradition is not found in the standard collections, though its sepa
rate themes are common. Public gatherings for the remembrance of God were commended 
by Muhammad (Muwatta* I 209; Bukharl IV 209; Muslim XVII 14 f.; Ibn Majah II 218; see 
also Concordance I 359 f. J y and II 181 AIII j$"i). The excuse offered by the people for not 
attending more such meetings was preoccupation with their business and property—a fact 
that Abu Hurairah cited later when some questioned the great number of traditions transmit
ted by him as against the comparatively few reported by most of the Companions (cf. e.g. 
Slrah I 189; Ibn Hanbal II 3, 240, 274; Concordance III 145 f. J i £ ) . 

Tradition 5. Though Muhammad's followers are known to have asked him for instruction 
on various matters, he more frequently took the initiative and offered to teach them some 
specific thing, as in this instance (MuwattaD 1161; Ibn Hanbal I 242, 258 and VI134). A tradi
tion without an isndd is not likely to be included in the standard collections, though variants 
are numerous. Recto 10 is reconstructed with the aid, for example, of Ibn Hanbal I 392, II 
369, VI77 and 230, and Bukharl 1204. Several of these passages state that this particular invo
cation, with slight variations, was much used by Muhammad (see also Mustadrak 1496 f., 502; 
Khatlb V 255). 

Tradition 6. Here again no identical parallel is likely to be found because there is no isnad, 
but the formula is too familiar to detain us. Frequent repetition of this and similar formulas 
of praise or invocation seems to have become current in Muhammad's day though the number 
of repetitions increases with time. The last sentence in recto 12 could be an editorial addition 
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(see Ibn Sacd IV 169; Bukhari IV 209; Concordance I 532 under J^>. and this formula). The 
numbers 3, 33, 99, and 100 are favored for the many formulas of praise to be said on different 
occasions {Concordance I 296-98; Abu al-Laith al-Samarqandi, Tanbih al-ghafilin, pp. 82, 
97, 136, 214-16, and Bustan al-Qarifln [on margins of Tanbih] pp. 213-15). 

Tradition 7. There is enough space in recto 13 for a short isnad} but there was probably a 
brief heading instead, perhaps just the word 0LJ^I> since fasting, fighting, and declaring the 
unity of God comprise some of the themes of the tradition. The fourth element of the surviving 
text involves the precept that anything intrusted to one should be returned to the owner, and 
he who disregards this is counted among the mundfiqln or hypocrites (Bukhari I 16; see also 
Ibn Hanbal I I I 414 and Concordance I 118 *J\ and 120 AJUI). Again the tradition as a whole 
does not seem to be in the standard collections though its several surviving themes are readily 
met with. 

Tradition 8. A short isnad is broken off here. If the unpointed first word is read ^£ the 

traditionist involved may be Yahya ibn Kathlr (or Kuthair?) of Basrah, who died sometime 
after the year 200/815 (Bukhari, Tcmkh IV 2, p. 300; Jarh IV 2, p. 183; Jamc I I 564). This 
interesting tradition is not found in the standard collections, but the part that equates all 
Muslims and accords distinction only to the righteous among them is basic to Islam and is 
reflected in numerous other traditions (see Concordance I I 100 ff. |f>L>-). The other part deals 

with the exchange of captives and seems to call for even exchange, but Darimi I I 223 records 
a tradition that Muhammad exchanged one prisoner for two. 

Tradition 9. The name Yusair or Yaslr is fully pointed. The man is obviously a Companion 
and is in all probability the better known of the only two Companions so named, Yusair (or 
Yaslr) ibn cAmr (d. 85/704), who settled in Ktifah (Ibn Sacd VI 101; IstVab I 33 f., I I 616 f.; 
Usd V 126 f.; Isabah I I I 1411 f.). 

Tradition 10. The Abu al-Nucman of the isnad is either the Companion so named or, more 
likely, his grandson who had the same kunyah (DaulabI I 58, II 139; Isabah I I I 903, IV 372). 
This long tradition is not found in the standard collections. Its main theme seems to involve 
Muhammad's courtesy to his Companions at all times but especially during the prayer service 
(cf. e.g. Ibn Hanbal V 54 f. and 57 and see Concordance I 358 f. ^^Jb^). 

Tradition 1L The head of the first cain is partly lost. The isnad is mucancan. Space calls 
for a link between AwzacI and Malik. Each of these famous traditionists transmitted from the 
other, though the older Awzaci (88-157/707-73) was Malik's teacher (Jarh II 2, pp. 266 f. ; 
Dhahabi I 168-72; Ibn Farhun, p. 29). This long tradition is not found either in whole or 
in its major parts in the Muwaita? and the other standard collections, yet many of its phrases 
occur repeatedly in the extensive sections devoted to prayer and invocation (e.g. Muwatta? I 
212-17; Bukhari I I I 242; Abu Da'ud II 85; Ibn Hanbal I 248, II 382, IV 177, V 196, VI 62; 
Ibn Majah I 216; TirmidhI II 261; Nasa'I I 174; see also Concordance I 352 J ^ U and 524 
ij-U-; Mustadrak I 320, 499). Some of the unexpected rewards or punishments are Qm°anic 
(e.g. Surahs 3:27 and 37, 59:2, 65:11). 

Tradition 12. cUqail ibn Khaiid (d. 142/759 or 144/761) was a major transmitter from 
Zuhrl. For the isnad see Document 6. A similar tradition, with an isnad that goes back to 
Ibn c Abbas, is found in Bukhari IV 195, 459; Muslim XVII 47; TayalisI, p. 346, No. 2561; 
Ibn Hanbal I 280 (see Concordance I 217 *% and I I I 77 f. ZjJ* for related themes). Hakim 
al-Nisaburl gives the content of the tradition, substituting ^j? for ^} but with an isnad 
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that traces back to cAli ibn Abl Talib, who states that Muhammad himself taught him the 
tradition {Mustadrak I 508 f.; see also Macrifah, pp. 201 and 219). 

Tradition IS. I t is not certain whether the isndd of Tradition 12 was intended to go with 
this peculiarly stated content (cf. Traditions 17 and 18). The magical verse is found in Stirah 
6:59. Many traditions invoke protection against disease and madness (e.g. Tayalisi, p. 268, 
Nos. 2007-8; Ibn Hanbal I 89, 192, 302; Bukhari III 27 f.). Fear here involves private situa
tions as distinct from danger to the public, for which is provided the special invocation salat 
al-khauf (Ibn Sacd I I 1 , p. 43; Muwatta? 1183-85; Ibn Hanbal I 376; Muslim VI124; Bukhari 
I 2 3 9 ^ 1 ; Tirmidhi I I I 42; Mustadrak I 335-37, III 30). 

Tradition 14- Note the use of only one lam in JJl (recto 33, verso 23 and 26). The same 

usage I had assumed to be an error in the Oriental Institute Arabian Nights fragment (see 
JNES VIII 133). I t was, however, borrowed from the Qm°an and was permissible in secular 
works in early Islam (cf. Ibn Qutaibah, Adah al-kdtib, ed. Max Grlinert [Leiden, 1900] p. 267). 

Yunus ibn Yazld al-Aill (d. 149/766, but see p. 176, n. 29) was, like his fellow citizen cUqail 
of Tradition 12, a leading pupil of and transmitter from Zuhri (see pp. 176 f.). 

Tradition 15. The Ubayy of the isndd is obviously not the well known Companion Ubayy 
ibn Kacb (DhahabI 116). At least five other early scholars named Ubayy are known (Bukhari, 
Ta^rikh I 2, pp. 40 f.; Jarh I 1, pp. 290 f.), but it is not possible to identify any of them as 
the Ubayy of the papyrus. 

The tradition, though the text is broken, obviously refers to the role of the two angels who 
confront the individual with his earthly record on the Day of Judgment (see p. 141). For other 
traditions on al-hashr, or the gathering on the Day of Judgment, see for example Bukhari 
I I I 301 f., Muslim XVII 192-97, and Concordance I 470 (see also Mustadrak IV 418 ff.). 

Tradition 16. cUmar ibn Nafic died during the reign of Mansur. He transmitted from his 
father, Nafic, who was a client of and a major transmitter from Ibn cUmar (see Jarh I I I 1, pp. 
138 f.; Bukhari, Ta'rlkh I I I 2, pp. 199 f.; Mlzdn II 272; Jam' I 342). Morning prayer forms the 
subject of many similar traditions (cf. Concordance I 128 *Uo' and III 235 ^,/gjl S*>L̂ ). The 
belief that numerous repetitions of this and other formulas of praise would bring a variety of 
rewards seems to have become current early in Islam, as indicated in Muwatta? I 209 ff. The 
belief that one is protected while saying these formulas of praise is also reflected in Mustadrak 
I 493 f. 

Traditions 17-18. These two traditions are out of context. Their inclusion here would seem 
to imply their transmission by cUmar ibn Nafic and his association with the family of cUmar 
ibn al-Khattab, who is involved in both traditions. 

Tradition 17 refers in all probability to the matter of permitting women to go to the mosque 
for prayer and other purposes (cf. e.g. Muwatta" I 197 f.; Bukhari I 221, 223; Muslim IV 161-
64; Tirmidhi I I I 52). cUmar ibn al-Khattab preferred to have them stay at home but would 
approve their going to the mosque or to market or to visit relatives if their husbands gave 
permission. In Tradition 17 we have the stern cUmar discipling a woman in public for the use 
of perfume. cUmar is known not only to have urged Muhammad to permit the beating of 
women (e.g. Abu DaDud II 244-46, esp. No. 2146; DarimI II 147) but to have done so himself 
on several occasions before and after his conversion (e.g. Sirah I 206; Muwatta0 II 536; Ibn 
Majah I 313; see also p. 109 above). Muhammad eventually declared himself in favor of mild 
wife-beating (Stirah 4:34; Strah I 969; Bukhari III 447 f.; cf. Concordance III 503, 506). The 
last phrase of Tradition 17 is fully pointed, the ghain having the dot inside the loop. 
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Tradition 18 deals with the matter of appeals to Muhammad by women who opposed mar
riage arrangements that their fathers made without consulting them. Muhammad lent a 
sympathetic ear and as a rule arbitrated in their favor and sometimes suggested an appropriate 
alliance. His role as marriage counselor benefited many of the Companions, including cUmar 
ibn al-Khattab, who later himself played a similar role (see Muwatta? I I 524 [ = Shaibani, 
p. 243] and 535; Tafslr IV 552 ff.; Abu Nucaim VII116; see also Gertrude H. Stern, Marriage 
in Early Islam [London, 1939]). 

Traditions 19-27. I t is not possible to tell exactly where some of these traditions begin or 
end in the text. The readings of a few words are perforce conjectural. These nine traditions 
yield such meager clues that identifications can hardly be expected. A check of some dozen 
words and phrases in the Concordance led nowhere. Yet each of the identifiable subjects in 
the papyrus fragment is treated in either the *Uo or the i%^ section of the standard collec
tions. The f l i i l of Traditions 23 and 24, in view of the general character of the text, probably 

refers to some phase of intercession on the Day of Judgment rather than to intercession on 
earth (e.g. Tafslr II 32 f., 383 f.; Abu al-Laith al-Samarqandi, Tanblh al-ghafilln, p. 19) or to 
a prophet's intercession for his people (e.g. Tafslr II 574; cf. Sweetman, Islam and Christian 
Theology II 213 and references there cited). 

For the isnad in verso 9 see Tradition 12. The names in verso 11 and 13 could be either the 
given names of the traditionists or the last part of their full names. I t would therefore be 
futile to attempt identification beyond pointing to the possibility that the cAbd al-Rahim of 
verso 11 may be the cAbd al-Rahim ibn Khalid of Tradition 28. 

Note the incomplete tasliyah. Note also the frequent use of the term balaghand up to this 
point in the text. 

Tradition 28. Zurqani I 6 lists an cAbd al-Rahim ibn Khalid among the Egyptians who 
transmitted the Muwatta* from Malik. Early biographers are silent on this traditionist. Later 
biographers mention an cAbd al-Rahman ibn Khalid al-Aili whose trustworthiness was ques
tioned by some and who transmitted materials from Ytinus ibn YazTd al-Aili of Tradition 14 
(Mlzan II 124; Lisan IV 5 f.). He is possibly the same man. 

Sumayy (d. 131/749), the client of Abu Bakr ibn cAbd al-Rahman ibn al-Harith, trans
mitted comparatively few traditions to Malik (see e.g. Muwatta* I 160, 209 290 f., 297; 
Bukharl, Ta^rlkh I I 2, p. 204; Jarh II 1, p. 315; Tajnd, pp. 68-71, which credits him with 15 
traditions that do not include the present one). 

The tradition is found in Muwatta? I 160 f. ( = Shaibani, p. 84). The papyrus text is identi
cal with the Shaibani version. The one difference between them and the printed text is that 
the latter omits the phrase o r j>- ^JJI of verso 19. For a commentary see Zurqani I 290, 
where closely related traditions are cited (see also Mustadrak I 91). The Concordance 

{*- ?- hr\) a n d JL>t̂ «) leads to closely related traditions in which either stA^ or J ^ is sought 
(e.g. Bukharl 1171; Muslim VI133-36; Ibn Majah I 51, 134 f.; Tirmidhi I I I 83; Abu Nucaim 
VI 16). 

Tradition 29. Space does not allow for the inclusion of the tasliyah in the reconstruction in 
verso 21. The parallels have * ^ j for the first word of verso 22 except that of Muslim, which 

reads ~ „ j as in the papyrus text with its clearly dotted nun. A variant for U ~P in verso 23 is 

vft^p, as in the printed text of the Muwatta^. Note the interlinear j before *L^. 

For the family isnad, used by Malik, see Document 2, Tradition 1 (p. 116). Talhah ibn 
cUbaid Allah (d. 36/656), the ultimate source of all the available close parallels of this tradi-
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tion, was one of the ten leading Companions to whom Muhammad promised heaven. He was 
also a member (absent) of the elective council appointed by cUmar I, a caliphal aspirant 
whose cause was sponsored by his kinswoman cA3ishah, and one of the fallen at the famous 
Battle of the Camel (see Ibn Sacd III 1, pp. 152-61; Isdbah II 584-88; see also Abbott, Aishah, 
the Beloved of Muhammad). For his musnad see TayalisI, p. 31, and Ibn Hanbal I 160-64. For 
those who transmitted his traditions, including Malik, see Jarh I I 1, pp. 471 f., Isticab I 
206-9, and Jamc I 230. 

There are at least nine parallels for this tradition. Some are all but identical with the 
papyrus text, while others show marked textual differences. The isnad's of all nine go back to 
Malik's uncle Abu Suhail and Abu SuhaiPs father, Malik ibn Abi cAmir, who transmits 
Talhah's account (see Jamc IV 1, p. 214; Ibn Sacd V 45). From Abu Suhail the line of trans
mission branches out into two chains, headed by Ismacil ibn Jacfar and Malik ibn Anas, who 
in turn have three and six transmitters respectively, as detailed in the following table. 

Talliah ibn <Ubaid Allah (d. 36/656) 

Malik ibn Abi cAmir (n.d.) 

Abu Suhail Nafic ibn Malik (n.d.) 

Ismacll ibn Jacfar 
(d. 180/796) 

Malik ibn Anas 
(d. 179/795) 

(1) Tanya ibn Hassan 
(d. 208/823) 
(Darimi I 370 f.) 

(2) cAli ibn Hujr 
(d. 244/858) 
(Nasa^I I 297) 

(3) Qutaibah ibn SacId al-Balkhi 
(d. 240/854) 
(Bukharl I 472) 

(1) Yahya ibn Yaljya 
al-Laithl 

(d. 234/848) 
(Muwatto? I 175) 

(2) Ismacil ibn Jacfar 
(Bukharl I 19 f.) 

(3) Qutaibah ibn Sacid 
al-Balkhi 

(Muslim I 166) 

(4) cAbd Allah ibn Maslamah 
al-QacnabI 

(d. 221/836) 
(Aba Da?ud I 106) 

(5) cAbd al-Rahman ibn 
Mahdl 

(d. 198/814) 
(Ibn Hanbal I 162) 

(6) IsmacIl ibn Abi Uwais 
(d. 226/840) 
(Bukharl II 161) 

I t is to be noted that IsmacIl ibn Jacfar transmits directly from both Abu Suhail and Malik 
ibn Anas and that Qutaibah ibn SacId al-Balkhi transmits directly from both Ismacil and 
Malik. 

Of the three transmissions from Ismacil ibn Jacfar, Nos. 2 and 3 are all but identical, while 
No. 1 is a condensed version of the tradition. All three, however, adequately convey the sense 
of the tradition with its three basic themes—five daily prayers, the fast of Ramadan, and 
almsgiving—but the actual text and the word order differ considerably from those of the 
papyrus. All three add J J L ^ Q\ ij>JI l>ol jl J J U ? ol ?Jil at the end of the tradition, but 

No. 1 extends the reward to the man's father. 
The six transmissions from Malik are much closer to the papyrus text but fall into two 

groups. Nos. 5 and 6 omit lo j&- . . . Jl>JI JAI ^y of verso 21-22 of the papyrus text, that 
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is, they omit the khabar element, which identifies and describes the Bedouin seeking instruc
tion, and retain the hadith element, which specifies the instruction given him by Muhammad. 
Both omit also the phrase &JaS j l ^] after the simple negative Y Their transmitters may be 

safely eliminated as likely authors of the papyrus text. The remaining four transmissions are 
all but identical with the papyrus text. Their slight variations consist of omission of a genea
logical link, that is, the writing of Malik instead of Malik ibn Anas, the grammatical points 
noted on page 136 and an occasional alternation of J IS and JUJ, substitution of SSJUaJI (No. 4) 
for VS'jS, omission of ̂ i (No. 2) before J U I ^ , addition or omission of a redundant 4UI J ^ 

(No. 3), a single slight change in word order (No. 3), and the haphazard use of the iasliyah 
in the papyrus text, which more frequently than not omits it. These variants could stem as 
well from oral as from written transmission, where the collector or copyist takes editorial 
liberties with the text. Thus it is not possible at this point to suggest the transmitter of any 
one of these four parallels as the most likely transmitter of the papyrus text though it is pos
sible that one of them may, indeed, have been the compiler of the hadith collection it 
represents. 

The relationship of the three transmissions from Ismacil ibn Jacfar to the six from Malik 
ibn Anas is of interest. That all nine transmissions represent the same event is not to be ques
tioned. The first group, however, represents a briefer, more direct, and simpler literary account 
than the second. Inasmuch as the direct source of all nine transmissions is Malik's uncle Abu 
Suhail, it is entirely possible that it was Malik himself who gave the tradition its most accept
able form before he included it in his Muwatta?—the only form represented in the nine trans
missions that found its way also into the Sahlhain of Muslim and Bukhari. The papyrus text 
is, therefore, the earliest extant version of this form. 

Traditionists and commentators have generally yet erroneously identified the crude Bedouin 
who came to question Muhammad as Dimam ibn Thaclabah, delegate from the Banti Sacd ibn 
Bakr (see e.g. Muslim I 169-71; IstVdb I 328; Isabah II 546 f.; Zurqani I 320 f.). This Com
panion's trail led to another group of interrelated traditions that represent a single event, in 
this case reported in several versions by the three well known Companions Abti Hurairah 
(Bukhari I 355), Anas ibn Malik (Bukhari I 25-27, in two versions; Muslim I 169-71; Ibn 
Hanbal III 149, 193; Darimi I 164; Tirmidhi III 98 f.), and Ibn c Abbas (Sirah I 943 f. = 
Tabari I 1722-24 = Darimi I 165 f. = Isfcab I 328 - Usd III 43 f.; Ibn Sacd I 2, pp. 43 f., 
a considerably condensed early form). 

There are several notable differences between this group of traditions and the groups that 
trace back through Malik ibn Anas and Ismacil ibn Jacfar to Talhah ibn cUbaid Allah. Their 
isnad's are entirely different, their language is quite different, and their basic content has a 
wider range in both the khabar and the hadith element. The traditions that trace back to 
Talhah refer to an unnamed Najdian Bedouin and specify as Islam's requirements only the 
five daily prayers, the fast of Ramadan, and the giving of alms, whereas the others name 
Dimam ibn Thaclabah—whose tribe, to which belonged Muhammad's foster mother Halimah, 
lived in the Hijazian desert—as Muhammad's interrogator and specify two additional re
quirements, belief in the one God and in Muhammad's mission and a pilgrimage for those who 
are able to make it. It would seem, therefore, that, despite some overlap in content, the group 
of traditions relating to the Dimam episode is not to be confused with the groups of 
traditions that trace back to Talhah, which specify only three of the five requirements that 
are known as the "pillars of Islam." The Dimam episode, which is assigned by some to the 
year 7 A.H. and by others to the year 9, obviously represents a later development in the 
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instruction of would-be and new converts to Islam. The caliph Abu Bakr, in the year 8, gave 
to another inquirer instructions on the "pillars of Islam" that were as complete as those re
ceived by Dimam (Sirah I 985 f.; Ibn Sacd II 1, p. 94). 

The fullest account of the Dimam episode is that transmitted by Ibn Ishaq (Sirah I 943 f.) 
on the authority of the little known Muhammad ibn Walid ibn Nuwaifac (n.d.; see Jarh IV 1, 
p. I l l ; Bukharl, Ta?rlkh I 1, p. 258; Mizan I I I 146) and the well known Kufan Salamah ibn 
Kuhail (d. 121/739; see Ibn Sacd VI 221; Jarh II 1, pp. 170 f.; Bukharl, Ta^rlkh II 2, p. 75; 
Jarrf I 190 f.) on the authority of Kuraib (d. 98/716) on the authority of Kuraib's teacher 
Ibn c Abbas. Ibn Ishaq's account is repeated almost verbatim by Darimi and Tabari (Darimi 
I 165 f.; Tabari I 1722-24). All the other Dimam traditions, however, show varying degrees 
of stylistic deviation with a word or a phrase added or deleted here and there, and, unlike 
Ibn Ishaq's version, all omit the account of Dimam's return to his people and their mass con
version to Islam. 

The Dimam traditions have become central to a number of doctrinal points which need 
not detain us here, the most important being Islam's minimum requirements for salvation. 
They have also become central to two aspects of the sciences of Tradition. The first concerns 
the validity of a singleton report such as the sole account of Dimam's return to his people. 
The second implies equal validity for transmission by reciting to (qara, carada cala) and trans
mission by hearing from (samica miri) the teacher or authority, the latter instanced by 
Dimam's questioning of Muhammad. For more or less lengthy discussions of these points see 
Bukharl I 25, Muslim I 169-71, TirmidhI I I I 97-100, Adah al-imla?, p. 77, and Zurqani I 
320 f. (see also e.g. p. 53 above). 

Tradition 30. Abu al-Zinad cAbd Allah ibn Dhakwan (d. 131/748) had a large student 
following for both secular and religious studies. He served as secretary to several Umayyad 
governors and was financial administrator in cIraq under cUmar II and in Medina during the 
reign of Hisham. He was also an active and respected traditionist—one of the comparatively 
few known as amir aUmu^minin fl al-hadlth. As a scholar he was considered to be on a par 
with Zuhri, whom he accompanied in search of traditions. But unlike the latter, who wrote 
down everything, Abu al-Zinad wrote down only those traditions that dealt with lawful and 
unlawful practices (al-halal wa al-haram)> He is specifically known as the "secretary and lead
ing transmitter of Acraj," kdtib wa rdwi al-Acraj (Zubairl, pp. 171 and 363; Macarif} pp. 235 f.; 
Jarh I I 2, pp. 49 i^Jamfr I 73; DhahabT I 103, 126; Mizan II 36 f.; Nawawi, pp. 718 f.; see 
Ibn Hanbal I I 463 f. and Tajrid, pp. 92-99, for extracts from his hadlth collection). 

cAbd al-Rahman ibn Hurmuz al-Acraj (d. 117/735) of Medina was a grammarian and a 
Quranic teacher who also wrote copies of the Qm°an and was one of Malik's earliest teachers 
(see p. 124, n. 31). Toward the end of his life he moved to the frontier at Alexandria. Many 
a leading traditionist of the Hijaz and Egypt transmitted from him. He encouraged his stu
dents to read back their materials to him and then permitted them in transmitting the same 
traditions to others to say ilhaddathani cAbd al-Rahman ibn Hurmuz," that is, he held equally 
valid the Qard and samc methods of transmission long before his young pupil Malik came to 
be identified with them (Ibn Sacd V 209; Bukharl, Ta'rikh I I I 1, p. 360; Jarh II 2, p. 297; 
DhahabI 191 f.; Nawawi, p. 392; see TayalisI, p. 313, for some of the other traditions he trans
mitted from Abu Hurairah). 

The isndd, used frequently in Malik's Muwatta", was considered among the most acceptable 
by both Muslim and Bukharl (see Tajrid, pp. 92-99, which cites 54 traditions with this isndd; 
Muslim I 86 f.; Jam' I 288 f.). 
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All the parallels for this tradition (see Concordance I 367 i&%» ^>^j a n d IV 116 ^juS" 
^ L P p&J, which, incidentally, overlook the reference to Muslim) trace back to Abu Hurai
rah. Six of them vary as to their isnad's, which are all different from the isndd of the papyrus, 
though their main, except in one version (Ibn Hanbal I I 344), is practically identical with 
that of the papyrus (Ibn Hanbal II 257, 312, 396; Muslim V 134; cf. Zurqani I 309). One 
isndd starts like that of the papyrus but for Malik substitutes the well known state secretary 
and traditionist Shucaib ibn Dinar, known also as Shucaib ibn Abi Hamzah (d. 162/779), who 
wrote from Zuhri's dictation and whose books were seen and used by Ibn Hanbal (Bukharl 
II 310). For Shucaib and his literary activities in the field of hadlth see Bukharl, Ta^rlkh II 2, 
p. 233, Jarh II 1, pp. 344 f., Dhahabi I 205 f., and Ibn cAsakir VI 321 (see also p. 177 below). 

In six other parallels the isnad is the same as that of the papyrus up to and including 
Malik. From Malik the isnad's branch out through six different transmitters of the MuwattaD, 
who represent the provinces and leading cities of the Empire from Spain to Khurasan. They 
include the transmitter of the vulgate version of the Muwatta* (Vol. I 170), the two trans
mitters of the Muwatta0 who were generally preferred by Muslim and Bukharl (Muslim V 133 
and Bukharl I 148), and one of the transmitters to Ibn Hanbal (Vol. II 486). The remaining 
two transmitters are Malik's nephew Ismacll ibn Abi Uwais of Medina (Bukharl IV 459) and 
Qutaibah ibn Sacid al-Balkhl (Bukharl IV 477; Nasa?! I 84), both of whom transmitted Tradi
tion 29 also (see table on p. 137). See Zurqani I 68 for lists of traditionists from the various 
provinces who transmitted the Muvoaita? and see Zurqani I 8 for the transmitter who was gen
erally preferred by each of the compilers of the standard hadlth collections of the third century. 

The textual variants in all the transmissions from Malik, including the papyrus text, 
consists of omission or addition of explanatory words, changes in word order such as 

j ^ \ S%s> J>j j>JA\ iy^> ^J (verso 26-27) instead of ^ i j l i%^j ^ ^ J l SM^ J, slight 
variations in verb forms such as ^ Ap\ yy (verso 27) instead of JLPI y^ or JU, y>j. Similar 

minor variations are found in some of the transmissions that do not trace back to Malik 
(Ibn Hanbal I I 257, 312 = Muslim V 134; Bukharl II 310). It is therefore evident that 
Malik's role in this case was one of simple transmission of a tradition that had already acquired 
a fixed literary form, probably at the latest at the hands of Abti al-Zinad (d. 131/748), who, 
as stated above, specialized in traditions coming from Acraj and is known to have written down 
his material, some of which was used by Ibn Ishaq (see our Vol. 153). In any case, two distinct 
literary forms of this tradition were current in the period immediately following the death of 
Abu Hurairah. The texts just cited represent the form transmitted by Acraj and also by 
Hammam ibn Munabbih, who is known to have made a written collection of traditions from 
Abu Hurairah (see p. 43). The second form is represented by transmission from Abti Salih 
Dhakwan (d. 101/719) through the Kufan Acmash (60-148/680-765) and seems to have be
come current in cIraq and Persia only (Ibn Hanbal II 396; see also Zurqani I 309). Acmash 
(see p. 152) was nearly blind and did not himself write down his materials, but his traditions 
were written down by his pupils, and some of this written material was presented to Zuhri 
as proof that cIraq too could produce first-rate hadlth scholars (Ibn Sacd VI 239). I t may be 
said that the first literary form, by far the most widely accepted, was aimed at literal trans
mission (harfl) and that the aim was accomplished—if we allow for the element of human 
error in both oral and written transmission in a manuscript age. The second literary form 
was, by contrast, aimed at preservation and clarification of the sense of the tradition {macna), 
and this aim was undoubtedly accomplished despite the stylistic divergence from the literal 
form. 
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A third early form combines linguistic elements that are present in the other two. It was 
transmitted by Abu Rafic, who died early in the last decade of the first century, and it was 
transmitted from him by Thabit al-Bunanl of Basrah, who died between 123/741 and 128/746. 
Though current while the two literary forms were becoming fixed and generally accepted, this 
earlier version survived only in Basrah (Ibn Hanbal II 344; Dhahabl I 65; Ibn Sacd VII 2, 
pp .3 f . ) . 

The concept of guardian angels reporting and recording the deeds of human beings is, of 
course, Qm°anic (Surah 82:10). This is but one function of the angels, belief in whom is an 
article of Muslim faith (see e.g. Wensinck, The Muslim Creed, pp. 198 f.). The angels are par
ticularly close at prayer times and at gatherings for the remembrance and praise of God, 
especially the Friday congregational prayers (see e.g. Muwaita? I 160 f., 170; TayalisI, pp. 293 
and 314; Bukhari I I 308, IV 209; Tafslr VII 26 ff.). Their role at death and on the Day of 
Judgment (see Tradition 15) is to confront the individual with the record of his deeds and 
speed him on to his final destination (e.g. Muwatta? II 940; Tafslr VI 114-21). The poetry of 
Umayyah ibn Abl al-Salt, who vigorously opposed Muhammad, shows familiarity with many 
of the biblical roles of angels (see Henri Lammens, "La cite arabe de Taif a la veille de 
rh<$gire," Melanges de VUniversite Saint-Joseph VIII [1922] 179-83, 187; see also p. 5 above). 
For a general account of the role of angels in Islam and the extent to which it reflects the 
biblical record see for example Sweetman, Islam and Christian Theology II 75-79. 

Tradition 31. The omission in verso 30 of the V and the j of l̂ iU- is a scribal error, as is 
HI 

also the use of ^U-j for J l ^ in verso 31. Muwatta0 I 104 has ^jjJ^J instead of ojJuJ and for 
the last part of verso 29 reads l^ajl^ J I ^ L - U i w J l *ym ̂ J^>u pUVI ptf ISI-

The transmitters in the isnad are identified in ZurqanI I 195. Abu al-Nadr Salim ibn Abl 
Umayyah of Medina was the client and secretary of cUmar ibn cUbaid Allah ibn Macmar, 
one-time governor of Basrah who died in cIraq during the governorship of Hajjaj ibn Yusuf 
(e.g. Isticab II 405 f.; Zambaur, Manuel de genealogie et de chronologie pour Vhistoire de VIslam, 
pp. 39 and 46). Salim transmitted traditions of Ibn Abl <AwfI (d. 86 or 87/705 or 706) that 
had been conveyed in writing to cUmar (Jamc I 188 f.; Usd I I I 122). Salim was considered 
trustworthy, and Malik's Muwatta0 is credited with a number of other traditions from him 
(see Tajrid, pp. 62-66 and 274). For other references to Salim see for example Bukhari, 
Ta?r%kh II 2, p. 112, Jarh II 1, p. 179, DaulabI II 137, and Jam' II 479. 

A full parallel to this tradition is found only in Muwatta0 I 104. The attempt to trace 
parallels (see Concordance II 539 f., I l l 322 f. and 392) revealed three distinct stages in the 
development of the tradition. The first stage involved many short traditions and parts of 
longer ones, coming from Anas ibn Malik and numerous other scholars, that describe Muham
mad's insistence on the formation of straight lines for public prayer (e.g. TayalisI, p. 266; Ibn 
Hanbal I I I 122, 177, 179; Bukhari I 187 f.; Muslim IV 156) and on silence not only during 
the reading of the Qm°an, as some claimed (Bukhari 1199; Ibn Majah I 144), but also during 
the entire exhortation. Both practices were current but controversial during the first century 
(e.g. Muwatta" I 103 f.; Ibn Hanbal II 209 and 242, IV 8-10, V 75; Muslim VI 137-39; Ibn 
Majah I 177; Tirmidhl II 298-301; Nasa'I I 208 f.; ZurqanI I 193 f.). The second stage in
volved the development of two groups of traditions covering the practices of one or more of 
the first four caliphs with respect to one or the other of the two themes involved, namely 
ordering the lines (Muwatta0 I 158 — ShaibanI, p. 86; Tirmidhl II 25) and keeping silent 
(Muwatta0 I 103 = ShaibanI, p. 135). Some of the isnad's in both groups feature the family 
of Malik, beginning with his grandfather Anas ibn Malik. Other isnad's trace back to other 
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Companions but appear only in one or the other of the two groups. The third stage involved 
the combining of the traditions that covered cUthman's practices in respect to both themes 
into a single tradition. Thus it is obvious that the final form of the tradition must have an 
isndd that traces through Malik back to his grandfather and that it must also be unique in 
its content. That Malik alone was responsible for this final stage is clear from the fact that, 
aside from the papyrus text, it is to be found only in the vulgate version of his Muwatta\ 

Once again we see a master traditionist at work at the tedious and exacting task of collect
ing and editing traditions. And once again we see that despite liberties taken in transmission 
and editing the essential elements of a group of traditions, evolving in an oral and a manu
script age covering some 150 years, have survived in a singleton tradition that involves a family 
isndd. That this family turns out to be Malik's may be due in no small measure to that family's 
general practice of writing down their traditions from the time of Muhammad onward. 

Tradition 32, The vulgate version of the Muwatto? contains at least 132 traditions received 
from Zuhrl, and nine of these have the same isndd as Tradition 32 (see Tajrid} pp. 116-55 
and 262-65, esp. pp. 140-43). 

Salim ibn cAbd Allah ibn cUmar ibn al-Khattab (d. 106/725) was a favorite son who trans
mitted numerous traditions from his father, Ibn cUmar, who died in 74/693 (see Ibn Sacd 
IV 1, pp. 105-38, and pp. 148 and 180 below). Salim himself won a reputation as an authori
tative Medinan jurist and traditionist. The isndd Zuhrl on the authority of Salim on the 
authority of his father was considered among the most acceptable by such Muslim scholars 
as Malik, Ibn Hanbal, and Ishaq ibn Rahawaih (Ibn Sacd V 148; Nawawl, pp. 118 and 267 f.; 
DhahabI I 82 f.;Jamc 1188). See Tajrid, pp. 140-43, for Malik's use of this isndd. For further 
biographical references see Ibn Sacd V 144-49, Bukhari, TaDrikh I I 2, p. 116, and Jarh II 1, 
p. 184. 

In searching for parallels to this tradition (see Concordance I I 279 f. 4jJb *ij and 299 f. 

[several entries]) I soon realized that all parallels and closely related traditions are involved 
in the following controversial features of the ritual of prayer: the times when the hands are 
lifted up to the side of the face so that the wrists are in line with the lower part of the ears, 
the times when the hands are not lifted so high, and the times when they are not lifted at all. 
Numerous traditions which originated with several Companions and branched out through 
several different isndd's clearly indicate that the practice of Muhammad and the Com
panions varied. The early jurists did not attempt to enforce a uniform practice. When the 
second-century jurists were confronted with these varying traditions and practices they 
leaned toward the principle that it was better to err on the safe side by lifting the hands all 
the way up to the ears on all possible occasions. 

That Malik's earlier position was no different is clearly indicated by Shaibani's version 

of the Muwaita* (p. 87), which reads: JLP j l ^ P J, AISI X& ^ 1U J P ^ j l l UU>- iJUU U ^ l 

AJJU *i> 9-^Jb jf ISIj ^f^ * ' ^ 4 ^ AJ syUsJI *zi\ ISI *̂ U> 411 J ^ J olS" Jtf j*& j * <dll 

0^>JI dU b j Jl i J oJU>- j J 4JI £w d JlS J 4jJb *ij 9j?)\ ^y Ajij *ij ISlj. This is fol

lowed by a second tradition, which reads: Ij&I ISI jlS" y>& ̂  4UI JLP Q\ *iU LoJb- dUU U ^ l 

illS Oj:> Ufr*ij 9^)\ j * ^ b /*> ISIj 4~£w4 jJb- 4J.JU J j SjUJl. Shaibani (131-89/748-805) 

wrote down his materials during three years of study with Malik in Medina and at the age of 

twenty was sought out by Kuf ans as an authoritative transmitter of Malik's traditions (Khatib 

II172-74; Nawawl, p. 104). Shaibani's version of the Muwatta\ therefore, must be dated 

around the middle of the second century (see p. 124). That Malik later shifted his position 

and eliminated some of the numerous liftings of the hands is clearly indicated by the vulgate 
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version (see Muwatta? 175 and references there cited; see also Zurqani 1144), which reads: ^JJb-
lil dlS" p*L<e 4111 dyy 01 j * * J J 411 â P J P 411 WLP ^ l̂U J P ^ l ^ i ^1 J P dJJU J P L5-C>*i 

b j oJU>- j J 4l)l ^ w Jliy dJiUr L^*ij foS^I j * -u-b A> \fy A ^ u J ^ ^ ?h s * > ^ p p l 
^>»*JI j i dJJi J ^ i N L)ISJ JU>Ji dJJj. The differences between these two versions and between 
each of them and the papyrus text can be readily seen as to both the terminology of the isnad's 

and the basic content of the three traditions, which are fully discussed in the numerous com
mentaries (see e.g. Sahnun, Al-mudawwanah al-kubra I 71 f.; Muslim IV 93-97; Tirmidhi I I 
94-101; Zurqani I 142-44). 

The search for parallels revealed that IsmacIl ibn Jacfar, Ismacil ibn Abi Uwais, and Qutaibah 
ibn SacId (see Traditions 29-30, esp* table on p. 137) transmitted related traditions through 
isndd's other than that of the papyrus text (Nasa'I I 158, 186; Tirmidhi II 94; Ibn Hanbal I I 
134; Tajrid, p. 140), but only Qutaibah ibn Sacld has actual parallels. One of his two parallels 
substitutes Sufyan ibn cUyainah for Malik, has *Ŝ  IS I for ?£'J\ ^J jf IS I °f verso 33 of the 
papyrus text, and omits the last sentence of verso 34 (NasaDI I 158; Tirmidhi I I 56; see also 
Dhahabi I I29) . The other (NasaDi 1140) is identical with the papyrus text in isnad but likewise 
has *S"j IS I for fyTJl , i jS IS I of verso 33 of the papyrus and its slight variant in Shaibani's 
version of the Muwatta?. The difference centers on the word Jj? and involves the relative 
timing of the takbir, the lifting of the hands, and the prostration during prayer (see e.g. Ibn 
Hanbal II 133 f. for the views of Zuhrl and his nephew on this point). 

IDENTIFICATION AND SIGNIFICANCE 

This document gives no direct evidence of its authorship. Careful checking of the text led 
to many related and parallel texts for several of its traditions but yielded no identification of 
the whole with any known collection of traditions. 

cAbd al-Rahim ibn Khalid of Tradition 28 cannot be the author because he does not appear 
in the sources as a transmitter of the other four traditions from Malik (Nos. 29-32). The 
parallels to these four traditions suggested Malik's nephew Ismacil ibn Abi Uwais and IsmacIl 
ibn Jacfar, both of Medina, as possible authors. Ismacil ibn Jacfar settled eventually in 
Baghdad, and his collection of traditions, transmitted directly by cAli ibn Hujr (d. 244/858), 
has survived.1 A more probable author would seem to be their younger contemporary Qutaibah 
ibn Sacid, who alone transmitted from Malik three of the papyrus traditions that are found 
in the standard collections of the second and third centuries and who appears repeatedly in 
these collections as transmitter of closely related traditions from Malik and others. Further
more, his actual parallels are on the whole closer to the papyrus text than such parallels as 
were transmitted by the other two traditionists under consideration. Finally, biographical 
data which show him to have been the only one of the three who visited Egypt support 
this conclusion—reached from study of the parallels—which narrows the limits of the prob
able date of the document. 

Qutaibah ibn SacId al-Balkhi (148-240/765-854) was a wealthy and much traveled Khura-
sanian who sought out the leading traditionists of the various provinces and made a practice 
of writing down his materials.2 He started on a grand tour (rihlah) in search of traditions at 
the age of twenty-three, when he studied with Malik in Medina and received the Muwatta* 
from him.3 He continued his journey northward and arrived finally in Egypt in the year 174/ 

1 See Max Weisweiler, Istanbuler Handschriftenstudien 2 Khatib XII 466, 469; Dhahabi II 30. 
zur arabischen Traditionsliteratur ("Bibliotheca Islamica" 
X [Istanbul, 1937]) No. 37; GAL S I 255 f. See also p. 152 a Zurqani I 6. 
below. 
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790 shortly before the death of Ibn Lahicah, from whom he transmitted some traditions.4 

During this trip he also wrote down traditions from many other traditionists, including 
Ismacil ibn Jacfar of Medina and Laith ibn Sacd of Egypt. On his way back to Khurasan he 
attended the lectures of the leading c Iraqi traditionists, including Ibn Hanbal and Yahya ibn 
Macin.5 

Qutaibah returned to Khurasan and became one of its leading traditionists. He made a 
second trip to cIraq in the year 216/831 to hear Ahmad ibn Hanbal and Yahya ibn Macin 
among others. He devoted his long life to collecting and organizing his vast materials, all of 
which he committed to writing. His traditions were arranged thematically, as in the papyrus. 
He worked out a system of colored-ink devices to indicate his chief authorities—red for Ibn 
Hanbal, green for Yahya ibn Macm, etc.6 He was sought out by such leading hadlth scholars 
as Muslim, Bukharl, and NasaDL Nasa% when he was quite young, studied with Qutaibah, 
in the year 230/845, and he generally preferred Qutaibah's version of the Muwatta*.1 Thus 
Nasa?! proved to be more important than others for our purpose because he has traditions 
transmitted directly from Qutaibah that are identical or nearly identical with several of 
Malik's traditions that are in both the papyrus and the Muwatta?. 

It is hardly possible that the papyrus folio represents a copy made by Qutaibah while he 
was in Egypt, since it is unlikely that he would have used the "western" system of dotting the 
jd? and the qdf (see p. 129) or that he would have left his personal copy behind. Equally 
remote is the possibility that the papyrus folio represents a copy of Qutaibah's materials 
which found its way to Egypt in the possession of Nasa% who eventually settled there in 
about 232/846.8 A more likely possibility is that it represents a scholar's copy of Qutaibah's 
materials made during his visit in the year 174/790 to Egypt, where the practice of writing 
hadlth books had already been adopted by such leading Egyptian traditionists as Ibn Lahicah 
and Laith ibn Sacd (see Documents 9 and 6-7). 

I t is to be noted that Traditions 28-32 begin with haddathand or akhbaranl and thus specifi
cally indicate direct transmission. In contrast to these, Traditions 11-16 begin with can, 
which allows for the omission of a link in the isndd. The several men who head the isndd's 
of Traditions 11-16 are well known traditionists of the Hijaz, Syria, and Egypt who died in 
the mid-second century, that is, contemporaries of such traditionists as Malik, IsmacTl ibn 
Jacfar, and Ibn LahTah. Any one of these contemporaries could be the omitted initial link. 
The contrast represented by such omissions and the profuse use of balaghand in most of the 
remaining traditions as against the complete isndd's of Traditions 28-32 can be explained by 
the difference in the standards relating to isndd usage for transmission of the various cate
gories of traditions. cAbd al-Rahman ibn Mahdi (135-98/752-814), an early hadlth critic,9 

reflected this difference in stating that when scholars transmitted traditions from the Prophet 
that dealt with the lawful and the unlawful they were very strict with the isndd and severely 
critical of its men, but when they transmitted materials dealing with good deeds, rewards, 
punishments, permissibles, and invocations they were less critical in respect to the isndd (see 
pp. 76, 112). These standards of isndd usage for the various categories of traditions are illus
trated by the papyrus. Strong isndd's were provided when called for, as in Traditions 29-32, 
but Traditions 1-28 represent a category for which inferior and drastically abbreviated isndd's 
were tolerated. Traditions of this category were widely circulated in Egypt and for the most 

4 Khatib XII 468 f.; Dhahabi II 30, 242. 7 Dhahabi II 241; ZurqanI I 8. 
6 Khatib X 332. 8 Dhahabi II 241. 
« Khatib XII 466; Dhahabi II 30. 9 Nawawf, p. 391. 
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part bypassed by Muslim and Bukhari, as noted by Hakim al-Nlsaburi.10 Hamld ibn Zan-
jawaih (d. 251/865) devoted a volume to this category.11 

Our document reflects a practice that was responsible for a rapid increase in the number 
and variants of parallel and related traditions, namely the combining of parts of original tra
ditions in various ways to form so-called "new" traditions. The reader is spared the details of 
the specimens tested but can make his own tests with the aid of the Concordance. In spite of 
the rapidly accelerating rate of increase in the number of traditions there was as a rule no signif
icant change in the basic content of the initial traditions. 

The numerous facts brought to light as a result of the study of this papyrus, especially 
in connection with traditions transmitted to and from Malik, have a significant bearing on 
the evolution of hadith materials and on the method of their transmission during a period of 
about a hundred years preceding Malik's death. Even from the few traditions of the papyrus 
text it is clear that the controversial practices and the contradictory traditions that reflected 
them and that were current at the beginning of the period were still current at the end of it. 
I t is equally clear that the earlier form of a given tradition on a non-controversial theme con
tinued to be current along with its later more-or-less edited forms. The survival of both the 
early and later forms makes it possible for us to observe authoritative second-century hadith 
collectors and editors at work on the main of a given tradition. We see that they separated, 
whenever possible, the nonessential khabar element from the hadith proper. The hadith element 
sometimes emerged in a form that could be retained literally unchanged; but at other times 
grammatical and stylistic editing was required to safeguard its basic meaning. And, inas
much as different editors seldom produce identical sentences, some of the familiar types of 
variants already noted appeared in subsequent transmissions of what was essentially one 
tradition. 

As to the methods of transmission, other than the evolution of the isndd as such, our facts 
reveal that the samQ and card methods were both prevalent not only at the end of this period 
but also at its beginning (see Traditions 29 and 30). It must be noted, however, that it is not 
always possible to tell whether these methods were employed with or without the aid of 
written sources. That is, just as in the samc method a teacher could dictate either from memory 
or from his book, so also in the card method a pupil or transmitter could recite back his materi
als to the authority either from memory or from his written copy. Our facts also reveal that 
many of the transmitters who appear in the complete isndd's (Traditions 29-32) were men 
who made a practice of writing down their traditions. This practice was sometimes followed 
by two or more generations of the same family, as in the case of Malik's family. But, on the 
other hand, successive generations of transmitters from different families and sometimes from 
different localities who are also known to have committed their materials to writing are fre
quently found as consecutive links in an isndd, for example Zuhri-Malik-Qutaibah ibn Sacid 
(Tradition 32). These facts reinforce those revealed by Documents 1 and 2 and indicate that 
permanent scholarly texts, as distinct from memoranda and pamphlets, existed and were used 
along with oral transmission and that these records played a much larger role in the literary 
form and ultimate survival of Tradition, during the hundred years or so under consideration, 
than has hitherto been realized (see also p. 70). 

*> Mustadrak I 499, 512 f., 547, 549. "Dhahabl l l 118f. 
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Oriental Institute No. 17623. Late second or early third/early ninth century. 
Fine light brown papyrus, 25 X 20.4 cm., with 18 lines to the page (PL 9). The margins 

are wide, the upper right margin being lost. The recto and verso are badly peeled in horizontal 
sections. 

Script.—Small well executed cursive naskhi book hand. Diacritical points are used sparingly 
for &dD, jim, nun, and yd?. Some letters, especially initial sad and sometimes ha? with the 
beam, tend to be more angular than others and approximate those of the Kufic script (recto 
17, verso 17). A lij and lam are frequently hooked and occasionally wavy (recto 1,8). Exten
sion of letters is mostly at the ends of lines. The hamzah is not indicated. Carelessly executed 
circles, with or without a dot inside, are used for punctuation. A dot, probably to indicate 
collation (see pp. 87 f.), is sometimes placed near or outside the circle or at the end of a 
line (recto 4-5). 

TEXT 

RECTO 

L_>OiJI Ua>- J i * J U J J I ^J Ua>Jl J J ^ i j l T 4JI [ ] 1 

tw-j-^JI (3) O jU>Jl [y l i l J~£u olS" J+& j \ ol *ilJ jc- y>£> j^ 4SI 1 ^ J P iT,r..Jl (2) 2 

411 JLjP je 

Q\£J JuJu U JUJ <U<l[j j ] J L [ ^ i ] S ^ J J I ijtji J*>- ^^^JasJl A*>\j JUJU j lS" j^P Ji\ j i J j ] t i JC- 3 

J i k i U J ^ J S ^ ^ l U, J ^ J V JlS 4jl *lkp ^ P ABI a ^ J P i^rtrJ\ (4) O U l dJlJb (Sji V 4 

yiS *^ j l r^>- <V ' V ^ trV J *-^^J wlaUx^ ^ ^<^P J& ^ ^ J ^ j j - ^ < j p <^~^JI U5/ 

*lkp J P dJJJI X P J* i-» r,Jl (6) O ^ i * | I; ^JJI V I J U J J I J ^ ^ JCs> U^jjki\ tji 7 

( JU I / J I JJU ^ SU-LJ (8) O oJo-j U i i j U j J I Uj l i l ^ A ^ J OVS" A J I ^ P JJ ! J P *iU 9 

SlJ ^ J P JL^ <ULP 411 JU* 411 Jj^> C J I ; JlS 4JI WLP J J <uloi JP JuU J J J*jT j& 10 

^UJ>- J P GJU> J) <uL* (9) O iJLJt dJLJI Vj ^ t Vj L-^ i V i J J I S ^ ^ *L^> 11 

fi£*i y>U* J^J Ntl] ^>[^-]laj h i ] ^£ ) j JS^J j f J* jfy j L ^ J 1 ^ y „ 01 ^-b V J l i 12 

O ^ [ l ^ l l J P 13 

O J*>UVi j u l O 14 

^AJ l i l J l y ^ [ ^s - ^J l ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ U i ^ U l J ^ P AU- J l i *iU ^ P L-^JI J P JJ j ji ^UJ>- (lO) 15 

A^>- JM ^f S] J ^ JLSi CUJI ^ j i i l^ u-.Jall̂  ^UJi VI ^ J5" *iCJ J>- J i i S^^jJI 16 

bUw^l olS' JU j»^l/J j jp j ^ a ^ <jp [ ^ l - ^ l l [ X ^ - ] P J I JLP ^ y.^rr ( l l ) O J%^JP 17 

[ i ^ l l i V I ^ C-JI l ^ j j j i J ^ - J>JI L^[LJ J J - 1 - ^ L V [ J 0 ] ^ k o V 18 

146 

6 
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VERSO 

u^i a* "^ LF^ *-"*. V^ 3 <JP <**^-^ u - ^ J L^JA ui ***&) u* V p ui ( j^-W (12) 1 

[ f^ui AUP ^ J I ^[iljji 

J l Jl i J*J oi d k u U AJ J J I^Uj <jl ^ L L U J ^ I V>UI 4JP AJUI JJ^J y l U cJLti] 2 

JU J P ^ic>. ^ Ju**-J (l3) O « J I J>o VI J » J L U cJJli ^Jlfe OJtlij ^ 1 ; OJJ 3 

^ JS" dJi J>- J i i ^UJ dLU olS* j l JLw j>Jl p j 5^J>JI C~«*j l i l Jl i J^P JJ J P 4 

A ^ P J P JU>- J P £<U^ j j j l ^ (14) O C~JI Ĵ JaJ j > - v^Jaty * ^ ' ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ 5 

L-JaJl j ^ J>- J i i C~JI s[>]lL]j jJ> IgiS" tiJLLJl ^^ i i (j* UJ:xJl ^ ^ L P ^yj J P 6 

[JiJU* ^ ^ ^ (15) O *UJIj ^ JJ i j * VI ^ i JT Jl i ^ l ^ i l a/Sj O *U!l j , VI OJJ>J 7 

O *UJi VI J> J T J LjJa-Dl] -d J - U S^JI Uj li l Jl i L . J ^ u ^ U ! ^ ^ 8 

[^ iJpVI J P v ^ 1 (16^ 

J l i j (17) O C-Jb J^k» j > - *LJ l VI ^ J T AJ J>- JL5i S^^JI Uj ISI J l i ^ l y j J P 9 

Li*U*_L>- j l O ^ J\ I ^ J * J ^ AJIP ^ ^ i JS"* AJ JP- J i i _̂ >uj ^ a j j l ^ y i jJL>- l i l (y~>t$\ 10 

•J^iaj <J>- ^Hjk ^J <L5J *ij l>- M* ^ J J V . A ^' [^ J-l>o V AJlLi] A^?1>- *LJ l VI 11 

O U j i i i ^ J (^wUlj Aj[jb ^>J ollS" ISI SJIJJJI J*\Jt> 12 

O i ^J I j 4 AJ gjv V d l l i [^PJ] <~>[\ji\j ij\~&\ J O 13 

C-jDl] fr J j i 61T Aj[l] *lkp J P ^ [ y j ] J P j j p l J , L 5^^ ( is) 14 

^ y > * i 01 d^Li olT A;]^ (19) O ^ J l [ S j J - ^ ^4 ^ i , j l 15 

^ y j l ^\J je A i . [J^ i L l J i ^ (y.]^>\ j> JU^4 J l i , (20) O di!S ^ P J 3jUu>- ^ i mj>^\ 16 

V JB 

t ^ l / ^ JO^i J ' ^ J ^ ^21) ^ P/^' a4 rJ^t ^ LT^
 17 

^—i ^^pJI 18 

Comments.—Of the twenty-one traditions only Nos. 8 and 12, both of which describe 
Muhammad's practices, have close parallels for the main (see p. 78), The rest, which report 
a precept or practice of a Companion or a second-generation Muslim, have no parallels for 
either the isndd or the main in the standard collections. Yet the pertinent sections of these 
collections force one to concede that the papyrus text describes practices and records opinions 
that can be readily confirmed from the over-all subject content of these collections and also 
from early legal works. 

For detailed descriptions of the ceremonies of the hajj or pilgrimage see e.g. Nawawl, 
Minhdj al-talibin, ed. L. W. C. van den Berg, I (Batavia, 1882) 330-35; Maurice Gaudefroy-
Demombynes, Muslim Institutions, translated from French by John P. MacGregor (London, 
1950) pp. 81 ff.; Worship in Islam, being a translation, with commentary and introduction, 
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of al-Ghazzali's Kitab al-Ih\ja? . . . , by Edwin Elliot Calverley (Madras, 1925); Arthur 
Jeffery (ed.), Islam: Muhammad and His Religion (New York, 1958). 

Tradition U The long extension of the last letter of recto 1 probably indicates the first 
tradition of a new section to judge by verso 13-14. It is probable that the isnad started with 
Musayyib and traced back to Ibn cUmar, as in Traditions 2, 3, and 27, and possibly back to 
Muhammad himself. 

The burden of the tradition is that the pebbles used in the ceremonies of the pilgrimage 
preferably should be of the same size as pebbles used in slings, as established by the precept 
and example of Muhammad (e.g. Ibn Sacd IV 2, p. 46; Muwatta* I 407, No. 214; Muslim 
VIII 189 f., IX 27 and 47; Ibn Hanbal I I I 503, V 270 and 379; Baihaqi, Kitab al-sunan al-
kubra? [Haiderabad, 1344-56/1925-37] V 127 f.). 

Traditions 2-J±. Note the absence throughout of the initial alif of j j l in the name Ibn 
cUmar. The J ^ J of recto 4 is clear, but \ J would be more appropriate. The khitmi, an herb 

dye, was used by Muhammad, Abu Bakr, and many others (Ibn Sacd I 2, pp. 140-42, and I I I 
1, p. 135; Ibn Hanbal IV 393, VI 78 and 261; Baihaqi, op. ciL Vol. V 64). 

Of the several traditionists named Musayyib the one that best fits the isnad's of the seven 
traditions in which this name occurs (Nos. 2-7 and 16) is Musayyib ibn Shank (d. 186/802), 
who was generally considered weak though Ibn Hanbal accepted him (Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 75; 
Bukharl, Ta'rlkh IV 1, p. 408; Jarh IV 1, p. 294; Khatib XIII 1 3 7 ^ 1 ; Mizdn I I I 171). He 
is known to have transmitted from cAbd al-Malik ibn Abl Sulaiman (d. 145/763) and Sulaiman 
ibn Mihran al-Acmash (d. 148/765) of Traditions 6 and 16 respectively (see Ibn Sacd VI 244 
and VII 2, p. 75; see also p. 140 above). Musayyib's immediate source for Tradition 5 is not 
as yet identified, since the given name can be pointed to read in several ways. His source for 
Traditions 2-4 and 7 is the well known traditionist and descendant of cUmar ibn al-Khattab, 
cUbaid Allah ibn cUmar ibn Hafs, who died in 147/764 (Bukharl, T&rikh I I I 1, p. 395; Jarh 
III 2, pp. 326 f.; Dhahabi I 94, 151 f.; Nawawi, p. 402). He was a major transmitter from 
Nafic (d. 117/735) the client of Ibn cUmar, both of whom dedicated their long lives to the 
collection and transmission of knowledge bearing on the life and sayings of Muhammad (Ibn 
Sacd IV 1, pp. 105-38; Jarh II 2, p. 109; IstVdb I 368-70; Khatib I 171-73; Dhahabi I 35-37; 
Nawawi, pp. 357-61; Ibn Khallikan I 309 f.; Isabah I I 840-47; see also Ibn Hanbal I I 1-158 
for Ibn Omar ' s musnad). 

Ibn cUmar was considered the best informed about the main subject of this papyrus, 
namely the practices and ceremonies of the pilgrimage. His independence and his uncom
promising attitude aroused the opposition of Hajjaj ibn Yusuf, who was nevertheless re
strained by the caliph cAbd al-Malik. The latter ordered Hajjaj to follow Ibn ^Umar's lead 
in regard to the pilgrimage (Muwatitf I 333, 399; see also JamiQ I 121; TurtushI, Siraj 
al-muliik, p. 96). Ibn cUmar's views and practices were of great interest to the young Islamic 
community (e.g. Bukharl I 418; Kitab al-umm VII 196 f.; Ibn Hanbal II 152, VI 78). Several 
of his sons as well as a number of his clients in addition to Nafic and cAbd Allah ibn Dinar 
(see Tradition 13) transmitted much of his material to members of the succeeding generation. 
Two isnad'$ in particular won recognition and critical acceptance: Zuhri on the authority of 
Salim ibn cAbd Allah ibn cUmar on the authority of his father (see e.g. Zubain, pp. 357 and 
360 f.; Dhahabi I 83) and Malik on the authority of Nafic on the authority of Ibn cUmar (see 
e.g. Nawawi, p. 590; Dhahabi I 94; see also p. 124, n. 31, above). 

For cAtaD of Tradition 4 see following comment. 
Tradition 5. The \j of recto 7 may be an error for U>. 
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The given name of Musayyib's source can be read as ^^j or _*j or J t ro or *j, none 
of which lead to positive identification of the Zayyat involved, though a likely possibility is 
Abu Yacqub al-Zayyat (Khatib XIV 408). The only cIsa associated with any of the four tra-
ditionists that follow in the text is cIsa ibn Mahan (Khatib XI 143). He heard cAtaD ibn Abi 
Ribah (d. 114/732), who was famous for traditions concerning the pilgrimage and who is in 
all probability the cAta3 of Traditions 4, 6, and 18. For cAta? ibn Abi Ribah, Mujahid ibn 
Jabr of Tafsir fame (see p. 98), and Ta3us ibn Kaisan (see p. 161), famous for traditions 
covering al-haldl wa al-haramy "the lawful and the unlawful," formed a trio that was sur
passed only by their contemporary Sacid ibn Jubair, said to have excelled in all three fields 
(e.g. Ibn Sacd V 344 f.; Bukharl, TaPrlkh IV 1, pp. 411 f.; see also pp. 97, 98 f., 112 above). 

The length of the wuquj seems to have varied (see e.g. Muwatta? I 406 f. and Bukharl I 438 
for the practice of cUmar ibn al-Khattab and his son cAbd Allah). 

Tradition 6. For the isnad see comment on Traditions 2-A. cAbd al-Malik ibn Abi Sulaiman 
(d. 145/763) was known also as Ibn Maisarah, an authoritative traditionist of Kufah. He 
specialized in collecting the traditions, through various turq, of the famous trio cited by cIsa 
in Tradition 5 (see Ibn Sacd VI 244; Khatib X 393-98; DhahabI I 146 f.; Ibn Hanbal I 286; 
Tirmidhi XIII 330-32). This activity called for some editing on his part, perhaps for deletion 
and addition of some phrases or separation of themes (see Khatib X 406). 

The relative timing of the slaughter of the sacrificial animal and of the other events of the 
Day of Sacrifice as reported by Ibn cUmar on the basis of the practices of Muhammad among 
others seems not to have been rigidly fixed at first (e.g. Muwatta? I 395 [= ShaibanI, p. 229]; 
Bukharl I 44, 434; Muslim IX 47 f., 51-53). 

Tradition 7. For the isnad see comment on Traditions 2-A. There was allowance for either 
riding or walking during the ceremonies of the throwing of the pebbles. The practice of Ibn 
cUmar is reflected in nearly parallel traditions from Nafic (cf. Muwatta* I 407, No. 215; Ibn 
Hanbal I I 114, 138, 156; Muslim IX 44 f.). 

Tradition 8. Mucadh ibn Khalid al-Marwazi al-Khurasani (d. 167/783) is nowhere reported 
as transmitting from Ayman ibn Nabil, whose dates are not known (Bukharl, Ta?rlkh IV 1, 
p. 366; Jarh IV 1, p. 250). There was, however, a Mucadh ibn Khalid al-cAsqalam (n.d.) who 
transmitted from Ayman (Mizan I I I 178; Lisdn VI 722). There is thus a confusion of names, 
which may or may not have been deliberate. Ayman specialized in traditions received from 
the Companion Qudamah ibn cAbd Allah, whose dates are not known (Bukharl, TaDrikh I 2, 
p. 28; Jarh I 1, p. 319; Mlzan I 131 f.; Isabah II 452). 

TayalisI (p. 190, No. 1338) reports directly from Ayman the closest parallel for this tradi
tion, the only difference being that the phrase following the tasliyah reads ^ j | *y ly^\ U> 

*\+^p Sill ( ip. Ibn Hanbal II 413 gives another, also slightly different, version that traces 
back to Ayman and Qudamah. Abu Nucaim VII 118 and IX 17 cites Tayalisi's version as 
transmitted from Ayman by Sufyan al-Thaurl and cAbd al-Rahman ibn Mahdl respectively; 
see Tabarl I I I 2401 for a closely related tradition with a different isnad. The tradition empha
sizes Muhammad's unostentatious mingling with the crowd. 

Tradition 9. Note the blank space left in recto 11 for the completion of the name. This 
isnad, with nothing but given names, provided a test of the general adequacy of the biographi
cal literature for its intended purpose in the field of hadith—namely the identification and 
appraisal of individual transmitters. Inasmuch as the great majority of the traditionists 
named in the document were clraqls, it seemed safe to assume that the Ibrahim of the isnad 
is most probably Ibrahim ibn Yazid al-Nakhaci, who died in the year 95/714 (Ibn Sacd VI 
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188-99; Bukhari, Ttfrikh I 1, pp. 333 f.; Jarh 1 1 , pp. 144 f.; Mcfarif, p. 236; Abu Nu'aim IV 
219^10; DhahabI I 69 f.; Nawawl, p. 135; Jamz I 18 f.). Beginning with this assumption, I 
found that the biographies of the numerous traditionists named Hammad and Salamah 
yielded scattered clues that eventually fitted together like the pieces of a puzzle to reveal the 
identity of the men in the isnad. Hammad turned out to be Hammad ibn Abi Sulaiman (d. 
120/738), who was a law student and a leading transmitter from NakhacI and the teacher of 
Abu Hanifah (Mtfdrif, p. 240; Jamic II 153; DhahabI I 69; Mlzan I 279). The blank space in 
recto 11 should be filled in so that the full name reads Salamah ibn Salih. For this Salamah 
(d. 180 or 186 or 188/796 or 802 or 804), a judge in Wasit, transmitted on the authority of 
the above-named Hammad on the authority of NakhacI, as in the isnad of the papyrus text 
(Khatib IX 130 f.; Mlzan I 406 f.). 

The reliability of both Hammad and Salamah is questioned by some of the earlier critics. 
Salamah was ''careless and inaccurate" according to Yahya ibn Macin (d. 233/848). But the 
later and more objective critic Ibn cAdi (d. 360/971 or 365/976; see p. 105) is more specific; 
he points out that Salamah may perhaps err but that the content of his traditions is good and 
acceptable (d-j-bJl ,w>-y>j *-& \*JJ ^ S O t^* *! j \ 1) and adds as further proof of Salamah's 
reliability that his traditions were collected into a large volume (c^S A^C^J) by Muhammad 
ibn al-Sabbah, who must be the c Iraqi authority of that name known as Dulabl (d. 227/ 
841; see Khatib V 365-67; Mlzan I I I 74). Ibn cAdi's carefully stated judgment is borne out 
as much by the incomplete isnad of the papyrus as by the good and acceptable main of the 
tradition quoted from Ibrahim, who is stated to have transmitted traditions according to 
their basic meaning (bi al-macdnl) as against their exact wording (Ibn Sacd VI 190). For the 
essence of the papyrus text is that, of the two ceremonies specified, only the circumambulation 
of the bait or kacbah must be performed when one is in a state of ritual purity, though one 
may be in such a state during the other ceremony or ceremonies. As such, the tradition has 
specific as well as implied parallels in MuwattaD I 271 f., Bukhari I 413 ff., and Muslim IX 
78 ff. 

Tradition 10. The links of the isnad can be readily traced through Hammad ibn Zaid ibn 
Dirham (d. 179/795) of Basrah, who was a pupil of and transmitter from Ayytib al-Sikhtiyanl 
(d. 131/748), a leading Basran scholar whose piety led him to make numerous pilgrimages 
(Ibn Sacd V 392 and VII2 , pp. 14-17 and 135; Ma'drif, p. 238; Bukhari, Ta'rlkh 11 , pp. 409 f.; 
Jarh I 1, pp. 255 f.; Abu Nucaim III 3-14; DhahabI 1122-24; Nawawl, pp. 170 f.; Jam' I 34). 
Ayyub inherited some of the manuscripts of his teacher Abu Qilabah (see p. 230), and he 
related traditions from Nafic. Hammad as a rule transmitted from memory but is known to 
have had access to the books of Ayyub and to have had in his possession a copy of the "book" 
of Yahya ibn Sacld al-Ansari (see pp. 193 f.; see also Ibn Sacd VII 1, p. 9.1, and VII 2, p. 4; 
DhahabI I 214; Nawawl, pp. 217 f.; Jam' I 102). 

The theme of what is permitted or forbidden at different stages of the pilgrimage looms 
large in the standard collections. Yet I have found no parallel for this entire tradition, though 
all of its parts appear either as separate traditions or as parts of related traditions. Confirma
tion of the statement that cUmar ibn al-Khattab instructed the people in the ceremonies of 
the pilgrimage and in other religious affairs comes from numerous sources (Abu Hanifah, 
Musnad al-imdm al-aczam [Lakhnau, 1309/1892] p. I l l ; Muwatta0 I 410; cUmar's musnad in 
Ibn Hanbal I 14-55 and IV 222; Abu Da'ud I I158 L;Risdlah, pp. 38 f.; Ibn al-Jauzi, Ta?rlkh 
cUmar ibn al-Khattab, pp. 60-64 and 246 f.; BaihaqI, Kitdb al-sunan al-kubrd V 135 f.). The 
rest of the content of the tradition involves a controversy as to whether women alone or 
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women and perfume were forbidden to men until after the day's visit to the kacbah. Ibn cUmar 
held that both items were forbidden, while cADishah and Ibn c Abbas held that only women were 
forbidden (see e.g. Muwatia? I 328; Ibn Hanbal I 234, II 246, IV 143; Nasa3! I I 52; Abu 
Da3ud II 202; Tirmidhi IV 148-50, esp. Ibn al-cArabi al-Macafiri's commentary; Tafslr IV 
225 f.; see also Jamic II 195-97). 

Tradition 11. Jarlr ibn cAbd al-Hamid al-Taim! al-Dabbi al-Razi (110-88/728-804) spent 
a great deal of time in Kufah and Baghdad (Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 110; Jarh I 1, pp. 505-7; 
Bukharl, Ta?rlkh I 2, p. 214; Khatib VII 253-61; DhahabI I 250; Mlzan I 182-84; Jam' I 
74 f.). He owned to a weak memory, wrote down his collection of hadith, and would not trans
mit from it except by reading directly from his books, which were copied by others, including 
Tayalisi (Khatib VII 256 f.). He transmitted from the Kufan Mansur ibn al-Muctamir (d. 132/ 
749), who always recited from memory and who transmitted from Nakhaci (Ibn Sacd VI 235; 
Jarh IV 1, pp. 177-79; Tabari I I I 2504 f.; Dhahabi 1134 f.; NawawT, pp. 578 L;Jam< II 495). 

This tradition has no parallel for both its isndd and main, as is to be expected. It should be 
noted, however, that NakhacI, who relied solely on his memory, transmitted with emphasis 
on the basic meaning rather than on the literal text (Ibn Sa^d VI 190; Bukharl, Ta?rlkh I 1, 
p. 334). He and his followers in cIraq and farther east adhered to the stricter rule of Ibn cUmar 
in refraining from both women and perfume (see Tradition 10). 

Tradition 12. The most likely reading for the first name in verso 1 is \** or ***, but the 

sources yielded neither MacIn nor Macn as a son of cUqbah. Ayyub ibn Musa (n.d.) was of 
the family of cAmr ibn al-cAs. He transmitted from Nafic and had a written hadith collection 
that he read to Zuhri and later transmitted to cUbaid Allah ibn cUmar ibn Hafs (Bukharl, 
Ta?rlkh I 1, p. 422; Jarh I 1, pp. 257 f.; Jam' I 34; see also Ibn Hanbal II 11 f. and p. 148 
above). Ayyub transmitted from Sufflyah bint Abi cUbaid (d. 45/665), wife of Ibn cUmar, 
who in turn transmitted from several of Muhammad's wives, as in the papyrus, particularly 
from cA'ishah, Hafsah, and Umm Salamah (Ibn Sacd VIII 303; Istlcab II 742; Isabah IV 
676 f.; Usd V 493; see also Mascudi V 189 f.). 

Parallels and variants for this tradition are numerous, and all trace back to Nafic on the 
authority of Ibn cUmar on the authority of the latter's sister Hafsah. Sufflyah likewise trans
mitted directly from Hafsah (Isabah IV 520-23), The tradition would seem to be a singleton 
preserved only by Ibn cUmar, members of his family, and his clients. Ibn Ishaq (Slrah I 966) 
provides the earliest extant version, which is quoted verbatim in Ibn Hanbal VI 285 and 
which is very close to the papyrus text but not identical. It is to be noted that this version, 
as also the papyrus text, does not specify which of Muhammad's wives put the question to 
him. Parallels with more or less minor variants are found in Muwatta^ I 394, Bukharl I 397, 
Muslim VIII 211 f., Ibn Hanbal VI 283 f., Baihaqi, Kitab al-sunan al-kubrd V 134, and Tafslr 
IV 91, 104, 113. In most of these Hafsah puts the question to Muhammad, and fulanah, 
"so-and-so," is substituted in one variant. 

Related traditions transmitted by Ibn cUmar and Nafic are also numerous (see e.g. Ibn 
Hanbal II 124, 139 f. and VI 36, 39; MuwatW I 240-42, 394, 410 f. and references there cited 
to Muslim and Bukharl; Tafslr IV 91, IX 467-70, XI 22 and 94; see also Concordance I 304 f. 
Jdity jUiVl and IV 360 ff. S ^ P ) . 

The occasion was Muhammad's last pilgrimage, with which was combined the "lesser pil
grimage" (cumrah). The burden of the tradition is that when the "greater" and the "lesser" 
pilgrimages are combined the requirements of the first hold in respect to the ritual of desancti-
fication. This point is not to be confused with the controversy centering around the desirability 
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of combining the two types of pilgrimages (cf. e.g. TayalisI, pp. 16 and 232 f.; Ibn Hanbal I 
52, 57, 60, 236 and IV 427; Muwatttf I 335-37 and references there cited). Mascudl V 188-90 
and Macrifah, pp. 122-24, throw some light on the origin of this controversy. 

Tradition 13. Ismacil ibn Jacfar (d. 180/796) of Medina received traditions from Ibn 
cUmar's client cAbd Allah ibn Dinar, who died in 127/745 (Jarh II 2, pp. 46 f.; DhahabI I 
118; Jamc I 250). He moved to Baghdad, where he became a tutor in high circles. He and his 
three brothers gained reputations as trustworthy traditionists. IsmacIl himself had a collection 
of 500 traditions, part of which came into the possession of DhahabI and all or part of which 
has survived (see DhahabI I 231 and pp. 137 f. and 143 above; for biographical references 
see Ibn Sacd VI 2, p. 72; Bukhari, TcPrikh 1 1 , pp. 349 f.; Jarh I 1, pp. 162 f.; Khatib VI 218-
21;</amcI24). 

This tradition has no parallels as to both isnad and main, but its burden is similar to that 
of Traditions 10 and 11. 

Tradition 1J+. Marwan ibn Shujac (d. 184/800) was a client of the Umayyad caliph Marwan 
II in Harran. He was called "Khasifl" after Khasif ibn cAbd al-Rahman (see p. 153), an 
older Umayyad client and traditionist from whom he received much of his material. He settled 
eventually in Baghdad and became a tutor at the court of the cAbbasid caliphs Mahdi and 
Had! and devoted some of his time to collecting hadith. His materials were transmitted in 
writing (Jarh IV 1, pp. 273 f.). The sources do not link him with anyone named Humaid, as 
he is linked in the papyrus text (Ibn Sacd VII 2, pp. 72 and 183; Bukhari, Ta^rikh IV 1, p. 
372; Khatib XI I 147^9; DhahabI I 272). 

The Humaid of the papyrus text is in all probability the Basran Humaid al-Tawil (60-142/ 
680-759; see Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 17; Bukhari, Ta'rlkh I 2, pp. 345 f.; Jarh I 2, p. 219; Ma'arif, 
p. 243; Khahabi I 143; Jamc I 89; Abu Nucaim III 324^7). Humaid al-Tawil wrote down 
traditions, copied the manuscripts of Hasan al-Basrl (Ibn Sacd VIII 1, p. 126, and VII 2, 
p. 20; Mlzan I 286), and is known to have transmitted from cIkrimah (d. 105 or 107/722 or 
725), client and literary heir of Ibn c Abbas (Ibn Sacd V 212-16; Bukhari IV 49; Afacarif, 
pp. 231 f.; Tabari I I I 2483 f.; Jarh II 2, pp. 7-9; Abu Nucaim III 326-47; Jam* I 82, 160; 
Dhahabi I 89; Jamc I 394; Irshad V 62-65; Nawawl, pp. 431 f.). 

For Ibn c Abbas as a traditionist-jurist see for example Bukhari, Ta^rlkh I I I 1, pp. 3-5, and 
for his wider literary activities see our Vol. I 14 f. 

The appended reference in the papyrus text to Ibrahim (see p. 149) and his view has not 
been here counted as a separate tradition. For general remarks largely applicable to Traditions 
14 and 15 see comments on Traditions 10, 11, and 13. 

Tradition 15. Muscab ibn Sadaq[ah?] is unidentified. I t is difficult to tell which of several 
traditionists named cUmar ibn Qais is meant here (see e.g. Bukhari, Ta?rlkh III 2, p. 186; 
Jarh I I I 1, pp. 129 f.; Mlzan I I 268). The earliest link in the isnad is illegible. 

Tradition 16. For Musayyib ibn Sharlk as transmitter from Sulaiman ibn Mihran al-Acmash 
see page 148. Acmash (60-148/680-765) was a leading Qur^an-reader and traditionist of Kufah 
whose trustworthiness was generally conceded and who is known to have transmitted from 
Nakha'I (Ibn Sacd VI 238-40; Tabari I II 2509; Bukhari, Ta?rlkh II 2, pp. 38 f.; Jarh II 1, 
p. 146; Akhbar al-qudat I I I 186, 246; Abu Nucaim V 46-60, VIII 114-23; Khatib IX 3-13, 
126; Nawawl, p. 118; Jam* I 130 f., 185; DhahabI I 145 f.; YaficI I 305 f.; Jam' I 179 f.; see 
also pp. 151 above and 160 below). 

Tradition 17. Note that this tradition and Tradition 20, unlike the rest, start with J\Sj. 
The last word in verso 10 can begin only with ha? or cain or one of their sister forms, so that 
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iaU*^ seems the most likely reading. Another group of words met with in the sources is 
^Ully JU^JIj <wJa!l, but ^ U is not here paleographically permissible. The next to the last word 
in verso 12 is not certain. 

The Muhammad ibn al-Hasan of Traditions 17 and 20 is the well known jurist and judge 
Shaibani (131-89/748-805), whose version of Malik's Muwatta? is repeatedly cited in the 
present study. He traveled to most of the provinces to study with their leaders (Tabarl III 
2521). He had the distinction of being the pupil of the cIraqi jurist Abu Hanlfah (80-150/ 
699-767), pupil and fellow scholar of Baghdad's chief justice Abu Yusuf (d. 182/798), and 
teacher and fellow scholar of the even more famous Shafici (150-204/767-820). For the literary 
activities and extant works of these scholars see GAL I 169 f., 179 and GAL S I 284, 288, 303. 

This comparatively long tradition has no parallel that is complete as to isndd and main in 
either the standard collections or the available fiqh books of the above-named jurists. Never
theless the basic meaning of its content presents nothing new. Perfume, gaming, and cupping 
were permissible to pilgrims once they had performed the rites of sacrifice and of clipping or 
shaving the hair (see Concordance I 429 i*l>*>- and III 471 J I ^ ) . For general discussions of 
these practices and the views of leading early jurists and traditionists regarding them see 
e.g. Muwatta? I 350 ( = Shaibani, p. 202), 355 f., 395 f., 410, Muslim VIII122 f., Abu Hanlfah, 
Musnad al-imam al-aczam, pp. 114-17, Shaibani, Al-jamic al-saghir (on margins of Abu Yusuf, 
Kitab al-khardj [Bulaq, 1302/1884]) pp. 25-31, Kitab al-umm VII197,199 f., and Shafi% Kitab 
ikhtildf al-hadlth (on margins of Kitab al-umm VII) pp. 287-92. References regarding the reg
ulations of contacts between the sexes during the pilgrimage are given in the comment on 
Tradition 10. Traditions 11 and 13-16 also involve this theme. Tradition 17 provides 
further details which are found in part and in whole in, for example, Muwatta0 I 384 f. (cf. 
Shaibani, p. 233), Bukhari I 409, 448, and "Corpus iuris" di Zaid ibn cAll, pp. 125 and 133 f. 

Tradition 18. Musa ibn Acyan (d. 177/793) was a client of the Umayyads from Harran 
(Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 181; Bukhari, Ta'rlkh IV 1, pp. 280 f.; Futuh al-bulddn, pp. 155 f.;Jamc 

I 484). He transmitted mostly from his fellow client and townsman Khasif ibn cAbd al-Rah-
man (d. 137/754) of Tradition 14 (Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 180; Jarh IV 1, pp. 136 f.). For Ayyub 
al-Sikhtiyani see Tradition 10. cAta? is in all probability cAtaD ibn Abl Ribah of Tradition 5, 
who appears frequently in the sources in isnad's of traditions related in content to Traditions 
18-21. 

The kiswah or covering for the kacbah was demanded in pre-Islamic times, it is believed, at 
least as far back as the time of the early Himyarites and certainly under the Quraish. Various 
Yemenite fabrics were used (H. F. Wustenfeld [ed.], Chroniken der Stadt Mekka I [Leipzig, 
1858] 174 f.; Ansdb I 133; Macarif, p. 277; Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 332). Muhammad continued 
the use of such fabrics, while some of the Successors used also rich brocades from the newly 
conquered provinces of Egypt and cIraq (Wustenfeld, op. cit. pp. 175 f.; Futuh al-bulddn, p. 
47; Yacqubl II 283). See Ars Islamica IX (1942) 64 and XIII -XIV (1948) 86 for the Egyptian 
coverings provided by the caliphs cUmar I and cUthman. The wealthier Companions threw 
expensive robes over the saddles of their sacrificial animals at the time of the pilgrimage, and 
some of them, including Ibn cUmar, donated these robes for use as coverings for the kacbah 
(e.g. Muwatta* I 379 [ « Shaibani, p. 231]; Bukhari I 428, 430 f.; Muslim IX 64-66). Soon the 
supply of robes exceeded the demand, and some of the used coverings were therefore burned or 
buried. But ^ i s h a h expressed the opinion that it would not be sacrilegious to sell the richer 
coverings and distribute the proceeds to the poor along with the less sumptuous used robes. 
This practice was followed by cUmar I and Mucawiyah and periodically thereafter by others 
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(see e.g. Wiistenfeld, op. cit. pp. 179-81; Ibn Hanbal, Kitdb al-warac, p. 21; Baihaqi, Kitdb 
al-sunan al-kubrd V 159 f.). Political significance was attached by the counter-caliph cAbd 
Allah ibn al-Zubair and by his conqueror, Hajjaj ibn Yusuf, to the privilege or function of 
providing the kacbah covering (Zubairi, p. 239; Maliki, Kitdb riydd al-nufus, ed. Husain 
MuDnis, I [Cairo, 1951] 42 f.; Slrah I 126). Thereafter the Umayyad caliphs provided the 
kiswah, but the thrifty cUmar II thought the practice was wasteful and considered that the 
expenditure would be better justified for feeding the poor (Futuh al-bulddn, p. 47; Abu Nucaim 
V 306). The coverings at times accumulated to such an extent that it was feared their weight 
would bring down the kacbah. The caliph Mahdl had them all removed in the year 160/777 
and provided new coverings, as did the cAlid Hasan al-Aftas in the year 200/815 (see e.g. 
Yacqubi II 477; Tabari I I I 483, 988; Wustenfeld, op. cit. pp. 179-84, esp. pp. 182 f.). To re
move or not to remove the coverings and how to dispose of them if they were removed appar
ently involved differences of opinion among the early Islamic jurists. For a recapitulation of 
some of these practices and for still later developments see Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Fasi, 
ShifdD al-ghardm I 119-26 and II 376. For the religious significance and other details bearing 
on the kiswah see Gaudefroy-Demombynes, "Le voile de la kacba," Islamic Studies II (1954) 
5-21. 

Traditions 19-21. Infrared photography brought out the slight traces in the damaged parts 
of the papyrus that made possible the partial reconstruction of the three isndd's. The earliest 
link in the isndd of Tradition 19 is probably either Ibn cUmar or Ibn c Abbas, for close parallels 
to these traditions trace back to both of them. Note that Tradition 20, like Tradition 17, 
starts with JUj. Adequate traces make the reconstruction of the full names certain. In Tradi
tion 21 the blank space, as in Tradition 9, was left for a name to be filled in later. 

The Concordance yielded no parallels under ^>\j, «^IJ , J>t^J lyS, or ^ 6 " . The subject, 
however, is frequently discussed in legal works, which cite close parallels from Ibn cUmar and 
Ibn c Abbas and which indicate that Abu Hanifah, unlike Shafici, permitted the removal of the 
items concerned from the sacred area (Abu Yusuf, Ikhtildf Abl Hanifah wa Ibn Abl Laila} 

ed. Abu al-WafaD al-Afgham [Cairo, 1357/1938] pp. 139 f.; Kitdb al-umm VII 135; Baihaqi, 
Kitdb al-sunan al-kubrd V 201 f.). 

IDENTIFICATION AND SIGNIFICANCE 

I 

Musayyib ibn Sharlk and his fellow transmitters were either native to or eventually settled 
in cIraq. Their death dates, except that of the uncertain Mucadh of Tradition 8, have the 
narrow range of 177 to 189 A.H. Their immediate authorities, all but two of whom have been 
identified, were likewise men of cIraq as were a great many of the earlier and even the first 
links in the isndd}s. The papyrus obviously presents c Iraqi views and comes from the circle if 
not the hand of an cIraqi traditionist or jurist, most probably a jurist since Musayyib, Shai-
bani, and Abu Hanifah (Tradition 20) were primarily professional jurists and judges rather 
than traditionists.1 Because Musayyib and Shaibant were close contemporaries and there is 

1 For recognition of this professional distinction in the 
time of Zuhrl, see pp. 195 f. Both Abu Hanifah and Shai-
banl received qualified or adverse ratings at the hands of 
professional biographers and hadith critics. For ShaibanI as 
a traditionist see e.g. Ibn Sacd VIII 2, p. 78; Khatib II 
179-81; Jarh III 2, p. 227; GAL S I 288. For Abu Hanifah 
see Khatib XIII 331 f., where Abu Hanifah classifies him

self as a jurist rather than a traditionist, pp. 402 and 416, 
where he realizes his own weakness in the field of hadith, 
p. 346 for Shaft's testimony to his leadership in the field 
of fiqh, and pp. 390, 410, 414-16, 419 f. for criticism of him 
as a weak and minor traditionist; but cf. pp. 340 and 419, 
where Abu Yusuf and Yahya ibn MacIn credit him with 
insight for tafsir al-hadith and for the use of only such 
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no evidence that they exchanged materials, the compiler of the papyrus text must be drawing 
independently on both men. He is, however, citing Shaibam and Abu Hanifah only for cor
roborative and supplementary evidence on legal opinion—a fact that points away from the 
circle of Shaibani to that of Musayyib, who is quoted more often than any other source in 
the papyrus text. 

Inasmuch as the papyrus, despite its cIraqi isnad's, was found in Egypt, it was necessary 
to follow clues that pointed to jurists who not only transmitted from Musayyib and his con
temporaries but also were associated with both cIraq and Egypt. A long and tedious process 
of elimination left two possibilities. The first and less likely is the famous Egyptian jurist 
Laith ibn Sacd, who is known to have traveled, along with his secretary Abu Salih, to cIraq 
in the year 161/778 (see p. 163) and is also known to have transmitted some materials from 
Musayyib.2 Nevertheless, other data point away from Laith, for, though he and his secretary 
sought out cIraqJs outstanding jurists and traditionists, it is not likely and is nowhere stated 
that at this time they sought out either the younger Musayyib or his contemporaries that 
are named in the papyrus. Moreover, Laith does not appear in the isnad's of the compara
tively few traditions found in the literary sources as parallel or related to the traditions of the 
papyrus. 

The second and far more likely possibility is the comparatively obscure cIraqI traditionist 
and judge Fadl ibn Ghanim (d. 236/850), who not only transmitted from Musayyib but also 
served as judge in Egypt for almost a year (198-99/813-14), when many Egyptian scholars 
wrote down his materials.3 In Egypt at this time there were three active schools of jurispru
dence: that of the followers of Laith ibn Sacd (d. 175/791), whose secretary Abu Salih survived 
him and was quite active as a transmitter of traditions and collector of manuscripts (see e.g. 
pp. 163, 164, 195), the well entrenched school of Malik's followers, and the school of Shafi% 
who had recently settled in Egypt and won a large following. All three schools were at this 
time active centers for the production of scholarly books. The good quality of our papyrus, 
its book format with generous margins, and its carefully executed script all point to a scholar's 
fair and permanent copy. Inasmuch as the comparatively young Fadl would hardly have 
left his original copy behind him in Egypt, the papyrus very likely represents some Egyptian 
scholar's copy of FadFs collection, perhaps that of Abu Salih. 

II 

The reason for the scarcity of parallel or related materials, particularly for the isndd's, in 
the standard collections of either hadith or fiqh works of the end of the second century and 
thereafter centers around the activities and character of Fadl ibn Ghanim. Morally loose, 
avaricious, and a religious opportunist, he lost position and friends and finally became involved 
in the religious testings and trials of Ma'mun's reign.4 Contemporary critics and nearly con
temporary biographers were aware of these facts and were almost unanimous in dismissing 
Fadl as "weak, of no account, and one whose materials are to be ignored."5 And ignored they 
were, if we judge by the complete lack of identical parallels—that is, for isndd plus main—of 
individual traditions in the papyrus text and by the scarcity of other traditions transmitted 

traditions as he had memorized. See also e.g. Jdmic II 145-
48; Kifayah, p. 231; Ahmad Amln, Fajr al-Islam (Cairo, 
1347/1928) pp. 256 and 293; GAL S 1284. Yusuf al-cAshsh, 
Al-Khatib al-Baghdadl, pp. 238-44, clarifies some of 
Khatlb's views on Abu IJanifah as a traditionist. 

2 Khatib XIII 138. 

3 Khatib XII 357-59. 
4 See e.g. Kindi, pp. 240 f.; Tabari III 1121, 1127 f.; Ibn 

Taghrlbirdi I 639. 
5 £ J J>JI tjjj^, ^ -^ J Lj"T> ^^f^ (see e.g. t/ar/i 

III 2, p. 66; Khatib XII 357-60; Mlzdn II 332; Lisan 
IV 445-47. 
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from Fadl. Furthermore, Musayyib ibn Sharlk, who is quoted seven times in the papyrus text, 
was considered weak and generally unacceptable as a traditionist (see p. 148). Assuming that 
we are correct in identifying Fadl as the compiler of the papyrus text, we could follow the 
critics of long ago and ignore him and his collection. But the critics' rejection of Fadl coupled 
with the absence of identical parallels for any of the traditions of our document is particularly 
significant for the evaluation of early methods and standards of transmission in the related 
fields of hadith and fiqh. For the papyrus can on its own evidence be considered representative 
of either a hadith or a fiqh work, since during the second half of the second century the produc
tion of musannafat or sizable collections of traditions grouped according to subject matter 
(hadith mubawwab) was generally widespread in both fields without, however, displacing the 
early musnad or collection of traditions that were unorganized but derived as a unit from a 
particular ultimate authority, usually a first- or second-generation Muslim. Considered as a 
collection of traditions organized by subject headings but with several weak links in its isndd's, 
the papyrus text would be rejected by major hadith collectors. For its subject matter could 
readily be found in the collections of trustworthy professional transmitters (see p. 147) as 
against those of practicing lawyers or judges who as a class were not considered on a par with 
the professional traditionists or theoretical jurists on whom they depended for authentic 
traditions and authoritative legal opinion. The average lawyer or judge with utilitarian objec
tives was neither able nor expected to concern himself with the "science of hadith77 as such, a 
science that had become so complex and exacting (see pp. 65, 68 f., and esp. 73-77) that 
its demands were too great even for such major jurists as Abu Hanif ah and Shaibani and to 
a lesser extent ShaficI (see p. 154, n. 1). Under such circumstances, though an aspiring law 
student or a practicing lawyer or judge may indeed have been interested in acquiring the 
collection of a fellow student or professional, even of a suspect one, for personal reference, he 
would hardly have exerted himself to transmit it to others. The survival of a folio from an 
Egyptian's copy of such a work is, I strongly suspect, due to Abu Salih the secretary of Laith 
ibn Sacd, who appears so frequently in these studies (see p. 91) in his multiple role of secre
tary-copyist and scholar-transmitter of tafslr, hadlth} and fiqh materials and collector of 
manuscripts. 

I l l 

In the course of identifying the forty or more transmitters involved in the isnad's of the 
papyrus text I was impressed by the rapidly mounting literary evidence of the availability 
of and the increasing reliance on written sources for fiqh and hadith materials in these early 
times. The leading productive scholars in both fields from the time of Malik onward were 
associated with the production of sizable and permanent manuscripts, as fully recorded and 
appraised by the early Islamic literary critics. Western scholars, however, have been of divided 
opinion as to the objectivity and hence the reliability of the evidence. The skeptics tend to 
discount the numerous statements about the masters' prodigious literary activity as subjective 
exuberance and partisan exaggeration on the part of their pupils and followers. Study of the 
present document provides its share of convincing evidence that real credit for accelerated 
literary activity belongs indeed to such masters as Abu Hanifah, Laith ibn Sacd, Malik, 
Shafi% and Ibn Hanbal, along with due recognition of the editorial and supplementary textual 
additions of their pupils and followers. Moreover, it was not only these leaders and their 
circles who were engaged in manuscript production, but their less well known and even obscure 
contemporaries had come to consider the production and possession of manuscripts as essential 
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to all levels of scholarly activity. Among the latter are the last-link transmitters mentioned 
in this document who are stated to have committed their materials to writing: Musayyib ibn 
Shank, Salamah ibn Salih, Hammad ibn Zaid, Jarir ibn cAbd al-Hamld, Ismacil ibn Jacfar, 
and Marwan ibn Shujac of Traditions 2, 9, 10, 11, 13, and 14 respectively. Furthermore, all 
the isnad links back to the initial source of many of the traditions were men who are stated 
to have produced or used written collections, some of considerable size. These men include 
•—among the contemporaries of Abu Hanifah—Humaid al-Tawil and Acmash of Traditions 
14 and 16 respectively. A sizable collection of Acmash's traditions was in circulation even in 
Zuhrfs time.6 Moving closer to Zuhri's own generation we find Ayyub al-Sikhtiyani of Tradi
tion 10 and Zuhrfs written materials from Nafic the client of and Salim the son of Ibn cTJmar. 
There are also Zuhrfs still older contemporaries Mujahid ibn Jabr and Sacid ibn Jubair of 
Tradition 5, whose written tafslr materials figured so largely in Muqatil ibn Sulaiman's works 
(see Document 1), and NakhacI of Traditions 9 and 11. Nakhaci, though he gave priority to 
oral transmission from memory and frowned at first on the writing-down of traditions because 
he realized that one invariably relies on one's manuscripts, did nevertheless permit the use of 
manuscripts for those who could not rely on their memories and commended those uon whose 
clothes and lips were ink stains."7 That his materials were available in manuscripts, perhaps 
in copies written down by his students, and that they were quoted directly from these manu
scripts is indicated by the use of the terms "dhakara? Ibrahim" (Tradition 14) and "dhakarahu 
(Hammad) on the authority of Ibrahim" (Tradition 9). We come finally to the two Companions 
who are the primary sources for most of the traditions in the papyrus text, namely Ibn 
cAbbas, whose personal manuscripts and copies made by cIkrimah and others of his pupils 
have been discussed elsewhere,9 and Ibn cUmar, who agreed with his father's verdict against 
the writing-down of hadlth. Though it is said that Ibn cUmar stood by his convictions to the 
end, there is some evidence that at least some of his immediate transmitters took to writing 
down their materials at his request10 and later dictated them to others, as illustrated in the 
case of Nafic, whose materials Zuhrl wrote down. There can be little doubt that Zuhrfs 
younger contemporaries who also transmitted from Nafic and are known to have written down 
their materials and composed some of the earliest works of Islam were responsible for the 
preservation of whatever has survived of Ibn cUmar's traditions and opinions. The list of 
such transmitters from Nafic includes, besides those already mentioned in connection with 
Document 4, such men as Salih ibn Kaisan, who was Zuhrfs companion in writing down 
hadlth, Bukair ibn cAbd Allah ibn al-Ashajj (see p. 209), Yahya ibn Sacid al-Ansari (see Docu
ment 7), and Musa ibn cUqbah. 

In view of the amount of evidence that attests to the writing-down of hadlth and fiqh materi
als from the time of the Companions onward by students and scholars in general and by so 
many of the transmitters associated with our document in particular, it is entirely possible that 
manuscripts played a more important role than did oral transmission in the step-by-step 
evolution and the preservation of the collection represented by this papyrus. 

6 See e.g. Ibn Sa<d VI 239; Khatib IX 11. 

7 Ibn Sacd VI189; Ahmad Fu^ad al-Ahwanl, Al-tarbiyah 
J% al-lslam, pp. 39, 316, 354. 

8 See Vol. 113, 16, 22, 53, for the use of dhakara to indi
cate the independent use of written sources. 

9 See Vol. I 23 and 28. 
10 Dariml I 127 f. 
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Oriental Institute No. 17626. Last quarter of second/late eighth or early ninth century. 
Medium quality papyrus, 16.3 X 11.5 cm., with 19 or 20 lines to the page as is (PL 10). 

There are practically no side margins. The fragment is either a loose sheet or part of a small 
roll; the verso is upside down in relation to the recto. 

Script—Poor semicursive naskhl script from a hand that was neither fully developed nor 
stable in its penmanship. Diacritical points are used for 6<P and its sister letters and for nun 
and 2/<P; jlm and Mid? are sometimes dotted, and one ha" (first word of recto 3) has a small 
hd" below it; shin is dotted occasionally, and sin has a small sin below it; /aD has a dot below 
it and qdf a dot above it. Afathah and two dots for nunnation seem indicated in bj of recto 2. 
A dammah is used in ̂  of recto 6. Circles, with or without dots, are used for punctuation 
and possibly collation. The pear-shaped device of recto 5 is due to an attempt to cover an 
error; the scribe, having started to write the \j of j^d\j} went over the two letters and made 
this punctuation mark. 

TEXT 

RECTO 

Ui J** L5^ ^^> ^ U-lj* Ui X^ ^^>-J ( l ) 1 

V**. Ji-?!r^ ^j^jl }r* \*JJ J*? u ^ J i> " ^ 2 

d o JUS ^ij\/^ C J I ; < - i^* VU ^1 k fJU? y) JlS 0j*>- 3 

C J / 4JLJ 9UJ\ ^ s d i JUlt CwJ J U 4^-jS ^ Jj^i 4 

^ J ^ P ^ ojU& ^ P ^jiv^P-VI J^P u^hi ui {J**& ^ ^ ^ <ji O\A*» \3 j 7 

V 41 6y*) JlS J l i t£jJL)l ^ u ^ 4 ^ 1 JP ̂ ^ a ^ 1 JP 8 

cJL^? Jis d i iu £J ^^j i J P ^ *=^ J L - P ] ^ y ^ ^ ( j ^ ^ - ^ Oi *\**~ {4j 10 

S!>L̂  CJlSj *LS ^ AUI J ^ <y O%S> {JyrJ^ J 5 r j < - ^ - H 

<I)Uj olS" US i j l i u ^ J J - J I Z%H0J 4*J\2ZA AIII J ^ 12 

i}y*j j l S j ?cwaJI Ŝ L,*? j ^ uz^Jh t} ^ c^lkSJl ^ J j*s* 13 

a>tw * j * j* j l Ji J^J t>- » l i d.U>- j ^ J 411 M^H JlS l i l A1)I 14 

*A>***J> *J *-*?! -*S J^2J b>- wUi ^>t*J l /JA <u*[> *bj \h\j 15 

OlSj JU ^a^oJ ^ y ^ j l k J ^ Col; JlS ̂ . ^ £j ̂ atjJl^J (S) 16 
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A/^\ S^aj Ai *^A C-J ^jJis- j U 411 S\-*& *~J 18 

l$i* C J I ; lil C-JI «~^1 ^ U^t Jl? ^ ^ ^ j ^ ] ^ (7) 19 

20 

VERSO 

C-JI J ^ *-^«i JdJ*N ^ ^ oi j**' *—*db <-̂  LS-ij* ui j+<^\ ^8/ 1 

e-^-l ^4 J l iJ 01S" 01 JU5 » - J^s- OlSj 2 

* l jJbJ[ l ] IJU jTJb 411 ^ AL>-V J\j 4JUJU aW 3 

c-*5»-l j * J15 411 d ^ 0l j^fr ^ ' ^ ^ (V1, ^*l y} 5 

*4l$* C J I ; J15 JLAU^ J P ^ ^ 1 (9) O <uJL*ii «W 6 

O *^Uapli 6̂ JL-5 d^Wi 411 *JfcUo 4)1 J ^ 8 

i ^ t rji u*^ J^i ^ ^ ^ <-̂  u r ^ ui ^ ^ ' ^ 9 

Julid^^siJi J15 4xJ2>- *«~J fUVl j * Lj5 O^J 10 

O J U J I JLP 11 

N j ^ U Vi\ oJu* ^ J ^ 411 01 ^ U ^ ( | ) Jtf Jli ^ J l ( l l ) 12 

j ^ * ^ ' uri t lkb L* *^liJI ^ j ^ j i j j^>^ u^^ 2 ^ 4 < t̂yi 1 3 

411 01S" U 4j5 j ^ l i JL OUJ J l 411 A^LJ OUli 14 

Ojjiii^j (»-ftj rt^j^« • 411 0o Uj *-$-i CJ[j *^>J*J 15 

*Lw4 ^j (»^vJ JH ^ ^ " ui Jy^ £*J^>JI ^^ i j ^ 4 ^JU^ JJI J15 16 

oJL& jU-l ^ j ^ l iSJ OlTj JjfcU^ tJa>- J15 ^ i J I hJJb- J15 (12) 17 

^TJLr i j ?JU» j i l Jl5 l i j ^bJ l IJ^J ^ L P JJ JP k V l 18 

JjfcU^^^Jl 19 

Comments.—Tradition 1. Note the transposition of the letters mlm and yd? in u ^ i and 
of G^7 and yd? in Col;- The first word of recto 4 (JL*) was a scribal error and hence erased. 

The sources confirm transmission by Abu Rauh al-Nadr ibn cArabi (d. 168/784 at an ad
vanced age) from cUmar ibn cAbd al-cAziz, who is the subject of Traditions 1, 2, and 9, from 
Mujahid ibn Jabr of Traditions 9, 10, and 12, and from Maimun ibn Mihran of Tradition 6, 
all of whom were at one time or another associated with cUmar. Critics disagreed on Nadr's 
trustworthiness as a transmitter, though he was acceptable to most of them, including Ibn 
Hanbal and Yahya ibn Ma<an (Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 181; Bukharl, Ttfrikh IV 2, p. 89; Jarh IV 
1, p. 475; Tafslr I I 230; Abu Nucaim V 289, 339 f.; Mlzan I I I 235). 

For Abu Salih, who appears also in Traditions 11 and 12, see pages 163 f. 
Ibn Sacd devotes considerable space to the personal appearance and dress habits of Islam's 
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early leaders. His account of the clothing of cUmar II is lost, but see Ibn cAbd al-Hakam, 
Slrat cUmar ibn cAbd aUAzlz, p. 167, and Abu Nucaim V 297, 322 f., 332. 

No parallel for this tradition has yet been found. 
Traditions 2-3. The stipulation that one must hold oneself completely erect between the 

various bowings of the prayer service is recognized by all. Though no parallel is available for 
Tradition 2, which concerns only cUmar's practice, numerous parallels are available for 
Tradition 3, which traces back to Muhammad. The second word of recto 7 could be read as 
"cUtbah"; but, since the sources yield no Sufyan ibn cUtbah, the word must be a scribal error 
for "cUyainah." 

Sufyan ibn cUyainah (107-98/725-814; see pp*. 179 f.) fled from Kufah to Mecca in the 
year 122/740 but returned to Kufah in 126. He made numerous pilgrimages to the holy cities 
and studied with the leading traditionists, including Zuhrl, so that he and Malik, both of 
whom wrote down their materials, became known as the preservers of the hadith of the Hijaz 
(Jarh, Taqdimahy pp. 234 f.; Khatib IX 179, 183). Both Sufyan and his fellow transmitter of 
this text, cIsa ibn Yunus (d. 187/803; see Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 185, which gives his death date 
as 191/807; Jarh I I I 1, pp. 291 f.; Jam' I 392; Khatib XI 152-56; DhahabI I 257-59), were 
pupils of the Ktifan Acmash (see p. 152). For Acmash's transmission from cUmarah ibn cUmair 
see Bukharl, Ta?rlkh I I I 2, p. 499, Jarh I I I 1, pp. 266, and Jamc I 396. 

The biographical literature does not specifically substantiate direct progressive transmis
sion for the three earliest links in the isnad, though place and time provided an opportunity 
for such transmission because all three men were Kufans of the first century. Individually 
they are listed among the trustworthy. They could have passed unnamed among the "and 
others'' usually found at the end of a list of transmitters. cUmarah ibn cUmair died sometime 
during Hisham's reign (Ibn Sacd VI 201), while Abu Macmar died during the governorship 
of Ziyad ibn Ablhi (Ibn Sacd VI 70). Abu Mascud cUqbah ibn cAmr al-Badri was a well known 
Companion and traditionist whose musnad is to be found in TayalisI, pp. 85 f., and Ibn 
Hanbal IV 118-22. His death date is variously reported as about 40/660 to after 60/680 
(Ibn Sacd VI 9; Jarh I I I 1, p. 313; IstVab II 658; Isabah II 1167 f.; Jam' I 380). 

The tradition is widely known and is often repeated with very slight change in the word 
order of the content. Ibn Hanbal IV 122 carries the isnad forward to cIsa ibn Yunus, and 
Nasa^I I 167 carries it back to Muhammad. In most of the other parallels the isnad branches 
out from Acmash (e.g. TayalisI, p. 85, No. 613; Abu Da^ud I 226; Darimi I 304; Ibn Majah I 
147; Nasa'I I 158; TirmidhI II 65 f.). The sense of the content is frequently reported with 
different isnad's and sometimes in longer traditions describing Muhammad's practices (e.g. 
TayalisI, p. 217, No. 1547; Muslim IV 97, 213; Bukharl I 202 f.; Darimi 1305; TirmidhI II 77; 
see also Concordance I 346 ^j>. and I I I 333 i^JL^). 

Tradition 4* Hammad ibn Salamah ibn Dinar (d. 167/784 at age of ca. eighty), leading 
Basran scholar and traditionist, was considered the most trustworthy transmitter of the 
hadith of Thabit al-Bunanl (d. between 123/741 and 128/746 in his eighties) and of that of 
his own maternal uncle Humaid al-TawIl (60-142/680-759). Ibn Hibban describes his activi
ties as follows: "He was among those who traveled and wrote and collected and composed 
(sannaf) and memorized and discoursed7' (see p. 43 above). He was inclined to bypass the 
suspect links of an isnad (tadlis), and hence some traditionists avoided his materials, but Ibn 
Hibban (Sahih I 114-18, esp. p. 116) came to his defense and pointed out that his tadlis was 
to be trusted as was that of several other famous traditionists. He incumbered himself with 
few worldly possessions, but his Qur^an and his books, carried in a knapsack, were always seen 
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with him (Nawawi, Bustdn al-carif%n [Cairo, 1348/1929] p. 32). Among his manuscripts was a 
copy of the book of the schoolteacher Qais ibn Sacd of Mecca (d. 117/735 or 119/737; see 
Ibn Sacd V 355; Mtfdrif, p. 271; Bukhari, Ttfrikh IV 1, p. 154; Jarh I I I 2, p. 99; Nawawi, p. 
515; Dhahabi I 190; Mlzdn I I 350). Hammad's materials were sought by many of his own 
generation and by younger scholars who wrote from his dictation and from whom in turn the 
next generation of collectors made copies (Ibn Sacd VII 2, pp. 39 f.; Bukhari, TaPrlkh I I 1, 
pp. 21 f.; Jarh I 2, pp. 140^2; Mascudl VI 259 f.; Dhahabi I 189 f.; Mlzdn I 277-79; Jam' I 
103). Such scholars include Slbawaih (Macdriff p. 252; Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn al-Hasan 
al-Zubaidl, Tabaqdt al-nahwiyyln wa al-lughawiyyin, p. 66). cAmr ibn cAsim (d. 213/828; 
Dhahabi I 355), Yahya ibn al-Daris (Dhahabi I 317), cAmr ibn Abi Salamah (d. 214/829; 
Mlzdn I 277, where the "Abi" has dropped out, and II 289), cAbd al-Wahid ibn Ghiyath and 
Musa ibn IsmacIl al-Basrl al-Tabudhkl (d. 223/838), from whom Yahya ibn Macm and Abu 
Zarcah wrote down Hammad's materials (Jarh, Taqdimah, pp. 315, 329, 335; Dhahabi I 357). 
The number most frequently mentioned for traditions dictated by or copied from Hammad 
is 10,000, and some of these men add that they wrote down an equal number of traditions 
from Sufyan al-Thaurl. 

Thabit al-Bunani (Ibn Sacd VII 2, pp. 3 f.; Ma'drif, p. 241; Tabari III 2500) was a Basran 
qdss known for his piety and concern with the Qm°an. He had a small collection of some 250 
traditions, and a deliberate test by Hammad ibn Salamah proved that he had memorized 
them well (Jarh I 1, p. 449; Dhahabi I 118). Though he transmitted from several leading tra-
ditionists, his chief mentor was Anas ibn Malik, with whom he was associated for some forty 
years (Bukhari, Ta?r%kh I 2, pp. 159 f.; Abu Nucaim II 327; Ibn Hibban, p. 67). Some of his 
traditions from Anas and others are to be found in the Sahihain of Muslim and Bukhari and 
other collections (Jamc I 65 f.; Ibn Hanbal I 295 f., I l l 121-25 et passim; Tayalisi, pp. 270-74; 
Abu Nucaim II 227-33). 

For Humaid al-TawIl see page 152, and for samples of his traditions see for example Ibn 
Hanbal I I I 98-100, 103-9, and 190 f. 

Parallels for this long tradition and its isndd are found in Muslim IV 189 and Ibn Hanbal 
I I I 247. In both of these the first part is more nearly identical with the papyrus text (recto 
10-13) than is the second part. Tayalisi, p. 271, No. 2030, provides a close parallel to the first 
part, while in Ibn Hanbal III 100, 182, and 205 there are parallels for recto 10-11 that come 
from Humaid. I t would seem therefore that the compiler of the papyrus text combined several 
traditions transmitted by Thabit and Humaid from Anas into a composite tradition—a prac
tice that was followed by Tayalisi for traditions of these and other pupils of Anas (Tayalisi, 
p. 273, No. 2056). Related traditions from other sources are found for example in Muwatta? I 
75, Risalah, p. 36, Bukhari I 205 f., Muslim IV 188 f., and Abu Da'ud I 300 f. 

Tradition 5. Ta'us ibn Kaisan (d. 106/724 at age of over ninety) was a leading Yemenite 
traditionist whose position was comparable to that of Muhammad ibn Slrln in Basrah. He 
insisted on the literal transmission of hadith. He died in Mecca on the last of some forty pil
grimages he is said to have made (Ibn Sacd V 391-95; Bukhari, Ta?rlkh II 2, p. 366; Jarh II 1, 
pp. 501 f.; Dhahabi I 83 f.; Jamc I 235 f.). For samples of his traditions see Tayalisi, p . 340, 
and Abu Nucaim IV 16-23. For Ta^us as a Quranic commentator see page 108. 

Three parallels for this tradition, from three different sources, are found in Ibn Sacd V 392, 
and two of them end with Ay>-y^ V.WJ iylL^, which suggested the reconstruction of the 
papyrus text. 

Tradition 6. Maimun ibn Mihran (40-117/660-735) was one of the leading jurists of the 
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Jazlrah. He served under cUmar I I as financial governor and judge of that province but soon 
retired and devoted his time to scholarship and prayer. He and Hasan al-Basrl, Makhul 
al-Shami, and Zuhrl came to be known as the leading scholars of Hisham's reign. Maimun's 
transmission from Ibn c Abbas and his excessive preoccupation with prayer accord with the 
text of the papyrus, for which, however, no parallel has yet been found (Ibn Sacd VII 2, pp. 
177 f. and 181; Ma'drif, pp. 288 f.; Bukhari, Ttfrikh IV 1, pp. 338 f.; Jarh I 1, pp. 233 f.; 
Abu Nucaim IV 82-97; Khatib XII 188 f.; Dhahabi I 93 f.; Jam' II 514). 

Tradition 7. Since it is impossible to determine how many lines are lost at the bottom of 
the recto and the top of the verso, more than one tradition may be involved. 

Tradition 8. This double tradition gives evidence, because of cancellation of text (verso 2), 
of copying or dictation from manuscript. The use of dhakara (verso 3) to start the second and 
corroborative tradition also indicates the use of manuscripts (cf. p. 157). This second tradition 
could be an editorial addition by either Abu Rauh al-Nadr ibn cArabi himself (cf. Tradition 
10) or by his transmitter. Abu al-cAtuf al-Jarrah ibn al-Minhal (d. 168/784-85) was from the 
Jazlrah, where he served as judge. He transmitted from several outstanding traditionists, 
including Zuhrl, and among those who transmitted from him was Abu Salih cAbd al-Ghaffar 
ibn Da^ud al-Harranl (Jarh I 1, p. 522). Abu al-cAttif was generally considered a weak tradi-
tionist (Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 182; Bukharl, Ta'rikh I 2, p. 228; Daulabi II 32; Mlzan I 180; 
Lisan I I 99 f.). 

cAbd al-Karlm Abu Ummaiyah (d. 127/745) was originally from Basrah but settled as a 
schoolteacher in Mecca, where he transmitted from SacId ibn Jubair (see pp. 98 f., 149) among 
others. He was considered weak by some critics, though Malik and Sufyan al-Thauri were 
among his transmitters (Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 18; Jarh I I I 1, pp. 59 f.; Daulabi I 114; Dhahabi 
I 133; Mlzan I I 144 f.; Jam' I 324). 

No parallel has yet been found for the statement of cUmar ibn cAbd al-cAz!z. For the tradi
tion as a whole there are numerous close parallels that trace back to Muhammad through 
isndd's other than that of the papyrus (e.g. Ibn Hanbal III 140 f. and 150, IV 130; Abu Da^ud 
IV 332 f.). The burden of the tradition is that one should love one's neighbor as one's self 
out of love for God, a concept that is found repeatedly in the standard collections (e.g. 
Muwatta" I I 953 f.; Bukharl I 11; Ibn Hanbal III 141, IV 70, and V 241, 239, 247; Dariml II 
307; Abu Nucaim V 120-22, 129 f.; see also Concordance I 407 f.). 

Tradition 9. For Mujahid see page 98. The content has no identical parallels, but closely 
related traditions are available (e.g. Ibn Hanbal VI 20; Ibn Majah II 109). 

Tradition 10. The isndd links have been covered in the comments on preceding traditions. 
No parallel for Mujahid's practice has been found, though Muhammad and others are reported 
as doing the same (e.g. Ibn Hanbal V 338; Akhbdr al-quddt I 194; see also Concordance II 56 
tJwaJl JJUo). Note Abu Rauh al-Nadr ibn cArabfs editorial comment at the end of the 
tradition. 

Tradition 11. The isndd has been covered. The complete tradition, that is, with both the 
isndd and the main of the papyrus, does not seem to be in the standard collections. Closely 
related parallels on the authority of Abu Musa al-Ashcari (d. 42/662) are available (e.g. Muslim 
XV 52; Ibn Hanbal IV 393, 403; Tirmidhl XI 212). The Quranic passage is from Surah 8:33. 
Concordance IV 250, under (t-s^p, has references to the Qm°an only as a saving guide. Tabarl 
(Tafslr XII I 509-16) brings together traditions bearing on the theme. Ibn Kathlr (Tafslr, ed. 
Muhammad Rashid al-Rida, IV [Cairo, 1346/1927] 53), however, cites the papyrus tradition 
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in full on the authority of the cAbd al-Ghaffar ibn DaDud on the authority of Nadr ibn cAdI 

(sic; error for ^ . ^) with two variants, namely ^ j U ^ for ^JJ^* of verso 13 and A^UI for 

jJUl of verso 12. He adds a comment that A^UI must be an error for AJUI , as the papyrus 

text itself proves in verso 14. The two amdn's or safeguards are the Prophet and repentance 
(j\ikJ)i\j ^ 1 ) . 

Note (verso 16) Abu Salih's editorial comment mentioning cAmr ibn Jannad ibn Ibrahim ibn 
Muslim, who has not yet been identified, as a witness to the transmission of the tradition. 
Note the use of shahada and dhakara (instead of the more familiar samica or haddaiha) in 
verso 16 and 18 respectively, which suggests transmission from manuscripts. 

Tradition 12. This corroborative isndd for the preceding tradition, provided by Abu Salih, 
draws attention to Abu Rauh al-Nadr ibn cArabi's bypassing (dais) of Mujahid, of whom Abu 
Salih himself approved (see pp. 73, n. 1, 173, 233 for other examples of the bypassing of 
names). 

IDENTIFICATION AND SIGNIFICANCE 

I 

The first clue to the identification of the transmitter from Abu Rauh al-Nadr ibn cArabi is 
provided by Abu Salih and his editorial comments in Traditions 1, 11, and 12. The best 
known Egyptian Abu Salih of the time of Nadr and the following generation is the secretary 
of Laith ibn Sacd (d. 175/791), who accompanied Laith on a visit to Baghdad in the year 
161/778. Here they sought the leading cIraqi scholars and wrote down a large number of 
traditions, including copies of sizable written collections such as that of Hushaim al-Wasiti 
(104-83/722-99), which is said to have consisted of some 20,000 organized traditions (hadith 
mubawwab)} There was thus a possibility that this rough sheet with its small format and few 
traditions found its way into Egypt in the company of this Abu Salih, who was in his early 
twenties at the time of his visit to Baghdad. But inasmuch as the biographical literature 
nowhere definitely links Laith and his secretary with Abu Rauh al-Nadr ibn cArabI, it became 
necessary to look for another contemporary Abu Salih who was associated with both the 
Jazirah and cIraq since Nadr and his fellow transmitters cIsa ibn Ytinus, Sufyan al-Thauri, 
and Hammad ibn Salamah came from these provinces. The man sought had to be associated 
also with Egypt, where the papyrus itself was found. 

DaulabI supplied the next clue in listing Abu Salih cAbd al-Ghaffar ibn Da3ud al-Harranl 
(d. 224/839), that is, a man from the Jazirah.2 As this Abu Salih's traces were followed, it 
finally became certain that he is the Abu Salih of the papyrus text. He was well acquainted 
with Nadr, whose traditions he transmitted.3 He transmitted also from Hammad of Tradi
tion 4.4 Furthermore, he settled in Egypt and transmitted from Laith ibn Sacd.6 The final 
and certain touch was provided by Ibn Kathlr, who has preserved the one parallel that is so 
far available for Tradition 11 of the papyrus (see p. 162). His isndd reads: "Ibn AbT Hatim 
said my father related to us (haddathana) that cAbd al-Ghaffar ibn DaDud related to them 
that Nadr ibn cArabi (printed text has ^ O P , an obvious error for , - J ^ ) related to them 
saying, 'Ibn c Abbas said . . . .' " The matn that follows repeats almost verbatim that of the 

1 Ibn Sa^d VII 2, pp. 61 and 70; Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 295; 3 Bukhari, TcPrlkh IV 2, p. 89; Jarh III 1, p. 54; Jam- I 
Khatib IX 479, XIII 4; Dhahabi I 229 f.; see also p. 39 329. 
above. * Jarh III 1, p. 54. 

2 DaulabI II 9 f. 5 DaulabI II 10; Futith, p. 182. 
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papyrus text. Ibn Abi Hatim and his father, Abu Hatim al-Razi, are the authors of the Jarh 
wa al-tacdil that is quoted so frequently in these studies. Abu Hatim made a grand tour 
(rihlah) of the provinces in the years 213-21/828-36 and wrote down thousands of traditions 
all along the way. He spent seven months in Egypt "seeking out the leading traditionists by 
day and spending the nights in copying and collating manuscripts."6 At this time, then, he 
must have sought out Abu Salih al-Harranl, who had settled in Egypt and from whom he 
wrote down some materials, including the tradition under consideration, which he passed on 
to his son. The latter, in turn, quoted the tradition in connection with his comment on Surah 
8:33 in his own Taj sir,1 which was quoted by Ibn Kathir and thus came to play a part in the 
identification of our document. Exactly when Abu Salih al-Harrani settled in Egypt is nowhere 
specifically stated. But, inasmuch as he transmitted from the Egyptians Laith ibn Sacd and 
Ibn Lahicah, he must have settled there before the death of the latter in the year 174/790. 

There still remains the problem of the approximate date of the papyrus. The use of the 
"western" method of dotting the fa? and the qdf, with a dot below and above respectively, 
points to the Egyptian rather than the earlier c Iraqi ("eastern") period of Abu Salih's activities. 
The complete absence of the tasliyah points to second- rather than third-century practice. The 
comparatively poor and uneven script and the several errors point to the hand of a young 
student rather than to that of a mature scholar. I t therefore seems preferable to assign this 
small papyrus sheet or roll to the last quarter of the second century rather than to the first 
quarter of the third even though Abu Salih may have continued to have young Egyptian 
pupils until the end of his life in the year 224/839. That he did so seems very unlikely, how
ever, since his biographical entries are few and brief and so far as I have been able to discover 
his transmitters (apart from some members of his family) include only three travelers from 
the east—Ishaq ibn Ibrahim of Kufah, BukharT, and Abu Hatim al-Razi (for references see 
nn. 2-3). 

In view of the conclusions outlined above, I venture to suggest that inasmuch as Abu 
Salih al-Harrani was no stranger to Laith ibn Sacd and his secretary, also named Abu Salih, 
it is entirely possible that the preservation of our document is due to the secretary's known 
practice of collecting tafslr and hadlth manuscripts, for the direct use of which he was con
demned by the critics (see p. 173). He had repeated opportunities to acquire such manuscripts 
or copies of them from Abu Salih al-Harrani and from the latter's son cAbd al-Rahman. 

As for the family isnad, Abu Salih al-Harranf s son cAbd al-Rahman was born in Egypt, 
where he wrote down traditions from Ibn Wahb and others of his generation, including Abu 
Salih the secretary, but later moved to Baghdad, where he died in the year 252/866.8 cAbd 
al-Rahman's son Qasim (d. 272/885) and his daughter Fatimah, who was over eighty when 
she died (312/924), were both of Baghdad but moved to Egypt. Qasim made a trip back to 
Baghdad and wrote down traditions while he was there.9 Qasim's son cAbd al-Rahman and 
his grandson Ahmad both wrote down traditions from the aged Fatimah, who had her father's 
manuscripts in her possession and used them.10 

6 Jarh, Taqdimah, pp. 349-68, esp. pp. 353 f., 359 f., and s Khatlb X 270 f. 
366 f.; Dhahabi I 132-34, III 47. , K M l b x n 4 3 3 

10 Khatlb XIV 441. See ibid. p. 440 for an earlier in-
7 A manuscript copy of this Tafslr is in the Egyptian stance of a woman traditionist who used the manuscripts 

National Library in Cairo (see GAL S I 279). of her father and grandfather in her transmission. 
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II 

The significance of the content of this papyrus lies in the fact that only three traditions (Nos. 
3, 4, and second part of 8) report with a full isndd the sayings or deeds of Muhammad and 
that they have identical or nearly identical parallels in the standard hadlth collections, while 
most of the traditions report the words or deeds of the Companions and Successors and have 
few or no close parallels. Yet these traditions that do not represent the main stream of hadlth 
offer nothing new as to the ideas and general practices current in the second century. The 
greater relative rate of survival of the sayings and deeds of the Prophet and their stability 
during the second century is thus as obvious as it is logical (see pp. 77 f.). 

The terminology of the full isnad's gives evidence of both oral and written transmission. 
The biographical data on the successive transmitters reveal that most of them, beginning 
with the Companions, were known to have used written sources and to have written down 
their own materials. In chronological order these transmitters include Ibn c Abbas (Traditions 
6, 11, 12), Anas ibn Malik (Tradition 4), Mujahid ibn Jabr (Traditions 9, 10, 12), Humaid 
al-Tawil (Tradition 4), Hammad ibn Salamah ibn Dinar (Tradition 4), and Sufyan ibn 
cUyainah (Tradition 3). Thus we have evidence of correlation between the survival and 
stability of hadlth al-nabl and the continuous production of permanent written records from 
the time of Muhammad onward. 
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Oriental Institute No. 17627. Late second or early third/early ninth century. 
Good medium brown papyrus, 23.3 X 24.8 cm., with 19 or 20 lines to the page (Pis. 11-12). 

The margins vary from 1.5 to 3 cm. in width, the upper margin being the widest. Allowance 
of 1.5 cm. for the loss of the right margin yields a square format. The papyrus has been 
damaged by worms, is peeled and broken in spots, and has lost its upper right corner. 

Script—Schooled cursive book hand liberally dotted. A small ha? appears under the ha? of 
ahram in recto 15, and the muhmilah appears over the sin of rasul in recto 4. Fathah, kasrah, 
and dammah each occur once in recto 8, 10, and 16 respectively, and dammah occurs in verso 
14 also. The reversed ya? is rare. The initial alif of ibn in Ibn Shihab and similar name forms 
is omitted throughout. Letter extension for ha? and its sister forms is used occasionally and 
unevenly. The circle with a dot is used for punctuation and collation, though in recto 6, 8, 14 
and verso 7, 14, 19 it has either a line through it or an adjoining arc below it; the significance 
of these devices is not yet clear unless they indicate double collation (cf. pp. 87 f.). 

TEXT 

RECTO 

U ^ ^ J t ^ L f i jA OlSj ^J v l r 3 ^ fJd {J it^i ^ r-^Ljr^ ^ ^ JlS ^ L x ; <JJ L5-f^i l ( l ) 1 

&J\ ^j A] L j J j &)j ^J A] i a ^ j j l v_*^l ^y JlS *%J>\ AJIP AMI J ^ ; 01 di!U J J (j*i\ L^^ - l JlS] 3 

ANI JJ^J 01 U*L JlS c ^ l ^ j>\ JP JJtP JJJ*- JlS dJJI JjJey JlS (3) O <U.L>j J ^ j i i l 4 

LcJ.wa>-l l i l JlS 

I f c i j I ^ I P \jjz*\i ^ j ^ COJJ>-I \i\j !>lxSl j ^ AS>- o^kpli S / - ^ . ( j ^ ^ U 5 

jj?-\ Jli 

U^J J i j j 4jJb ^ i ^lu7 A*>W2J l^b-l l i l 015" *^U)I AJIP AIII J ^ J 01 A-^IP U ^ J ^ - ^ ' LH VJ*^ ^ 

1—»l$-i ^ j l ^ J J I P (JJJO- JU « ĴiJI (jS^J JlS (s) © sJL*>- J P L^J *c*~*l *.[*] Ol^UJ>- 8 

JJiP dLl j lilt *^J yUl^ l j lilt JJ_/>^*lJI J ^ - M ^ f M J l Aip AIII J j ^ ; 01 tJJj JlS 9 

AJJI JJ^J 01 t i l JlS t - j l ^ i JJ I J P J ^ j j ' a ^ JlS dJUl J$Jb-[j JlS (6) O ] 4J AJ L-Ji^i 10 

A ^ U I AJIP 

^LJ * ^ 4 Jj>-I OJJ^J JlS 1;!^ ( t ^ l ^ i \y) lilS J>^!l V ^ ^ J ^ ' <3P ̂ ^ i ^ ^ ^ 

jiJo-j JlS (7) O jTJlifel ^ IJUb 0[j]yj Otjljl JL5S ^ - j l ^ j c J l t OS ̂ j U t l 1/ 12 

OlTj ^ U l £ * * ! 01T ^MJi 4ip 4III iiyMj 01 t i l J l i u^l^A JJ\ J P J ^ p jJa>- JlS £J! [ l ] 13 

166 
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JJS-\ JU ^ i p j , l J P J^SP JJ'OS- JU d J I jJa>- JU (8) O 0 U j J ^ u ^ . [ i ] 14 

U^» fU-j^l dllU JU A ^ J I 411 j U JU 41 ^MJI U P ^ 1 J P ^LSA JJ OjWI j , 15 

(̂ -iSsJ a^l Ul <_£**£« X*** *1 JLi l t_jj U Jy5J a^l 4JI ^s i iJ ^ '1 »l ^Ti l i_jj I 16 

V 1 ^ CH1 u^ J ^ i>?J>- Jl» £~M ^ ' - ^ j JU (9) O l ^ £ i iSoll j b - ^Vy» U Situ, J . 17 

JU (lo) 0 do J^Jl lift J i ^ 4JI JUP (JPJ^P J y SJLJJs JJ lys>-J\ JLP j j jSC j j l J i ^ l JU 18 

4!l JJ-J JU Jj£ CJIS* tioU j l ^ j J ! j , 5 j ^ ^ ^ - 1 JU ^ I f r i j , l ^ J J P jJa>. JU 19 

VERSO 

JU «Ly U_]p All I ^> 4J'UJ XP j l T LIS ^ l ^ j ^ 4>JI JA aJ*l» \y_ Jb- Oj-u y-J JA U 1 

f ^ 1
 JA11 r^1 J>. (»JtiJiJi JI>I^.JAJ jp^i jiVi ^ -an ja ^ */>ir>i oiss 2 

[dJ!l (^JO^j] JU ( l l ) O <u d>Jbw ulT (̂ Ji!l doJbJI 4l CJ^ j Ljliiu V Til iJjlp CJU 3 

[O ^ . u JJ*JI ^ I j *y JU *MJI U P 41 Jj-y 01 IJJJ JU <J[^ jA j p J J P j j j b - JU 4 

I^J JU pU\ U_]p 41 J ^ j ol LiL JU <_>L>i ^1 J P JjiP jSjb- JU d J I j j* jb- (12) 5 

[ ^ ^ j U P 411 JU*] J12S 4)1 JJ-J I *L->U ^ ouT JJ i I4IJ U fa*; l^'li 4)1 VI Jl V 6 

JU-j o l ^ oS JU ^ i p ^1 J P JJp ^ ' o ^ JU d J I ^O'J^-J JU (13) O f .u i *UMJ 7 

L ^ ^ - J J JU (l4) O O ^ J j ^ - U l l ^XA!J I}*}*} jt^U^I ISI J ^ ^ ^ y l̂ 2L 8 

i >L>J l ^ ^ 1 j ^ ] OUP £J dUip i>-j^ SJJ^JI il^JI ^y^ J4 ^Ik^JI j j ^^P Ji>-li 10 

Jl i j+A ^ 4ltl â p ^ v ^ l Jl i ^ l ^ j j l J P J ^ ^ j b - J l i c J I ^Jb- j J l i (15) o 11 

[ J i l IS J\ l+L* ^j] b JUi ^Li«j j j u ISL^ 61S" J>-j ^ dj l^ j AJUP ^ 1 ^ 13 

-o'l ^1^1 ^1 J P J ^ j J a ^ Jl i cJJI jiJo-j Jl i (l6) O j t i ^ L ^ JU- yUai ^ J i j ^ 14 

C w » Jl i 

W^J JJ71 ^ (S^ d j ! i l ^J1^ cH"^ Ifc^S"! ĴJi JJ-J I J>-j Jl i SI ̂  U 16 

-Oil J ^ j ^ ^ P CJI; I yiSj ^ U l ASJJ [J]l i UU AJL, 61S" ^a!l J^JI J l l ^ Ly l ^ ^ j 17 

[4J] £~J Oi S Ĵ AJJ 4SI ijj^j J>j!j J l i olT U olS" Ji JUi A J U * i 0jljl J^UJj l̂ j 18 
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j>J U AUI 6yy 01 c^l^i jil &> JU5P (JJO^ JIS dJi l j J J b ^ Jli (l7) O l^J J i a l i 19 

(i«l*) *l ^ J>-^i yUij J£ SJlillj SJliJI j»ĵ «l *f j^Ui «Ji !>*k*d 61 ^J^li J ^ J y)j j * 20 

Comments.—Tradition 1. The surviving text is an editorial comment by the transmitter of 
this collection from Laith ibn Sacd. 

Tradition 2. Laith ibn SaDd (d. 175/791), the Egyptian traditionist, judge, and jurist, met 
Zuhri during a pilgrimage in the year 113/732 and wrote down traditions from him. He 
transmitted also from a manuscript of Zuhri that was in his possession. Much of his Zuhri 
material, however, came to him through Zuhri's leading pupils, including cUqail ibn Khalid 
(Khatib XII I 6; Abu Nucaim II I 361; Ibn Khallikan I 554 f.; Dhahabi I 103 f.; Ibn Kathlr 
IX 342 f.). The isndd Zuhri-cUqaiKLaith appears frequently in the standard hadith collec
tions. Though cUqail ibn Khalid (d. 142 or 144/759 or 761) transmitted from several tradi-
tionists, the bulk of his collection came from Zuhri (Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 206; Bukhari, Ta?rlkh 
IV 1, p. 94; Dhahabi I 152 f.; JamQ I 406). cUqail died in Egypt, and Laith is reported as 
having the "book of cUqail" in his possession, but it is not clear whether this was cUqaiPs 
original manuscript or Laith's copy of it (Khatib IX 480). 

For Anas ibn Malik see page 249. 
The tradition has an identical parallel in Bukharl IV 112, transmitted from Laith by 

Yahya ibn cAbd Allah ibn Bukair (154-231/771-845). A number of parallels are identical or 
nearly identical in content but have variants for the cUqail link of the isndd. cUqaiPs fellow 
pupil Yunus ibn Yazid al-Aill is the source for some of these parallels (e.g. Bukhari II 9; 
Muslim XVI 114; Abu Dacud I I 132 f.). His only variant is 6j^ ^y for ^^. l •*. There are 
also parallels that convey the meaning but come from other than the Zuhri-Anas source 
(e.g. Ibn Hanbal I I I 156 and 266, IV 112, V 279; Bukhari IV 112). 

Traditions related to the Qm°anic theme of charitable giving to relatives (Surahs 2:177, 
33:6, 42:23) have been covered in the discussion of Document 2 (pp. 117 f.). 

Tradition 5. No identical parallel seems available. Numerous related traditions convey the 
meaning but have different isndd's, most of them tracing back through Anas and Abu Hurairah 
to Muhammad (e.g. Muwatta? I I 979; Ibn Hanbal I I 337 and 378, I I I 305 and 382; Muslim 
XII I 68 f.; Abu Da^ud I I I 28; Tirmidhi X 294 f.). 

Tradition 4- No identical parallel has been found. Related traditions are numerous, for 
Muhammad frequently breathed or spat on his hands before using them to bless or heal or 
even to ward off danger. A number of these traditions trace back to Zuhri-cUrwah-cADishah 
(e.g. Muwatta^ II 942 f.; Bukhari I I I 401 and IV 61-64, esp. abwabS2, 39, 41; Ibn Hanbal 
V 68, VI 379; see also Concordance I 273 f. Jij). 

Tradition 5. This seems to be a singleton tradition. However, since even God and the angels 
prayed over early risers (Ibn Hanbal I I I 12, 44), Muhammad could have blessed his Compan
ions or prayed for their forgiveness on the occasions when he had early breakfast with them 
(cf. Concordance II 435 j>*J). The papyrus text makes it clear that cUqail had doubts about 
the tradition and expressed them to Laith in writing. 

Tradition 6. Note the cancellation of the last word in recto 11. The tradition has no parallel 
in the standard collections. There is, however, a tradition to the effect that dirty nails dis
qualify one for knowing the news from heaven: *UJ | jL^-l (Ibn Hanbal V 417; cf. cAli ibn 
Rabban al-Tabari, Kitdb al-din wa al-daulah, ed. A. Mingana [Manchester etc., 1341/1923] 
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p. 27). The preoccupation of Muhammad and his contemporaries with dreams and their inter
pretation can be gauged from references to these themes in the Qm°an (e.g. Surahs 12:35 ff., 
37:103), in Slrah (Vol. I 557, 873), and in the standard hadith collections (see Concordance I 
114^1, and II 199 ff., esp. p. 206, * l j j ) . Muhammad is known to have urged his followers 

to relate their dreams to him, though more often than not it was the people who asked him 
for interpretation of their dreams (e.g. Muwatta? II 956 f.; Ibn Hanbal II 369, V 50; Abu 
Nucaim I 303; Concordance IV 117 ^ P ) . Perhaps it should be noted here that Muhammad 
himself is said, after his death, to have given news from heaven to his followers through 
dreams (e.g. Ibn Hanbal, Kitab al-warac, pp. 54 f.; see also our Document 9, Tradition 9). Any 
Islamic treatment of the subject of dreams draws attention to Muhammad's tradition that 
dreams are one of the forty-six signs of prophecy (see Concordance 1343; Abu al-Laith al-Samar-
qandi, Bustdn al-carifin [on margins of his Tanblh al-ghdfilln] pp. 33-36). The interpretation 
of dreams early became and has remained a legitimate theme for Muslim theologians and phi
losophers. Nathaniel Bland ("On the Muhammedan science of tabir, or interpretation of 
dreams," Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society XVI [1856] 118-71) discussed the development 
of this literature. The attribution of the so-called earliest Islamic works on the subject to 
Muhammad ibn Sirln (d. 110/728) and the Shlcite Imam Jacfar ibn Muhammad al-Sadiq 
(d. 148/765) is suspect (see GAL S I 102; Bland, op. cit. pp. 123 f.; Joseph de Somogyi, "The 
interpretation of dreams in ad-Damlrfs Hay at al-Hayawan" Journal of the Royal Asiatic 
Society, 1940, pp. 1-3; M. Hidayet Hosain, "A treatise on the interpretation of dreams," 
Islamic Culture VI [1932] 568-85). Though several Arabic works on dreams appeared in the 
third and fourth centuries, the earliest unquestioned extant work is that written by Abu 
Sacid al-Dinawari in the year 397/1006 for the cAbbasid caliph Qadir (GAL I 244). For dreams 
and prophecy in the monotheistic Semitic religions see Bland, op. cit. and Sweetman, Islam 
and Christian Theology II122-30. For a recent view of the interpretation of dreams among the 
Arabs as seen in the light of modern psychology see A. Abdel Daim, UOniromancie arabe d'aprcs 
IbnSirin (Damas, 1958). 

Zuhrfs source for this tradition was probably his teacher Sacid ibn al-Musayyib, who was 
known as an expert on dreams (Macdrif, pp. 223 f.). 

Coverage of all the chapters on dreams in the standard collections brought two points to 
light. (1) Muhammad ibn Sinn is, indeed, quite prominent in these chapters and is frequently 
cited on the authority of Abu Hurairah. (2) Two Egyptian transmitters from Laith-cUqail-
Zuhri are cited: Sacid ibn cUfair (146-226/763-840; see e.g. Bukharl IV 354, 355, 356) and 
Yahya ibn cAbd Allah ibn Bukair of Tradition 2 (see e.g. Bukharl IV 350, 353, 358, 362). For 
samples of Muhammad ibn Sinn's interpretations see Abu Nucaim II 273 and 276-78. 

Tradition 7. There is no identical parallel. Traditions that describe Muhammad in super
latives are, of course, numerous and come from various sources. Those that specify that he 
was excellent in the month of Ramadan use the more inclusive word ^>-l instead of the ^J\ 

of the papyrus text. A group of these traditions traces back to Zuhri through cUqaiPs fellow 
transmitters (e.g. Bukharl I 6 and 475, II 309 f., I l l 396; Muslim XV 68 f.). 

Traditions 8-9. Abu Bakr ibn cAbd al-Rahman ibn akHarith (d. 94/713) of Tradition 8 
was an ascetic and a leading scholar of Medina. He transmitted from several of Muhammad's 
wives. He was, like Zuhri, held in high esteem by the caliph cAbd al-Malik (Ibn Sacd V 153 f.; 
Zubairi, p. 304; Jarh IV 2, p. 336; Abu Nucaim II187 f.; DhahabI I 59 f.; Jam' II 591 f.). The 
Abu Bakr of Tradition 9 seems to have no biographical entries, though his father, cAbd 
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al-Rahman, and his grandfather Hunaidah were well known (see e.g. Jarh II 2, p. 267; 
IstVab I 601; Usd V 73; Isabah III 1262 f.). 

The tradition has no complete parallel—that is, of both isnad and main—in the standard 
collections. But parallels for parts of it, some with very slight differences, are numerous as 
are also related traditions (e.g. Bukhari I 88, bab 17, and II 232 f.; Muslim XVI 299 f.; see 
also Tahawl III 278-80). 

Tradition 10. The isnad cA3ishah-cUrwah-ZuhrI appears frequently, and its links are too 
well known to detain us. The content of the tradition is also well known and traces back 
through more than one Successor and one Companion to cADishah. Nearly identical parallels, 
though some are not complete, are found in Bukhari IV 232 f., which carries the isnad forward 
to Yahya ibn cAbd Allah ibn Bukair as in Tradition 2, and in Muslim XV 209, which carries 
it forward to Shucaib ibn Laith ibn Sacd. Slight variants are found in Ibn Sacd II 2, p. 27, 
Bukhari III 191, and Ibn Hanbal VI 89 and 274; the last two, along with Sirah I 1008, are on 
the authority of Ibn Ishaq on the authority of ZuhrT. Variants that bypass Zuhrl are found 
in Muwatta* I 238, Bukhari III 227, Ibn Hanbal VI 176, 205, 269, and Ibn Majah I 254. 

Tradition 11. The reconstruction JUJI is preferable to 0^>J. The regulation is applicable 
to the sale of both slaves and animals (see e.g. Muwatta0 II 653, 689; ShaibanI, pp. 239-53; 
Kitab al-umm VII204, 241; Bukhari I I41; Tirmidhi V 247; J ami' II75; see also Surahs 3:130, 
2:278, 30:39). Muhammad's real intention as to riba?, "usury," seems to have confused ad
ministrators and commentators alike (as it still does), and cUmar I had reason to wish that 
Muhammad had been more explicit on the subject (see e.g. Tafslr VI 7-39, VII 204, 441 f., 
455 f., and IX 430^4; Tahawl IV 241 f.; Watt, Muhammad at Medina, pp. 206, 266, 296 f., 
355, and 370 f.; Roberts, The Social Laws of the Qoran, pp. 103-5; Sweetman, Islam and Chris
tian Theology II 20 f., 208; A. I. Qureshi, Islam and the Theory of Interest [Lahore, 1946] esp. 
chap. ii). 

Tradition 12. Muhammad's instruction that the formula of the unity of God should be 
repeated at every death scene is found in all the standard collections, as is also the emphasis 
on its great efficacy for every other occasion in life. The concept that what is good for the 
dying is even better for the living, ill or healthy, is also encountered frequently. Still, there is 
no identical parallel, that is, one of both isnad and matn. Related traditions with the variants 
^yJ\ and Ja^l instead of the *JU! of the papyrus are found for example in Ibn Majah I 227 f. 

and Abu Nucaim I 61. It should be noted that the papyrus text, like that of Muslim VI 219 f., 
Bukhari 1313, and Tirmidhi X 60, does not couple the formula with the mission of Muhammad 
as does Tayalisi, p. 265. In other related situations these "two words," the declaration of 
faith, are used together (e.g. Slrah I 957; Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-SarakhsI, Sharh al-kitdb 
alsiyar al-kablr It al-Shaibdni, ed. Salah al-Din al-Munajjid, I [Cairo, 1376/1957] 151 f.; 
DhahabI II 37). According to Tafsir XII313 the smallest scrap of paper on which the formula 
of unity is written outweighs 99 volumes containing one's sins and transgressions. 

Tradition 13. No complete parallels have yet been found. The insistence on disturbing the 
dying to repeat the formula of unity within their hearing or even to shout it into their ears 
was adopted because of the belief that the formula was the key to all the gates of heaven (see 
comments on Tradition 12). 

Tradition 14* Zuhrl received close parallels from several sources and transmitted them to 
a number of his pupils. The papyrus isnad, Zuhn-cUqail-Laith, is found in Amwal, p. 32, 
No. 80, where Laith continues the transmission through his secretary Abu Salih and his 
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pupil Yahya ibn cAbd Allah ibn Bukair. For other close parallels see for example Muwatto? I 
278 ( = Shaibani, p. 172) and ZurqanI II 73, Ibn Hanbal IV 137,327, and Tirmidhi VII 94-96. 

For Muhammad and the Mujus, or Magians, see Surah 22:17. Traditions reflecting their 
status in respect to the jizyah tax are numerous (e.g. Tayalisi, p. 31; Ibn Sacd IV 1, p. 82, 
and VII 2, pp. 26, 64, 120; Ibn Hanbal 1190 f., 194; Bukharl II 291-93; Abu Da'ud III 168 f.; 
Darimi I I 234; Futuh al-bulddn, pp. 78 f. and 267; Tabari II 1688). Legal opinions as to 
whether the Magians should be treated the same as the "people of the Book" for taxation 
are also numerous (e.g. Abu Ytisuf, Kitdb al-khardj, pp. 73-76; Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-
Sarakhsi, Sharh aVkitdb al-siyar al-kabir 1% al-Shaibani I 145-49; Risdlah, p. 59; Shafici, Kitdb 
ikhtildf al-hadith [on margins of Kitdb al-umm VII] pp. 21, 158-62; Yahya ibn Adam, Kitdb 
aUkhardj, ed. Ahmad Muhammad Shakir [Cairo, 1347/1929] p. 73; Amwdl, pp. 31-36, 544-
56; Tahawi II 415; Kifdyah, p. 27). For references to economic and social discrimination 
against the Magians specifically see e.g. Muwatta? II 541, 864, Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 170, 
Isfara^inl, Musnad I 188, 212 f., and Nubald01 47. For comment on the religious views of the 
Magians see Tafsir I I370 f. (on Surah 2:96) and Ta?wll, pp. 96 f. (where the Qadirites are com
pared with the Mujus). 

Tradition 15. The isndd links have been covered above except for the initial Companion, 
whose last name may be completed in a number of ways, for example [h j]l>-, [AJ;]U-, [*>-j]l>-
[jlj]l>-. Zaid ibn Khalid is, however, the only one whose name appears in connection with 
related traditions. Though Ibn cUmar is not specifically listed among those who transmitted 
from Zaid ibn Khalid, he had the opportunity of doing so along with SacId ibn al-Musayyib 
and others who served as links between Zaid and Zuhrl for many traditions. There is a great 
deal of confusion about Zaid's birth date, though the year 78/697 seems to be preferred by 
the biographers (Ibn Sacd IV 2, p. 66; Jarh II 1, p. 562; IstVdb I 191; Isdbah II 49 f.; Usd II 
228; Jam? I 142 f.). 

No parallel for the tradition has been found (see Concordance I 361 Ijl^). Muhammad was 
often called to pray over the dead; he did so if the deceased had been of good character 
(Muwatta* I I 458; Tirmidhi XII I 162 f.). Niggardliness was frowned upon, sometimes to the 
point of being equated with unbelief (MuwatW II 999, No. 19; Tirmidhi VIII 141 f.), and 
Muhammad is frequently quoted as being pained by it {Concordance I 146 f. Ji^j and III 
7 1 f > e i ) . 

Related traditions involving Muhammad's refusal to pray over the body of a debtor are 
numerous. Several of these have the isndd links Zuhii-cUqail~Laith, and transmitting from 
Laith are his son Shucaib, his secretary Abu Salih, and his pupil Yahya ibn cAbd Allah ibn 
Bukair (Bukharl I I I 490; Tirmidhi IV 290 f.). There are also related traditions which have 
Zuhrl and his transmitters, other than cUqail, in the isndd (e.g. Ibn Hanbal II 290; Ibn Majah 
I I 41; NasarT I 278 f.; Amwdl, p. 220). Related traditions that bypass Zuhrl and trace back 
to more than one Companion are likewise available (see e.g. Ibn Hanbal II 380 and 399 and 
Concordance I I I 349; see also Watt, Muhammad at Medina, p. 250). If someone assumed the 
dead man's debt, Muhammad then performed the prayers (Tayalisi, p. 233). Muhammad's 
attitude toward those who died in debt changed as his increasing revenue enabled him to 
assume the debts himself. His early practice is therefore said to be abrogated (see Tayalisi, 
p. 307; Abu Da'ud III 247; commentaries in Muslim VII 47 f. and Tirmidhi IV 290 f.). 

Tradition 16. This long tradition combining two separate episodes has no identical parallel. 
Muhammad's inability to refuse a request (e.g. Ibn Sacd I 2, pp. 92 f.; Muslim II 290) need 
not detain us. The episode of the striped garment and Muhammad's gift of it to the man 
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who requested it is reported with slight variations in a number of traditions, all of which trace 
back to the Companion Sahl ibn Sacd, whose death date is given as 88/707 or 91/710. He was 
arrested by Hajjaj ibn Yusuf in the year 74/693 but was rescued by cAbd al-Malik. He is 
considered the last of the Companions who stayed in Medina. Many scholars transmitted 
directly from him, including Zuhrl (Tabari II 855; Jarh II 1, p. 198; Isticdb II 571 f.; Usd II 
366 f.; Isdbah II 280). Most versions of this episode state that the garment was a gift from a 
woman who had herself woven it for Muhammad and add that the man who received it ex
plained that he wanted it for his shroud, for which it was actually used (see Ibn Sacd I 2, p. 
150, Ibn Hanbal V 333 f., Bukhari I 321 f. and II14 f., Ibn Majah II 192, and Nasa'I II 298, 
all of which bypass Zuhrl). It is interesting to note that one of these transmissions (Bukhari 
II 14 f.) is that of Yahya ibn cAbd Allah ibn Bukair of Traditions 2, 6, 10, and 15. 

The last part of the papyrus text, which refers to Muhammad's shroud, is not found in the 
standard collections though they dwell at length on the theme. A slight variant, also tracing 
back to Sahl ibn Sacd, is reported by Muttaqi al-Hindl (Kanzal cummal ft sunan al-aqwal 
wa al-afcal [Haidarabad, 1312-14/1894-96] IV 42, No. 956) on the authority of Tabari (pre
sumably in his Tafsir or his hadlth collection since it is not in his Ta^rikh). The section corre
sponding to the last sentence of the papyrus text reads AJ ̂ *JL̂  4l)l dy*j J»ji A] IgJliw y\j 
ATU^JI j i . Quite obviously this singleton tradition from Sahl suffered a few additions and 

subtractions in the course of its multiple transmission. That the papyrus text as transmitted 
from Zuhrl is the earliest extant if not, indeed, the original version is indicated by the presence 
of this second part of the tradition and of the nonchalant if not fatalistic phrase jlS" U 01S" Jl5 
(verso 18) instead of the obvious attempt, as in all the other versions, to glorify the motive 
behind the man's request for Muhammad's new and pleasing garment. For another gift of 
clothing to Muhammad see Yaqtit I 422 f. 

Tradition 17. This tradition, which traces back to at least two Companions, was transmitted 
by cUrwah ibn al-Zubair to Zuhri, who in turn transmitted it to several of his pupils, including 
Ibn Ishaq (Ibn Hanbal IV 323, 326) and Macmar ibn Rashid (Ibn Hanbal IV 328, 331; 
Bukhari II181). Macmar incorporated it in long historical accounts of the Treaty of Hudaibl-
yah, at the time of which Uram Salamah's calm advice averted trouble for Muhammad (see 
Abbott, "Women and the state in early Islam," JNES I [1942] 124). 

Quite obviously Zuhrl transmitted the tradition to another of his leading pupils, cUqail ibn 
Khalid of the papyrus text, which in all probability represents Zuhrfs original version. 

IDENTIFICATION AND SIGNIFICANCE 

I 

Laith's personal contacts with both Zuhrl and Zuhrfs leading transmitter, cUqail ibn Khalid, 
have been noted in the comments on Traditions 2 and 5 respectively. The problem here is to 
identify the transmitter of the papyrus text from Laith. Preliminary elimination of Laith's 
numerous direct transmitters narrows the choice to three possibilities: his son Shucaib (d. 199/ 
814),1 his secretary Abu Salih (d. 223/838), and his pupil Yahya ibn cAbd Allah ibn Bukair (d. 
231/845).2 The literary evidence in favor of the first two is about equal since both are known to 
have transmitted the "book of cUqail" from Laith. Shucaib's son cAbd al-Malik (d. 248/862) 

1 Bukhari, Ta?rikh II 2, p. 225; Jarh I I 1 , p. 351; Jam* I Dhahabi II 8; Jdmi' I 124; Jam'' I I 563; Nawawi, p. 627; 
211. Hum al-muhaaurah I 164; Ibn Farhun, p. 23; Irshad 

* Bukhari, TaPrtich IV 2, p. 285; Jarh IV 2, p. 165; II370. 
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transmitted the same book from his father in a written copy that began with \p .1 <JJO>-

J ^ {f- (J^J *his copy was known to Abu Salih.3 The cursive script and the use of copious 
diacritical points and some vowels in the papyrus text point away from Shucaib's time to 
the later period of Abu Salih, Yahya, and cAbd al-Malik. The evidence in favor of Yahya is 
twofold. First, like Abu Salih, he is known to have transmitted Laith's cUqail-Zuhri materials, 
some of which are cited by Abu cUbaid (d. 223/838) and Bukharl,4 who visited Egypt in the 
years 213/828 and 217/832 respectively and wrote down materials from Abu Salih and 
Yahya among other Egyptian scholars.5 Second, the papyrus text itself points to Yahya, who 
alone provided a verbatim parallel to Tradition 2 and nearly identical parallels to Traditions 
10 and 14. He, like Abu Salih and Shucaib, transmitted materials related to Tradition 15. More
over, Yahya is known to have expressed critical opinions6 such as appear in Traditions 1 and 5. 
Furthermore, it is known that he wrote down his materials and passed them on to others to 
copy but insisted on collation.7 

I t therefore seems safe to give preference to Yahya ibn cAbd Allah ibn Bukair as transmitter 
of the papyrus text from Laith. The document itself could be his own copy or one written by 
any one of his many transmitters. On the other hand, it could well be that Abu Salih the 
secretary of Laith had a role in its preservation (see p. 91). In that case the absence of 
parallels transmitted by Abu Salih would be explained by the fact that his transmission from 
manuscripts was suspected by some scholars, so that Bukharl, who actually transmitted his 
materials, usually disguised and suppressed (dalas) the secretary's name and stressed that of 
Laith instead.8 

II 

The fact that repeatedly forces itself on our attention is the virtual absence in the standard 
hadith collections of complete parallels, that is, parallels that cover both the isndd and the 
matn, for this papyrus text that originated with the famous Zuhrl and was transmitted by 
Egypt's leading traditionist of the second century. Analysis of the contents of the traditions 
and of the terminology used in their transmission helps to explain this fact. Of the sixteen 
traditions whose contents are reasonably well preserved only five (Nos. 2, 8-10, 15) are hadith 
al-nabi with the complete isndd that is carried back to Muhammad and uses the generally 
unquestionable terms haddathanl, akhbaranl, and qala. It is hardly an accident that four of 
these five traditions actually have parallels, either identical (Tradition 2) or close (Traditions 
8-10), in the standard collections. Traditions 3, 11, and 12 also are hadith al-nabi, but their 
isndd is incomplete (mursal) and omits the links preceding Zuhri, who uses the indefinite term 
balaghand, which during the second century came to imply some uncertainty about either the 
source or the content of a tradition (see p. 122). Though no complete parallels—that is, of 
both isndd and matn—are available in the standard collections for these three traditions, tra
ditions with different isndd's but similar in content are numerous. These incomplete parallels 
are not strictly literal (harfi) but adequately convey the sense (macna) of the traditions. Of 
the eight remaining traditions, seven (Nos. 4-7, 14, 16, 17) are sunnat al-nab% that is, they 

3 Khatib IX 480; see also Mascudi III 51, 54. 
4 See Amwal, pp. 8, 10, 110, 117, 125, 134, 161, 167, and 

202-7, for such materials transmitted through Abu Salih, 
and e.g. pp. 10,18, 30, 202-4, and 430, for materials trans
mitted through Yahya. 

6 See GAL I 106 and GAL S I 166; Nawawi, pp. 118 f.; 
Jamic I 268 f.; Husn al-muha4arah I 164. 

«Khatib XIII 3-7; DhahabI II 8. 

7 Futuh, Intro, pp. 3, 6 f. 

8 See Jarh II 2, pp. 86 f.; Khatib IX 478-81; DhahabI I 
352; Mlzan II 46 f.; Yaqut I 748. See also pp. 195 and 221 
below. 
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report exemplary acts or practices of Muhammad rather than his sayings. Of these, only Tra
dition 4 has a full isndd with unquestionable terminology; though it has no complete parallel, 
closely related traditions are available. The other six traditions have the incomplete isndd that 
omits the links preceding Zuhri, who in Traditions 5-7 and 14 uses the indefinite term balagha-
nd. Tradition 5 was questioned even by cUqail (see p. 168). Though the practices of Muham
mad that are reported in these six traditions are generally well known and accepted as such, 
none of the traditions has identical parallels in the standard collections. Finally, Tradition 13 
has no direct reference to either Muhammad's words or his deeds but has the same incomplete 
isndd. It, too, has no complete parallels though the practice it reports, namely the recitation 
of the formula of the unity of God within the hearing of the dying, was universal in the Islamic 
community. 

This analysis of the traditions of the papyrus text throws light on the bases for the selection 
of hadlth by the standard collectors of the second and third centuries, who were faced with an 
enormous amount of redundant material. They had first to choose what they considered ade
quately representative and then to condense it into a sizable yet manageable collection with
out, however, sacrificing a sufficiency of multiple sources to assure authenticity and accuracy 
as defined in their own terms in the science of hadlth criticism. Hence traditions with full 
isndd's that traced back to Muhammad received high priority, which accounts for their 
prominence and survival in the works of such leading jurists and traditionists as Malik, 
Shafi% Muslim, and Bukharl. The high rate of mortality of all other types of traditions is 
illustrated by this folio as by other documents of our papyrus collection (see p. 78), which 
represents the period immediately preceding the production of the standard collections of the 
first half of the third century. One must therefore question sweeping statements that, toward 
the end of the second century, isndd's that go back to Muhammad were manufactured freely 
in response to Shafts insistence on such isndd's. For it seems much more likely that a strict 
process of selection rather than a wholesale fabrication of isndd's accounts for the bulk of 
the hadlth al-nabl that has survived in the standard collections and particularly in the Sahlhain 
of Muslim and Bukharl. 

The papyrus folio also confirms and illustrates Zuhrfs activities and standards of hadlth 
transmission as they are reported in the literary sources. First, he wrote down the hadlth and 
sunnah not only of Muhammad but also of the Companions and their leading Successors.9 

Second, he insisted on a full isndd where the sayings of Muhammad were being quoted as 
such,10 a precept which he himself practiced and which is so clearly illustrated in our folio. 
After the end of the first century the terms balagharil and balaghand were generally acceptable 
and used interchangeably with haddathanl and haddathana (see pp. 121 f.), thus accounting for 
their liberal use by Zuhri and his contemporaries. But they became increasingly suspect during 
the second century, so that professional traditionists not only ceased to use them but became 
suspicious of even their earliest use. Again, the half-century between the death of Laith ibn 
Sacd and that of his secretary Abu Salih was a time when Shafi^s influence was predominant 
in Egypt, and ShaficI insisted on complete isndd's for all traditions that reported the words 
and deeds of Muhammad.11 Thus traditions with incomplete isndd's (mardsll) became increas
ingly questionable as the first standard collections were being produced.12 ShaficI himself, 
despite his wholehearted appreciation of the great service that Zuhri through his energy and 

9 See e.g. Ibn Sacd II 2, p. 135. " See e.g. Risalah, pp. 63 f. 
10 See e.g. Abu Nucaim III 365, 367; Ibn Kathlr IX 345. 12 See e.g. Kifayah, pp. 384-86; Madkhal, pp. 21 f. 
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foresight had rendered in the preservation of hadith, at times cast suspicion on the mardsll 
al-Zuhnu though at other times he himself used some of them.14 Malik and Laith, on the 
other hand, generally accepted them, as indicated by the Muwatta?1* and by our papyrus. 

Initial doubts were cast on Zuhrfs incomplete isndd's by his younger contemporary Yahya 
ibn SacId al-Ansarl (d. 143/760) on the grounds that Zuhri transmitted from memory, men
tioning only such names as he could recall and omitting the rest.16 This critical opinion may 
reflect Zuhrfs practices17 before he was persuaded by the Umayyad caliph Hisham to write 
down hadith.1* On the other hand, Yahya's statement need only mean that Zuhri recited or 
dictated not from his manuscripts but from memory—a memory of which he was quite 
proud.19 This method, as Yahya/s criticism correctly implies, left something to be desired 
even when used by traditionists as famous for their memories as ZuhrL In any case, the wider 
implication of Yahya's criticism is that by the end of the first century or the first quarter of 
the second century at the latest the best methods of transmission required written texts not 
only for the initial process of memorizing but also for the final process of transmission. In 
other words, the written record, though all phases of oral transmission had not been entirely 
dispensed with, had become essential and the only means for adequately "chaining down 
knowledge" as a safeguard against the inevitable lapses of even the best of memories. 

The above analysis of the literary evidence, together with the very existence of this papy
rus,20 leaves no reasonable room to doubt that there was continuous written transmission 
from Zuhri to cUqail ibn Khalid to Laith to Yahya ibn Bukair to Bukharl and Muslim and 
their respective contemporaries. The stability and frequency of this isndd21 provide further 
evidence of written transmission. Spot tests of the stability of the parallel isndd ZuhrI-cUqail-
Laith-Abu Salih-Darimi pointed in the same direction.22 

I l l 

The above conclusions, based mainly on a study of the literary activities of men mentioned 
in the isndd's of the papyrus text, are confirmed by a similar study of a second line of trans
mission of the "book of cUqail," parallel to that of Laith and his immediate transmitters, 
whose links are cUqail-Salamah ibn Rauh-Muhammad ibn cUzaiz. Salamah (n.d.) was cUqaiPs 
nephew. References to his possession of the "sound books of cUqail" can mean either that he 
inherited his uncle's manuscripts or that he made his own copies of them with or without 
benefit of oral transmission. He in turn transmitted this material to his nephew Muhammad 
ibn cUzaiz (d. 257/871 or 267/881), who states that Salamah transmitted the materials "on 
the authority of the book of cUqail" (J-ip <_>b$" J P *U^L- &Jb-). Visitors to Ailah,23 where 
cUqail's family lived, came to Muhammad in search of these manuscripts. Thus we have evi-

13 See e.g. Risalah, p. 64; Addb alShafi% pp. 82, 229; 
Kifayah, p. 386; Subki, Tabaqat al-Shdficiyah al-kubra I 
(Cairo, 1323/1905) 7-10; Nawawi, p. 118. 

14 See e.g. Risalah, pp. 56, 58 f., 74. 
15 See e.g. Tajrid, pp. 152-55. 

MJarh, Taqdimah, p. 246; Kifayah, p. 386; Dhahabi I 
104 f., 129-32. See also p. 193 below. 

17 See e.g. Abu Nucaim III 363 f. 
18 See e.g. Goldziher, Studien II 38 f.; Horovitz in Is

lamic Culture I I 46-50. See also p. 33 above. 
19 See Nawawi, pp. 118 f., where Bukharl reports on the 

authority of Abu Salih on the authority of Laith that 

Zuhri said: ^ J a i ^ C*PJ^U*I U J U (£j*j\ tf- £*Jjh\ 

20 See comments on Traditions 2, 10, 15, and 16. 
21 See e.g. Bukharl I 4, 50, and 64, II 321, 338, and 351, 

III 36-41 (the last a long continuous passage on the flight 
of Muhammad presumably from the "book of cUqaiF'); 
see also Buh&ri'nin, pp. 60 f. and 297, Isnad 271. 

22 See e.g. Darimi 1194, 195, 274, 307, 328, 356 and II 8, 
28, 72, 239, 319, 472. 

23 On the border of the gijaz and Syria (Yaqut 1422 f.). 
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dence of continuous written transmission of the "book of cUqail" for at least three genera
tions.24 

Zuhrl's regular students, as distinct from pious or curious laymen who heard him at one 
time or another, numbered at least two dozen. The Egyptian scholar Ibn Wahb (125-97/742-
812) met twenty of them25 and transmitted materials from some of them.26 Some half-dozen, 
including cUqail, acquired the reputation of being the best informed and most trustworthy 
authorities on Zuhrl. Some were better known in some provinces than in others. They and the 
students or scholars who sought them out in their home towns or during pilgrimages were 
responsible for the circulation of Zuhrl's materials throughout the learned world of Islam. 
Whether transmitting fiqh, hadlth, or akhbdr-maghazi they apparently caught the spirit of 
dedication to a mission that motivated and sustained their teacher.27 Written texts loomed 
large in the professional activities of all of them. A collection of Zuhrfs traditions, presumably 
of a legal nature, was written down by Malik ibn Anas in Medina at the request of his teacher 
Yahya ibn SacId al-Ansarl, who wished to have it sent to him in cIraq (see p. 193). 

Second among the five or six most authoritative pupils of Zuhrl28 was Yunus ibn Yazld 
al-Aill (d. 149/76629), whose literary activities paralleled in many respects those of his fellow 
townsman cUqail ibn Khalid. He was closely associated with Zuhrl for some ten years and 
was his host whenever Zuhrl visited in Ailah. Like cUqail, Yunus settled in Egypt and trans
mitted Zuhrl materials to the leading Egyptian scholars such as Laith ibn Sacd and Ibn Wahb. 
He frequently alternates with cUqail in an otherwise stable isndd, especially ZuhrI-cUqa.U or 
Yunus-Laith-Abu Salih. Abu Salih the secretary of Laith is credited with the statement that 
Yunus was preferred above all others as an authority on Zuhrl.30 This isndd appears with a 
variety of subject matter in the various fields of Zuhrf s activities. It is found in some of the 
earliest works that have survived, not only in those of early Egyptian scholars such as Ibn 
Wahb but also in those of visiting scholars, who usually collected and wrote down Zuhri-
Laith materials, for example Abu cUbaid, who visited Egypt in the year 213/827.31 The same 
isndd as carried forward by numerous transmitters from Laith, Abu Salih, and others appears 
in several of the standard hadlih collections.32 Yunus' strong point apparently was concentra
tion on the isndd'Sj though his written texts showed that he was not always able to produce a 

24 Jarh II 1, pp. 301 f.; Bukhari, T&rikh II 2, p. 196; 
Dhahabi 1152; Mizan III 103; Ibn Khair al-Ishblli, Fihrist, 
ed. Francisco Codera y Zaidin and Julian Ribera y Terrago, 
I ("Bibliotheca Arabico-Hispana" IX [Madrid, 1894]) 149. 

25 Ibn Farhun, p. 132. See Abu Nu^aim III 372 f. for a 
long list arranged by countries. Ibn cAsakir VI 379 names 
ten. 

26 See references given under Ibn Shihab in Index of 
Le djdmic d'Ibn Wahb, ed. David-Weill; Buhari'nin, pp. 
220; 232, 299. 

27 See e.g. J ami' 1124, I I60 f.; Abu Nucaim III 362,364, 
366, 369. 

28 See Jam* II41,167; Khatib IX 151; Jarh IV 2, p. 248. 

29 Variant dates are 152/769 and 159/776 (see Ibn Sacd 
VII 2, p . 206; Bukhari, TcPrikh IV 2, p. 406 [d. 149]; Jarh 
IV 2, pp. 247-49; Ibn Hibban, p. 138; Dhahabi I 153; 
Jamt I I 584). See Kifayah, pp. 104 f., for Zuhri's instruc
tions to Yunus. 

30 Dhahabi I 153; see also Jarh IV 2, p. 249, where 
Ahmad ibn $alih (d. 248/862) repeats the same opinion. 
For this Ahmad's transmission from Ibn Wahb see 
Buh&ri'nin, p. 223, Isnad 54. 

31 See e.g. Amwal, pp. 8, 10, 110, 117, 125, 134,161, 167, 
334 f., and rather long citations e.g. on pp. 202-7 and 578-
80. See also GAL 1106 f. and GAL S I 166, 284. The earlier 
Ibn al-Mubarak (d. 181/797) is frequently cited on the 
authority of Yunus (Bukhari, Ta?rikh III 1, p. 212). He too 
visited Egypt in the course of his extensive travels, studied 
many books, and wrote some {Jarh VI 2, p. 248; Jdmic I 
177; GAL S 1256). Some of the material that Ibn al-Muba
rak received from Yunus found its way to Bukhari (see e.g. 
BuharVnin, pp. 235 and 246, Isnad's 92 and 126). 

32 See e.g. Muslim I 41; Bukhari I 4, 50, 64, 291, 374, 
404, et passim; Ibn JIanbal V 432 and VI 74 f., 80, 155, 
223; Dariml I 185, 194 f., 274, 322, 331, 352 and II 8, 28, 
72, 93, 156, 186, et passim; Tafsir V 9, 23, 50, 68, 73, 80, 
94, 100, 128, 144, 150, et passim; Jam* I 406, II 484; J ami" 
I 94, II 41. See also nn. 21 and 31 above and references 
under cUqail and Yunus in Index of Buh&ri'nin. 
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complete isnad.3Z Yunus' manuscripts were prized for their accuracy by such leading transmit
ters and critics as Ibn Wahb and cAbd al-Rahman ibn MahdT (see references in nn. 33-34). 
Shabib ibn Sacid of Basrah while visiting in Egypt sought out Ytinus and made copies of his 
books. These copies were in turn used by transmitters of the next generation, including 
Shabib's son Ahmad, who transmitted them to CAU ibn al-Madim, who made his own copy 
of the collection.34 Once again, therefore, we have evidence of continuous written transmission 
of a single collection through several generations from Zuhrfs time onward. 

A third authoritative pupil of Zuhrl was Muhammad ibn al-Walid al-Zubaidi (ca. 80-148/ 
699-765),35 who spent ten years with Zuhri in Damascus. He became a judge in Hims and 
was considered, at least by some, the best informed of the Syrians in law and Tradition. He 
wrote down his transmission from Zuhri, who bore testimony to his industry.36 The famous 
Syrian scholar and jurist Awzaci (88-157/707-73) considered Zubaidi the most authoritative 
on Zuhri, though others point out that Awza'I's judgment was based on insufficient evidence 
since he had not seen the books of cUqail, Yunus, and Macmar ibn Rashid.37 Awzaci himself 
transmitted some traditions directly from Zuhri.38 Zubaidi's secretary, Muhammad ibn Harb 
(d. 194/810), who is known to have transmitted from both Zubaidi and Awza% may have had 
written Zuhri materials from both.39 The Syrian scholar and man of affairs Baqlyah ibn al-
Walld (110 or 112-97/728 or 730-812)40 of Hims, who, unlike Awza% early co-operated with 
the cAbbasid caliphs from Mansur to Harun al-Rashld and dictated traditions to the latter,41 

is known for his written copy of the Zuhri-ZubaidI collection. Though his transmission from 
other than Syrian traditionists such as Zubaidi was as a rule suspect, people generally wrote 
down all his traditions but sought confirmation from others (see references in n. 40). His fellow 
townsman Ahmad ibn al-Faraj (d, 271/883) was suspected of using Baqlyah's materials and 
those of several other scholars from manuscripts only.42 It is apparent, therefore, that Zubaidfs 
manuscripts, especially his Zuhri collection, like those of his fellow pupils cUqail and Yunus, 
were in circulation for several generations. 

A fourth outstanding pupil of Zuhri was Shucaib ibn Dinar of Hims, known also as Shucaib 
ibn Abi Hamzah (d. 162/779),43 who became the secretary of the caliph Hisham (105-25/ 
724-42), the royal patron of Zuhri. As court secretary Shucaib wrote down from Zuhri's dicta
tion a tremendous amount of material for Hisham and made copies of at least some of it for 
his personal use.44 These copies were inherited by his son, who showed them to Ibn Hanbal, 
who praised the accuracy of their content, the careful pointing and voweling, and the beauty 
of the script. But, though the son inherited the manuscripts, Shucaib's pupils had had the use 

33 See e.g. Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 272; Jarh IV 2, pp. 248 f. 

"Jarh II 1, p. 359; Mlzan I 441; Jam" I 212. 
35 Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 169; Bukhari, Ta?rikh I 1, p. 254; 

Ibn Hibban, p. 138; Jarh IV 1, pp. I l l f.; Jam" II 452; 
DhahabI I 153 f.; Samcanl, folio 53a. 

**Jarh IV 1, pp. I l l f.; DhahabI I 153 f. 
37 Jarh, Taqdimah, pp. 204 f.; Jarh IV1, p. 112; DhahabI 

I 153. Awzaci is quoted as placing Qurrah ibn cAbd al-
Rahman above all of Zuhri's other pupils, which the critics 
explain by assuming that Qurrah was best informed on 
Zuhri the man rather than on Zuhri the scholar. 

38 Yacqub ibn Shaibah, Musnad... "XJmar ibn al-Khattab, 
p. 62; Jarh II 2, pp. 266 f.; Jami" I 61. For Awzart's literary 
activities and collection of manuscripts see e.g. pp. 35 (n. 
26), 50, 54 above. 

39 Ibn Sa^d VII 2, p. 173; Bukhari, Ta?fikh I 1, p. 69; 
Jam" II 437; Jarh III 2, p. 237; DhahabI I 285. 

40 Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 172; Bukharl, TcMkh I 2, p. 150; 
Jarh I 1, pp. 434^36; Khatib VII 123-27; Ibn <Asakir III 
273-77; DhahabI I 266 f.; Mlzan I 154-58; Jam' I 63. See 
also pp. 232 f. below. 

41 Ibn 'Asakir III 276 f.; DhahabI I 267. 
42 Jarh 11, p. 67; Khatib IV 339-41; Ibn <Asakir I 435-

37. 
43 Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 171; Bukharl, T&rUeh II 2, p. 223; 

Ibn Hibban, p. 138; Jarh II 1, pp. 344 f.; Ibn <Asakir VI 
321; DhahabI I 205 f.; Jam' I 210. 

44 See e.g. Jarh I I 1 , p. 345; Ibn cAsakir VI321; DhahabI 
1105 f. Zuhri had two court secretaries at his disposal (Jamic 

I77;AbuNucaimIII361). 
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of them during his lifetime, for he is reported as saying to them: "These are my books; trans
mit them on my authority/'45 The pupil who apparently made the most of this opportunity 
was Abu al-Yaman al-Hakam ibn Nafic (138-222/755-837),46 also of Hims, who availed him
self of manuscripts handed to him (munawalah) but claimed that he did not transmit any of 
their contents,47 that is, presumably he did not transmit without benefit of oral transmission 
at the source. He had, besides Zuhri's materials, copies of the large collection of Abu al-Zinad 
on the authority of Acraj on the authority of Abu Hurairah and that of Nafic the client of Ibn 
cUmar on the authority of Ibn cUmar.48 His house adjoined that of the traditionist Ismacll ibn 
cAyyash (ca. 106-81/724-97), and Abu al-Yaman noticed that Ismacil interrupted his prayer 
service frequently. When he asked Ismacil about the interruptions, Ismacil answered that as 
he recited the service he recalled traditions bearing on each theme and stopped to enter them 
in his books under the proper headings (bab min al-abwab).49 Abu al-Yaman then studied 
with Ismacll. He served as Ismail 's secretary and was compared in this respect to Abu Salih the 
secretary of Laith.50 Master and secretary must have made several careful copies of Ismail's 
materials for the use of the pupils. For Ismail's method was to seat himself above his pupils, 
recite from memory some 500(!) traditions each day, and then hand the pupils his manuscripts, 
from which they were to make their own copies the next morning.61 Traveling scholars, includ
ing Ibn al-Mubarak,52 also made copies of some of Ismail's traditions. A Khurasanian scholar 
wished to buy copies of Ismail's books and read them back to him. Abu al-Yaman was per
suaded to part with his personal copies of Ismail's books because the price would enable him 
to make a pilgrimage and because Ismail promised to dictate them to him again on his return. 
Abu al-Yaman therefore sold his set, which was on papyrus, for thirty dinars and made the 
pilgrimage. On his return he made a fresh set that cost him only a few dirhams, presumably 
for a new supply of papyrus.53 Abu al-Yaman's collection of traditions from Shucaib-Zuhn 
and Ismail circulated among scholars of the next generations, including the major critic 
Yahya ibn Main,5 4 Muslim and Bukhari,65 and other hadith collectors.66 Once again, there
fore, a study of the serious literary activities of Zuhri's pupils and his first- and second-genera
tion transmitters has revealed that they produced and used scholarly books as indispensable 
means for authentic and acceptable transmission of hadith and fiqh. 

So far the locale of the literary activities investigated has been the somewhat closely related 
provinces, in respect to scholarship, of the Hijaz, Syria, and Egypt. We turn now, therefore, 
to some of Zuhri's pupils and their immediate transmitters who settled in the Yemen, cIraq, 
and farther east. The written transmission of maghdzl materials from Zuhrl to his Basran 
student Macmar ibn Rashid (96-154/714-71), who settled in the Yemen, where cAbd al-

"Jarh II 1, p. 344; Ibn cAsakir VI 321; DhahabI I 204, 
372. 

46 Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 174; Bukhari I 2, p. 342; Jarh I 2, 
p. 129; Jartf I 101 f.; Ibn <Asakir IV 410; DhahabI I 372. 

47 Ibn <Asakir IV 410; Jam" I 101 f. Ibn Hanbal, who 
approved of the munawalah method of transmission, re
proved scholars returning from Egypt for not making criti
cal use of the munawalah manuscripts of cAmr ibn Abl 
Salamah (d. 214/829); see Mlzan II 289. 

48 See e.g. Kifayah, p. 214; BuharVnin, p. 241, Isnad 108. 
49 Ibn <Asakir III 39 f.; Mlzan I 111. 

wjarh I 2, p. 129; DhahabI I 372; Mlzan I 112. 

"Khat ib VI 222, 224; Ibn <Asakir III 40; Bukhari, 
Ta^rtkh I 1, pp. 369 f.; Mlzan I 113. His collection, accord

ing to his secretary, was exhaustive, especially in respect 
to materials of scholars of Damascus, Mecca, and Medina. 
Critics claimed that he had not memorized the non-Syrian 
materials as well as he had the Syrian. 

62 Khatlb VI 222 f. 
63 Ibid. p. 224. 
54 See DhahabI I 234, which reports that Yahya's copy 

of Ismail's collection came into Dhahabi's possession. 
55 See Buhdri'nin, p. 241, Isnad 108; Jam" I 210. 
6* See e.g. Ibn IJanbal V 447, VI86 and 88 f., where Ibn 

Hanbal transmits directly some dozen of the Zuhrl-
Shucaib-Abu al-Yaman traditions; DarimI I 33, 50, 274, 
326, 347, 357, 361, 394 and II 73, 110, 133, 232, 243. 267, 
277, 305, 317, 321, 325, 328, 340, 443. 
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Razzaq ibn Hammam (126-211/743-826) studied with him for seven years and transmitted 
much of his material, has already been discussed.57 cAbd al-Razzaq's Tafsir^8 which is listed 
among the best of such works (see p. 112), and his large collection of hadlth and sunnah have 
survived in later transmissions*59 The Tafsir has been published, and separate studies of the 
manuscripts of the hadlth collection of Macmar-cAbd al-Razzaq, the Jamic al-hadith, have 
appeared recently.60 

Ma'mar's reputation as an authority on Zuhri was such that Zuhrfs young Kufan pupil 
Sufyan ibn cUyainah (107-98/725-814),61 whose family settled in Mecca and who, when he 
was but sixteen years old,62 heard Zuhri there in 123-24/741-42, made two trips to the Yemen, 
in 150/767 and 152/769, to hear Macmar's collections.63 Sufyan himself came to be considered 
an expert on Zuhri, and some ranked him in this respect as the equal of Malik and Macmar 
and even above Macmar.64 

Sufyan's collection consisted of some 7,000 traditions. He was proud of his memory and is 
frequently reported as having no books.65 Yet one reads, on Sufyan's own authority, that 
he wrote down traditions at the age of seven,66 a fact which leads to the conclusion that he 
merely made memoranda. His pupils, however, did write down his traditions.67 Lists of his 
pupils68 include the most outstanding men of the second century, most of whom, such as his 
older contemporaries Shucbah ibn al-Hajjaj and Ibn Juraij and younger scholars such as Ibn 
al-Mubarak, ShaficI, and Ibn Hanbal, became authors in their own right. We read, further
more, that Sufyan declared: "I never wrote down anything whatsoever except that which I 
had already memorized before I wrote it/ '6 9 It must be assumed, therefore, that at first 
Sufyan gave priority to memory yet did not exclude the use of texts but that later he saw the 
need of committing the memorized materials to permanent record as a safeguard against the 
loss of memory.70 Manuscripts that Sufyan wrote at this stage of his career were, I suspect, 
both selective in content and carefully written. And, in view of his reputation, it is not sur
prising that his original manuscripts soon became collectors' items.71 At least some of his 
tafsirn and hadlthn collections retained their identity through several generations of transmit
ters, even as did Macmar's collections.74 

67 Vol. I, Document 5, esp. pp. 75 f. See also Jarh III 1, 
pp. 38 f.; Mlzan II 126-29; Ibn Hanbal V 189, where cAbd 
al-Razzaq reports his reading of the book of Macmar; 
Muslim XVIII 2, where he transmits from this book. 

58 See Weisweiler, Istanbuler Handschriflensludien zur 
arabischen TraditimsUteratur, No. 48; Horst, "Zur Uber-
lieferung im Korankommentar at-Tabarls," ZDMG CIII 
301; Ibn Khair al-Ishblli, Fihrist I 54 f. 

59 See GAL S I 333 and references there cited. See also 
Ibn Khair al-Ishblli, Fihrist I 54 f., 127-31, 236; Kifayah, 
p. 214. For the leading roles of Macmar and cAbd al-Razzaq 
and an impressive list of prominent scholars who journeyed 
to the Yemen to meet them and study their materials see 
cUmar ibn cAlI al-Jacdi, Tabaqat fuqaha? al-Yaman, pp. 
66-68. 

60 Sezgin, "Hadis musannefatmm mebdei ve Macmer b. 
Rasid'in 'Cami'i/' Tiirkiyat Mecmuasi XII (Istanbul, 
1955) 115-34; see also Buh&rVnin. 

61 Ibn Sacd V 364 f.; Bukharl, TaPrikh II 2, pp. 95 f.; 
Jarh, Taqdimah, pp. 32-53; Jarh II 1, pp. 225-27; Ibn 
IJibban, p. 122; Tabarl III 2521 f.; Khatlb IX 174-84; 
Nawawi, pp. 289 f.; Jamc I 195 f.; DhahabI I 242-44. See 
also pp. 47 and 122 above. 

62 See e.g. Ibn Sacd V 365; Bukharl, Ta?rlhh II 2, p. 95; 
Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 34. See also Akhbar al-qu4at I 166; 
Kifayah, pp. 60 f. Ibn Hanbal quotes at length from Suf-
yan's materials on the direct authority of Zuhri on the 
authority of Sacid ibn al-Musayyib on the authority of Abu 
Hurairah (see e.g. Ibn Hanbal II 238 ff.). 

63 See e.g. Ibn Sacd V 365; Tabarl III 2522. 

MJarh, Taqdimah, p. 16; Jarh II 1, pp. 226 f.; Khatlb 
IX 151; Jami* II 167. 

"Tabarl I 2521; Fihrist, p. 226; DhahabI I 243. 
66 Nawawi, p. 290; DhahabI I 243. 

*7 Khatlb IX 175. 
68 See e.g. Khatlb IX 174; Nawawi, p. 289. 
69 See e.g. Khatlb IX 179. 
70 Ibid. p. 183. 
71 Fihrist, p. 41. 
72 Ibid. pp. 34, 226. 
73 See e.g. Ibn Khair al-Ishblli, Fihrist I 134 f. 
74 cUmar ibn cAli al-Jacdi, Tabaqat fuqaha? al-Yaman, 

pp. 66 and 74. 
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Other scholars likewise sought out cAbd al-Razzaq in the Yemen especially for his Zuhrl 
materials. Among these was Ibn Hanbal, who put himself to considerable trouble to make the 
journey.75 Yet he declared that it was indeed worth it because he was able to write down from 
cAbd al-Razzaq, on the authority of Macmar ibn Rashid, Zuhrfs hadlth collection from Salim 
on the authority of his father, Ibn cUmar, and Zuhrfs collection from Sacld ibn al-Musayyib 
on the authority of Abu Hurairah.76 The aged cAbd al-Razzaq must have dictated from his 
manuscripts, since he states that Zuhrl's materials had escaped his memory and that he made 
a fresh collection which he showed to Abu Mushir (140-218/757-833).77 Anyone who has read 
extensively in the Musnad of Ibn Hanbal knows that he put both of these Zuhrl collections to 
good use for the musnad's of Ibn cUmar78 and Abu Hurairah,79 as he did also Sufyan's collec
tion from Zuhri among other Zuhnyat.80 

Among those whom Zuhri sought out in Medina was Ibrahim ibn cAbd al-Rahman ibn cAwf 
of the same tribe as Zuhrl himself.81 Thus began a close association among several members 
of the two families, in the interest of scholarship. Sacd ibn Ibrahim (d. 125/743 or 127/745), 
judge of Medina during the reign of cAbd al-Malik, was also a collector of traditions.82 He 
wrote down all that Shucbah ibn al-Hajjaj (d. 160/776) had to give despite the fact that 
Shucbah was his junior.83 Sacd and Zuhri seem to have exchanged materials, while Sacd's son 
Ibrahim (110-184/728-800)84 started early to collect Zuhri materials.85 This Ibrahim's activi
ties were extensive and varied as judge, scholar, and man of affairs who toward the end of his 
life migrated to cIraq to be received by its scholars and favored by Harun al-Rashid, who 
appointed him treasurer.86 His early interest in Zuhrl and his awareness of Zuhrl's reputation 
led Ibrahim to ask his father why Zuhri surpassed him. Sacd informed his son of Zuhri's well 
known and vast activities which involved going everywhere and collecting information from 
all—men and women, old and young—who had it to give.87 Ibrahim augmented his own initial 
collection from Zuhri by that of his father and, directly or indirectly, from that of Zuhrl's 
nephew Muhammad ibn cAbd Allah ibn Muslim.88 In the meantime Ibrahim was studying with 
Ibn Ishaq, from whom he heard and transmitted the Maghdzi89 and received a large collection 
of legal traditions.90 No doubt much of the material that Ibrahim received from Ibn Ishaq 
came originally from Zuhrl's collection of manuscripts. It is no wonder that Ibrahim was 
known in Medina as a prolific traditionist and that cIraqi scholars sought him out specifically 
for his collection from Zuhri.91 The list of his pupils and fellow scholars who transmitted from 

76 See GAL S I 309 for Ibn Hanbal's journeys. 
76 See e.g. Abu Nucaim IX 184. 
17 Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 291; Dhahabi I 346. Bukharl in 

his very short entry on cAbd al-Razzaq makes but one 
comment: "What he relates from his book is more accu
rate," ?w?l j{i 4jbS" tf JJJ&- U (Bukharl, Ta^rikh 
III 2, p. 130). 

78 Ibn Hanbal II1-158, esp. pp. 33-36. See TayalisI, pp. 
249 f., for Zuhrl's Salim materials. 

79 Ibn Hanbal II 220-541, of which pp. 265-84 are from 
cAbd al-Razzaq; see esp. pp. 265-76 for Zuhri-SacId-Abu 
Hurairah and cf. TayalisI, pp. 303 f. 

80 See e.g. Ibn Hanbal II 8 f., 11, 14. 
81 Bukharl, T&rlkh I 1, p. 295; Jarh I 1, p. 111. 
82 Bukharl, TaWtkh II 2, pp. 252 f.; Jarh II 1, p. 79; 

Abu Nucaim III 169-74. 
83 Akhbar al-quiat I 151. See Kifdyah, pp. 54-65, Abu 

Nucaim III 364, and Jamic I 102 f. for arguments concern

ing transmission by the young and for many early examples 
of their role in transmission. 

84 Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 6S; Bukharl, Ttfrlkh I 1, p. 288; 
Jarh I 1, pp. 101 f.; Fihrist, p. 92; Ibn Hibban, pp. 106 f.; 
Khatlb VI 81-86; Nawawi, p. 134; Dhahabi I 232 f. 

85 Akhbar al-qu4at I 166; Khatlb VI 82. 
86 See e.g. Khatlb VI 84; Nawawi, p. 134. See also our 

Vol. I 89, 91. 
87 See e.g. Nawawi, Bustdn al-carifln, p. 41. 
88 See e.g. Jamfr I 76; Abu Nucaim III 364. 
89 See Vol. I 89. 
90 Khatlb (Vol. VI 83) and Dhahabi (Vol. I 232) both 

estimated the collection at about 17,000 traditions. Some 
of them found their way into the standard collections (see 
Jamc I 16; Buh&ri'nin, esp. p. 265, Isnad 183). 

91 Khatlb VI 84. See also Hajji Khalifah II 594, No. 
4045, where "Sacid" may be an error for "Sacd." 
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him reads like a Who's Who of the scholars of the leading provinces of Islam for the greater 
part of the second century since it includes men of the caliber of Shucbah ibn al-Hajjaj, 
Sufyan al-Thaurl, Laith ibn Sacd, Shafi% and Ibn Hanbal. 

Two of Ibrahim's sons, Sacd (d. 201/816)92 and Yacqub (d. 203/823),93 continued the scholar
ly tradition of this distinguished family and transmitted their father's collection from his 
books. The fact that the family's collection of Zuhri materials was in Yacqub's possession94 

probably explains why Yacqub was more famous than his brother. However, Sacd's three sons, 
Ibrahim, Ahmad, and cUbaid Allah, carried on as traditionists. cUbaid Allah (cL260/874) be
came especially concerned with the various collections received from his father and his 
Uncle Yacqub and is widely quoted in historical works and hadlth collections of the third cen
tury. Abu Hatim al-Razi and his son cAbd al-Rahman, whose Al-jarh wa al-tacdll is frequently 
cited in these pages, wrote down traditions directly from cUbaid Allah.95 

I t is hardly necessary to follow up here the intensive literary activities of Zuhri's other 
leading pupils. Some of them are met with elsewhere in these studies, especially Ibn Juraij 
and Malik ibn Anas, both of whom adopted from Zuhri the Qard and munawalah methods of 
transmission.96 Fresh coverage of the earliest sources available leads one to the conclusion 
reached long ago by Muslim scholars whose comprehensive though loosely organized records 
led them to all but equate ashab al-Zuhri and ashdb al-kutub.97 

It is interesting to consider the fate of Zuhri's manuscripts. In all probability Zuhri retained 
at least some of his personal copies when he retired. What disposition he made of any such 
manuscripts is not indicated in the sources, though family members and leading pupils would 
seem to be his logical heirs. Most of his manuscripts, however, were apparently left in 
Hisham's court library. Whether or not Zuhri was apprehensive for the fate of his manu
scripts, as he was for his own personal safety,98 in the event of Hisham's death is not known. 
That his manuscript collection in the court library was a large one, even larger than was 
expected by his pupil Macmar ibn Rashid, who recorded its removal on the death of Walld 
II,99 is not surprising. It represented the accumulation of the forty to forty-five years100 during 
which Zuhri enjoyed Umayyad patronage, from the time of cAbd al-Malik until his own death 
near the end of Hisham's long reign. The sources do not indicate whether the removal of the 
manuscripts from the court library involved mass destruction of the collection, nor yet do they 
mention any specific recipient or recipients. One is, therefore, left to assume that those who 
were interested in acquiring Zuhri's manuscripts would have tried to rescue the collection in 
part or in whole. These would have included members of Zuhri's family and his leading pupils. 
Macmar, who witnessed the removal of the several loads of manuscripts from the court library, 
no doubt availed himself of the opportunity to add to his personal collection of the master's 

82 Ibn Sacd VII 2, pp. 83 f.; Bukhari, T&rihh II 2, p. 
53; Jarh II 1, pp. 79 f.; Akhbar aUqudat III 269; Khatib 
IX 123 f. 

93 Ibn Sa<d VII 2, pp. 83 f.; Jarh IV 2, p. 202; Khatib 
XIV 268 f.; Dhahabl I 306 f. 

94 Ibn Sacd VII 2, pp. 83 f.; Nawawi, p. 134. See e.g. 
Khatlb IX 124, which mentions other manuscripts in his 
possession. 

95 Jarh II 2, pp. 317 f.;/amc I 306; Jawad cAli, "Mawa-
rid Ta^rlkh al-Tabari," Majallah II (1952) 165 f.; Buha-
rfnin, e.g. pp. 225, 252, 265, 293. Khatib VI 81 states that 
this scholarly family continued as such "until recently." 

96 Ma'drif, p. 246; Kifdyah, p p. 305, 326 f., 329. 
97 See e.g. Jdmi< I 73; Khatib IX 151; Ibn <Asakir VI 

379. 
98 See Aghdnl VI 106, Fragmenta historicorum Arabico-

rum I 129, and Horovitz in Islamic Culture II 42 for the rift 
between Zuhri and Prince Walld. 

99 Ibn Sacd II 2, p. 136; Abu Nu^aim III 361; Dhahabt 
I 106. See also our Vol. I 23. 

100 See e.g. Abu Nucaim III 362. The date of Zuhri's 
entry into the service of cAbd al-Malik is uncertain, but at 
the latest it was during Hisham ibn Ismail's governorship 
of Medina (82-86/701-5) (see Ibn Sacd II 2, p. 135 and 
VII2, p. 157; Abu Nucaim III 367-69; <Iqd I 205, II 310 f.). 
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works. There is some indirect evidence that some of Zuhri's pupils who were not on the scene 
managed to acquire some of the manuscripts. Malik, for instance, is reported as saying that 
he had seven boxes full of Zuhri's hadith manuscripts which he did not transmit. These were 
brought to light on Malik's death to the surprise of those who read them eagerly and then 
blessed Malik for their preservation.101 It is not likely that Malik acquired this large quantity 
of manuscripts, along with the sizable number of Zuhri traditions which he did transmit, from 
Zuhri himself. It is also possible that Zuhri's older pupils, including Ibn Ishaq and Musa 
ibn cUqbah102 as well as those discussed above, augmented their collections at this time or 
later, perhaps even from the book market, a source that should not be overlooked. Ishaq ibn 
Rashid, who died during the reign of Mansur, transmitted Zuhri's traditions in distant Khura
san. Asked if he had met Zuhri, he replied in the negative but added that while he was passing 
through Jerusalem a book of Zuhri's fell into his hands.103 And where are passing travelers 
more likely to come across books than in the book market? Finally, there was Zuhri's family, 
particularly his nephew Muhammad ibn cAbd Allah ibn Muslim (d. 157/774), who, I suspect, 
acquired the bulk of his uncle's collection. The potentialities of this nephew as a practicing 
traditionist in his own right were small in comparison to those of Zuhri's leading pupils. His 
father, cAbd Allah ibn Muslim, and Zuhri are usually the only ones listed in his biographical 
entries or mentioned in hadith literature as his authorities, and his transmitters for hadith 
proper were few.104 The biographical entries on his most frequently mentioned transmitter, 
Macn ibn cIsa (d. 198/814),105 do not even mention their teacher-pupil relationship though 
evidence of this relationship appears occasionally in hadith literature.106 Yet Muhammad is 
known to have possessed "Zuhri's books," and the energetic collector of the Zuhriyat, Muham
mad ibn Yahya al-Dhuhli (172-258/788-872), listed him among the ashab al-Zuhri.101 Thus 
it seems possible that Zuhri's nephew possessed a collection of original Zuhri manuscripts that 
was comparatively little used by professional traditionists108 until it was discovered by Dhuhli. 
Or it is possible that the nucleus of the nephew's collection consisted of manuscripts that he 
produced or acquired during his uncle's lifetime just as other pupils of Zuhri did. 

The nephew's case is, curiously enough, somewhat paralleled by that of one of Zuhri's cli
ents, Zakariya3 ibn cIsa (n.d.), who is said to have possessed a copy (nuskhah) of Zuhri's collec
tion from Nafic which he transmitted to an obscure cUmar ibn Abi Bakr al-MuDammali.109 

Biographical entries for ZakariyaD are few, and he is listed as untrustworthy.110 Another of 
Zuhri's close associates can almost be classed as a family member. Zuhri, like his patron the 
caliph Hisham, had his headquarters at Risafah, where he made his home for some twenty 
years with a family that was related to Hisham by marriage. A member of this family, cUbaid 
Allah ibn Abi Ziyad (d. 159/776), known also as Abu Manic, had a copy of Zuhri's materials 
which toward the end of his life he transmitted to his son Yusuf and his grandson Hajjaj.111 

101 Adab al-Shafi% p. 199; Ibn Farhun, p. 24. 
102 Cf. Vol. I 23, 75. 
103 Ibn cAsfikir II 438 f. For entries on Ishaq ibn Rashid 

see Bukharl, Ttfrikh I 1, p. 386; Jarh I 1, pp. 219 f.; Jamc 

I 32; Mlzan I 89. 
10*Bukhari, Ttfrikh I 1, p. 131; Jarh III 2, p. 304; 

Zubairl, pp. 3 and 274; Mlzan III 78; Lisan VI 695; 
YaficI I 354. JamQ I 440 f. is confused. 

105 Ibn Sa<d V 324; Bukharl, Ta^nkh IV 1, pp. 396 f.; 
Jarh IV 1, pp. 277 f.; Jartf II 497; Dhahabi I 304; Ibn 
Farhun, pp. 347 f. Macn was one of the transmitters of 
Malik's Muwatta* (Abu Nucaim VI 321). 

106 See e.g. Jdmfc I 16; Abu Nucaim III 364, 371. 
107 Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 260; Mlzan III 78. 
108 But Waqidl names the nephew third in his list of 24 

sources from whom he wrote down the materials for his 
Maghazi and cites him frequently in that work on the 
authority of Zuhri. 

109 Tabari lists him only once (Ta^rikh I 1176). 
110 Jarh I 2, pp. 597 f.; Mlzan I 349; Yaqut III 302. 
111 Bukharl, Ta^rlkh III 1, p. 382; Jarh II 2, p. 316; 

Yaqut II 786. 
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The sources yield little information on cUbaid Allah and even less on his son Yusuf as tradi-
tionists. In fact, most of the information about both of them appears in connection with 
Hajjaj, who alone transmitted the Zuhri materials of cUbaid Allah. Hajjaj ?s death date is not 
known, but he claimed that he was seventy-six in the year 216 A.H., thus indicating that his 
birth date was about 140/757. He was therefore an older contemporary of Dhuhll, who made 
use of his copy of Zuhri materials.112 Hajjaj's activity and reputation as a traditionist seem to 
have been limited to and based on the Zuhri materials in his possession, for his real interests 
lay in agriculture and certain branches of animal husbandry.113 Zuhri apparently was a man 
of vision whose immediate family produced no one equal to sustaining, let alone furthering, 
the lifework of its gifted member.114 His heirs held on to their manuscript legacy, using it on 
occasion, until the Zuhri specialist Dhuhll sought them out and incorporated it in his own 
Zuhrlydt, much as some of his predecessors and contemporaries, as already seen, had acquired 
a great deal of Zuhri material from Zuhri's leading pupils. 

Dhuhlfs115 literary fame rests largely on his exhaustive Zuhrlydt. A Khurasanian by birth, 
he traveled the length and breadth of the eastern part of the Muslim world covering cIraq, 
Syria, Egypt, the Hijaz, and the Yemen and made several special trips to Basrah in search 
of materials.116 He became a pupil of Ibn Hanbal and a teacher of both Muslim and Bukha
ri.117 The critics of his day and later were unanimous in praising him as an authority on 
Zuhri, for his aim was not only to collect but to organize and criticize Zuhri's materials.118 

His activities took place at a time when he could capitalize on the existing copies of the several 
collections of Zuhri materials, such as have been traced in the foregoing pages, none of which 
his avowed purpose would permit him to neglect. He is known to have transmitted from Abu 
Salih the secretary of Laith ibn Sacd and from Yacqub ibn Ibrahim ibn Sacd ibn Ibrahim (see 
p. 181).119 His coverage of the Zuhri material was so exhaustive that his admiring contempo
raries assured him he was the real heir of Zuhri.120 

Dhuhlfs Zuhrlydt must have been put to good use in the fourth century by two more 
Zuhri enthusiasts. One of them was Ibn Hibban (274-354/887-965),121 prolific author and 

112 Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 175; Bukhari, Ta'rlkh I 2, pp. 
376 f.; Ibn <Asakir IV 82-84; Mizan II 166 f. 

113 Ibn Sa<d VII 2, p. 175; Ibn <Asakir IV 84. Cf. Sakha-
wi, Al-Hdn bl al~laubikh It man dhamma al-tawdrikh, p. 88. 

114 The story that Zuhri's wife exclaimed that his pre
occupation with his books was harder on her than three 
rival co-wives would be acquires significance in this con
text as further historical evidence of both Zuhri's many 
books and his family's failure to appreciate his lifework. 

The story has been suspected by some because of its 
late origin, Ibn Khallikan being the earliest authority cited 
for it (Ibn Khallikan I 571 [= trans. II 582]; cf. Horovitz 
in Islamic Culture II 49, where the wife's statement is re
ferred to as an "alleged pious exclamation"). Some two 
centuries before the time of Ibn Khallikan, however, 
Khatib recorded in his Ta°rlkh a similar incident related by 
the still earlier Zubair ibn Bakkar al-Zubairi (ca. 172-256/ 
788-870), who was, like Zuhri, a Quraishite, a genealogist 
of the Quraish, a tutor of royalty, and a man of many books 
(GAL I 141 and GAL S I 215). Zubair's story, involving 

his own wife, ends with <$\j Sl^JI uy£ v ^ , {y)) u\£ 

J\j^> <!/$* JA Js> Jj<l v_J^3l oJ^J (Khatib VII 

471), thus giving the impression that wives of scholars had 
come, as a rule, to resent their husbands' preoccupation 
with books. It therefore seems reasonable to accept the 
story of Zuhri's wife and to assume that her resentment 
of his books was no secret in either Quraishite harems or 
the evening sessions of the men, especially as one recalls 
that Zuhri and his wife became the subject of a popular love 
story—one of 37 such tales listed in Fihrist, p. 307. 

n*Jarh IV 1, p. 125; Khatib III 415-20; DhahabI I 101-
3 ; / O T » C I I 4 6 5 ; Yafi'I II 169. 

118 Khatib III 419; DhahabI I 102. 
117 Later Dhuhll had a quarrel with Bukhari which creat

ed an awkward situation for Muslim, who had to choose 
between the two. Muslim sided with Bukhari and sent back 
to Dhuhll everything he had written down from him—a 
porter's full load (Khatib II 30 f., XIII 103). 

118 See e.g. Khatib III 415. 
119 Khatib III 415, IX 478; Jarh IV 1, p. 125. 
120 Khatib III 417 f.; DhahabI I 102; cf. Jarh, Taqdimah, 

p. 358. 
121 GAL S I 273 f.; Yacqut I 613-20, pp. 616-19 being 

devoted to a list of Ibn Hibban's works. 
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critic, especially in the fields of hadith and fiqh, whose cIlal hadith al-Zuhri is a critical study. 
But his contemporary Husain ibn Ahmad al-Nisaburl, known also as MasarjisI (288-356/ 
900-967), outdid even Dhuhli and won the title "Zuhri the Lesser" (Zuhri al-saghir). His 
lifework was an enormous musnad collection, Musnad al-kabir, consisting of thirteen hundred 
parts {ajza?) of which the comparatively meager musnad of the caliph Abu Bakr formed about 
ten parts.122 One wonders, then, how many parts were devoted to the vast musnad of Zuhri. 

The collecting of Zuhriyat was not limited to these avowed specialists and their times. Perhaps 
distance and size worked against the widespread availability of such voluminous works. Cer
tainly others in different parts of the Muslim world devoted a considerable part of their time 
and energy to a collection of Zuhriyat of both hachth and fiqh.m 

The range and character of Zuhri's activities as student, collector-recorder, and editor-
transmitter of Tradition indicate that the writing-down of hadith was already a practice during 
his youth and that his own recording represented such an acceleration of this development 
that not only did his pupils become known as ashab al-kutub, but the Zuhri period itself was 
referred to as "the age of the manuscript." A reversal of role is discernible. For if at first 
writing was used primarily as an aid to memory, memory itself was now being cultivated as 
a check on the accuracy of manuscripts. 

The precise nature and significance of Zuhrl's role in the mass recording of the hadith and 
sunnah and in further developing the science of Tradition is becoming increasingly intelligible. 

122 Ibn ^Asakir IV 351 f.; Dhahabi III 165 f. Dhahabi I 106; Muhammad al-Murir, Kitab al-abhath al-
Samiyyahfl al-mahakim al-Islamiyyah, ed. Alfredo Bustani, 

123 See e.g. Maqqari, Nafh al-tib II (Leyde, 1861) 116 f.; I (Tetuan, 1951) 71 f. 
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Oriental Institute No. 17628. Late second or early third/early ninth century. 
Fragment of rather poor quality brown papyrus roll, 27 X 20 cm. (Pis. 13-14). There are 

practically no side margins, but liberal spaces mark off page lengths with 23 lines each. The 
roll is broken at the top and considerably damaged in spots. 

Script.—Small somewhat angular book hand more or less carelessly executed. Diacritical 
points are used only occasionally for the most part, as with the shin of recto 4 and the nun 
of verso 14, but appear frequently with the final ya? of the names Laithi and even Yahya, 
where the two dots are placed within the loop of the letter to distinguish it from final nun. 
Plain circles are used for punctuation, and circles containing either a dot or a stroke probably 
indicate collation (see pp. 87 f.). 

TEXT 

RECTO 

[ U P AJJI JL? 4111 L}J*»J U^>- J l iwU C J £ " c J l i i i jU- 01 L 5 ^ ' (*t*!/.'l ui ^^^ <0P * 

[y&j A^Oi ^J& ijJu C*J£J* 4i~Ui 47Jjtii] CJU 4JLJ *-L^ 2 

LdJb^ip ^ d l j l i l w l ijpl^ dik^x^ ^ ^^ji k^^ <*bh J*J * M " y > * - t ^ > U 1 

d j j l l ] J L P ] J J J O J J (2) O £ jL i ] ; J p c^JI L T cJ i dLU *L; ^a>. l V dJL« dL i ^ l ^ 2 

C-~~^JI c J l i iw lp ol C^UaJi ,y 3.* UP AJ JJyl AJ S^LP AP <-^^ ,y is-^i / ^ 3 

cJLSi diJlkJ^ liL>- J51 (J l i ) ay^ J (̂ Ju cJ>o l i J L j AJLP AMI JL> AJUI Jj^> 4 

dJUl J P j JJb^ (3) O J L l i U P J P ! AHI J ^ J J % j U i O l k i dJJUl 5 

4Jp 4111 J ^ 4JJI J^u ; J,P A^tf* ^ 1 JjP Ŝ Jj] ^P 0L>- J^ i^^i (jJ a*J>** fj& *-̂ *-*u fj> ^j-f^i J ^ 6 

" V ^ <>. L T ^ H a*5, «—x̂ ' 0 P tjl^J (*) O U P AUI JUi cJU. J^J <o 4111 y ^ l j L * j ^ JU * L ^ 7 

^ P JLJU-I jt ^j^^i Jp vLJll JP ^^>-J (5) O AJU *-^iJ Vj ^ 1 JusAi <^>& *^ J ^ 4̂1 8 

^j l l l * U b JujJl ^ Ul u-^l O^Jl OJ£J 01 *$Jb-l J & ^ l [J l i ] Oj>mj* U 01 JJJI 9 

4MI d*p J J J U <^P wL*̂ > ^ L5-r^J- ^ ^ W ^ a ^ L ^ ^ ^ ^ *-^>*i ^ ^djW^ Vr^ J 10 

J j l i l N t i l j l j l i JLUIJ v_^2ll « ^ r * ^ p ^ y ^ 1 lta^ J J a 4 ^ ^ -—»LÛ JI ^ y>* 01 11 

, * ' u*Ul 

AOSI 01 CĴ CJ JU y»Vl IJU J P c^jil y> ^ OISC4 t j^pl j l JJ *)}[£ ^Ja ^ P 12 

-uL AJI a^**- J J c^^d <j^ ^ ^ * a^ L ^ ^ ^ O U l 0i j ^ ( J l ) ^ J ^ I ^ L I P c-^ ix i 13 

j > i 01s" JU j j u 01 14 

dJJI J P JuJb-j (8) O \yLi X^\j I^L JUA2!I> «JJ l ^ ^ j r-l^jll j\ Ju)l 15 

185 
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* i^>-l VI J l i A*y <dp AUI J^U? AUI Jj^> ol J j i di!U ^# ^ 1 ^ P a ^ j j ^ ^ ^ 16 

^aJI *J j l ^ J I j^t J l i A11 I J^> b MJ jJl i jUoJVl ^ o j\ jU^'Vl j j i ^>tj 17 

OAPL* JIJ r^^d u i ^ (*̂  £ " 0 J ^ ui *- l r^ ' J*J p-^A ud^' (^ J ^ ^ ' ^ J*i (^*A ^ 

[ifLiS* jUaJVI j>> J»j Jl i *J oXj ^ y i ^ ( H ^ # (^ 4*jW (j^ai oXi Jl i *J 19 

UUU J > j j * ^ l i l <UP [ ^ L~4 ol JL«*- J J es-f^ a* ^ ^ ' u ^ {J****5 ^ O ^ 20 

[*]]jLiJ -CIS" O^Li a£j dN 4J J^SAJ* JA j^Jtf J l^ j Aj J^LvJ 1 21 

UJJJ IAJ Ol AX̂ L j l dSJJb ^ b Mi *jJ UJ Aj^xiji Ol <^t d ] 22 

O AJ C^J>J cgiil J ^ L ] 23 

VERSO 

X*J>*L* I»J j p * J I ^ CJAJLOL ^ b V-Jii 4ji a-ju* j)t [^^S^J-J j p djui J [ - P ^ - ^ 1 do) 1 

Jap Jl5i L5Ci *JI UJk*a7 1 Oli l ^ l [ k L * l b- j i j l . • . [ ] 2 

L5-^°- u p ^ ' u p t i ^ ^ ^ n ^ ^ ^ ^ f1* ^ ' <* '̂ 4?* L H ^ -I p^i H ^ l ^ 3 

tX^t ui 

[-Jbl^lij C)l J J J » ^ J ->!;' S^V^ u p u ^ ui^O Jl** J>-J Ol [J l i wU^t]^ j i rt^UJl ol 4 

JOJI^J (l2) O l ^ u * b - l^iuJ Vj L-JbJb I_JO VI dUS c5y ^ u ^ ui1 J15 5 

U*J U-4 L!-J JU-I U J ^ C ^ . ^ J ) .V t^**-*' Ol a**** AJ J-.^XJI AP IP^^* 6 

L-^IISOI i A?J ai^ a ^ ^ i^T^i ^ ^ 6l^>tJI ^ ^ A? ^wLif b>- A ^ *>li 7 

J l i 4Jl JL«^ ̂  t^-^d ( j p *^-^' Op L ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ V^V^'^r4 ' t / cr**^ u i ' 4^% ^ ^ " ^ ' ^ ^ 

O QJ^J \^J d̂ Jj wb»-l̂  ^-^JJ olS" l i l (jij^J AJLW ui-5 4 .^^ I I olS 9 

^[^>-Vl i^ju>K^ai\j ^ U l j>-\ U J J AJI - l ^ * ' <jJ is-^i U* ^ ^ u^ ^"^3 ^ ^ -̂ 0 

O ^jJcS ^ j (jM\ JL^ AJLP 4)11 L5U? AJJI J ^ ; tJflil y jj^i b - ^ J J ^ p 5 ^^ 

UI Q\J Î JUV 4J1^I (^J&J (^Jill J>-^1 01 - l ^ * ' ^ L 5 - ^ i J ^ vlJill J P ijt^j ( is) 

<*1~J1I j ^ (J3-^>J (16) O Sd^b J j i ^ ( H ^ <bH J^2J J ^ | ^ i o ^ b ^ j ^ 

H?> W^J O^ AXJI ^ i Ifci j»^!; JaZs V j ^J l l^Aj (1)1 J l i 4jl 

IJJJ^ (l7) O l^iMt j l 4JI U^j ^ AJLP oj**i£j U ^ U^ l i * ^ j l ; l^J b^J 

*bli 4Jbii oUa^j j l j>t>tJ 4 j ^ a i 4^!AP A&> i^^P l i l J>^!l (1)1 - L * ^ ^ (<-tf*d u ^ ^ ^ ' U*̂  

^4^ Ajjip ollaUl J ^ <UIP ĵ-vJli <d>Ui Owb ^ i^ji? Ua^j J 1 ^ ' «^ /^ L^ j 

j J J b ^ (18) O AJP J^JU J olkLJI AJUJ d i l i i ^ L J A H J\ A, J ^ ^ JJJ 4III J l 

A2J1SJ {J^ lwb-1 j i k i Sj*J i u j l 4J 0lS^ l i l JJ>-J (1)1 JL^-- ^ j ^^-f^J tf> <Uill 19 

AJU- Ly»- olT L̂ -150 oV ?r j j : (jJI j i k i j lU ^1 J ^ J ol J i T-JJJ |*J j*Sik; j l 20 

4J Sl^l CJlT l i l J>^l (1)1 JL^ JJ Ĵ-JJHJ J P dJII J P jJJb^ (l9) O j i t jd l SJLP y ^ j b - 21 

dUi T^i-ji V̂  [ y.lr^1 Wi J1-5' J ^ his* ^Ji V 5 ^^^ ^ ^ i 2 2 

[ Jl i 4JI O;^ ^ j ^ ^ - ^ L [ J ^ vlJI j ^ ^ ^ - j (20) O IA J?j as A;V 23 
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[ ] . . . I lii Jl* 2 

Comments.—The original papyrus was obviously a roll of several page lengths marked off 
by wide blank spaces. Our fragment contains the last page on the recto and the first page on 
the verso. The text continues unbroken in theme because the verso is upside down in relation 
to the recto. 

Tradition 1. The text for both isnad and main was reconstructed with the aid of NasaDI I 
169 and TirmidhI XIII 28. NasaDI alone has the Jlill y* of the papyrus text. Tirmidhl's com
plete parallel is transmitted from Laith ibn Sacd by Qutaibah ibn SacId al-Balkhl (see pp. 143 f.). 

Yahya ibn SacId al-Ansarl (d. 143/760), whose collection is represented here, is the well 
known jurist and judge of Medina and cIraq who served under the later Umayyads and the 
first two cAbbasids (see p. 116). His literary activities are discussed below (pp. 193 f.). 

Muhammad ibn Ibrahim al-Taiml (d. 120/738) was a leading Medinan traditionist whose 
materials are found in all the standard hadith collections. Both Zuhri and Yahya ibn SacId 
transmitted from him (Bukharl, Ta?rlkh I 1, pp. 22 f.; Jarh III 2, p. 184; Dhahabi I 117; 
Jam' I I 434). 

The tradition is widely known (see Concordance II 440 and add Y \ 6\J J? [ = Muwatia? I 
214]) and traces back to either cAll ibn Abl Talib or cA3ishah. cAli merely reports that Muham
mad used this formula in his private prayers (Ibn Hanbal 1.96, 118, 150; NasaDI I 252; Abu 
Da3ud II 64; Ibn Majah I 185; TirmidhI XIII 72). cADishah, on the other hand, gives the de
tails found in the papyrus text. Her transmitters were Abu Hurairah and cUrwah ibn al-Zubair 
as well as the poet, judge, and traditionist Masruq ibn al-Ajdac (d. 63/682), who is said to 
have been adopted by cADishah and who wrote down his materials (Ibn Sacd VI 50-56; 
Bukharl, Ta'rikh IV 2, pp. 35 f.;Jarh IV 1, pp. 396 f.; Dhahabi I 46 f.; Jam' II 516 f.). The 
versions transmitted by cUrwah and Masruq (e.g. Nasa3! II 322; Zurqani I 387) differ from 
those that come from Abu Hurairah in the phrases describing cADishah's actions and in the 
order of the words for the prayer. The rest of the parallels, presumably all transmitted from 
Abu Hurairah by Acraj (see p. 139), though it is not always so indicated in the shortened 
isnad's, branch out into many lines of transmission other than those of Yahya ibn Sacid 
(Muwatta? I 214; Tajrld, p. 224; Ibn Hanbal VI 58, 201; Muslim IV 203; NasPI I 38, 166, 
169, 252; Abu Da^ud I 232; TirmidhI XIII 28; Ibn Majah II 225 f.). Though the texts covering 
^ i s h a h ' s role in the tradition vary in terms but not in substance, Muhammad's prayer, with 
one exception, is reported almost verbatim, the only variation being the omission of the 
redundant second or third S^PI of the papyrus text. The one exception is the omission of 
i l l* til* in a transmission from Malik ibn Anas (TirmidhI XIII 28). 

The tradition is significant for cADishah's role in it and for the bearing of her role on the 
efficacy of prayer in the presence of a woman (see Nawawi in Muslim IV 203 f.; TirmidhI XIII 
72 f.; Zurqani I 387 f.). Note that the biblical David is said to have used this prayer (Nasa3! 
I197f . ) . 

Tradition 2. Note the superfluous punctuation mark in recto 5. 
cUbadah ibn al-Walld (d. during reign of Sulaiman) of Medina was a source of traditions 

for Yahya ibn SacId (Bukharl, Ta'rikh III 2, p. 94; Jarh III 1, p. 96; Jam' I 335). His biogra
phies and those of his father, Walld ibn cUbadah, are few and short in contrast to those of his 
grandfather cUbadah ibn al-Samit (d. 34/655-56), who was a Khazrajl famous for his par
ticipation in the treaties of cAqabah and in Muhammad's campaigns. He was one of five said 
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to have brought together (jama'a) the entire QurDan in Muhammad's day and to have taught 
the QurDan and writing to others (Ibn Hanbal V 315; Istlcdb I 393). He served cUmar I in 
Syria as judge and educator (Ibn Sacd III 2, p. 93, and VII 2, p. 113; Bukhari I I I 2, p. 92; 
Ma'arif, p. 131; Isti'ab I I 412; Isabah II 661-64; Usd I I I 106 f.). He became also an authority 
on hadith, which he transmitted to his sons, including Walld ibn cUbadah (d. during reign of 
cAbd al-Malik), and others (see Ibn Sacd V 57 L;Jarh I I I 1, pp. 95 f.; Jam' I 334 f., I I 536; 
NawawT, pp. 329 f.). For his musnad see Tayalisi, pp. 78-80, and Ibn Hanbal V 114 and 313-
30. His grandson and namesake cUbadah ibn al-Walld, who is the source of this tradition, 
reports that he and his father, from whom he transmits (Ibn Hanbal I I I 441), set out "in 
search of (religious) knowledge" (natlub al-'ilm) among the Ansar before the latter should 
perish (cf. p. 259). The first man they met was Abu al-Yasar Kacb ibn cAmr (d. 55/675; see 
Ibn Sacd III 2, pp. 118 f.; Jarh I I I 2, p. 160; Bukhari, Ta'rlkh IV 1, pp. 220 f.; Isti'ab II 700; 
Isabah IV 419 f.; Usd IV 245, V 323 f.), accompanied by a young servant with a container 
full of manuscript sheets or suhuf (Jam' II 430 f.). We have here a literate family of three 
generations whose members were familiar with both oral and written hadith. 

This seems to be a singleton tradition. Its one identical parallel is transmitted from Laith 
ibn Sacd by Qutaibah ibn Sacld, as in the case of Tradition 1, with the slight variants JL and 

UIPI for % a n d ^ p l of the papyrus (Nasa?I II 160). There are, however, a number of tradi
tions that dwell on ^ i s h a h ' s jealousy of her rivals in the harem and present closely related 
versions of this tradition (e.g. Ibn Hanbal VI 115; Muslim XVII158). There are, in addition, 
later and slightly edited versions of the conversation between Muhammad and cA'ishah (Ibn 
al-Jauzi, Talbis iblls, pp. 33 f.; Muhibb al-DIn al-Tabari, Kitab al-simt al-thamin ft manaqib 
ummahat al-mv?minin} ed. Muhammad Raghlb al-Tabbakh al-Halabi [Halab, 1928] p. 80). 
The assignment for each soul of a good and an evil spirit is confirmed by the Qm°an and 
numerous other traditions (see e.g. Surahs 6:112, 43:36; Concordance I I I 125 ff.). See page 
141 for biblical roles of angels. 

Tradition 3. Muhammad ibn Yahya ibn Hibban (ca. 47-121/667-739) of Medina transmit
ted from many Companions to such leaders as Yahya ibn Sacid, Zuhrl, Ibn Ishaq, and Malik 
ibn Anas (Ma'arif, p. 239; Bukhari, Ta'nkh I 1, pp. 265 f.;Jarh IV 1, pp. 122 f.; Ibn Hibban, 
p. 103; Jam' I I 453; Tajrid, pp. 221 f.). 

LuDluDah was a freedwoman of the Ansar. Her transmission of this tradition is repeatedly 
confirmed in the biographical references to Abu Sirmah and in the parallels to the papyrus 
text. Abu Sirmah al-Ansarl (n.d.) participated in the conquest of Egypt, where he settled 
(Daulabi I 40; Isti'ab II 667; Isabah IV 197; Usd V 229 f.; Jam' II 482). 

The tradition has six nearly identical parallels, all but one of which (Daulabi I 40) are 
transmitted through Laith. Of the five from Laith, one (Ibn Majah II 30 f.) is transmitted 
from him by the Egyptian Muhammad ibn Rumh (d. 242/856; see Jam' II 471; Jarh I I I 2, 
p. 254) and the other four by Qutaibah ibn SacId (Ibn Hanbal I I I 453; Abu Da'ud III 315; 
TirmidhI VIII 122 f.; Usd V 230). These parallels vary from the papyrus text only in the 
interchangeable use of the verb forms jUJ jj>\ and J U J^il. 

Tradition 4- This is the first of ten traditions (Nos. 4, 9-10, 13-19) in which Yahya ibn 
SacId reports his own practice and opinion and not those of Muhammad or of leading Com
panions. As seen in the discussion of Document 6, this type of tradition (pp. 173 f.) was likely 
to be ignored by the compilers of the later standard hadith collections. At any rate, no parallel 
has been found. Numerous traditions, however, describe the practice of Companions eager to 
share Muhammad's cup of water or other drink. The drinking vessel was passed to the one on 
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the right regardless of his status or age (see e.g. Muwatta? II 926 f. [ = Shaibam, p. 373]; Ibn 
Hanbal I 367, 462, I I 130, 154, 260, 515, and VI 2 f., 13; Nubaltf II 427). 

Tradition 5. Paleographically the cain of ^ at the end of recto 8 and the kdf of j & y I in 

recto 9 are faulty because they look more like ha? or one of its sister letters. Scribal carelessness 
is evidenced also by the omission of J IS in recto 9 and of the last phrase of the tradition, which 
called for the interlinear insertion. 

Zibirqan ibn cAbd Allah al-Laithi (n.d.) was an obscure traditionist to judge by the paucity 
of information about him (Bukhari, Ta?r%kh II 1, p. 397; Jarh I 2, pp. 609 f.). A Zibirqan ibn 
cAbd Allah is mentioned as transmitting from Abu Hurairah, as is one whom Yahya ibn Sacid 
defended and transmitted from (Jarh I 2, pp. 609 f.), but no Zibirqan who transmitted from 
Abu Hurairah to Yahya is specified in the sources. 

No parallels have yet been found. A number of Companions were averse to the use of cold 
water in winter for the extensive ritual ablutions. Muhammad is reported as permitting the 
lesser ablution (tawaddv?), though he himself practiced the extensive one (taghassul). Among 
those who avoided cold water for fear of catching cold were cAmr ibn al-cAs and cAmmar ibn 
Yasir. Among those who insisted on the use of water, no matter how cold, for the complete 
ablution were cUmar ibn al-Khattab and cAbd Allah ibn Mascud, and Abu Hurairah belongs 
in this second group (see NasiPI I 63). The theme is widely discussed, including the substitu
tion of sand for cold water (cf. p. 264, comment on Tradition 3). According to Surahs 2:46 
and 5:6 sand may be used when no water is available, that is, iayammum (see also Surahs 
4:46, 5:9). Various opinions and practices prevailed among the followers of the several legal 
schools (see e.g. Ibn Hanbal III 348, IV 264 f.; Bukhari I 97; Muslim IV 10, 56-63; Abu 
Da'ud I 92; Ibn Majah I 105; Tahawl III 171-74). There are also a number of traditions 
against preferring death to any sort of trouble or misfortune (e.g. Bukhari IV 48, 410; Muslim 
XVII 7 f.; Ibn Hanbal I I 316, 350). Some of these trace back to or are transmitted by Abu 
Hurairah. 

Tradition 6. Note the omission of the first can in the isnad, in all probability a scribal error 
as are other indicated errors of omission. Note also the cancellation of the last word in recto 
10 and the interlinear insertion in recto 11. 

For Salim ibn cAbd Allah (d. 106/725) see page 142. 
The only parallel yet found (Ibn Sacd III 1, p. 197, lines 10-15) has a different isnad, in 

which, however, Yahya ibn Sacid transmits from Qasim ibn Muhammad (see p. 191) to 
Hammad ibn Salamah ibn Dinar (see pp. 160 f.). This and the papyrus text, though not identical 
in wording, were undoubtedly meant to convey the same meaning. The one significant variant 
is the negative Jjlil ^ in recto 11 of the papyrus for the positive JJlil/ of Ibn Sacd. Ibn al-JauzI 
(Ta'rikh zUmar ibn al-Khattab, p. 55) cites the part beginning with Jj from Ibn Sacd with 
some slight variation. cUmar's statement was provoked by the controversy that was generated 
when Abu Bakr nominated him as his successor to the caliphate (see Tabarl I 2137^1). 

Tradition 7. Note the break in the text, which cannot be due to the join in the papyrus 
and therefore is a blank space that was to be filled in later. Abu Yazld is no doubt Suhail ibn 
Abi Salih, from whom Yahya ibn Sacid is known to have transmitted and who, like Yahya, 
died during the reign of Mansur. He wrote down his collection of traditions, including those 
from his father, which he marked in order to distinguish them from traditions received from 
others (Bukhari, Ta?r%kh II 1, pp. 105 f.; Jarh II 1, pp. 246 f.; Dhahabi I 129; Mlzan I 432; 
Jamc I 207 f.). His father, Abu Salih Dhakwan (d. 101/719), was a well known transmitter 
from Abu Hurairah, and traditions transmitted from him by his son and others are readily 
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found (Bukharl, Ta?rlkh I I 1, p. 238; Jarh I 2, pp. 450 f.; DhahabI I 83; Jarrf I 132 f.). For 
some of Abu Salih Dhakwan's materials see for example Tayalisi, pp. 316-20, and Ibn Hanbal 
II 230-32, 235 f., 246, 250-54. 

This incomplete tradition obviously refers to the treatment of slaves, especially their 
manumission, marriage, and profitable transactions involving minors. These themes are 
covered in the standard collections especially in the chapters on nlkdh and Qatq. For traditions 
bearing on these themes see for example Muwatta? I I 776, Bukharl I I I 416, 429, 434, 483, 
Muslim IX 206-8, Tirmidhi V 29, and Concordance I 215 i l and II 352 j&^\ » j ; ; . 

Tradition 8. For Anas ibn Malik see page 249. 
The earliest and shortest tradition ranking the Ansar would seem to be the one that simply 

states j U J l ^ j jUaJ^I JJ* jS- It originated with Abu cUsaid of the Banti Sacidah, a subdivi
sion, like the Banu al-Najjar, of the Khazraj tribe (Bukharl IV 125; Tirmidhi XII I 271; see 
also Akhbdr al~quddt III 243 f.). The fuller tradition is widely known and is transmitted by 
several Companions in slightly varying forms (see e.g. Bukharl I I I 7; Concordance I I 159). 
Its earliest forms trace back to Abu Hurairah and to Abu cUsaid (Ibn Sacd III 2, pp. 102 f. ; 
IstVdb II 621 f.; Isabah I I I 694; Usd IV 279; Jam' I I 478; Tirmidhi XIII 270 f.) and his 
fellow tribesman Abu Humaid (Daulabi I 24; IstlQdb I I 635 f.; Isabah IV 84; Usd V 174; Jamc 

I 282, No. 1063), both of whom are said to have died during the reign of Mucawiyah. Though 
most of the lines of transmission trace back to Abu cUsaid, it is Abu Humaid who links the 
origin of the tradition to the expedition of Tabuk (Bukharl I 377; Muslim XV 43 f.). The 
earlier and simpler literary forms of the tradition omit the question-and-answer element (e.g. 
Ibn Hanbal III 496 f.; Bukharl, Ta?rlkh IV 1, pp. 299 f.; Usd IV 279). Some versions retain 
Muhammad's initial question but omit the people's answer: AIJI <J^ b JL \J\5 (Ibn Hanbal 
I 56, I I I 105; Tajrid, p. 277). In others Muhammad repeatedly asks his question (Ibn Hanbal 

III 202) or the people repeatedly ask A)JI J ^ b ^ J (Ibn Hanbal II 267). 

The papyrus text itself has two complete parallels transmitted, like Traditions 1-3, from 
Laith ibn Sacd by Qutaibah ibn Sacid. Their main is identical with that of the papyrus text 
except for the use of the modus energeticus of the jussive mood— *4^y a n d /^*»*j for ^AJU 
and *^k«j—and the use of the plural AJXJ for OXJ (Bukharl III 473; Tirmidhi XII I 270). 

The tradition has historic significance because it singled out the Khazrajite Banti al-Najjar 
for the first place of honor among the Ansar and thus drew protests from some of the other 
tribes (Ibn Hanbal I I I 496; Muslim XV 43). Its real significance, however, is its bearing on 
the more widespread rivalry between the North Arab and the South Arab tribes. For, although 
the exact line of Muhammad's maternal descent is not known, the men of the Banti al-Najjar 
claimed and Muhammad conceded that they were his maternal uncles. Certainly the early 
literature repeatedly emphasizes the role of both the men and the women of the Banti al-Najjar 
in the life and the political and administrative activities of Muhammad (see Slrah I 88, 107, 
286-88, 296, 337, 345-47, 360, 362 f., 1007; Ibn Sacd I 2, pp. 43 f., 54 f., 76 f., I l l 1, pp. 38, 
81 ff., and III 2, pp. 48-72; see also Watt, Muhammad at Medina, pp. 153 f., 165 f., 248, 288, 
and 399). 

Traditions 9-13. These traditions are of the maqtuc variety, that is, their isndd7s do not 
extend back to Muhammad. They report the practices of the Companions or Successors and 
have no parallels in the standard collections, though their themes are copiously treated in the 
latter (cf. comment on Tradition 4 and Concordance pb 9<y* ,Cs&** >*-L« > L £ ^ >CJ*^' 

Many of the related traditions are transmitted, as in the papyrus text, from Yahya ibn 
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Sacid by Laith ibn Sacd, and in addition their isndd's extend back through alternate links to 
Muhammad and forward to Qutaibah ibn Sacid (e.g. Bukhari II 19; Tirmidhi V 266; Nasa'I II 
232). The main burden of such traditions is the avoidance of interest and usury (see p. 170), 
so generally condemned in Islam (see e.g. Surahs 2:275, 3:130, 4:161; Slrah I 759; Tirmidhr 
V 207; Concordance II 217 l j ) . On the whole, the various practices accepted in such commer
cial transactions illustrate the workings of the dictum that "differences among jurists are 
a mercy from Allah" (see e.g. Shaibani, Al-asl I [Cairo, 1373/1954] 95, 221; J ami' I I 78-92; 
Concordance I I 67 f.). 

Tradition 9 touches on three themes—disapproval of demand for the return of a gift (e.g. 
Tirmidhi V 301; Abu Da^tid I I I 291), commercial loans with or without security (e.g. MuwatW 
I I 642, No. 46; Ibn Majah II 9; DarimI II 253; Nasa3! II 232), and stipulation of special con
ditions or reservations in a sale contract (e.g. Tirmidhi V 198; Nasa3! II 227). 

Tradition 10 involves the sale of futures for a specified price and for advance payment (e.g. 
Muwatta? I I 657 f., 680; Bukhari II 35; Abu Da3ud III 275; Tirmidhi V 216) and the settle
ment of contract disputes (e.g. Abu DaDud III 273; DarimI II 250 f.; Tirmidhi V 271 f.). 

Qasim ibn Muhammad (d. 108/726) of Tradition 11 was a Medinan, the grandson of the 
caliph Abu Bakr. He was greatly preoccupied with hadith and sunnah, especially the latter, 
but was averse to committing them to permanent record. That he transmitted from Ibn 
c Abbas and to Yahya ibn Sacld is frequently indicated (Ibn Sacd V 139-43; Bukhari, Ta?r%kh 
IV 1, p. 157; Jarh III 2, p. 118; Nawawl, p. 507; DhahabI 190 L)Janf II419 f.; Ibn Khallikan 
I528f. [= trans. I I 485 f.]). 

The tradition involves trade in young slaves and specifically illustrates the general disap
proval of unequal barter and the approval of barter in kind for both animate and inanimate 
categories (e.g. Muwaita" II 640; Bukhari II 21-24, 31 f., 41; Tirmidhi V 246 f.; Abu Da^Qd 
II I 249; NasaDI II 221-24, 226 f.). It illustrates also the general disapproval of the sale of 
anything not actually owned and possessed by the would-be seller {Muwaita' II 642, 675; 
Muslim X 168-72; Tirmidhi V 241; Abu Da>ud III 276, 283). 

In Tradition 12 Laith ibn Sacd is omitted from the isndd. The pupil-scribe is actually writing 
down the added comments of his shaikh or teacher-transmitter. For SacId ibn al-Musayyib see 
page 202. The first part of the content is related to that of Tradition 11. The second part 
expresses Ibn c Abbas' disapproval of pawning animals. The use of animals, pawned or given 
as security, was specifically regulated (e.g. Muwaita" II 468, No. 46; Bukhari II 116; Ibn 
Majah II 44). Note that Yahya ibn Sacld himself appended the comment: "A (marginal) note 
in the book reads 'this is what IbncAbbas used to say about that which is given as security.' " 
This statement confirms directly that Yahya possessed and used manuscripts, from one of 
which his comment is quoted. 

Tradition 13 involves payment of debts. The chapters on sales (f-jJl) in the standard col
lections all stress the required giving of measure for measure as a principle in all financial 
and commercial transactions and suggest, in addition, voluntary giving of a little more than 
a full measure (e.g. Bukhari II 139; Muslim V 226; Nasa'I II 224; see also Concordance II 
371 jlj and I I I 561 f. (y^J>). 

Tradition 14- The command to be considerate of and generous to the weak and the poor 
is found in Surah 6:25 (cf. Ibn Majah II 275 f.). Many are the instances of Muhammad's 
consideration of women and of the weak among men during pilgrimages (see e.g. Bukhari I 
422 f.; Muslim IX 38^2 , with Nawawl's commentary on legal differences of opinion in regard 
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to some of the points involved). Similar consideration extends to occasions other than the 

hajj (cf. Concordance I 76 t jJ l , I 397 jl^>-, and III 512 f.<Ju*wJ). 
Traditions 15-16. Note the division of the word ^ U l at the end of verso 12. No close paral

lels have been found for these two closely related traditions. It is impossible to determine 
whether Yahya ibn Sacid was omitted from the isnad of Tradition 16 intentionally. It is pos
sible that this tradition is itself an editorial supplementation by Laith ibn Sacd's immediate 
transmitter and that he added Laith's personal view on the subject. 

Note the use of the euphemistic phrase "made a gift of his wife to her people'' to imply repu
diation. The main theme is fully covered in the standard collections. At issue is whether pro
nouncement of the divorce formula thrice on one occasion constituted final divorce or whether 
pronouncement on three different occasions was required. The second and more humane 
practice, which gives tempers time to cool and foolish husbands a chance to redeem their 
folly, was intended by Muhammad. The question was widely debated by traditionists, jurists, 
and commentators (e.g. Muwatta0 II 550-53; Ibn Hanbal I 314; Bukharl I I I 464, 480; Muslim 
X 61 f.; Abu Da>ud I I 255 f.; Tirmidhi V 131-34; Nasa^I II 97; Ibn Majah I 323; Darimi II 
163; see also Wensinck, Handbook of Early Muhammadan Tradition, "Divorce/' and Concord
ance I 141 f. C-J and £jl ^j < »L). 

Tradition 17. No parallel is yet known. The sources caution repeatedly against physical 
violence to servants and slaves since such treatment, especially if undeserved, calls for their 
dismissal or manumission. That Muhammad's own forbearance toward his personal servants, 
freedmen, and slaves—even to "forgiving them seventy times a day"—gave way to less con
siderate treatment is indicated by the papyrus text and numerous related traditions (Sirah I 
820; Ibn Hanbal II 45, IV 120, VI 31 f. and 229; Muslim XI 126-31; Abu Da^ud IV 339-43; 
Tirmidhi VIII 126-31; Darimi II 181; Khatlb VII162; cf. Exod. 21:20). General disapproval 
of anger and rewards for controlling it are also stressed (e.g. Surah 3:134; Muwatta? I I 905 f.; 
Tirmidhi VIII 176-79; Concordance I I I 5 0 6 ^ ^ , IV 250 f. U P , IV 555 s&; Watt, Muham
mad at Medina, pp. 68 and 321). 

Tradition 18. No close parallels appear in the standard collections in the chapters on mar
riage and divorce nor in the Concordance. The point at issue is that no divorce is legal until 
the Hddah or waiting period is completed, so that a man who divorces one of four co-wives 
and marries another before the termination of the Hddah has five wives instead of the legal 
limit of four. Hence the fifth marriage must be annulled until the Hddah of the wife being 
divorced is completed. 

Muhammad did, on several occasions, annul a divorce or marriage entered into with un
seemly haste. His motive was as a rule to safeguard women's rights as they were being estab
lished during the transition from pre-Islamic to Islamic practices (see Surah 2:228; Bukharl 
III 479 f.; Muslim X 67 f.; Wensinck, Handbook of Early Muhammadan Tradition, "Divorce"; 
Concordance IV 15 ff.). The extent to which Muhammad arbitrated disputes between fathers 
and marriageable daughters and between husbands and wives is indicated in Gertrude H. 
Stern, Marriage in Early Islam, esp. pp. 34 f., 104 f., and 130 f. 

Tradition 19. No parallel has been found. The point involved is no doubt related to the use 
of silk by free men and by women. As a general rule the use of silk was not approved for free 
men but was permitted for women, though some think its use was limited to slave women. 
The tradition may deal with a specific exception involving a man and his slave woman caught 
in a silken situation (cf. Concordance I 441 f. j ^ - and II 27 j>-). 
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Tradition 20. Note the scribal error in the repetition of <JJU>-J. The space allowed for the 
rest of the tradition does not permit the extension of the isnad beyond Yahya himself unless 
the main was very brief. It is probable that the main was related to that of Tradition 19, with 
a statement that may have read something like £)b\> L*J ^ or ^ J u ^,l> ^ or perhaps even 
d-jjbJI ot>li ̂ S"3. 

Tradition 21. Only the first two links of the isnad survive. 

IDENTIFICATION AND SIGNIFICANCE 

I 

The papyrus represents the hadith collection of Yahya ibn Sacid al-Ansari as transmitted 
by Laith ibn Sacd to an unnamed shaikh or teacher-transmitter from whom the writer of the 
manuscript itself received it. 

Zuhrl, Yahya ibn Sacld, and Ibn Juraij (d. 150/767) won their reputations as the leading 
traditionists of the Hijaz partly because each attempted to make an exhaustive collection of 
hadith (cala al-wajh).1 Yahya's list of pupils, like Zuhrfs, included both Malik ibn Anas and 
Laith. Some of his materials as transmitted by Malik are found in the Muwatta^,2 while the 
papyrus text and the parallels cited illustrate some of his materials as transmitted by Laith. 
Laith's direct association with Yahya began during a pilgrimage in the year 113/732 when as 
a youth he wrote down traditions from Zuhrl (see p. 168) and Yahya.3 

Laith recorded Yahya's early reluctance to use written texts,4 and Malik recorded his change 
of attitude. While he was still in Medina Yahya regretted that he had not written down every
thing he had ever heard, though he was known for his good memory.5 His criticism of Zuhri's 
early transmission from memory (see p. 175) without the aid of manuscripts can only mean 
that Yahya himself not only wrote down his materials but used his manuscripts in transmitting. 
By the time he wrote from cIraq to his former pupil Malik in Medina to send him a collection 
of Zuhrl's traditions, written texts had come to play as important a role in his study and trans
mission as they had long done in the circles of Zuhrl, Laith, and Malik. 

Yahya began collecting traditions while he was still in Medina, some of them by corre
spondence (mukatabah) with, for instance, Khali d ibn Abi cImran (see p. 214), who flourished 
at the end of the first century.6 Yahya supplemented this collection with about a hundred 
Zuhrl traditions that Malik sent him in answer to his request soon after he took service under 
Saffah as judge in cIraq,7 where his collection continued to grow. It was sought after and cir
culated in part or in whole in manuscript form in both cIraq and the Hijaz.8 That this growing 
collection acquired identity as a manuscript in Yahya's own day is evidenced by his younger 
contemporaries' repeated references to it as Kitdb Yahya ibn Sacid. The increasing acceptance 
of written as opposed to oral transmission is further illustrated by the seemingly divergent 
accounts that describe the attitude of one of cIraq's leading scholars, Hammad ibn Zaid ibn 
Dirham (98-179/716-95), to Yahya's "book." In one account Hammad, whose eyesight was 

1 Bukharl, To?nkh IV 2, p. 276; Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 43; 
Jarh IV 2, p. 148; Khatlb XIV 104 f.; DhahabI I 130; 
Nawawl, p. 625. 

2 See Tajrid, pp. 209-36 and 276-78. 
3 Tabari III 2374; Khatlb XIV 101; Nawawi, p. 265. 
4 J ami" I 68. 
5 Jdmiz I 74; Ibn Sacd VI240; Khatlb XIV 105; DhahabI 

I 130. 

6 Tabari III 2374. 

7 Akhbdr al-qu4at III 244; Kifayah, p. 347; Macrifah, p. 
259; Tajrid, pp. 262-65. See Khatlb XIV 104 and DhahabI 
I 130 for Yahya's similar but secret request to Sulaiman 
ibn Bilal for the hadith of Rabicah ibn cAbd al-Rahman. 

8 See e.g. Akhbdr al-qu4dt III 224; Khatlb XIV 104 f.; 
Dhahabi I 129, 132, 211 f. 
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poor, is reported as saying that he did not possess anyone's written material (kitab) but that 
were he to have any book at all he would be glad to have the "book of Yahya."9 A second 
account states that Hammad did not have any book except the "book of Yahya ibn Sacid.mo 

Obviously Hammad, like Yahya and Zuhri before him, was at first reluctant to use written 
sources but relented later, at least to the point of acquiring the desired copy of Yahya's book. 

That Laith added to the initial groups of traditions that he had received directly from 
Zuhri and Yahya would seem to be indicated by the statement that he collected the hadith 
of these two scholars and of a third Medinan scholar who was their contemporary, Bukair 
ibn cAbd Allah ibn al-Ashajj (d. between 117/735 and 127/745). Bukair settled in Egypt and 
had a written collection of hadith, all or part of which he handed to Laith for copying and 
transmitting, a very early example of the munawalah method of transmission (see p. 209).u 

We have seen (Document 6) that Laith added to his Zuhri collection through a number of 
Zuhrfs pupils who had likewise settled in Egypt. Laith had the opportunity to add to his 
Yahya collection through some of Yahya's pupils in Medina or even from some of his cIraqi 
pupils such as Hammad ibn Zaid or his authorities.12 For Laith made two trips to cIraq. On 
his first trip, during the reign of Mahdl, he was accompanied by his secretary Abu Salih and 
both copied hadith materials, especially the vast organized collection of Hushaim al-Wasitl 
(see p. 163). The second trip was made on the order of Harun al-Rashid, who sought Laith's 
legal opinion,13 but no details are available of Laith's literary activities on this occasion. Laith 
had still another source, in Egypt itself, from which to collect traditions of Zuhri, Yahya, and 
Bukair, namely, visiting scholars from the Hijaz, Syria, and cIraq who, as Laith's fame in
creased, made a point of calling on him and usually exchanged materials with him. 

Laith and Malik were not the only ones who collected the hadith of Yahya ibn Sacid. Ayytib 
al-Sikhtiyanl, who admired Yahya,14 requested both cAmr ibn Dinar (d. 126/744) and the 
youthful Sufyan ibn cUyainah to write down for him the best of Yahya's hadith. Sufyan re
ports that he wrote some traditions for Ayyub but heard later that the sheet (ritfah) on which 
he wrote them was lost.15 Others in Medina, though not professional traditionists, were inter
ested in collecting Yahya's hadith from manuscripts without benefit of oral transmission. The 
Makhztimite Jacfar ibn Muhammad ibn cAbbad (n.d.) had a collection of Yahya's manu
scripts from which he transmitted to Macmar ibn Rashid (d. 154/771) while on a visit to the 
Yemen.16 Sufyan ibn cUyainah reports Jacfar?s possession of these manuscripts but does not 
specify their source, though his use of the verbs wajada and jamaca strongly suggests the book 
market. 

The fact that four of the traditions (Nos. 1-3 and 8) of our papyrus have identical or 
nearly identical parallels in the standard collections and the fact that all these parallels are 
transmitted from Laith by Qutaibah ibn SacId point to Qutaibah as the transmitter of this 
document just as a similar set of facts points to his transmission of Document 3. But the bio
graphical sources that report Qutaibah's transmission from Laith do not specify his transmis-

9 DhahabI I 131. 
10Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 178; DhahabI I 211 f. 
11 Mtzan II 361. 
12 See e.g. Khatib XIV 105. 
13 Abu Nucaim VII 321-24. This trip is reported on the 

authority of Laith's secretary, who does not state that he 
accompanied Laith. The details of Laith's meeting with 
Harun, obviously edited, are provided by Hartin's attend

ant Lu^lu3, whom Harun presented to Laith along with 
other gifts as a reward for his solution of Harun's legal 
problem which released him from his vow to divorce 
Zubaidah (see Ahmad Amin, tyiihd al-Islam II [1357/1938] 
90 for reference to this second trip). 

" DhahabI I 129. 
15 See e.g. Khatib XIV 104. 
16Jarh, Taqdimah, pp. 38 f.; Jarh I 1, p. 487; Bukhari, 

Ttfrikh I 2, pp. 198 f.: Mlzan I 192. 
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sion of the "book of Yahya" from Laith. On the other hand, they do state that Abu Salih 
the secretary of Laith transmitted the "book of Yahya" from Laith. The secretary's method 
of transmission from Laith has been questioned. He himself states that he did not hear (samQ) 
from Laith any book except that of Yahya ibn Sacld. Critics favorable to him, such as Yahya 
ibn Macin, explain this as meaning that he read back (card) his copies of other books or manu
scripts to Laith. Less favorable critics accuse him of relying on written sources only, using 
neither the sanf nor the card method, for all of his transmission from Laith. These critics 
would seem to have reached the point of absurdity in assuming that during some twenty 
years that Abu Salih served as Laith's secretary17 he never attended Laith's classroom or pub
lic sessions when either the samc or the card method had to be used.181 am inclined to accept 
the statements of Abu Salih and Yahya ibn Macm and therefore suggest Abu Salih rather than 
Qutaibah as the probable transmitter of our document. That no parallel traditions from 
Abu Salih appear in the standard collections may well be attributed partly to the above-stated 
criticism as reinforced by certain questionable circumstances. There is a report that Abu 
Salih's professional enemies or rivals, especially Khalid ibn Najlh, a neighbor who had access 
to his manuscripts and imitated his handwriting, maliciously and surreptitiously introduced 
forged sheets and rolls into his collection (see p. 201), so that the aging Abu Salih, thus de
ceived, transmitted them as coming from Laith.19 Despite this shadow that was cast on Abu 
Salih, many who knew him well and trusted him continued to transmit from him.20 Others, 
however, especially scholars of the next generation, either bypassed him completely or, more 
frequently, used his materials but failed to mention him in the isndd or referred to him only 
as cAbd Allah in order to hide his identity. Even Bukharl indulged freely in these practices.21 

In view of the foregoing considerations it can be stated that the papyrus represents the 
"book of Yahya" as transmitted by Laith probably to his secretary Abu Salih or perhaps to 
his pupil Qutaibah ibn SacId. Any attempt to identify the next transmitter, the actual writer 
of the papyrus manuscript, would be futile. He must have been a younger contemporary of 
Abu Salih and Qutaibah. The manuscript itself, in view of the poor script, the scribal errors, 
the rather poor quality of the papyrus, and the lack of margins, indicates a student's working 
copy rather than a scholar's permanent record. It was in all probability written around the 
end of the second century or sometime during the first two decades of the third century at the 
latest. The roll form was still in use in the second century. 

II 

This document, like Documents 5-6, illustrates the relatively high ratio of survival in the 
standard collections of the hadith and sunnah of Muhammad as against those of the Com
panions and Successors, even of such renowned men of action as cUmar I (Tradition 6) or 
such famous scholars as Ibn c Abbas (Traditions 11-12), Sacid ibn al-Musayyib (Tradition 12), 
and Yahya ibn Sacid (see comments on Traditions 4 and 9). 

It is to be noted further that though both Yahya and Laith were primarily judges and jurists 
they retained the collection represented by Document 7 in the early musnad form, that is, 
they did not organize the subject matter into legal and non-legal categories and arrange the 

17 Khatlb XIII 9. 
18 Khatlb IX 478 and 480, Dhahabi I 352 f., and Mlzan 

II 46 f. credit Abu §alilj with having heard a great many 
traditions from Laith. 

19Jarh I 2, p. 355, and II 2, p. 87; Mlzan I 302, II 47. 

20 Khatlb IX 478; DarimI 128 f., 49, 55, 73, 76, et passiin 
(for Abu Salih's transmission from Laith and several of 
Laith's sources); Tabarl III 2374. 

21 Khatlb IX 480; Mlzan II 47; Jam' I 268 f. See also p. 
173 above. 
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former under appropriate legal headings (abwdb al-fiqh). This unquestionable evidence of suc
cessive transmissions of such a hadlth collection in its entirety (cald al-wajh), as also in the case 
of Document 6, can only reflect the importance that was early attached to the hadlth and 
sunnah as such and not merely as aids to the legal profession, which was, from the start, basi
cally dependent on them. For Yahya's collection, like Zuhri's, can be classified as a jdmic 

al-hadlth, which could in turn be classified by the next generation of transmitters of both of 
these units—such as cUqail ibn Khalid and Laith—as partial musnad's of Zuhrl and Yahya. 

The isndd terminology of Document 7 represents a stage between that of the extensive use 
of cancanah (see p. 121) and/or the term qala and that of the use of the doubly reinforced had-
dathanl plus qala (see p. 173). This transition calls for some elucidation. Important as the time 
element was in the development of isndd terminology, it alone was not responsible for the 
variation in practice. The latter reflects also, on the one hand, individual preferences and, 
on the other, the increasing difference between the attitude of the judge and the jurist and 
that of the professional traditionist toward the isndd and its terminology. 

Zuhrl and Yahya ibn Sacid began their student careers in the second half of the first century 
when there was as yet no sharp distinction between the jurists and the traditionists, both being 
generally referred to as ^ulama* or juqaha?—terms applied in their widest and non-technical 
sense to men of (religious) knowledge and understanding—from whose ranks were drawn all 
sorts of government officials, but especially schoolteachers, community educators, and judges. 
Owing in no small measure, but not entirely, to Zuhri's outlook and activities, there was during 
his and Yahya's lifetime an increasing awareness of the role that needed to be assumed and 
developed by a body of professional jurists {juqahd?) on the one hand and by the professional 
traditionists (muhaddithun) on the other hand. These two outstanding men of Medina traveled 
different roads to reach the top of these emerging professions. The Tradition-conscious Zuhrl 
became the first to undertake the major task of writing down all the traditions within his 
reach and found patrons in the Umayyads of Syria, while Yahya was called by the first two 
cAbbasid caliphs to judgeships in cIraq. The unquestioned integrity of these two men accounts 
for their common emphasis on a sound isndd for the hadlth and sunnah of Muhammad, while 
their high rank in public office accounts for the inclusion of their own deeds and opinions in 
their respective collections, which covered also the hadlth and sunnah of the first generations 
of Muslims down to their own day, as is so well illustrated by Documents 6 and 7 respectively. 
But despite insistence on the use of isndd's, especially for the hadlth and sunnah of Muhammad, 
there was not yet a set of clear-cut isndd terms carefully graded and defined to indicate the 
method of transmission used at each step. Early in the period of Zuhrl and Yahya, when oral 
transmission alone was all but taken for granted, the verbs carada cald, samfra, dhakara, 
zacama} balagha and ballagha, qala, akhbara, and haddatha, followed by Qan when called for, 
were used almost indiscriminately to indicate both direct and indirect oral transmission. But 
inasmuch as this was also the period during which written transmission began seriously to 
challenge and compete with oral transmission, the need was soon felt for terms that would 
indicate one or the other of these two types of transmission or a combination of the two. This 
problem, however, was never attacked methodically, and even its partial solution was left to 
the slow processes of time and general usage. Owing to the usage of those who favored oral 
transmission the terms balagha, dhakara, and zacama gradually became suspect while the 
other terms gained approval. In the meantime, though the early protagonists of written tra
dition continued at first to use all of these terms, they gravitated toward a preference for the 
terms qala, akhbara, and haddatha and presently adopted and stabilized supplementary terms 
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to cover specifically three methods of written transmission, that is, the mundwalah, ijdzah, 
and mukdtabah methods (see p. 35), which, as these studies show, were sanctioned and used 
by Zuhri, Yahya, and their contemporary Bukair ibn cAbd Allah (see p. 209). 

To use suitable isndd terminology in the classroom was one thing, but to achieve its full and 
consistent use in the isndd itself was another. For with each new generation of scholars a new 
link was added to the lengthening chain of authorities and the methods of transmission in
creased, so that any attempt to specify this double growth and greater degree of differentiation 
at every step of the written isndd had to fall by its own weight* Inasmuch as the use of 
manuscripts alone was under suspicion, the hadlth-writer became concerned with a terminology 
that would indicate accompanying direct oral transmission. Hence there was greater emphasis 
on the term haddathanl than on even akhbarani, let alone qdla and Qan. At first the use of 
haddathanl and akhbarani indicated the samc method, whereby the master himself recited or 
dictated his materials. Presently, however, the hadlth-writers used both of these terms, as 
also haddathand and akhbarand, to stress direct transmission without actually specifying the 
method of this transmission. The method could have been as frequently as not the card, 
whereby the student read back to the master, or even the mundwalah, ijdzah, or mukdtabah, 
which stressed written transmission. It is well attested that Zuhri made no distinction between 
the samc and the Qard method22 and that he sanctioned the use of haddathanl and haddathand 
for the mundwalah and ijdzah methods even though he, at the time of transmission, made no 
inspection of the manuscripts involved; it was assumed, however, that he was already familiar 
with their contents or had complete confidence in the ability and character of the student or 
scholar involved.23 

That some of Zuhrfs pupils, including Ibn Juraij, Laith ibn Sacd, Malik ibn Anas, Sufyan 
ibn cUyainah, and others who advocated permanent hadlth records, followed Zuhri's practices 
should not be surprising. Nor should it be surprising that the isndd's of Documents 6 and 7 
so adequately illustrate both the progressive development and the relative non-fixity of the 
written isndd terminology. For the authors of both documents avoid all questionable terms 
in the isndd's of the hadith al-nahl, generally use canQanah for the earliest links of the isndd's, 
and use the term haddathanl exclusively for one (Document 7) or more (Document 6) of the 
later links of an isndd.24 Nevertheless, in neither document does the isndd terminology indi
cate the precise method of transmission for each link of the isndd's. Such information, when 
it is available at all, has to be ferreted out of biographical and critical works, as was done for 
these studies. It should be noted, furthermore, that these types of literature, which cover Him 
al-rijdl and cilm al-jarh wa al-tacdll, had barely begun to appear in Zuhrfs day. For the latter 
type in particular the critics were groping for adequately descriptive technical terms through
out the second century. 

The evidence provided by the literary sources on the activities of the men of the isndd's 
of Document 7 indicates, as in the case of Document 6, continuous written transmission with 
and without accompanying oral transmission. Yahya ibn Sacid compiled his "book" from 
both oral and written sources (see p. 191). Among his contemporaries and even among his earlier 
authorities were a number of outstanding scholars who were definitely associated with extensive 

22 Bukharl I 24-27; Ibn Hajar al-cAsqalani, Path al-barl 
fisharhsahih . . . al-Bukharll (Cairo, 1319/1901) i()7. For 
Zuhri's use of the card method see p. 181 above. 

23 Kifayah, pp. 326 and 329; cf. Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 274. 
24 The same usages are reflected, by and large, alike by 

collections of the 2d century—i.e., the Muwatta^ of Malik 
ibn Anas, the Jamic of Ibn Wahb, and Tayalisi's Musnad 
—and the standard collections of the 3d century except for 
the more precisely differentiated use in the latter of the 
terms haddathanl, haddathand, akhbarani, and akhbarand. 
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written hadith collections. These included, in addition to Zuhrl and Malik, Abu Yazld Suhail 
ibn Abi Salih (Tradition 7), Ibn c Abbas (Traditions 11 and 12), Anas ibn Malik (Tradition 8), 
and members of the family of cUbadah ibn al-Walid (Tradition 2). Among Yahya/s authorities 
who did not at first write or sanction the writing of hadith but eventually encouraged others 
to write down from their dictation were Abu Hurairah (Tradition 5), Salim ibn cAbd Allah 
ibn cUmar ibn al-Khattab (Tradition 6), and Sacid ibn al-Musayyib (Tradition 12).25 Sacid 
ibn al-Musayyib even became concerned toward the end of his life when a promising pupil, 
Qatadah ibn Dicamah (d. 117/735 or 118/736), showed no inclination to write down from his 
dictation, and he asked: "Don't you write (at all), or do you (already) have in hand something 
of what I am relating to you?" Qatadah then proved that his memory was reliable by reciting 
all that he had heard from Sacid over a period of four days.26 Of all Yahya's authorities that 
are mentioned in this document, only Qasim ibn Muhammad (Tradition 11) is known to have 
held out consistently against the writing-down of Tradition. The practices of the few remain
ing, mostly obscure men, cannot at present be determined. 

The following significant facts emerged from the detailed study of the isndd's of Documents 
6 and 7. (1) The great majority of the men named, even those of the early period which over
lapped that of Zuhrl and Yahya ibn SacId, advocated and produced permanent hadith records, 
sometimes of considerable size. (2) Both Zuhrl and Yahya drew freely on these records of 
their older contemporaries if not, indeed, on those of their predecessors. (3) The progressive 
transmission of the manuscripts represented by Documents 6 and 7 from Zuhrl to cUqail ibn 
Khalid to Laith ibn Sacd and from Yahya ibn Sacid to Laith respectively and of both works 
from Laith to several of his transmitters, such as his secretary Abu Salih and his pupils Yahya 
ibn Bukair and Qutaibah ibn Sacld, clearly indicates continuous written transmission of sizable 
hadith collections in their entirety (Qald al-wajh). (4) While some form of oral transmission 
accompanied the written record at one or more of these stages of transmission, at other stages 
manuscripts exchanged hands to form the only basis of the transmission. 

2B Abu Nucaim II 333; cf. Nawawi, p. 510. Qatadah had 
25 Jdmic I 73; Mlzdn II 102. a phenomenal memory, but his eyesight was always poor. 
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Oriental Institute No. 17629. Late second or early third/early ninth century. 
Coarse brown papyrus, 26.2 X 14. cm., with 26-28 lines to the page and practically no 

outer margins (Pis. 15-16). The inner margins of the two joined folios vary from 1.5 to 2 cm. 
in width. The inner margin and a few traces of the text are all that survives of the first folio. 
The papyrus is broken and peeled in spots. 

Script—Small easily legible cursive script. The scribe, who was very saving of space, 
separated the conjunctive waw from the following word (recto 11, verso 10) and split a num
ber of words, including even the name Rishdin, at the ends of lines (verso 1, 6,10). Diacritical 
points are used for ba? and its sister letters and for shin, nun, and yd?; they appear more fre
quently on the verso than on the recto and are carefully placed, especially in names (recto 
8-9, verso 3). The circle without a dot is used for punctuation but is missing at the end of 
Tradition 10. Note that at the ends of lines the scribe separated the tradition from the circle 
that marks its end (recto 3, 14). 

TEXT 

RECTO 

[< t j^ :> j <J\j ^ 4 A^j 4ip 411 J L * ^ - J l j l [joO>-]j JU ( l ) 1 

^ ' J ^ LT^1 Cf S^ Ul V * Cf A ^ J\ tf> J ^ ^ 1 j[u> ^ J x t j (2) O 3 

i j j l djaj *ijj o^ij J**s4i UJ)J ^ J15 4J1 *.LJLUJJ <U!P 4 

b\j 4 daji V *Jb-j 4j[l] N! 411 V b\ JL*AI J l L i i ] * L J I 5 

O ij>Jl ^ v ! # ' V ^ ^ £**>*& Ayyj OJLP \X***J* 6 

J15 cSjO^JI X^ ^ 1 J P AJ J * J ^ ^ i ^ P j j j j y (3) 7 

J ^ p ^ l <y- JJUUJ (4) O ^ 4 1 s ^ US' j j \ *%<0 8 

$;Lw ^JPJ Al̂ wW ^jP * - L J O O 4JI I ^ J I ^ J^t*^ ^\P 9 

Ui ^ 0 * J ^ U^1 C>* Oi^t) (5) ° ^ < > >jU 10 

JlS 1 cJi Jl5 J ^ l ^ j ^ r ^ L i j* 1^1 *y 12 

o ^ J l Ji -L*** ^Tj J15 JJiP ^_*l JP ^ i J l i ; (6) 14 

O y l l i l <^l [<J-bb JU J>-j ° ^ *Ua>Jb j L l L J l 15 

L i iijHj ^ iLJb j j j *57 i ^ l J l i S^LiJli 16 

^ i ^ <jp V.1 a p J ^ L5-J1 a p u i ^ ^ ° t c r ^ - 7 ^ 17 

199 
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d ^ J« JIT Ai\ JJL-J U P AUI J ^ ^ 1 J P 18 

4111 Jj**> I JjSli CJIS C.JI yu* <UP UJ U 19 

^UJl * oik; jJl jl^Jl J IV1 uM ^ 20 

dJU L>*p ^ l ^ ^ V (J^** - ^ ^ 4 oJL>J l$] J^2J 21 

^.k j Jb>^ l i l J-^JI 01 J ^ J P W i i j l p L» 22 

^ < j ^ j ' ^ V t j ' U ^ ' U* O2J>*~*J £*0jlJ 23 

J^>^4j L - ^ J I JJ . *L*^ J P JJ ip ^ 1 J P ^ - l i ; (8) 24 

^ j i oJo-j J>-Jl ^ til Vli jOSCuJI 25 

^-,1 J P jj>JLi> (9) O <uiJ ^ ^l^iJi p2)[l j J 26 

u r ^ 1 ^ ui ^ cri 5 J t ^ Lri1 J * J ^ 27 

j l JJ SJlij aiy 61 <*^JI [ jJ->- j U JU Ul] 28 

VERSO 

J (lO) O {y^Joj j l L k ^ l JISJ*. t ^ l i l l < j ^ i j r ^ y 1 

jl)JL^L-VI Oil j> 7-j^JI 2"W^JI ^ J ^ Ji-^ 2 

^ j ^bJ I AĴ J J U J * » ^J Juli* j jp ^ ^ * " ^ JJl>- J P 3 

^ ^ J S ^ A>J I ^ j l Jtf JL« <ULP AUI J ^ L r J l J l 4 

j j J l 4^J>XJU 4>-^4 v_-JO ^4 JjJl Ju>- L̂ Ws>l ^ 5 

j3 4^>- l ^ ^ J4J N« &jj ^ OaSlJl* 6 

j j l i j £**>• A^J I ^ ^ ^Jrf 411 Uj\ l^S" 7 

I4JI (_sNjU J I U b j I *^i4 JAJ jjJiJl J«l i 8 

JJUI dyyi \y\f ĵ JiM J IS i»}^3l a i * d i ^ 9 

I (%-XOj 04-44^ I j J lS j (Jâ Uu j t ^ J j 10 

j QjycJjj pZS'j OJ&CJ ]y^j oJ£* 

[ J P ^ i l^ j j i j i i j (11) o 0 ^ ^ j o^L-ii i^ir 

AJ Usy ^ ^ S^yb I I j l JUJI J A I ( J ^ * J 

ISlLi] 4j^*u AJU^^I AJP J>-Jii -AĴ LS. 

j ^ j V l ^ <U*1)J ^ ^ £* [k j ] ^ J P Oil; y> 

C.J?j "ill S^y> l l I4JU ^ j ^ l ^ o^l>-J 

Cl7 JjuJI IJU <^J>-U? j l S^y* j i l J l i dk>*j 

j* Jl2i 4I4 JirJ j l 1^1 Ji« -ui USyo 

Jl i o i l ^ ^I^JI J P ^ x i j (12) O U olT U L4 

S^y. ^ 1 JP ^Uj JP J;li* JP jj*jl JAI ^ ^ U ^ ^ 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 
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J[J] j , yt* Js> f\y\ lAJi\ f[jh ^ Jli 21 

[ ]l Jl^lS" *jbOjl J-*; JJJ ^ j lwiJ *^J 22 

[ L j J ^ i ^jjauu 6j7lj L ^ W 1 ^ ^ 23 

[ j l ] J l i AUI J ^ j b *j& j ^ i JJ L*JI 24 

[ ]J 411 J"* j ^ 1^1*- l y dhJ 25 

[ ] Vj [^lUjI SU 4,1* J ^ - U J 26 

Comments.—Tradition 1. The reading of the last word of recto 1 as LPI^S, which frequently 
occurs in the standard hadlth collections, is not possible paleographically. The ritualistic wash
ing of the entire head, including hair and ears, is a sunnah, but the word i l p does not appear 
in this connection (cf. Muwaita? I 31, 34 f.; Bukharl I 59 f., 61; Muslim III 172 f., VIII125 f. ; 
DarimI II 30 f.; Ibn Majah I 85-87; Nasa^I I 27-32). The tradition in fact refers to Muham
mad's practice and manner of blessing children presented to him, including his own grandsons 
(e.g. Ibn Hanbal I 215, II 101; see also Concordance I I 170 il^S). The identity of the child 
involved in this instance became clear when the men in the isndd of Tradition 2 were identi
fied. He is cAbd Allah ibn Hisham ibn Zuhrah, grandfather of Abu cAqll Zuhrah ibn Macbad 
of Traditions 2-9. Abu cAqil must therefore be in the isndd of this first tradition and be report
ing how his grandfather was blessed by Muhammad and describing how his grandfather prac
ticed the sacrifice. Both of these events are detailed in the grandfather's biographical entries, 
which add that he was born in the fourth year of the Hijrah and lived into the caliphate of 
Mucawiyah and is said to have moved to Egypt (Istlcdb I 387; Usd I I I 270 f.; Isabah II 
910 f.; Jarh I I 2 , p. 193; Jamc 1245). A variant in several of the sources just listed is SUJl ^Jn 
for 4jJLgJb J>CJ of the papyrus text. 

Tradition 2. Rishdln ibn Sacd (d. 188/804) was a well known Egyptian traditionist. He was 
generally considered a trustworthy but weak transmitter because he had a poor memory and 
made careless mistakes. More specifically, he was accused by his younger contemporary Qutai-
bah ibn Sacid al-Balkhl (see pp. 143 f.) of uncritical acceptance of any traditions that were pre
sented to him: o J ^ ^ i ^yjl iijJb- ^y jlS" $\y* DĴ AJ 4JI **:> U J L V olS" (see Ibn Sacd 
VIII 2, p. 204; Bukharl, Ttfrikh II 1, p. 308; Ibn Hanbal, Al-musnad VIII [1369/1950] 117 f., 
note on No. 5748; Tirmidhi II 301, X 53 f. and 63 f.; Husn al-muhddarah 1155). This criticism 
indicates that Rishdln relied on manuscripts, which is not surprising considering his poor mem
ory. In this respect Rishdln can be compared with Abu Salih the secretary of Laith ibn Sacd, 
who in his old age could not detect forged manuscripts, including some of the Abu cAqll of 
this isnad, which had been surreptitiously introduced into his authentic collection (cf. p. 195). 
Rishdln was considered weaker than Abu Salih, and his collection was almost entirely ignored 
though it was transmitted by his son Hajjaj (d. 211/826; see Jarh I 2, p. 160; Mlzan I 214; 
Lisan II 22) and by his grandson Muhammad (d. 242/856) and the latter's son Ahmad (d. 
292/904) in a "large copy" (S—S"' ik~j)- This family isndd from Rishdln onward came to be 
known as the worst to come out of Egypt (MaQrifah, p. 57; Mlzan I 338, II 48). For Ahmad 
and Muhammad see Jarh I 1, p. 75, and III 2, p. 230, Mlzan I 63 and III 40, Lisan I 257 f. 
and V 118. 

Abu cAqIl Zuhrah ibn Macbad (d. 122/470) is known to have transmitted to Rishdln and 
to most of the leading traditionists of Egypt, including Laith ibn Sacd and his secretary Abu 
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Salih (e.g. Mlzan I 338, II 47). His sources include the well known authentic transmitters 
Sacid ibn al-Musayyib (as in Traditions 4-6, 8) and Muhammad ibn al-Munkadir (as in 
Tradition 8). He transmitted also from several members of his family, including his father 
(as in Traditions 3, 7, 9) and especially his grandfather cAbd Allah ibn Hisham ibn Zuhrah 
(see p. 201) and a paternal cousin (as in this tradition) who remains unnamed (Daulabi II 33; 
Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 203; Bukhari, Tcffikh II 1, pp. 404 f.; Jarh I 2, p. 615; Jam" I 156; Husn 
al-muhddarah I 153). He was the sole transmitter from his father, Macbad (Bukhari, Ta?r%kh 
IV 1, p. 399; Jarh IV 1, p. 279; Mlzan III 182). 

cUqbah ibn cAmir (d. 58/678), a Companion who settled in Egypt, served under Mucawiyah 
as governor of Egypt and later in Mucawiyah's navy. He is considered a leading Egyptian 
traditionist whose hadlth was transmitted by many outstanding scholars of his own and the 
following generation (Ibn Sacd II 2, p. 127, and VII 2, p. 191; Bukhari, Ta?rlkh I I I 2, p. 430; 
Kind!, pp. 7 f. and 36-38; Jarh I I I 1, p. 313; IstVdb I I 489; Isabah II 1164 f.; Dhahabi I 40; 
Jamc I 381). For his musnad see Tayalisi, pp. 135 f., and Ibn Hanbal IV 143-59. 

Nearly identical parallels for our text are available. The isndd is the same except that 
Rishdln is replaced by the Egyptian Sacid ibn Ayyub, who was born in the year 100/718 and 
whose death date is uncertain (Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 203; Bukhari, TaDrlkh II 1, p. 419, which 
gives death date as 149/766; Jarh I I 1 , p. 66 ]Jamc I 170, which gives death dates of 152, 161, 
and 166 with preference for 166/782). The only variant in the content is c^u for 6jJ^ of the 
papyrus text and the addition of the phrase *UJ [^A ^* J>-^ a^ the end (e.g. Ibn Hanbal IV 
150 f.; Jarrf I 156, 170). The tradition is found as a part of a longer one (e.g. Ibn Hanbal I 
19 f.; Darimi I 182) with the isndd of the papyrus except that Rishdln is replaced by the 
Egyptian traditionist Haiwah ibn Shuraih (d. 158 or 159/774-76; see p. 239). It is also found 
as part of a longer tradition whose isndd traces back to cUqbah ibn cAmir, cUmar ibn al-Khat-
tab, or Anas ibn Malik (Ibn Hanbal IV 145 f., 153; Muslim III 118 f.; TirmidhI I 71-74; 
Nasa3! I 35; Ibn Majah I 83 f., 89 f.; Concordance II 113, III 221). For the seven heavens and 
the eight gates see for example Muwatta^ II 469, Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 145, Ibn Hanbal II 268, 
TirmidhI XII I 136 f. and 139. 

Tradition 3. Abu SacId al-Khudri (d. 74/693) of Medina was a prominent Companion who, 
like cUqbah ibn cAmir, collected Muhammad's sayings. He transmitted them orally to scholars 
of his own and the following generation (Tabari III 2338; IstVdb II 552 f.; Usd II 289 f., V 
211; Isabah II 166-68; Jarh II 1, p. 93; Mustadrak I I I 563 f.; Dhahabi I 41; Nawawl, pp. 
723 i.;Jamc I 158 f.). For his musnad see Tayalisi, pp. 286-97, and Ibn Hanbal I I I 2-98. 

This short tradition seems to have no parallels in the standard collections. The brief state
ment is relative to two questions. (1) Is the wzfr-prayer, which is performed at night after the 
last and before the first of the five required daily prayers, obligatory? (2) Just what constitutes 
the witr-pmyer? Both questions are argued at length in sections devoted to this prayer, in some 
of which Abu Sa'Id al-Khudri is cited (Muwatia? I 63-66; Bukhari I 252-54; Abu Da'ud I I 
61-67; Darimi I 370-74; TirmidhI II 240-56; Concordance III 385, 398, 403). 

Abu SacId al-Khudrl was opposed to the recording of Tradition, and his hadlth al-nabl is 
cited by others in support of this position (e.g. Ibn Hanbal III 12 f., 21, 39). 

Tradition 4- SacId ibn al-Musayyib (d. 94/712) was the son-in-law of Abu Hurairah, from 
whom he transmitted the greater part of his collection. As stated above (pp. 201 f.), he trans
mitted to Abu cAqIl (Jarh II 1, p. 615). He served as judge in Medina but fell out of favor 
during the counter-caliphate of cAbd Allah ibn al-Zubair. Among his leading pupils were 
Makhul al-Shaml, Zuhri, and Yahya ibn Sacid al-Ansarl who, like the critics, were unanimous 
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in praising him (Ibn Sacd II 2, pp. 128-32, and V 88-106; Bukharl, Ttfrlkh II 1, p. 467; 
Macarif, pp. 223 and 273; Jarh II 1, pp. 59-61; Ibn Hibban, p. 418; Dhahabi I 52 f.; Nawawl, 
pp. 283-86; Jamc I 168 f.). He was one of the very few traditionists whose mardsil, or tradi
tions with incomplete isnad's, were accepted by Shafici {Risalah, pp. 58 f., 63 f., and 74; Adah 
al-Shafi% pp. 232 f.; Kifayah, pp. 404-6; Mtfrifah, pp. 25 f.; NawawT, p. 283). Though the 
papyrus text records Sacid ibn al-Musayyib's personal practice, the practice itself was none
theless that of Muhammad and is reported for the latter in almost the same words as those 
used in the papyrus text (e.g. Ibn Hanbal I 186, V 86 and 338; Muslim IV 154; Concordance 
I I 510). 

For Sacid ibn al-Musayyib's initial stand against the writing-down of Tradition and his 
subsequent change of attitude see page 198. 

Traditions 5-6. The last word of recto 11 could be read in several other ways, for example 
*ci;l or perhaps even with a miniature sad or dad to give «^2Jl or ~J&\. The reconstruction of 
the first word of recto 15 was suggested by a possibly related case of *L*a*Jlj <JL*pl (Muwatta* 

I 88) which has reference to playing with pebbles or to pelting with gravel and pebbles 
in the court of the mosque to express displeasure at something taking place there (see Con

cordance I 472 * U ^ , I 474 ̂ > J 1 ~ ^ , and IV 103 d~p). 

These traditions report Sacid ibn Musayyib's own practices and opinions and seem not to 
have survived in the standard collections. 

Tradition 7. For cA3ishah as a traditionist see pages 119 and 187. The tradition seems not 
to have survived as a unit, but its essential parts appear frequently in related traditions. Two 
contradictory ideas are involved. Menstrual impurity nullifies the efficacy of prayer, and a 
believer who is in the act of prayer is thereby placed above all earthly impurity (e.g. Ibn 
Hanbal VI 214, 218; Muslim IV 17-26, 65-68; Bukharl I 80 f., 138 f., 316; Concordance I 
113 u^ci ^ j ^ J l ) . 

The seven earths and the seven heavens are familiar concepts in Islam (e.g. Surah 65:12; 
Bukharl II 101 f., 303 f.; Tafslr VII 207-13; MaqdisI II 41-52 [= trans, pp. 37-52]; Con

cordance I I 396 f. j*J>J ^ ) -
Tradition 8. Muhammad ibn al-Munkadir (d. 130 or 131/747^19) was a well known 

Qur'an-reader of Medina and a traditionist who seems to have escaped the barbs of the critics 
(Macarif, p. 324; Bukharl, Ta'rlkh IV 1, pp. 97 f.; Jarh I 1, pp. 219 f.; Tabarl III 2503; Ibn 
Hibban, p. 49; Abu Nucaim III 146-58; Dhahabi I 119 f.; Jam' II 449). 

The tradition does not seem to have survived, though consideration for others is generally 
stressed in Islam. Private prayer and worship, though acceptable, are nevertheless considered 
the least meritorious. It is better to pray in two's or three's and best of all in the large congre
gation of the Friday worship (see e.g. Muwatta? I 129 and references there cited; NasaDI I 
134 {.). Muhammad urged those who had prayed privately to join any group that was engaged 
in worship and thereby win added merit (Abu Da^ud I 157 f.; Nasa^I I 115; Concordance III 
344 f.). 

Tradition 9. Abu cUbaidah, whose given name was Murrah, was the son of cUqbah ibn 
Nafic al-Qurshl, the well known conqueror of North Africa, who died in 63/682-83 (see e.g. 
Istlcab II 490 f.; Usd I I I 420 ff.; Husn al-muhadarah I 126 f.). Abu cUbaidah was involved in 
Egyptian administrative circles until about 100/718-19 (see Futuh, p. 84; Kindi, pp. 41 and 
69) but seems to be little known as a traditionist (see Bukharl, Ta^rikh V 51, No. 446; Jarh 
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IV 1, p. 365, No. 1666). His son and his grandson were very active in the affairs of North 
Africa and Spain (see e.g. Futiih, pp. 212 f. and 217-21). 

The tradition, though it deals with accepted ideas and familiar practices, has no parallel 
in the standard collections. Attention to personal grooming in preparation for the Friday 
worship and for festivals is generally stressed (e.g. Ibn Hanbal I 265, II 149, V 39 and 48 f.; 
Muslim VI 74; Nasa'I I 100-102, I I 75; see also Concordance II 368-70 i*^*JI *^ in several 

places). The instruction to trim the mustache reflects the practice that Muhammad adopted in 
contradistinction to that of the Persians and the "people of the Book." The practice of letting 
the beard grow was similarly motivated, as was also the manner of dyeing and dressing the 
hair (see e.g. TayalisT, pp. 95, 285; Muwatto? I 278; Ibn Sacd I 1, p. 52, I 2, pp. 132, 140-13, 
146 f., and I I I 1, p. 135; Tabarl 11573). As a rule, if no principle was involved, Muhammad at 
first adopted the fashions, such as hair styles, of the "people of the Book" (Bukharl I I I 52), 
but later he deliberately changed such visible personal grooming so that his followers could 
be distinguished from all others (e.g. TayalisT, pp. 273 and 289; Ibn Hanbal II 240, 260, 262, 
291, 309, 356, 366, I I I 132, 246, and V 264 f.; Concordance II 65 ^U&i J*I \yS\j.). Muhammad 
nevertheless retained a number of commendable and gracious personal practices of the pre-
Islamic Arabs, including the trimming of the nails as in this tradition, some of which he 
credited to the biblical Abraham (see e.g. Muwaiia? II 921 f.; Tabarl I I I 2387; Ta?ml} pp. 
135-37). 

Tradition 10. Note the division of the name Rishdln at the end of verso 1 (see p. 199) and 
the omission of the alif of prolongation of Khalid in verso 3. For the nun of J^I^J in verso 
10, the scribe first wrote alif and then corrected it. 

Abu al-Hajjaj al-Jarrah ibn Aban al-Iskandaranl, who transmits Traditions 10-12, remains 
unidentified despite the availability of his full name in Tradition 11. His authority and fellow 
Alexandrian, Khalid ibn Hamid (d. 169/786), was well known and was frequently quoted by 
Egyptian historians (see Futuh, Intro, p. 7) and traditionists. Among the latter are mentioned 
Abu cAqIl of this document and Abu Salih the secretary of Laith ibn Sacd (Bukharl, TcPrikh 
II 1, p. 133; Jarh I I 1, pp. 325 f.; Husn al-muhadarah I 153). Alexandria under the Arabs 
continued to be a center of learning and produced a number of reliable traditionists in this 
early period (see e.g. Husn al-muhadarah I 151-56; SamcanT, folio 356). 

For Muqatil ibn Sulaiman see Document 1. 
No parallel for this long tradition seems to be available in the standard collections, though 

traditions related to its several themes are numerous. The flying horses of heaven, with their 
non-earthly characteristics and their adornment of precious stones, are popular themes (e.g. 
Ibn Hanbal V 352, VI 281; Tirmidhi II 88, IX 12 f., XIII 222; Concordance II 104 o J I J ^ i 

and 107 5>JI i b ; MuhasibT, Kitab al-tawahhum, ed. Arthur J. Arberry [Cairo, 1356/1937] p. 
53). The people of paradise, too, are described in terms similar to those of the papyrus text 
(e.g. Muslim XVII171-74; Ibn Hanbal III 349; Khatlb XIII197; Concordance I 274 i>Jl J* | 
and 377 £>» in several places; Tafsir I 395-97, on Surah 2:25). The grading of the different 
classes of the inhabitants of paradise is also a familiar theme (see e.g. Ibn Hanbal II 339, I I I 
283, V 316 and 321; Bukharl II 315, 331; Concordance I I 118 f. hy*). The idea that entry 
into heaven and rank in heaven are conditioned by such deeds as are mentioned in the papyrus 
text is common (see e.g. Surah 10:26; Ibn Hanbal II498 f., V 348; Muslim XVII 159 f., 174 f.; 
Tirmidhi X 5, 16, 34 f.). Rishdln is cited repeatedly by Tirmidhi on the affairs of heaven and 
hell (see e.g. Tirmidhi X 11, 35, 50, 56, 63; Darimi II 335). But deeds are in turn judged by 
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the motive behind them (see e.g. Bukhari 114 and 22, III 412; Ibn Hanbal III 11; Concordance 
IV 380 J ^ P ) . The interrelationship of the doctrines of salvation by grace, faith, and deeds 
is covered in the chapters on faith, imdn (see Document 3, Traditions 4 and 29), in the stand
ard hadiih collections and in formal works on theology and need not detain us here. 

Tradition 11. Note the omission of the circle of punctuation at the end of Tradition 10 and 
the absence of Rishdln's name at the head of the isndd of Tradition 11. There is, however, 
little doubt that Rishdin is reporting a second tradition from Abu al-Hajjaj al-Jarrah (see 
Tradition 10), from whom a third tradition (No. 12) follows immediately. The incomplete 
isndd's of Traditions 10-12 and the use of the indefinite "some learned man related to me" 
in the isndd's of Traditions 11 and 12 point to practices that no doubt contributed to the 
oblivion which seems to have overtaken Abu al-Hajjaj, though he may well be listed in works 
that specialize in weak and untrustworthy traditionists and that are not available to me. It 
should be pointed out, however, that for the categories of traditions that Abu al-Hajjaj is 
here transmitting—relating to strictly personal affairs and hell-fire preaching—imperfect 
isndd's were more generally accepted (see p. 144). 

Tradition 11, which is more of a khabar, has no parallel. Visiting the sick was considered 
obligatory by some (see e.g. Tayalisi, pp. 101, 303, and 308 f.; Bukhari IV 48; Jdmic I 121) 
and meritorious by all (see e.g. Tayalisi, pp. 132 f.; Ibn Hanbal II344, 354). Muhammad him
self followed the practice (Ibn Sacd I 2, p. 95; Muslim VI 226; see Bukhari IV 4 0 ^ 9 and Con
cordance I I I 366 J\J and IV 409-14 ^^Jl SJ>LP for full coverage of the theme). Many of the 
traditions on the subject trace back to Abu Hurairah (d. 58/678 at age 78), and his biogra
phers mention several cases of his own illness and devote considerable attention to his last 
illness and his death (Ibn Sacd IV 2, pp. 61-63; Abu Nucaim 1383 f.; Usd V 315-17; Isdbah IV 
381-99, esp. p. 397; Nawawl, pp. 761 f.). Man is reminded not to be forgetful of death but not 
to wish for it as Abu Hurairah, who transmits such a tradition (e.g. Ibn Hanbal II 350), is 
said nevertheless to have done on some occasion (e.g. Ibn Sacd IV 2, p. 61, and VII 2, p. 4; 
Ibn Hanbal II 316; Muslim XVII 7 f.; Abu Nucaim IX 13). The bleak surroundings and diffi
culties with his landlord mentioned in connection with that occasion suggest that it occurred 
during the earlier part of Abu Hurairah's life, when he was poor and had long been one of the 
ahl al-suffah} or "guests of Islam" as Muhammad preferred to call the poor. Later, Abu 
Hurairah became a political figure and served under cUmar I as financial administrator for 
Bahrain. He delivered such a large sum of tax money that cUmar at first could not believe 
the amount to be possible. Later, when cUmar removed him from office, he distributed some of 
Abu Hurairah's personal fortune, as he did the fortunes of a few of his other newly rich ad
ministrators (Ibn Sacd III 1, pp. 203 and 216; Yacqubl II 234, 283). 

Tradition 12. Note the scribe's correction of ^^U- to l^i>- in verso 25. The Muqatil of the 
isndd is in all probability Muqatil ibn Sulaiman of Tradition 10. RajaD is probably the well 
known RajaD ibn Haiwah (d. 112/730 at an advanced age), the theologian-traditionist who 
engineered the succession of cUmar II to the caliphate (see p. 23) and who was at one time a 
qdss (Ibn Sacd V 247 ff. and VII 2, pp. 161 f.; Ma'drif, p. 239; Bukhari, Ta'rikh I I 1 , pp. 285 f.; 
Jarh I 2, p. 501; Abu Nucaim V 170-77; Ibn cAsakir V 312-15; Nawawl, pp. 245 f.; Dhahabl 
I 111\Janf I 139). 

Again the tradition as a unit has no parallel though its several themes appear in the stand
ard collections. Raised seats and large tents made of jewels—pearls and rubies being especially 
favored—are among the promised heavenly rewards (e.g. Ibn Hanbal II 159; TirmidhI IX 16; 
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DarimI II 336; Concordance II 105 i^>-). Scepters resembling pillars of light and twigs and 
canes of gold are also envisaged (e.g. Ibn Hanbal I 398 f., I I 160; Concordance V 404 
e-j*aJI OUii). Conduct deserving of such rewards includes the sacrifice of a healthy fatted 
lamb or some other acceptable animal (e.g. Ibn Hanbal II 489 f.). Remembrance of 
God and charitable giving to relatives, especially those of the maternal clan, are frequently 
urged on all Muslims (see e.g. Ibn Hanbal I I 374, 484; Ibn Sacd I I I 1, p. 44, where the caliph 
cUthman seeks to justify his nepotism on this basis; see also Concordance I 357 ^-J>- and 
II 237 p^-j and pp. 117 above and 254 below). The rights of maternal relatives were deeply 

rooted in pre-Islamic Arabian society (see e.g. W. Robertson Smith, Kinship and Marriage 
in Early Arabia [Cambridge, 1885] p. 65; Asaf A. A. Fyzee, Outlines of Muhammadan Law 
[Calcutta, 1949] pp. 334-41, 403 f.; Watt, Muhammad at Medina, pp. 272 f. and 289 f.). 

IDENTIFICATION AND SIGNIFICANCE 

I 

That the papyrus represents either Rishdin ibn Sacd's own manuscript of his hadith collection 
or a contemporary copy of it seems to be indicated by the isndd terminology. There is, first, 
the consistent absence of initial can or qdla or haddathanl etc., which in itself does not neces
sarily indicate the compiler's original collection. For example, in Document 5 the isndd's 
start throughout with Nadr ibn cArabi but other internal evidence points to a post-Nadr 
transmitter. On the other hand, in Document 2 the isndd's start throughout with Malik and 
all the other evidence points to Malik himself as the author-compiler. In Document 8 there 
is no internal evidence to indicate a post-Rishdin transmitter. For, in Tradition 11, whose 
isndd does not start with Rishdin, it is apparent from the text that Rishdin continues to 
transmit on the authority of Abu al-Hajjaj al-Jarrah of the preceding tradition (see p. 205). 
Furthermore, the external evidence supports the conclusion that the papyrus represents Rish-
dln's manuscript or an early copy of it rather than a manuscript of any one of his several trans
mitters except possibly his son Hajjaj. Significant in this connection is the lack of a complete 
parallel, that is, one identical in both isndd and matn, for any of the twelve traditions and the 
fact that in the one instance (Tradition 2) where there are identical or nearly identical parallels 
for the matn two of the isndd's replace Rishdin with considerably older Egyptian contempo
raries (see p. 202). Again, of the eight known direct transmitters from Rishdin, not one seems 
to have transmitted a single tradition of the papyrus text. Thus it would seem that Rishdin 
fared no worse than other honest but weak traditionists whose collections were bypassed as 
units at the same time that some of their traditions were known from external evidence to be 
authentic and therefore were accepted for transmission. Among the leading traditionists who 
recognized Rishdm's weakness yet transmitted some of his materials were Ibn al-Mubarak,1 

Qutaibah ibn Sacid (see p. 201),2 and Ibn Hanbal.3 

It was usually family interest alone that was responsible for the preservation of manu
scripts of a weak or suspect traditionist. We have seen (p. 201) that Rishdin's descendants 
to the third generation transmitted through an unbroken family isndd until close to the end 
of the third century. It is therefore possible that the papyrus represents the copy of RishdTn's 
son Hajjaj or even of his grandson Muhammad and that the ownership was indicated at its 

1 See e.g. TirmidhI X 35, 53 f., 63 f. 
2 See e.g. Bukhari, Ttfftkh II 1, p. 308; Jarh I 2 p. 513; 

Ibn Hanbal II 222, III 247. 

3 See e.g. Jarh I 2, p. 513; Ibn Hanbal VI 20. 
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beginning. The script is of a poor and common variety that offers little help in dating. Though 
a scribal peculiarity which is usually associated with early manuscripts, namely the splitting 
of words at the ends of lines, appears in this document, it could stem from the scribe's desire 
to economize on space as evidenced by the narrow margins. It should be noted, however, that 
neither the size of the script nor the interlinear spacing suggest desire for economy. 

Outside the family circle our sources lead us once more to Laith ibn Sacd's secretary Abu 
Salih, who is one of the few scholars known to have transmitted directly from Rishdin4 and 
who was also associated with Rishdln's sources (see pp. 201, 204). The papyrus might repre
sent either Abu Salih's own transmission from Rishdin or a copy that he acquired for his 
library from Rishdln's son Hajjaj or his grandson Muhammad, who were his contemporaries. 
Furthermore, several of the documents in this small group of related literary papyri were 
associated in one way or another with Laith and his secretary (see p. 91). 

I I 

Only five of the twelve traditions report either the sayings or the practices of Muhammad 
(Traditions 1, 2, 7, 10, 12), while the rest reflect the practices or opinions of his Companions 
and their Successors. Thematically, nine of the traditions involve ritualistic practices, one 
deals with an illness of Abu Hurairah (Tradition 11), and two refer to the Day of Judgment 
and the life hereafter (Traditions 10 and 12), a field in which a great deal of leeway was per
mitted as to both matn and isnad (see p. 205). There is not, in all the twelve traditions, a single 
practice or idea that is inconsistent with the essential burden of the related traditions that 
have survived in the standard collections. Therefore the rejection of all twelve traditions, 
each as a unit of isnad and matn, was determined solely by their defective isndd's, the defect 
being the weakness of Rishdin. Furthermore, when the matn was corroborated through an 
isnad that is the same except for the elimination of Rishdin (see p. 202), priority for inclusion in 
the standard collections was given to traditions from or about Muhammad, as seen repeatedly 
in connection with the early hadlth collections represented by our papyri (see p. 77). 

The role that manuscripts played in the earlier evolution of Rishdln's collection is not 
sufficiently clear. It is known that Abu SacId al-Khudrl was opposed to the writing-down of 
traditions (see p. 202) and that SacId ibn al-Musayyib eventually sanctioned the writing of 
hadlth (see p. 198). Specific information on the practices of the other early and intermediate 
men of the isndd's has not yet been located. It should be noted, however, that the isnad of 
the family of Abu cAqIl is predominant, that family collections have been proven in the great 
majority of cases to consist of manuscripts that passed from one generation to the next, and 
that manuscripts played the major role in Rishdln's own transmission and in that of his 
family for three more generations. 

4 Mizan II 48. 
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Oriental Institute No. 17630. Early third/ninth century. 
Fine light brown papyrus, 26.8 X 2.4 cm. (PL 17). The piece is broken at the top and per

haps at the bottom also. Much of the upper and right parts is lost, and the rest is badly dam
aged. The vertically fibered surface of the papyrus was used first for a private letter. The 
hadith text was written later on the back of the discarded letter in a smaller script with less 
generous spacing. Errors, corrections, and spacing further mark it as a rough copy. 

Script.—Small cursive stable hand. Diacritical points are used frequently for ba? and its 
sister letters, nun, and ya? and less frequently for shin, dad, and ghain. Once each, fa? and qaf 
have a dot above and below respectively—in the words j l i and SjUi of Tradition 11. The 
initial alif of Ibn Lahlcah is omitted throughout. Note the almost angular initial cain of 
"cUmar" in Tradition 2 and of the first "cAmmar" in Tradition 9. The circle is used for 
punctuation. 

TEXT 

iu*J ji JlSj J15 ( l ) O iUJb <L>[J^ 

j+p Q\ *£i\ ,ytj^i <j* **d> & (2) 0 [ 

4;I g - t i l V l j j j f i & i*~$ J J (3) 0 [ ] . . . c5^J l . . . [ 

a>j l u^w» [ ^ l l [ji] 4l!l x& J^-JI OlS" JU \sS% j* Jil l JLP ^ 3j*>- tf> J[^2J JJ> ^ 1 «*—. 

^ # 4UI JL*P 

js^ * U L T i i w l 4jl t-JJlt ^ - J ! J J ^ P j j j ^ - ^ I i j ^ J-J ^ 1 Ljp c^j-^JI yi*>- t ^ J 

J15 (6) O J>- cJ^lk* J> j | ijTA>- J^ j l j ^P ol OUP J J J L I P J P 4-[ J P 4 * ^ J J (5) 

4*^J OJ 

C^U^M ^ J15 [ jM i J J O^i] J * J *P I <JJ ^ ^ ^ (7) O ^ ^ <UP [ 

J L J P ^ J J J J U P J P [4JL-] J J U l l U U (8) O JLiJl ol aS"j V l+L> [ j j :>L^- J15 J j i j 10 

[ l ] j~Jli J15 4 ^ U j* U l 4iL* 4JLP 4J& jlSCi J^PI li^k* L$i* O Ĵ 05 Jl[5 j 11 

^ U P J^J I J J J * J ^ ̂ J c l r f ^ ^ a p ^ ^ u i ^ ^ ^ O l^ijj LS" y j j i [ J 12 

l̂ j UJ ^j-Jl C J I ; J15 

^ 1 v l ^ l ±JI;I J 1 - <-tM' J ] r y ^ ^ ^ ^ 2 5 J15 ^ l^i S j j j l * O[JLIJ j l^Jl O L ^ ^UJl] 13 
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dJJj J J a l̂ Jbrji \jj& Jli -blU^I^ J - ^ J i jo JaSdl SJ1I J&. Jjl jl Jii\] Jtli iU; J> J^ l 14 

*L*J ( l l ) O ^ 1̂ 1 bJ i j ^ 

bjCi * i [ i j j * * [a^]i J J j * J i ^>^J UUIP j ^ i UVJI UJ J U JJ> ^ i ^ ^ y U J i J ^ L * ^ I j j 

iu^J ^ (l2) O ^ 1 Sj-̂SC« Jl i 3>UA U ^Lwii cJ i i fJU^ JJI JUi ^ 1 SjULi 

J&J lg>t^>m J ^ 

A^TJI ^ 3j&\ *l <[x;]li j ^ J^2J ijmJ* LI **** AJI S^JLJI JJ aLJ l̂JI [Jli Jli p-A Î j * 

o 1^11^1 b\ o/v j\ Jii 4ju [ ^ J U J ^ I J ^ P j j < u ^1 dJi d j r lo^iji jjii ^ k J i a«' 

J 1
 ^ ! J J U! 

^ <»!* j ! * ( ^ ^ > p i 0* J 1 V^1 u y AW <jU U, ^ J l ^ 1 l y 41 j i U U 

[O j^iLUcJu^l j l ] 25 

Comments.—Traditions 1-2, The first tradition corroborates a preceding one which is lost 
with the top of the papyrus. Not enough significant text remains to justify an attempt at 
identification. 

cAbd Allah ibn Lahrah (96-174/714-90) was a well known Egyptian traditionist and jurist 
and a fellow student of Laith ibn Sacd. He was appointed imperial judge for Egypt 
(154-64/771-80) by the cAbbasid caliph Mansur (Futuh, pp. 243 f.; Kindi, pp. 368 f.; If urn 
al-muhadarah I 164, I I 117). For imperial appointments of provincial judges see page 123, 
note 19. Most of Ibn LahFah's contemporaries and students held him in high esteem as a 
traditionist, but later critics were divided in their opinions as to his trustworthiness (see pp. 
219-21). 

Bukair ibn cAbd Allah ibn al-Ashajj (d. between 117 and 127, 122/740 being most preferred 
date), ZuhrT, and Yahya ibn SacId al-Ansari were considered the most learned men of Medina. 
Bukair left Medina early to settle in Egypt, where he transmitted to a group of young scholars 
who later became famous. This group included Ibn Lahicah and Laith ibn Sacd. Laith's trans
mission from Bukair was based on manuscripts, by the munawalah method (see p. 194) accord
ing to Abu WalTd al-Tayalisi and by the ijdzah method according to Ibn Hanbal (Ibn Sacd V 
185, 225; Bukharl, Ta'rlkh I 2, p. 113; Jarh I 1, pp. 403 f.; Tabari III 2501; Ibn Hibban, p. 
143; NawawT, pp. 175 f.; Dhahabi I 150; JamQ I 58 f.; Husn al-muhadarah I 147, 162). 
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Tradition 5. The reconstruction in line 5 is based on the name Abu Qabll in line 6. Note 
cancellation of text in line 6. 

Abu Qabll Hayy ibn Hani al-Macafin (d. 128/746) left the Yemen as a youth, late in the 
reign of Mucawiyah, to settle in Egypt, where he later transmitted to many of Egypt's schol
ars, such as Bukair among the immigrants and Laith ibn Sacd and Ibn Lahrah among the 
natives (DaulabI II 85; Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 201; Bukhari, To?rlkh I I 1, p. 70; Jarh I 2, p. 275; 
Mlzan I 293; Husn al-muhadarah I 153, 154, 163; see also p. 213 below). Ibn Lahicah trans
mitted from Abu Qabll to cUthman ibn Salih (d. 219/834), who wrote down his materials. 
cUthman lost his manuscript (kitab) and was directed to a seller of sweetmeats who presumably 
had found it and probably was using it for wrapping. cUthman made a purchase from the con
fectioner, but the source does not indicate whether or not he found his manuscript {Jarh III 
1, p. 154). cUthman is known to have used manuscripts and is an important source for Egyp
tian history (see e.g. Futuh, Intro, pp. 7 f.). 

Abu QablPs source is in all probability Hamzah ibn cAbd Allah ibn cUmar ibn al-Khattab 
(n.d.), who transmitted few traditions but was considered trustworthy. Other transmitters 
named Hamzah ibn cAbd Allah (Ibn Sacd V 150; Bukhari, Ta?rlkh I I 1 , p. 45; Jarh I 2, p. 212; 
Ibn Hibban, p. 54) do not fit the context (see below). 

Abu cAbd Allah ibn Abl Maimun remains unidentified. He could be the son of Abu Maimun 
cUbaid Allah al-Ansarl (n.d.), whose clothing could be of interest in this context (see DaulabI 
II 136; Jarh II 2, p. 221; Mlzan II 168). 

Qasim ibn Muhammad (d. 108/726) was the grandson of the caliph Abu Bakr (see p. 191). 
Ibn Sacd (Vol. V 141-43) devotes considerable space to his personal habits and clothing, which 
included several articles made of the popular khazz. 

Traditions 3-8 (and possibly some of the preceding lost ones) involve the wearing of gar
ments made of khazz, a material woven either entirely of silk or a mixture of wool and silk 
(see Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon, j>-; R. P. A. Dozy, Dictionnaire detaille des noms des 
vetements chez les Arabes [Amsterdam, 1845] p. 6; Ernst Kiihnel, "Abbasid silks of the ninth 
century/' Ars Orientalis II [1957] 369-71). The all-silk variety was forbidden to free men (see 
p. 192), but the wool-and-silk mixture was thought to be permissible for them because Muham
mad himself and some twenty Companions are said to have used it (e.g. Ibn Hanbal IV 233; 
Abu DaDud IV 45 f.; Muwatta? II 912; Bukhari IV 76 f.). Though some prominent Companions 
and Successors, such as cUmar ibn al-Khattab and his son cAbd Allah, remained opposed 
to its use, it did come to be widely used in their time and after, as our document indicates, and 
even won the approval of theologians (see e.g. Ibn Sacd III 1, p. 239; Concordance II 27 j>-) 

Tradition >£. Note cancellation of text at end of line 7. There are several contemporary 
traditionists named cUbaid Allah from whom Ibn Lahlcah did transmit or could have trans
mitted (see e.g. Futufy, pp. 231, 235; Bukhari, Ta?rlkh I I I 1, p. 376; Dhahabi I 151 f.). The 
name is completed to read cUbaid Allah ibn Abl Jacfar al-Misri (d. 136/753-54) in line 7, 
where it fits well, on the strength of the statement that Ibn Lahicah transmitted from this 
cUbaid Allah, who in turn had heard traditions from Hamzah ibn cAbd Allah, probably he of 
Tradition 3 since both traditions cover the same theme (Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 202; Jarh II 2, pp. 
310 f.; Jamc I 305; Dhahabi I 128). Mlzan II 67 cites traditions whose isnad's include Ibn 
Lahicah~Bukair-Nafic and Ibn Lahicah-cUbaid Allah ibn Abl Jacfar-Nafic. 

Traditions 5-6. Tradition 5 is reconstructed to start with Ibn Lahicah (line 8) on the 
strength of Tradition 6, which corroborates Tradition 5 and starts with Ibn Lahicah. The 
space available at the beginning of line 8 allows for the reconstruction of Ibn Lahicah and 
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another name. The surviving final ha? suggests Abu Imamah ibn Sahl or perhaps Salamah ibn 
Makhramah, both of whom are known to have transmitted from the caliph cUthman (Dhahabi 
I 8; Jarh I I I 1, p. 160; Ibn Hanbal I 58). cUthman is credited by some with 146 traditions, 
only sixteen of which found their way into the Sahlhain (Nawawl, p. 410). He was interested 
in the market place and questioned people about prices and news (Ibn Sacd III 1, p. 40). A 
number of the Companions and many more of the Successors transmitted from him, so that 
his musnad must have been sizable (see e.g. Ibn Sacd III 1, pp. 36-58; Macdrif, pp. 99-102; 
Jarh III 1, p. 160; Nawawi, pp. 405-13; Dhahabi I 8 i.;Jamc I 347; Isabah III 1103 f.). Most 
of the works which deal specifically with the Companions have little to say of cUthman as a 
traditionist. For his musnad see Tayalisi, pp. 13-15, and Ibn Hanbal I 57-75 (= Ibn Hanbal, 
AUmusnad I [1365/1946] 323 to II [1366/1947] 16, where not 146 but 171 traditions are 
numbered). 

The line crossing out the entire content of Tradition 5 is due to some error in copying, as 
also in Tradition 4. Nonetheless both cUthman and cImran ibn Husain (d. 52/672) wore 
clothing made of khazz, cImran with Muhammad's specific approval (Ibn Sacd III 1, p. 40, 
and VII 1, p. 5; Ibn Hanbal IV 438). 

In Tradition 6, Ibn Lahicah is most likely supplementing Tradition 5 by indicating that 
cImran also wore clothing made of materials for which Hamah in Syria was known. When 
Basrah was founded cUmar I sent cImran there to teach the people (Z^aJ] UI < 5 J L ^ P AZ*J). 

Later cImran served as judge in Basrah (see e.g. Nawawi, pp. 484 f.). 
Tradition 7. Musa ibn Acyan al-Harrani (d. 117/793) apparently moved in c Iraqi and east

ern circles, since most of his authorities and transmitters were from those regions (see p. 153). 
Hammad ibn Salamah ibn Dinar (d. 167/784) of Traditions 7-9 is the famous Basran tra

ditionist of Document 5, who used manuscripts and committed his own collection to writing 
(see pp. 160 f.). 

This and the following tradition also involve clothing made of khazz. If we read JLS" j V in line 
10 the sense would seem to be that wearing such clothing is of no particular significance, but 
if we read Js* j S the sense could be that the wearer is not welcome under one's roof. 

Tradition 8. cAmmar ibn Abi cAmmar (d. ca. 72/691), a mawld of the Banu Hashim, was a 
trustworthy traditionist of Mecca. He transmitted from Ibn cAbbas, Abu Hurairah, 
cImran ibn Husain of Tradition 5, and others. Hammad ibn Salamah was one of a half-
dozen well known traditionists who transmitted from cAmmar (Bukhari, Ta?rlkh IV 1, p. 26; 
Jarh I I I 1, p. 389; Ibn Hibban, p. 65; Jamc I 400). The sources do not carry cAmmarJs genealo
gy as far as the papyrus text does, for the word after the second "cAmmar" in line 10 is 
definitely not J P but \j though only the dot of the ba? is visible in the reproduction (PI. 17) 
and the name following is not too certain. Concordance I 391 f. ^>- and II 336 f. Cs>j do not 
seem to offer possibilities for identification of the tradition. 

Tradition 9. The Ibn Abi c Abbas of the isnad is cAbd Allah ibn c Abbas, who is seldom cited 
by his kunyah} Abu c Abbas (see Vol. I 104), and who was one of cAmmar ibn Abi cAmmar7s 
authorities (see above). Note the interlinear words and the use of IJLA for dJL& in line 13. 

The tradition seems to be a singleton since all the many parallels originate with Ibn cAbbas 
and have the additional links cAmmar and Hammad as in the papyrus text. Three parallels 
are transmitted from Hammad by cAbd al-Rahman ibn Mahdl (135-98/752-814; see Ibn 
Hanbal I 242 and YaficT I 134), cAffan ibn Muslim (134-220/752-835; see Ibn Hanbal I 283), 
and Muhammad ibn cAbd Allah al-KhuzacI (n.d. and not further identified; see Khatib I 142). 
cAbd al-Rahman's version reads as follows: 
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IJLA U A!!I J ^ IJ C-Jli J IS L£ LjJ ^ o j l AkidL /o l^J Sj j jU 4^« ̂ p l «*!**£! jL^Jl L J L ^ J *LJI 

. AJJI diii J ^ oUo>-y ^jJl diJi lUaig î J L P Jli r^JI Jb» <UJJI Jjl J 4JI>WPIJ J~*>JI ?* Jli 
cAffan's version in Ibn Hanbal's text reads as follows: 

<JSL^LJ *JtJl <_£̂J> UJ *̂ JUi? ^^-Jl C-jj; J15 ^jAs- J J I <jP j U ^ Ul 4^U J^l jA ^UJ>- b* OUP W*b-

^ ^ J J I *o IJLa JlS IJLA U AIII J ^ - J I ^ 1 ^ CJl ^ b d f i i *s IgJ Sjjjl? O X J ^ P I £**£l ^j^jj^^ 

. f j j l dJJi ^ J^i fij-^y ^jJI dUi L^a^li f jJl i l« 4k2dl J j l i AA>*&\J 

Other parallels, with minor variants, are transmitted from cAffan (e.g. Istlcab I 144, transmit
ted by Abu Bakr ibn Abi Shaibah [d. 235/946]; Usd II 22, which does not mention cAffan 
though the text is his; perhaps also Isabah I 687). cAffan was a prominent c Iraqi traditionist who 
moved from Basrah to Baghdad. He was an assiduous collector of hadlth, which he wrote 
down accurately and collated (^b^JI ^>^> ciuJbJljJS* VS; see Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 78; 
Khatlb XII 273 f.). He was for ten years the teacher and colleague of Ibn Hanbal and shared 
the views and trials of the latter on the question as to whether the QurDan was created. Ibn 
Hanbal, among others, preferred cAffan to cAbd al-Rahman ibn MahdT, especially for his 
transmission from Hammad (Jarh I I I 2, p. 30; Khatib XII 272, 274 f.), which explains the 
popularity of cAffan's transmission of this tradition (see Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 51; BukharT, 
Ttfrikh IV 1, p. 72; Mtfarif, p. 261; Khatlb XII 269-77; Dhahabi I 344; Jam' I 407). 

The textual differences among the parallels and between them and the papyrus text are 
mostly of familiar types that occur when transmission is not literal Qiarfl): order of words and 
phrases, additions and omissions of words and phrases that are incidental to the basic meaning, 
interchanging of al-nabl and rasul Allah and of other words; inclusion or omission of the 
tasliyah, and variations in the use of direct and indirect speech. Despite these differences, the 
basic meaning of the tradition remains the same. There is, however, one perhaps rather sig
nificant difference between the papyrus text and all the parallels, namely, the actual time of 
Husain ibn cAll's murder. Whereas the papyrus text reads JLUI £* and JJLUI ^ in lines 14 and 
15, all the parallels have * j j | i > and *jjl £jjj. In Tabarfs account Husain is described as 

making frantic preparations for defense all through the night before the morning of his death 
{Ta?rlkh II 323). This particular difference may reflect the belief that visions in daytime are 
more prophetic than dreams at night and that the time of a vision or a dream conditions the 
time of its fulfillment, and dreams in the early morning are expected to be fulfilled the same 
day (cf. p. 169). It is a day-and-night of twenty-four hours that is specified in all the accounts 
of Husain's death no matter which terms are used. 

The tradition has, so far as I know, no parallels in Shicite sources. Yacqubl I I 292 tells an 
entirely different story, with no isndd, according to which Muhammad while he was still on 
earth predicted Husain's death. He gave his wife Umm Salamah, a staunch cAlid, a bottle filled 
with earth or sand and told her that when the earth turned to blood Husain would have been 
killed. When Husain's trouble began in cIraq she watched the bottle by the hour, and when 
she saw blood in it she realized Husain was dead and was thus the first to give the alarm in 
Medina. She is credited with a related tradition according to which she dreamed that Muham
mad had his head and beard covered with earth in mourning for Husain (Usd II 22). 

Tradition 10. Dimam ibn Ismacil al-Macafiri (d. 185/801) was a well known Egyptian tradi
tionist, the son-in-law of Abu Qabll of Traditions 3, 4, and 11. He was generally accepted as 
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reliable and was sought out particularly for his traditions from Abu Qabll. Ibn Hanbal wrote 
down Dimam/s collection of hadith from one of Dimam's direct transmitters, Suwaid ibn 
SacId (140-240/757-854), who had a collection of manuscripts (Bukharl, Ttfrlkh II 1, p. 70, 
and II 2, p. 344; Jarh II 1, p. 469; Ibn Hibban, p. 143; Mlzan I 473; Husn al-muhddarah I 
154; Yaqut I I 224; see also p. 218 below). 

No parallel has yet been located in the standard collections and biographical works. Around 
the death of Husain there soon developed a body of traditions and legends, particularly among 
the Shrites, as seen in the comment on Tradition 9. 

Tradition 11. As noted above (p. 210) Abu Qabil migrated from the Yemen to Egypt. The 
herdsman's friend presumably was in Medina, or at least in the Hijaz, when cUthman was 
assassinated, and he hastened to the Yemen with the disturbing news. The name may be read 
also as A*>JI LS-t\ or AJ^\ ,^-A The letters of the last words in line 16 are clearly sad or dad, 
cain or ghain, and dal or dhdl but yield no personal name. They do yield several place names, 
the most likely of which is JL*_^? (Yaqut IV 388). Perhaps the word is meant for JL*^,, in 
which case the woman is in some way concerned with the family collyrium box, perhaps as 
a means of identification. 

The tradition has no parallels, and there is little reason for it to have found its way into the 
standard collections. However, Bukharl, Ta?rlkh II 1, p. 70, has preserved an item that con
firms the first part of the tradition; Jli J^j ^ 1 J P J ^ ^ l & fU*^ UJJb^ aJl^- ^ j ^ J15 
A^JL ?y<i> \J\J OUIP JxS. Abu Qabll seems to have taken a lively interest in the politics and 
deaths of the caliphs, including cUthman and Mucawiyah (see Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 201, and 
Futuhj p. 234, and note the isndd Li ^ | ^ i ^ J ^ | j , 4J| JLP). 

Tradition 12. Of the many men named Walid ibn al-Mughirah only Walid ibn al-Mughl-
rah al-MakhzumT (n.d.), who transmitted from Sacid ibn al-Musayyib, the son-in-law of Abu 
Hurairah, bridges the interval between the time of Abu Hurairah and that of Bukair ibn cAbd 
Allah ibn al-Ashajj (Jarh IV 2, p. 17; Mlzan I I I 276). See page 209 for the rest of the isndd 
links. 

The complete main has only one parallel (MuwattaD 111, No. 18), which reads £\!U J P {-*>*> 
• J^J**- 4JU J i i b\y&\ fl SI/ Alii ^yj SU^JI ijpl JlSi A^J\ *)pl ^y Ĵ JL olS" S^y* ^ 1 61 4*L AJ\ 

In this version SJl^* is substituted for S*>1̂ , and the order of the two themes—presence at 
the initial reading of the Qw°an and participation in the initial prayers—is reversed. No 
separate parallels for the first part of the papyrus text have been located, but parallels for 
the second part are numerous and for the most part trace back to Abu Hurairah (see e.g. 
Muwatia" I 5 f.; Bukharl I 154; Muslim V 105 f., especially Nawawf s comment; Ibn Hanbal 
I I 241; Ibn Majah I 179; Mustadrak I 216, 274; see Concordance II 301 and III 404 and 406 
for references to other parallels and related traditions). 

Tradition 13. Sulaiman ibn Yasar (d. between 94 and 110, with preference given to 107/ 
725, at age of 73) was counted among the seven leading scholars of Medina. So far as I know, 
he is the only initial source for this tradition, which is therefore a singleton. The expedition 
in which he participated, as stated here and in all the parallels, took place in the year 34/654 
at the earliest or 50/670 at the latest. Though Sulaiman's death date is uncertain, the range 
given above indicates that he was either yet unborn or not more than 13 years old at the time 
of the earlier expedition and that he was from 13 to 29 in 50/670. But Ibn cAbd al-Hakam, 
our earliest source, specifies the year 34/654 as the date of the expedition, thus casting doubt 
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on Sulaiman's participation in it and on the tradition itself. However, inasmuch as Sulaiman 
and his two immediate transmitters of this tradition—Bukair and Khalid ibn Abi cImran— 
were all considered trustworthy, it is possible that the difficulty stems from the reading 

ijf^j mi, which may have been meant for {y^j &1J, as the age of Sulaiman at his death, 
a type of error that is frequently encountered in Arabic manuscripts. At any rate, Sulaiman's 
death date is too uncertain to allow us to deduce his age in the year 34/654. Furthermore, 
references to Arab boys in their teens going on expeditions are numerous. Still another alter
native is to question the year 34/654 as the date of the expedition in favor of one early in the 
fourth decade (cf. Husain MiPnis, Fath aUArab ll aUMaghrib [Cairo, 1366/1947] pp. 115-19, 
136 f.; Ibn Sacd V 130; Bukhart, Ta'rlkh II 2, pp. 42 f.; Jarh II 1, p. 149; Abu al-cArab ibn 
Tamim al-Tammaml, Tabaqat zulama? Ifrlqlyah I 15 and 245, II 49 and 337; DhahabI I 85; 
Nawawi, pp. 302 f.; Jam' I 177). 

Khalid ibn Abi cImran (d. 125/743 or 127/745) was a Tunisian cAlid who journeyed on 
state business to the court of Yazid II (101-5/720-24). He raised some legal questions and 
exchanged traditions with many of the leading scholars of the east, especially those of Medina. 
He had a large written collection (kitab kablr) of the traditions of Qasim ibn Muhammad ibn 
Abi Bakr, Salim ibn cAbd Allah ibn cUmar ibn al-Khattab, and Sulaiman ibn Yasar. His 
transmitters included prominent Egyptians and men from the eastern provinces such as Ibn 
Lahicah and Yahya ibn SacId al-Ansan (see p. 193; Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 207; Bukharl, Ta?rlkh 
II 1, p. 150; Jarh I 2, p. 345; Ibn Hibban, p. 143; Abu al-cArab ibn Tamim al-Tammaml, 
Tabaqat 'ulamtf Ifrlqlyah I 245-^7, II 336-39; Malikl, Kitab riyad al-nufus I 103-6). 

Mucawiyah ibn Hudaij (d. 52/672) sided with Mucawiyah ibn Abi Sufyan against cAli ibn 
Abi Talib and is credited with preventing a rift between Mucawiyah and cAmr ibn al-cAs. He 
served Mucawiyah in Egypt as a general and later as a transient counter-governor. His military 
campaigns and political activities in Egypt were extensive (see e.g. Ibn Sacd IV 2, p. 6, and 
VII 2, p. 195;Futuh, pp. 192-94 and317 L)Futuhal-buldan, pp. 226-28; Kindi, pp. 15,17-19, 
and 26-30; Ibn Taghribirdi I 72, 106, 146, 155, 160; IstVab I 256 f.; Usd IV 383 f.; Isabahlll 
881-83). 

Jabalah ibn cAmr al-Ansari (n.d.) was won over to the cause of cAli and fought on his side 
in the Battle of Siffin in the year 37/657. He was considered a Medinan scholar although he 
settled in Egypt and is reported as transmitting from Sulaiman ibn Yasar (see Bukharl, 
Ta?rlkh I 2, p. 217, and correct J i S to JJci; Istlcab I 92; Isabah I 465 f.; Tabarl I 2980 f.; 
Husn al-muhadarah I 109 f.). 

Ibn cAbd al-Hakam (d. 257/871) provides two versions {Futuh, pp. 193 and 317 f.) of the 
tradition. One of his versions is all but identical to the papyrus text, for it reads as follows: 
<V^rr^£*JI A^ k*Aj 7f^>- (Vl f^ 4-JL i l \JJ *s> JlijUwj \J UUJLJ A P 4JUI Xs* A* J*>*-.; A P 4*A^J <V. * • * 

The second version reads AP j L u AJ O L J L * C J U J JlS J I ^ P ^ 1 A, oJl>. AP iu^ l \ j | AP . . . 

. l!L£ *Cw4 JJ^-IJ 01 ( 5 J U ^ J ^ I 3y*^ iji ^>- cj-i^ JT^ u^ u^J^J clrd^rfW*^ Cr* r*-*^3 ^ ^J**J 

Note the use of either LI or J&\ for tj? of the papyrus text and the omission of the last sen
tence of the latter. It is significant that both of Ibn cAbd al-Hakam's versions and the papyrus 
text, which is of about the same date, specify u^«Jdl 0>u <Ja*^JI, while later versions of this 
originally singleton tradition specify ^j^jJl o*> vUill (e.g. Abu al-cArab ibn Tamim al-
Tammami, Tabaqat Qulama? Ifrlqlyah 115 f., I I 49; Isabah I 457; Husn al-muhadarah 1109 f.). 
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The division of the spoils of victory is a theme that is much discussed in the several cate
gories of early Islamic sources. Muhammad's practice varied from time to time since he left 
himself a free hand according to Surah 8, called al-anfdl, "the spoils," which begins thus: 
"They will question you about the spoils. Say: 'The spoils belong to God and the Messenger/ " 
Until the strong hand of cUmar I took the reins of government (see Macrifah, Intro, p. 18), the 
early generals, such as Khalid ibn al-Walld (ZubairT, p. 321), also were independent in this 
matter and at times were liberal with the soldiers. The varying and contradictory practices, 
along with Surah 8:1, soon came to be cited for or against numerous legalistic views that were 
rapidly evolving in Medina and the newly conquered provinces. There was no precise settle
ment of the question except for the stipulation that the state's fifth of the spoils was to be set 
aside before any division took place. Nevertheless, the following developments over a longer 
period are discernible. (1) Theoretically the caliph could dispose of the spoils as he wished, 
but actually the generals on the spot exercised their will and judgment. (2) Troops participat
ing in exploratory raids or small expeditions shared more frequently and more liberally in the 
division of the spoils than did troops engaged in full-scale wars. (3) There was a persistent 
trend toward trimming down the soldiers' share, first, by exempting from the division certain 
categories such as slaves, mounts, and some types of arms and, second, by reducing the ratio 
of the soldiers' share to the whole after the deduction of the state's fifth. To justify such a 
reduction early traditions were evidently tampered with, as illustrated by the change from 
"the division of the half after the fifth" of the papyrus text to "the division of the third after the 
fifth" of the later versions (see e.g. Slrah 1456 f., 458 f., 476, 655, 692 f., 758 f., 773 f., 848, 880 f.; 
Tafslr 1102, IX 106-12, XIII361-82; Muwaita* II450-56 and references there cited; TayalisI, 
pp. 28 f.; Ibn Sacd IV 1, p. 107; Ibn Hanbal I 181; Muslim XII 53^68; Abu Da>ud III 77-80; 
Ibn Majah II 102; TirmidhI VII 51-58, XI 201-7; Darimi II 228 f.; Abu Yusuf, Al-radd 'aid 
siyar al-AwzdQl, ed. Abu al-Wafa3 al-Afghani [Cairo, 1357/1938] pp. 45-49; Amwal, pp. 279 
and 303-34; Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Sarakhsi, Shark al-kitab al-siyar al-kablr ll al-Shaibdni 

II [1377/1958] 583-619; see also Robert Brunschvig, "Ibn 'Abdalh'akam et la Conquete de 
l'Afrique du Nord par les Arabes," Annales de VInstitut $ etudes orientales VI [Paris, 1942-47] 
108-55, esp. pp. 124-30, which treat the episode of Tradition 13). 

Tradition 14. cAbd Allah ibn Rawahah al-Ansari (d. 8/629) was one of the twelve negotia
tors of the treaties of cAqabah. He was an enthusiastic supporter of Muhammad, in whose 
campaigns he participated and in whose cause he lost his life in the expedition against Mutah. 
He was a poet and a leader whose verses and administrative ability served Muhammad well 
(see e.g. Ibn Sacd II 1, p. 88; Bukharl I 291 f., I l l 135; Abu cUbaidah, Majdz al-Qur"dn I 20; 
Tabarl I 1460; Isticab I 350 f.; Nubala* I 166-73). He was literate, with some knowledge of 
arithmetic, and was therefore sent by Muhammad in the year 7/628 to assess the produce of 
the palm trees of the Jews of Khaibar. The produce was divided into halves, and the Jews 
were given the choice of either half (see e.g. Slrah I 343, 413, 777, 779, 791-96; Waqidi, pp. 
285 f.; Ibn Sacd III 2, pp. 79-82 and 142; Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-SarakhsI, Shark al-kitab 
al-siyar al-khabir ll al-Shaibdnl I 18, 34 f.; Abu Yusuf, Kitdb al-khardj, p. 51; Tabarl I 1589 f. ; 
IstVdb I 349-51; Abu Nucaim I 118-21, IV 335; NawawT, pp. 340 f.; Isabah II 748-51; Usd 
III 156-59). 

Although most of the sources cited above refer to cAbd Allah ibn Rawahah as an assessor 
for the Jews of Khaibar, none of them gives all the details of the papyrus text. Of the several 
professional traditionists who refer to this episode, only Malik ibn Anas and Ibn Hanbal pro
vide some of these details. Ibn Hanbal's account (Vol. I l l 367), which traces back to Jabir ibn 
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cAbd Allah al-Ansarl (d. 78/697), retains the detail that cAbd Allah ibn Rawahah disliked the 
Jews more than any other people and adds "because you (Jews) killed the prophets and told 
falsehoods about God," but he makes no reference to any attempt on the part of the Jews to 
bribe ^Abd Allah. He gives more details of cAbd Allah's activity as an assessor, some of which 
may have followed our incomplete text. Malik gives two accounts, each with a different isnad 
(Muwatta? I I 703 f.; Shaibam, pp. 145 and 355). In one, which he transmits from Zuhri on 
the authority of Sacid ibn al-Musayyib, he does not mention cAbd Allah's aversion to the 
Jews and their attempt to bribe him. Malik's second account, which traces back to Sulaiman 
ibn Yasar of the papyrus text, is closer to the papyrus text though not identical with it in 
either isnad or main. I t reads as follows: 

(Jl *H jJ ui ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ fr*bp Alii dj^t) L)I J L J <JJ 0UJU- JO *-'1& <j>) (j* £M*« L£'JJ&-

ijs- <JUU*J i j l i l*j j j l AUI j l> - ^ ^ J J <ĵ J (*&l AAJÎ  J ^ J I J ^ C * U 4>-I^J ^ AHII JLP JU i . *-~Ji]l ^ 

Zurqani I I I 169 f. adds that Sulaiman ibn Yasar heard this tradition from Ibn cAbbas, to 
whom some related traditions are traced, but gives no parallels. For related traditions and 
general treatment of the theme see for example Ibn Hanbal II 24, I I I 296 and 367, VI 163, 
Bukhari I 376 f., Abu Da>ud III 263 f., Ibn Majah I 286, TirmidhI III 140-43, Concordance 
II 25 a^j>-y and Amwal, pp. 481-96, especially p. 482 for cAbd Allah ibn Rawahah. 

The survival of Traditions 12-14 is due to Ibn Lahlcah's close association with the practices 
and traditions of the Hijaz, to his wide coverage of all types of materials, and to his large col
lection of manuscripts. 

IDENTIFICATION AND SIGNIFICANCE 

I 

That this document is not from the hand or personal collection of Ibn Lahlcah is indicated 
by the fact that he heads only eight of the thirteen isnadfs and that three of his contemporaries 
are cited as parallel authorities. Tradition 11 provides a clue to the identity of the compiler 
in the words "and then said Abu Salih: (I said to Dimam/ " which clearly indicate that Dimam 
was being questioned on the meaning of a word by his transmitter Abu Salih. This Abu Salih 
can only be one of two contemporary traditionists—the Egyptian Abu Salih (d. 223/838) who 
was Laith's secretary or Abu Salih cAbd al-Ghaffar ibn DaDud al-Harram (d. 224/839), who 
settled in Egypt. Both men have been fully dealt with in the discussion of Document 5, which 
indicates that they had opportunities to transmit from c Iraqi as well as from Egyptian tradi
tionists (see pp. 163 f.). But, whereas their common transmission from the Egyptians Laith 
and Ibn Lahicah is repeatedly specified in biographical notices, only Abu Salih al-Harranl is 
specified as transmitting also from his fellow HarranI Musa ibn Acyan (Tradition 7) and the 
cIraqI Hammad ibn Salamah ibn Dinar (Traditions 7-9).x On the other hand, neither of them 
is specified as transmitting directly from Dimam ibn IsmacIl al-Macafiri.2 That one of them 
did is a fact for which, so far as I know, our document is the only evidence. I t should be 
pointed out, however, that in none of the numerous biographical works was a list of trans
mitters to and from a given traditionist intended to be exhaustive. I t seems reasonable to 

1 Bukhari, T&tfkh IV 1, pp. 280 f.; Jarh III 1, p. 54. 2 See Futiih, p. 139, for indirect transmission. 
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conclude, then, that the compiler of our document was in all probability Abu Salih al-Harram, 
who was the compiler of Document 5 also (see p. 163). It is not likely that Document 9 is Abu 
Salih al-Harranfs personal copy, because the "western" method of dotting the/aD and the qaf 
was used. It must be a student's rough copy made either from dictation or from manuscripts. 
The corrected errors indicate some manner of collation. The scripts of both the letter on the 
back of which Document 9 was written and the document itself suggest later hands than that 
of Document 5 and therefore point to a date toward the end of Abu Salih al-Harrani's life 
for Document 9. It may well be from the hand of his son cAbd al-Rahman. The family isnad 
has been discussed in connection with Document 5. 

II 

Most of the traditions involve the practices of the Companions and their Successors. 
Though their personal practices (Traditions 3-8) and recollections (Traditions 10-11) as 
reported in these traditions are generally confirmed in the biographical sources and some even 
in the standard hadith collections, the traditions themselves as complete units have not sur
vived in the standard collections. By contrast, the traditions that in any way refer to Muham
mad (Nos. 9 and 14) and those that had wider significance for the religious (No. 12) and 
economic (Nos. 13-14) life of the community have identical or nearly identical parallels, which 
emphasize the master traditionists7 dual basis of selection—the isnad and the main. Given 
traditions with the same content or basic meaning, they bypassed those that they judged to 
have weak links in the isnad's in favor of those with sound isndd's. Given traditions with 
equally acceptable isnad's but different contents, they gave priority to those that traced back 
to Muhammad or referred in any way to him (see p. 77). Thus we find that a tradition which 
reports the words or deeds of Muhammad is likely to be preserved in many parallels through 
as many different channels (turq) as the variants in the isnad links permit. 

I l l 

The biographical data on the literary careers and practices of the men mentioned in the 
isnad's of this document reveal that many of them had access to or themselves produced 
sizable hadith collections, as did several of their immediate authorities and transmitters who 
are not involved in these isnad's. The number of scholars specified as using and producing 
manuscript collections increases with each generation of transmitters.3 Several of the men of 
our isnddfs have been encountered in other documents. These include Ibn c Abbas (Tradition 
9), Hammad ibn Salamah ibn Dinar (Traditions 7-9), and Bukair ibn cAbd Allah ibn al-Ashajj 
(Traditions 2-3, 12-14). The search for parallels revealed the Tunisian Khalid ibn Abi cImran 
(see p. 214) and the cIraqI cAffan ibn Muslim (see p. 212) as assiduous collectors and accurate 
recorders of Tradition.4 Suwaid ibn SacId (see p. 213) of cIraq was suspected by some scholars, 
especially toward the end of his long life when he lost his eyesight. But his collection of manu
scripts was sought by his contemporaries, including cAffan ibn Muslim, who transmitted from 
him a copy of the collection of Hafs ibn Maisarah (d. 181/797) that he was not able to find 
elsewhere. Hafs5 had a written copy of the collection of Zaid ibn Aslam (d. 136/753-54) which 

3 It is even possible that some who are not so specified 
may indeed have belonged to this group, since they are not 
reported as being opposed to written Tradition and their 
close association with scholars who favored it indicates at 
least tacit approval of if not participation in the writing-
down of hadith. 

4 See especially Khatib XII 272-76 for 'Affan's use of 
the car4 method and the careful execution of his manuscript 
copies. 

6 Ibn <Asakir IV 385 f.; Jam' I 92, 144. 
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he collated with Zaid. The evidence of large-scale continuous written transmission linking 
men in different cities and provinces is paralleled by evidence of continuous written transmis
sion within families from generation to generation. The sources indicate such transmission 
probably in the family of Abu Qabil Hayy ibn Hani al-Macafin (see p. 210) and certainly in 
that of Bukair ibn cAbd Allah ibn al-Ashajj. 

Abu Qabil's materials passed to his son-in-law Dimam ibn IsmacIl al-Macafin (Traditions 
10-11) to Suwaid ibn Sacld and Ibn Wahb to Abu Zarcah; all of whom are known to have com
mitted their materials to writing.6 

Bukair's family was originally from Medina. His father, cAbd Allah ibn al-Ashajj, journeyed 
to cIraq, but little else is known of his activities except that he was eager for doctrinal argument 
and debate.7 cAbd Allah's sons Bukair, Yacqtib, and cUmar shared a good reputation and an 
interest in Tradition.8 Bukair himself settled early in Egypt (see p. 209) and transmitted 
materials from his father.9 His son Makhramah (d. 159/776) was too young at the time of his 
father's death to have heard much of his collection, but he possessed Bukair's manuscripts 
and was later criticized for transmitting from them directly.101 have been unable to ascertain, 
for lack of a complete genealogy, whether the well known Egyptian Yahya ibn cAbd Allah ibn 
Bukair (154-231/771-845)11 was a grandson of Bukair ibn cAbd Allah ibn al-Ashajj, though 
I strongly suspect that he was. He is more often referred to as Yahya ibn Bukair, even as 
Bukair is generally cited as Bukair ibn al-Ashajj. The frequent omission of cAbd Allah in both 
names indicates that neither man was primarily a traditionist, as is further indicated by the 
fact that the biographical sources give very little information about cAbd Allah ibn al-Ashajj 
and bypass cAbd Allah ibn Bukair. In any case, Yahya, like Bukair, was interested in the 
hadlth of Dimam and Abu Qabil12 and moved in the circles of Laith and Ibn Lahicah, both of 
whom are known to have transmitted from Bukair (see p. 209) and to Yahya.13 Furthermore, 
Yahya ibn Bukair is widely and frequently cited for biographical items for both Laith and 
Ibn Lahrah. 

The high points in the life and career of Ibn Lahicah are fairly well known.14 Here we con
centrate on his professional interests, which frequently paralleled those of his lifelong friend 
Laith ibn Sacd. The freeborn South Arab Ibn Lahicah and the Persian mawld Laith were both 
pupils of Egypt's first leading religious scholar, Yazid ibn Abi Habib (53-128/673-746),15 

whose reputation had attracted Ibn Ishaq to Egypt.16 Both developed an active interest in 
akhbdr, particularly in relation to the history of Egypt, as fully illustrated by Ibn cAbd al-
Hakam's and Kindl's frequent reliance on their reports. Yet neither allowed his historical 
interest to overshadow his main intellectual activities as traditionist and jurist, so that both 
men came to be considered good candidates for the office of chief judge of Egypt. The cAbbasid 
caliph Mansilr wished to appoint Laith to this office, but Laith excused himself and pointedly 

6 See e.g. Jarh II 1, p. 240; Mlzan I 434-36; Yaqut II 
223 f. 

7 Abu al-cArab ibn Tamlm al-Tammanl, Tabaqat ^ulama? 
Ifriqiyah I 220. 

8 See Bukharl, Ta^rikh IV 2f pp. 39 f.; e.g. Jarh III 1, p. 
118, and IV 2, p. 209; Jam?- I 590; Ibn Taghrlbirdi I 255. 

9 IstVab I 92. 
10Bukhari, Ta^fikh IV 2, p. 16; Jarh IV 1, pp. 363 f.; 

Ibn Hibban, p. 144; Jam"- I 59. 
11 Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 205; Bukhari, T&nkh IV 2, p. 285; 

Jarh IV 2, p. 165; Dhahabi II 8; Jam? II 563; Husn al-
muhatjarah I 154. 

12 Futuh, p. 234; Kindi, pp. 182 and 310; Jarh IV 2, p. 
267. 

13 Dhahabi II 8; Nawawi, pp. 364 f. 
14 See Kind!, Intro, pp. 31 f. and reference there cited. 
15 Ibn Sa'd VII 2, p. 202; Bukhfirf, Ta^rOch IV 2, p. 324; 

Jarh IV 2, p. 267; Ibn Hibban, p. 91; Dhahabi I 121 f.; 
Husn al-muhdiarah 1163. Cf. Ahmad Amln, Duhd al-Islam 
II 86. 

16 Dhahabi I 121 f.; Jarh IV 2, p. 267. 
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drew Manstir's attention to the fact of his Persian descent and therefore of his client status.17 

Mansur did not press the point, perhaps because of the prevailing tradition that judgeships 
were the prerogative of the Ansar18 and thus by implication of the South Arabs. 

The eventual appointment of Ibn Lahlcah as judge in Egypt reflected certain political and 
economic trends that began with the successful cAbbasid revolution. Stress and strain were 
occasioned by cAbbasid desire for a greater degree of centralization in the imperial government 
as against the aspirations of the vigorous provinces with their vocal pride in their own identity 
and achievement, particularly in legal theory and practice. The appointment of an imperial 
judge to any of the provinces was therefore a delicate matter. It so happened that the chief 
judge of Egypt died while an Egyptian delegation was in Baghdad and that Mansur informed 
the delegates of their country's loss. Mansur then, according to Kindi, instructed his wazlr, 
RabF ibn Fadl, to propose candidates, presumably non-Egyptians, for the vacant office. But 
cAbd Allah ibn Hudaij of the Egyptian delegation protested that the appointment of a non-
Egyptian would reflect adversely on Egypt since all the other provinces would conclude that 
Egypt could not produce a candidate fit for the office.19 Ibn cAbd al-Hakam?s earlier account, 
however, omits this protest, as do the other accounts.20 Mansur's choice fell on Ibn Lahicah 
"despite his weakness/721 All of the accounts state (erroneously22) that Ibn LahTah was the 
first judge in Egypt to be appointed by a caliph. 

Another point to be noted in connection with Ibn Lahlcah's appointment is that all the 
sources agree that he received the highest salary—thirty dinars, or three times that of his 
predecessor—that had yet been paid to an Egyptian judge. It is true that good and willing 
judges were scarce in the early cAbbasid period, but the tripling of the salary was no doubt 
called for partly by the economic prosperity and inflation throughout the empire since we find 
similar increases in the other provinces.23 The sum seems small enough in contrast to the vast 
wealth of Laith, whose gifts to needy scholars and friends, including Malik ibn Anas and Ibn 
LahTah, ran into thousands of dinars. Ibn LahFah held the office of chief judge for almost ten 
years (155-64/771-80). During this time his close association with Laith continued and found 
expression in their joint action in public matters, so that it came to be said that it was Laith 
who was indeed the ruler of Egypt.24 

The repeated references to Ibn LahTah's weakness as a traditionist call for an examination 
of his methods of transmission. Little is recorded of his earlier practices, though it would 
seem justifiable to assume that he wrote down his materials from the start because he acquired 
the nickname Abu Kharttah, "He of the Satchel." He slung his "schoolboy's bag" around his 
neck and went out seeking newcomers and visitors, asking the older ones: "Whom have you 
met and from whom have you written down?" Then he wrote down what he heard from 
them.25 No doubt he, like Laith, whom he accompanied on the pilgrimage of the year 113/ 
731,26 wrote down traditions from leading Medinans. It came to be known that he possessed the 

17 See e.g. Ahmad Amin, J)uha al-Islam II 89; Abu 
Nucaim IX 109. 

18 See e.g. Akhbar al-qudat III 243. See also p. 259 below. 
19 Kindi, p. 369. 
20 Futuh, pp. 243 f.; Akhbar al-qu<}at III 235; Husn al~ 

muhdiarah II 117. 
21 Kind! (p. 369) alone adds "and his bad madhhab." Ibn 

Lahicah was sometimes accused of being a Shlcite (see e.g. 
Mtfarif, p. 301, and Mlzan II 67; cf. Kindi, Intro, p. 32). 

22Torrey noted this error (Fuluh} p. 368, note). For a 

number of earlier judges appointed for Egypt by a caliph 
see Akhbar al-qu4at III 220 ff. and Husn al-muhadarah II 
113 ff. (see also p. 123, n. 19, above). 

23 Akhbar al-qu4at III 233, 235 f. Wakl< usually mentions 
salaries and is aware of the general increase in this period. 

24 Ahmad Amln, Duha al-Islam II 89 f. 
25 Akhbar al-qudat III 243; Mlzan II 67; Ibn TaghrlbirdI 

I 475; Kindi, Intro, p. 31; Ahmad Amin, Duha al-Islam II 
90. 

26 Kindi, Intro, p. 31. 
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originals (usul) of several compilers. Long before his appointment as judge, local and visiting 
scholars, such as Ibn Wahb and the Khurasanian Ibn al-Mubarak, eagerly sought him out so 
that they could make copies of these originals, and he readily permitted them to do so.27 

Sufyan al-Thaurl is reported as saying that Ibn LahFah possessed the usul while he and others 
had only the furuc,28 terminology which in any science contrasts basic "principles" with the 
"branches" derived therefrom. Sufyan may have been referring to Ibn Lahlcah's expertness 
in fiqhy though his statement could also be interpreted to mean that Ibn Lahicah possessed 
originals of several complete hadith collections while he and others had only extracts. Ibn 
Lahrah did not limit himself to collecting from scholars whom he met in person, for he is 
known to have received traditions by correspondence (mukatabah) from Yahya ibn SacId 
al-Ansarl,29 just as Malik received Laith's risdlah in Medina.30 Ibn LahFah's zeal for collecting 
traditions and writing them dowrn carefully, as Ibn Hanbal testifies,31 inspired confidence in 
his written collections, while his transmission from memory, especially in his old age, became 
suspect largely on the grounds that he omitted some links from some isndd's, though some say 
he did so intentionally.32 Many scholars turned away from him, however, because when non-
Egyptian materials that were not his own were read to him and then transmitted as though 
they were his he neither corrected nor stopped the reader.33 This laxity alone may account 
for the large number of traditions in which he is mentioned in isndd's that are suspect. Those 
who were less critical excused some of his weaknesses on the grounds that they appeared only 
after his books were burned in the year 170/785-86, when he was in his mid-seventies. But 
others contested this statement, and some pointed out that his books, especially his collection 
of originals, were saved even though his house burned down (see references in nn. 31 and 33). 
cUthman ibn Salih (see p. 210),34 who wrote down and transmitted a great deal of material 
from Ibn Lahicah, copied the book of cImarah ibn Ghazyah (or cAzyah [d. 140/757])35 from 
Ibn Lahrah's copy after the fire and traced Ibn Lahicah's weaknesses to a paralytic stroke 
that he suffered in his old age.36 A sizable papyrus roll of traditions transmitted by this 
cUthman from Ibn Lahicah has survived.37 

A close check of the details of the various estimates of Ibn Lahlcah as a traditionist revealed 
general but not complete38 agreement that he had a weak memory and relied chiefly on manu
scripts. His contemporaries who knew him well considered him to be generally trustworthy. 
They included Egyptians and non-Egyptians alike. Among the former were Laith and Ibn 
Wahb. Rhuvon Guest counts Laith among Ibn Lahicah's critics and considers him, as the 
latter's countryman, well qualified to judge.39 Guest's statement is not specifically documented 
and, furthermore, is negated by statements to the contrary40 and by the fact that Laith and 
Ibn Lahicah were closely associated in private and public life and frequently transmitted tra
ditions one from the other.41 So far as I can tell from the sources indicated by Guest,42 he was 

i7Jarh II 2, p. 147; Samcanl, folio 4056; Mizan II 65; 
Nawawi, p. 365. See Khatlb X 157-59 and 168 for Ibn al-
Mubarak's grand tour (rihlah) of the provinces that began 
in the year 141/758. 

28 Mizan II 65; Nawawi, p. 364. 
29 Amwal, p. 395. 
30 Mizan II 65. 
31 DhahabI I 220; Mizan II 65. 
32 A practice indulged in even by Bukharl (see p. 173). 
33 Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 204; Mtfarif, p. 253; Jarh II 2, p. 

146; Mizan II 65. 
34 See Kindl, Intro, pp. 26 f. 

35 Ibn Hibban, p. 102; Jarh III 1, p. 368; Mizan II 248; 
Jam"- I 396 f. 

36 DhahabI I 220; Mizan II 64. 
37 See Carl H. Becker, Papyri Schott-Reinhardt I ("Verof-

fentlichungen aus der Heidelberger Papyrussammlung" III 
[Heidelberg, 1906]) 9. 

38 See e.g. Jarh II 2, p. 148. 
39 Kindl, Intro, p. 32. 
40 See e.g. Mizan II 65, line 18. 
41 See e.g. Nawawl, pp. 365 and 529: Ta?wi\ p. 385. 
42 Kindl, Intro, p. 31. 
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most probably misled by Nawawi, who states that Laith ibn Sacd ibn Yahya ibn Sacid con
sidered Ibn Lahicah weak.43 As the full name of the famous Egyptian with whom we are 
concerned is Abu al-Harith Laith ibn Sacd ibn cAbd al-Rahman, it is obvious that Nawawi 
refers to a different Laith. Unfortunately the biographical sources at hand do not lead to the 
identification of this second Laith, and I can only venture to suggest that he may have been 
a grandson of the cIraqI traditionist and critic Yahya ibn SacTd al-Qattan (see p. 112), who is 
known to have held an adverse opinion of Ibn Lahicah.44 Among Ibn Lahicah's non-Egyptian 
contemporaries who considered him generally trustworthy, except during the last few years 
of his life, were Ibn al-Mubarak and cUthman ibn Salih (see p. 220). 

Ibn Lahicah's younger contemporaries who could have known him only in the last decade 
or so of his life were about evenly divided in their opinions as to whether or not he was com
pletely trustworthy as a traditionist. By far the great majority of his transmitters, regardless 
of their age or province, esteemed him highly for his thorough coverage of Egyptian traditions 
and traditionists, which they compared to the coverage of Syrian men and materials by his 
contemporary IsmacIl ibn cAyyash (see p. 178).45 Ibn LahFah's severest critics46 were SacId 
ibn Abi Maryam (144-224/761-839) of Basrah,47 who suspected him of using entirely on their 
own authority manuscripts that were found (wijddah) after the death of the author, and Yahya 
ibn Macin (d. 233/848) of Baghdad.48 Very few traditionists escaped the criticism of Yahya, 
whose opinions apparently were accepted by most of his successors. He himself was a large-
scale collector of traditions, which he committed to writing. But, unlike Ibn Lahrah, he had a 
reliable memory and could easily detect error or fraud, so that none could interpolate or pass 
off others' materials as his.49 However, neither he nor Bukharl could resist the temptation to 
bypass suspect links of an isndd (tadlis), and both suppressed the name of Laith's secretary 
Abu Salih, from whom they wrote down Laith's collection of Zuhri materials.50 

Ibn LahTah's materials having thus come to be suspected, especially by non-Egyptians, 
were nevertheless not bypassed. Although not accepted as sole proof, they were written down 
and studied by several generations of scholars.51 But, no doubt because of their restricted use, 
there was apparently little effort to hold them together as a unit for long, except perhaps by 
a few Egyptians such as cUthman ibn Salih and his son Yahya, Abu Salih the secretary of 
Laith, and Abu Salih al-Harranl, who was probably the compiler of this document (see p* 217). 
The preacher cAlI ibn Muhammad of Baghdad (251-338/865-960) made a lengthy visit to 
Egypt and collected the traditions of Laith ibn Sacd and Ibn Lahrah.52 

An essential practice of a great majority of the second- and third-century traditionists en
countered in this study was the writing-down of their traditions. Standard phrases in the 
critics' terminology are "his hadith is to be written down/' if the particular traditionist was 
judged to be trustworthy, and "his hadith is to be written down but is not to be accepted as 
proof/' if he was considered weak (see p. 62). The writing itself was done sometimes from 
dictation but increasingly by the mundwalah and mukdtabah methods and by copying from 
manuscripts, authenticated or otherwise, that varied from single sheets to book-size col
lections. 

43 Nawawi, p. 365. 
"Jarh II 2, p. 146; Bukharl, TcPrikh III 1, pp. 182 f.; 

DhahabI I 220; Mlzan II 65. 
45 Khatib II 222; Mlzan II 65. 
46 See e.g. Jarh II 2, pp. 146 f.; Mlzan II 64 f. 
47 DhahabI I 355; Futuh, Intro, p. 8. 
48 DhahabI II 16 f.; GAL S I 259. 

49 See e.g. Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 314; Akhbdr al-qu4at III 
235. 

50 Jam' I 268 f.; Yaqut I 748. Yahya ibn MacIn was in 
Egypt for over two years (Khatib XIV 201 f.). 

61 Jarh II 2, p. 147; Mlzan II 65, 67. 
62 Khatib XII 75 f. 
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Oriental Institute No. 17631. Late second/early ninth century. 
Medium quality brown papyrus, 20.4 X 15.6 cm., with 28 lines to the page and practically 

no margins (Pis. 18-19). The piece is broken at the top and bottom. The lower left section is 
lost, and there are several large breaks. It is difficult to tell whether it is a leaf from a book 
or a loose sheet (sahlfah). 

Script—Poor semicursive book hand with slight variations between recto and verso. Dia
critical points are used for bo? and its sister letters, nun, yd0, and twice for kha? (in jL>- and 
JUa^ of recto 10 and 23). The shin has a row of three dots above it, and/<P and qdf have the 
regular one dot and two dots above them respectively. Words are broken at the ends of lines 
(recto 9, verso 11 and 21). There are no punctuation marks. New sections start with the 
basmalah as in Document 3. 

TEXT 

RECTO 

rU^[i ^ J I UII ^jl i 
[ o-L^ ^J^ v ^ CA **r*J <Sj^\ y) [WJb-] ( l) 2 

[ U L P 4)1 J^> <d!l JJ^J J l i J l i ^ U j . JLP\ 3 

[OllaJJI C*\y*Jt> JA i L SJJPI <^[J jkJ\ J J J t j\ h\J JJ ^ G*i rt^Jill Jib] 4 

J^JSPI dijj i>-l dXj j;j>-l dL j y l dL j LJ^PI dJb dk* j*«>-l JJ* L i 5 

^y AJP AUI JL^ A!!I J^-j J l i J j~*l\ b%sj Î J ^ dJbul/" oV 6 

J^bj <ĵ W tJfl^J L J A** jlS" -^pjj 4**i" <j** A) jlS" 7 

rt-^JL bip jjJiJI j u l j l ^ i Jl i *J JP AAII JUP -O AJ ols <ui[;] 8 

JLilJI ^r-U!^ ^J/iJ^ fUlaJI UJjJI VI £*Jfc |«̂ ) ^^J 4J \ytjj 9 

j j ^ L i J l ^ - l 61 * bUYl l ,J \j*rtj j j i i l j u l jL>^ M̂SOb oy 10 

bJwb̂  (2) \jjsi\j \JJ*OJ\ \jj\^> 0\j \jjik^\ \jLA d\j 11 

4l!l jL>- U 4Jp 4III JU? AIII dj^j Jli- Jli J*«>JI J p f l i* JP 12 

AUI JU* 4)1 J ^ J Jl i J l [ j j X ^ J I J P ^UJ* ^ P lJJb-j (3) J5JI J14 13 

bjwl>^ (4) U Ĵ UJI>- ^ L ]-p Ol5> ^ i j *5"U>-I j ^ i tj* <UIP 14 

JJLJ AJP AJUI JU* AAII J J L - J Jl i J l i j l - u U j j [aj]l>- ^ P gjp- ^A J P 15 

j p j j j ^ P L*0>-j (5) *Sj[L>- OĴ O a]_5i . . . . 61S" tcsliJI j^JLijI 16 

^ A*^>JI ^ AJP A L [ J I L5U? A1I]I JJ-[-^> (1)1 Jl i Ail OIJL^ ^ # oJU-] 17 

AIJI J ^ jU_[i] A) J ip l i Uudi A*Jl J IS J [ ] 18 

j U i ^L_L] L)l J P {S^i Vj c 5 ^ J-* -J b£i *l)[l ] 19 

222 
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AJIP A1J_[JLL J\ <JaS+*\ AJ J l i i c£liS" *U A ^ [ j J 20 

*y2 Vj IgJU [ L« AJ OJJJ j ^ J i J l [ ] 21 

J L j AJIP AUI J^P AIII J J - U J ] J l i J15 ^ 1 J P 0U [ J P J ^ ba>-j (6)] 22 

J i> JUa>- dJU AJS ^ jlS" j * J l i 4JI ^ - J l ^ P <J iLJ- " WJb-lj (7) ] 23 

UJO^ (8) JJLJJ y b l# * j l i olS" ^ iJLtl J U J_L*J &>JI ^ i ] 24 

J ^ * J L ^ V Aip 4JUI J L * AUI JJ^-J J l i . J l i ^ J l t J P j ^ j j oMi] 25 

^ U * U i J-*J ^ N l j oyl ^Joj ^UUr jlS" ^ Wl ^ i J l ^ ^ j ] 26 

j j JP. AUI JL^P ^ Je^—1 0^ - ^ ^ ^ J Cf' ^[jJb^ ^ 1 2 7 

[ V J ^ AJJI [ J ^ J ] . . . . [ 1 28 

[ ] [ ] 29 

VERSO 

1 

[ ] . . . j * j U i p Jj>- [ 1 2 

J *U^ I ^ j J ^ 4^1 ^ j * ^ [ ] 3 

J J U J * ] - * " c^ji Vj *L iN l d^_L ] 4 

[ j j ^ J - P ^ V J J jjj*5l O^P ^ ^ ^ P <_J5" *s £-$*+& J ^ i d i U ^ j J ^ P ^ y 5 

Jij j l l c^^3 ^ ^ <j? J^^d 4^>Jj N J l i 9LJ J ^ li>w2^ l iy J-^J 6 

**; j i i j j ^ i i ^ JUJI c-^5" p-y [ j ^ j j ^ L ^ ^ v J J A^ j ^b 7 

L *u j AJP JSC 1 ol i jjos- ^y J J U ^ j % ^ ] p L JA^W2-JI? 8 

* l> j i^-jl JP j b - i J J o ^ 2 ^ {jtJ*- JU y * * M j M LtJJb^ (lO) Ji^-]\\ ^ ^ £~<aj 9 

u^l^JI IJU JL>- JUi ^ l / r ^ ^ ^ ^ J 1 J1 A J ^ [ J j^-Ll J J » 10 

lj AiSI (jj**) JP i j J b J l AJ Aili ^ ' L i k J l <_^l j j l A[; ^-Jai l i 11 

^l^>JI IJU J ^ dXp O^d AJ J^v^!l AJI>«V <\P jL-j-bJ]^ AJL̂ J 12 

vl*ji^l>-^ AJUI JJ^J vloJb- ^..:5" AJ [AJU] djlJb ^ y J I (j-^4^. ^Jl <^*«li 13 

tijJ^>J[l IOA . b j j j ^ U J ^ ^ - ] ^ ^ ^ j «LJH-]P J ^ J <—yJl vi*^l>-l ^ 14 

[ j o*^ bJ j ^ J l i i i jLJ I ^ j AIII] JLP WJI>- ( l l ) ^ J l ^ ^ 1 AUI ^ 15 

]Nl JUP WJL>- J l i ^va-^Jl [ J ! > U P ] J> C-JU J^Jb- J l i ^ j l ^ i l LLb>- 16 

] j l > l J ^ 4\ j U i [ J L j ] <d* AUI J ^ 4UI JJ^J 17 

A J ^ J J J 4! J^LiJI L - ^ t ] A J [ ^ ] J J All A ^ I 18 

] Jii>-I l i l j j>- AJP ^ [JJ I> - ] iJaA>-j A:[JO^ Jb]jl *u>-l CJ5" 19 

[j>xi cJkh- i^] Jii>-I JUJ AJ5" J J L « A]-XP U J ^ ^ - I 20 

[j 4111 ^ b T C.bfl^] J A JUJ dJb ^ [ ] A i ^ [ ] AJ J l i oli 21 

] j AJ! LgiSJ Jii ^ ^ J ^ U isj& J l i AJI^JJ *JU* J l i A~i[_S"] 22 
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[ J_i L^ij 4J ^Jff. [y ^ U 6jij>- l$Jl_[i ijAf- SJlJU- 23 

L l ^ ' <J' ^ . ^ _/*^' J**** [j_]_a 4jl A J ^ J A!) <dLl"l 24 

[ *-]-*«•> 4uWj [ ] <dU_[j j * ] d l ip 25 

[ ] 4^ LaJbM; JlU^ ^ N JUiUI 26 

[ ] ^ J ^ ^ V I 27 

[ ] 28 

Comments.—Tradition 1. The traces in recto 1 are well spaced for the basmalah, which prob
ably starts a new section as in verso 15. 

Abu al-Bakhtari Wahb ibn Wahb (d. 200/815-16) was a Quraishite of Medina, who lived 
at one time in Syria and off and on in cIraq. He died in Baghdad at an advanced age. He served 
Harun al-Rashid as chief justice of Baghdad in the year 182/798, succeeding the famous Abu 
Yusuf in that office, but was soon removed and appointed governor of Medina (183-93/799-
809; see Tabari III 739, 937; Macdrif, p. 258; Akhbdr al-qudat 1243, III 269; Zambaur, Manuel 
de genealogie et de chronologie pour Vhistoire de VIslam, p. 25). He was a man of varied literary 
activities who won recognition as jurist, genealogist, and historian (akhbari) and is credited 
with six works (see p. 233) in these fields (see Fihrist, p. 100; Irshad VII 232 f.; Ibn Khallikan 
II 239 [= trans. I l l 677]). But he was condemned and shunned as a traditionist and accused 
of sitting up nights to write traditions fabricated as to both isnad and main. The isnad Abu 
al-Bakhtari-Ibn Juraij-cAta?-Ibn c Abbas, which may or may not be complete here, is specified 
as false in most instances (Khatib XIII 454). Abu al-Bakhtari's failure to identify his sources 
fully was also held against him. He displeased the critics further by his practice of combining 
unrelated or remotely related traditions (Lisdn VII 234) as in the case of this tradition with 
its four distinct parts. 

The lists of those from whom Abu al-Bakhtari transmitted (see e.g. Jarh IV 2, pp. 25 f.) 
include Hisham ibn cUrwah ibn al-Zubair (Traditions 2-3), Ibn Juraij (Tradition 4), Thaur 
ibn Yazid (Tradition 5), and Jacfar ibn Muhammad al-Sadiq (Tradition 10). The appearance 
of these names in the papyrus text leaves no room to doubt that Traditions 1-10 represent 
Abu al-Bakhtarf s written collection of hadlth and akhbdr (for his biographical entries see Ibn 
Sacd VII 2, p. 75; Ma'drif, p. 258; Bukharl, T&rikh IV 2, p. 170; Jarh IV 2, pp. 25 L; Fihrist, 
p. 100; Khatib XIII451-57, XIV 243; Mlzdn III 278 I;Lisdn VII231-34; Yafi'11463 f.; Ibn 
Khallikan II 238-41 [= trans. I l l 673-78]). 

Because of Abu al-Bakhtari's reputation I had little hope of finding complete parallels in 
the standard collections, even for his traditions that relate to Muhammad, despite the more 
favorable verdict on his above-named sources and his use of the term haddathand. Since the 
search for parallels was, indeed, fruitless, we can do no more than indicate the related materials 
that were encountered. 

The tradition consists of four parts that can be separated at jl of recto 4 and at J of recto 6 

and recto 8. The first two parts are related in that they represent Muhammad's invocations for 
various occasions such as the beginning of a night or a day journey (cf. Surah 23:97-98; 
Muwatta? I 215; Ibn Hanbal II117, 401, and 433, III 29 f., IV 333; Abu Da'ud II287; Darimi 
III 33; Tirmidhi XIII 3; Nasa3! II 318 f.; Ibn Majah II 232; see also Concordance II 467 
yUl *U:> and IV 425-27 i^l). 

The third part (recto 6-8) has no parallel in the standard collections so far as I know. Yet 
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self-discipline and criticism based in part on Surah 2:44 are familiar in Islamic religious liter
ature (see e.g. Jdmic I 194 f.; MawardT, Adah al-dunya wa al-din, p. 330, in a passage which 
reads Jipl^JI AJJCJ 1 3k&\j <ui; j * AJ J $ C J {y). 

The fourth part (recto 8-11) has parallels for some of its phrases scattered in a number of 
related traditions (e.g. Ibn Hanbal I I 369, IV 98 and 193-94, VI 129; Ibn Majah II 222; 
TirmidhI VIII 174 f.; Concordance I 202 u^Jbt; see also Abu Nucaim III 97, VI 120; cAli 

ibn Rabban al-Tabari, Kitab al-dm wa al-daulah, p. 50; Ghazali, Kitab al-arbacin [Cairo, 1344/ 
1925] p. 105). 

Tradition 2. The Hisham of the isndd has to be Hisham ibn cUrwah ibn al-Zubair (61-146/ 
681-763), the famed scholar of Medina, from whom Abu al-Bakhtarl is known to have trans
mitted (see p. 224). Hisham is presumably transmitting on the authority of Hasan al-Basri 
(see p. 17), whom he could have met either during a pilgrimage or in cIraq. Hisham left the 
Hijaz, visited Kufah, and settled in Baghdad, where he was very active in the transmission 
of hadith. In cIraq, however, he was not so particular about his isndd's as he had been in 
Medina, and the Medinans criticized him for such laxity. I t is less likely that Hisham is trans
mitting individually from Hasan ibn cAlI (d. ca. 50/670; see Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 67; Macdrif, 
p. 115; Bukhari, TaPrlkh IV 2, pp. 193 f.; Jarh IV 2, pp. 63 f.; Ibn Hibban, p. 60; Dhahabi I 
136 f.; Nawawi, p. 607; Jarrf II 547; Ibn Khallikan II 275 [= trans. I l l 606-8]). For Hasan 
ibn cAli as a traditionist see Ibn Sacd VII 1, p. 127, Istl'db I 139 f., Usd II 10 f., Isdbah I 674, 
Nawawi, pp. 204 f., and p. 226 below. 

No parallel for the tradition is indicated under either ji>- or LAP in the Concordance. 

Tradition 3. The reading ^\j Lij is not certain; if it is correct, the y<P has its two dots 
within its loop. The Concordance has no parallel under - ^ or^ij . 

Tradition If. Ibn Juraij (d. 150/767) of Mecca is generally recognized as one of the first 
scholars to give an organized literary form to his works, which included tafslr and hadith (see 
e.g. pp. 112, 181, 193). 

Khalid ibn Macdan (d. 104/722) was one of the leading traditionists of Hims. He collected 
traditions from a large number of Companions and committed them to writing in a book 
bound between two boards drawn together with clasps (see Vol. I 22 and correct aMa cran" 
to "Macdan"). His pupil Bahlr ibn Sacd (d. 160/777; see Bukhari, TcPrikh I 2, pp. 137 f.; 
Jarh I 1, p. 412; Dhahabi I 166; see also p. 233 below, with n. 16) apparently inherited the 
copy which he either loaned or passed on to Baqiyah ibn al-Walld (Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 162; 
Tabari I I I 2482; Bukhari, Ta'rlkh I I 1 , pp. 161 f.; Jarh I 2, p. 351; Ibn Hibban, p. 85 [ = p. 112 
of 1959 ed.]; Ibn Abl Da^ud, Kitab al-masahij, pp. 134 f.; Abu Nucaim V 210-31; Dhahabi I 
87 f., 166;Ibn cAsakirV87). 

The text is too broken for identification of the tradition. 
Tradition 5. The isndd is completed with the name Khalid ibn Macdan on the strength of 

the preceding isndd and of the statement that Abu al-Bakhtarl transmitted on the authority 
of Khalid ibn Macdan (Jarh IV 2, pp. 25 f.). Abu Nucaim's entries on Khalid and his fellow 
citizen Thaur ibn Yazid (d. 153/770) show that Thaur depended to a great extent on Khalid 
for his materials (Abu Nucaim V 210-21, VI 93-100), and thus it seems possible that Thaur 
too had a copy of Khalid's collection of hadith. Thaur moved about freely in Syria and died 
in Jerusalem. He was generally accepted as trustworthy, though suspicion that he was a 
Qadirite led one of his pupils to burn the traditions he had received from him. Among those 
who transmitted from Thaur was Baqiyah ibn al-Walid (Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 170; Bukhari, 
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Ttfrikh I 2, p. 180; Jarh I 1, p. 468; Ibn Hibban [1959] p. 181; Dhahabi I 165; Mlzan I I I 
278; Ibn 'Asakir I I I 383 f.; Jarrf I 67). 

Note the extreme brevity of the tradition. No parallels are indicated in the Concordance 
under [y^i-, J ip , and ^M. Spot tests proved negative. 

Tradition 6. The Anas of the isnad is in all probability Anas ibn Malik, from whom several 
persons named Aban could have transmitted, but the one specifically associated with Anas 
ibn Malik is Aban ibn Abl cAyyash of Basrah (d. 128/746), who is credited with transmitting 
some 1,500 mostly unfounded traditions. This Aban wrote down his materials, as did those who 
transmitted from him. Two of his transmitters state that they wrote down some 500 tradi
tions from him, and Abu cAwanah al-Waddah ibn Khalid (d. 170/786 or 176/792; see Ibn 
Sacd VII 2, p. 43; Ma'arif, p. 252; Bukhari, Ta?rlkh IV 2, p. 181; Jarh IV 2, pp. 40 f.; Dhahabi 
1218 f.) had a book-size collection of Aban's transmission of the hadith of Hasan ibn cAli. "The 
book of Abu cAwanah" was still in circulation in cIraq in the year 210/825 and no doubt for 
some time later (Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 19; Bukhari, Ta^rlkh I 1, p. 454; Jarh, Taqdimah, pp. 144 
and 366; Jarh I 1, pp. 295 f.; Mlzan I 6-9; see also p. 61 above). 

Tradition 7. The Saif of the isnad could be one of several contemporaries of Abu al-Bakh-
tari, though so far as I have been able to discover none of them is mentioned among his 
sources. One possibility is Saif ibn Abl Sulaiman of Mecca, who died sometime after 150/767 
(Ibn Sacd V 362; Bukhari, Ta?rlkh II 2, p. 172; Jarh I I 1 , p. 274; Jamc I 207). A second possi
bility is a better known historian and traditionist, the mistrusted Saif ibn cUmar of Ktifah, 
who died sometime during the reign of Harun al-Rashid (see e.g. Jarh II 1, p. 278; Mlzan I 
437 f.; Jawad cAlT, "Mawarid Ta'rlkh al-Tabarl," Majjalah I I I [1373/1954] 51 and references 
there cited). 

No parallel for isnad and main seems available through Concordance I I 35 JUa>- J^MJ nor 
through the other key words of the surviving text, but AĴ U A>JI A&l leads to several short 
related traditions (e.g. Ibn Hanbal IV 162, IV 183; Muslim XVII 198 f., which helped with 
the partial reconstruction of recto 24). The admonition that one should seek guidance and 
protection from those who practice what they preach is widely encountered, as are other such 
traditions that specify three or more qualifications of the faithful (see e.g. Ibn Hanbal II 310 
and 321, V 183; see also comment on our Tradition 8). 

Tradition 8. The isnad, which is lost except for the name Anas, may have been the same 
as that of Tradition 6, which likewise traces back to Anas. 

A possible alternative reading for ^Iju of recto 26 is ^Ljj. 
The tradition involves the Quranic command that one should promote that which is good 

and prohibit that which is evil (e.g. Surahs 3:104, 110, and 113, 7:157, 9:71 and 112, 22:41, 
31:17; see also Tafslr VII 90-92, 100-106, and 130 f., IX 201, X 496, XII I 165). The com
mand has very wide application as a socio-ethical precept with political overtones, though 
some would interpret macruf to refer specifically to Islam and munkar to refer to idolatry (see 
e.g. Itqdn I 145). 

No parallel has been found, but closely related traditions are numerous (e.g. Ibn Hanbal 
II 329, IV 299, V 390, VI 304; Abu Da>ud IV 121-24; TirmidhI IX 13-17; see also Concordance 
I 99 f.). Condemnation for those who do not practice what they preach is severe (e.g. Surah 
2:44; Ibn Hanbal V 205-7, 209; Muslim XVII 117 l;Jami^ I 194 f.). 

Tradition 9. There is a slight possibility that the text from recto 27 to verso 9 represents 
two traditions—a short one now lost with the broken-away part of the papyrus and a longer 
one whose isnad is lost. It is unfortunate that so much of the text is lost, for in all probability 
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it would throw light on the early history of the composition, preservation, sale, and final dis
posal of manuscripts containing various types of religious texts. The first word of verso 7, 
starting with bl, could refer to a cutting instrument; as it is read, an unintentional reversal 
of the letters lam and ha? must be assumed. Note also AJI for ^1 in verso 8. 

The text has either j\>**y\ (see also verso 26) or j&v*y\ for the first link of the isndd. The 
only known Abu Mijlaz is the Basran Lahiq ibn Hamid, who died before Hasan al-Basri did 
and is therefore too early (cf. Ibn Sacd VII 1, p. 157, and VII 2, p. 102; Daulabi II 2). 
The only Abu Makhlad in the sources is Abu Makhlad Muhammad ibn cAbd Allah al-Tamiml 
al-Basri (n.d.), a minor traditionist about whom very little information is available. But his 
locality and time, as judged from the few isndd's in which he is cited, allow for the possibility 
that he transmitted to Abu al-Bakhtarl (cf. Daulabi I I109; Bukhari, Ta°rlkh 1 1 , p. 137; Jarh 
I I I 2, p. 310; Mlzan I I I 80). Variant readings of the name, such as Abu Mukallad etc., yielded 
no possibilities. 

The Ismacil ibn cUbaid Allah of the isndd could be one of several traditionists so named (see 
e.g. Bukhari, Ta?rlkh I 1, pp. 336 i.;Jarh I 1, pp. 182-83), most of whom are associated with 
the Hijaz or Syria. The best known is Ismacil ibn cUbaid (or cAbd) Allah ibn Abi al-Muhajir 
(d. 132/749-50) of Syria, who was particularly concerned with the spread of Islam and the 
preservation of "the traditions of the Messenger of Allah." He refused all fees for teaching the 
Qm°an but served as tutor to the sons of cAbd al-Malik and as governor of North Africa (99-
101/717-19) under cUmar II. He, along with a group of religious teachers sent out by cUmar 
II , is given credit for the conversion of a large number of Berbers (see Ibn Sacd V 251; Bukhari, 
Ta'rlkh I 1, p. 366; Jarh I 1, p. 182; Ibn Hibban, p. 136; Futuh al-buldan, p. 233; Ibn cAsakir 
I I I 25-27; Jamc I 26; Zambaur, Manuel de genealogie et de chronologie pour Vhistoire de VIslam, 
p. 63; Maliki, Kitab riyad al-nufus I 64-76; Abu al-cArab ibn Tamim al-Tammaml, Tabaqdt 
zulamd? Ifriqiyah I 20 f.; Ibn Khaldun, Kitab al-Hbar wa dlwan al-mubtada? wa al-khabar [Cairo, 
1284/1867] VI 110). 

It is possible that we have here references to the scarcity of writing among the Arabs (see 
recto 28) on the eve of Islam (see e.g. JdmiQ I 69) and to the increase of writing and of Qm°anic 
manuscripts during the reign of cUthman (verso 2) and the subsequent problems of trade in 
such manuscripts and of their inheritance by family members (verso 3^1) or others (verso 5). 
Sons were usually given priority in the disposal of their fathers' books (see e.g. Ibn Sacd VI 
132), though pupils seem frequently to have inherited their teachers' manuscripts. Qur'ans 
were expected by some to remain as family property rather than to be passed on to any one son. 
Yet, opinion and practice differed from province to province and even from city to city within 
a province. 

Our text, beginning with verso 4, clearly indicates that a certain Abu cAmr is expressing 
himself on the question of the inheritance of manuscripts. Inasmuch as the name is quite 
common, this Abu cAmr was probably more specifically identified in the lost portion of the 
text. Ismacil ibn cUbaid Allah, who is not the earliest link in the isndd, must have transmitted 
the information from an older contemporary who is in turn reporting the sought-after opinion 
of Abu cAmr. The latter would therefore have to be a recognized authority of the last half or 
the last quarter of the first century. The only Abu cAmr who was widely known as a leading 
scholar at that time was the Kufan Abu cAmr cAmir al-Shacbi (d. 110/728). He is on record 
as favoring the sale of Qur'ans since he, among others, considered the price paid as reimburse
ment for the outlay of materials and for the labor of copying (see e.g. Ibn Abi Da^ud, Kitab 
al-masdhif, pp. 177 f.; Abu Nucaim II 368; Itqdn II 172). Shacbi, as stated elsewhere (Vol. I 
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22, 44), was proud of his memory yet urged his students to write down everything they heard 
from him. He, like most scholars who relied chiefly on their memories, transmitted not literally 
(harfl) but according to the sense (maQnawi) of the tradition. For Shacbfs memory was not 
photographic and, furthermore, was not so reliable in his old age as it had been in his youth 
when he was known to dictate at length from memory. He is reported as saying: " I have indeed 
forgotten enough knowledge to make of a man a scholar were he to memorize i t" (Khatib XII 
229). He also made such statements as "the book is the register of knowledge" (Jdmic I 75) 
and "the best traditionist is the daftar" (Vol. I 22). Moreover, he eventually composed or 
compiled some books, for Abu Hasin cUthman ibn cAsim (d. 128/746), whom Shacbi considered 
a sort of spiritual heir, reports that no books of Shacbi were found after his death except the 
FaraHd and the Jarahat (Ibn Sacd VI 174, 224; Khatib XII 232). 

Shacbfs association with the Umayyad court as tutor of the sons of cAbd al-Malik, his 
rebellion against the reconciliation with Hajjaj ibn Yusuf during the latter's governorship of 
cIraq, and his judgeship of Ktifah during the reign of cUmar ibn cAbd al-cAz!z reflect his sus
tained interest in the political and cultural activities of those who were in power during the 
stirring times when he lived. As cUmar I I had a keen and active interest in religious literature 
and was even accused of writing books on free.will (see Vol. 118 f.), Abu cAmr cAmir al-Shacbi 
could have had some manuscripts—administrative or literary—that originated with or were 
acquired by cUmar ibn cAbd al-cAziz as did the Abu cAmr of the papyrus text (verso 5). 

Again, the practices that Tradition 9 allows are those that were generally accepted in cIraq 
around the end of the first century. They were, furthermore, frequently justified on the 
authority of c Iraq's two leading scholars of that time, Hasan al-Basri and the Kufan Shacbl. 
The pawning of Qur'ans (verso 3), for instance, was approved by Hasan al-Basri (Ibn Abi 
Da^ud, Kitab al-mamhif, p. 178). Even before the time of Hasan al-Basri and Shacbi, the 
c Iraqis disliked the idea of any one person inheriting a copy of the Qm°an (verso 4) and ex
pressly stated that the codex should be left for the use of all the members of a family (ibid. 
pp. 172 f.). Worn-out Qm°ans (verso 6-7)—and those which survived their owners were more 
apt to be worn out than not—were frequently burned so that they would not suffer desecration 
(ibid. p. 195); the instruction to put the worn-out pages in a bag and there cut them up into 
fragments before they were burned was merely an added pious precaution. 

Controversy over the sale of knowledge (baic al-cilm) at first involved fees for teaching and 
copying the Qm°an and centered around Surahs 2:79 and 3:184 (see Tafslr II 270-74). The 
controversy was soon extended to cover all religious teaching and services, such as certain 
duties in the mosque and the services of judges (see e.g. Ibn Sacd VI 212; Kifayah, pp. 153-
56), and the sale of all religious books. In most of the provinces there were scholars who favored 
and scholars who opposed any one of these practices (see Sahnun, Al-mudawwanah al-kubra 
I I I 396 f.). Walid I (86-96/705-15) ordered state pensions for the sick and the blind and is 
credited also with being the first to order regular state provision for Qm°an-readers and others 
who served in the mosque (see Thacalibi, LatdHf al-macarif, p. 18). His action no doubt was 
partly responsible for the widespread acceptance of the more liberal views on baiQ al-Hlm by 
the end of the first century, particularly in cIraq, where such views were supported by both 
Hasan al-Basri and Shacbl (Ibn Abi DaDud, Kitab al-masdhif, pp. 177 f.) though some indi
viduals, pious or conservative, continued to refuse fees for performing religious functions. For 
it was soon realized that reasonable fees for such activities were as a rule necessary and that, 
as pointed out in the papyrus text (verso 8-9), a small profit in trading in religious books was 
to be expected if that trade was to survive and flourish and thus serve the religious sciences. 
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The above considerations led to the identification of the Abu cAmr of the papyrus as Abu 
cAmr cAmir al-Shacbi (Ibn Sacd VI 171-78; Mtfarif, pp. 229 f.; Tabari III 2486 f.; Bukhari, 
Ttfrlkh I I I 2, pp. 250 f.; Jarh III 1, pp. 322-24; Ibn Hibban, p. 76; Abu Nucaim IV 310-38; 
Khatib XII 227-34; Ibn cAsakir VII 138-55; Dhahabi I 74-82; Janf I 377; Ibn Khallikan I 
306 f. [= trans. I I 4-7]; our Vol. I 11 f., 17, 21). They are supplemented by Tradition 10, 
which describes related opinions and activities of cIraqi scholars who were contemporary with 
ShacbL For traditions bearing on these practices see for example Ibn Sacd V 393, VI 119 f., 
Ibn Hanbal V 315, Abu Da^ud III 264. For the Malikites' stand on the questions involved see 
for example Sahnun, Al-mudawwanah al-kubrd I I I 396 f., and Zurqani III 7. For more or less 
general treatment see for example Ibn Abi Da^ud, Kitdb al-masdhif, pp. 143 and 157-78, 
Kifdyah, pp. 153-56, Goldziher, Studien I I 181 f., and OIP L 54. 

Tradition 10. Jacfar ibn Muhammad al-Sadiq (80-148/699-765), the Shicite Imam and 
reputed man of learning whose over-all scholarly role is controversial, was nevertheless recog
nized as an active traditionist who transmitted from both Abu Hanlfah and Malik ibn Anas 
and from and to many prominent scholars of the Hijaz and cIraq, Shlcite and Sunnite alike. 
Abu al-Bakhtarl is known to have transmitted from him (see p. 224). Jacfar is credited with 
a large Musnad and a number of other works whose authenticity is questioned. Little beyond 
the fact that he wrote can be gained of his method of transmission (see e.g. Jarh I 1, p. 487; 
Addb al-Shdfi% pp. 177 f.; Bukhari, TaPrlkh I 2, p. 198; Tabari III 2509 f.; Abu Nucaim III 
192-206; Dhahabi I 157; Mlzan I 192; Nawawi, pp. 194 f.; Yafici I 304; Jarrf I 70; Fihrist, 
pp. 354 f.; Ibn Khallikan I 130 [= trans. I 300 f.]; GAL I 220 and S I 104; see also p. 169 
above). For Jacfar's supposed role as an alchemist see Julius Ruska, Arabische Alchemisten 
(Heidelberg, 1924) II . Recently Muslim scholars have begun to show interest in the man and 
his activities and are publishing some of his works, attributed or not, especially his Musnad 
(see e.g. Ahmad Amln, Zuhr al-Isldm IV [Cairo, 1374/1955] 114-16; cAmili, Acydn al-shicah 
IV 1 [Damascus, 1354/1937] pp. 41 ff.; Muhammad Rida al-Muzaffar, Haydt Jacfar al-Sadiq 
[2 vols.; Najaf, 1370/1951]; Sayyid al-Ahl, Jamjar ibn Muhammad [Beirut, 1373/1954]; Jacfar 
al-Sadiq, Al-hikam al-Jacfarlyah} ed. cArif Tamir [Beirut, 1376/1957]; Ramdan La wand, 
Al-Imdm al-Sadiq [2d printing; Beirut, n.d.] esp. pp. 101-6, where Jacfar is shown to have 
been a match for Abu Hanlfah). 

The only Hafs ibn Dinar (n.d.) listed in the biographical sources at hand was an older con
temporary of Hammad ibn Zaid ibn Dirham (d. 179/795) of Basrah and therefore a contem
porary of Jacfar. He fits also into the time and locality of the Abu Raja3 of the papyrus text. 
He was relatively unknown and considered weak by some critics. The sources name only 
Hammad ibn Zaid as transmitting from him (Bukhari, TaDrlkh I 2, p. 360; Jarh I 2, p. 172; 
Mlzan I 261; Lisdn I I 322). 

The Abu RajaD of the papyrus text is readily identified as Abu RajaD Matr ibn Tahman 
al-Warraq (d. 119/737 or 125/743), who came originally from Khurasan and settled in Basrah 
as the mawld of Abu Qilabah. He transmitted from Abu Qilabah, Muhammad ibn Sinn, 
Hasan al-Basrl and others, and Hasan al-Basri is known to have transmitted from him. Abu 
Rajahs transmitters include also Shucbah ibn al-Hajjaj, SacId ibn Abi cArubah (d. 156/773), 
Hammad ibn Zaid, and Hammad ibn Salamah ibn Dinar. Though some scholars commented 
on Abu Rajahs weak memory, most of his contemporaries recognized his devotion to religious 
work and study, which included recitation of religious tales in the mosque in his capacity as 
a qassds and production and sale of Qm°an copies in his capacity as a warrdq (see e.g. Ibn Sacd 
VII 2, p. 19; Bukhari IV 1, pp. 400 f.; Jarh IV 1, pp. 287 f.; DaulabI II 173 f.; Tabari III 
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2502; Tafslr VI190 f.; Ibn Hibban, pp. 344 f.; Abu Nucaim II 284, I I I 75-78; Dhahabi 1167; 
Mlzdn III 176; NawawT, p. 210; Jamc I I 526). 

Abu Qilabah cAbd Allah ibn Yazid al-Jarmi (d. 104/723 or 105/724) was a Basran scholar 
especially famed for his knowledge of the law. He disliked public office to such an extent that 
he fled in the year 95/713, or soon after, to Damascus in order to avoid serving as judge of 
Basrah. He was favorably received by cUmar ibn cAbd al-cAz!z, who accorded him public 
recognition as a traditionist and scholar and even visited him when he took ill. Abu Qilabah 
advocated writing, saying that he preferred it to forgetfulness (Jamic I 72; Taqyld al-Hlm, p. 
103), and his books were available to his students and transmitters at one time or another. 
He settled in Darayya, near Damascus, where he died (Ibn Sacd VII 1, pp. 91 and 133-35; 
Bukhari, Ta?rlkh I I I 1, p. 92; Bukhari IV 322-24; Darimi I I 409; Mcfarif, p. 228; Jarh I I 2, 
pp. 57 f.; Ibn Hibban, p. 67; Akhbar al-qudat I 23, 306; Abu Nucaim II 282-89, V 355 f.; 
Samcam, folio 128a; Ibn cAsakir VII 426 f.; Dhahabi I 88 f.). 

Ayyub al-Sikhtiyani (d. 131/748) has been encountered above (see pp. 150, 194). His close 
association with Abu Qilabah is fully documented. Ibn Sacd's entry on Abu Qilabah is to a 
great extent derived from Ayyub, who on numerous occasions received fatherly advice from 
Abu Qilabah (e.g. Jam¥ I 87, 134, 164, 188 and II10, 14, 45, 49; Mtfarif, p. 228; Abu Nucaim 
II 286). Ayyub transmitted at first directly from Abu Qilabah and later from the latter's 
manuscripts, some of which he inherited. Ayyub and three of his contemporaries report this 
inheritance and the safe delivery of the books (Ibn Sacd VII 1, p. 135, and VII 2, p. 17; 
Macdrif, p. 228; Kifdyah, p. 352; Taqyld al-cilm, p. 625; Dhahabi I 88). Their accounts confirm 
the details of the papyrus text except its reference to the division and classification of the 
manuscripts, namely the hadlth and sunnah of Muhammad and the hadlth of the Companions 
that were sent to Ayyub as against the hadlth of Muhammad and some reports of the (Bedouin) 
Arabs that were sent to Baihas (verso 11-13). Ayyub reports that after he received Abu 
Qilabah's books he began to confuse traditions he had heard from Abu Qilabah in person with 
those he found in these books (Macarif, p. 228; Kifdyah, p. 352). Ayyub's collection is said 
to have contained some 800 traditions (Dhahabi I 123; YaficT I 273). He approved the use of 
a teacher's original manuscripts and also of transmission by the mukatabah method (e.g. 
Kifdyah, pp. 257, 343 f., and 352 f.), thus following Abu Qilabah's example. Hammad ibn 
Zaid, who frequently transmitted from Ayyub on the authority of Abu Qilabah, also used the 
books of the latter (Ibn Sacd VII 1, p. 91; Darimi I 45, 136, 253 and II 223, 236, 311, 434; 
Jamc I 34, 251). Much of Abu Qilabah's material that has survived was transmitted through 
Ayyub to a number of outstanding traditionists of the next generation (see e.g. Darimi I 7, 
54, 286 and II 144, 344, 377, 468). Ayyub was so sincere in his piety and asceticism that ad
verse critics apparently were silenced (see Massignon, Essai sur les origines du lexique technique 
de la mystique musulmane, pp. 168, 176, 197, and 201). 

Baihas al-Jarmi (n.d.) of the papyrus text (verso 13), a fellow tribesman of Abu Qilabah, 
won recognition as a young man, along with Khali d ibn Macdan (Traditions 4-5), for scholarly 
leadership in Basrah. He participated in the wars of Muhallab ibn Abl Sufrah against the 
Khawarij and seems to be better known as a soldier and a poet than as a traditionist. This 
explains why Abu Qilabah, according to the papyrus text, sorted out ahddlth al-cArab and 
some of Muhammad's traditions to send to him, as it explains also the lack of confirmation in 
hadlth literature of this particular gift (Tabarl II 54; Mubarrad, The Kdmil, ed. W. Wright 
[Leipzig, 1864-92] p. 673; Aghdnl X 161, XIX 107-9; Ibn cAsakir I I I 323 f.). 
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The second half of verso 14 is reconstructed on the strength of Hammad ibn Zaid's close 
association with Ayyub and the fact that Hammad is known to have transmitted from Hafs 
ibn Dinar, the second link of the isndd (verso 9). The use of dhakara to start this comment 
confirms what has become quite clear by now, namely that Abu al-Bakhtari is making use 
of written sources. 

Abu Qilabah doubtless made his plans for the disposal of his books during the last years of 
his life. The books willed to Ayyub, contained in a side-load of a caravan camel, were delivered 
to Ayyub after Abu Qilabah's death (Ibn cAsakir VII 427; Dhahabi I 88). There is, so far as 
I know, no record of the delivery of the books intended for Baihas, but it seems safe to assume 
that they made up the balancing side-load of the same camel. 

Tradition 1L The basmalah begins a new section which in all probability consisted of a 
number of traditions transmitted from a traditionist whose name begins "cAbd Al. . . ." The 
rest of verso 15 and all of verso 16 are taken up with isndd links which seem too numerous for 
a single isndd ending with the period of Abu al-Bakhtari. The likeliest probability is that we 
have here a double isndd—a feature that was not uncommon (see e.g. Kifdyah, pp. 212-14)— 
and that the second isndd starts with Fazari, the first name in verso 16. Thus, study of 
the sources led to cAbd Allah ibn al-Mubarak (118-81/736-97) and Abu Ishaq Ibrahim ibn 
Muhammad al-Fazari (d. 188/804), both of whom were outstanding scholars, at one time 
active in cIraq, and known to have transmitted one from the other. Fazarl is known also to 
have transmitted from Thabit ibn cAjlan al-Hims! (n.d.), a fact which helped in the recon
struction of this name in verso 16. Furthermore, Abu al-Bakhtari and Fazarl had at least two 
transmitters in common (see pp. 232-34 for details). 

The text is too broken for complete reading with certainty. Nevertheless it is clear that 
parts of it are closely related to the themes of the two preceding traditions—the production, 
preservation, and disposal of sacred manuscripts. Someone may also be relating an episode 
involving Muhammad in which two blood brothers or perhaps brothers in the faith, as verso 
18 suggests (cf. Document 5, Tradition 9), took different stands on committing hadlth to per
manent record; for one brother (verso 19-21) is tearing up or burning manuscripts and urging 
the other to memorize even as he does (see e.g. Jdmic I 63-66 and Taqyld al-Hlm, pp. 36-44, 
esp. pp. 36 and 40, for similar instances, including even some of the phrases of the papyrus 
text, from the time of the Companions and the following generation). The early opposition 
by some scholars to permanent records did not apply, however, to the Qm°an, which was to 
be memorized, written down and ornamented (verso 21-22), bound in leather and kept in a 
silk covering (verso 22-23). These practices, though controversial, were all well known in the 
second half of the first century (see e.g. Ibn Abl Da^ud, Kitdb al-masdhif, pp. 150-52; 01P L 
54 and references there cited). It is not clear whether the card of verso 24 refers to the belief 
that Gabriel first recited the QurDan to Muhammad from a book wrapped in silk, as cUbaid ibn 
cUmair (d. 74/693) tells it (Sirah I 152), or to the practice of the Companions and Successors 
of reciting back the QurDan as they memorized it or collated Qm°anie manuscripts with an 
authenticated copy (see e.g. Ibn Abl DaDud, Kitdb al-masdhif, pp. 155-57; our Vol. I 99). 
Verso 25 would seem to refer to someone who is willing to pay the price of a Qur^an codex as 
a waqf or gift in mortmain for some mosque or school, a practice which started very early in 
Islam (see 01P L 59 f.). Finally, the mention of poetic recitations is in keeping with the lighter 
literary activities of many religious scholars who were lovers of poetry also. 
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IDENTIFICATION AND SIGNIFICANCE 

I 

It is clear that the author-compiler of the document was contemporary with Abu al-Bakhtari 
and Fazari and transmitted from both of them. The sources have so far yielded two scholars 
who meet these requirements, Baqiyah ibn al-Walld (110 or 112-97/728 or 730-812) and 
Musayyib ibn Wadih (d. 246/860 at age of over 90), both originally of Hims. They both had 
the opportunity to meet Abu al-Bakhtari, who lived for a time in Syria (see p. 224), and 
Fazari, who settled and died there. 

Beyond the fact that Musayyib transmitted from the two older men,1 little is known of his 
activities and of his relationship with Abu al-Bakhtari. The most important of the few known 
details of his association with Fazari is that he was one of three who possessed copies of Fazarfs 
Kitab al-siyar.2 The other two were Mucawiyah ibn cAmr of Baghdad (d. 214/829), who was 
known as sahib or rawl al-Fazarl and whose copy was considered the best, and Mahbub ibn 
Musa of Antioch (d. 230/845), whose copy was preferred to that of Musayyib.3 

Fazarl's interests centered on akhbar and siyar as well as on hadlth and fiqh.A As a scholar 
he was classed with AwzacI, who thought very highly of him.5 He traveled a great deal and 
was on several occasions at the court of Harun al-Rashld, who considered that he and Ibn al-
Mubarak could detect the cleverest forgery of any tradition.6 It was Fazarl's zeal for Islam 
that led him finally to settle on the Syrian border and take part in border engagements. His 
piety and uprightness were extolled by all, as was his trustworthiness as a traditionist, though 
he did make mistakes.7 

Fazari sought the collections of several leaders of the various provinces and is known to 
have written down traditions from Ibn al-Mubarak, whom he called imam al-muslimlm but 
who wrote down traditions from Fazari to such an extent that Fazari came to be known as 
Ibn al-Mubarak's shaikh.8 On the strength of this relationship I venture to suggest that the 
first name in the isnad of Tradition 11 (verso 15) was that of Ibn al-Mubarak. It should be 
further noted that this section of the papyrus text reflects the wide interests of both Ibn 
al-Mubarak and Fazari in the literary developments and practices of early Islam. Abu Nucaim 
has preserved some of Fazarl's traditions, many of which reflect his historical interests.9 

In the case of Baqiyah ibn al-Walid (see p. 177), as in that of Musayyib ibn Wadih, little 
is known of his relationship with either Fazari10 or Abu al-Bakhtari11 beyond the fact that he 
transmitted from both of them. There is the added fact that Fazari preferred Baqiyah to the 
well known Syrian transmitter IsmacIl ibn cAyyash (see pp. 178, 221), which could mean that 
Fazari in turn transmitted from Baqiyah, since he instructed his students to write down 
Baqlyah's hadlth.12 Baqiyah's movements and literary activities are reasonably well docu
mented. He was recognized as a leading Syrian traditionist who was more of an expert on the 

1 See e.g. Jarh IV 1, p. 294; Abu Nucaim VIII 258, 260-
64; Khatlb X 163; Mxzan III 171 f., 278 f.; Lisan VI 231-
34. 

2 For references to this work see Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 281, 
and Fihrist, p. 92. 

3 Jarh IV 1, pp. 386 and 389; Mtfdrif, p. 259; Bukharl, 
Ta^rikh IV 1, p. 334. 

4 For biographical entries see Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 185; 
Mtfarif, p. 257; Bukharl, Ttfrtkh I 1, p. 321; Jarh, Taqdi-
mah, pp. 281-86; Jarh I 1, pp. 128 f.; Fihrist, p. 92; Abu 

Nucaim VIII 253-65; Dhahabi I 251; Ibn cAsakir II 252-
56; Jam" I 17. 

5 See e.g. Abu Nucaim VIII 254; Ibn cAsakir II 254. 
* Ibn cAsakir II 254; Dhahabi I 252. 
7 Ibn Sa<d VII 2, p. 185; Ibn cAsakir I I 253. 
8 Jarh, Taqdimah, pp. 263, 265, 276, 285; Khatlb X 163. 
9 Abu Nucaim VIII 256-65. 
10 See e.g. Abu Nucaim VIII 257, 259 and note. 
11 Mxzan III 278; Lisan VI 232. 
12 Muslim I 116 f.; Ibn <Asakir III 276; Mlzan I 112. 
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traditionists of his own province than on those of the Hijaz and cIraq.13 He moved freely be
tween Syria and cIraq and during an early visit to cIraq was appointed by the caliph Mansur 
as surveyor for Damascus and its environs.14 He was again in Baghdad during the reign of 
Mahdl, when he sought out one of cIraq's leading traditionists, Shucbah ibn al-Haj jaj (d. 160/ 
776). This veteran scholar at first ignored the visitor from Syria. But Baqiyah persisted and 
soon had an opportunity to impress Shucbah when he came to the latter's rescue in a discussion 
at Mahdl's court. Thereafter Shucbah was generous enough to permit Baqiyah to write down 
1,000 sound traditions from him, the work of six months being crammed into two.15 Shucbah 
wrote down traditions from Baqiyah and requested him on his return to Syria to send a copy 
of the hadlth collection of the Syrian traditionist Bahir ibn Sacd (see p. 225).16 Baqiyah for
warded the requested copy, but Shucbah had died before it reached cIraq.17 

Still later, Baqiyah was once again in Baghdad and presented himself at the court of Harun 
al-Rashid, who wrote down some of his traditions (see p. 177). Sometime during his visits to 
Baghdad, Baqiyah met and exchanged traditions with Ibn al-Mubarak, both writing down 
their materials. Ibn al-Mubarak, like Shucbah, requested from Baqiyah a written copy of the 
collection of a Syrian traditionist, in this case that of Thabit ibn cAjlan al-Himsi (n.d.). 
Baqiyah protested that he had no written copy and that Thabit's materials were scattered. 
Ibn al-Mubarak insisted on having the materials, whereupon Baqiyah dictated what he could 
recall of Thabit's collection and Ibn al-Mubarak wrote it down.18 It is on the strength of 
these facts and the probability that both Ibn al-Mubarak and Fazarl exchanged traditions 
with Baqiyah that for the reconstruction of the second name in the isndd of Tradition 11 
(verso 16) I suggest Thabit ibn cAjlan al-Himsi.19 

The most common criticism of Baqiyah is that he transmitted indiscriminately from the 
weak and the strong, from the known and the unknown. His lack of discrimination induced 
him at times to tadlis. When taken to task by Shucbah he defended himself adequately and 
cited examples of the carefully stated full names of his well known authorities in contrast to 
Shucbah?s own less complete statements.20 Nevertheless, suspicion continued to be cast on 
BaqTyah's transmission from little known traditionists and through isndd's with incomplete 
names and on his use of cancanah rather than the more specific terms akhbarand and had-
dathand.21 

Abu al-Bakhtari—like Fazarl, Ibn al-Mubarak, and Baqiyah—was an avid collector of 
information of all sorts and made a practice of writing down his materials. Like Fazarl and 
Ibn al-Mubarak he was no mere passive compiler, since he is credited with six works (see p. 
224) that, from their titles, can best be characterized as akhbdr and siyar: Kitdb sifat al~nabi} 

Kitdb al-fadaHl al-kabir, Kitdb faddHl al-Ansdr, Kitdb nasb wuld IsmdHl, Kitdb Tasm wa 
Jadls, and Kitdb al-rdydL It is to be noted that the contents of the papyrus text transmitted 
from him consist of hadlth proper as well as akhbdr and siyar. The same is true of Tradition 11, 

13KhatIb VII 125; Ibn <Asakir III 276; Mizan I 154, 
157. 

14 Ibn cAsakir III 273. 
15 Ibid. pp. 274 f.; Jarh 11 , pp. 435 f.; Mizan I 154. Abti 

Nucaim VII 149 cites Yahya ibn Sacid al-Qattan, who esti
mated Shucbah's daily transmission at about 3 to 10 tradi
tions (see also Abu Nucaim VII 154). Shucbah was once 
credited with 2,000 traditions (Nawawl, p. 316). 

16 Bukhari, Tacrikh I 2, p. 137, fixes the name as Bahir 
ibn Sacd as against such variants as Bajir and Sacid. 

Bahir's entry is missing in Ibn cAsakir III 219-20, where 
the first entries under bd> (to the name Busr) are all missing. 

17 Bukhari, T&rikh I 2, p. 137; Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 135; 
Jarh I 1, pp. 412 and 435 f.; Ibn cAsakir III 274 f.; Mizan 
I 154, 156; Ma<rifah, p. 261. 

18 Jarh I 1, p. 455; Ibn <Asakir III 369. 
19 See e.g. Bukhari, Ta>rikh I 2, p. 166; Mizan I 169 f.; 

Jam< I 66. 
20 Ibn <Asakir III 277; Mizan I 158 f. 
21 Jarh I 1, p. 435; Khatib VII 124-26; Ibn 'Asakir III 

275 f.; Dhahabi I 266 f.; Mizan I 154, 157 f. 
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coming as I suspect from Fazari and Ibn al-Mubarak, who in addition to being trusted tradi-
tionists were also compilers and authors of works of these other types. 

It was no doubt the similarity in their wider interests that attracted Baqiyah to the mis
trusted Abu al-Bakhtari and the esteemed and trusted Fazari. I t should be noted that the 
isnad's of both sections of the papyrus text start with the term haddathana and thus meet the 
requirements stipulated for acceptable transmission from Baqiyah. For most of his colleagues 
and critics agreed that his materials were to be accepted and written down by others only 
when he transmitted from well known traditionists and gave evidence of direct personal con
tact with them by use of the terms akhbarana and haddathana.22 Sufyan ibn cUyainah advised 
his friends not to rely on Baqiyah for traditions having the force of sunnah28 Despite these 
restrictions Baqiyah was sought after, and his materials were written down or copied by others. 
Though the verdict of the majority was that his hadiih could be written down but not adduced 
as proof,24 we find that Ibn Hibban made a special trip to Syria in order to make complete 
copies of all of Baqlyah's hadiih collections that were in circulation.25 

Since all the men of the isnad's as well as all the men mentioned in the contents of the tra
ditions of our document were from the Hijaz, Syria, and DIraq, once more we must raise the 
question as to how a non-Egyptian document found its way into Egypt. And once more the 
sources lead us to Abu Salih the secretary of Laith, who seems to be the only Egyptian as yet 
known to have heard and transmitted materials from Baqiyah and to have done so in Baghdad, 
though the time when this took place is not specified.26 We know that Laith and his secretary 
were in Baghdad in the year 161/778 and that Laith, probably with his secretary, was again 
in Baghdad during the reign of Harun al-Rashid (see p. 194). We know also that Baqiyah 
was not in Baghdad in the year 161/778, since he returned to Syria before Shucbah's death in 
160, and fortunately there seems to be no question about Shucbah's death date. Therefore 
Abu Salih must have heard Baqiyah in Baghdad at the time of Baqiyah's last visit to that 
city, during the reign of Harun al-Rashid (170-93/786-809), and hence must have accom
panied Laith on his second visit to Baghdad.27 The famous and aged Laith would hardly be 
expected to seek out the suspect Baqiyah, but his ambitious and young secretary evidently did. 

The sources supply one more detail of interest, namely that Baqiyah, who was willing to 
write and to supply copies of his materials and of others' collections on request, used a small 
script and papyrus of inferior quality,28 perhaps for the sake of economy or to limit the bulk 
of his manuscripts on his many travels. The size of the script of our document, but not the 
quality of the papyrus, would seem to indicate that it is not a hand copy of Baqiyah himself. 
There is, however, the possibility that Abu Salih could have acquired the document itself 
from a third party. But no matter when or how he may have acquired it, its presence among 
this group of related documents, several of which were associated in one way or another with 
Laith and his secretary, suggests that Abu Salih may have had a hand in its preservation (see 
p. 91). 

The only other possibility is for us to assume that Musayyib ibn Wadih (see p. 232) was 

"See e.g. Ibn Sa<d VII 2, p. 172; Jarh I 1, p. 435; 
Khatib VII 124-26; Ibn 'Asakir III 275 f.; Dhahabi I 266; 
Mizan I 155. 

23 Jarh I 1, p. 435; Ibn ^Asakir III 275. 
uJarh I 1, p. 435: Aj SOXJ> ^j <&Jl>- « ^ X £ J . 

™MlzdnIlb5: J I P ^~jJI C^J oJi> CJ*-S 

26 Khatib VII 123; Jarh I 1, p. 434. 

27 See Mizan II 46 for the general statement that Abu 
Salih accompanied Laith at home and on his travels. 

28 Ibn cAsakir III 277. The term used is waraq, which 
frequently was applied to either papyrus or the later paper 
sheets. 
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the author-compiler of the document without offering any clues as to how it found its way 
into Egypt.29 Since Musayyib was over ninety when he died in the year 246/860, his transmis
sion from Abu al-Bakhtarl (d. 200/815-16) and Fazari (d. 188/804), must have taken place 
at about the same time that Baqlyah (d. 197/812) and Abu Salih could have met in Baghdad 
shortly before Laith's death in 175/791. Therefore, if either Musayyib or Baqlyah was the 
author of the document it can be safely dated to the last quarter of the second century at the 
earliest and the first quarter of the third century at the latest. Internal evidence such as the 
splitting of words at the ends of lines, the absence of punctuation, and the irregular use of 
the tasliyah (used in recto 13, 15, 17, 25; omitted in recto 23, verso 11) favors the earlier 
date. Thus from both the external and the internal evidence a dating in the late second century 
seems reasonable. 

II 

There is a remarkable degree of agreement between the main evidence provided by the 
papyrus text and the great majority of the literary sources that cover the same ground. The 
agreement extends to Abu al-Bakhtarfs authorities and his tendency to combine unrelated 
traditions (see p. 224), to his interest in both hadith and akhbdr (Traditions 9-10), and to the 
fact that he was matruk, that is, rejected by professional traditionists, since no parallels for 
his traditions appear in the standard collections. Yet nothing in the contents of his traditions, 
rejected because of the isndd's, conflicts with the general sense of similar and related traditions 
with acceptable isndd's that do appear in these collections. Again, there is agreement on his 
good reputation as an akhbdrl since the sources confirm the papyrus text on the early practices 
in cIraq in connection with the production, inheritance, preservation, and disposal of 
Qm°ans and other religious manuscripts (Traditions 5, 9-10). The papyrus text supplements 
the literary sources with the significant detail of Abu Qilabah's itemized division of his books 
that were to be sent to Ayyub al-Sikhtiyam and Baihas al-Jarmi but does not record their 
safe arrival at their destination (Tradition 10). So far as I know, none of Abu al-Bakhtarf s 
six known works (see p. 233) have survived. Yet we do have evidence that they were in cir
culation well into the third century since Yacqubi lists Abu al-Bakhtari among his major 
authorities for his Ttfrikh and begins his citation from him with the term dhakara.™ 

The papyrus does not have enough text from Fazari to provide a test for its degree of corre
lation with the literary sources. Yet the little that is preserved in Tradition 11 is in agreement 
with the sources. 

Even though there is a marked degree of agreement between what is in all probability a 
late second-century text and the later sources, the temptation to assign the papyrus to a 
somewhat later period must be resisted. Second- and third-century biographers of the caliber 
of Waqidi and his secretary Ibn Sacd, Bukharl, and Abu Hatim al-Razi and his son cAbd 
al-Rahman of the invaluable Jarh wa al-tacdil did use early written materials that were 
authenticated at various stages through one method of transmission or another (card, 
mukatabah, mundwalah, or ijdzah), and some, such as Waqidi, even used unauthenticated 
manuscripts that had been found (wijadah) after the death of the author (see pp. 45 f.) or 
purchased from the book market. Such early practices go a long way toward explaining 
the great measure of consistency in the vast field of early Islamic biographical and biblio-

29 Perhaps such clues may be found in the Musayyib 30 Yacqubl II 3, 97, 523. 
entries in the still unpublished volumes of Ibn cAsakir's 
Ttfrikh. 
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graphical literature—a consistency that impresses one increasingly as one goes more deeply 
into this literature. It is true that this same literature presents variations and even con
tradictions. But the variations center mostly around uncertainties of birth and death dates, 
and the contradictions stem largely from subjective evaluation of contemporary and 
nearly contemporary professional rivals and colleagues. Twentieth-century scholars are not 
plagued with the uncertainties of dates, but surely they will always have contradictory 
opinions. One is tempted to say with the early Muslim scholars that honest differences of 
opinion among scholars are a mercy from Allah. 

I l l 

Our document provides evidence of continuous written transmission of hadith and akhbdr 
in the isndd's of Traditions 2-6 and 9-10, and most probably the complete isndd's of the re
maining four traditions would provide further such evidence. 

The surviving isndd's and text of the papyrus together with the supplementary data from 
the biographical sources as detailed on pages 225-31 yield the names of Anas ibn Malik, 
Hasan al-Basri, Khalid ibn Macdan, Abti Qilabah, Shacbi, and cUmar ibn cAbd al-cAziz, all 
of whom wrote down their sizable hadith collections or had others make written collections for 
them or permitted their students to write down their materials. Since all of these men died 
just before or soon after the end of the first century, their literary activities can be safely 
placed in the last quarter of that century, though some of them are known to have been 
active from about the second quarter. Those who in turn transmitted hadith and related 
materials in writing from the men of this group include their close contemporaries Aban 
ibn Abi cAyyash, Ayyub al-Sikhtiyanl, Abu RajaD Matr ibn Tahman, and Abti Hasin 
cUthman ibn cAsim (d. 119 to 131 A.H.) and their younger contemporaries Ibn Juraij and 
Thaur ibn Yazid (d. 150 and 153 A.H. respectively). Transmitting from one or more of these 
six men were Hisham ibn cUrwah ibn al-Zubair, Jacfar ibn Muhammad al-Sadiq, Sacid ibn 
Abi cArtibah, Shucbah, and Bahir ibn Sacd (d. 146 to 160 A.H.), all of whom are known to have 
written down their sizable collections with or without accompanying oral transmission. The 
transmitters of the next generation who are named in the papyrus text and those who are 
associated with them in the sources—Abu cAwanah, Hammad ibn Salamah ibn Dinar, Ham-
mad ibn Zaid ibn Dirham, Baqlyah ibn al-Walid, Ibn al-Mubarak, Fazari, and Abti al-Bakhtari 
Wahb ibn Wahb—all had written hadith collections and some became authors in related fields. 

Thus it is clear that our document and the research it entailed provide overwhelming evi
dence for the following conclusions. (1) Continuous written transmission of hadith found prac
ticing advocates in the second half of the first century, became widespread in the first half of 
the second century, and won general acceptance during the last half of the second century. 
(2) The number of book-sized collections increased with each generation of professional trans
mitters. (3) Written transmission, though accompanying oral transmission (sanf or card) was 
not completely dispensed with, did indeed during the course of this entire period come to be 
based increasingly on manuscripts alone through the mukdtabah, mundwalah, ijdzah, and to a 
lesser extent even the wijddah methods. 
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Oriental Institute No. 17632. Early third/ninth century. 
Fine medium brown papyrus, 23.6 X 17.2 cm., with 18 lines to the page (Pis. 20-21). The 

piece is badly damaged, with large breaks down the center and loss of much of the inner 
margin. 

Script.—The fair-sized book hand suggests a cursive variety of the m&Hl or slanting Medinan 
script (see 01P L 23 f.). Diacritical points are used at least once for all of the letters that call 
for them and especially in personal names (recto 2-3, verso 4 and 6), yet the text is far from 
being completely pointed. Vowel signs, definitely part of the original text, are used more 
sparingly, with fathah appearing most often (recto 2 and 17-18, verso 1-2 and 5); kasrah 
appears thrice (recto 17, verso 6 and 12) and dammah only once (verso 1). The hamzah is 
missing. The circle with a dot is used for punctuation and collation (see pp. 87 f.). 

A heavy red dash appears at the head of Traditions 2-A and 7. These may be original and 
may indicate a specific source (see p. 87). Marginal signs and notations, which appear only 
on the verso (Traditions 5 and 7), are in a different hand and a darker ink and probably 
indicate later collation. 

TEXT 

RECTO 

AJ C^J U J I &^ diiis oir dJUi ^ i 4 ^ ^ AW J ^ J (0 1 

o^U j, iU jj^\ J[li] lj*>. Wo>- Jli iy^>-J\ JLPJJI Wa>* Jli (2) O 2 

*++* AJ\ XA*M ^ 1 ^ P *SJ~\£\ ^ 1 JP <L>[jc^ « - ] ^J l U U-l;^ ***» 4jl 3 

J$W>I AJ^J <U!P [ j o ] l JL*[j]l tf> ^ j l i l 41JI 01 J j i j^ -J l 4 

v3Lsrf>l iu -J <UP L^j-fcl JUJI <J^ Ja>^ ISIj AJLJU i ^Jdl J ^ 5 

O Jtw :>l^*Vl IJl^L <~JAJ ^# WJl>^ J l i O 4L« i ^ J l £. [ • ] 6 

j j l 1^1 Jli J>^> j>\ Ji$A>] Jli *%>- iDJ^b- Jli C^J>-JI .UP JJI U[JL]>- Jl[i] (3) 7 

JJ 4l!l JLP O u ^ J j L i J L l ^ l ^ U J ^ y j l JL[JP U ^ > Ail jV^Jt JLU] 8 

AIII J~^ ^ [ ] oir ^ u j ^ i ^ _ J I CJU^- j ^ i J ^ L P ] 9 

*^j \l$j S^-Vtlj LJJJI ^ J i <!!• til JjUu VI S^p ^ ~Ji[)] 10 

V ^ cH ^ " ^ L 4^ . ] ^ * _ U i i 6 l i AIUUJ til] 

J l i S Ĵ>- tjJb- J l i j L w ^ l WLP j j l tj]o>- J l i (4) O Afij»m i j ^ U ^ 1 ^ [ _ P <di*j] 

J J Jl[*L» ^ j - U l l U ] J-L i j j b j l A]_JO>- J X » J ^# JbJjf ol ^>t̂ P j j l W[jbJ 13 

* & SI ̂ p j - X 411 o U X [ P IwUli o l lT AJ! <U J P 4JJI>- ^ l i j [ ^ 1 ] u 

U * ^ J VI J ^P J J [4JUI U*P b J l i i SjjygJLjl v^^-L^ ^L>-] 15 

237 
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VERSO 

CJIS U a^J^J 4JI ^ > ^ ol o^l /»i ^/dy^ is-*) yj* u^ W ~̂*d 1 

*>-; lx>- flJj ^ i Wr^i *A>t*̂ JI IL^>- A * 4_J*^J ^ P AJ JJ^-IS 2 

t-^vi i ^ y& y\ c3^[^] i i j l ^ [cJljS JUS J ^ ! l ^!l 3 

^ l i y JLAJ J l [ i ] ~j ^ j V l *Jb ^ i j[lS"] ^oJI Us>JL ^ P j j 4 

S^>- LjJb- JlS <j^>^ *V^ J i ' &**>• J IS (s) O ij^ Ja j j l / 5 

4*-*~̂ 9 *^J f^4 LflS <V-' 4 ^ ^ yJ^J ?"**** *-4JI\ 7 

[ O v l j j bJ ] ! IJbb VI jujb ^ V L-J^J Ui JlS O * ^ J [ J i*l]-iJl ^ * AUI ^Jl^ 8 

U ] j l J*^> y\ JJJW JlS S j ^ b?Jb- JlS ^ L > J I Jl]*p [JJI] b*JL>- JlS (6) 9 

[c~*_Lw JlS [ jM i ] ^ ^ ^Jo- JlS [O^i WJb-] JlS JLJUI Jbjj. * ^ i 10 

U L j b 4111 JLP [ J i j l i l j L a ^ J I ^ 1 J^.4111 J^y 11 

JlS j ^ - J t JLPJJ I j J J b ^ JlS (7) O j L ^ J I 0 ^ 4$C">UI 4J O j J ^ i UAWU ol j 12 

LTV Cf' *jr*^ ^ ^ ,V ^iji J ' ^L?w> j j l j j^>-l JJIS 0%?- UJ^>- 13 

[ ] [JlS ^ I J I bJJb- JlS i^j* 14 

[JlS j ^ - J i JLP j j l j j ' Jb^ JlS (8) ] . . . [ ] . . . 15 

[f*>Ul] -U1P 4JJI J ^ ) CJCO^ J ^ J (_gjJL>JI I J U - Li *^*> 4jl 4JJL>- ^^wJill 17 

^AJ [ J O*>\^2JI Lply i l 4X*M u~^ ^H Cx* C^" J * ^ djA> 18 

Comments.—Tradition 1. The missing isnad probably started with the first two links com
mon to the rest of the isnad's of the document. 

The standard collections yielded no parallels for the tradition, the reading of the last part 
of which is partly conjectural. However, the belief that voluntary charity for the cause of 
Allah added to one's list of merits was widely accepted (see e.g. Ibn Hanbal IV 190, V 455; 
Bukhari I I I 42; Concordance I I 404 J-***). 

Tradition 2. Note the heavy red dash at the head of the tradition. 
Abu cAbd al-Rahman cAbd Allah ibn Yazid al-Muqn (ca. 120-213/738-828) spent the first 

part of his life in cIraq, mostly in Basrah, where he came under the influence of the Hanifite 
legal system. He later settled in Mecca, where he spent more than thirty-five years. He trans
mitted from numerous widely accepted traditionists, including the Egyptians Laith ibn Sacd, 
Ibn Wahb, and Haiwah ibn Shuraih (see p. 243). He was himself highly esteemed as a tradi-
tionist and counted among his transmitters several well known Egyptians, including Asad 
ibn Musa (see p. 243) and Abu Salih the secretary of Laith, as well as the master traditionists 
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Ibn Hanbal, Muslim, and Bukhari, all of whom quote him in their collections (Ibn Sacd V 
362; Jarh I I 2, p. 201; Fuffih, e.g. p. 278; Kindi, p. 302; Samcam, folio 540a; Jam' I 262 f.; 
Dhahabi I 159, 334). 

Haiwah ibn Shuraih (d. 158 or 159/774-76) was an ascetic who refused the office of judge 
and, according to Ibn Wahb, leaned toward the Shlcah. As a traditionist he was sought out 
by most of his younger Egyptian contemporaries, including Laith and Ibn Wahb, and by 
some of the leading scholars of the eastern provinces, including Ibn al-Mubarak and Abu 
cAbd al-Rahman al-Muqri. That Haiwah wrote down his hadith collection is implied by 
KattanI (Vol. I 136), who states that the pious Haiwah would not sprinkle just ordinary sand 
on his manuscripts for blotting but would go out to the desert for fresh clean sand which he 
pounded and sifted before using (Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 203; Jarh I 2, pp. 306 f.; Bukhari, Ttfrikh 
I I 1, p. I l l ; Ibn Hibban, p. 142; Futuh, e.g. p. 241; Kindi, p. 365; Akhbdr al-qudat I I I 232 f.; 
Jam' I 110 f.; Dhahabi I 174 f.; Husn al-muhadarah I 153, 163 f.). 

Salim ibn Ghailan (n.d.) was a comparatively obscure Egyptian traditionist who transmit
ted from Abu al-Samh Darraj ibn Samcan and whose pupils included Haiwah and Ibn Wahb. 
Most of the critics considered him trustworthy (Jarh I I 1 , p. 187; Kindi, p. 319; Mlzan I 268; 
Husn al-muhadarah I 151). 

Abu al-Samh Darraj ibn Samcan (d. 126/744) was an Egyptian qdss whose traditions were 
suspect except for those that were already known to be authentic through parallel traditions 
coming from others. He was closely associated with Abu al-Haitham Sulaiman ibn cAmr 
(Bukhari, Ta?rlkh I I 1, p. 234; Jarh I 2, pp. 441 f.; Mlzan I 326 f.). Some of his materials, fre
quently based on his authorities that are indicated in the isndd of this tradition, were trans
mitted by Ibn Lahicah of our Document 9 (see e.g. Ibn Hanbal III 75 f.; Futuh, pp. 281 f., 
284, and 301). 

Abu al-Haitham Sulaiman ibn cAmr (Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 202; Bukhari, T&rikh II 2, p. 28; 
Daulabi I I 156 f.) seems to be known primarily for his association with Abu SacId al-Khudri 
(see p. 202). 

The tradition, complete in isndd and matn, is transmitted directly from Abu cAbd al-
Rahman al-Muqri by Ibn Hanbal (Vol. I l l 38, lines 24-27), who substitutes ^*L^ 4JUI J ^ 

for the simpler /Jl of the papyrus text. Ibn Hanbal (Vol. I l l 40 and 76) provides other paral

lels which are almost identical with the papyrus text but transmitted to him by contempo

raries of Abu cAbd al-Rahman who used most of the links of the papyrus isndd. The variants 

are linguistic and consist of the substitution of <_j>-l, 1$JLJU, U£M\, and JsU^I £u** for rf- ^j, 

4JUAJ, Ja>**»l, and uiL^I h^ (recto 5) respectively of the papyrus text. 
That Ibn Wahb transmitted this tradition with its full isndd (recto 6) is confirmed by 

Tahawi, who specifies also that it was transmitted from Abu cAbd al-Rahman by one Egyp
tian, Salih ibn cAbd al-Rahman (d. ca, 262/876), and indicates other parallel transmitters and, 
finally, discusses the theological implications of the tradition (Tahawi I 388-90). 

Tradition 3. Note the heavy red dash at the head of the tradition. 
Abu Sakhr Humaid ibn Ziyad (n.d.) was originally from Medina but settled in Egypt. That 

he transmitted from Abu Hani Humaid ibn Ham al-Khaulanl and to Haiwah ibn Shuraih is 
well attested. He was considered generally trustworthy by most of the critics (Ibn Sacd V 324; 
Bukhari, TaDrlkh I 2, p. 348; Jarh I 2, p. 222; Jam' I 91, 111; Mlzan I 287; Husn al-muhadarah 
I 150). 

Abu Hani Humaid ibn Hani al-Khaulani (d. 142/759) was an Egyptian traditionist whose 
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transmission from Abu cAbd al-Rahman al-Hubuli was generally accepted. Though he was 
considered weak by a number of critics, his materials were transmitted by such leading Egyp
tians as Ibn Lahicah, Laith ibn Sacd, Ibn Wahb, and Haiwah ibn Shuraih (Bukhari, Ta?rlkh I 
2, p. 350; Jarh I 2, p. 231; Futuh, pp. 4, 256, and 277-79; Jam' I 91; Mlzan I I I 385; ffusn 
al-muhddarah I 150 f.). 

Abu cAbd al-Rahman al-Hubuli (d. 100/718) was sent by cUmar ibn cAbd al-cAziz to North 
Africa along with the first group of scholars who went there to instruct the people in Islamic 
teachings and practices. He transmitted mainly from such leading Companions as cAbd Allah 
ibn cUmar ibn al-Khattab and cAbd Allah ibn cAmr ibn al«cAs (Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 200; Jarh 
II 2, p. 197; Jamc I 281; Husn al-muhddarah 1144; MalikI, Kitab riydd al-nufus I 65-67). For 
another instance of Ibn Wahb's parallel transmission see comment on Tradition 2. 

The surviving text of the content of this tradition is not too clear. Such clues as it provides 
have not led to the identification of parallels (see Concordance V 10 £*j£). The general theme 
seems to involve the reward or punishment, on earth and in the hereafter, for some specific 
act such as the just or unjust distribution of wheat acquired as spoils of war (cf. e.g. Concord
ance 1161 jj and IV 151 Jap i ^ J ) . 

Tradition 4- Note the heavy red dash at the head of the tradition. 
Yaztd ibn Qusait (d. 122/740) was a trustworthy traditionist of Medina whose transmission 

from DaDud ibn cAmir and to Abu Sakhr is specified in the sources (see Jarh I 2, p. 222; Jamc 
II 575; Mlzan I I I 314; Nawawfs comment in Muslim XVII 158). 

DiPud ibn cAmir (n.d.) of Medina and his father, cAmir ibn Sacd ibn Abi al-Waqqas (d. 104/ 
722-23), who was an eager and trustworthy traditionist, are mentioned specifically for their 
traditions on funerals and burials, including this tradition (Ibn Sacd V 124 f.; Bukhari, 
Ta'rlkh I I 1, p. 212, and III 2, p. 449; Jarh II 2, p. 418; Jam' I 131, 376). 

The Khabbab (n.d.) of the story was a client of Fatimah bint cUqbah and seems to have 
been best remembered in connection with this particular tradition (Istl'ab I 160; Isabah I 858; 
Usd II 108f.; Jam'I 125). 

Close parallels are transmitted through other isndd's than that of the papyrus text but trace 
back nevertheless to Abu Hurairah. They are numerous and omit one or more of the details 
of the khabar element (e.g. Ibn Hanbal II 470, 498; Tirmidhi IV 261 f.). Still other close paral
lels trace back to Abu Hurairah and cAbd Allah ibn cUmar and vary drastically in the khabar 
element. According to these versions, when cAbd Allah heard Abu Hurairah relate this tradi
tion he cautioned him about his too ready transmission of traditions from Muhammad, where
upon both men went to cADishah for her confirmation or denial (for cA3ishah as a traditionist 
see e.g. pp. 119, 151, 187). An added khabar is Abu Hurairah's well known explanation as to 
why he heard so many more traditions from Muhammad than did most of the Companions, 
namely that he was poor and stayed close to Muhammad while the rest were preoccupied 
with their business in the market place and on their lands (e.g. Ibn Sacd IV 2, pp. 57 f.; Ibn 
Hanbal I I 2 f., 387; Mustadrak III 510 f.; NubaW I I 443 f.). 

Parallel traditions from varied sources that relate only the hadlth element and omit refer

ence to cAbd Allah ibn cUmar are even more numerous (e.g. Tayalisi, p. 132; Ibn Hanbal IV 

86, 294; Muslim VII 13-16; Tirmidhi IV 261, XIII 338 f.; Nasa^i I 275; Tahawi I I I 103-7; 

see also Concordance I 259 f. and 263 * j , I 386 f. Sjti>-, and II 139 -is). Several of these tra

ditions explain what Muhammad meant by Jb- ! It* J*^j K"", namely a reward (presumably 

not all monetary) as great as the mountain of Uhud (Bukhari IV 408; Ibn Hanbal II144, 475, 
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and 521, IV 131). Others report Muhammad's wish that Uhud were a mountain of gold so 
that he could use it in the cause of Allah (e.g. Ibn Hanbal V 149; Abu Nucaim IX 58; Khatlb 
I 148). 

There is evidence that the basic content of this tradition was transmitted in writing at a 
very early date to the Yemenite Abu Tamlm al-Jaisham (d. 77/696 or 78/697; see e.g. Ibn 
Sacd VII 2, p. 200; Daulabi I 19, 65; IstVdb I I 630; Usd V 152), who had already learned the 
QurDan from Mucadh ibn Jabal (d. 18/640). That a double reward accrued to him who followed 
a bier and stayed through the burial service was generally accepted as approved by Muham
mad. The same cannot be said for the details that associate the cautious cAbd Allah ibn cUmar 
with the tradition. This tradition, of course, relates to the unquestioned practice of paying 
each bier-follower who did not stay for the burial service only one qirat for his time. 

Tradition 5. The dotted circle in the margin indicates collation, but the "Abu" seems super
fluous. The ghain is probably an abbreviation for ^J>-

Makhul al-Shami (d. between 112/730 and 117/735) as a young man fell into the hands 
of either cAmr ibn al-cAs or his brother Sacid and was in turn presented to a woman of Hudhail 
who set him free in Egypt. He concentrated on Islamic learning, traveled to all the provinces 
in search of knowledge, and settled finally in Damascus. Zuhri attested to his scholarship, 
classing him and SacId ibn al-Musayyib of Medina, Shacbi of Kufah, and Hasan al-Basrl as 
the four leading scholars of their time. Makhul did not insist on literal (harfi) transmission 
of hadith provided the basic meaning (macnd) was preserved. He had Qadirite tendencies and 
was considered weak by some of the pious traditionists who insisted on literal transmission 
(Ibn Sacd VII 2, pp. 160 f.; Mtfdrif, p. 230; Bukhari, TaPrlkh IV 2, pp. 21 L;Jarh IV 1, pp. 
407 f.; Fihrist, p. 227; Abu Nucaim V 177-93; Mustadrak I I I 569; J ami' I 87; Jam' II 526; 
DhahabI I 101; Nawawi, pp. 283 f.; Ibn Khallikan II 160 f. [= trans. I l l 437^0]; Husn air 
muhadarah I 162; see also pp. 244 f. below). 

Abu Hind al-Darl (n.d.), about whose given name there is some confusion, lived in Jerusalem 
and visited Egypt. His sons were the main transmitters of the few traditions with which he 
is credited. Yet, most of his biographical entries mention this particular tradition as having 
been transmitted from him by Abu Sakhr to Haiwah ibn Shuraih, as in the papyrus isndd. 
It was also transmitted from him by the Egyptians Rishdin ibn Sacd and Ibn Lahlcah and by 
others from various provinces (Ibn Sacd VII 2, pp. 138 f.; Bukharl, Ta^rlkh I 2, p. 146; Istl'db 
II 699; Isabah IV 401 f.; Usd I 177 f.; Husn al-muhddarah I 140 f.). 

Ibn Sacd (Vol. VII 2, pp. 138 f.) and Ibn Hanbal (Vol. V 270) transmit this tradition ver
batim from Abu cAbd al-Rahman al-Muqrl. Neither of them has any other tradition originating 
with Abu Hind, a fact that accords with the collector-transmitter's comment in verso 8 that 
he wrote down no other tradition, presumably from Abu cAbd al-Rahman al-Muqrl, originat
ing with Abu Hind. Another parallel is identical with our text but for the isnady which stops 
with Makhul (Usd I 177), while an almost verbatim parallel (Abu Nucaim V 187; Isabah IV 
402) is transmitted from Abu cAbd al-Rahman al-Muqrl by Harith ibn Abi Usamah (186-
282/802-95). 

Related traditions that originate with traditionists other than Abu Hind and are transmitted 
by Makhul are also found (e.g. Ibn Hanbal IV 229; Bukharl IV 230; Abu Da^ud IV 270; see 

also Concordance I I 541 5*^*). 
Tradition 6. The links of the isnddi except for Yazld and Qais, have been covered. Of the 

several traditionists named Yazld the two likely ones would seem to be Yazld ibn cAbd Allah 
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al-Laithi (d. 139/756-57; see e.g. Jarh IV 2, p. 275; Ibn Hibban, p. 101; Jam' II 575) and the 
older Yazld ibn Jucdubah al-Laithi (n.d.; see Bukhari, Ta?nkh IV 2, p. 323; Jarh IV 2, p. 255), 
both of the Hijaz. 

Qais, a Companion of Muhammad, is not likely to be identified, since the sources mention 
some three dozen Companions who bore this name. The papyrus has either an alif or a lam 
about in the center of the last name of the father. But even this clue leaves a wide choice for 
the father's name, as the lists of Companions named Qais readily reveal (see e.g. Istlcab} Index, 
and Isabah I I I 483-535). 

The tradition obviously refers to the spiritual or heavenly rewards of ceremonial or private 
prayer. I t seems to involve some of Muhammad's instructions for the order of the various 
elements of the prayer service, such as the raising of the hands, the prostrations, and the 
salutation. These themes were not free from controversy, and the traditions that cover them 
are far too numerous to be checked for an identical or a closely related parallel, especially since 
the checking would have to be largely through the isnad because the main is so damaged (see 
e.g. Concordance I I279 f. ^Jb J j , II 301-3 JUST;, II507 f. JL,, and III 186 j ^ ) . The number 

of possibilities will no doubt be reduced when "JU is indexed in the Concordance. 
Tradition 7. Note the red dash at the head of the tradition. The ha? in the margin probably 

stands for A**>-, while *c^ speaks for itself. 

The isnad links have been covered. The matn was very brief to judge by the space available 
for it. 

Tradition 5. Bashir ibn Abi cAmr al-Khaulam (n.d.) was a trustworthy Egyptian tradi-
tionist who transmitted to Haiwah ibn Shuraih, Ibn Lahlcah, and Laith ibn Sacd. His trans
mission from his fellow Egyptian Walid ibn al-Qais (n.d.; see Isticab II 606; Isabah I I I 1317; 
Usd V 92) is also attested, as is Walid's transmission from Abu SacId al-Khudri (see p. 239), 
though WalTd was considered a weak traditionist (Bukhari, Ta?flkh IV 2, p. 151; Jarh I 1, p. 
377; Husn al-muhadarah I 150). 

Ibn Hanbal (Vol. I l l 38 f.) provides the only verbatim parallel for the part of the tradition 
that survives in the papyrus. Again, it was Ibn Hanbal (Vol. IV 156) who provided the one 
closely related tradition, which has, however, a different isnad that traces back to cUqbah ibn 
cAmir (d. 58/678). 

IDENTIFICATION AND SIGNIFICANCE 

I 

The compiler of the papyrus text has to be a more or less younger contemporary of both 
Ibn Wahb and Abu cAbd al-Rahman al-Muqri. The latter, unlike Ibn Wahb, is credited with 
no specific books though his materials are to be found in all the major hadtth collections.1 The 
biographical sources provide long lists of transmitters from both men but indicate that the 
lists are incomplete. Though authorities common to both men are readily spotted, the avail
able lists specify no transmitters common to both. The sources indicate no direct contact 
between Ibn Wahb and any of the eight men who transmitted one or more of the papyrus tra
ditions directly from Abu cAbd al-Rahman. Furthermore, all except the Egyptian Salih ibn 
cAbd al-Rahman (see p. 239) were men of cIraq and farther east, as were indeed the great 
majority of the transmitters from Abti cAbd al-Rahman. The latter spent the last decades of 
his life in Mecca (see p. 238) and therefore must have been in that city when Ibn Wahb re-

1 DhahabI I 334. 
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peatedly made long visits to Mecca and Medina2 during the twenty years preceding the death 
of Malik (179/795), whose Muwatto? Ibn Wahb transmitted (see p. 122). 

On the basis of these facts and because the script of the papyrus text suggests the m&Hl 
or slanting Medinan variety (see p. 237), it seemed reasonable to suppose that some tradition-
ist of Syria or the Hijaz transmitted from both Abu cAbd al-Rahman and Ibn Wahb and that 
somehow his manuscript reached Egypt. Thus Egyptian historical sources led to the most 
probable author of the papyrus text. 

The center of attention now shifts to a scholar of Umayyad descent, Asad ibn Musa (132-
212/750-827),3 known also as Asad al-Sunnah, who was born in the year of the fall of the 
Umayyad dynasty and grew up in fear for his life in the period of determined cAbbasid per
secution of the members of the fallen dynasty. He made his way cautiously to Egypt sometime 
before the death of Ibn Lahicah and of Laith ibn Sacd and found his way to Laith's home. 
Laith received him graciously and following their interview sent him a gift of money which 
Asad declined, saying that he carried a money belt with a thousand dinars. Laith explained 
that this was not charity but a personal gift and added that if Asad had no need for it he could 
distribute it among needy and deserving traditionists, and Asad did so.4 

Asad established himself in Egypt and is counted among Egyptian scholars. He exchanged 
materials with most of Egypt's leading scholars and soon had a following of his own.5 His 
association with Laith and the latter's secretary Abu Salih is solidly established, as is also 
his transmission from Ibn Wahb.6 Asad's transmission from Abu cAbd al-Rahman al-Muqri 
is established by Ibn cAbd al-Hakam, who throws further light on the wide circulation of the 
hadlth of Haiwah ibn Shuraih among contemporary Egyptian scholars such as Ibn Lahicah, 
Laith and his secretary, Ibn Wahb, and Asad himself.7 Furthermore, Ibn cAbd al-Hakam, who 
himself transmitted directly from Abu cAbd al-Rahman, Asad, and Laith's secretary, provides 
evidence that Asad and Laith's secretary in transmitting directly from Abu cAbd al-Rahman 
used in some instances the two last isnad links common to all the traditions of the papyrus 
text, for Ibn cAbd al-Hakam's isnad reads bJo>. (sic) J IS ^JL^ j j 4JI J^PJ ^»y \» J I J hJjb-

* • • Cf J^* Ui Jf>' J^ Ji' Jsr^ ^ £ij" ui h?~ ^ ^ ^ L $ ^ 1 , 8 A ku cAbd al-
Rahman's transmission from Haiwah ibn Shuraih is well established9 and occurs repeatedly in 
the papyrus text. 

Though the non-Egyptian direct transmitters from Abu cAbd al-Rahman are numerous, 
only three of them transmitted parallels of one or more of the papyrus traditions; Ibn Sacd 
(Tradition 5), Ibn Hanbal (Traditions 2, 5, 8), and the Kufan Muhammad ibn cAbd Allah 
ibn Numair (Tradition 4), who died in the year 234/848.10 Not one of the three is known to 
have transmitted directly from Ibn Wahb. Among the Egyptian direct transmitters from Abu 
cAbd al-Rahman the only one who transmitted a parallel of a papyrus tradition (No. 2) is 
Salih ibn cAbd al-Rahman,u who died no earlier than the year 262/87612 and could not have 

2 See e.g. Dhahabi I 279-81. Ibn Wahb is credited with 
36 pilgrimages. 

3 See Vol. I 12, 16. See also GAL I 66 and GAL S I 257. 
4 Abu Nu^aim VII 321 f. 
5 See Bukhari, Ttfrlkh I 2, p. 50; Jarh I 1, p. 338; 

Tabarl, Index. 
6 See e.g. Futuh, pp. 45 and 47. 
7 See e.g. ibid. pp. 87, 287, 299, 300, 310; Le d'jamfr d'Ibn 

Wahb, ed. David-Weill, I 4, 14, 24, 35, 62, 63, 98; Kind!, 
pp. 302 and 319. 

8 Futuh, p. 277 (<Abd Allah ibn Salih being Laith's 
secretary Abu §alih). 

9 Ibid. pp. 82, 87, 111, 230, 231, 269, 288, 293, 309, 314, 
315; Kindi, p. 302. See also Buhari'nin, p. 212, Isnad 17. 

10 Muslim VII 16. 

11 Jarh II 1, p. 408. 

12 The authors of Jarh heard him during his visit to 
Egypt in that year (see Jarh, Taqdimah, Intro, p. 5). 
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transmitted from Ibn Wahb, who died in the year 197/812. There remain three Egyptian tra-
ditionists who are known to have been interested in the hadith collection of Haiwah ibn 
Shuraih and to have transmitted some of his materials directly from both Ibn Wahb and Abti 
cAbd al-Rahman. The fact that they do not provide parallels to the papyrus text is not of 
major significance since the fragment contains only eight traditions. Of major significance, 
however, is the well established fact that all three of them—Asad ibn Mtisa, Abu Salih the 
secretary of Laith, and Ibn cAbd al-Hakam—used written sources and collected manuscripts. 
It seems logical to eliminate first the possibility that Ibn cAbd al-Hakam was the compiler of 
the hadith collection represented by our papyrus because he is farthest removed from Abti 
cAbd al-Rahman. He did transmit some of the latter's materials directly but supplemented 
them from materials that the older Asad ibn Mtisa and Abti Salih had received from Abti 
cAbd al-Rahman on the authority of Haiwah and of Haiwah's sources who are indicated in 
the papyrus isnad's. Of the remaining two possibilities, Asad ibn Mtisa seems more likely 
than Abti Salih for the following reasons. The papyrus preserves the text of the Egyptian 
Haiwah as transmitted by the non-Egyptian Abti cAbd al-Rahman, which would therefore 
have been in greater demand by non-Egyptians than by Egyptians, who had ready access to 
Haiwah and his Egyptian transmitters. Thus Asad, before he took refuge in Egypt, would 
have had more reason than would Abti Salih to seek out Abti cAbd al-Rahman's collection of 
Haiwah's hadith. The pronounced slant of the script of the papyrus text implies non-Egyptian 
origin (see p. 243). After Asad settled in Egypt and became associated with Laith and his 
secretary he doubtless compared notes and exchanged some traditions, if not indeed manu
scripts at least on a loan basis, with them. Since Asad died some dozen years before Abti Salih, 
it is possible that some of his manuscripts passed into the hands of Abti Salih and formed a 
part of his collection. Once again (cf. p. 91) circumstantial evidence strongly suggests that 
Abti Salih had a hand in the preservation of one of our documents. In any case, the dating of 
the papyrus to the early third century at the latest would seem to be amply warranted. 

II 

All of the traditions of the document report hadith al-nabi} that is, the sayings as against the 
deeds (sunari) of Muhammad. It has been shown repeatedly in these studies that as a rule 
the traditions of Muhammad have identical or close parallels in the standard collections (see 
p. 77). Because much of the matn of Traditions 1, 3, 6, and 7 is lost it is impossible to deter
mine definitely whether parallels for these traditions exist. The basic content of the hadith 
element of Tradition 4 appears frequently in the standard collections, but parallels for the 
khabar element involve several variants with some additions and subtractions. Traditions 2, 
5, and 8 have complete identical parallels in the Musnad of Ibn Hanbal. On the whole, there
fore, the document provides further evidence of the high rate of survival of hadith al-nabi. 

I l l 
The earliest links in the isnad's of the papyrus text name cAbd Allah ibn cUmar (Tradition 

4) and Abu Sacid al-Khudrl (Traditions 2, 8), both of whom opposed the writing-down of 
Tradition. But these links also name cAbd Allah ibn cAmr (Tradition 3) and Abti Hurairah 
(Traditions 4, 7), who from the beginning either wrote down their traditions or permitted 
others to do so. The links intermediate between these men and Abti Sakhr Humaid ibn Ziyad 
name a number of comparatively obscure traditionists whose methods of transmission are not 
indicated in the sources. The one exception is Makhtil al-Shami (Tradition 5), pupil of Anas 
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ibn Malik and teacher of Malik ibn Anas, who is known to have made an extensive tour in 
search of knowledge and to have written down his materials. He is credited with two works 
on fiqhn for which he no doubt drew on his hadith materials. 

Abu Sakhr (see p. 239), who transmits Traditions 3-8, shares the obscurity of most of his 
immediate authorities, and his methods of transmission are likewise not indicated. Neverthe
less, he must be counted among those who at least permitted others to write down hadith 
from their dictation since Haiwah ibn Shuraih (see p. 239), who is his immediate transmitter 
of Traditions 3-8, is known to have written down his own collection of hadith. Haiwah moved 
in circles in which the writing-down of Tradition was the rule. The papyrus itself, by its very 
existence and by the editorial comment in verso 8 (see p. 241), attests continuous written 
transmission of these materials. 

It can be assumed, then, that at least some of these traditions, which trace back to Muham
mad, were written down from the beginning. We are on much surer ground for the later trans
mission because from Abu Sakhr to the compiler-transmitter we have three or four steps of 
continuous written transmission (see p. 243) that bring us into the active period of Ibn 
Sacd and Ibn Hanbal, both of whom wrote down their hadith collections. It is not surprising, 
therefore, that they provide verbatim parallels for Traditions 2, 5, and 8—a rather large per
centage in view of the fact that four of the other five traditions are either incomplete or too 
broken for identification. 

13 Fihrist, p. 227. 
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Oriental Institute No. 17625. First quarter of third century/A.D. 815-40. 
Medium quality medium brown papyrus, 20 X 16.2 cm. (Pis. 22-23), originally used for 

either official or private correspondence by some well-to-do person to judge by the large 
script and lavish spacing. The one phrase of the original that has survived, aside from the 
basmalah, reads <UPU? LJ>. [tilljj 411 LSJj. Related phrases such as ^ I k j 4JI di*/'\ are found in 
all sorts of correspondence from the third century. The generous unused spaces of the original 
document attracted the economical, or perhaps impoverished, hadlth student whose sahlfah 
or memorandum sheet this is. Since the zahr or reverse of such documents—usually bearing 
only an address—provided more space, it was used first. In this case the student began at the 
bottom of the reverse and continued on the top of the obverse. Documents written in such large 
scripts are usually large in area also, at least twice as long as our fragment, so that our tradi-
tionist must have had more personal fadaHl entries on his sheet than have survived. Aside 
from large breaks the papyrus is damaged mostly by peeling. 

Script.-—The script is the same for all the traditions, but two different kinds of ink were 
used. The light brown ink of the upper part of the recto has faded considerably, almost to 
the vanishing point in some spots, in contrast to the more lasting almost black ink of the rest 
of the text. 

The script itself is a fairly fixed small cursive hand whose main characteristics are the use 
of large initial cain and kdf. Diacritical points are used for all letters that call for them except 
jim, kha, dad, and zdy. The pointing is not too liberal, though here and there an entire word 
is pointed, for example ^yukSi and c ~ J of recto 17 and 19 respectively. Sin has either the 
mahmalah or a row of three dots below it as well as a small initial sin above it to distinguish 
it from shin, which is pointed with three dots forming a triangle. Similarly, daZhas a dot below 
it to distinguish it from dhdl, which has the usual dot above it, as in ^ j ^ JJLP of recto 18. A 
small cain is placed below the cain of \y&c6 in verso 6. Vowels are rarely used. Possibly the 
dal-\ike mark over the za? of J&\ in recto 16 was intended for dammah. Fathah and dammah are 
each used once (verso 6), in the name *^ J\. The simple circle is sometimes used to mark off head
ings and for punctuation. It interchanges with a ha? with a tail (recto 19, verso 5 and 9), 
commonly used as an abbreviation for fjjfi\, "finished," and possibly standing for ha? and ya. 

TEXT 

RECTO 

LfJIU yt ^-JV SL^i] 1 

JLJJ AJP 411 J^> ^^Jl ol L/J\ J P * w - bu>. JU ^ JULIVI AUI JLP ^ J U ^ ^ ^ A (l) 2 

\JXS-\J 4JIPJ ^J ^y^ ))^\ JL^ LJlL? Olfj J*-** jL-** *£\* ( t ^ f A 3 

246 
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VU iijj\ pjBI Jlij l b Vj i/t^j*- llj? Ui ^ J l d l o U cJ l i ^ U Jli -UL-j*- J Jl AUI] 5 

j j J l i AJ l i jb j IOJJJ 

s^J i £~u*>Ji AJ I * j i ^j^ ^ ^ ji AJI 4 .̂1 j ^ i j ^ - i * Jl i J UDJJ VUjUaiVi j iT i ] 6 

O ColJ j # Jbjl j ! U i O 7 

J l i CJ [U ^ Jbjj J P *L*P ^ cJii J P ^A^Vl L[Ja>- Jl i JUoj>Ji JLP JJ ywJ>- bU>-] (2) 8 

pJL-j U P 4)1 J ^ ^ J l J JU 

iu-*» J I fuLc i J l i IfJUd J l i V C i i i J l ^ J l j - ^ J l Jb-[l UlyLi j l ^ J ^ I V L-JS" J - J L AJ|] 9 

O U J i r l p l 

u"^ Oi' J 1 ^ ^ r ^ ^ ui ^di o L * ^ J15 ^ ^ ^L^1 ^ J ^ ^ 1 Oi L^JA ^ ^ ^ 1 0 

^ • ^ ui ^iJJ d - r^ c M CJ? 

Xs> J J J U ^ UJJL>- (4) 0 ^JS" J I P ̂ JJI ji:> *[JU5l <—-**k 1 ^ ^ <jL5i d^J J J:> Jli] 11 

^ L P J J I J P dL-*« J i JL>-; J P J J ^ P J J WUJ?̂ » tuJ^- J l i ^jUaj'Vl AMI 

UJUJLU j * i ; IJ&U UI Jii AW J ^ ^ ^ L IJL£A j u * W i r ^ Jt>-[ii coit ^ JU^I *U AJI j i i ] 12 

bJ^Sj 

A^-\ J&-Jj\ AJ J J ^ J O AX^ai 13 

JT^ LTJ.' cH LF^H ^ ^ J ^ 1̂)V» J ; fjfi bJJl>- Jl* jjj>Jl J ^ * ^ ' J . J j J ^ ^J>- ^g/j (5) 14 

411 01 J l i 411 J ^ j 61 bib J l i 

L AsJj^jJl j j j j ^ ^ JUi S^S" liUs^l ^So <upUkji ( t^J^I J * \J*PJ& J ' ^kJ^i\ J ^ *i^*b 15 

SJUJli O^U J AIII 6J^J 

lj>>i\ J\^\j AIII^ JUJI UA^>-JP L A V * JS** ui bj ^ r^J j~-* J 1 J ^ y ^ J", t i J ^ 16 

. t i l 411 J**y 4 JUi 

; .ai l^ A J U ^ > - 17 

VwU <j ip VJ ^ ' 4 ^ ^ ^ J ^ ^1>-I ^^-^-Jj i lU I ^ jf~ *^J\ ij^J £&*\ \* j2> ^ j ^ j i N 18 

^ J J l J l J^SI O ^ ^ J i j J lJ I JJ&I^ i>J l J A>-lj>-j]l ^ N 19 

VERSO 

O i U ^ N A L ^ O l 

JOJ\ AUI J ^ J AJ JU i 

C^S" Uj JJ+.& J l i iLJUj;>- l]j\ j l J^^l J? AUI J ^ j l ijji J U i ^ V l (j.a^J <^\* jy 

j i p <~>j AJUI J^T) J l i J J i (3U-I C ^ J j dJiUI l * ^ Asiyl (J^>Jj dJiUI U ^ i ^ j ^ y 

^ J J u i l J ^ ! l O ^ ^ J i j J lJ I JJ&I^ i>J l J A>-IJ>-J]I ^ 

VERSO 

O i U ^ N A L ^ O i 

U l^jU^u-l ^ J l ol j ^>J I WJb- J l i -ui J P jLJLw j j ^ ^ i ^ j p 0U?c!l JJI p ip bfcJ^ (6) 2 

AUÎ  UI A J U ^ I J l i ?^JJI AJI ^AU- J l aJLj j l i l j J l i *JU ^5^-1 S^ J l i Ji^ yUil *^J JUi AUI JJ^J 3 

AUI I J ^ JUi JL>t̂ vJl L£J\J*» J * hJ^ **** <Jj\* J ^ * l i J l i ^j*yj *&\ ^ - ^ c5^l 
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i j j ^ l l 4UI J J - J 1 ^ 1 ^ a~-b\] J[13 ^ l U t f b 4JII J ^ j ^ l W ^ [ U U i ftl] 1*1* 7 

o^i ^ U u l l 411 ^15" ^ J l L. 4111 J^-j JUi l ^ J J ^ L " V [<>Jli di]-iu ^[JjJI^ V ^ J l 8 

to^sy 4JI J^- j^JI jJ j * AUI :>LP J ^ Jl JUi ]>i*i p2ll 9 

Comments.—Tradition L The two elements of this tradition, namely Muhammad's visit to 
the house of Umm Sulaim and her request that he bless her young son Anas ibn Malik, who 
was in Muhammad's service, were widely known and generally accepted by the early Muslims. 
Traditions that involve one or the other of ̂ these two elements trace back to several contem
porary cIraqi transmitters from Anas himself, who had settled in Basrah (see e.g. Concordance 
I 173 Z}J\J and II 486 *ULi). There are in addition a number of closely related traditions and 
nearly identical parallels to the papyrus text that trace back, through various isnad's, to the 
Basran Humaid al-TawIl (60-142/680-759; see pp. 152 and 160) on the authority of Anas ibn 
Malik (see e.g. Concordance II 542 ^J)> It is difficult to tell whether the traditions that sepa
rate or those that combine the two elements of the papyrus text are the older since both the 
splitting-up of traditions and the combining of two or more short but related ones apparently 
started very early in Islam. However, I am inclined to think that the papyrus text represents 
a later combining of two earlier short traditions, perhaps at the hands of Humaid himself. 
For the Najjarite Umm Sulaim of Medina was one of the most active and staunch supporters 
of Muhammad's cause, on and off the battlefield. Like her second husband, Abu Talhah Zaid 
ibn Sahl (see p. 117), and her son Anas she is accorded separate entries in the faddHl literature 
(e.g. Bukharl IV 11 f.; Muslim XVI 10-13, 39-41), which together with the numerous bio
graphical entries emphasize the repeated and openhanded hospitality of Abu Talhah and 
Umm Sulaim to Muhammad and his needy Companions without any reference to Umm 
Sulaim's request for a special blessing on her son Anas. For her musnad see Svrah 1847, Muham
mad ibn Ahmad al-Sarakhsi, Shark al-kitab al-siyar al-kabir ll al-Shaibani I 184 f. and 200, 
Muwatta? II 927, Bukharl II 398, III 11 f. and 493 f., Muslim XII I 217-20, Ibn Hanbal VI 
376 f., 430 f. For biographical entries see Ibn Sacd VIII 310-18, Isticab II 780, Abu Nucaim 

II 57-61, Isabah IV 891-93, Usd V 591, Nawawl, pp. 863 f., Dhahabi II 75, Nubala? II 18, 
and Jam' II 606 and 610. 

The reconstruction of the missing links of the isnctd presents more problems than does the 
reconstruction of the matn, since the variants found in the parallels are on the whole minor 
ones with no real significance for the basic meaning of both elements of the tradition. The 
standard hadith collections yielded four possibilities for restoring the missing links of the 
isnad: (1) Bukharl (d. 256/870)-Muhammad ibn [cAbd Allah] ibn al-Muthana [al-Ansarl] 
(d. 215/830)-Khalid ibn al-Harith (d. 186/802)-Humaid [al-TawIl] (d. 142/759)-Anas [ibn 
Malik] (d. 93/712) (Bukharl I 494), (2) Ibn Hanbal (d. 241/855)-cUbaidah ibn Humaid (d. 
196/812)-Humaid-Anas (Ibn Hanbal III 188), (3) Ibn Hanbal-Ibn Abi <AdI (d. 194/810)-
Humaid-Anas (Ibn Hanbal III 108), (4) Ibn Sacd (d. 230/845)-Muhammad ibn cAbd Allah 
[ibn al-Muthana] al-Ansari-Humaid-Anas (Ibn Sacd VIII 314). The main variants in these 
non-verbatim parallels are the following: No. 3 reads JUJ L?U? j lTj as in the papyrus 
(recto 3), while the rest read *JL^ .J IS . . . J l i ; No. 2 reads (for recto 5) ^ ^ i i ^ *]j LS 
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Lo VJ ij>-\, and the rest read as in the papyrus; No. 1 reads Z>l*j jij^j **aj as in the papyrus 

(recto 6), while Ibn Sacd has hUj Jij^j U*J, No. 2 has CAJJ i>Uj <J>J^>
 a n ( l No. 3 has 

SJUJ A J ^ P ( i ^ UJ. Anas is said to have been one of four Basrans who had a hundred children 

and grandchildren (Muhammad ibn Hablb, Al-kitdb al-muhabbar, ed. Use Lichtenstadter 

[Haidarabad, 1361/1942] p. 189). The phrase A ^ UL^J (recto 4) is omitted by Ibn Sacd and 

Bukhari, while Ibn Hanbal I 108 substitutes / ^ ^ j JU* for hj^L* jJ> o%^> M^ai (recto 4). 

After *IS J (recto 4) all add C-Jl 4-̂ -U ,JI, which is missing from our text. Ibn HanbaFs text 

is not so close to that of the papyrus as are the texts of Ibn Sacd and Bukhari. Yet there is 
nothing in either of the latter two that offers a basis for a clear-cut choice between them since 
both transmit directly from a descendant of Anas ibn Malik, the Basran Muhammad ibn 
cAbd Allah ibn al-Muthana al-Ansari, who appears also at the head of the isndd of Tradition 4. 
For the most part the use of full names and the tasliyah are called for by the available space 
in the papyrus. 

The Anas of this isndd is Anas ibn Malik al-Ansari (see p. 118), who is the ultimate source 
of so many of the traditions of our documents. Because of his long association with Muhammad 
as a personal servant and with many members of Muhammad's family and because he outlived 
most of the Companions he is one of the most prolific sources of Tradition. He settled in 
Basrah and at one time clashed with cIraq's governor Hajjaj ibn Yusuf. He had a strong fol
lowing, including his clients, among whom were Sinn and his six sons. One of the latter, 
Muhammad ibn Sinn, served as Anas' secretary. Anas insisted on writing down his traditions 
and had his sons, four of whom aspired to be traditionists, do likewise. Anecdotes about him 
and his enterprising mother, Umm Sulaim, are numerous (Ibn Sacd V I I 1 , pp. 10-16; Macdrif, 
p. 157; Bukhari, Ta°nkh I 2, pp. 28 f.; Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 144; Jarh I 1, p. 286; Ibn Hibban, 
p. 66; Mustadrak I I I 573-75; Isticab I 35; Isabah 1138-40; Usd 1127-29; Nawawi, pp. 165-67 
and 863 f.; Dhahabi I 42; Jamc I 35 f.). For his musnad see Tayalisi, pp. 264-86, and Ibn 
Hanbal III 98-292. For jaddHl and mandqib works credited to him or associated with him see 
Bukhari III 11 f., Muslim XVI 39-41, and Tirmidhi XIII 223-25. 

Tradition 2. The contents of Traditions 2-A, devoted to Zaid ibn Thabit al-Ansari, are 
widely known. All versions so far discovered of Tradition 2 trace back to Zaid himself and 
share the earlier links of the family isndd, which is carried forward only by Acmash (60-148/ 
680-765; see e.g. pp. 70, 140). Yahya ibn cIsa al-Ramli (n.d.), who transmitted a related ver
sion from Acmash (Ibn Sacd II 2, p. 115), was considered weak by many critics (see e.g. Jarh 
IV 2, p. 178; Mlzan I I I 300; Jamc I 571). The only other known transmitter, also from 
Acmash, of a nearly identical parallel is the trustworthy cIraqi traditionist Jarir ibn cAbd 
al-Hamid (110-88/728-804; see p. 151), who in turn transmitted it to several others, including 
an cIraqi named cAlT ibn Macbad who settled in Egypt (see Ibn Hanbal V 182; Tahawi II 
421; Ibn Abi DiPud, Kitdb al-masdhif, p. 3; Nubald^ II 307). Ibn HanbaPs text is identical 
with that of the papyrus except for the omission of the phrase (JL>-I Ul^i j l i_-*-l *i) that is 

reconstructed in recto 9, which appears in Ibn Sacd's otherwise considerably different text 
(Ibn Sacd II 2, p. 115) and which is called for by the space available in the papyrus. For a dis
cussion of Zaid's knowledge of foreign languages see pages 257 f. 

Thabit ibn cUbaid al-Ansari (n.d.) was a client of Zaid ibn Thabit. His transmission from 
Zaid to Acmash is well attested. He is generally considered trustworthy (Ibn Sacd VI 205; 
Bukhari, T&rikh I I 2, pp. 165 f.;Jarh I 1, p. 454; Jam' I 67 f.). 

Zaid ibn Thabit al-Ansari (d. between 45/665 and 56/676, with preference given to 45/665) 
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is the well known secretary of Muhammad and the editor-in-chief of the cUthmanic edition 
of the QurDan. His other specialties in addition to Quranic readings were the law of inheritance 
and other legal matters, his mastery of which led cUmar I to appoint him judge in Medina 
and to employ him as his deputy when he was out of the city. Like all the literate Companions 
of Muhammad he became an important source of Tradition and law (for his musnad see Ibn 
Hanbal V 181-92; see also Tayalisi, pp. 84 f., and Nawawi, pp. 259 f.). Zaid used writing in 
his several public offices but was himself, like cUmar I, opposed to the permanent recording 
of Tradition (see e.g. Ibn Sacd II 2, pp. 112-17, and V 383; Abu Ytisuf, Kitdb al-athdr, p. 212; 
Risdlah, pp. 22 ff. and 80 f.; Bukhari, Ta?rlkh I I 1 , pp. 347 f.; Jarh I 2, p. 558; Macdrif7 p. 133; 
Akhbdr al-qudat I 107 f.; Ibn Hibban, pp. 7 f.; IstVab I 188; Isdbah II 40-42; Usd I I 221-23; 
Nawawi, pp. 259 f.; Dhahabi I 29 f., II 240; Nubala* II 305-16; Kattani I 203-10). 

Tradition 3. Reconstruction of isndd and main is conjectural but based on the several variant 
parallels that are available. Ibn Sacd (Vol. II 2, p. 117) transmits a close parallel from four 
of his sources, including Musa ibn Ismacil al-Basri al-Tabudhki (d. 223/838), who is cited by 
Bukharl (Ttfrikh II 1, p. 348) for an even closer parallel. Moreover, this Musa was widely 
known for his large collection of written hadith from, among others, Hammad ibn Salamah 
ibn Dinar (see p. 160; Bukhari, Ttfrikh IV 1, p. 280; Dhahabi I 357; Jam? II 484), the first 
surviving link in the papyrus isndd. Sezgin (Buh&rt'nin, p. 280, Isnad 223) shows that Musa 
transmitted 239 traditions to Bukharl. Hammad's source in all the available isndd parallels 
is cAmmar ibn Abi cAmmar (see p. 211), who is omitted from the papyrus isndd. Textual dif
ferences are minor. For example, Ibn Sacd has J l UJUS as against Bukhara's J l L^L>-, and 
Ibn Sacd has ^aill Aj? while Bukharl has simply LJ for o^^S XJ> of the papyrus (recto 10). 

The content of the tradition seems to have gone through two stages. The briefer version 
of Ibn Sacd, Bukharl, and Mustadrak I I I 428 does not mention Zaid's tomb. The papyrus 
text, however, includes this detail, which is found in later sources (e.g. a second version in 
Mustadrak III 428; Ibn cAsakir V 450). 

The idea that knowledge decreased or disappeared when scholars died was widespread (see 
e.g. Ibn Hanbal II 203; Dariml I 65, 73, 77-79; Concordance IV 320 and 331 f. in several 
places). 

Tradition 4. Muhammad ibn cAbd Allah ibn al-Muthana al-Ansari (118-215/736-830) was 
a descendant of Anas ibn Malik. He served as judge in Basrah and later in Baghdad until he 
was removed by MaDmun. He was considered a trustworthy traditionist and an authority on 
Him al-rijdl, but he was not of the same caliber as his fellow Basran Yahya ibn Sacld al-Qattan. 
He was one of Bukharl's many sources (see Ibn Sacd VII 1, p. 163, and VII 2, p. 48; Bukharl, 
Ta'rikh I 1, p. 132; Jarh I I 2, p. 177, and III 2, p. 305; Ma'arif, p. 259; Ibn Hibban, p. 123; 
Khatlb V 408; Yafici II 62; Dhahabi I 337 f.; Jam' I 460; BuharVnin, pp. 34 and 261, Isnad 
173). 

Muhammad ibn cAmr (d. 144/761) of Medina specialized in collecting and transmitting 
the traditions of Abu Salamah and was himself a source for most of the leading traditionists 
of the following generations (Ibn Sacd V 43; Bukharl, Ta?rlkh 1 1 , p. 191; Jarfy IV 1, pp. 30 f.; 
Mizdn I I I 114 f.; Jamc I 454 f.). His unidentified source in the papyrus text (recto 11) was, 
according to parallel traditions which give the rest of the isnddj the above-mentioned Abu 
Salamah, whose full name is Abu Salamah cAbd Allah ibn cAbd al-Rahman (d. 94/713 or 
104/722) and who is listed among the "seven" leading jurists of Medina. He himself wrote 
down his collection of hadith (Ibn Hanbal VI 413 f.; Dariml I I 135; Muslim X 99 ff., 105; 
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Khatlb I 218) and dictated his materials to others (Ibn Sacd V 115-17; Macarif, p. 123; Jarh 
II 2, pp. 293 f.; Ibn Hibban, p. 48; Nawawl, pp. 727 f.; YaficI 1192; Dhahabi I 59; Jam' I 254). 

The tradition seems to have gone through three stages. The earliest version is the briefest, 
reporting only Ibn cAbbas' act and words. It is transmitted by Ibn Sacd from Abu Nucaim 
Fadl ibn Dukain (see Document 14) and traces back to cAmir al-Shacbi (Ibn Sacd II 2, p. 116, 
lines 11-13; cf. Isabah II 42). To the second stage belongs the papyrus text and its several 
nearly identical parallels. This version adds Zaid's remonstrance AUI J ^ **> y\ b \J&U jUi 

(recto 12). All the parallels available so far share the complete isnad of the papyrus text as 
transmitted by Ibn Sacd (Vol. II 2, p. 116, lines 13-16) and Abu Hatim al-RazI (Mustadrak 
I I I 423). The third version is cited on the authority of Abu Salamah and retains the essential 
meaning and phrasing of the second but adds that Zaid reached for Ibn c Abbas' hand and 
kissed it as an honor due to one of the Prophet's family (e.g. Ibn cAsakir V 448 f.). This addi
tion was in all probability the work of an cAbbasid partisan. 

Honoring a leader by leading his mount was a common practice, and many were the in
stances in which Muhammad himself was so honored (see Concordance II 49 *lk>- and II 342 

Tradition 5. Harun ibn Ismacil of Basrah (n.d.) seems to have been known primarily for 
his transmission from cAli ibn al-Mubarak (n.d.), whose traditions he wrote down (Bukharl, 
TcPnkh IV 2, p. 226; Jarh IV 2, p. 87; Ibn Hibban, No. 1251; Jam" I 355, II 551). cAll ibn 
al-Mubarak, in turn, was a specialist in the hadlth of Yahya ibn Abi Kuthair, which he wrote 
down in two books, one from Yahya's dictation and the other copied from manuscripts but 
read back to Yahya. Basrans who insisted on oral transmission would transmit only the book 
written from dictation, while the Kufans accepted both books {Jarh III 1, pp. 203 f.; Bukharl, 
TcPrikh I I I 2, p. 295; Yacqtib ibn Shaibah, Musnad . . . cUmar ibn al-Khattdb, pp. 50, 60 f., 
158 f., and 178; Mlzan II 236; Jam' I 355; BuhdrVnin, pp. 60 f.). 

Yahya ibn Abi Kuthair (d. 129/746 or 132/750) was originally of Basrah but settled in 
Yamamah. He was an cAlid and critical of the Umayyads, who therefore persecuted him. 
His transmission from Anas ibn Malik and other Companions was suspect because he was 
accused of omitting intermediate links of the isnad's (dais). His transmission from some of his 
contemporaries was also suspected by some scholars as being based on manuscripts alone. 
Transmission from manuscripts alone was probably responsible for his omission of intermedi
ate links in some of his isnad's, though in such cases he used balaghanl or balaghand, as in the 
papyrus text, instead of the more specific term haddathanl. Nevertheless the great majority 
of traditionists considered him trustworthy and some classed him with Zuhrl, while Shucbah 
and Ibn Hanbal even preferred his versions that differed from Zuhrfs (Ibn Sacd V 404 
and VII 2, p. 185; Bukhari, Ttfrikh IV 2, pp. 301 f.;Jarh, Taqdimah, pp. 156 f.; Ma'arif, p. 
112; Tabari I I I 2503; Ibn Hibban, p. 145; Abu Nucaim III 66-75; Dhahabi I 120 f.; Mlzan 
I I I 300 f.; Jam' II 566 f.; Buhdrt'nin, pp. 288 and 296). 

The first word of recto 14 appears in the photograph (PI. 22) to be encircled, but close 
inspection of the papyrus reveals that there is no circle. As read, the reversed separate yd? 
has two dots run together. Note also the use in recto 19 of the uncontracted c ~ J . 

The tradition has no complete parallel for either the isnad or the main, and the parallels 
that are available for parts of the content convey for the most part the meaning rather than 
the wording of the papyrus text. The following variant of recto 15-16, with additions, is note
worthy: J l i U l tSj>-^\j iJUJL LJ&IJ^I {J^J\ J o\j (TafslrY 283). For these locations in 
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Medina and for the Banu Zafar, who were obviously settled in the lower section of the city, 
see Ibn Duraid, Kitab al-ishtiqaq, p. 187, Tabari I 1901 and 1922, and Yaqut I I I 592 f. 

Farwah ibn cAmr (recto 17), one of the negotiators of the treaties of cAqabah, could be 
intrusted with secret or private matters. Muhammad appointed him as assessor for Khaibar. 
None of the citations given below associate him with the episode of the papyrus text nor 
with the other episodes involving Abu al-Dahdahah. Farwah fought in all of Muhammad's 
battles but was on c All's side in the Battle of the Camel. His death date is nowhere mentioned 
(see Sirah I 308, 335, 502; Ibn Sacd I I 1 , p. 78, and III 2, p. 132; Tabari 11336; IstVab II 518; 
Isabah I I I 403 f.; Usd V 178 f.). 

The last word of recto 19 reflects initial indecision as to the forms J.u, VJU, and JJJU, 
the last being finally accepted. Waqidi (p. 275) has JJ^u J i p L J j , while Ibn Hanbal (Vol. V 
408) has £j>Jl ^J 4 Jjip *~>J- AH other sources have (^\j , j k* , J J JU) J*U J J I P JA *5* (e.g. 

Ibn Sacd VIII 295; Ibn Hanbal III 146; Muslim VII 33; see also Concordance II 143 ^ , IV 

173 JJLP, and I I I 344 ^lo^aJI ^ 1 J ^ 411 J^y ,<U> and editorial comments on TafslrV 283 f.). 

The practice of hanging branches of date clusters, especially after the date harvest, in the 
courtyard of the mosque for the use of the needy seems to have been common (see e.g. Tafslr 
XII 166 f.). Such freewill offerings were considered especially meritorious and deserving of 
greater rewards than the stipulated almsgiving (see e.g. Ibn cAsakir VI 214). 

Confusion in the sources concerning the full and correct name of the Companion involved 
in this episode has led some scholars to believe that there were two people with similar names 
•—a Thabit ibn al-Dahdah (or Dahdahah) who fell in the Battle of Uhud and over whom 
Muhammad prayed and an Abu Dahdah (or Dahdahah) whose given name was not known 
and who survived Muhammad into the time of Mucawiyah. Various similar episodes are re
ported in connection with these names, but some of the confusion can now be cleared up with 
the aid of the papyrus text. This text is related to Surah 2:245, which reads ^ ^ i c£^' & Cr* 
ij^S0 liU*Jl 4 -u^UiJ li^>- \J>J 411, and to Surah 57:11, which substitutes A-JJS" J?\ AJJ for 
the last three words. The early commentaries on these verses yield some clues as to the names 
in question. Isabah IV 107-9 has two entries under Abu al-Dahdah (ah) and equates the second 
entry with Thabit ibn al-Dahdah (ah) of Isabah I 388 but adds that Muqatil ibn Sulaiman 
says (presumably in one of his tafslr works discussed in connection with Document 1) that 
Abu Dahdah(ah)'s given name was cUmar ( ^ p ) . This could well be a scribal error for the 
cAmr ( j > r ^) of the papyrus text (recto 13, 15, 17). The next commentary on the QurDanic 
verse appeared in the Tafslr of cAbd al-Razzaq ibn Hammam, who explained that when the 
verse was revealed Ibn al-Dahdah (or Dahdahah) offered to donate his two properties to God. 
This was in turn cited by Tabari (Tafslr V 283-86), whose editors decided that only one person 
was involved in the episode and, lacking the evidence of our text, accepted Thabit ibn al-
Dahdah as the correct form of his name. Now, our papyrus text (recto 13, 15, 19), which is 
the earliest extant version of the episode, gives the full name as Abu al-Dahdahah cAmr ibn 
al-Dahdahah. 

The evidence so far available, however, does not preclude the possibility that a second per
son, whose full name may have been Abu al-Dahdah Thabit ibn al-Dahdah, was confused 
with the Abu al-Dahdahah cAmr ibn al-Dahdahah of the papyrus text. If, however, we 
assume on the basis of the available evidence that only one person was involved, that person 
emerges as a well-to-do and ever generous man whose wife rejoiced in his charities and whose 
sole heir was his sister's son, the less charitable Abu Lubabah ibn cAbd al-Mundhir of Tradi-
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tion 6 (see Waqidi, pp. 274 f.; Ibn Sacd VIII 295; Ibn Hanbal I I I 146, V 90 and 95; Muslim 
VII 32-34; IstVab I 75 f., II 644; Isabah I 388, IV 107-9 and 864; Usd V 185, 580). Abu 
al-Dahdahah cAmr ibn al-Dahdahah?s liberality apparently was so widely known that the 
poet Bashshar ibn Burd (d. 166/783) referred to it in one of his verses, using the name Abu 
al-Dahdah (Bashshar ibn Burd, Dlwdn, ed. Muhammad al-Tahir ibn cAshur, II [Cairo, 1373/ 
1954] 128). 

I t should be noted here, as in the case of Abu Talhah Zaid ibn Sahl and his charities (see 
Document 2, Tradition 3), that Muhammad encouraged all forms of charity yet discouraged 
excessive giving that might result in hardship for the giver's family. 

Tradition 6. cArim, whose full name is cArim Abu al-Nucman Muhammad ibn al-Fadl 
al-Sadusi (d. 224/839), was a well known and trustworthy traditionist of Basrah who trans
mitted from Muctamir ibn Sulaiman and others and to the younger leaders of his day, includ
ing Bukharl. Abu Hatim al-Razi, who wrote down traditions from him in the year 214/829, 
states that he became confused toward the end of his life, after the year 220/835 (Mcfarif, p. 
260; Bukharl, Ttfrikh I 1, p. 208; Jarh IV 1, pp. 58 f.; Dhahabl I 370; Jam' II 448). 

Muctamir ibn Sulaiman (106-87/724-803) of Basrah was associated with trustworthy tra-
ditionists of that city and was generally accepted as trustworthy. His transmission from his 
father and from Ayyub al-Sikhtiyani (68-131/687-748) is frequently mentioned (e.g. Ibn 
Sacd VII 2, p. 45; Bukharl, Ttfnkh IV 2, p. 49; Jarh IV 1, pp. 402 f.; Ibn Hibban, p. 161, 
No. 1271; Nawawl, pp. 566 f.; Dhahabl I 245 f.; Jamc II 520). His father (d. 143/761), who 
was at first opposed to writing down hadith, later advised Muctamir to do so (Bukhari, 
Ta'rlkh II 2, pp. 21 f.; J ami' I 58). 

There is some uncertainty about Abu Lubabah ibn cAbd al-Mundhir's given name. Some 
sources state that it was Bashir and others that it was Rifacah, so that entries for him are to 
be found under both of these names. Our papyrus text throws no light on the name, but, since 
he is generally referred to as Abu Lubabah, there is no confusion as to his identity. He was 
an Awsite and, like Farwah ibn cAmr (recto 18), was one of the negotiators of the treaties of 
cAqabah. He seems to have participated in all of Muhammad's major campaigns except the 
Battle of Badr. On this occasion, as on two others, Muhammad left him in charge in Medina. 
His death date is uncertain, being placed after the reign of either cUthman or cAll (Ibn Sacd 
II 1, pp. 53 f., and III 2, p. 29; Ma'arif, p. 166; Ist¥ab I 63, II 655; Isabah I 323, IV 315 f.; 
Usd I 195 f., V 284 f.; Ibn Hanbal I I I 430; Bukharl, Ta?rlkh II 1, p. 294; Jarh I 1, p. 375; 
Dhahabl I 44; Jam' I 55, 136). 

No full parallel for either the isndd or the main seems available, though the episode is report
ed in the historical sources and the standard hadith collections, as a rule in much greater detail 
than the report given in the papyrus text, with the addition of subsequent but related actions 
of Abu Lubabah that are not even mentioned in the papyrus text. 

The Jews (verso 2) are the Banu Quraizah, who as a result of intrigue with the Meccans in 
the affair of the so-called Battle of the Ditch of the year 5/627 fell out of favor with Muham
mad and the Muslims of Medina. After a siege of several weeks they decided to surrender on 
terms similar to those that had been granted to the Jewish tribe of the Banu al-Nadir, that 
is, to go into exile with as much of their, property as they could carry with them (see Vol I, 
Document 5). Muhammad, however, was not willing to grant such favorable terms and 
demanded unconditional surrender. The troubled Jews sought the advice of Abu Lubabah 
who, as stated in the papyrus text, advised unconditional surrender but indicated by running 
his hand across his throat that they would surely be massacred. The Jews, thus further agitat-
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ed, were given a choice and accepted as their judge Sacd ibn Mucadh of the Aws tribe, with 
which they had long been in alliance. Sacd's unmerciful judgment-—confiscation of property, 
slavery for the women and children, death for the men—was harsher than Muhammad's 
would have been but he let it stand. Abu Lubabah regretted that he had led the Jews to 
believe that Muhammad w^ould have had them executed, since such a belief indicated that he 
himself had underestimated the mercy of Allah and of Allah's Messenger, against which 
faithless attitude he and his fellow Muslims were cautioned in Surah 8:27 (see Slrah I 686 
[= trans, p. 462]; WaqidT, pp. 373 f.; Ibn Sacd II 1, pp. 53 L, and III 2, p. 19; Muwatttf II 
481; Ibn Hanbal VI 141 f.; Tafslr XII I 481 f.; Watt, Muhammad at Medina, pp. 188 f., 214, 
and 234). 

Abu Lubabah's sense of guilt on this occasion, as recorded by most of the sources, and on 
the occasion of his refusal, along with several others, to go on the expedition of Tabuk (Usd 
V 284 f.; Bukhari I I I 177 f.) demanded not only repentance but also self-punishment. He 
therefore chained himself to the pillar of repentance in the Mosque of the Prophet (verso 4) 
to await forgiveness, which Muhammad said had to come from God. Muhammad expressed 
admiration of the repentant Abu Lubabah to one of his wives (verso 5), whom the sources 
identify as Umm Salamah. God's forgiveness was eventually announced in Surah 9:102-4, 
and Umm Salamah broke the glad news to Abu Lubabah, who would not move until Muham
mad himself removed the chains. In gratitude for the forgiveness Abu Lubabah wished to 
donate his properties to charity, but Muhammad limited his gift to a third of them (e.g. Slrah 
I 686 f.; WaqidT, pp. 275 and 372 f.; Ibn Sacd II 1, p. 54, and III 2, p. 29; Muwaita? II 481; 
Ibn Hanbal I I I 452 f., 502; Darimi I 391 f.; Tafslr IV 344 f., referring to Surah 2:219 and 
related verses; Mustadrak III 632 f.; Usd V 285; Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Fasi, Shif& 
al-gharam II 367 f.). 

Muhammad's teaching that charity should begin at home and its application have been 
encountered above (pp. 117, 206, 253). 

Tradition 7. cAbd Allah ibn Bakr al-Sahml of Basrah (d. 208/823) was a well known tradi-
tionist who transmitted from Humaid al-Tawil (d. 142/759), while those who transmitted 
from him included most of the outstanding traditionists of Traq and farther east (MacarifJ 

p. 258; Jarh I I 2, p. 16; Khatib IX 421-23; Ibn Hibban, p. 123; DhahabI I 313). 
For Humaid al-Tawll and his transmission from Anas ibn Malik see page 248. 
There are many parallels for this tradition (see Concordance I 53 u>>^t, I I 554 \^; see 

also under £ o / ^ j when it is indexed), all of which share the papyrus isnad links "Humaid 
on the authority of Anas," Anas being their only ultimate source though they have several 
transmitters other than Humaid. Many of the parallels are identical to the papyrus text in 
meaning and almost so in wording except for the completion of proper names, the use of the 
tasliyahj and a slight variation in word order. Of all the close parallels, only that of Bukhari 
III 201 has the complete isnad of the papyrus text. Bukhari received the tradition from cAbd 
Allah ibn MunTr (d. 241/855), who heard it from cAbd Allah ibn Bakr al-Sahml, who heads 
the papyrus isnad. Other parallels are transmitted by Ibn Hanbal (Vol. I l l 167) and Bukhari 
(Vol. II 168) directly from Muhammad ibn cAbd Allah ibn al-Muthana al-Ansari (see p. 249), 
who replaces cAbd Allah ibn Bakr of the papyrus isnad. The latter is replaced also by Ibn 
Abi cAdi (Ibn Hanbal III 128). 

Many of the traditions that concern Anas ibn Malik (see p. 249 for references) or members 
of his family trace back to him through some of his descendants, as illustrated here and in 
Traditions 1 and 4. Rubaiyic and her brother Anas ibn al-Nadr, who rose to her defense, were 
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Anas ibn Malik's aunt and uncle (see e.g. Ibn Sacd VII 1, pp. 139 f., and VIII 310; Isticdb I 
34 f., I I 730; Isdbah I 144 f., IV 576; Usd V 422 f., 575; Nawawi, p. 840). 

The lex talionis of the Old Testament (Exod. 21:23-25) and its practical modification in 
favor of less literal retaliatory punishment were taken over in principle by Islam (Surahs 
2:178, 5:45). But actual settlements were adjusted to Arab standards and to local and indi
vidual conditions, as can readily be seen from the Qm°anic commentaries and the hadith and 
fiqh literature. Settlements are indicated for specific injuries, including the loss of a tooth as 
in the present tradition (cf. e.g. Tajslr I I I 257 ff., X 358-72; Concordance I 53 J^j and II 

554 j ^ ; Muwatta? II 849 ff., 862; Abu Yusuf, Kitdb al-khardj, pp. 93 f.). For a brief treatment 
of the Islamic view of the lex talionis see Roberts, The Social Laws of the Qoran, pp. 85-88. 

IDENTIFICATION AND SIGNIFICANCE 

I 

The identification of the last transmitters named in the isnad's revealed two significant 
facts, namely that these traditionists were all from Basrah and that their death dates range 
from 208 to 224 A.H. Again, the most fruitful authorities for parallels proved to be Ibn Sacd, 
Abu Hatim al-Razi, Ibn Hanbal, and Bukhari (Traditions 1, 4, 7). All four are known to have 
transmitted, sometimes directly and sometimes through one intermediate link, from Muham
mad ibn cAbd Allah ibn al-Muthana al-Ansarl, whose name heads the isndd of Tradition 4. 
But, since only Abu Hatim al-Razi and Bukhari are known to have visited Egypt, whence the 
papyrus itself comes, we may safely eliminate the other two as not having had any direct con
nection with it. There is also the cIraqi cAll ibn Macbad who settled in Egypt and who trans
mitted a nearly identical parallel of Tradition 2 (see p. 249). Actually, two Traqi traditionists 
who were so named settled in Egypt, though when they did so is not stated. cAlt ibn Macbad ibn 
Shaddad (d. 218/833 or 228/843)1 was called "the Elder," and cAli ibn Macbad ibn Nuh 
(d. 259/873), who was known as "the Younger," transmitted from him.2 It is possible that our 
papyrus text is from either the dictation or a manuscript of any one of these four traditionists 
who visited or settled in Egypt and would naturally have sought and been sought by Egyptian 
traditionists, mature scholars and young students alike. We have seen that such was the case 
so far as Laith ibn Sacd and his secretary Abu Salih were concerned. Furthermore, we know 
that both Abu Hatim al-Razi and Bukhari wrote down traditions from Abu Salih during their 
visits to Egypt in the second decade of the third century (see pp. 102 f. and 173). I have not 
been able to discover any such association between Abu Salih and either cAli ibn Macbad the 
Elder or cAll ibn Macbad the Younger, but there are numerous statements to the effect that 
many of the leading non-Egyptian and all of the Egyptian scholars transmitted from Abu 
Salih.3 Moreover, when leading traditionists from different provinces met, whether in Mecca 
and Medina or in the home city of any one of them, they usually exchanged traditions for 
their own collections and the visitors were invited to relate or dictate traditions to students 
and the general public. Thus both cAli ibn Macbad the Younger and cAlI ibn Macbad the 
Elder, particularly the latter, whose dates indicate that he was contemporary with all the 
final transmitters named in the papyrus isnad's, could have come in contact with Abu Salih 
(d. 223/838) and his circle of students. It is possible, therefore, that the preservation of the 

1 Jarh III 1, p. 205; Mlzdn II 238; Husn al-muhadarah Husn al-muhadarah I 160. See also our Documents 13 
I 156 f. See also Adah al-Shdfici, p. 87. and 14. 

2 Jarh III 1, p. 205; Khatlb XII 109 f.; Mlzan II 238; 3 See e.g. Khatib IX 478; DhahabI I 352. 
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papyrus was in some way associated with Laith ibn Sacd and Abu Salih (cf. p. 91). Further
more, both the large script of the earlier letter on which the faddHl text was written and the 
smaller script of the faddHl text itself point to the third rather than the second century. It 
seems reasonably safe, then, to assign the document to the first quarter of the third century. 

I I 
Considering the general theme of the document—the virtues (faddHl) of individual Ansar— 

it is not surprising that the family of Anas ibn Malik al-Ansari, Anas himself, who settled in 
Basrah, and his descendants and fellow Basrans play such a predominant role in the isndd's 
and main's of the traditions. Five of the traditions report the words and deeds of Muhammad, 
and the remaining two (Traditions 3-4) those of Ibn c Abbas and Zaid ibn Thabit al-Ansari. 
For all of them close parallels, in full or in part, are found in the standard collections (cf. p. 
77). All but Tradition 2 (see below) concern matters that were of prime importance to 
particular individuals rather than to the community as a whole. None of the traditions 
involves a command, though all of them treat practices that can be considered either per
missible or commendable, since they relate to a mother's concern for her son's blessing 
(Tradition 1), the practical usefulness of learning a foreign language (Tradition 2), respect 
for scholars (Traditions 3 ^ ) , charity beyond the call of duty (Traditions 5-6), and voluntary 
moderation of the grim law of retaliation (Tradition 7). Thus it is not surprising that there 
was some carelessness in the transmission of the isnad's, such as the omission of an intermediate 
link (Tradition 3) or the inclusion of an anonymous link (Tradition 4) or the use of incom
plete names (Tradition 6). The matn'%, on the other hand, show remarkable faithfulness to the 
basic meaning and very frequently also to the literal wording of the available parallels, thus 
illustrating once more the common practice of simultaneous oral and written transmission of 
hadith. I t is to be further noted that the partial parallels and several variants of Traditions 5 
and 6 (see comments) are more in the nature of akhbdr than of hadlih proper and therefore dis
play literal transmission to a lesser degree than do the parallels to the rest of the traditions. 
This reflects the practice of the early akhbdri's, both historians and biographers, who are 
known to have selected and adapted the available materials, oral and written, to their 
purposes. 

The papyrus gives definite evidence of continuous written transmission (see comments on 
Traditions 4-6), for most of its earlier as well as most of its later transmitters are known to 
have written down their materials or to have had others do so and some are known to have 
possessed sizable hadith collections. Many of the earlier transmitters who favored written 
transmission have been encountered, sometimes repeatedly, in our documents. They include 
Ibn c Abbas, Anas ibn Malik, Abu Salamah cAbd Allah ibn cAbd al-Rahman, Hasan al-Basri, 
Ayyub al-Sikhtiyanl, Humaid al-Tawil, Acmash, Hammad ibn Salamah ibn Dinar, and Jarlr 
ibn cAbd al-Hamld. To these can now be added, especially from the group of hadith-writers 
whose careers ran their course mostly in the second half of the second century and the first 
quarter of the third (d. 187 to 224 A.H.), the following transmitters: Musa ibn Ismacll (Tradi
tion 3), Muhammad ibn cAbd Allah ibn al-Muthana al-Ansari (Tradition 4), Harun ibn Ismacil 
and cAli ibn al-Mubarak (Tradition 5), Muctamir ibn Sulaiman and cArim Abu al-Nucman 
Muhammad ibn aLFadl al-Sadusi (Tradition 6). 

It should be noted, however, that Zaid ibn Thabit himself, who employed writing in all of 
his several public offices and was editor-in-chief of the cUthmanic edition of the QurDan, be
longed to that comparatively small group of Companions and Successors, such as Ibn cUmar, 
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Abu Sacld al-Khudri, and Muhammad ibn Sirln, who were opposed to the permanent recording 
of Tradition. They cited Muhammad himself for their position but were countered by state
ments of Muhammad in favor of recording his hadlth.* 

The search for parallels to Tradition 2 revealed two sets of traditions, with some variations 
in each group, that bear on the subject of Zaid and his learning to read and write other than 
the Arabic language. In the group of traditions that are closely related to the papyrus text 
(see p. 249) the two significant factors are that Muhammad specified Syriac and, in some of 
the versions, gave a reason for wishing Zaid to learn Syriac: "Letters come to me that I do 
not like anyone to read" (recto 9). The two main variations within this group are the omission 
of a reason for Muhammad's request and uncertainty in a few instances as to the language 
he actually specified: A J I ^ I J IS j \ SJl^l . Zaid learned the language in seventeen days ac
cording to most of these traditions.5 

The traditions of the second group have entirely different isnad's, whose five earliest links 
are common to the whole group. These links are in progressive order Zaid ibn Thabit, his son 
Kharijah, cAbd al-Rahman ibn Hurmuz al-Acraj (see p. 139), Abu al-Zinad (see p. 139), and 
his son cAbd al-Rahman (100-174/718-90), who was considered a weak traditionist by most 
scholars.6 From cAbd al-Rahman the isnad branches out into several turqJ In these traditions 
Muhammad asks Zaid to learn the writing or script of the Jews (JS^JI ibS" or ^ J l Ja>-), the 
language itself not being specified. Furthermore, Muhammad's reason for this request is said 
to be that he mistrusted the Jews ( ^ j ^ 1 V ^1). Zaid learned the language in half a month 
or less. 

The question is whether these two sets of traditions involve the same episode or two differ
ent occasions. Supplementary information leads one to think that the latter alternative is the 
more probable. Zaid when he was but eleven years old was presented, as an intelligent youth 
with a good memory, to Muhammad soon after the latter's arrival in Medina. He was there
fore in Muhammad's service for several years before the latter asked him, in the year 4/624-25, 
to learn the writing of the Jews because he mistrusted them.8 Some of the Jews of Medina 
and of the other Jewish settlements in Arabia were undoubtedly at least bilingual and literate 
in Hebrew and Arabic and probably some were literate in Syriac also, Syriac being the lan
guage of the learned members of the Christian settlements in Arabia. That Muhammad in 
his first years in Medina should wish the gifted young Zaid to learn Syriac, which could be 
useful in correspondence with both Christians and Jews, seems reasonable enough. Hebrew, 
on the other hand, took on great significance for Muhammad after he realized that Jewish 
religious opposition to his teaching was unyielding and after the Jews began to cite the Old 
Testament and other Hebrew religious texts in their arguments with him and his followers 
against Islam.9 Bukhari states on the authority of an isnad that traces back to Abu Hurairah 

4 See e.g. Abu DiPud III 318 f.; Jdmi< I 63, II 143 f.; 
Ibn Abl DaDud, Kitab al-masahif, p. 4. 

6 In 19 days according to one version, a scribal error no 
doubt of "nine" for "seven," which look very much alike 
in unpointed Arabic. 

6 See e.g. Ibn Sa<d V 307; Jarh II 2, pp. 252 f.; Mizan 
II 111. 

7 See Ibn Hanbal V 186; Abu DfPud III 318; Mustadrak 
I 75; Tahawi II 421; DhahabI II 240; NubaW II 307. 

8 Tabarl I 1460. 
9 See e.g. Slrah I 351 f., 381-83; Muwatttf I 108-10; 

Tafslr III 109-13, X 433 f., 473-77. Torrey not only ex

pressed a strong conviction that Muhammad was fully 
literate in Arabic and that he wrote all of the Qm°an with 
his own hand (The Jewish Foundation of Islam, pp. 31-41 
and 93-95) but went so far as to argue the possibility that 
Muhammad could read Hebrew and Syriac while he was 
still in Mecca (ibid. pp. 37, 39 f., 42, 47). He made no refer
ence to Muhammad's desire to have Zaid learn these lan
guages, a desire he would probably have explained on the 
basis that Muhammad was busy rather than illiterate (cf. 
ibid. p. 31). Be that as it may, the point of interest is Tor-
rey's emphasis on the ease with which these languages 
could be learned in Mecca and Medina at that time. Note
worthy also is the fact that Torrey did not draw on Tradi
tion because he considered it untrustworthy (ibid. p. 8). 
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that the "people of the Book" read the Torah in Hebrew and then translated it into Arabic 
for the Muslims.10 This procedure was very much in keeping with the earlier and widespread 
practice of Aramaic-speaking Jews who read the Hebrew Torah and then explained it to their 
own congregations in Aramaic. Furthermore, there is little doubt that many of the texts cited 
by both Jews and Christians in their arguments with Muhammad and some of his Com
panions were either from the Aramaic Talmud, especially the Mishna (see pp. 8 f.), or from 
the non-canonical gospels, also written in Aramaic, that is, in Syriac. It seems reasonable to 
assume that some of the leaders and scholars of the Jewish community of Medina who had 
occasion to present written texts to Muhammad were literate in one or the other, if not in 
both, of the languages that Muhammad asked Zaid to learn—namely Hebrew and Aramaic 
(Syriac). It would seem therefore that Zaid acquired a working knowledge of both scripts so 
rapidly because he was familiar with the spoken languages just as he, indeed, was familiar 
enough with Persian, Greek, Abyssinian, and Coptic to act as Muhammad's interpreter for 
these languages.11 On the other hand, it is possible that Zaid learned so quickly because some 
of the Jews probably wrote Arabic in Hebrew characters, so that he actually learned not the 
written Hebrew language itself but only what the Arabic texts actually say: ^ J l Ja>- or 
:^$JI ( i t s ' ) i^A&t the "writing" or "script of the Jews," that is, the complexities of the 
written Hebrew alphabet. Such could well have been the case with rabbinical Aramaic 
(Syriac) also. 

Later sources, mostly historical and biographical, in references to Zaid's linguistic ability, 
frequently omit the isndd's and combine the traditions of the two sets discussed above, Ibn 
cAsakir adding that Zaid did the actual learning of the written language in a Jewish midrash 
(midras) .12 For learning to speak any of the foreign languages in use in Arabia, especially in 
Mecca and Medina, neither Zaid nor his contemporaries needed formal instruction. As these 
cities became increasingly cosmopolitan—with non-Arab converted clients, unconverted 
slaves, and concubines who were drawn from many races speaking different languages—more 
and more Arabs picked up at least a smattering of various foreign languages. Their free use 
of these languages so alarmed cUmar I that presently he forbade the Arabs to speak to foreign
ers in their own languages. The commentators explain that cUmar did so because these lan
guages were used in the presence of some who did not understand them and because they were 
used even in the mosques.13 

Unfortunately the use of foreign languages, spoken and written, in the holy cities of Islam14 

was to decrease in time because of cUmar's exclusion of non-Muslims from Arabia and because 
of the increasing glorification of the Arabic tongue in Islam. However, outside Arabia and 
outside religious circles, the utility of foreign languages was recognized in administrative 
circles, for foreign correspondence, and in the secular sciences,15 as it is in our day even in 
Arabia. 

multilingual household of cAbd Allah ibn al-Zubair see 
Kattani I 207. 

12 See e.g. IstVab 1188 i.; I?abah II 40-42; Usd I 221-23; 
Ibn cAsakir V 443 f. 

13 See e.g. Bukhari II265; Ibn IJanbal I 59, 65, 69; Kat
tani I 205 f. 

14 See e.g. zIgd II 204; Tashkuprlzadah, Kitab miftah 
al-sacddah I 56, 74 f. 

15 See Kattani I 203-10 for the Islamic view and refer
ences to the sources. 

10 Bukhari III 198, IV 441 and 495; see also Concordance 
IV 118. Early in the 1st century Musa ibn Sayyar al-Aswan 
would read the Qur^an and explain it in Arabic to the 
Arabs seated on his right and in Persian to the Persians 
seated on his left, much to the wonder and admiration of 
all (Jahi?, Kitab al-bayan wa al-tabyin I [1366/1947] 346). 
For Musa (n.d.), who was suspected of being a Qadirite, 
see Jarh IV 1, p. 146, and Mlzan III 211. 

11 Tanbih, p. 283. For others in Medina who had at least 
a smattering of these languages see cIqd II 204. and for the 
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III 

It was Muhammad who first stressed the virtues {fadaHl) of the Ansar, without whose help 
his mission might well have failed. The QurDan places them on an equal footing with the 
Muhajirun in their standing with God and their rewards in the hereafter.16 Numerous are the 
traditions according to which Muhammad acknowledged their contribution, declared his affinity 
with and affection for them, defended them against their detractors, and even likened them 
to the salt of the earth.17 Nevertheless, the Ansar early sensed and resented Muhammad's 
leniency toward, if not indeed partiality for, the Quraish and did not hesitate to speak their 
minds. Muhammad, however, was always able to justify his actions to them as a group and 
all but shame them into acquiescence with his policies,18 except for the disaffected among them 
who co-operated with his Jewish opposition.19 

The Ansar-Quraish rivalry was held in check by Muhammad's tactful handling of it but 
gained free rein with his passing. The political victory went to the Quraish, who not only 
claimed but took and kept the caliphate as their tribal monopoly. Partly by way of compen
sation for their political defeat the Ansar stressed not only their military but also their judicial 
and literary services to Muhammad and sought to capitalize on them. Not content to point to 
such men as Zaid ibn Thabit, of this papyrus, and Hassan ibn Thabit,20 court poet of Muham
mad, and Mucadh ibn Jabal, religious teacher in Mecca and judge for the Yemen,21 they 
stressed also their formal study and mastery of the Qm°anic text22 and the sayings of Muham
mad23 and cited the latter as giving them priority for judicial appointments.24 Ibn cAbbas 
conceded that they were expert in the hadlth (cilm) al-nabi and, accompanied by one of them, 
sought out the Ansar, frequently writing down their materials.25 Their claim of expertness, 
allowing for some exaggeration, should not be lightly dismissed if we judge by the large number 
of traditions transmitted by the Ansar that found their way into the earliest extant hadlth 
collections of TayalisI and Ibn Hanbal. 

Such, then, was the background of Zaid ibn Thabit's service as deputy and judge under 
cUmar I and as editor-in-chief of the cUthmanic edition of the Qur'an and of Anas ibn Malik's 
prolific recording and transmission of hadlth. 

Though the initial incentive for the emphasis on the fadaHl of the Ansar reflected tribal 
glory and ambition, distinguished individual Ansar such as those named in the papyrus text 
received special mention both in support of the tribal claims and in their own right. Hassan 
ibn Thabit al-Ansari tells of an early occasion during the reign of either cUmar I or cUthman 
when Ibn c Abbas took exception to severe criticism of the Ansar by drawing attention to their 

16 Surahs 1:9 and 100, 2:117. See Surahs 3:52 and 61:14 
for praise accorded the Apostles as the an$ar of Jesus. 

17 Sirak I 346, 607-9, 1007; manuscript of Ibn Hanbal's 
FadaHl al-$ahabah (GAL I 167 and S I 310, No. 12; Weis-
weiler, Istanbuler Handschriftenstudien zur arabischen Tra-
ditionsliteratur, No. 74) folios 152-55; Ibn Hanbal II 501, 
527 and IV 96, 100, 221; Bukharl II 411 and III 4 ff., esp. 
Il l 7-9 and 34 f.; Muslim XVI 19-24, 67-72; Tirmidhi 
XIII 265-69. See also Concordance I 200 f. ^ £ u and I 
406 <r^\. 

18 Sirah I 824, 885 f.; manuscript of Ibn Hanbal's 
FaiaHl al-§ahabah, folios 6 and 152; Ibn IJanbal III 57, 
76 f.; Bukharl II 386; Muslim I 152-58. 

19 See e.g. Slrah I 355. 

20 GAL I 38 and GAL S I 67. 

* Sirah I 886 f., 956 f.; Ibn Hanbal V 227-48, esp. pp. 
230 and 233; Abu Nucaim I 240 f.; Akhbar aUqu^at I 97-
102. 

22 Abu Nucaim I 123. Zaid and Mucadh were among the 
four or five Ansar who memorized the entire QurDan (see 
Nawawl's comment on Muslim XVI 19 f. and Tirmidhi 
XIII 263). 

23 See Ansab I 565 and p. 188 above. 
24 Manuscript of Ibn Hanbal's FcufyaHl al^ahabah, folio 

152; Ibn Hanbal II 364; Tirmidhi XII 287; 'Akhbar al-
qudat I 108. See also pp. 218 f. above. 

25TabarI III 2336; Mustadrak I 106 f., I l l 538; habah 
II 806, quoting Baghawl. See also Ahmad Amin, Fajr al-
Islam, p. 177. 
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services to Muhammad and by enumerating their virtues.26 The papyrus text (Traditions 3^1) 
describes Ibn c Abbas as honoring Zaid ibn Thabit as a scholar. The caliph Mucawiyah trans
mitted Muhammad's saying to the effect that God loves those who love the Ansar and hates 
those who hate them.27 Thus praise of the Ansar as a group and praise of their leaders in various 
fields emerged together, as was also the case with the JaddHl of the Quraish. 

With the First Civil War of Islam and the founding of the Umayyad dynasty the emphasis 
shifted somewhat from the Ansar-Quraish rivalry to the feud between the cAlids and the 
cUthmanids, in which partisan stress on the JaddHl of cAli competed with partisan stress on 
the JadaHl of cUthman and presently of Mucawiyah, the Ansar usually siding with the cAlid 
faction. The older Ansar-Quraish differences were more or less replaced by opposition between 
the Ansar and the Umayyads, which assumed serious proportions at times. For example, 
the Christian Ghiyath ibn Ghauth al-Akhtal, poet laureate of the Umayyads, almost lost his 
tongue when he was ordered by Prince Yazld the son of Mucawiyah to satirize the Ansar be
cause cAbd al-Rahman ibn Hassan ibn Thabit al-Ansarl derided Quraishite claims to the cal
iphate and satirized and wrote amatory verses about members of the royal harem.28 But present
ly, with the progress of the shucubiyah movement, which involved tension between Arab and 
non-Arab Muslims,29 the Arab factions, particularly the Ansar and the Quraish, closed ranks 
to some extent, so that in the JadaHl literature emphasis was placed on Muhammad's Com
panions, who represented all the Arab factions. By the time the different strands of a grow
ing JaddHl literature were brought together during the second century, the literary demarca
tion between the JadaHl of the Ansar and of the Quraish and to a lesser extent between the 
JaddHl of cAli and of Mucawiyah30 had become somewhat blurred, as is amply reflected in 
Ibn HanbaPs FaddHl al-sahdbah and in the JadaHl and mandqib chapters of the standard 
hadith collections.31 

Some of the well known traditionists, historians, and poets of the second century are known 
to have concerned themselves with the mandqib and JaddHl literature. Among these was 
Acmash, who dictated his cAll materials to the ShFite poet Sayyid al-Himyarl (105-73/723-89) 
at the latter's request. The poet augmented these, even offering to pay for materials turned 
over to him by the general public. He cast his collection of the JaddHl of cAll into verse, which 
his four daughters recited.32 Sufyan al-Thauri (d. 161/777), on the other hand, was impartial 
in the feud between cAli and cUthman, praising the first in cAlid Basrah and the second in 
cUthmanid Kufah.33 Again, Laith ibn Sacd (d. 175/791) acquainted the Egyptians with the 
virtues (JadaHl) of cUthman, whom they had criticized severely, while Ismacil ibn cAyyash 
(d. 181/797) acquainted the Syrians with the virtues of cAli, of whom they had been equally 

26 Tabari I I I 2336 f.; Mustadrak I I I 544 f. 
27 See Ibn Hanbal IV 100, pp. 91-102 covering the 

hadith of Mucawiyah. 
28 Aghani X I I I 148 and 154, XIV 122; <Iqd I I I 140 f. 
29 See Goldziher, Stxidien I, chaps, iii-iv. 
30 See e.g. Ma^mun's declaration of the year 211/826 

against Mucawiyah and in favor of cAll (Ibn TaghribirdI I I 
617 f.). For a later development of the fcufaHl of Mucawiyah 
see Charles Pellat, "Le culte de Mucawiya au I I I e siecle de 
l'hegire,M Stadia Islamica VI (1956) 53-66. The traditionist 
and grammarian Abu cAmr al-Zahid (261-345/874-956), 
better known as Ghulam T h a i a b , insisted on reading aloud 
at the beginning of linguistic sessions a juz of the }a4dPil of 
Mucawiyah (Khatlb I I 357). 

31 See Bukharl I I 382 to end, I I I 4-52; Muslim XVI I 
19-101; Tirmidhl X I I I 201-303. Abu B a n d ' s FafaHl al-
Ansar, mentioned by Hajjt Khaltfah (Vol. IV 447), does 
not seem to have survived. Nasa l ' s FaiaHl al-?ahdbah is 
not available to me; Hajjl Khalifah (Vol. VI 156) points 
out t ha t it draws heavily on the FaidHl al-§ahdbah of Ibn 
Hanbal. The Ansar-Quraish rivalry at this t ime was in a 
measure a reflection of the persistent antagonism between 
the larger tribal groupings of the South and the North 
Arabs. 

32 Aghani VII 15; Suli, KUab al-awrdq, ed. J. Hey worth 
Dunne (London, 1353/1934) p. 77; cAmilI, Acydn al-shlcah 
I (1354/1935) 425. See also Goldziher, Studien I I 91, 122. 

33 Abu Nu^aim VII 26 f., 31 f. 
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critical.34 As the second century progressed, the number of faddHl and mandqib works in
creased. There were, for instance, Yahya ibn al-Mubarak's Mandqib Banu al-Abbas,35 Abu 
al-Bakhtarf s Kitdb faddHl al-Ansdr and his more inclusive Kitdb al-fadaHl al-kablr (see p. 
233), Waqidfs Maddcl Quraish wa al-Ansdr36 and his contemporary Haitham ibn cAdfs several 
works in this general field.37 

FaddHl works of several categories continued to be produced throughout the third century 
not only by practically all the compilers of hadlth collections but by such scholars as cAli ibn 
Muhammad al-Mada^im38 and Abu cUbaid.39 There were also the FaddHl Rablcah and the 
FaddHl Kindnah of c Allan al-ShucubI, who is better known for his Mathdlib al-zArab, where 
he vents his resentment against the Arabs in excessively antagonistic criticism.40 As the third 
century progressed, still another category of faddHl literature appeared, namely that in praise 
of the founders of the legal schools.41 

Such, then, was the background for the literary activities of Zaid ibn Thabit al-Ansari and 
Anas ibn Malik al-Ansarl, both of whom-—and their descendants—were involved in the 
transmission of our papyrus text. Rapid was the development of the faddHl literature of which 
our fragmentary papyrus is, to the best of my knowledge, the earliest extant example. 

34 Khatlb XIII 7. See also Goldziher, Studien II 140. Shucubl was not the first to write on mathdlib. Ziyad ibn 
36 See GAL S I 170. ^bl Sufyan (Ziyad ibn Abihi) is said to have composed 
™o rr-L • * ™ si A T T 10/. J n A r a r ™>r s u c n a work for the use of his sons, and Abu cUbaidah 
36 See Fihrist, p. 99: GAL I 136 and GAL S I 207. . ,. , . ,, a ,, , , ' , „ _,_„., , ̂  

' ^ ' was a specialist in the field and also wrote FadaPil al-Furs 
37 See Fihrist, pp. 99 f.; GAL I 140 and GAL S I 213. (see Kurd 'All [ed.], RasaHl al-bulagha^ p. 271, and Fihrist, 
38 See Fihrist, p. 101; GAL I 140 and GAL S I 214 f. pp. 53 f.). 
39 S e e GAL S X 1 6 7 ' 41 For these and still later faj&il works see e.g. Khatlb 
40 Fihrist, pp. 105 f.; see also GAL I 140. c Allan al- IV 421; Hajji Khallfah IV 446-51. 
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Michigan Arabic Papyrus 5608(a). First half of third/ninth century. 
Medium quality medium brown papyrus, ca. 23 X 19.8 cm., with 19 or 20 lines to the page 

and fairly wide upper and lower margins (Pis. 24-25). The inner margin and about three-
tenths of the text area are lost, and there are large breaks in the center of the folio. 

Scripts—Practiced book hand, easily legible for the most part. A broad-nibbed pen, qalam, 
and thick black ink produced a heavy script, though not a large one. There is, in fact, marked 
economy of size for some of the letters, especially for some cases of initial sad and dad and 
initial and medial sin. Medial cain is barely distinguishable from medial fa? or qdf except in 
recto 16 where the older open form is used. The almost Kiific form of kdf prevails except in 
verso 4 where the upper stroke is omitted. Diacritical points are sparingly used in most of the 
text and only for 6a3, id, thdD, nun, and yd2, especially in proper names. Vowels are missing 
except for a fathah over the qdf of "Qais" (recto 1), which is accompanied by a sukun that 
belongs with the following yd0. The shaddah, though not indicated, is called for because of the 
use of the older LSI, instead of J J I , in recto 11, 15, and 17. The circle is used for punctuation. 

TEXT 

RECTO 

(rJ$ j j j IU?L /4 A P J J J ^ 4^L*»t j j P ^ ^ > J I ^ j x+>t±A UJJ.L—=>- J l i *L*-4 fji , *LP I J J > - J ( l 

e_j&ii £*-L/ ^J\ ^JJ (J&** J ^ " ^ ij^^-i ^ djl-**) olS" 

Jl i JL*4 j, Jj> tfjb- (2) O v_J>l ^ JlSj JjU\ 

*L*^ j * ^ ttJb- (3) O tzSj ijfi. L*JI a*b A^J rt^LLjj <UIP All I JL̂ ? AUI J^*y. 

3i& Jl i AIJI J ^ J L ^ U £^V I ^ A J L J P f t ^ V l J j ^ Jb^ bJjb- Jli" 

VI O>«J i 61̂  o*j* L i Jl i Jb-lj *1*J VI J P ^LiC jl 

[ J ^ t ^ U y _ p c$JbJI AUI JUP ^ jlSC WJIL>. J l i JL^4 ^ J* bAo>- (4) O fjljii J l i ^\jA[ 

SwÛ P AJ 

[Î JI ^ ^ i ^ j j ŝ oi]p jp J ^ I ^p ^ ^ ^ L^.1 y - * U ^ 1 ^ cH < ^ ^ if'kjy 

[jl^u^Jl ^ j ^ 4JI f^U- l JJill S]*>1^ ^UJk JU* l i l j l T JL^ U P AUI J~0 AHI JJ^J L)I CJIS 

(^-*-^ (J - -^ < *̂̂ 7^ J ^ " ^ • L 

^ M/j-y^i J ^ L ^ O J 0 ĵ>eXo yU>J 0̂ 2̂ k,j> LUJ (*-*./* ̂  ^ y^t) <^^J 

I^UJ J > - JUJ V All I oli Jg-SJaj U JuJI j » y i T [ l JL^ AJLP AUI ^J^> AIII JJ^ ; j U i 

AJJUJ AJJXJ J^>Jl 1̂ 1 k CJJ! JJill S*>U? *^JL[_*JI 
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I; Ul i -u i ^ x i J^J I j L * rtJbJb-l <jl ^ y * [ ] 16 

JJtfi ^ U j < U l̂ p i - dUI j j iu dL[ j ] ol JUi . . [ ] 17 

j tbijju Ojj+\j \*&jA +!>CJ> O ^ r " (1)1 JUi jTL^ I j « j^3 U l^yli <&lj 4A*ajj] 18 

^ J J 4*2^*11 J l j ^ V -Jll JL^» J <^L"li [ bjj>-\j 4UI J s i i J . UjA^ ^ j ^ l ] 19 

CJIT j < ulT l^l i , 1^1 v b T [ JJJi ^L5 p^p] 20 

VERSO 

LpJU>-lJ lit Jjl*l J j i l l Igjlj CJjJJli <£>-UXJ -ul^o *J AIII Jj**y j l 4>-l>- <! 1 

[ ^ l > * i 3 ^ - dUi 4]SwW> ( ^ " 1 ^ c5^ J ^ V * ^ J ^ J I 2 

LolSJ^» J^I^JW L£~4 ixi ]yJ& (1)1 ( J ^ i i l JlSi dHS j * o^lSC; U [gp AUI 3 

[4JUI l^-t l^ SlSjll L^ SM^Jl] I^J l i * ^ J P 4JUI ^ L J I^Ui; 1 ol i 4 

LO *^]^>J j ASWU ĴI 4^ajy (H-l-^ f ^b * J^UA7 UJ ^ > - AUÎ  A J ^ J J 5 

L j ^ j_J~*>JI j j ^u?x^ LLb- J l i x *^ j * j p WJb- (5) 6 

[ ]i 411 dyy Jl? J[li] ^UJI J J j ^ ItjZs- 7 

L u ~ j j J P ttJb- (6) ]!l J jUJ I J P [^^Ull^ J J > . J I J^\JJ 8 

[ ]ll X P J P ^SUPVI J P ^-J^JI J _ [ P 6Mi j j oMi WJb- J l i ] 9 

[ -JUI J ^ j [ ] 10 

id^i j i 0 ^ tU>- J l i X ^ j , J P hJjb- (7) O ] ^ U l i . j \jUJ VJ J U I V ^ 11 

] J , Alii J~P JP O l JP ^ J{ i y ^ JP 12 

4;I 0 ^ j j J!>U J P OtAi j j d)^] LJO^ Jli JL*^ J J ^LP WJI>- (8) O i?Uw j p 13 

]:>** to j ^ j l>[lLo j p ^ L P JJ I UJ j ^ ? J l i 14 

] I j U * j j o t j j - L * L;a>- J i ; JL*^ j j j p u j j ^ (9) 15 

]UI (d^i) ^j\ J P ^ U l X P J J ^ p J P 16 

J ^U^vaJI Xjt^d 7t***i t^>- 4J C*-J *J <PU.>JI 17 

[4^1 J P Sjy> ^ j»U^ J P j*>li j j CS%] UJJb* J l i J^» J J j p UJa>- (lo) O AJ^P AJ i^bj 18 

^ J b i d)l ^ J b J ^ l ; 1 l i l J l j i 4UI [ J ] ^ j [ c j * [ - ^ - J l ] i [j^-lSjNl j j 4UI JLP J P 19 

O * ^ l j l ^ A J L U 55UJI C ^ i l ^ ^ ^11 j l ] 20 

Comments.—Tradition L The Muhammad ibn al-Hasan of the isnad is in all probability 
ShaibanI (see pp. 115, 124, 142, 153). The reconstruction of the isnad is based on the isnad 
of Tradition 5, which names both Muhammad ibn al-Hasan and cAll ibn Macbad. 

The Usamah of the main is either Usamah ibn Zaid ibn Aslam, who died during the reign of 
Mansur, or his contemporary Usamah ibn Zaid al-Laithi (d. 153/770). Both of these tradi-
tionists were approved by some critics and rejected by others (Ibn Sacd V 305; Bukhari, 
Ta'rtkh I 2, pp. 37 f.; Jarh I 1, pp. 284 f.; Jam' I 41; Mizan I 82). 

The sources mention a number of traditionists named Muhammad ibn Qais, and it is not 
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possible to identify the one of the papyrus text. On the basis of time and place the judge 
Muhammad ibn Qais al-Zaiyat seems most likely (Ibn Sacd VI 251; Jarh IV 1, p. 61; Bukhari, 
TaPrlkh I 1, pp. 210-12, esp. No. 666). 

Zainab bint Abi Salamah was Muhammad's stepdaughter, who joined his household as a 
child when Muhammad married her widowed mother, Umm Salamah. Zainab transmitted 
from several of Muhammad's wives and acquired a reputation for religious learning, being 
known as one of the best juqahd? (Ibn Sacd VIII 338; Istfrdb I I 135; Usd V 468; Isabah IV 
607 f.; Jam' II 607). 

The tradition involves the saldt al-witr (see p. 202), in the performance of which a great 
deal of leeway was allowed. Several of Muhammad's wives are frequently cited in the chapters 
devoted to this theme, but no parallel for this tradition from Zainab has yet been found. 

Tradition 2. cAli ibn Macbad heads the isnad's of six of the ten traditions, and other factors 
suggest that he headed those of Traditions 1 and 4 also. It is very probable that he headed 
the two remaining isnad's (Traditions 6-7). He must be one of the two traditionists so named 
who are discussed in connection with Document 12 (see pp. 255, 267 f.). 

The last letter of the first name in recto 5 can be read as d, dh, r, or z} while the next to the 
last letter is either a or L The third letter in the second name can be read as either n or y. 
Together the two words present more than a score of possibilities for the full name. Trial of 
such common names as Bashshar, Bakhar, cAmmar, Siwar, Yasar, Hammad, Saccad, Sawad, 
and Khalid proved fruitless but led to the name ^*UI AJ ^Wi (see Ibn Duraid, Kitab al-
ishtiqaq, p. 20; Tabarl I 1108; DhahabI, Al-mushtabih, ed. P. de Jong [Lugduni Batavorum, 
1298/1881] p. 551). 

The Maqburi of recto 5 is Sacid ibn Abi SacTd al-Maqburi of Medina (d. 123/741), who is 
known to have transmitted from Abu Hurairah (Ibn Sacd V 61 f.; Bukhari, TaDrikh II 1, p. 
434; Jarh I 2, p. 85; Jam' I 167; DhahabI I 110). 

The tradition refers to the placing of the hands on the knees during the several kneelings 
called for in the prayer service. Concordance II 296 f. AS'J and 298 f. *fj yielded no references 

to possible parallels in Ibn Hanbal's musnad of Abu Hurairah (Ibn Hanbal II 228-541). A 
parallel may become available when JL, is indexed in the Concordance. 

Tradition S. The reconstruction of recto 7 is based on the space available, the surviving final 
separate cain} and the fact that Yazld ibn Abi cUbaid (d. 147/764; see Bukhari, Ta?rlkh IV 2, 
p. 348; Jarh IV 2, p. 280; Jam' II 567 f.) was a client of Salamah ibn al-Akwac (d. 74/693), 
whose materials he is known to have transmitted (Ibn Sacd IV 2, pp. 38-41; Istl'ab I 567 f.; 
Usd I I 333; Isabah II 226, 234; Jarh II 1, p. 166; Mustadrak I I I 562; Nawawl, pp. 295 f.; 
Jamc I 190). For Rabdhah, on the Hijaz road between Faid and Mecca, see Yaqut I I 749. 

The tradition refers to ritualistic purification through the use of acceptable substitutes for 

water such as sand, clean earth, or snow, a process usually treated in hadith and fiqh works 

under the heading *^!l though the papyrus (recto 8) has *_^j (see Surahs 4:43, 5:6; Tafslr 

VIII 385-87; Concordance II 267 ^\j and III 312 J U ^ , esp. Bukhari I 97 f. and Nasal I 70 

and 73 f.; Kitab al-umm I 39-44; see also p. 189, comment on Tradition 5). 
Tradition 4- An isndd link preceding Bakkar is called for by the number of links in the 

isnad's of the other traditions and by the terminology, which requires JU j*>li \j otAi bjJb-
d^i tJwb- rather than cancanah. The space available suggests that the first link was cAlT ibn 
Macbad. 

Bakkar ibn cAbd Allah al-Rabadhl (n.d.) was discredited because, as in the papyrus text, 
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he transmitted mostly from his uncle Musa ibn cUbaidah al-Rabadhi (d. 153/770), who was 
considered generally a weak traditionist (Bukhari, TaDrikh I 2, p. 121; Jarh I 1, p. 409, and 
IV 1, pp. 151 f.; Mlzan I 158 f., I l l 214; Lisan II 43 f.) Samcam, folio 248 recto, and Yaqut 
II 748 f. supply information on the various members of this family. For Abu Salamah (d. 94/ 
713 or 104/722) see pages 250 f. 

This long tradition has no complete parallel for either the isnad or the main, but some of 
its themes either are scattered through other long traditions or form separate short traditions 
(see Concordance J^i ,3!>L^). All of them trace back, as in the papyrus text, to Abu Salamah 
cAbd Allah ibn cAbd al-Rahman on the authority of cADishah. The main theme emphasizes 
the concept that neither God (Surah 2:285) nor Muhammad (Bukharl IV 411 f.) had any 
wish to overburden the believers with commands and duties beyond their abilities to obey and 
perform without great sacrifice for themselves and their families. We have seen (p. 253) that 
Muhammad favored moderation in charitable giving, for the protection of the interests of the 
giver's family and kin. This tradition specifically guards against excesses in night vigils and 
in gifts and almsgiving. Related traditions are quite numerous (see Concordance I 27 Î JiS"! and 
IV 55 J^JI j , \jA+, esp. Bukharl I 18 f. and 491; Muslim VI 70-74, VIII 38; Ibn Hanbal II 
257, VI 84 and 128; Muwatta? I 18 f.; TayalisI, pp. 207, No. 1480, and 308, No. 2351). 

Note JJI instead of JJM (in recto 11, 15, and 17), which is still the Qm°anic usage (Ibn 
Qutaibah, Adab al-katib, pp. 266 f.). The VI before the last word of recto 12 in the photo
graph (PL 24) is part of the text of the verso, which has a fold at this point. cADishah is prolific 
in her accounts of Muhammad's prayers, private or public, by day or by night. Here (recto 
10-14) she is relating an instance of his prolonged night prayers, a practice which others in 
the mosque wished to follow but which he did not wish to impose on them. The incident seems 
to be the same as that reported, though not in identical terms, in Ibn Hanbal VI 267, with an 
isnad of eight links instead of the six of the papyrus text, which describes Muhammad's night 
vigils during Ramadan. Reconstructions of the papyrus text are based mainly on this incident 
and partly (recto 13) on Ibn Hanbal VI 61. Bukharl (Vol. I 499 f.) and Ibn al-JauzI (Ta'rlkh 
cUmar ibn al-Khattaby pp. 60-62) elaborate on a similar episode and describe measures taken 
by cUmar I to carry out Muhammad's intention. 

Recto 15-20 covers supererogatory night prayers. Lines 15-17 give one version of the occa
sion on which Surah 73:1-7 was revealed, while lines 17-19 quote parts of verse 20, a long 
one, of Surah 73. These verses allow for moderation of the practice of excessive night vigils 
that was thought to be called for by Surahs 17:79 and 76:26 and raise the question of abro
gated verses (see Risalah, pp. 18 f.; Bukharl I 283-96, esp. p. 288; Tafslr XXIX 75-77). cAli 
ibn Abi Talib tells of Muhammad's earlier insistence on night vigils (see e.g. Surah 11:114; 
Ibn Hanbal I 91). Muhammad is also said to have equated late night and early morning con
gregational prayers with private vigils for a half and the whole of a night respectively (see e.g. 
Ibn Hanbal I 58 and 68). 

Some overzealous men and women kept all-night vigils, especially since prayer in the last 
third of the night was said to be heard and answered and to bring forgiveness of sins. In order 
to keep awake they tied themselves (as in recto 16) to a rope, itself tied to some fixed object, 
so that should they doze and bend head and body the rope would jerk them awake. Muham
mad did not approve of the practice and ordered the rope removed (Muwatta"* I 214; Ibn 
Hanbal II 383; Bukharl IV 479; see also Concordance I 414 j - a j U l J-J J>JJU »̂ J~^> esp. 
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Bukhari I 290 f., Muslim VI 72 f., and Ibn Hanbal VI 268; Concordance I I 425 a ^ J I i j U ; 
p. 254 above). 

The night vigils of the Muslims undoubtedly reflect similar practices among the Jews and 
Christians (see e.g. Tor Andrae, Mohammed, The Man and His Faith, trans. Theophil Menzel 
[New York, 1936] pp. 81-93; Richard Bell, The Origins of Islam in Its Christian Environment 
[London, 1926] p. 147). 

The reconstructions in recto 20 and verso 5 are conjectural. The text continues with the 
theme of moderation but with special reference to almsgiving, quoting Surah 58:12-13, which 
verses are said to involve abrogation of other verses (see e.g. Tirmidhi XII 184; Tafslr 
XXVIII 13-15). 

Tradition 5. See Tradition 1 for Muhammad ibn al-Hasan and Tradition 2 for cAli ibn 
Macbad. For cIkrimah and Ibn c Abbas see pages 100, 101 (n. 53), 112, and 157. 

The text is too broken to be of any use in a search for parallels. For the theme in general 
see Tirmidhi I I I 221 f. and NasaDi I 303 f. (see also Concordance I 478 and II 435 JJ>^\ ^ t 
and II 510 AJL^J 4 ^ J J I P JL-). 

Tradition 6. The Yunus of the isnad is undoubtedly the Kufan traditionist Ytinus ibn Bukair 
(d. 199/814), who is known to have transmitted from Acmash. He is known also as an akhbarl 
who transmitted from Ibn Ishaq and is credited with a maghdzl-slrah work. His transmission 
from Ibn Ishaq was suspect according to Abu DaDud because "he takes the speech of Ibn 
Ishaq and joins it to the hadith" (Mlzdn I I I 336). Most of the critics wrote down his hadith 
but would not use it as proof. Some fragments of his work have survived (see Ahmad Amin, 
Duhd al-Isldm I I 330; GAL S I 206, n. 2; Guillaume's translation of Sirah, p. xvii). For bio
graphical entries see Ibn Sacd VI279, Jarh IV 2, p. 236, Jamc II586, Dhahabi 1299, and Mlzdn 
III 336. See also Johann Flick, Muhammad ibn Ishaq (Frankfurt am Main, 1925) p. 44. 

The *y and the alif of JL̂ I are clearly visible on the small fold. The last preserved word 
can be read *_&UJW* or preferably pjtjAjU. Though traditions that caution Muslims against 

worshiping in temples or churches are known, they are seemingly not so numerous as tradi
tions that frown on worship at tombs and shrines, even those of prophets, including Muham
mad (Muwatta? I 172, I I 892; Ibn Hanbal VI 275; Bukhari I 118 f., 120 f.; Muslim V 2 f., 
11-13; Ibn Majah I 130; NasaDI I 115; Abu Nucaim IX 53; see also Concordance I 28 I^JUJI 

and II 430 j * ^ ) . 
Traditions 7-8. Despite the small fold in the papyrus, the first name in verso 12 is AAJ^A, 

the small ra? being visible on the fold. The broken word between Qan and this name seems to 
be an insertion and can be read o l or preferably <UP, the size of the alif or cain being condi
tioned partly by the fact of insertion. The less likely reading ^ 1 was discarded because the 

biographical sources do not list an Abu Makhramah ibn Bukair but do list Makhramah ibn 
Bukair (d. 159/776) as a well known rdvol and traditionist. He transmitted from his father, 
as in the papyrus text, and most of the critics state that his father did not transmit orally 
to him but that for all his hadith he drew on his father's books which had come into his pos
session, by will or by wijadah. We know that his father, Bukair ibn cAbd Allah ibn al-Ashajj 
(see pp. 209, 218), did indeed collect and use manuscripts in his transmission (Bukhari, 
TcMkh IV 2, p. 16; Jarh IV 1, pp. 363 f.; Ibn Hibban, pp. 105 and 144; Jam' I 59, II 510; 
Mlzdn III 155). 

The hadith in the standard collections have much to say about the floor covering Muham
mad and some of the leading Companions used when they were praying. Straw mats, small 
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rugs, fur pieces, and even outer clothing were used by different ones and at different times 
(see e.g. Ibn Sacd I 2, pp. 159 f.; Ibn Hanbal I 233 and 273, III 212, VI106 and 179; Bukhari 
I 108 f., IV 130 f.; Abu Nucaim III 351, VIII 323; Concordance I 180 j , U , , I 309 v y , II 473 
j^s^-y II 81 ly^-j III 400 e^b). Some argued for praying on bare ground except in very hot 
or very cold weather (see e.g. Ibn Hanbal I I I 217, 239, 242; Ibn Majah I 166). 

Tradition 9. Marwan ibn Mucawiyah al-Fazari (d. 193/809) was a cousin of Abu Ishaq 
Ibrahim ibn Muhammad al-Fazari of Document 10. Originally of Kufah, he stayed at various 
times in Baghdad, Damascus, and Mecca. He died in Mecca. He was known for his photo
graphic memory, and his hadlth was written down by most of his hearers, who included several 
of the leaders in the cities he visited. He was considered generally trustworthy except in his 
transmission from unknown men (Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 73; Bukhari, Ta?r%kh IV 1, p. 372; Jarh 
IV 1, pp. 272 f.; Ibn Hibban, p. 130; Khatlb XII I 149-52; Jam- II 501; Dhahabi I 272; 
Mlzanlll 161). 

Abu al-Walld cUtbah ibn cAbd al-Sulami (d. 87/706 at age 94) is said to be the last Com
panion who died in Hims, that is, in Syria. Khalid ibn Macdan (see p. 225) was among his 
transmitters. The sources at hand do not state that cUtbah transmitted from any other 
Companion or from a Successor, yet the isndd indicates that he did. Clarification of his 
identity is called for because of confusion of his name with that of cUtbah ibn al-Nuddar 
al-Sulami (Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 132; Jarh III 2, pp. 521 f.; IstVab, p. 494; Isabah II 1084, 1089; 
C/sd I I I 362 f., 367 f.). 

The Concordance provides no fruitful clues, through the main words of verso 17-18, to a 
parallel or closely related tradition. Yet the performance and the regulation of congregational 
prayers are frequently mentioned and greatly stressed (see e.g. Concordance I 370 f. <PLJ>-). 

Tradition 10. cAbd Allah ibn al-Arqam al-Zuhrl (d. 35/656) is not to be confused with 
cAbd Allah ibn al-Arqam al-Makhzumi, whose father's house (dar al-Arqam) in Mecca was 
put at Muhammad's disposal during the earlier years of his mission. The marginal notation 
indicates that prayer is the subject of the tradition. The fragment of text in verso 19 fits well 
with the one widely known tradition on prayer that was transmitted by cAbd Allah ibn 
al-Arqam al-Zuhri to cUrwah ibn al-Zubair, who transmitted it to his son Hisham, who trans
mitted it to a great many people. The text is completed on the basis of Ibn Hanbal III 483, 
which has a number of parallels with linguistic variants but with the same meaning (cf. Abu 
DaDud I 22; DarimI I 332; Tirmidhi I 233-35; see also Concordance II 78 *^U- and Mustadrak 
I I I 335). The biographical entries, some of which cite this tradition, state that this cAbd Allah 
served Muhammad, Abu Bakr, and cUmar I as a scribe and that both cUmar and cUthman 
appointed him to the public treasury (Ibn Sacd IV 2, p. 33; Jarh II 2, p. 1; IstlQdb I 336 f.; Usd 
I 60, I I I 115 f.; Isabah II 672-74). 

IDENTIFICATION AND SIGNIFICANCE 

I 

Since cAli ibn Macbad heads the isnad's of the six traditions whose first link survives and 
since there is good reason to believe that two other traditions (Nos. 1 and 4) also started with 
him, there is a strong possibility that the partially preserved isnad's of the two remaining 
traditions (Nos. 6-7) began with him. Moreover, since the death dates of his immediate 
sources for the papyrus text range from 147 to 193 A.H. (see Traditions 3 and 9), he must be 
the older of the two c Iraqi traditionists so named who settled in Egypt (see p. 255), where the 
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papyrus was found, namely cAli ibn Macbad ibn Shaddad (d. 218/833 or 228/843). The 
younger cAli ibn Macbad ibn Nuh (d. 259/873) transmitted from "the Elder'' and therefore 
could have been the transmitter or owner of the papyrus. This suggestion, of course, does not 
eliminate the possibility of some other Egyptian transmitter of about the first half of the third 
century. 

I I 

The ten marginal notations of salat seem to be original though hardly needed since the entire 
folio deals with prayer and comes in all probability from an organized hadith collection (hadith 
mubawwab). Considering the basic role of prayer and worship in Islam, it is not surprising 
that references to Muhammad's practices predominate in the papyrus text. Six of the ten 
traditions either cite him or describe his actions, and it is possible that the lost text of Tradi
tions 7 and 9 did likewise. Traditions 3 and 8 refer to the practices of his Companions. 

Though much of the text is too broken to provide clues that might lead to parallels, it 
should be noted that such text as has survived does have adequate enough parallels and 
related traditions. 

The isnad's are rich with the names of traditionists from the Companions onward who are 
known to have compiled or used written collections of hadith and who have been encountered 
in several of the other documents. Quite a number of the isnad's, though broken, provide 
evidence of continuous written transmission for two or more steps in the early as well as the 
later links up to and including cAli ibn Macbad. We have Ibn c Abbas and cIkrimah (Tradition 
5), Acmash and Yunus ibn Bukair (Tradition 6), Bukair ibn cAbd Allah ibn al-Ashajj and his 
son Makhramah (Tradition 7), cUrwah ibn al-Zubair and his son Hisham (Tradition 10), 
Shaibam and cAlI ibn Macbad (Tradition 5). It is my well considered opinion that if the 
isnad's were not broken the document would yield several instances of continuous written 
transmission for every step of several complete isnad's. 
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Michigan Arabic Papyrus No. 5608(6). First half of third/ninth century. 
Fragment of medium brown medium quality papyrus folio whose original format works 

out to about 23 X 26.7 cm., giving it the same width as that of Document 13, with which it 
was found. The papyrus represents a book folio with 30-32 lines to the page. The greater part 
of the upper half of the piece is lost, and there are many breaks and several large lacunae in 
the lower half (Pis. 26-27). The upper and outer margins measure 1.6 and 2 cm. respectively, 
the lower margins are preserved to a width of 0.75 cm., and the inner margins are completely 
lost. 

Script.—Small cursive book hand that is for the most part fairly legible. Diacritical points 
are on the whole sparingly used, mostly for ba? and its sister forms and for nun and ya? and 
occasionally for jim (recto 26), dhdl (recto 15), /a3 (recto 26), and qaf (verso 11). The scribe 
lifted the pen in order to write ligatured horizontal strokes downward. The circle is used for 
punctuation. 

TEXT 

RECTO 

WJb- (2) O [ 

f J J j j . 1 U-b- (3) O [ 

i j l > 4J ^> [ 'd% WJb- Jl» 

d *J j j ] l Wa»- (4) O [ -J% b'Jb- Jtf 

jis jfH\ auLi cf. J* Wjb- ^ r^-H1 Wjb- te) 
til^ N 6\T J[ l i u!& Wo*- (6) 

l ^ a i l J>l i [ (7) 

tf-b» (9) O l>L~« L (8) 

[ Ll j ^ Ofcjj *-AI/J J * o(jy> ^ JJJJ< W[o>-] (10) O jJLJI 

[0)j»] ,j{ Jbjj ^ J^JU- tf*b- Jl i ^ U ' j j l ] b'wb- ( l l ) [ ] . . . 

UJ]^AJ \s\j i L 411 l l t j l l i V y i 3 x L ] £ - Jib 

[ ] 1̂ 1 V_JI.SI c^s" Ju t jX~* <jj f ^ - ^ - ^ J1* ^ j y t>. ^.jd ^ W (12) [ 

[J^*]_P IJ 411 6UW- J l i Ŝ JUJI ij SjJbJl liijj Lj]Jj J J (^J-JI jj-kP [ 

[bJJb- (l3) O] ljjj\ JT J-JHJ I j j j i i o j Sjip [J]l» Ol;JU)l p*jy[j* 

269 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 
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j j i j l l (jj l C-".̂ >.'« JU ^ W ' -b*««JLI ( iJ rc—i <p^~ J l * ( j ^ * * * <j . f^* - W^*- J l * *^iJi-l 17 

O A ^ i p j j l ADI ifc^j j ^ ? - ^ J.L* A»I] iSli J l i i L̂ ijJL?- <^JLJ 

O dUi J P AMI J^«y LJJ JU JU*>JI JLP ^ ji>>- ( j * A * W > «JJ uU ^ J b - JU [~*iy\ LJJb- (14) 

its* L I j L i i A ^ - J - AJ J>-J S^y VJI Li JU JZXA ^ \ J,P j^As t^^p- l JU ***J JJI toJ>- (15) 

JUL* J J j L * - U^-l JU JL.JJ L*-b- (l6) O ^ J u <yL" N JU» ^ L i . . . . [ 

,JL JU AL>*P JLJJI S">L̂  JLSJ ^ U s ' (j-JI bias AJÎ J >w-^j ?-^kJI j [ b ^ L US' 

<jLo- L^-l JU -Uji L'Jb- (17) O ^1 *^M\ j l OJJU ^ 1 J j y L'lj . . [ 

[ J P ^^o^Ml ^ j^> bl[jb- JU - ^ J - J J J J I UjJb- ( is) O Sjl^jJI }L>- v ^ j l L d j j l JU 

tf l ^ b'-b- [JU ^ y\] UJJb>- (19) O o>- £* [AJ]I ^ L l [JJI j j i ^ l JU (_^JI 

Jl ^ ^ N i 
^ [ p ^ l t j l ^ j t " - W-b- JU *^«- t j i l tUl>- (20) O ^ J I ^ j L t k l J I j y J L ^ J t l JU AJI —A 

UU[>- JU] ^ ' y\ ULb- (2l) [ ] c i ^ i Vj O P̂ Â 4 ly j j j , . . . [ 

o r * * ^ ' a* ji*** 1^[JL?_ J l* r ^ j i ' Lj-b-J (22) O *AJIJ^S f-L*>-l -ku iji*j J L J «.iL*»L j ; * - * . 

^ J l L ^ -L V JU ^ 1 J P [ (23) ] U U I J [ 

A*_] -^ . IJI ^ L V J[U (24) 

. . . . [ ] . . . . [ (25) 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

O ] d U £ AJ^T L u JU [ 

VERSO 

*-jy"jjl U;*^- (,27) rt-jnj_jjjl UjJb- (.26j 1 

bJjb- J t i i ^^* - . LtJb- JU 2 

(28) ]l AJI fr** j l 3 

tjJb- JU ^ j j l Lo-b- (29) t>]%*aj &>J> 4 

JP ^^jt-i LJJ?- JU ĵ *)W y\ \^J\>- (30) r»^/.' upJ L£~*&')1\ J,P ĵ>u« 5 

f^U1 Cf cA*^1 6 

(3l) ] - C J I j j j J J*. 7 

(32) ] j l j y . j j j J b WJb- 8 

(32a) j J ] / ^ * { > J l * (*^V.' 0 P S >* " t ^ 1 [ j ^ 9 

] j l 1*3 i%d\ * *J J-« i - . - ^ All **Ajjl L̂ c-J 10 

] £> j»[ ] Jb^J *^J ilj \A J>-V ^ [ ] 11 
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MjS-\ Jli J - ^ j j l itfJbJ (33) O A*JI j * ^ 4 ^ i J^j OJ J^-[*yi] 12 

(34) o ^ L J U J IP3 aid], ^ 1 J p s^u A J ^ ^ J* w J W 13 

L j u - ^ j JLL*]_* j ^ j ^ J j j i ikp c ^ ^ j i i . . . . [ ] 14 

] oli Jl i ^^-^1 J P ^ L * p M l ] J P _ ^ b*Jb- Jl i ^i y\ bJJb- (35) 15 

] J P ^LJtJl J^^^*-- l [^ l>- Jl i *ft j>) W-*>- (36) O Ju**-J [ ] 16 

J]_P JL~JI a*^* - * W J J ^ Jl i J ^ ^ . l l^Jb- (37) O [ ] 17 

jJi^s UJJb- Jli jt^J ^1 bJo^. (38) [ ] 18 

j**^ bJ]o>- J l i ***; JJI UJJb- (39) O -Ul? j l 5 ^ *^J Jii>- j l AJUJJ 19 

*-JU JJI UJJb- (40) O Jl^iJI Jli j lS" Uj 4J £ p JI^PI J l j AIJ&J j i JI>-J i i SLSw» JS" 20 

bJJb- (4l) O ] A] ^ -b^j 01 VI r / r ^ u ^ <-^ L5-?**^ J p <J^r*" a p ^ c ^ ^ " ^ ^ 2 1 

WJb- (42) O C~_]JI 5i*L- J^-tf j l J J l^p :>l^ J l i j ^ t i l l J P ^LJJ l [< j p ^ : *k ^ ^ ^ 2 2 

J l i ^ ^1 biu>. (43) O . . . [ ]] J l i L ^ 1 ^ [ P j L j J l J P ^ i b J U U 23 

L^P ^JLv-tJl AP- ^^J** LJ*X>-

JJ*0>- J l i ] JLJJ I 01 j?** J l i C~* I. .[ J l i ^ £**.& JjI [J l i (3 -^ ] - ^ ' 24 

[J l i oMi 

U?0>- (44) O 4^ i ^ JU-li . . . I ]J J J 4)1 JLP ^ [o*>U JJ ] P jJJb- 25 

L̂ *-**» UJJJ>- J l i ft-^Jj JJ' 

*-J*J JJI b*0^- (45 ) O oJbM Lo j j\ . . . [ ] St>UaJ i j ^ i i l j * J l i ±T^ ^ 26 

j ^ / ^ U7JJ>- J l i J 

[ J ] 15 o ^ ^J^- l J l i ~J6 [y\ btJb- (46) ] . . . ! ! j p j l l o j ^ 27 

[ J [ (47) j]j\^\ C$J^Jijl\] 28 

[ ] . . . . [ ]JI J otlT] 29 

[ ] C J I 4J olT j . Jli . . . [ ] 30 

Comments.—Traditions 1-9. The ten marginal notations—^ISO, <jbU*, V%& (twice), jJUoi, 

« - (thrice), ^ , and [^LJ /JJJll JJJ—against the first nine or ten lines of the recto suggest 

ten short traditions in about as many lines. Short traditions, some less than one line long, seem 
to be characteristic of the whole folio. 

Lone and incomplete names appear frequently in the broken isndd's, for example Zarcah 
of recto 1. Where, in addition, the main is lost to the point of providing no clues to possible 
parallels, it is usually impossible to identify these isolated though fairly common names. 
Note the reconstruction of the isnad of Tradition 5. The word S^\ is clear enough, but 
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the last three letters of .*U[A] are crowded so that the alif overlaps the initial stroke of the 
second ddl. 

For cAli ibn Macbad ibn Shaddad see pages 255 and 268. The Abu Nucaim who repeatedly 
heads the isnad's is the well known cIraqI traditionist Abu Nucaim Fadl ibn Dukain (130-219/ 
747-834), whose literary activities are detailed on page 275. 

Tradition 10. The Yazid who heads the isndd is no doubt Yazld ibn Harun (118-206/736-
821), who heads the isndd of Tradition 12 and appears repeatedly in the document. His lit
erary activities are discussed below along with those of Abu Nucaim. Yazid may have headed 
some of the lost or broken isnad's. The reconstruction of the beginning of such isnad's is 
determined, where no other clues are available, by the space available for the writing of Abu 
Nucaim, Yazid, or Yazid ibn Harun. In any case, Abu Nucaim definitely heads most of the 
surviving isnad's. 

No Ibrahim nor Bayan nor Bunan is specified in the available lists of traditionists from 
whom Yazid transmitted. Such lists, however, are seldom complete. In this case they state 
that Yazld transmitted from "others" and "many more." Furthermore, there were several 
cIraq! contemporaries of Yazid with these first names. 

Tradition 11. One would expect the name of Abu Nucaim's source to read j*~**, for Miscar 
ibn Kidam of Kufah (d. 152/769 or 155/772), from whom, according to the sources, both 
Abu Nucaim and Yazld ibn Harun transmitted. Miscar was known for his piety, and he was 
called al-mushaf because of his accuracy with traditions. He had a collection of about a thou
sand traditions, all but ten of which were written down by his pupil Muhammad ibn Bishr 
(see Ibn Sacd VI 253 f.; Bukharl, Ta?r%kh IV 2, p. 13; Macarif, p. 243 ;Jarh, Taqdimah, p. 154; 
Jarh IV 1, pp. 368 f.; Ibn Hibban, p. 118; Khatib XII 346; Abu Nucaim VII 209-70, pp. 222-
70 of which represent Muhammad ibn Bishr's hadith collection; JamQ II 519; NawawT, pp. 
547 f.; Dhahabi I 177 f.). Paleographically, however, the name given here and repeatedly, if 
we assume that the same person is meant in recto 12, 24, 26, 28 and verso 5, 15-18, 21-22, is 
preferably to be read as the less common ^^ or ^JLi. For, though it is possible to read the 
last letter of the name as nun, no likely names ending in nun have appeared. Furthermore, 
that letter is not much different from the ra? in Zarcah of recto 1 and kabbar of recto 22. The 
biographical literature yielded only one likely possibility, namely the Kufan Sucair ibn al-
Khims (n.d.), a contemporary of the Kufan Abu Nucaim and of Yazid ibn Harun, to both of 
whom he could have transmitted and actually did if the reading of the name is correct. The 
hadith critic Yahya ibn Macin considered Sucair trustworthy (thiqah), and Abu Hatim al-Razi 
permitted the writing-down of his traditions though not as independent proof (Bukharl, 
TcMkh II 2, p. 214; Jarh II 1, p. 323; Ibn Hibban, p. 167, No. 1332; Jam' I 209). The fact 
that the sources do not specify that Sucair transmitted to either Abu Nucaim or Yazid ibn 
Harun could be explained on the basis of Sucair's comparative obscurity and because the 
sources specifically stress the large number of transmitters to Abu Nucaim, who "wrote down 
traditions from over a hundred shaikhs," and to Yazld, who "transmitted from and to count
less people" (Nawawi, p. 636; Dhahabi I 292, 339; see also p. 275 below). 

The Yazid of recto 12 could well be Yazld ibn Harun, since the exchange of materials was a 
common practice among traditionists. He could, on the other hand, be an earlier Yazid. 

Tradition 12. Salam (or Sallam) ibn Miskin of Basrah (d. 164/781 or 167/784) was a trusted 
traditionist from whom both Yazid and Abu Nucaim transmitted (Ibn Sacd VII 2, p. 40; 
Bukhari, Ta?r%kh I I 2 , p. 135; Jarh I I 1 , p. 258; Ibn Hibban, p. 119; Mizan 1402). The cAmrah 
of recto 15 is in all probability an error for cAmr since men seldom bore the name cAmrah 
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(Tabari, Index, has but one; cf. p. 29 above). It is not possible to determine whether any of 
the several men named cAmr al-cAbdi is the one of this text. 

Concordance II 107 f. ^o and IV 172 SJJLP yield no clues for parallels. 
Tradition 13. The transmitter from Salam is either Yazid or Abu Nucaim. The Ibn al-Zubair 

of the isnad is most probably cUrwah ibn al-Zubair, although there is a slight possibility that 
he is cAbd Allah ibn al-Zubair, whose musnad is to be found in Ibn Hanbal IV 3-6. 

Traditions 11+-15. Tradition 15 is intended either to confirm or deny the burden of Tradi
tion 14. So far as can be determined from the fragmentary text, these two traditions and 
Traditon 33 are the only ones that refer to the hadith or sunnah of Muhammad. 

Aban ibn Samcah al-Ansarl of Basrah (d. 153/770) apparently was not very well known 
(see Bukhari, Ta?rlkh I 1, pp. 452 f.; Jarh I 1, p. 297; Ibn Hibban, p. 115; Jam' I 41 f.; 
Mlzan I 6). 

Jarlr ibn cAbd al-Hamid (110-88/728-804) of Rayy and Kufah had a written collection of 
hadith from which he read or dictated (see p. 151). Unless Aban was young when he died, 
we have here another case of an older man transmitting from a younger one (see p. 180). 

The Abu Macshar of Tradition 15 is Abti Macshar Najlh ibn cAbd al-Rahman of Sind and 
Medina (d. 170/787), who was bought by the royal Umm Musa and who served the caliph 
Mahdi as jurist. He is known for a maghdzl work but was considered by many as a weak tradi-
tionist, particularly for his isndd's. However, he held hadith sessions and transmitted from 
and to many leading Medinan and c Iraqi traditionists, and a number of his transmitters wrote 
down his hadith (Ibn Sacd V 309; Macdrif, p. 253; Bukhari, Ta?rlkh IV 2, p. 114; Fihrist, p. 
93; Jarh IV 1, pp. 493-95; Akhbdr aUqudat III 256; Dhahabi I 216 f.; Mlzan III 228 f.; Ibn 
al-cImad, Shadhardt al-dhahab I 278). 

Traditions 16-17. Hassan ibn Macbad cannot be identified from the sources at hand. He 
was probably a brother of cAli ibn Macbad ibn Shaddad (see Tradition 5). The Kacb of Tra
dition 17 could be any one of several Companions or Successors. Mutarrih is in all probability 
the Kufan Mutarrih ibn Yazid, since the name is comparatively rare and Abu Hatim al-Raz! 
states that he knows of no other traditionist so named (Jarh IV 1, p. 409; Bukhari, Ta?rlkh 
IV 2, p. 19). 

Traditions 18-30 (recto 2^-verso 7). The numbering of these traditions is conjectural. For 
Sucair see page 272. Acmash is known to have transmitted from Ibrahim ibn Yazid al-NakhacI 
(see pp. 152, 157), who can therefore be identified as the Ibrahim of Traditions 18-30 and 
perhaps even of Nos. 31-32, as suggested by the Ibrahim of verso 9. Abu Unas is the Kufan 
cAbd al-Malik ibn Juwaiyah (n.d.), a contemporary of and transmitter from the Kufan 
Mughlrah ibn Muqsim (d. 133/755-56), who also transmitted from Nakhaci (Bukhari, 
Ta^rikh I I I 1, p. 409; Jarh II 2, p. 345; Jamc II 499). Abu Nucaim and, to a lesser extent, 
Yazid ibn Harun were both interested in Nakhaci and his hadith as Ibn Sacd's biography of 
Nakhaci (Ibn Sacd VI 188-99) readily shows. 

The Shucbah of Tradition 19 is Shucbah ibn al-Hajjaj (see pp. 99 and 233 for references), 
who appears again in Tradition 46. Since he is known to have transmitted from Acmash and 
since both Abti Nucaim and Yazid ibn Harun are known to have transmitted from Shucbah, 
we have evidence of continuous written transmission, for these four scholars wrote down their 
collections. The reading of the content of Tradition 19 is conjectural, for many of the signifi
cant words can be pointed in several different ways. Space at the beginning of recto 28 does 
not permit the writing-down in full of the rest of the isnad. The form of the reconstruction 
here given is familiar in hadith transmission. 
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Tradition 31. Badr ibn Marwan of verso 8 cannot be identified from the sources at hand. 
These, however, list a trustworthy Kufan, Badr ibn cUthman (n.d.), a client of the family 
of the caliph cUthman ibn cAffan, who could well be a link in these isnad's because Abu 
Nucaim is known to have transmitted from him. Perhaps "Marwan" is an error for "cUthman" 
(see Ibn Sacd VI 247; Bukharl, Ta?r%kh I 2, p. 139; Jarh I 1, p. 413; Janf.I 64). 

Traditions 32-32a. Tradition 32a is longer than most of the traditions in the piece, and it 
is possible that another tradition begins about in the middle of verso 10. Furthermore, the 
appearance of new names in the broken isnad's of Traditions 31 and 32a may indicate that it 
was not Abu Nucaim but Yazid ibn Harun who headed these isnad's, as he does those of 
Traditions 10, 12, 16, and 17 with their new links. For the reading i ^ see Concordance IV 
472. The unpointed word of the text can be read in several other ways of which i J P (Con
cordance IV 205) may be considered but is less likely. 

Tradition 33. Muhammad instructed several Companions to begin their worship by praising 
God, then to call down a blessing on Muhammad himself (see pp. 88 f.), and finally to pray for 
whatever they wished for themselves or others. The papyrus text is related to but not identical 
with other versions of this theme (Ibn Hanbal VI 18; Tirmidhi I I I 75, XII I 20 f.; see also 
Concordance I 305 *hJ). 

Traditions 36-37. The last preserved link in the isnad looks like <jLJl, which can be read 
in seven ways, yet none of the resulting names appears in the lists of transmitters to Sucair 
(see DhahabI, Al-mushtabih, pp. 250 f.; Jarh II 1, p. 323). It is possible that the ligatured 
medial alij} which is written downward (see p. 269), has overlapped the "tooth" preceding it 
and that therefore the name is {J\^J\ and can be read <JL*JI or fJ\^J\ or ^LJJI, names 
which are more common in the sources. Yet the first two are impossible because of location 
and time. Of the several traditionists named Shaibani, the well known Muhammad ibn al-
Hasan al-Shaibam is the first to come to mind. But the name is too far removed from Abu 
Nucaim in the isnad. Two more likely possibilities are the Kufans Dirar ibn Murrah al-
Shaibam (n.d.), who heard Acmash and transmitted to Shucbah ibn al-Hajjaj and Sufyan 
al-Thaurl (Bukharl, Ta'rlkh II 2, p. 304; Jarh II 1, p. 465; Jamc I 229; Mizan I I I 363), and 
Abu Ishaq Sulaiman ibn Abl Sulaiman al-Shaibam (d. between 138/755 and 142/759), a 
client of the family of Ibn c Abbas, who likewise transmitted to Shucbah (Ibn Sacd VI 241; 
Bukharl, TcMkh II 2, pp. 17 i.;Jarh II 1, pp. 122 and 135; Ibn Hibban, p. 83; Jamc I 177 f.; 
DhahabI I 144). Both men could have transmitted to Sucair ibn al-Khims since they moved 
in the same Kufan circles. But Abu Ishaq al-Shaibanl is more probably the one meant, for 
his transmission from Shacbl (cf. Traditions 40-42) is well attested (see e.g. DhahabI I 144; 
for Shacbi?s biographical entries see p. 229 above). 

Traditions lfi-J+7. Note the reappearance of several of the names found in the isnad's of 
Traditions 36-37. It is quite possible that Traditions 36-47 comprise a unit. Furthermore, 
since Yazid ibn Harun (see Tradition 10) does not head any of the surviving isnad's of this 
group of traditions, they probably represent Abu Nu^im's transmission, mainly through 
Sucair, of extracts from the collection of Shacbi (d. 110/728), much as Traditions 18-32 proba
bly represent the collection of Nakha% a fellow Kufan and contemporary of Shacbi. 

Note that Sucair in Tradition 43 provides an alternative tradition in which the number and 
quantity involved is other than that in the initial tradition. 

Surkh of Tradition 44 cannot be identified from the sources at hand. Matr being a com
paratively uncommon name, the Matr of Tradition 45 could be the Basran Abu RajaD Matr 
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ibn Tahman al-Warraq (see p. 229). Dinar is too common a name for any attempt at identi
fication (see e.g. Bukhari, Ttfrikh I I 1, pp. 223-26; Jarh I 2, pp. 429-34). 

Abu Bakr Mutarrif (or Mutraf) of Tradition 46 is Abu Bakr Mutarrif ibn Tarif al-Harithi 
(d. 141/758 or 142/759), who is known to have heard Shacbi and to have transmitted to 
Shucbah (Ibn Sacd VI 241; Bukhari, Ta?rlkh IV 1, p. 397; Jarh IV 1, p. 313). He is frequently 
confused with a fellow Kufan, Mutarrif ibn Tarif al-Kharifi (d. 133/751), whose kunya is not 
Abu Bakr, as in the papyrus text, but Abu cAbd al-Rahman (see Ibn Hibban, p. 126; Jamc 

II 503). 
Verso 28-30 may involve two traditions instead of one. 

IDENTIFICATION AND SIGNIFICANCE 

I 

That the compiler of the collection represented by this fragment moved at one time in the 
cIraqi circles of Yazid ibn Harun1 and Abu Nucaim Fadl ibn Dukain2 is obvious from the fact 
that these two are his often-cited sources. That he was closer in age to Abu Nucaim (d. 219/ 
834) than to Yazid (d. 206/821) would seem to be implied because he transmitted more tra
ditions from Abu Nucaim and from some younger men. Just as Abu Nucaim and Yazid had 
several well known c Iraqi authorities in common, as seen in the papyrus text and confirmed by 
the biographical sources, so they had several well known cIraqi pupils in common. The literary 
activities of the pupils, however, centered in cIraq and farther east rather than in Egypt, where 
the papyrus was found. The sources do state that cAlT ibn Macbad ibn Nuh (d. 259/873) of 
Baghdad and Egypt transmitted from Yazid ibn Harun,3 who transmitted in Baghdad,4 but 
do not specify that he transmitted from Abu Nucaim also. Nevertheless, the literary activities 
and the reputation of Abu Nucaim were such that it would be strange indeed if this cAll did 
not hear him. For the Kufan Abu Nucaim, with his reputation already well established, 
visited Baghdad in the same year (204/819) that the caliph Ma'mun returned to his capital 
and was promptly brought to the caliph's attention.5 The scholarly world of Baghdad paid 
Abu Nucaim great honor. Traditionists and critics such as Ibn Hanbal and Yahya ibn Macin 
called on him, and Yahya even tricked him with a memory test, much to the embarrassment 
of Ibn Hanbal and the indignation of Abu Nucaim. But Yahya himself was delighted with 
the excellent results (see p. 277). A chair was set up for the distinguished visitor, who 
recited or dictated traditions to the public.6 In all probability the then youthful cAli ibn 
Macbad ibn Nuh of Baghdad was among the listeners. It should be recalled once more that 
the lists of transmitters from prominent traditionists are seldom complete and usually end 
with "and others beside these'7 or "and more of their class (tabaqah)" or "and many people 
(khalq)"; the lists for both Abu Nucaim and this cAli are no exceptions. It should be noted that 
the term haddathana, which is used throughout at the beginning of the isndd's of our document, 
indicates that both Abu Nucaim and Yazid were transmitting to a group of people, for the 

1 Ibn Sa^d VII 2, p. 62; Bukhari, TcPrihh IV 2, p. 368; 
Mtfarif, p. 257; Mas^udi VII 72; Jarh IV 2, p. 295; Ibn 
Hibban, p. 134; Khatib XIV 337-47; Nawawl, pp. 636 f.; 
Dhahabi I 292-94; Jam< II 576. 

2 Ibn Sacd III 1, p. 2, and VI 279 f.; Bukhari, To?filch 
IV 1, p. 118; Mtfarif, p. 301; Jarh III 2, pp. 61 f.; Khatib 
XII 346-57, XIV 24 f.; Jam" 11 421; Dhahabi I 338 f. 
Fihrist, p. 227, credits Abu Nucaim with two books: Kitab 

al-manasik and Kitab masaHl al-fiqh. See also Eduard 
Sachau, "Studien zur altesten Geschiehtsiiberlieferung der 
Araber/' Mitteilungen des Seminars fur orientalische Spra-
chen VII 2 (1904) pp. 189-93. 

3 Husn al-muhaiarah I 160. 
4 Khatib XIV 337; Manaqib, pp. 31, 66-68, and 309 f. 
5 Khatib XII 247, 250. 
6 Ibid. pp. 350 f. 
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term haddathanl had by their time come to imply, quite generally, private or person-to-person 
transmission. Perhaps Khatib did not specify that cAli transmitted from Abu Nucaim because 
of c All's youthfulness at the beginning of the third century and because of his subsequent 
migration to Egypt, where he no doubt met the older c Iraqi cAli ibn Macbad ibn Shaddad, 
from whom he is known to have transmitted (see p. 255). 

The close physical association of Documents 13 and 14, reflected by the fact that they sur
vived together (and thus were assigned but a single inventory number by the University of 
Michigan), would seem to have been no accident but rather to have stemmed from the per
sonal associations of two c Iraqi scholars who were fellow immigrants in Egypt. Document 14, 
therefore, like Document 13, is dated to the first half of the third century. 

II 

Unlike Document 13, which represents a collection of traditions organized according to sub
ject matter, Document 14 represents an unorganized collection (jdmic) in which, however, 
sizable units derived from the same traditionist were grouped together (see p. 274). Despite 
the loss of much of the main of most of the traditions, the variety of subjects covered is indi
cated by the thirteen surviving marginal notations, which mention eight different subjects— 
the hunt, trade, worship, marriage, inheritance, divorce, virtues, and pilgrimages. The empha
sis is on the opinions and practices of the Companions and the Successors rather than on the 
hadlth and sunnah of Muhammad (see p. 273). That traditions of the Companions and the 
Successors had rather small chance of appearing in the later standard collections (see p. 77) 
explains why no parallels were detected with the aid of the Concordance. The reconstruction 
of some of the contents of several traditions is necessarily conjectural, not only because the 
text is broken and rarely pointed but also because the papyrus itself was not available for 
repeated inspection. 

The isndd's, like those of Document 13, yield the names of a great many well known cIraqi 
traditionists of the first and second centuries who either wrote down their collections of hadlth 
or permitted their regular students and public audiences to do so. Many of these traditionists 
have been encountered repeatedly in these studies. They include Abu Hurairah (Tradition 15), 
NakhacI (Traditions 18-30), and Shacbi (Traditions 35 ff.), all three of whom eventually per
mitted and even urged others to write down hadlth. They include also traditionists who were 
from the start and consistently in favor of written hadlth, such as Ibn al-Zubair (Tradition 13), 
Jarlr ibn cAbd al-Hamld (Tradition 14), Acmash (Traditions 18-30), and Shucbah ibn al-
Hajjaj (Tradition 19). To these can now be added Abu Macshar Najlh ibn cAbd al-Rahman 
(Tradition 15) and in all probability Abu Isahq Sulaiman ibn Abl Sulaiman al-Shaibani 
(Traditions 36-37), whose affinities were with the family of Ibn c Abbas, in which writing and 
written traditions were consistently favored. Though on the basis of paleography Miscar ibn 
Kidam is excluded from the papyrus list, he was nevertheless one of this group of cIraqi 
hadlth-writers (see p. 272). 

In the light of these facts, further analysis of the isnad's points strongly to continuous writ
ten transmission for much of what has survived in this document, such as Tradition 15 with 
the isndd links Abu Hurairah-Abu Macshar and especially the groups of consecutive tradi
tions that have the links Nakhaci-Acmash (Traditions 18-30) and Shacb!-Shaibanl (Traditions 
40^12). Whatever reservations one may tend to have about the writing-down of hadlth in the 
first century of Islam, there can be little doubt of the general prevalence of the practice by the 
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end of that century and of its wide acceptance in the first half of the second century particu
larly in cIraq, the home or adopted province of these hadith scholars. 

Continuous written transmission beyond this early period, so far as the men of the papyrus 
isnad's are concerned, is indicated by the literary activities of both Yazld ibn Harun and Abu 
Nucaim. Yazld is said to have memorized thousands of traditions and to have transmitted from 
memory.7 That he did not always depend on memory is indicated by the fact that when in 
his old age his eyesight and memory failed he had a slave girl refresh his memory with the 
aid of his own books.8 

Abu Nucaim was particularly interested in the hadith of Acmash, Miscar ibn Kidam, Shucbah, 
and Sufyan al-Thaurl, all of whom had written collections.9 Like them, Abu Nucaim made 
his own written collection, for Ibn Hanbal reports him as saying that he wrote down hadith 
from over a hundred shaikhs whose hadith had been written down also by Sufyan al-Thauri.10 

When Abu Nucaim was sought for his hadith collection, he dictated it to his pupils, who wrote 
it down and from whom he demanded and received a fee for instruction.11 It is not stated 
whether he dictated from his books or from his memory, for which he was well known.12 How
ever, in the c Iraqi circles in which he moved no stigma was attached to dictation or recitation 
from manuscripts, as the following incident involving him and his "examiner/7 Yahya ibn 
MacIn, illustrates. Yahya, wishing to test Abu Nucaim's memory and knowledge of his hadith, 
took a sheet (waraqah) and wrote down thirty-three traditions which, except for every 
eleventh tradition, were from Abu Nucaim's collection. Ibn Hanbal did not approve of the 
test but nevertheless accompanied the eager Yahya on the visit to Abu Nucaim. When 
Yahya had read out the first eleven traditions Abu Nucaim stopped him and told him to cross 
out the eleventh tradition because it was not one of his. Abu Nucaim responded in the same 
way to the second group of eleven traditions. But when the persistent Yahya read the last of 
the three interpolated traditions Abu Nucaim lost his temper and actually kicked Yahya out. 
Yahya took this experience in his stride and went away pleased because he was convinced of 
the high quality of Abu Nucaim's memory and scholarship.13 Our papyrus provides evidence 
that yet another transmitter wrote down the materials of both Yazld and Abu Nucaim. This 
conclusion should surprise no one, for Ibn Hanbal and Yahya ibn Macin were not the only 
exemplary leaders who wrote down an enormous number of traditions with special attention 
to well known collections of earlier and contemporary scholars. 

7 Khatib XIV 339 f.; Nawawl, pp. 636 f. 10 Dhahabi I 339. 
8 Khatib XIV 338 f. 
9 See pp. 98 and 100 for manuscripts of Shucbah and 

Sufyan. See Bah&ri'nin, p. 237, Isnad 96, according to 
which Abu Nucaim transmitted to Bukharl from Acmash, 
Miscar, and especially Sufyan al-Thauri. 

11 Ktfdyah, p. 156. See p. 228 above for a discussion of 
fees. 

12 See e.g. Jarh III 2, pp. 61 f. 
13 Khatib XII 353 f.; Mandqib, pp. 79 f. See pp. 52 f. 

above for other tests. 
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cAbd al-Karlm ibn al-Harith, 133 
cAbd al-Malik ibn Abi Sulaiman (Ibn Maisarah), 148-49 
cAbd al-Malik ibn Marwan, 15, 16, 19-22, 24, 33, 34, 58, 

75, 99, 148, 169, 172, 180-81, 227-28 
cAbd al-Malik ibn Shucaib ibn Laith ibn Sacd, 172-73 

cAbd al-Qadir Badran, xiv 
cAbd al-Rahlm ibn Khalid, 136, 143 
cAbd al-Rahman I, 102 
cAbd al-Rahman ibn Abi Laila, 46, 50 
cAbd al-Rahman ibn Abi Hatim al-RazI, see Ibn Abi Hatim 

al-Razi 
cAbd al-Rahman ibn Abi Salih al-Harranl, 164, 217 
cAbd al-Rahman ibn Abi al-Zinad, 257 
cAbd al-Rahman ibn cAidh, 42 
cAbd al-Rahman ibn Hassan ibn Thabit al-Ansarl, 260 
cAbd al-Rahman ibn Hunaidah, 169-70 
cAbd al-Rahman ibn Hurmuz al-Acraj, see Acraj 
cAbd al-Rahman ibn Ibrahim, 103 
cAbd al-Rahman ibn Khalid al-Aili, 136 
cAbd al-Rahman ibn Mahdi, 47, 51, 53, 54, 61, 65, 68, 71, 

74, 80, 126, 137, 144, 149, 177, 211-12 
cAbd al-Rahman ibn al-Qasim, 50, 127-28 
cAbd al-Rahman ibn Qasim ibn cAbd al-Rahman ibn Abi 

Salih al-Harranl, 164 
cAbd al-Rahman ibn cUmar ibn al-Khattab, 109 
cAbd al-Razzaq ibn Hammam, 38, 43, 50, 51, 67, 112, 178-

80, 252 
cAbd al-Salam Harun, 5, 109 
cAbd al-Wahid ibn Ghiyath, 161 
Abdel Daim, A., 169 
cAbIdah ibn Qais, 11, 111 
Abraham (biblical), 6, 58, 204 
Abu cAbbas, see Ibn cAbbas 
Abu cAbd Allah al-Wasiti, 46 
Abu cAbd Allah ibn Abi Maimun, 210 
Abu cAbd al-Rahman cAbd Allah ibn Yazld al-Muqrl, 238-

39, 241-44 
Abti cAbd al-Rahman al-HubulI, 240 
Abii cAbd al-Rahman al-Muqrl, see Abu cAbd al-Rahman 

cAbd Allah ibn Yazld al-Muqrl 
Abu cAbd al-Rahman Mutarrif ibn Tarif ai-Kharifl, 275 
Abu al-cAla> cAfifI, 6 
AbQ cAli al-FarisI, 113 
Abu al-cAliyah, 41 
Abu cAmr cAmir al-ShacbT, see Shacbi 
Abu cAmr al-Zahid (Ghulam Tha^lab), 260 
Abu cAqii Zuhrah ibn Macbad, 37, 201-2, 204, 207 
Abu al-cArab ibn Tamlm al-Tammaml, 43, 214, 218, 227 
Abu al-cAtahiyah, 47 
Abu al-cAtuf al-Jarrah ibn al-Minhal, 47, 162 
Abu <Awanah al-Waddah ibn Khalid, 61, 80, 226, 236 
Abu al-Bakhtari Wahb ibn Wahb, 62, 224-27, 229, 231-36, 

261 
Abu Bakr, Caliph, 7, 8, 19, 24, 27-30, 45, 57, 58, 60, 62, 

71, 78, 110, 139, 148, 184, 189, 191, 210, 267 
Abu Bakr cAbd Allah ibn Yazld, 124 
Abu Bakr ibn cAbd al-Rahman ibn al-Harith, 18, 25, 136, 

169 
Abu Bakr ibn cAbd al-Rahman ibn Hunaidah, 169-70 
Abu Bakr ibn Abi Sabrah, 67 
Abu Bakr ibn Abi Shaibah, 212 
Abu Bakr ibn Muhammad ibn cAmr ibn Hazm al-Ansari, 

23-31, 79 
Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn al-Hasan al-Zubaidi, 124, 161 281 
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Abu Bakr Mutarrif (or Mutraf) ibn Tarlf al-Harithi, 275 
Abu Burdah ibn Abi Musa al-Ashcari, 18, 42 
Abu al-Dahdahah cAmr ibn al-Dahdahah, 252-53 
Abu al-Dahdah Thabit ibn al-Dahdah, 252 
Abu al-Darda^, 10, 41, 79, 80, 100 
Abu Da>ud Sulaiman ibn al-Ashcath, xiii, 28, 116, 260, 266 
Abu Dharr, 8 
Abu al-Faraj al-Isfahiini, xiii 
Abu al-Haitham Sulaiman ibn cAmr, 239 
Abu al-IJajjaj al-Jarrah ibn Aban al-Iskandaram, 204-6 
Abii Hani Humaid ibn Hani al-Khaulani, 239-40 
Abu Hanifah, 2, 16, 32, 35, 39, 40, 46, 51, 54, 62, 67, 79-82, 

150, 153-57, 229 
Abu al-Hasan al-AmruhT, xvi 
AbQ Hasln cUthman ibn cAsim, 228, 236 
Abu Hatim al-RazI, 2, 30, 51, 53, 60, 61, 69, 74-75, 89, 102, 

164, 181, 235, 251, 253, 255, 272-73 
Abii Hatim al-Sijistani, 6 
Abu Hazim al-Acraj, 22 
Abu Hind al-Darl, 241 
Abu Hudhafah, 128 
Abu Hudhaifah Musa ibn Mascud al-Nahdl al-Basrl, 98 
Abu Humaid, 190 
Abu Hurairah, 2, 7-9, 11, 13, 14, 17-21, 35, 37, 38, 42-44, 

52, 61, 66, 87, 90, 116, 133, 138, 140, 168-69, 178-80, 
187, 189-90, 202, 205, 207, 211, 213, 240, 244, 264, 275 

Abu Imamah ibn Sahl, 211 
Abu Ishaq al-Habbal, 47 
Abu Ishaq Ibrahim ibn Muhammad al-Fazarl, see Fazarl 
Abu Ishaq al-Sabi% 80 
Abu Ishaq Sulaiman ibn Abi Sulaiman al-Shaibani, 274, 

276 " 
Abu Jacfar al-Musnadi al-Bukharl, 81 
Abu al-Jald, 9 
Abu al-Laith al-Samarqandi, 72, 110, 117, 134, 136, 169 
Abu Lubabah ibn cAbd al-Mundhir, 252-54 
Abu Maimun cUbaid Allah al-Ansari, 210 
Abu Makhlad Muhammad ibn cAbd Allah al-Tamlmi al-

Basrl, 227 
Abu Makhramah ibn Bukair, 266 
Abu Macmar, 160 
Abii Manic, see cUbaid Allah ibn Abi Ziyad 
Abu Macshar Najih ibn cAbd al-Rahman, 121, 273, 276 
Abu Masciid cUqbah ibn cAmr al-Badrl, 160 
Abu Mijlaz, 227 
Abu Mukallad, 227 
Abu al-Mundhir al-Warraq, 47 
Abu Musa al-Ash^arl, 61, 80, 108, 162 
Abu Muscab, 128 
Abii Mushir, 180 
Abii al-Nadr Salim ibn Abi Umayyah, 141 
Abii Nasr Mansur ibn cAbd al-Hamid al-Bawardi, 96-97, 

101 
Abu Nawas, 47 
Abu Nucaim Ahmad ibn cAbd Allah al-Isfahanl, xiii, 9, 109, 

149, 225, 232 
Abu Nucaim Fadl ibn Dukain, 48, 52, 67, 68, 251, 272-77 
Abu al-Nucman, 134 
Abii Nusair, see Abii Nasr Mansur ibn cAbd al-Hamid al-

B award! 
Abu Qabil Hayy ibn Hani al-MacafirI, 210, 212-13, 218 
Abu al-Qiistm cAbd Allah al-Baghdadi, 60 
Abu al-Qasim al-Baghawi al-Warraq, 47 
Abii Qilabah cAbd Allah ibn Yazld al-Jarmi, 16, 18, 25, 36, 

41, 43-46, 49, 52, 150, 229-31, 235-36 
Abu Rafis 141 

Abu Raja3 Matr ibn Tahman al-Warraq, 16, 46, 90, 229, 
236,274-75* 

Abu Rauh al-Nadr ibn cArabI, 159, 162-63, 206 
Abii Sacid al-Dinawari, 169 
Abu Sa<Id al-Khudrl, 10, 202, 207, 239, 242, 244, 257 
Abu Sakhr Humaid ibn Ziyad, 239-41, 244^5 
Abu Salamah cAbd Allah ibn cAbd al-Rahman, 16, 18, 250-

51, 256, 265 
Abu Salih (client of Umm Hani), 105, 112 
Abu Salih cAbd al-Ghaffar ibn Da^ud al-Harrani, see Abu 

Salih al-Harrani 
Abii Salih Dhakwan, 66, 140, 189-90 
Abu Salih al-Harrani, 50, 159, 162-64, 216-17, 221 
Abii Salih ibn Salih (secretary of Laith ibn Sacd), 45, 91, 

102-1,' 155-56,' 163-64, 170-76, 178, 183, 194-95, 
201-2, 204, 207, 216, 221, 234-35, 238, 243-44, 255-56 

Abu al-Samh Darraj ibn Samcan, 16, 239 
Abu Shamah, 15, 73 
Abu Shuraih cAbd al-Rahman ibn Shuraih, 133 
Abu Sinan al-Ashja% 133 
Abu Sirmah al-Ansari, 188 
Abu Suhail Nafic ibn Malik, 116, 137-38 
Abu al-Taiyib al-Lughawi al-Halabi, 45, 113 
Abu Talhah Zaid ibn Sahl, 117-18, 248, 253 
Abii Tammam, 59 
Abii Tamim al-Jaishani, 241 
Abu cUbaid al-Qasim ibn Sallam, xiii, 31, 32, 90, 102, 173, 

176, 261 
Abu cUbaidah Macmar ibn al-Muthana, 47, 59, 113,215, 

261 
AbQ cUbaidah Murrah ibn cUqbah ibn Nafic al-Qurshi, 203 
Abu Unas cAbd al-Malik ibn Juwaiyah, 273 
Abu cUsaid al-SacidI, 190 
Abu al-Wafa3 al-Afghani, 35, 126, 154, 215 
Abu Walld al-Tayalisi, 67, 209 
Abu al-Walld cUtbah ibn cAbd al-Sulami, 267 
Abu al-Yaman al-rlakam ibn Nafic, 178 
Abii Yacqiib al-Zayyat, 149 
Abu al-Yasar Kacb ibn cAmr, 11, 42, 188 
Abu Yazid Suhail ibn Abi §alih, 189, 198 
Abu Yiisuf al-Qadi, 35, 51, 54, 62, 80, 153-54, 171, 215, 

224, 250 
Abii Zarcah, 51, 52, 55, 59, 69, 161, 218 
Abu al-Zaczacah, 20 
Abu al-Zinad cAbd Allah ibn Dhakwan, 20, 33-36, 38, 48, 

50, 67, 87, 125, 139-40, 178, 257 
abwdb, see bdb 
Abyssinian language, 258 
adab, 76 
Adab al-imla? wa al-istimla? of Samcanl, xiii, 48 
Adams, Robert M., vii 
<Affan ibn Muslim, 55, 211-12, 217 
ahl al-kitabf see "people of the Book" 
ahl al-kutub, 17; see also a§hdb al-kutub 
ahl al-qadr, 28 
ahl al-suffah, 13, 14, 205 
Ahmad Amin, 9, 53, 64, 155, 194, 218-19, 229, 259, 266 
Ahmad Fu^ad al-Ahwanl, 10, 157 
Ahmad ibn cAbd al-Rahman ibn Qasim ibn cAbd al-

Rahman ibn Abi Salih al-Harrani, 164 
Ahmad ibn al-Faraj, 177 
Ahmad ibn al-Furat, 68 
Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn cAbd Rabbihi, xiv 
Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Hajjaj ibn Rishdln, 201 
Ahmad ibn Sacd ibn Ibrahim ibn Sacd ibn Ibrahim, 181 
Ahmad ibn §alih, 176 
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Ahmad ibn Shabib ibn Sa'id, 177 
Ahmad Muhammad Shakir, xvi, 9, 21, 43, 87, 171 
Ahmad §aqr, 6 
Ahmad 'Ubaid, 23 
Ajlah, 175-76 
'A'ishah, 6, 11, 29-30, 41, 46, 52, 66, 111, 119-20, 133, 137, 

151, 153, 168, 170, 187-88, 240, 265 
akhadhj 99 
akhbdr, see khabar 
Akhbdr 'Ubaid, 18, 99, 104 
akhbara, akhbarand, akhbarani, 26, 63, 76, 121-22, 126, 

144, 173, 196-97, 233-34 
Akhtal, Ghiyath ibn Ghauth al-, 260 
Aktham ibn Saifi, 6 
'AliP ibn 'Abd al-Rahman, 44 
*ala al-wajh, 31, 43-45, 49, 58, 193, 196, 198 
cald %ahr al-kitdb, 59 
cald ?ahr al-qirtds, 59 
Alexandria, 41 , 133, 139, 204 
cAlI Akbar al-Ghaffari, 31 
'AH ibn Abi Talhah, 100-103, 112 
'All ibn Abi Talib, 8, 11, 28, 29, 31, 41, 46, 50, 57, 70, 73, 

75, 80, 81, 89, 123, 135, 187, 214, 252, 260, 265 
'All ibn Da^ud al-Tamlmi, 103 
'All ibn Hujr, 137, 143 
'All ibn Husain ibn 'All ibn Abi Talib, 31 
cAll ibn al-Husain ibn Waqid, 97 
'Al ibn Ma'bad, 249, 255, 263-64, 267 
'All ibn Ma'bad ibn Nuh, 255, 268, 275-76 
'All ibn Ma'bad ibn Shaddad, 255, 268, 273, 276 
'All ibn al-Madml, 38, 47, 55, 65, 71, 80, 81, 100, 177 
'All ibn al-Mubarak, 251, 256 
'All ibn Muhammad al-Baghdadi, 221 
CA1I ibn Muhammad al-Mada5im, 261 
'All ibn Rabban al-Tabarl, 168, 225 
'Alids, 50, 153, 212, 214, 251, 260 
allafa, 96 
'Allan al-Shu'ubi, 261 
alwdh, see luh 
Amdli, 61 
A'mash, Sulaiman ibn Mihran al-, 10, 53, 54, 61, 66, 67, 71, 

72, 74, 80, 140, 148, 152, 157, 160, 249, 256, 260, 266, 
268, 273-74, 276-77 

Amldi, Hasan ibn Bishr al-, 74 
'Amili, Muhsin al-Amin al-Husain! al-, 229, 260 
'Amir ibn Sa'd ibn Abi al-Waqqas, 240 
amir al-mv?minin fi al-hadith, 67, 139 
amid, 57 
'Ammar ibn Abi 'Ammar, 211, 250 
'Ammar ibn Yasir, 189 
'Amr al-'Abdi, 273 
'Amr ibn 'Abd al-Malik, 47 
'Amr ibn Abi_Salamah, 161, 178 
'Amr ibn al-'As, 108-10, 151, 189, 214, 241 
'Amr ibn 'Asim, 161 
'Amr ibn Dinar, 67, 80, 194 
'Amr ibn al-Harith, 16 
'Amr ibn Hazm al-Ansarl, 11, 14, 24, 26, 27, 29, 32 
'Amr ibn Jannad ibn Ibrahim ibn Muslim, 163 
'Amr ibn Maimun al-Awdl, 11-12, 44 
'Amr ibn Mu'adh, 120 
'Amr ibn Rafi', 46 
'Amr ibn Sa'd ibn Mu'adh al-Ashhali, 120 
cAmrah bint 'Abd al-Rahman, 29-30 
cAmwdl of Abu 'Ubaid, xiii, 31, 32 

'a/i, <anranah, 61, 63, 121, 134, 144, 189, 196-97, 206, 233, 
264 

Anas ibn 'Iyad, 27 
Anas ibn Malik al-Ansarl, 11, 16, 17, 21, 28-29, 32, 35-37, 

44, 46, 66, 67, 118, 138, 141, 161, 165, 168, 198, 202, 236, 
244-45, 248-51, 254-56, 259, 261 

Anas ibn al-Nadr, 254 
anfra, 63 
Andrae, Tor, 266 
Ansar, 9, 14, 19, 24, 34, 41, 188, 190, 219, 259-61 
ansar of Jesus, 259 
anthropomorphism, 100, 105, 112, 117 
Antioch, 232 
Apostles, 259 
'Aqabah, treaties of, 187, 215, 252-53 
Arabia, 5, 13, 41, 257-58 
Arabian Nights fragment in the Oriental Institute, 92, 135 
Arabs: North, 190, 260; South, 190, 218-19, 260 
cara$a, 57, 139, 196; see also Qar4 
A'raj, 'Abd al-Rahman ibn Hurmuz al-, 17, 34, 36, 38, 41, 

44, 46, 59, 90, 124, 139-40, 178, 187, 257 
Aramaic {i.e., Syriac), 258 
Arberry, A. J., 127, 204 
tara1 method of transmission, 35, 53, 125-26, 138-39, 145, 

_ 181, 193, 197, 217, 231, 235-36 
'Arif Tamir, 229 
'Arim Abu al-Nu'man Muhammad ibn al-Fadl al-Sadusi, 

253, 256 
Arnold, Thomas W., 89, 91 
Asad ibn Musa (Asad al-Sunnah), 22, 99, 238, 243-44 
a§hdb al-asndf, 80 
ashdb al-kutub, 35, 181, 184; see also ahl al-kutub 
ashdb al-ma§dhif, 46 
ashdb al-Zuhri, 181-82 
Ashhab ibn 'Abd al-'AzIz, 125, 128 
'Asim ibn Qatadah, 48 
Asma'i, 'Abd al-Malik ibn Quraib al-, 47, 90, 113 
'Ata>, 224 
'Ata> ibn Abi Ribah, 16, 112, 149, 153 
'AtaD ibn Dinar, 99 
athdr, 77 
Awsites, 5, 120, 253-54 
'Awwad, Gurgis, see Kurkis 'Awwad 
Awza'I, 'Abd al-Rahman ibn 'Amr al-, 10, 32, 35, 39, 54, 

80, 90, 134, 177, 231 
ay at al-kursl} 60 
Ayman ibn Nabil, 149 
'Ayyash ibn Ghulaib al-Warraq, 47 
Ayyub ibn Musa, 151 
Ayyub al-Sikhtiyanl, 41, 43, 67, 74, 150, 153, 157, 194, 

230-31, 235-36, 253, 256 
bdb (pi. abwdb), 178, 196; see also mubawwab 
Badr, Battle of, 5, 253 
Badr ibn Marwan, 274 
Badr ibn 'Uthman, 274 
Baghandl, 30 
Baghawl, Husain ibn Mascud al-, 111-12, 259 
Baghdad, 44, 116, 128, 151-53, 163-64, 212, 219, 221, 224-

25, 232-35, 250, 267, 275 
Bahlr ibn Sa'd, 225, 233, 236 
Bahrain, 205 
BaihaqI, Ahmad ibn Husain al-, 148, 150-51, 154 
Baihas al-Jarml, 230-31, 235 
Bakkar ibn 'Abd Allah al-Rabadhi, 264-65 
Baladhurl, Ahmad ibn Yahya al-, xiii, 107 
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halagha, balaghaha, balaghand, balaghani, 63, 78, 121-22, 
136, 144, 173-74, 196, 251 

Balkh, 50 
ballagha, see halagha 
Banu Aws, see Awsites 
Banu Hashim, 211 
Banu al-Nadlr, 253 
Banu al-Najjar, 190 
Banu Quraizah, 253 
Banu Sacd ibn Bakr, 138 
Banu Sacidah, 190 
Banu Zafar, 252 
Baqiyah ibn al-Walld, 45, 62, 67, 89, 177, 225, 231, 233-36 
Barbier de Meynard, Charles, xv 
Bashlr, see Abu Lubabah ibn cAbd al-Mundhir 
Bashir ibn Abl cAmr al-Khaulam, 242 
Bashlr ibn Nahik, 17 
Bashshar ibn Burd, 253 
hasmalah, 89, 222, 224, 231, 247 
Basrah, Basrans, 6, 13, 14, 18, 41-43, 46, 50, 53, 68, 74, 

80, 101, 107-8, 117, 123, 134, 141, 150, 152, 160-62, 177-
78, 183, 211-12, 221, 227, 229-30, 238, 248-51, 253-56, 
260, 272-74 

Basset, Rene, 5 
Battle of the Camel, 137, 252 
Battle of the Ditch, 253 
Baward, 97 
Becker, Carl Heinrich, 23, 220 
Beirut, 101 
Bell, Richard, 94, 266 
Benoliel, Jose, 5 
Berbers, 227 
Berg, L. W. C. van den, 147 
Bible, 5, 7-9, 15, 141, 187-88, 192, 204, 255, 257 
bid'ah, 15, 24, 28, 52, 56, 73 
BPr Macunah, 14 
Birkeland, Harris, xiii, 44, 95, 103, 106-11, 113 
Bishr, 22 
Bishr al-Hafi, 62 
Bishr ibn al-Harith, 51 
Bland, Nathaniel, 169 
books, see manuscripts 
booksellers, see warraq 
British Museum, 96 
Brockelmann, Carl, xiii, 51, 72, 95, 96 
Brunschvig, Robert, 215 
Bukair ibn cAbd Allah ibn al-Ashajj, 37, 157, 194, 197, 209-

10, 213-14, 217-18, 266, 268 
Bukair ibn al-Ashajj, see Bukair ibn cAbd Allah ibn al-

Ashajj 
Bukhara, 50 
Bukhari, Muhammad ibn IsmacIl al-, xiii, 2, 26, 33, 36, 

38-40, 51-53, 55, 61, 65, 66, 69, 72, 74, 77, 80-83, 102-3, 
105, 111, 113, 117-18, 120-21, 124-25, 138-40, 144-45, 
161, 164, 173-75, 178, 180, 183, 195, 211, 220-21, 235, 
239, 248-50, 253-55, 265, 277 

buldaniyat literature, 80 
Bushair ibn Kacb, 6 
Bustanl, Alfredo, 184 
Butrus al-Bustanl, 104 

Caetani, Leone, 64 
Calverley, Edwin Elliot, 148 
Cheikho, Louis, 107 
Chester Beatty Collection, 127 
China, 42 

Christianity, Christians, 5, 6, 10, 83, 257-58, 260, 266 
civil wars of Islam, 1, 75-76, 133, 260 
Codera y Zaidin, Francisco, 176 
collation marks, see punctuation 
Constantinople (Istanbul) cUmumI manuscript, 94-97 
containers for manuscripts, 42^3, 49, 51 
Coptic, 258 
Cordova, 47, 103 

daftar (pi. dafdtir), 31, 57-60, 228; see also manuscripts 
Dahhak ibn Muzahim, 16, 60, 97, 98, 101, 104, 112 
dalas, dais, see tadlis 
Damascus, 13, 14, 21, 22, 25, 31, 44, 177-78, 230, 233, 

241, 267 
Daniel, Norman, 83 
dar al-hadith, 81 
Daraqutni, 59, 109 
Darayya, 230 
Darimi, cAbd Allah ibn al-Rahman al-, xiii, 26, 105, 117, 

139, 175 
Da?ud ibn CAH al-Zahirl, 47 
Da^ud ibn cAmir, 240 
DiPud al-Ta3I, 62 
Daulabl, Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Hammad al-, 133, 

163 
David (biblical), 187 
David-Weill, Jean, 128, 176, 243 
Dedering, Sven, 96 
De Slane, Mac Guckin, xiv, 64 
DhahabI, Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-, xiii, xv, 71, 97, 126, 

152, 178, 180, 264, 274 
dhakara, dhakarahu, 63, 157, 162-63, 196, 231, 235 
diacritical points, 87, 92, 114, 129, 146, 158, 166, 185, 199, 

208, 222, 237, 246, 262, 269 
Dicbil, 47 
Dimam ibn Ismail al-MacafirI, 212-13, 216, 218 
Dimam ibn Tharlabah, 138 
qHmmamah, 42 
Dirar ibn Murrah al-Shaibam, 274 
Diwald-Wilzer, Susanna, 28 
Dome of the Rock (Jerusalem), pilgrimage to, 21 
Dozy, R. P. A., 210 
dreams, 169, 212 
Dunne, James Hey worth, 260 
Eche, Youssef, see Yusuf al-cAshsh 
education, see schools 
Egypt, Egyptians, 16, 20, 38, 39, 41, 50, 51, 54, 68, 69, 81, 

89, 91, 99, 101-4, 108-9, 117, 123, 125, 127-28, 133, 
136, 139, 143-44, 153, 155-56, 163-64, 168-69, 173-74, 
176-78, 183, 188, 194, 201-2, 204, 206, 209-14, 216, 
218-21, 234-35, 238-44, 249, 255, 260, 268, 275-76 

Egyptian National Library, 164 
Erzherzog Rainer collection, Vienna, 91 
eschatology (malahim), 39, 76, 110-12 
Eutychius, Patriarch of Alexandria (Sacid ibn al-Batriq), 

107 

JaiaHl, 76, 247-49, 256, 259-61 
FaiaHl al-Ansar: of Abu al-Bakhtarl, 233, 261; of Abu 

Da^ud, 260 
FaiaHl al-Furs of Abu cUbaidah, 261 
FaiaHl aUkabir of Abu al-Bakhtari, 233, 261 
FaiaHl Kinanah of cAllan al-ShucubI, 261 
FaiaHl Rabfrah of cAllan al-Shucubi, 261 
FaiaHl al-sahdbah of Ibn Hanbal, 259-60 
FaddHl al-sahdbah of Nasa3!, 260 
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Fadl ibn Ghanim, 155-56 
F a i l , 264 
faqih (pi. fuqahfr), 1, 13-14, 16, 23, 28, 66, 70, 80, 196, 264; 

see also fiqh 
fardHol, 7, 21, 27 
FardHol of Shacbi, 228 
Farwah ibn cAmr, 252-53 
Fat imah bint cAbd al-Rahman ibn Abi Salih al-Harrani, 

164 
Fat imah bint al-Khattab, 57 
Fat imah bint Malik ibn Anas, 125 
Fat imah bint cUqbah, 240 
Fazarl, Abu Ishaq Ibrahim ibn Muhammad al-, 51, 82, 

231-36, 267 ' 
Fihrist al-culum of Muhammad ibn Ishaq al-Nadim, xiii, 96 
fiqh, 1, 2, 6, 13, 16, 17, 20, 26, 35, 39, 49, 54, 55, 62, 63, 66, 

70, 80, 91, 99, 106, 121, 125-26, 128, 153-57, 176, 184, 
196, 220, 232, 245, 255, 264 

Fischer, August, 48 
Fleischhammer, Manfred, xiv 
Fliigel, Gustav, xiii, xiv 
forgeries, 39, 53, 70, 82, 83, 232 
formats, significance of, 89, 91 
formula of blessing, see tasliyah 
Fu^ad Sayyid, 24 
Fuck, Johann, 64, 266 
fuqah&, see faqih 
Fustat , 13, 108 
Fyzee, Asaf A. A., 206 
Gabriel, 231 
Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Maurice, 147, 154 
Ghailan ibn Muslim al-Dimishqi, 28 
Gharib al-hadith of Abu cUbaid, 90 
Gharib al-hadith of Ibrahim ibn Ishaq al-Harbi, 100 
gharib al-Qur^an, 113 
gharib al-matn, 76 
gharib al-sand, 76 
Ghazali (Ghazzdlf), al-, 148, 225 
Ghiyath ibn Ghauth al-Akhtal, 260 
Ghulam Tha' lab (Abu cAmr al-Zahid), 260 
Ghundir, 45 
Gibb, H . A. R., 34 
Goeje, Michael Jan de, xiii, xv, xvi, 22, 23 
Goitein, S. D., 21, 123 
Goldziher, Ignaz, xiv, 6, 7, 9, 15, 26, 34, 40, 42, 47, 53, 55, 

60, 64, 73, 83, 95-97, 99, 100, 106-8, 110-11, 113, 
124-25, 127, 175, 260-61 

Greek language, 258 
Griffini, Eugenio, 18 
Grohmann, Adolf, 87, 89, 91, 94, 107 
Grunert, Max, 135 
Guest, Rhuvon, xiv, 220-21 
Guillaume, Alfred, xv, 26, 29, 33, 65 
Guterbock, Hans, 95 

Hablb ibn Marzuq, 125, 127 
Haci Halifa, see Hajji Khalifah 
haddatha, haddathand, haddathani, 63, 76, 121-22, 126, 139, 

144, 163, 173-74, 1*96-97, 206, 224, 233-34, 251, 275-
76; see also transmission terminology 

HadI, Caliph, 124, 152 
hadtth: al-ahdd, 70; ahadith al-cArab} 230; ahl al-hadith, 

2, 16, 35,* 69, 70, 82,'90, 91 ; categories, 2, 12, 15, 74, 76, 
77, 121, 139, 149, 165, 173-75, 188, 190, 195-96, 203, 
205, 207, 217, 230, 234, 244; content, see main; criteria 
for survival, 33, 65, 70, 73-78, 145, 174, 188, 195, 207, 

217, 245; criticism, 36, 38, 40, 43, 53, 54, 65, 73-76, 
78, 80-83, 121, 124, 144, 150, 154, 174-75, 195, 272; op
position to recording, 7, 8, 10, 17, 19, 30, 56, 60, 202, 
257; organization of, 2, 29, 39, 47, 50, 80, 156, 163, 178, 
195-96, 268, 276; qudsi, 7-8; sizes of collections, 16, 44, 
65-72, 178, 196, 214; sources, see isnad's; see also t rans
mission 

Hafs ibn Dinar, 229, 231 
Hafs ibn Maisarah, 217 
Hafs ibn Sulaiman, 51 
Hafsah, 6, 42, 46, 58, 88, 151 
Hai tham ibn cAdI, 261 
Haiwah ibn Shuraih, 91, 202, 238-45 
Hajjaj ibn Muhammad, 49 
Hajjaj ibn Rishdin, 201, 206-7 
Hajjaj ibn Yusuf, 20-21, 23, 25, 46, 148, 154, 172, 228, 249 
Hajjaj ibn Yiisuf ibn cUbaid Allah ibn Abi Ziyad, 141, 182-

83 
Hajjl Khalifah, Mustafa ibn cAbd Allah, xiv, 100, 260 
Hakam ibn al-Mubarak, 117 
Hakam ibn cUtaibah, 18, 44, 50 
Hakim al-Nlsaburi, xv, 38, 65, 75, 118, 134, 145 
haldl wa al-hardm, traditions dealing with, 76, 139, 149 
Halimah, 138 
Hamadhani, Ibn al-Faqih al-, 22, 80 
Hamah, 211 
Hamdani, Hasan ibn Ahmad al-, 6 
Hamld ibn Zanjawaih, 76, 145 
Hammad ibn Abi Sulaiman, 35, 81, 150 
Hammad ibn Khalid, 61 
Hammad ibn Salamah ibn Dinar, 43, 61, 67-69, 80, 160-61, 

163, 165, 189, 211-12, 216-17, 229, 236, 250, 256 
Hammad ibn Zaid ibn Dirham, 61, 68, 150, 157, 193-94, 

229-31, 236 
Hammam ibn Munabbih, 43, 44, 140 
Hamzah ibn cAbd Allah, 210 
Hamzah ibn cAbd Allah ibn cUmar ibn al-Khattfib, 210 
Hamzah ibn Muhammad al-Kinani, 71 
Hanifites, 6, 40, 54, 123, 238 
haqibah, 49 
harf, harfi, 39, 70, 76, 140, 173, 212, 228, 241 
Harith ibn Abi Usamah, 241 
Harley, A. H., 23, 25, 30 
Harran, 50, 152-53, 216 
Harun ibn Ismacil, 251, 256 
Harun al-Mustamli, 48 
Harun al-Rashid, 35, 60, 62, 82, 122-24, 177, 180, 194, 224, 

232-33 
Hasan al-Aftas, 154 
Hasan al-Basri, 17, 18, 21, 28, 44, 46, 58, 152, 162, 225, 

227-29, 236, 241, 256 
Hasan ibn <=AlI, 225-26 
Hasan ibn Muhammad ibn al-Hanafiyah, 18 
Hasan ibn cUmarah, 50, 106 
Hasan (or Husain) ibn Waqid, 97 
Hasan Kamil al-Sairafi, 60 
Hasan al-Sandubi, 15 
Hashimiyah, 116 
Hassan ibn Macbad, 273 
Hassan ibn Thabit al-Ansiiri, 7, 118, 259 
Hauser, Elizabeth B., vii 
Hawwa5 bint Yazid, 120 
Hebrew language, 6, 257-58 
Hell, Joseph, 74 
Heller, Bernard, 5 
hibdb, 51 
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Hidayet Hosain, M., 169 
Hijaz, 32, 35, 44, 50, 51, 66, 80-82, 102, 123, 127, 138-39, 

144, 160, 178, 183, 193-94, 213, 216, 225, 227, 229, 233-
34, 243 

Hilal al-Warraq, 47 
himlf 49 
Hims, 13, 14, 45, 102, 177-78, 232, 267 
Himyarites, 153 
Hira, 6 
Ilisam al-Din al-QudsI, xvi 
Hisham, Caliph, 33, 35, 52, 67, 90, 103, 175, 177, 181-82 
Hisham ibn Ismacll, 22, 181 
Hisham ibn Muhammad ibn al-Sa^ib al-Kalbl, 47, 90, 105 
Hisham ibn cUrwah ibn al-Zubair, 224-25, 236, 267-68 
Hisham ibn Yusuf, 44, 55 
Hitti , Philip, 46 
Horovitz, Joseph, 21, 22, 29, 33, 64, 175, 181, 183 
Horst, Heribert, 97, 99, 101-3, 111-12, 179 
Houtsma, M. Th., xvi 
Huart , Clement, 97 
Hudaibiyah, Treaty of, 172 
Hudhail, 241 
Hudhail ibn Habib, 104 
Hudhair, 5 
Humaid al-TawIl, 37, 58, 152, 157, 160-61, 165, 248, 254, 

256 
HumaidI, Muhammad ibn al-Futuh al-, 102-3, 127 
Hunaidah, 170 
huruf al-Qur^an, 71, 78 
Husain Haikal, Muhammad, 110 
Husain ibn Ahmad al-Nisaburl (Masarjisi), 184 
Husain ibn CAH, 212-13 
Husain (or Hasan) ibn Waqid, 97 
Husain Mu^nis, 154, 214 
Hushaim al-Wasiti, 50, 68, 80, 163, 194 
huzmahj 42 

Ibn cAbbas, cAbd Allah, 1, 2, 6, 8, 9, 11, 14, 17, 18, 35, 36, 
41, 52, 57, 63, 66, 79, 80, 97-103, 105, 107-8, 110, 112, 
134, 138-39, 151-52, 154, 157, 162-63, 165, 191, 195, 
198, 211, 216-17, 224, 251, 256, 259-60, 268, 274, 276 

Ibn cAbd al-Barr, xiv, xvi, 12, 66, 75, 125 
Ibn <Abd al-Hakam, xiii, 23, 24, 160, 213-14, 218-19, 243-

44 
Ibn Abl cAbbas, see Ibn cAbbas 
Ibn Abl cAdI, 248, 254 
Ibn Abl cAwfI, 141 
Ibn Abl Da>ud, 46, 60, 225, 227-28, 231, 249, 257 
Ibn Abl Dh^ib, 79, 90, 121 
Ibn Abl Hat im al-RazI, cAbd al-Rahman, xiii, xiv, 2, 61, 

75, 103, 163-64, 181, 235 
Ibn Abi Mulaikah, 98 
Ibn AbT Sabrah, 50, 109 
Ibn Abl Tahir Taifiir, 45 
Ibn <Adi, 105, 150 
Ibn al-cArabi, 6, 8 
Ibn al-^Arabl al-Macafiri, xvi, 26, 109, 113, 133, 151 
Ibn cAsakir, cAli ibn al-Hasan, xiv, 70, 75, 80, 101, 103, 109, 

229, 235, 258 
Ibn al-Ashcath, 22 
Ibn al-Athlr, cIzz al-Din cAli ibn Muhammad, xvi, 106 
Ibn cAtiyah, 9 
Ibn Ay man, 103 
Ibn al-Baghandl, 30 
Ibn Duraid, 107-8, 252, 264 
Ibn al-Faradl, 102-3, 127 

Ibn Farhiin, Ibrahim ibn cAlI, xiv 
Ibn Hajar al-cAsqalani, xiv, xv, 42, 97, 133, 197 
Ibn al-Hajj, 15, 16, 60 
Ibn Hanbal, Ahmad ibn Muhammad, xiv, 2, 18, 19, 28, 29, 

37-40, 43, 45-47, 50-52, '54-56, 60-62, %5, 68-72, 74, 
75, 79-81, 98, 103-4, 110-12, 124, 140, 142, 144, 149, 
156, 159, 177-81, 183, 206, 209, 212-13, 215, 220, 239, 
241-45, 248-49, 251-52, 254-55, 259-60, 264-65, 275, 
277 

Ibn Hibban, Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Bustl, xiv, 43, 45, 
98, 103, 160, 183-84, 234 

Ibn Hisham, cAbd al-Malik, xv, 103, 112 
Ibn al-cImad, 33, 76, 97, 273 
Ibn Ishaq, Muhammad, xv, 12, 27, 38-41, 44, 47, 68, 80, 

99, 101, 105-6, 112-13, 118, 122, 124, 127, 139-40, 151, 
170, 172, 180, 182, 188, 218, 266 

Ibn al-Jauzi, xv, 15, 23, 66-68, 72, 88, 100, 106, 109, 188-
89, 265 

Ibn Juraij , cAbd al-Malik, 44, 45, 49-51, 53, 54, 63, 65, 67, 
68, 80, 98, 99, 112, 179, 181, 193, 224-25, 236 

Ibn Kathlr, Ismail , 20, 22, 31, 162-64 
Ibn Khair al-Ishblli, 176, 179 
Ibn Khaldun, 8, 15, 74, 75, 81, 82, 227 
Ibn Khallikan, Ahmad ibn Muhammad, xiv, 183 
Ibn Lahi^ah, <Abd Allah, 43, 51, 54, 57, 62, 144, 164, 209-

11, 214, 216, 218, 219-21, 239-43 
Ibn Maisarah, see cAbd al-Malik ibn AbT Sulaiman 
Ibn Majah, Muhammad ibn Yazld, xiv 
Ibn al-Mubarak,' <Abd Allah, 51, 53, 54, 67, 68, 72, 80, 82, 

99, 100, 105, 113, 176, 178-79, 206, 220-21, 231-34, 
236, 239 

Ibn al-Murtada, Ahmad ibn Yahya, 28 
Ibn al-Qaisaram, xiv 
Ibn Qutaibah, cAbd Allah ibn Muslim, xv, xvi, 6, 9, 12, 15, 

40, 47, 71, 113, 123-24, 135, 265 
Ibn Rushd, Abu al-Walid ibn Ahmad, 124 
Ibn Rustah, 98 
Ibn Sabigh, see Sabigh ibn cIsl 
Ibn Sacd, Muhammad, xiv, 2, 21, 26, 29, 36, 51-53, 74, 103, 

123, 159, 189, 230, 235, 241, 243, 245, 248-51, 255, 273 
Ibn Shihab, see Zuhri 
Ibn Shucbah, 31 
Ibn Shubrumah, 81 
Ibn al-Sikkit, 90 
Ibn Taghribirdl, Abu al-Mahasin Yusuf, xiv 
Ibn cUlaiyah, 22 
Ibn cUmar, 2, 10, 11, 17, 20, 21, 26, 31, 36, 42, 44, 49, 50, 66, 

79, 122, 124, 126, 142, 148-49, 151-52, 154, 171, 178, 
180, 210, 240-41, 244, 256 

Ibn Wahb, cAbd Allah, 60, 68, 69, 88, 102, 122, 128, 164, 
176-77, 197, 218, 220, 238-40, 242-44 

Ibn al-Zubair, 273, 276 
Ibrahim al-Abyari, xv, 60 
Ibrahim ibn cAbd al-Rahman ibn cAwf, 180 
Ibrahim ibn Ishaq al-Harbi, 100, 104 
Ibrahim ibn Muhammad al-Aslami, 70, 73 
Ibrahim ibn Musa, 69 
Ibrahim ibn Sacd ibn Ibrahim, 68 
Ibrahim ibn Sacd ibn Ibrahim ibn Sacd ibn Ibrahim, 181 
Ibrahim ibn Sacid al-Jauharl, 45, 71, 72 
Ibrahim ibn Yazld al-Nakha% see Nakhaci 
Ibrahim ibn Yazld al-Taimi, 18, 21 
Hdl, 49 
ijazah method of transmission, 35, 38, 125-26, 197, 209, 

235-36 
ijmac ahl al-Madtnah, 79, 81 
ijmali, 76 
ikhtildf al~fuqah&, 28, 32 
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Ikhtildf al-fuqah& of Tabarl , 62 
cIkrimah, 36, 41, 100, 101, 111, 152, 157, 268 
cIlal al-hadith of Daraqutnl , 59 
cIlal hadith al-Zuhri of Ibn Hibban, 184 
Him, 10, 11, 13-14, 22, 27, 34, 40, 41, 65, 71-73, 77, 80, 188, 

197, 228, 250, 259; baic al-, 228; see also warrdq 
cImarah ibn Ghazyah (or cAzyah), 220 
Iml&, 61 
c Imran ibn Hit tan, 41 
cImran ibn Husain, 6, 14, 211 
' Iraq, I r aq i s , 5, 16, 32, 43, 50, 51, 54, 68, 75, 81, 82, 98, 

99, 101-4, 108-9, 123, 128, 139-41, 143-44, 149-51, 
153-55, 163-64, 176, 178, 180, 183, 187, 193-94, 196, 
211-12, 216-18, 221, 224-26, 228-29, 231-32, 234-35, 

_ 238, 242, 248-49, 254, 273, 275-77 
cIsa ibn Mahan, 149 
cIsa ibn Yunus, 104, 160, 163 
Isfahan, 53 
Isfara^ini, Abu cAwanah al-, 50, 79, 171 
cIsh, Yusuf al-, see Yusuf al-cAshsh 
Ishaq ibn <Abd Allah, 117-18 
Ishaq ibn Ibrahim, 164 
Ishaq ibn Rahawaih, 52, 54, 55, 68-69, 98, 142 
Ishaq ibn Rashid, 182 
Isma c l l ibn cAbd al-Rahman al-Suddi, see Suddl 
I sma i l ibn Abl Uwais, 117-18, 137, 140, 143 
IsimVIl ibn cAyyash, 45, 51, 68, 90, 178, 221, 232, 260 
I s m a i l ibn Jacfar, 137-38, 143-44, 152, 157 
I sma i l ibn cUbaid (or cAbd) Allah ibn Abl al-Muhajir, 227 
IsimVIl ibn cUlaiyah, 125 
isnad's: definition of, 66; evidence provided by, 1, 26-27, 

101-3, 127, 156-57, 197-98, 217-18, 236, 255, 268, 276-
77; family, 1, 2, 17, 29, 30, 36-39, 44, 56, 116, 119, 136, 
141-42, 145, 164, 201-2, 206, 218, 249, 256; quality of, 
2, 14-15, 38, 65, 70, 74, 76-78, 82, 105-6, 120-21, 144, 
150, 160, 165, 173-75, 190-91, 196-97, 201, 203, 205, 
207, 217, 220, 224, 233-35, 251; see also transmission 

Israelites, 34 
Israel, 80 
cIzz al-Din al-Tanukhi, 34 
cIzzat cAttar al-Husainl, 102 
c Izzat Hasan, 13 

Jabalah ibn cAmr al-Ansari, 214 
Jabir ibn cAbd Allah al-Ansari, 18, 21, 41, 66, 98, 215-16 
Jabir ibn Samurah, 66 
Jacfar ibn Barqan, 61 
Jacfar ibn Mansur, 123 
Jacfar ibn Muhammad ibn cAbbad, 194 
Jacfar ibn Muhammad al-Sadiq, 70, 169, 224, 229, 236 
jdhiliyah, 6, 64 
Jahiz, <Amr ibn Bahr al-, 5, 15, 51, 70, 105, 107, 109, 118, 

258 
Jahm ibn Safwan, 100, 105 
Jahmiyah, 28 
Jamharat al-ansab of Hisham ibn Muhammad ibn al-

Sa^ib al-Kalbi, 90 
jdmiQ script, 89 
Jamic of Hammad ibn Salamah ibn Dinar, 68 
Jamic of Ibn cAbd al-Barr, xiv, 12, 75 
Jami^ of Ibn Wahb, 88, 128, 197 
Jdmic al-kabir of Ishaq ibn Rahawaih, 55 
Jamic al-§aghir of Ishaq ibn Rahawaih, 55 
Jamic al-hadith of Ma cmar ibn RashId-cAbd al-Razzaq 

ibn Hammam, 179 
jarab, 49 
Jarahat of Shacbi, 228 

jarh wa al-tacdll, 65, 69, 106 
Jarh wa al-tazdil of Abu Hatim al-Razi and his son cAbd 

al-Rahman, 2, 61, 74-75, 164, 181, 235 
Jarir ibn cAbd al-IJamid al-Taiml al-Dabbi al-Razi, 53,151, 

157, 249, 256, 273, 276 
Jawad cAli, 64, 181, 226 
Jazirah province, 18, 50, 162-63 
Jeffery, Arthur, 9, 16, 87, 97, 99, 102, 110-11, 148 
Jerusalem, 13, 21, 182, 225, 241 
Jesus, 259 
Jews, 5-10, 28, 42, 78, 83, 101, 215-16, 251-53, 257-59, 266 
jizyah tax, 171 
Jones, Lewis Bevan, 79 
Jong, Pieter de, 23, 264 
Jubair ibn Mutcim, 79 
Jumahl, Muhammad ibn Sallam al-, 74 
jurists, see faqih 
Juynboll, T. W. J., xiv 

Ka cb al-Ahbar, 8, 9 
kdghtd, see paper 
Kaisan, 59 
kaldm, 75; see also main 
Kalbi, Muhammad ibn al-Sa>ib al-, 47, 95, 99, 104-6, 112 
Karabacek, Joseph, 94, 121 
kardris, see kurrdsah 
kardsi, ashdb al-, 60 
kataba, 57 
Kathlr ibn Marrah, 18, 20, 90 
Kat tani , Muhammad cAbd al-Hayy al-, xiv, 64, 239 
Kern, Friedrich, 46, 62 
khabar (pi. akhbdr), 9, 26, 29, 44, 77, 91, 111, 118, 138, 145, 

176, 205, 218, 232-33, 235-36, 240, 244, 256 
Khabbab, 240 
Khaibar, 215, 252 
Khair al-Din al-Zarkall, 81 
Khalid al-Barmaki, 60 
Khalid ibn Abl cImran al-TunlsI, 13, 43, 58, 193, 214, 217 
Khalid ibn Hamld, 204 
Khalid ibn al-Harith, 248 
Khalid ibn Ma^dan, 18, 46, 58, 225, 230, 236, 267 
Khalid ibn Najih, 195 
Khalid ibn al-Walid, 214 
Khalid ibn Yazid, 49 
Khalid al-Qasrl, 33 
Kharijah ibn Zaid ibn Thabit, 257 
Kharijites, 28, 41, 70, 73, 113, 230 
Khasif ibn cAbd al-Rahman, 152-53 
Khasifi, see Marwan ibn Shujac 

Khatib al-Baghdadi, Abti Bakr Ahmad ibn CA1I al-, xiv, 
xvi, 10, 12, 44, 47, 75, 97, 103,109, 155, 180, 183, 276 

Khawarij , see Kharijites 
Khazraj tribe, 187, 190 
Khudah Bakhsh, 110 
Khurasan, Khurasanians, 16, 45, 50, 51, 54, 55, 68, 72, 80, 

81, 98, 99, 126, 143-44, 178, 182-83, 220, 229 
Khusham, 102-3 
khurj, 49 
Kifdyah fl Him al-riwdyah of Khatib, xiv, 75 
Kindi, Muhammad ibn Yusuf al-, xiv, 218-19 
kis, 42, 49 
Kisa^i, cAlI ibn Hamzah al-, 47 
kiswat al-Kacbah, 153-54 
Kitab fi al-cuqul of Muhammad ibn cAmr ibn Hazm, 29 
Kitdb lughdt al-Qur^dn of Asma^I, 113 
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Kitab al-macdni of Yahya ibn Ziyad al-FarriP, 49 
Kitab al-mandsik of Abu Nucaim Fadl ibn Dukain, 275 
Kitab masaHl al-fiqh of Abu Nucaim Fadl ibn Dukain, 275 
Kitab nasb wuld Ismacil of Abu al-Bakhtari, 233 
Kitab al-rdydt of Abu al-Bakhtari, 233 
Kitab sifat al~nabi of Abu al-Bakhtari, 233 
Kitab aUsiyar of Fazari, 232 
Kitab Tasm wa Jadis of Abu al-Bakhtari, 233 
Kitab Yahya ibn Sa^td, 193, 195 
Krehl, Ludolf, xiii 
Kremer, Alfred von, xvi 
Krenkow, Fritz, 113 
Kufah, Kfifans, 7, 11, 13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 42, 47, 49, 50, 68, 

74, 80, 81, 97, 100, 116, 122-23, 134, 139-40, 142, 149, 
151-52, 160, 164, 225-28, 241, 243, 251, 260, 266-67, 
272-75 

Kufic script, 90, 146, 262 
Ktthnel, Ernst, 210 
Kuraib, 139 
Kurd CA1I, 64, 123, 261 
Kurkis cAwwad, 49, 51, 62 
kurrdsah (pi. kararis), 59-60 
kursi (pi. kardsi), 60-61 

Lahiq ibn Hamid Abl Mijlaz, 227 
Laith ibn Abl Sallm (or Sulaim), 98 
Laith ibn Sacd ibn cAbd al-Rahman, Abu al-Harith, 32, 3 8 -

40, 45, 48, 51, 77, 81, 90, 91, 102, 104, 121, 144, 155-56, 
163-64, 168-76, 178, 181, 183, 187-88, 190-96, 201-2, 
204, 207, 209-10, 216, 218-21, 234-35, 238-40, 242-44, 
255-56, 260 

Laith ibn Sacd ibn Yahya ibn Sacld, 221 
Lakhnawl, Muhammad cAbd al-Hayy al-, xv 
Lammens, Henri, 5, 141 
Lane, Edward William, 6, 44, 59, 210 
languages and early Islam, 257-58; see also Greek, Hebrew, 

and Syriac 
Lecomte, Gerard, 9 
lex lationiSf 255 
Levi della Vida, Giorgio, 107 
Lcvi-Provencal, Everiste, xvi 
libraries: court, 49, 181; scholars', 21, 33, 44, 47, 49-57, 69, 

126, 181-82 
Lichtenstadter, Use, 249 
Lofgren, Oscar, 6 
Lowinger, Samuel, 15 
lilh (pi. alwah), 58-59 
Lu^lu3, 194 
Lu^hPah, 188 
Luqman the Sage, 5-6 

mandril, 110, 113, 150; see also macnd 
Ma^bad (father of Abu <AqIl Zuhrah), 202 
Ma^bad ibn Hilal, 118 
MacGregor, John P., 147 
Maddci Quraish wa al-Ansar of WaqidI, 261 
Madkhal of Hakim al-Nisaburl, 75 
maghazi, 21, 39, 106, 110-11, 176, 178, 266, 273 
Maghazi of Ibn Ishaq, 68, 180 
Maghazi of WaqidI, 182 
Maghazi of Yahya ibn SacId al-Umawi, 47 
MaghribI script, 88, 127 
Magians (Mujus), 171 
Mahbub ibn MQsa, 232 
Mahdi, Caliph, 35, 106, 123-24, 152, 154, 273 
Mahmud Muhammad Shakir, xvi 
mdHl script, 89, 237, 243 

Maimun ibn Mihran, 18, 25, 159, 161-62 
Macin (or Macn) ibn cUqbah, 151 
Majallat Luqman, 5 
Majaz al-Qur^an of Abu cUbaidah, 113 
Makhramah ibn Bukair ibn cAbd Allah ibn al-Ashajj, 218, 

266, 268 
Makhul al-Shaml, 18, 22, 23, 34, 36, 41, 75, 162, 202, 241, 

244 
Makhzumite, 194 
maldhim, see eschatology 
Macla ibn Maimun, 46 
MalatI, Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-, 96, 108, 112 
Malik ibn Abi cAmir, 137 
Malik ibn Anas, xv, 2, 26, 32, 38-40, 45, 46, 48, 50, 51, 53, 

56, 60, 61, 67, 68, 70, 77-81, 88, 90, 91, 108, 111, 113-28, 
134, 136-43, 145, 148, 152, 155-56, 160, 162, 174-76, 
179, 181-82, 187-88, 193-94,197-98, 206, 215-16, 219-
20, 229, 243 

Malik ibn Dinar, 9, 46, 90 
MalikI, cAbd Allah ibn Muhammad al-, 154, 214, 227, 240 
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Talhah ibn cAmr, 45 
Talhah ibn <Ubaid Allah, 136-38 
Talmud, 258 
Tamimi, cAbd al-Rahman al-, see Ibn Abi Hat im al-RazI 
targhib wa tarhib, 15 
Targhib wa al-tarhib of HamTd ibn Zanjawaih, 76 
Taqyid al-Hlm of Khat ib , 12, 75 
t&rikh, 17, 39, 47, 63 
T&rikh al-^Arab of AsmacI(?), 90 
Ta^rikh al-kabir of Bukhari, xiii, 2, 65, 74 
Ta^rikh madinat Dimashq of Ibn cAsakir, 101, 103 
Ta?rikh aUkhulafa? of Ibn Ishaq, 127 
TcPrlkh of Tabarl, 71, 101 
Ta^rikh of YacqQbi, 235 
tasdhulfi al-isnad, 14-15, 76, 144 
Tashkuprlzadah, 75, 258 
tasliyah, 78, 88, 89, 117, 119, 136, 138, 149, 164, 212, 235, 

' 249, 254 
Ta?us ibn Kaisan, 18, 22, 37, 108, 149, 161 
ta?wil} 105 
Tayalisi, Sulaiman ibn Da 'ud al-, xvi, 2, 39, 53, 67, 149, 

151, 161, 197, 259 
terminology, see transmission 
Thacalibi, cAbd al-Malik ibn Muhammad al-, 60, 228 
Thabit al-Bunam, 16, 67, 141, 160-61 
Thabi t ibn cAjlan al-HimsI, 231, 233 
Thabi t ibn al-Dahdah (or Dahdahah) , 252 
Thabi t ibn cUbaid al-Ansarl, 249 
Thaur ibn Yazid, 46, 224-25, 236 

Thumamah ibn cAbd Allah ibn Abi Bakr, 31 
Thumamah ibn Malik ibn Anas ibn Malik, 29, 37 
Tirmidhi, Muhammad ibn cIsa al-, xvi, 26, 87, 88, 108, 111, 

187, 204 
Torah, 9, 257 
Torrey, Charles Cutler, xiii, 5, 6, 219, 257 
transmission: continuous written, 38,47, 57,175-76,197-98, 

217-18, 236, 245, 268, 276-77; methods, 35, 38, 45-46, 
50, 53, 57, 63, 76, 102, 104, 125-26, 138-39, 145, 163, 
178, 181, 193-94, 196-97, 209, 217, 220-21, 230-31, 
235-36, 266; terminology, 26, 39, 54, 57, 61, 63, 70, 
73, 76, 78, 88, 96, 99, 110, 113, 116, 121-22, 126, 134, 
136, 139-40, 144, 150, 157, 160, 162-63, 173-74, 189, 
196-97, 206, 221, 224, 228, 231, 233-35, 241, 251, 264, 
275-76; see also hadith and isndd's 

Transoxus, 81 
turq, 19, 28, 45, 69, 71, 72, 77, 149, 217, 257 
TurtushI, Abu Bakr al-, 6, 148 

cUbadah ibn al-§amit al-An§ari, 14, 37, 75, 187 
cUbadah ibn al-Walld, 187-88, 198 
cUbaid Allah ibn cAbd Allah ibn Mascud, 25 
cUbaid Allah ibn Abl Jacfar al-Misri, 210 
cUbaid Allah ibn Abl Ziyad, 182-83 
cUbaid Allah ibn cAmr, 45 
cUbaid Allah ibn Sacd ibn Ibrahim ibn Sacd ibn Ibrahim, 

181 
cUbaid Allah ibn cUmar ibn Hafs, 125, 148, 151 
cUbaid ibn Sharyah, see Akhbdr r-Ubaid 
cUbaid ibn cUmair, 231 
cUbaidah ibn Humaid, 248 
Ubayy, 135 
Ubayy ibn Kacb, 66, 80, 118, 135 
Uhud: mountain of, 240-41; Battle of, 120, 252 
cutam<P, 1, 2, 13, 16, 22-23, 24, 66, 74, 196 
culum al-hadith, see sciences of Tradition 
cUmar ibn cAbd Allah ibn al-Ashajj, 218 
cUmar ibn cAbd al-cAziz (cUmar I I ) , 12, 16, 20, 22-33, 37, 

41, 44, 52, 60, 82, 88, 139, 154, 159-60, 162, 2C5, 228, 
230, 236, 240 

cUmar ibn Abl Bakr al-Mu^ammali, 182 
cUmar ibn cAli al-Jacdi, 24, 37, 179 
cUmar ibn al-Khattab (Umar I), 7-8, 10-12, 14, 24, 27-32, 

41, 42, 44, 46, 56, 58, 60, 62, 66, 71, 79, 80, 88, 107-11, 
120, 123, 135-37, 148-50, 153, 170, 188-89, 195, 202, 
205, 210-11, 215, 250, 258-59, 265, 267 

cUmar ibn Nafis 135 
cUmar ibn Qais, 152 
cUmar ibn cUbaid Allah ibn Macmar, 141 
cUmarah ibn cUmair, 160 
Umayyads, 12, 18, 22, 24, 25, 31, 35, 49, 64, 75, 81, 83, 

101-2, 116, 123, 139, 152-54, 175, 181, 187, 196, 228, 
243, 251, 260 

Umayyah ibn Abi al-Salt, 5, 141 
Umm Hani, 105, 112 
Umm Musa, 273 
Umm Salamah, 29, 46, 151, 172, 212, 254, 264 
Umm Sulaim, 248-49 
cUmumI manuscript in Constantinople, 94-97 
<Uqail ibn Khalid, 31, 67, 134-35, 168-71, 173-77, 196, 198 
cUqbah ibn cAmir, 20, 90, 202, 242 
cUqbah ibn Nafic al-Qurshl, 203 
cUrwah ibn al-Zubair, 17, 20-22, 24, 25, 34, 36, 62, 168, 

170, 172, 187, 267-68, 273 
Usamah ibn Zaid ibn Aslam, 27, 30, 263 
Usamah ibn Zaid al-Laithl, 263 
cUtbah ibn al-Nuddar al-Sulaml, 267 
cUthman, Caliph, 21, 46, 60, 79, 88, 123, 142, 153, 211, 

213, 260, 267, 274; see also Qur^an 
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cUthman ibn Salih, 210, 220-21 
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Veccia Vagliari, Laura, 99, 112 
Vitestam, Gosta, 105 
vowels, writing of, 87 

Wahb ibn Munabbih, 6, 8, 57, 58 
Waklc, Muhammad ibn Khalaf ibn Hayyan, xiii, 219 
Wakic ibn al-Jarrah, 47, 80, 100, 113 
Walld I, 22-23, 25, 228 
Walld II, 44, 181 
Walid ibn al-Mughlrah al-Makhzumi, 213 
Walld ibn al-Qais, 242 
Walld ibn cUbadah ibn al-Walld, 18, 187-88 
WaqidI, Muhammad ibn cUmar al-, xvi, 46, 47, 51, 52, 79, 

103, 105, 123, 182, 235, 252, 261 
waraqah (pi. waraq), see paper 
Waraqah ibn Naufal, 6 
Warrad (secretary of Mughlrah ibn Shucbah), 19 
warraq (pi. warraqun), 16, 46-49, 56, 118, 125, 127, 229 
Wasit, 50,80, 150, 163, 194 
Wathilah ibn al-Asqac, 18, 45 
Watt, William Montgomery, 5, 8, 9, 170-71, 190, 206, 254 
Weisweiler, Max, xiii, 48, 325, 143, 179, 259 
Wellhausen, Julius, 64 
Wensinck, Arent Jan, xiii, 7, 32, 44, 64, 141 
Widengren, Geo, 5 
wijadah method of transmission, 37, 38, 45-46, 221, 235-36, 

266 
Wilkinson, J. V. S., 127 
wirdqah, 46; see also warraq 
women, literate, 6, 57, 125, 151, 164, 264, 277 
Wright, William, 90, 230 
Wuhaib ibn Khalid al-Basri, 65 
Wujuh wa al-nazaHr of cAlI ibn Abi Talhah, 100, 103 
Wujuh wa al^na^dHr of cAbbas ibn al-Fadl al-Ansarl, 100 
Wujuh wa alwazaHr of Muqatil ibn Sulaiman al-Balkhl, 

92-113, 127 
Wiistenfeld, Ferdinand, xv, xvi, 64, 107, 153 

YaficI, cAbd Allah ibn Ascad al-, xvi 
Yahya al-Barmaki, 54, 60 
Yahya ibn <Abd Allah ibn Bukair, 126, 168-73, 175, 198, 

218 
Yahya ibn Abi Kuthair, 80, 251 
Yahya ibn Abi Za'idah, 80 
Yahya ibn Adam, 54, 80, 171 
Yahya ibn Aktham, 6 
Yahya, ibn Bukair, see Yahya ibn cAbd Allah ibn Bukair 
Yahya ibn al-Darls, 161 
Yahya ibn Hassan, 137 
Yahya ibn cIsa al-Ramli, 249 
Yahya ibn Kathlr (or Kuthair?), 134 
Yahya ibn Ma^in, 45, 47, 51, 53-55, 61, 65, 67-69, 71, 72, 

80, 81, 112, 124, 144, 150, 154, 159, 161, 178, 195, 221, 
272, 275, 277 

Yahya ibn Malik ibn Anas, 127 
Yahya ibn al-Mubarak, 261 
Yahya ibn Sacid al-Ansarl, 2, 26-27, 29, 36, 44, 46, 50, 61, 

67, 77, 116, 122-23, 150, 157, 175-76, 187-97, 202, 209, 
214, 220 

Yahya ibn Sacid al-Qattan, 54, 55, 61, 65, 68, 80, 82, 98, 
221,233,250 

Yahya ibn SacId al-Umawi, 47 
Yahya ibn Sirin, 87 
Yahya, ibn cUthman ibn §alih, 221 
Yahya ibn Yahya al-Laithi, 115, 124, 127, 137 
Yahya ibn Yahya al-Nlsaburl, 117 
Yahya ibn Ziyad al-Farra3, 47, 49 
Yamamah, 251 
Yacqub ibn cAbd Allah ibn al-Ashajj, 218 
Yacqub ibn Ibrahim ibn Sacd ibn Ibrahim, 181, 183 
Ya^qub ibn Shaibah, 42, 47, 71, 110, 177, 251 
Yacqubl, Ahmad ibn Abi Yacqub ibn Wadih al-, xvi, 21, 212, 

235 
Yaqut ibn cAbd Allah, xiv, xvi 
Yaslr (or Yusair) ibn cAmr, 134 
Yazid ibn cAbd Allah al-Laithi, 241-42 
Yazld ibn cAbd al-Malik (Yazid II), 32, 33, 214 
Yazid ibn Abi Habib, 18, 41, 218 
Yazid ibn Abi cUbaid, 264 
Yazid ibn Harun, 27, 52, 61, 68, 272-75, 277 
Yazid ibn Jucdubah al-Laithi, 242 
Yazid ibn Mucawiyah (Yazid I), 260 
Yazid ibn Qusait, 240 
Yemen, Yemenites, 11, 14, 22, 42, 43, 50, 51, 81, 153, 161, 

178-80, 183, 194, 210, 213, 241, 259 
Yunus ibn Bukair, 62, 266, 268 
Yunus ibn Yazid al-Aili, 56, 135-36, 168, 176-77 
Yusair (or Yaslr) ibn cAmr, 134 
Yusuf al-cAshsh, xvi, 10, 62, 64, 155 
Yusuf ibn cUbaid Allah ibn Abi Ziyad, 182-83 

zacama, 63, 196 
Zahiriyah School, 47 
Zaid ibn Aslam, 115, 119-20, 217-18 
Zaid ibn al-Habbab, 103 
Zaid ibn Khalid, 171 
Zaid ibn Thabit al-Ansarl, 8, 10, 17, 19-21, 36, 58, 78, 80, 

249-51, 256-61 
Za^idah ibn Qidamah, 53 
Zaidites, 70, 105 
Zainab bint Abi Salamah, 264 
Zakariya3 ibn cAdI, 45 
Zakariya^ ibn cIsa, 182 
zakat tax, 27, 28, 32, 115 
Zambaur, E. de, 22, 141, 224, 227 
Zibirqan ibn cAbd Allah, 189 
Zibirqan ibn cAbd Allah al-Laithi, 189 
Ziyad ibn cAbd al-Rahman, 127 
Ziyad ibn Abihi (Ziyad ibn Abi Sufyan), 160, 261 
Zubaidah, 194 
Zubair ibn Bakkar al-Zubairl, 183 
Zubairi, Muscab ibn cAbd Allah al-, xvi 
Zuhri, Ibn Shihab Muhammad ibn Muslim al-, 2, 7, 12, 

16, 17, 20-23, 25-27*, 31-39, 44, 47, 49, 50, 52-54, 56, 
58, 59, 61, 63, 66, 67, 72, 73, 75-80, 82, 83, 88, 90, 91, 
108,122,125-26, 134-35, 139-40,142,145,148,157, 160, 
162, 166, 168-84, 187-88, 193-94, 196-98, 202, 209, 
216, 221, 241, 251 

Zuhri ibn cAbd al-cAz!z, 20 
Zuhri the Lesser (Zuhri al-saghir), 184 
Zuhrlyat, 44, 71, 180, 182, 184 
Zuhriyat of Muhammad ibn Yahya al-Dhuhll, 183 
ZurqanI, Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Baql al-, xvi, 24, 119-20, 
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